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Preface
The International Conference on Interactive Theorem Proving (ITP) is the main venue for the
presentation of research into interactive theorem proving frameworks and their applications.
It has evolved organically starting with a HOL workshop back in 1988, gradually widening to
include other higher-order systems and interactive theorem provers generally, as well as their
applications. This year’s conference, in Portland OR, USA, is the tenth to be held under the
ITP name, following Edinburgh 2010, Nijmegen 2011, Princeton 2012, Rennes 2013, Vienna
2014, Nanjing 2015, Nancy 2016, Brasilia 2017 and Oxford 2018; those in 2010, 2014 and
2018 were under the umbrella organization of the Federated Logic Conference (FLoC).
This year’s conference attracted a total of 72 submissions (61 long papers and 11 short
papers); with the exception of the very first ITP in 2010 (which received 74 submissions)
this is the largest number of submissions received by ITP or its predecessor conferences.
Each paper was systematically reviewed by at least three program committee members or
appointed external reviewers, as a result of which the PC winnowed down the selection to be
presented at the conference: 33 papers (29 long papers and 4 short). As a consequence of
limited time for presentation at the conference, many interesting papers had to be rejected.
We thank the authors of both accepted and rejected papers for their submissions, as well as
the PC members and external reviewers for their invaluable work.
As well as all the regular papers, we are very pleased to have invited keynote talks by
June Andronick (Data 61, CSIRO), Kevin Buzzard (Imperial College) and Martin Dixon
(Intel).
The present volume collects all the accepted papers contributed to the conference as
well as abstracts of the three invited presentations. This year, for the first time, we are
publishing the proceedings in the LIPIcs series, motivated by its commitment to open access.
We thank all those at Dagstuhl for their responsive feedback on all matters associated with
the production of the finished proceedings.
Finally, we are grateful to Portland State University for logistical support, to several
corporate donors who helped to support the conference, and to the ITP Steering Committee
for their guidance throughout.
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A Million Lines of Proof About a Moving Target
June Andronick
CSIRO’s Data61, Sydney, Australia
UNSW, Sydney, Australia
June.Andronick@data61.csiro.au

Abstract
In the last ten years, we have been porting, maintaining, and evolving the world’s largest proof
base, the formal proof in Isabelle/HOL of the seL4 microkernel. But actually, there is no such
thing as “the seL4 proof”; there are a number of proofs (functional correctness, binary translation
validation, integrity and confidentiality proofs, etc) about a number of instances of seL4 (depending
on the hardware platform it runs on, the features it includes, the extensions it supports). We will
give an overview of the current state of these proofs, and, importantly, the challenges we face in
keeping to maintain, evolve and extend them, and the processes we have put in place to manage
their dependence on the evolving implementation.
2012 ACM Subject Classification Software and its engineering → Formal software verification;
Software and its engineering → Software evolution; Software and its engineering → Operating
systems
Keywords and phrases Proof maintentance, proof evolution, seL4, Isabelle/HOL
Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/LIPIcs.ITP.2019.1
Category Invited Talk
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What Makes a Mathematician Tick?
Kevin Buzzard
Imperial College, London, U.K.
k.buzzard@imperial.ac.uk

Abstract
Formalised mathematics has a serious image problem in mathematics departments. Mathematicians
working in “mainstream” areas such as modern algebra, analysis, geometry etc have absolutely no
desire to work formally, it slows them down and they cannot see the point. The mathematical
community has its own methods for deciding whether a proof (in pdf format) is correct or not;
these methods rely on the views of a cabal of experts – our high priests. Our proof of the odd
order theorem is “John Thompson got a Fields Medal for the work”. This proof is of a rather
different nature to the formalised proof of Gonthier et al. Our methods are arcane and mysterious;
there is also ample evidence that they are, in general, extremely accurate when it comes to the
important stuff.
I will talk about my attempts, as a “mainstream mathematician”, to introduce formalised
mathematics to my community.
2012 ACM Subject Classification Mathematics of computing
Keywords and phrases Formalization of mathematics
Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/LIPIcs.ITP.2019.2
Category Invited Talk
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An Increasing Need for Formality
Martin Dixon
Intel Corp., Hillsboro, Oregon, USA

Abstract
The talk will touch on a number of practical opportunities for formal modeling and methods that
Intel sees in HW security research including: instruction sets; the proliferation of programmable
agents within SoC’s; and negative space testing.
2012 ACM Subject Classification Security and privacy → Security in hardware; Security and privacy
→ Formal methods and theory of security
Keywords and phrases Hardware security, formal modeling, instruction sets, SoC’s, negative space
testing
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Category Invited Talk
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A Verified Compositional Algorithm for AI
Planning
Mohammad Abdulaziz
Technical University of Munich, Germany
mohammad.abdulaziz@in.tum.de

Charles Gretton
Australian National University, Canberra, Australia
charles.gretton@anu.edu.au

Michael Norrish
Data61, CSIRO, Canberra, Australia
Australian National University, Canberra, Australia
michael.norrish@data61.csiro.au

Abstract
We report on our HOL4 verification of an AI planning algorithm. The algorithm is compositional in
the following sense: a planning problem is divided into multiple smaller abstractions, then each of
the abstractions is solved, and finally the abstractions’ solutions are composed into a solution for
the given problem. Formalising the algorithm, which was already quite well understood, revealed
nuances in its operation which could lead to computing buggy plans. The formalisation also revealed
that the algorithm can be presented more generally, and can be applied to systems with infinite
states and actions, instead of only finite ones.
Our formalisation extends an earlier model for slightly simpler transition systems, and demonstrates another step towards formal treatments of more and more of the algorithms and reasoning
used in AI planning, as well as model checking.
2012 ACM Subject Classification Computing methodologies → Artificial intelligence; Computing
methodologies → Planning for deterministic actions; Computing methodologies → Planning with
abstraction and generalization; Software and its engineering → Software verification
Keywords and phrases AI Planning, Compositional Algorithms, Algorithm Verification, Transition
Systems
Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/LIPIcs.ITP.2019.4
Supplement Material All of our HOL4 scripts are available online at https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.3298914.
Funding Mohammad Abdulaziz: This author is supported by the DFG Koselleck Grant NI 491/16-1.

1

Introduction

State spaces of problems in fields such as artificial intelligence (AI) planning and model
checking can be modelled as digraphs, where vertices and edges represent states and transitions, respectively. Explicitly representing such state spaces is infeasible in realistic systems.
Instead, the digraph modelling the state space is described with a propositionally factored
representation, using languages such as STRIPS by Fikes [17] or SMV by McMillan et al. [27].
We work in the space of tools and algorithms for solving problems represented in this way.
When working with such factored representations, controlling the state space explosion
is critically important. A powerful, general approach to this problem is the compositional
approach. Here, a solution to a problem instance is found, or approximated, by composing
© Mohammad Abdulaziz, Charles Gretton, and Michael Norrish;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY
10th International Conference on Interactive Theorem Proving (ITP 2019).
Editors: John Harrison, John O’Leary, and Andrew Tolmach; Article No. 4; pp. 4:1–4:19
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Schloss Dagstuhl – Leibniz-Zentrum für Informatik, Dagstuhl Publishing, Germany
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solutions to one or many (possibly exponentially) smaller derived sub-problems, or “abstractions”. Practically, this approach is one of the few known feasible approaches to solve
problems concerning the state space of the given factored system. This is because it avoids
constructing and performing computations on the large digraph modelling the state space,
and only constructs and processes abstracted state spaces.
A planning problem is a reachability problem in a digraph representing the state space:
given an initial state, is it possible to construct a sequence of actions that reaches a goal
state? AI planning has many applications, including safety-critical ones, such as aerospace
applications [34, 35]. Thus, it would be of great utility to use formal methods to increase the
reliability of AI planning software, techniques, and frameworks. Indeed, this was realised
by many early authors who used formal methods in AI planning applications [9]. However,
all prior work was limited to using model checking techniques to formally verify planning
domain model properties and plan properties, and none of the previous authors embarked
on verifying a planning algorithm. In this paper we present the first formal verification of a
planning algorithm. We use HOL4 [33] to formally verify the correctness of a compositional
planning algorithm, which we published earlier [5], showing that the algorithm is indeed
correct. One might wonder: why use a theorem prover to verify the algorithm, instead of a
model checker like earlier applications of formal methods to planning? This is due to (i) the
complexity of verifying a planning algorithm compared to verifying properties of planning
models and plans as in earlier work, and (ii) the limitations of model checking formalisms,
which are inadequate for representing the algorithm, let alone verifying it. Also, HOL4 has a
transition systems theory library suitable to reasoning about planning algorithms [6].
The algorithm we verify works by dividing a planning problem into multiple isomorphic
abstractions, solving each of those abstractions separately, and finally composing those
solutions in a solution to the concrete problem. Each abstraction is an under-approximation
of the problem that is isomorphic to a descriptive quotient (hereafter, quotient) of the problem.
In our earlier work, this quotient was computed based on symmetries in the planning problem.
This earlier work empirically established that this algorithm performs extremely well on
benchmark planning problems which have symmetries.
As experienced practitioners might expect, formalisation in a theorem prover yields concrete benefits. In our case, we (i) gain a precise (and hitherto unappreciated) characterisation
of what we required of the planning algorithm that solves the generated sub-problems; (ii)
fix our algorithm to remove our dependency on that assumption; (iii) extend the algorithm’s
applicability to problems whose state variables are of arbitrary types, and not necessarily
Boolean, thus showing its applicability to numerical and hybrid planning; and (iv) we prove
its validity for a more general class of quotients, quotients which are not necessarily computed
using problem symmetries.
Finally, we note that elements of our formalisation can be easily modified to accommodate the compositional model-checking algorithm by Ip and Dill [22, 23], which is used to
perform model checking on systems with multiple isomorphic components in the Murphi
verification system.

Contributions
Our paper makes the following contributions:
We provide formal definitions of the notion of planning problems and develop a theory
library concerning them (Section 2.2). This is a substantial extension of an existing
HOL4 library on factored transition systems which was developed to verify algorithms to
compute upper bounds on transition system state space diameters [1, 2, 3, 6].
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We formally define a state-of-the-art planning algorithm for planning, namely planning via descriptive quotients, that is used for efficiently solving planning problems
with symmetries.
We develop a significant theory to establish the correctness of the connection between the
abstracted sub-problems and the original. In particular, we must answer two questions:
when and how can sub-plans that solve (abstracted) sub-problems be concatenated to
solve the original concrete problem’s goal?
how should a descriptive quotient solution be instantiated – i.e.,“lifted back” to the
level of the original concrete problem – so as to create multiple plans for solving the
symmetric sub-problems of the original?
We believe our work is the first verification of a symmetry-breaking technique or a
quotient-based technique for problems on transition systems. Our verification forced us
to identify an important assumption about the behaviour of the planner used to solve
the abstracted sub-problems.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Standard HOL4 Types and Operations

HOL4 provides a rich library of operations over standard types such as lists and sets, giving
a powerful combination of facilities from mathematics and functional programming. Here,
we briefly describe those that we use below.
In the theory of lists: lists are either empty (“nil”) written [], or a head element h followed
by the rest of the list t, written h:: t. We write l1 +
+ l2 to represent the concatenation of
the lists l1 and l2 . Lifting this to lists of lists, we write FLAT ll to mean the concatenation
of all the lists contained within ll. We write MEM e l to mean that e is an element of list
l. More generally, we can denote the set of all the elements contained in a list by writing
set l. Finally, we can write MAP f l to represent the pointwise application of function f
to all elements of the list l, returning a list of equal length, but with elements possibly of a
different type.
Most of the set notation we use should be familiar. Apart from set comprehensions and
standard operators such as union and intersections, we also write f LxM to mean the image
of set x under function f , and f −1 for f ’s inverse (taking care to only use this when f is a
bijection on the relevant sets).
We make extensive use of the HOL4 theory of finite maps, which are functions whose
domains are finite. The domain of a map f is written D(f ). Applying a map f to a domain
element d is written f ‘ d. We write f v g to mean that map f is a submap of g – i.e., f
and g agree on all elements in D(f ). Finally, we can combine two maps, writing f ] g. If
the maps f and g have overlapping domains, the result takes elements in the overlap to f ’s
values (the union “biases left”).
Below, all statements appearing with a turnstile (`) are HOL4 theorems, automatically
pretty-printed to LATEX, and using this notation.

2.2

Factored Transition Systems in HOL4

We now review basic concepts about propositionally factored representations of transition
systems and how they are formalised in HOL4. The distinctive feature of these represenations
is that sets of edges are compactly described in terms of “actions”. This representation
is equivalent to representations commonly used in the AI planning and model checking
communities (e.g. STRIPS [17] and SMV [27, 13]).
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I Definition 1 (States and Actions). A state, x, is a finite map from variables to values,
i.e. a finite set of mappings v 7→ b, where v is a variable and b is a value. An action is a
pair of finite maps, (p, e), where p represents the preconditions and e represents the effects.
The domain of an action is the union of the domains of its preconditions and effects, i.e.
D(π) ≡ D(p) ∪ D(e), for π = (p, e). (Note how we are overloading/extending the syntax
for the domain of a finite map (D(fm)) to also mean the domain of an action (D(π)), and
(below) the domain of a system.)
I Definition 2 (Factored System). A propositionally factored system, δ, is a set of actions.
We write D(δ) for the domain of δ, which is the union of the domains of all the actions in δ.
To make the types explicit, a propositionally factored system in HOL4 has states as finite
maps α 7→ β (polymorphic in both domain (α) and codomain (β)).1 An action is then a
pair of such states (α 7→ β) × (α 7→ β), and a factored transition system δ is a set of
such actions.
The valid states of a system δ, written U(δ), are those that have the same domain as
the system:
def

U(δ) = { x | D(x) = D(δ) }
The valid plans of a system (δ ∗ ) are those composed of actions drawn from δ:
def

→

→

δ ∗ = { π | set π ⊆ δ }
I Definition 3 (Execution). When an action (p, e), denoted by π, is executed at state x, it
produces a successor state ex(x, π), formally defined as ex(x, π) = if p ⊆ x then e ] x else x.
→
→
We lift ex to lists of actions π as the second argument. So ex(x, π ) denotes the state resulting
→
from successively applying each action from π in turn, starting at x, which corresponds to a
path in the state space. In HOL4 action execution and action sequence execution are defined
as follows:
def

state-succ x (p,e) = if p v x then e ] x else x
→

def

→

ex(x,π:: π ) = ex(state-succ x π, π )
def
ex(x,[]) = x
The result of executing an action (p,e) on a state x depends on whether the preconditions of
the action are satisfied by the state or not, which is modelled by the p v x relation. If the
state satisfies the preconditions, then the state resulting from the execution is the same as
the original state, but amended by the effects of the executed action. Otherwise, the result of
the execution does not affect a change to the state. The finite map union operation, e ] x,
models amending the state by the action effects e.
Our formal definition of action execution follows that from our earlier paper [5]. Having a
total execution function (as above) is somewhat unusual for classical deterministic planning.
The choice is more typical in robotics, and in settings where automated planning is undertaken
under uncertainty. For example, the de facto standard in robotic planning is to plan in a
partially observable Markov decision process [20, 10], in which the robot cannot generally
know for sure if an action will have an effect or not. However, as machine learning becomes
increasingly pervasive, both in the task of learning system models [8, 31], and in the task of
computing plans [38], we can expect it to become increasingly common place for planned

1

To model STRIPS or SMV transition systems, β would be instantiated with bool.
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actions in classical deterministic settings to have no effect, since learning agents tradeoff
model accuracy for model complexity. In addition to the totality of our definition of execution,
we note that our definition is more general than other formalisms as it allows an action to
execute in a state when the action is defined using symbols that are not part of that state.
These properties of our definition made our proofs smoother, and helped us derive more
general theorems.
A sanity check of our execution semantics is the following theorem, which states that the
result of executing a valid action sequence on a valid state is also a valid state.
→

→

` π ∈ δ ∗ ∧ x ∈ U(δ) ⇒ ex(x, π ) ∈ U(δ)
When the codomain of a state is Boolean, we give examples of states and actions using
sets of literals. For example, {v1 , v2 } is a state where state variables v1 is (maps to) true,
and v2 is false and its domain is {v1 , v2 }. ({v1 , v2 }, {v3 }) is an action that if executed in a
state where v1 and v2 hold, it sets v3 to true. D(({v1 , v2 }, {v3 })) = {v1 , v2 , v3 }.
v1 v2 v3 v4 v5

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5

Figure 1 The largest connected component of the state space of the problem from Example 2. It
shows the presence of symmetries between different states.

I Example 1. An example factored system δ is {π1 , π2 , π3 }, where the actions π1 , π2 and π3
are defined as (∅, {v3 }), ({v1 , v3 }, {v3 , v4 }), and ({v2 , v3 }, {v3 , v5 }), respectively. The largest
connected component of its state space is shown in Figure 1.
Note that, unlike in our original algorithm [5], the codomain of states is not restricted to
be bool since a lot of the theory we develop here applies to factored systems regardless of the
codomain of the state. Indeed, because we do not restrict the codomains to bool we are able
to prove that the algorithm verified here can be used for planning problems with infinite
states.
I Definition 4 (Planning Problem). A planning problem Π is a 3-tuple hI, δ, Gi, with I the
initial state of the problem, G a partial state representing a set of goal states, and δ a set of
actions. We define the domain of the problem, D(Π), to be domain of its actions, D(δ). The
set of valid states, written U(Π), with respect to a planning problem Π, corresponds to the set
U(δ). In HOL4, we formalise this as a record type:
(α, β) planningProblem = <|
I : α 7→ β;
δ : (α 7→ β) × (α 7→ β) → bool;
G : α 7→ β
|>
Problem Π is valid if the initial state is a valid state and the goal describes an assignment
constraint on a subset of the problem’s domain. In HOL4:
def

valid-prob Π = Π.I ∈ U(Π.δ) ∧ D(Π.G) ⊆ D(Π)
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Henceforth, we will work only with valid problems. We refer to the initial state, actions or
goal of problem Π as Π.I, Π.δ or Π.G respectively. We may also omit the Π if it is clear from
the context, e.g. I for Π.I and δi for Πi .δ.
→
Finally, an action sequence π is a plan/solution for a planning problem Π iff that sequence
is valid, and if all goal assignments are present in the state reached by executing that action
sequence from the initial state:
→

→

→

Π solved-by π = π ∈ Π.δ ∗ ∧ Π.G v ex(Π.I, π )
def

I Example 2. An example planning problem is Π1 with Π1 .I ≡ {v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 }, Π1 .G ≡
{v4 , v5 }, and actions Π1 .δ assigned to be δ from Example 1. The state space of that problem
is that of the factored system δ, which represents its actions. A solution to that problem is
the action sequence [π1 ; π2 ; π1 ; π3 ; π1 ].

2.3

Motivating Planning via Descriptive Quotient

Better scalability is the core motivation for planning using a descriptive quotient. The
algorithm treats the situation where a concrete problem can be decomposed into a set of
isomorphic sub-problems. We need only find a solution for one sub-problem, and then it
is a simple matter of instantiating that solution for each problem in the series to arrive
at a solution for the concrete problem. These ideas can be made clear if we consider the
Gripper problem, which happens to be a benchmark problem of the International Planning
Competition [26]. A robot with left and right grippers must move a set of N indistinguishable
packages from a common source location to a common destination. The left and right
grippers are symmetric, because if we changed their names, by interchanging the terms “left”
and “right” in the problem description, we are left with an identical problem. Packages are
also interchangeable, and symmetric in this sense. The descriptive quotient here describes
the problem of moving one package with one gripper to the destination, and then returning
the robot to the source location with its gripper unencumbered. A plan for the quotient
represents a solution for a part of the gripper problem, for one package. If we instantiate
that quotient plan to move each package, and concatenate the instantiated plans, we arrive
at a plan for the concrete problem. Some first package is moved to the goal, then a second,
a third, and so on until all packages are in their goal location, and the problem is solved.
When in use, and compared to other planning algorithms, the algorithm we study here
comes with some overhead. Specifically, it has four inputs, and only the first of which
is common to all planning algorithms. These are: (i) a planning problem, (ii) an underapproximation of that problem, also known as the descriptive quotient, (iii) a plan for the
descriptive quotient and (iv) a set of instantiations of the descriptive quotient. The last
three objects are peculiar to the algorithm we investigate and are computed from the first
input in a preprocessing step, based on symmetries in the given planning problem [5]. After
this preprocessing step, a plan is calculated for the descriptive quotient problem which is
usually much smaller than the concrete problem at hand. Then, the quotient’s solution is
instantiated to solve sub-problems of the given problem. Lastly, those sub-problem solutions
are concatenated to form a solution for the entire problem.
The primary strength of planning via descriptive quotient is that the state space of a
quotient is small relative to that of the concrete problem. This algorithm is thus relatively
efficient at planning compared to an algorithm that searches for a plan in the state space
of the concrete problem. However, is it effective compared to other methods that exploit
symmetries for planning? The state-of-the-art method to break symmetries for planning is
orbit search [30]. That method exploits the fact that a symmetry between state variables
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induces a symmetry between states. Orbit search exploits that during the search for a
plan since one only needs to visit one state out of every set of symmetric states. However,
pruning the state space that way still gives rise to a search space that could be exponentially
larger than the descriptive quotient’s state space. For instance, the descriptive quotient of
a Gripper problem with 20 packages is solved by breadth-first search expanding only 6
states [5]. On the other hand, a state-of-the-art system implementing orbit search reports
expanding 60K states solving the same Gripper problem [30]. This difference is highlighted
in the next example.
I Example 3. In the problem Π1 from our example earlier, state variables v4 and v5 are
symmetric, i.e. Π1 would stay the same if we permute them. Also v1 and v2 are symmetric.
This variable symmetry induces symmetries between states as shown in Figure 1, where the
two green states are symmetric with the red ones, i.e. permuting them does not change the
state space. Ideally, the orbit search method would construct a state space where symmetric
states are contracted as the one shown in Figure 3, which is clearly smaller in size than the
original state space in Figure 1.2
On the other hand, following our previously published algorithm, a descriptive quotient,
Π01 , of the problem Π1 is computed by replacing every variable in Π with a symbol, where
symmetric variables are replaced with the same symbol. Thus, Π01 has initial state, actions
and goals that are {p1 , p2 , p3 }, {({p1 , p2 }, {p2 , p3 }), (∅, {p2 })}, and {p3 }, respectively. The
largest component of the state space of Π01 is shown in Figure 2. It is clearly smaller than the
original state space shown in Figure 1, as well as the state space constructed by orbit search
shown in Figure 3.
p1 p2 p3

p1 p2 p3

p1 p2 p3

p1 p2 p3

Figure 2 The largest connected component in the state space of the descriptive quotient of the
problem in Example 2.

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5

Figure 3 The state space which the orbit search algorithm could construct and in which it would
search for a solution to the problem from Example 2. In the case that there were multiple symmetric
states in the original problem, here only one canonical state from that set appears.

3

Sub-Plan Concatenation

The algorithm we describe and verify synthesises a concrete plan by concatenating a series of
sub-plans. Each sub-plan solves one sub-problem of the concrete problem at hand. The first
step of formally develop these ideas is describing sufficient conditions which enable one to
synthesise a concrete plan according to a concatenation operation.

3.1

Needed Assignments

To concatenate plans safely, the algorithm needs to constrain states encountered between
the execution of two concatenated plans to be compatible with the resources that might
be used by a plan for the second problem. Compatibility is guaranteed if the intermediate

2

For a comprehensive description of orbit search planning consult Pochter et al. [30].
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state is consistent with the needed assignments of the second sub-problem. To understand
→
this concept, suppose we have a plan π for a planning problem Π. What can we change in
→
Π.I and still guarantee that π solves the amended problem? Needed assignments are those
assignments in Π.I which cannot be changed.
I Definition 5 (Needed Assignments). Needed assignments, N (Π), are assignments in the
preconditions of actions and goal conditions that also occur in I, i.e., N (Π) = (pre(δ) ∩
S
I) ∪ (G ∩ I), where pre(δ) ≡ {p | (p, e) ∈ δ}. Formally, we begin by characterising a
planning problem’s needed variables, those state variables that shall be the subject of needed
assignments:
def

D(N (Π)) =
{v |
v ∈ D(Π.I) ∧
((∃ p e. (p,e) ∈ Π.δ ∧ v ∈ D(p) ∧ p ‘ v = Π.I ‘ v) ∨
v ∈ D(Π.G) ∧ Π.I ‘ v = Π.G ‘ v) }
Then, the set of needed assignments associated with a problem Π is:
def

N (Π) = Π.ID(N (Π))
where xvs denotes the state x restricted/projected to assignments to variables vs.
I Example 4. For Π1 from our earlier example, we have that N (Π1 ) = {v3 , v1 , v2 }.
We are then able to prove the following sanity-check theorem:
→

I Proposition 1. For problem Π, a plan π will work from any state x that provides the
needed assignments of that problem, even if x disagrees with the initial state of the problem
on the assignments to some other – i.e. not-needed – state variables.
→

` valid-prob Π ∧ N (Π) v x ∧ sat-pre (N (Π), π ) ⇒
→
→
Π solved-by π ⇒ Π.G v ex(x, π )
→

→

The assumption sat-pre (N (Π), π ) says that if π is executed from N (Π), the preconditions
→
of all actions in π shall be satisfied.

3.2

Concatenating Two Plans

Suppose we have a plan for each of two given problems. We now establish a core condition
that, if satisfied, allows us to concatenate those plans to obtain an execution that satisfies the
goal conditions of both problems. It may be that some state variables are common to both
problems. We shall then require that for some total ordering of the problems, the preceding
problem goal includes the needed assignments of the succeeding problem. Formally, we have
the preceding problem relation:
I Definition 6 (Preceding Problems).
Π1



def

Π2 = Π1 .GD(N (Π2 )) = N (Π2 )D(Π1 ) ∧ Π1 .GD(Π2 ) = Π2 .GD(Π1 )

In words, (i) The needed assignments of Π2 which a plan for Π1 could possibly affect
occur in G1 , and (ii) G2 contains all the assignments in G1 which a plan for Π2 could affect.
I Example 5. Consider a problem Π2 s.t. Π2 .I ≡ {v4 , v5 , v6 }, Π2 .δ ≡ {({v5 }, {v4 , v6 }),
({v4 }, {v5 , v6 })} and Π2 .G ≡ {v4 , v5 , v6 }, respectively. N (Π2 ) = G1 = {v4 , v5 }. Since
G1 D(N (Π2 )) = G1 , (I2 D(Π1 ) )D(N (Π2 )) = G1 , G1 D(Π2 ) = G1 and G2 D(Π1 ) = G1 , we have
Π1 Π2 .
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Our precedence relation guarantees the following two properties.
I Proposition 2. If a planning problem Π1 precedes another planning problem Π2 , i.e.
Π1 Π2 , then a plan for Π1 always preserves the needed assignments of Π2 .


→

→

` Π1
Π2 ∧ Π1 .G v ex(x, π ) ∧ π ∈ Π1 .δ ∗ ∧ N (Π2 ) v x ∧ valid-prob Π1 ⇒
→
N (Π2 ) v ex(x, π )




I Proposition 3. If Π1

Π2 , then the a plan for Π2 does not invalidate a goal of Π1 .
→

→

` Π1
Π2 ∧ Π2 .G v ex(x, π ) ∧ π ∈ Π2 .δ ∗ ∧ valid-prob Π2 ∧ Π1 .G v x ⇒
→
Π1 .G v ex(x, π )


3.3

Concatenating Many Plans

The above analysis can be leveraged now to understand the situation where we have plans
for many problems, and where a concatenation of those plans achieves and maintains goal
conditions for all problems. We shall suppose that the set of problems are totally ordered
according to our precedence relation.


I Lemma 1. Consider a sequence Π1 . . . ΠN satisfying Πj Πk for all 1 ≤ j < k ≤ N , and
a state x that satisfies the initial state of every problem Πi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ N . For 1 ≤ i ≤ N
→
→
→
let π i be a plan for Πi for which sat-pre(N (Πi ), π i ) holds. Then, not only is each π i a plan
→
→
→
for Πi , but executing the entire concatenation π 1 +
+ π2 +
+ . . . π N from x also satisfies the
goals of each Πi .


`

l

Πl ⇒
(∀ Π.
MEM Π Πl ⇒
valid-prob Π ∧ Π.I v x ∧ Π solved-by solve Π ∧
sat-pre (N (Π),solve Π)) ⇒
(let
sub_prob_plans = MAP solve Πl ;
concatenated_plans = FLAT sub_prob_plans
in
∀ Π. MEM Π Πl ⇒ Π.G v ex(x,concatenated_plans))


In the HOL4 statement above (i) l is a predicate that lifts precedence to lists of problems,
where for a list of problems Π1 . . . ΠN , it denotes that Πj Πk holds, for all j < k ≤ N , and
(ii) solve is a function that maps every planning problem to a plan that solves it.
Before we discuss the proof of this lemma, we define the following union operation on
planning problems and a lifted union operation for lists of planning problems.


I Definition 7 (Planning Problem Union).
def

Π 1 ∪ Π2 =
<|I := Π1 .I ] Π2 .I; δ := Π1 .δ ∪ Π2 .δ; G := Π1 .G ] Π2 .G|>
S

def

Πl = FOLDR ∪ Π∅ Πl

Π∅ is the “empty problem”, whose initial and goal states have an empty domain, i.e. states
mapping nothing to nothing, and that does not have actions.
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The following theorem shows that the semantics of the planning problem union operations
are as intended.
S
` (∀ Π. MEM Π Πl ⇒ valid-prob Π) ⇒ valid-prob ( Πl )
Informally, a sketch of the proof of Lemma 1 follows.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the list Πl . The base case is trivial. In the step case
we have the theorem for list of problems Πl , and we need to show that it applies to Πl with
S
the problem Π pre-pended to it. The key idea of the proof is to deal with
Πl as one
S
planning problem. Since Π precedes every problem in Πl , we have that Π precedes
Πl .
From this, the inductive hypothesis, Proposition 1, Proposition 2, and Proposition 3, the
result follows.
J
Before this verification, we missed the condition sat-pre (N (Π),f Π) from the assumptions
of Lemma 1. This condition forbids plans with actions whose preconditions are unsatisfied
during isolated execution in the corresponding problem – i.e. such actions are ignored by
the execution function when considering the problem in isolation. The importance of this
condition shall be discussed in detail in Section 6.

4

Covering via Concatenation

Having just developed conditions for plan synthesis via concatenation, it remains to understand how a concrete problem may be broken up into an ordered list of sub-problems, so
that a concatenation of sub-problems plans corresponds to a plan for the concrete problem.
First, this will require that we formally treat the question of what it is to be a sub-problem.
We then establish a concept of coverage, so that when a concrete problem is covered by a
list of sub-problems, we have the core sufficient condition to concatenate sub-problem plans
according to a schema analogous to Lemma 1.
A problem is a sub-problem of another, if the constituents – states and actions – of the
former are subsets/submaps of corresponding constituents of the latter.
I Definition 8 (Sub-problem). Problem Π1 is a sub-problem of Π2 , written Π1 ⊆ Π2 , if
I1 ⊆ I2 , and if δ1 ⊆ δ2 .
def

Π1 ⊆ Π2 = Π1 .I v Π2 .I ∧ Π1 .δ ⊆ Π2 .δ
I Definition 9 (Covering Problems). A list of planing problems Πl covers a problem Π iff (i)
every member of Πl is a sub-problem of Π and (ii) every goal of Π is a goal for some member
of Πl .
def

covers Πl Π =
(∀ x.
x ∈ D(Π.G) ⇒
∃ Π0 . MEM Π0 Πl ∧ x ∈ D(Π0 .G) ∧ Π.G ‘ x = Π0 .G ‘ x) ∧
0
∀ Π . MEM Π0 Πl ⇒ Π0 ⊆ Π
I Example 6. Let the problem Π001 be s.t. Π001 .I = {v3 , v1 , v4 }, Π001 .δ = {({v1 , v3 }, {v3 , v4 }),
000
000
(∅, {v3 })}, and Π001 .G = {v4 }. Let the problem Π000
1 be s.t. Π1 .I = {v3 , v2 , v5 }, Π1 .δ =
000
00
000
{({v2 , v3 }, {v3 , v5 }), (∅, {v3 })}, and Π1 .G = {v5 }. The list [Π1 ; Π1 ] covers the problem Π1
00
000
since Π001 ⊆ Π1 and Π000
1 ⊆ Π1 , and since Π1 covers the goal v4 in Π1 , Π1 covers the goal
v5 in Π1 .
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We now establish sufficient conditions for the concatenation of sub-problem plans to solve
the corresponding concrete problem. This result is a consequence of Lemma 1.


I Theorem 1. Consider a set Π1 . . . ΠN of problems that covers Π, satisfying Πj Πk
→
→
for all j < k ≤ N . For 1 ≤ i ≤ N let π i be a plan for Πi . Then rem-cless(N (Π1 ), π 1 )
→
→
+
+rem-cless(N (Π2 ), π 2 ) +
+ . . . rem-cless(N (ΠN ), π N ) is a plan for Π.


` covers Πl Π ∧ l Πl ⇒
(∀ Π. MEM Π Πl ⇒ valid-prob Π ∧ Π solved-by f Π) ⇒
(let
inst_plans = MAP (λ Π0 . rem-cless (N (Π0 ),[],f Π0 )) Πl ;
concatenated_plans = FLAT inst_plans
in
Π solved-by concatenated_plans)
Note that in the theorem above, the sub-problem plans can be concatenated to solve the
concrete problem after removing actions with unsatisfied preconditions. Such actions are
removed by the function rem-cless. This is required to ensure that the assumption sat-pre
satisfied, as is required for every sub-problem in Lemma 1. This function was not in our
originally published algorithm, and is defined as follows:
→

def

rem-cless (x,pfx,(p,e):: π ) =
→
if p v ex(x,pfx) then rem-cless (x,pfx +
+ [(p,e)], π )
→
else rem-cless (x,pfx, π )
def
rem-cless (x,pfx,[]) = pfx
The following two theorems show that rem-cless: (i) provides a list of actions whose
preconditions are always satisfied during execution, and (ii) does not effect the results of
execution in isolation in a sub-problem.
→

` sat-pre (x,rem-cless (x,[], π ))
→

→

` ex(x, π ) = ex(x,rem-cless (x,[], π ))
During formalisation work related to Theorem 1, we discovered an error in our original
conception of the definition of what a sub-problem is. Before this verification, we omitted the
requirement that Π1 .I v Π2 .I, opting for the erroneous condition D(Π1 ) ⊆ D(Π2 ). This
faulty definition allows for sub-problems of the same problem to have conflicting initial states,
in which case the assumption of having more than one sub-problem becomes an insufficient
assumption to prove the algorithm’s soundness.

5

Concatenating Instantiations of a Quotient Plan

Theorem 1 establishes sufficient conditions enabling the synthesis of a concrete plan by concatenating plans for sub-problems. In fact, our compositional approach allows an additional
efficiency: since it treats the scenario where each sub-problem is isomorphic, only one plan
need ever be computed. That one plan is then instantiated for a covering set of isomorphic
sub-problems. Finally, a concrete plan is synthesised by concatenating the instantiated
sub-problem plans. This algorithm requires a canonical sub-problem, the quotient problem,
which is isomorphic to each sub-problem of the concrete problem at hand. To permit sub-plan
concatenation, successive sub-problems must satisfy the sub-problem precedence relation. To
ensure this, our algorithm augments the quotient, ensuring that shared resources are left as
they are found between sub-plan executions.
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5.1

Formalising Instantiations

An instantiation maps constituents from a planning problem Π1 to those from another
problem Π2 , by mapping the state variables that underlie the mapped constituent. In
particular, it is a function that explicitly maps the quotient into a sub-problem of the
concrete problem by mapping: (i) quotient state variables to state variables of the concrete
problem, (ii) quotient states to concrete problem states, and (iii) the quotient’s actions to
concrete problem actions.
To formulate that in HOL4, for state variables, instantiation is a function from D(Π1 ) to
D(Π2 ). For states, it was a surprising challenge to define in HOL4 what an instantiation
is. Because states are finite maps, the instantiation tLxM of a state x is an application of
an image of the instantiation t to the domain of the state. Instantiation here is therefore
described as a function image application. For example, for a state {o1 7→ T, o2 7→ F } and
an instantiation function t, the instantiation of that state using that function is the state
{t(o1 ) 7→ T, t(o2 ) 7→ F }. This is equivalent to composing the inverse of the instantiation
function with the state.
I Definition 10 (State Instantiation). Instantiation of state x with instantiation t is defined
as the composition of x with the inverse of t:
def

tLxM = x ◦ t−1
Overloading the LM notation, below we define the instantiation operation, for (i) an action,
(ii) a factored system, (iii) a planning problem, and (iv) an action sequence, respectively.
def

tL(p,e)M = (tLpM,tLeM)
def

tLδM = (λ π. tLπM)LδM
def

tLΠM = Π with <|I := tLΠ.IM; δ := tLΠ.δM; G := tLΠ.GM|>
→

def

→

tL π M = MAP (λ π. tLπM) π

I Example 7. Recall from Example 3 the quotient Π01 of the concrete problem Π1 . Let
instantiation t be {p1 7→ v1 , p2 7→ v3 , p3 7→ v4 }. The problem Π001 from Example 6 is the same
as tLΠ01 M, i.e. it is the instantiation of Π01 using t.
Let valid-inst t mean that t is a bijection. We have the following theorems.
→

→

` valid-inst t ⇒ ex(tLxM,tL π M) = tLex(x, π )M
→

→

` valid-inst t ∧ Π solved-by π ⇒ tLΠM solved-by tL π M
` valid-inst t ⇒ D(N (tLΠM)) = tLD(N (Π))M
Note that, in our original treatment [5], we did not explicitly state bijectivity of instantiations as a condition. This is because it is a consequence of the fact that the instantiations
we considered then were transversals of equivalence classes of state variables under symmetry
– a.k.a. orbits. Orbits form a partition of the domain of a planning problem, and since a
transversal maps every orbit to one of its members, transversals are bijective.
Our algorithm also requires the following additional condition on sets of instantiations:
I Definition 11 (Valid Set of Instantiations). Any two different instantiations from a set of
instantiations ∆ should not map different variables from the domain of the quotient to the
same variable in their range.
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def

pwise-valid ∆ vs =
∀ t1 t2 v1 v2 .
t1 ∈ ∆ ∧ t2 ∈ ∆ ∧ v1 ∈ vs ∧ v2 ∈ vs ∧ v1 6= v2 ⇒
t1 v1 6= t2 v2
This condition guarantees that different instantiations of the same state are consistent with
each other – i.e., a distinct variable is mapped to the same value in all the instantiated states.
Again, we did not state this assumption explicitly in our original treatment since it holds for
instantiations that are transversals of the state variable orbits, because a set of orbits forms
a partition of the domain of the planning problem.

5.2

Planning via an Augmented Quotient

We now establish the correctness of the the target algorithm, which synthesises a concrete
plan by concatenating a set of covering instantiations of the solution to an augmented
quotient. The algorithm inputs are (i) a quotient of the concrete problem, (ii) a solution
to that quotient, and (iii) a set of instantiations of the quotient which cover the concrete
problem. In order to leverage the previous results in formally verifying that the target
algorithm is correct, the key remaining task is to deal with that, as yet, we have no ordering
of instantiations of isomorphic sub-problems. Theorem 1 is not directly applicable without a
notion of precedence. We shall establish below the conditions so that any two instantiations
of the augmented quotient can participate in the precedence relation together. Therefore,
any ordering of such instantiations is admissible for the purposes of leveraging the algorithm
verified in Theorem 1.
Two necessary concepts to state conditions guaranteeing that instantiations can participate
in the precedence relation are common variables and sustainable variables. Given a set of
instantiations, the common variables are variables mapped to the same value by at least two
instantiations. A sustainable variable holds the same assignment in the initial state as it
does in a goal state. Formally, they are defined as follows:
I Definition 12 (Common Variables). For a set of instantiations ∆, the set of common
T
variables, written v ∆ vs, comprises all elements from the given set of variables vs that
occur in the ranges of more-than-one member of ∆.
T
def
v ∆ vs =
{ v | ∃ t1 t2 . t1 ∈ ∆ ∧ t2 ∈ ∆ ∧ t1 6= t2 ∧ v ∈ vs ∧ t1 v = t2 v }
I Example 8. Let instantiation t0 be {p1 7→ v2 , p2 7→ v3 , p3 7→ v5 }. Take ∆ to be {t, t0 }.
T
For ∆, we have v ∆ {p1 , p2 , p3 } = {p1 }.
I Definition 13 (Sustainable Variables). A set of variables vs is sustainable in a problem Π
iff Ivs = Gvs .
def

sustainable Π vs = Π.Ivs = Π.Gvs
Our headline result relies on the following argument. If the intersection of – the needed
variables of the quotient problem, with the common variables from instantiations ∆ – are
sustained in Π, then any pair of distinct instantiations of Π are elements in the precedence
relation.
` valid-inst t1 ∧ valid-inst t2 ∧
pwise-valid ∆ D(Π) ∧ valid-prob Π ∧ t1 ∈ ∆ ∧
T
t2 ∈ ∆ ∧ t1 6= t2 ∧ sustainable Π ( v ∆ D(Π) ∩ D(N (Π))) ⇒
t1 LΠM
t2 LΠM
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From this and from Theorem 1 we derive our headline theorem, stating soundness conditions
for planning via a quotient. In this theorem we refer to a planning problem, Π0 , as being a
descriptive quotient of some other problem Π. The stated conditions of the theorem define
how some problem Π0 qualifies as a descriptive quotient of Π.
→0

I Theorem 2. Consider a problem Π, a descriptive quotient Π0 , a solution π to Π0 , and a set
T
of instantiations ∆. Suppose {tLΠ0 M | t ∈ ∆}(= Π) covers Π, and v ∆ D(Π01 ) ∩ D(N (Π01 ))
→0

are sustainable in Π0 . Then any concatenation of the plans {rem-cless(N (tLΠ0 M), [], tL π M) |
t ∈ ∆} solves Π.

Note that the theorem above requires, for a quotient, that the intersection of its needed
variables with the common variables between instantiations are sustainable. If this requirement is not satisfied by a quotient, the concatenated quotient plan instantiations might not
solve the concrete problem, as shown below.
T
I Example 9. Note that D(N (Π01 )) = {p1 , p2 }, and recall that v ∆ {p1 , p2 , p3 } = {p1 }.
Thus the intersection of the quotient’s needed variables with the common variables between
T
instantiations, v ∆ D(Π0 ) ∩ D(N (Π01 )), is {p1 }. The quotient Π01 does not sustain that
intersection since the assignment of p1 in Π01 .I does not occur in the goal Π01 .G. Now, to
see the problem this might cause, we instantiate the descriptive quotient Π01 with t0 , which
0
0
0
yields problem Π000
1 from Example 6. Thus [tLΠ1 M; t LΠ1 M] covers the problem Π1 . A plan
0
→
for the descriptive quotient Π01 is π ≡ [({p1 , p2 }, {p3 , p1 })] and its two instantiations are
→0
→0
→0
tL π M = [π2 ] and t0 L π M = [π3 ]. However, the two possible concatenations of tL π M and
0
0
0
→
→
→
t0 L π M do not solve Π1 because both plans, tL π M and t0 L π M, require v3 initially, but do not
establish it.
To guarantee that the intersection of the quotient’s needed variables with the instantiations’
common variables are sustainable, the goal of a quotient Π0 is augmented with assignments
that guarantee that the quotient sustains those variables. In particular, the quotient’s goal
T
should be augmented by the assignment of the variables v ∆ D(Π0 ) ∩ D(N (Π01 )) in the
quotient’s initial state. This step should be performed before the quotient is solved. The
next example gives a concrete example of this augmentation.
I Example 10. To solve Π1 via solving Π01 , we augment the goal Π01 .G with the initial state asT
signment of the variables in v ∆ {p1 , p2 , p3 } ∩ D(N (Π01 )), i.e. Π01 .IT ∆ {p1 ,p2 ,p3 }∩D(N (Π0 )) .
v

1

The resulting problem, Πq1 , is equal to Π01 except that it has the literal {p1 } added to its
→q
goals, so Πq1 .G = {p1 , p3 }. A plan for Πq1 is π ≡ [({p1 , p2 }, {p3 , p1 }); (∅, {p1 })], and two
→q
→q
→q
instantiations of it are tL π M = [π2 ; π1 ] and t0 L π M = [π3 ; π1 ]. Concatenating tL π M and
→q
t0 L π M in any order solves Π1 .
The fact that goal augmentation works is shown in the following theorem.
` let
Πq = Π0 with G := Π0 .IT
v

(set ∆) D(Π0 ) ∩ D(N (Π0 ))

] Π0 .G

in
T
sustainable Πq ( v (set ∆) D(Πq ) ∩ D(N (Πq )))
Our headline result now follows straightforwardly from the manner in which the quotient
augmentation operates. Because a quotient with an augmented goal sustains the common
needed variables, the algorithm from Theorem 2 can be used to synthesise a concrete problem
solution by instantiating and concatenating the augmented quotient solutions.
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] Π0 .G ;

inst_plans = MAP (λ t. rem-cless (N (tLΠ M),[],tL π M)) ∆ ;
concatenated_plans = FLAT inst_plans
in
ALL-DISTINCT ∆ ∧ (∀ t. MEM t ∆ ⇒ valid-inst t) ∧
valid-prob Π0 ∧
INJ (λ t. tLΠq M) (set ∆) U(:(α, β) planningProblem) ∧
pwise-valid (set ∆) D(Πq ) ∧ covers (MAP (λ t. tLΠq M) ∆) Π ∧
→q
Πq solved-by π ⇒
Π solved-by concatenated_plans
In closing, it is worth noting that Theorem 2 assumes nothing in the way the augmented
quotient is computed. We believe this in itself is an important extension to our earlier
work [5], which was limited to situations where the quotient under consideration is computed
according to identified symmetric variables – i.e. as per Π0 in Example 3. Our new results
describe an algorithm that is applicable to descriptive quotients computed in problems that
may not have symmetries. It is applicable provided the descriptive quotient is isomorphic to
a set of sub-problems covering the concrete problem.
Also, the planning problem is of type (α, β) planningProblem. This denotes that indeed
the algorithm for composing solutions is applicable to planning problems whose state variables
can be assigned to values of any type β, without any constraints on that type. Additionally
the cardinality of the set of actions in the problem or the quotient is unconstrained. Thus
the planning problem and its quotient are not necessarily propositionally factored systems,
making planning via descriptive quotients applicable to planning problems with infinite
states, like numeric planning.
Lastly we note that the new algorithm, which includes a call to the function rem-cless,
suffers almost no run-time penalty compared to the original algorithm which did not include
a call to rem-cless. This is because the run-time of rem-cless is linear in the length of the
quotient plan, whose length in most benchmarks is linear in the problem size. Indeed, the
overall run-time is dominated by finding a plan for the quotient.

6

Fixing the Algorithm via Formalisation

One benefit of our work is the discovery and correction of an easy-to-miss bug in our original
algorithm [5]. We now describe that bug, first intuitively and then using a detailed example.
Suppose a plan is found for a quotient system, and that plan contains a spurious action: an
action whose precondition is not satisfied when that action is scheduled to execute – i.e., we
have not applied the rem-cless function. Now consider the case that the plan is instantiated
multiple times, and the results of this are concatenated together to form a concrete plan.
When we execute the first instantiation of the quotient’s plan, no error occurs. However,
that execution may have a “side effect”, so that later instantiations of the spurious action
now have an effect. It can be the case that such a spurious effect interferes with the plan
execution, rendering the concrete plan invalid as follows.
For notational economy, let action schemata π1 , π2 , π3 , and π4 be defined as π1 (x, y, z) ≡
({x, y}, {y, z}), π2 (x) ≡ (∅, {x}), π3 (x) ≡ (∅, {x}), and π4 (x, y) ≡ ({x}, {y}), respectively.
Consider a planning problem Π where Π.I ≡ {v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 , v6 , v7 }, Π.δ ≡ {π1 (v1 , v3 , v4 ),
π1 (v2 , v3 , v5 ), π2 (v3 ), π4 (v6 , v7 ), π3 (v6 )}, and Π.G ≡ {v4 , v5 , v6 , v7 }. Also consider Π0 , a quotient of Π, where Π0 .I ≡ {p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 , p5 }, Π0 .δ ≡ {π1 (p1 , p2 , p3 ), π2 (p2 ), π4 (p4 , p5 ), π3 (p4 )},
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and Π0 .G ≡ {p3 , p4 , p5 }. Consider the two instantiations t and t0 defined as t ≡ {p1 7→ v1 ,
p2 7→ v3 , p3 7→ v4 , p4 7→ v6 , p5 7→ v7 }, and t0 ≡ {p1 7→ v2 , p2 7→ v3 , p3 7→ v5 , p4 7→ v6 , p5 7→
v7 }. Let the set of instantiations ∆ be {t, t0 }. The problem Π is covered by tLΠ0 M and
t0 LΠ0 M, since they are sub-problems of Π and they cover its goal Π.G. The first step of the
algorithm would be to augment the quotient’s goal with Π0 .IT ∆ D(Π0 )∩D(N (Π0 )) . We have
v
T
0
0
v ∆ D(Π ) = {p1 , p4 , p5 }, i.e. there are three common variables between t and t . Also,
0
the needed variables of the quotient are D(N (Π )) = {p1 , p2 }, since both p1 and p2 occur
with the same assignments in the quotient’s action preconditions and its initial state. Thus
the goal of Π0 is augmented with the literal {p1 } resulting in the problem Πq which is the
same as Π0 except that its goal Πq .G is {p1 , p3 , p4 , p5 }. Next, the algorithm searches for a
→q
plan for Πq . One such plan is π ≡ [π1 (p1 , p2 , p3 ); π2 (p1 ); π4 (p4 , p5 ); π3 (p4 )]. Note: when
→q
π is executed at the initial state Πq .I, the action π4 (p4 , p5 ) will have no effect since its
precondition, p4 , will not hold before when it executes.
→q
→q
The next step is computing instantiations of π , which are tL π M = [π1 (v1 , v3 , v4 ); π2 (v3 );
→q
π4 (v6 , v7 ); π3 (v6 )] and t0 L π M = [π1 (v2 , v3 , v5 ); π2 (v3 ); π4 (v6 , v7 ); π3 (v6 )]. Then the algorithm
→q
→q
returns the concatenation of tL π M and t0 L π M in any order as a solution to Π. However, any
→q
→q
concatenation of tL π M and t0 L π M does not solve Π since the last occurrence of π4 (v6 , v7 )
in the concatenation will execute successfully. This is because the first occurrence of π3 (v6 )
sets the precondition of π4 (v6 , v7 ), and the execution of π4 (v6 , v7 ) will set v7 to true, which
contradicts the goal of Π.
The verified algorithm, however, returns a concatenation of the action sequences rem-cless
→q
→q
(N (tLΠq M),[],tL π M) and rem-cless (N (t0 LΠq M),[],t0 L π M). This is a solution for Π since
q
q
→
→
rem-cless removes π4 (v6 , v7 ) from both tL π M and t0 L π M since its preconditions are not met.
Interestingly, the possible bad scenario never showed up in any of the thousands of
standard planning benchmarks on which we conducted our earlier experiments. We were
lucky that the planner we used never produced plans with spurious actions. Nonetheless, we
cannot afford to leave possible bugs latent in such corner cases if AI algorithms are to be
deployed in a safety sensitive applications. Needless to say, our discovery of this bug further
strengthens the argument for using formal verification for AI algorithms.

7

Related Work

The compositional approach to AI planning is very effective. A prominent example is planning
using abstractions based on projection, exploiting acyclicity in variable dependencies [25, 39].
Also factored planning abstracts a problem into multiple “factors”, which are obtained using
a tree decomposition of a graph representation of variable dependencies [7, 11, 24].
Despite that extensive literature, to our knowledge, this is the first verification of a
compositional planning algorithm. Indeed, most applications of formal methods to the
area of AI planning were in the context of reasoning about planning domain models and
plans and verifying properties of them, and not verifying planning algorithms. For instance,
model checkers were used to validate that classical planning domain models satisfy given
specifications [29, 21, 36]. Also, model checkers were used to verify safety and temporal
properties of plans [19, 18]. Similar applications of model checking also exist for other
planning formalisms, such as temporal planning [9]. Since the only formal technique used by
earlier work was model checking, the limitation to only verifying model and plan properties,
versus verifying planning algorithms, should come as no surprise. This is due to the limitations
on what can be represented in model checkers and their formalisms.
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The only application of theorem provers based formal methods to planning was by
Abdulaziz and Lammich [4], who developed and formally verified a tool to validate planning
domain models and plans. Other verification work using theorem provers relevant to our
work is the verification of model checking algorithms, where the motivation is to obtain
formally verified model checking algorithms and implementations [37, 32, 16, 12]. However,
we note that although those model checking algorithms use abstractions based techniques,
like partial order reduction, they are not compositional algorithms. Other related work is on
formalising automata theory. For instance, textbook results in automata theory have been
formalised on a number of occasions and in different logics [14, 15, 28, 40].

8

Conclusion

We verified a compositional AI planning algorithm that we published earlier, and found
mistakes in its pen-and-paper formulation. This is similar to our earlier experience [1, 2, 3, 6],
when we found mistakes in our and other people’s work. We believe that planning may be
particularly prone to such errors due to its heavy combinatorial nature, making it easy to
miss corner cases, as well as the dense usage of notation in the planning literature. Although
such errors can be corner cases, they cannot be tolerated in safety-critical applications such
as outer space exploration, making a strong case for the utility of mechanical verification.
Furthermore, formalising the algorithm in a theorem prover made it easier to generalise
our algorithm from planning problems with propositional state variables to problems in
which state variables are not necessarily Boolean, finite or even countable. This raises the
possibility of applying this algorithm to temporal planning, numeric planning, or hybrid
planning. However, this might need extending the existing theory to reason about actions
whose preconditions and effects are functions in state variables, versus assignments to state
variables. Since we do not assume that the planning problem has a finite number of actions,
we hypothesise that a lot of the theory developed here could be reused for richer planning
formalisms by showing that planning problems from those formalisms could be reduced to
problems represented in our theory.
We made a number of observations in our efforts which we believe provide insight into
how HOL4 can be improved. A feature of HOL4 which we would cite as the most positive is
the ease of modifying or adding tactics, since the entire system is completely implemented
in SML. Also, automation tactics in general are reasonable, and surprisingly proved some
lemmas completely automatically, modulo providing the methods with the appropriate lists
of theorems. Two high-level issues we encountered were difficulties in searching for theorems
(something we believe all systems struggle with) and the need to repeat theorem-hypotheses
from goal to goal. This latter issue would be much-ameliorated by a mechanism akin to
Isabelle’s locales or Coq’s sections.
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Introduction

Succinct data structures [15] represent combinatorial objects (such as bit vectors or trees)
in a way that is space-efficient (using a number of bits close to the information theoretic
lower bound) and time-efficient (i.e., not slower than classical algorithms). This topic is
attracting all the more attention as we are now collecting and processing large amounts of
data in various domains such as genomes or text mining. As a matter of fact, succinct data
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structures are now used in software products of data-centric companies such as Google [12].
The more complicated a data structure is, the harder it is to process it. A moment of
thought is enough to understand that constant-time access to bit representations of trees
requires ingenuity. Succinct data structures therefore make for intricate algorithms and their
importance in practice make them perfect targets for formal verification [24].
In this paper, we tackle the formal verification of tree algorithms for succinct data
structures. We first start by formalizing basic operations such as counting (rank) and
searching (select) bits in arrays. This is an important step because the theory of these basic
operations sustains most succinct data structures. Next, we formally define and verify a bit
representation of trees called Level-Order Unary Degree Sequence (hereafter LOUDS). It
is for example used in the Mozc Japanese input method [12]. The challenge there is that
this representation is based on a level-order (i.e., breadth-first) traversal of the tree, which is
difficult to describe in a structural way. Nonetheless, like most succinct data structures, this
bit representation only deals with static data. Last, we further explore the advanced topic of
dynamic bit vectors. The implementation of the latter requires to combine static bit vectors
from succinct data structures with classical balanced trees. We show in particular how this
can be formalized using a flavor of red-black trees where the data is in the leaves (rather
than in the internal nodes, as in most functional implementations).
In both cases, our code can be seen as a verified functional specification of the algorithms
involved. We were careful to use the right abstractions in definitions so that this specification
could be easily translated to efficient code using arrays. For LOUDS we only rely on the
rank and select functions; we have already provided an efficient implementation for rank [24].
For dynamic bit vectors, while the code we present here is functional, it closely matches the
algorithms given in [15]. We did prove all the essential correctness properties, by showing
the equivalence of each operation with its functional counterpart (functions on inductive
trees for LOUDS, and on sequences of bits for dynamic bit vectors).
Independently of this verified functional specification, we identify two technical contributions, that arised while doing this formalization. One is the notion of level-order traversal
up to a path in a tree, which solves the challenge of performing path-induction on a levelorder traversal. Another is our experience report with using small-scale reflection to prove
algorithms on inductive data, which we hope could provide insights to other researchers.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. The next section introduces rank and select.
Section 3 describes our formalization of LOUDS, including the notion of level-order traversal
up to a path. Section 4 uses trees to represent bit vectors, defining not only rank and select,
but also insertion and deletion. Section 5 reports on our experience. Section 6 compares
with the litterature, and Section 7 concludes.

2

Two functions to build them all

The rank and select functions are the most basic blocks to form operations on succinct data
structures: rank counts bits while select searches for their position. The rest of this paper (in
particular Sect. 3.2 and Sect. 4) explains how they are used in practice to perform operations
on trees. In this section, we just briefly explain their formalization and theory.

2.1

Counting bits with rank

The rank function counts the number of elements b (most often bits) in the prefix (i.e., up to
some index i) of an array s. It can be conveniently formalized using standard list functions:
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length n = 58
bitstring

1001 0100 1110 0100 1101 0000 1111 0100 1001 1001 0100 0100 0101 0101 10

bit indices

0

4

rank(4) = 2
select(2) = 4

8

12

16

20

24

28

32

rank(36) = 17
select(17) = 36

36

40

44

48

52

56

rank(58) = 26
select(26) = 57

Figure 1 Examples of rank and select queries on a sample bitstring (bit indexed from 0 to 57).
Definition rank b i s := count_mem b (take i s).

Figure 1 provides several examples of rank queries. The mathematically-inclined reader can
alternatively1 think of rank as the cardinal of the number of indices of b bits in a tuple B:
Definition Rank (i : nat) (B : n.-tuple T) :=
#|[set k : [1,n] | (k <= i) && (tacc B k == b)]|.

In this definition, n.-tuple T denotes2 sequences of T of length n; [1,n] is the type of integers
between 1 and n; and tacc accesses the tuple counting the indices from 1.

2.2

Finding bits with select

Intuitively, compared with rank, select performs the converse operation: it returns the index
of the i-th occurrence of b, i.e., the minimum index whose rank is i. It is conveniently
specified using the ex_minn construct of the SSReflect library [8]:
Variables (T : eqType) (b : T) (n : nat).
Lemma select_spec (i : nat) (B : n.-tuple T) :
exists k, ((k <= n) && (Rank b k B == i)) || (k == n.+1) && (count_mem b B < i).
Definition Select i (B : n.-tuple T) := ex_minn (select_spec i B).

With this definition, select returns the index of the sought bit plus one (counting indices
from 0); selecting the 0th bit always returns 0; when no adequate bit is found, select returns
the size of the array plus one. The need for the 0 case explains why it makes sense to return
indices starting from 1. Figure 1 provides several examples to illustrate the select function.

2.3

The theory of rank and select

The rank and select functions are used in a variety of applications whose formal verification
naturally calls for a shared library of lemmas. Our first work is to identify and isolate this
theory. Its lemmas are not all difficult to prove. For instance, the fact that Rank cancels
Select directly follows from the definitions:
Lemma SelectK n (s : n.-tuple T) (j : nat) :
j <= count_mem b s -> Rank b (Select b j s) s = j.

However, as often with formalization, it requires a bit of work and try-and-error to find
out the right definitions and the right lemmas to put in the theory of rank and select. For
example, how appealing the definition of Select above may be, proving its equivalence with
a functional version such as
1
2

This is actually the definition that appears in Wikipedia at the time of this writing.
The notation .-tuple is a SSReflect idiom for a suffix operator. Similarly we use .+1 and .-1 for
successor and predecessor.
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Fixpoint select i (s : seq T) : nat :=
if i is i.+1 then
if s is a :: s' then (if a == b then select i s' else select i.+1 s').+1
else 1
else 0.

turns out to add much comfort to the development of related lemmas.
As a consequence, the resulting theory of rank and select sometimes looks technical and
we therefore refer the reader to the source code [3] to better appreciate its current status.
Here, we just provide for the sake of completeness the definition of two derived functions
that are used later in this paper.

2.3.1

The succ and pred functions

In a bitstring, the succ function computes the position of the next 0-bit or 1-bit. It will find
its use when dealing with LOUDS operations in Sect. 3.2.2. More precisely, given a bitstring
s, succ b s y returns the index of the next b following index y. This operation is achieved
by a combination of rank and select. First, a call to rank counts the number of b’s up to
index y; let N be this number. Second, a call to select searches for the (N+1)th b [15, p. 89]:
Definition succ (b : T) (s : seq T) y := select b (rank b y.-1 s).+1 s.

In particular, there is no b in the set {si | y ≤ i < succ b s y}:
Lemma succP b n (s : n.-tuple T) (y : [1, n]) :
b \notin \bigcup_(i : [1,n] | y <= i < succ b s y) [set tacc s i].

Conversely, the pred function computes the position of the previous bit and will find its
use in Sect. 3.2.3. It is similar to succ, so that we only provide its definition for reference:
Definition pred (b : T) (s : seq T) y := select b (rank b y s) s.

3

LOUDS formalization

Operationally, a LOUDS encoding consists in turning a tree into an array of bits via a
level-order traversal. Figure 2 provides a concrete example. The resulting array is the ordered
concatenation of the bit representation of each node. Each node is represented by a list of
bits that contains as many 1-bits as there are children and that is terminated by a 0-bit.
The significance of the LOUDS encoding is that it preserves the branching structure
of the tree without pointers, making for a compact representation in memory. Moreover,
read-only operations can be implemented using rank and select, which can be implemented
in constant-time.
We explain how we formalize the LOUDS encoding in Sect. 3.1 and how we formally
verify the correctness of operations on trees built out of rank and select in Sect. 3.2.

3.1

LOUDS encoding formalized in Coq

We define arbitrarily-branching trees by an inductive type:
Variable A : Type.
Inductive tree := Node : A -> seq tree -> tree.
Definition forest := seq tree.
Definition children_of_node : tree -> forest := ...
Definition children_of_forest : forest -> forest := flatten \o map children_of_node.
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10
level 0

1

level 1

2

level 2

5

1110

3

4

6 7

8

level 3

110
9

0

0
0 0

10
level-ordered enumeration of nodes:
level 0 level 1 level 2
level 3
1
2, 3, 4
5, 6, 7, 8, 9 10

1110
10

0

0

10

Bitstring encoding:
level 0 level 1
level 2
1110
11001110 000100

level 3
0

(b) Its LOUDS encoding.

(a) A sample tree.

Figure 2 LOUDS encoding of a sample unlabeled tree.

where \o is the function composition operator (i.e., ◦), and where the type A is the type of
labels. We also introduce the abbreviation forest for a list of trees, and functions to obtain
children. With this definition of trees, a leaf is a node with an empty list of children. For
example, the tree of Fig. 2 becomes in Coq:
Definition
[:: Node
Node
Node

3.1.1

t
2
3
4

: tree nat
[:: Node 5
[::];
[:: Node 7
Node 8
Node 9

:= Node 1
[::]; Node 6 [::]];
[::];
[:: Node 10 [::]];
[::]]].

Height-recursive level-order traversal

The intuitive definition of level-order traversal iterates on a forest, returning first the toplevel
nodes of the forest, then their children (applying children_of_forest), etc. We parameterize
the definition with an arbitrary function f for generality.
Variables (A B : Type) (f : tree A -> B).
Fixpoint lo_traversal' n (s : forest A) :=
if n is n'.+1 then map f s ++ lo_traversal' n' (children_of_forest s) else [::].
Definition lo_traversal t := lo_traversal' (height t) [:: t].

The parameter n is filled here with the maximum height of the forest, meaning that we
iterate just the right number of times for the forest to become empty.
Yet, this definition is not fully satisfactory. One reason is that it is not structural: we are
not recursing on a tree, but iterating on a forest, using its height as recursion index. Another
one is that, as we will see in Sect. 3.2, the name level-order is misleading. For many proofs,
we are not interested in complete traversal of the tree, level by level, but rather by partial
traversal along a path in the tree, where the forest we consider actually overlaps levels.

3.1.2

A structural level-order traversal

At first it may seem that the non-structurality is inherent to level-order traversal. There
is no clear way to build the sequence corresponding to the traversal of a tree from those
of its children. However, Gibbons and Jones [7, 10] showed that this can be achieved by
splitting the output into a list of levels. One can combine two such structured traversals by
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zipping them, i.e., concatenating corresponding levels, and recover the usual traversal by
flattening the list. Since concatenation of lists forms a monoid, zipping of traversals also
forms a monoid.
Variable (A : Type) (e : A) (M : Monoid.law e).
Fixpoint mzip (l r : seq A) : seq A := match l, r with
| (l1::ls), (r1::rs) => (M l1 r1) :: mzip ls rs
| nil, s | s, nil
=> s
end.
Lemma mzipA : associative mzip.
Lemma mzip1s s : mzip [::] s = s.
Lemma mzips1 s : mzip s [::] = s.
Canonical mzip_monoid := Monoid.Law mzipA mzip1s mzips1.

Here Monoid.Law, from the bigop module of SSReflect, denotes an operator together with
its neutral element (here [::]) and the required monoidal equations, which are also satisfied
by mzip.
We now define our traversal by instantiating mzip to the concatenation monoid. The
resulting mzip_cat is a structure of type Monoid.law [::] that can be used as an operator of
type seq (seq B) -> seq (seq B) -> seq (seq B) enjoying the properties of a monoid.
Variables (A : eqType) (B : Type) (f : tree A -> B).
Definition mzip_cat := mzip_monoid (cat_monoid B).
Fixpoint level_traversal t :=
[:: f t] :: foldr (mzip_cat \o level_traversal) nil (children_of_node t).
Lemma level_traversalE t :
level_traversal t =
[:: f t] :: \big[mzip_cat/nil]_(i <- children_of_node t) level_traversal i.
Definition lo_traversal_st t := flatten (level_traversal t).
Theorem lo_traversal_stE t : lo_traversal_st t = lo_traversal f t.

To let Coq recognize the structural recursion, we have to use the recursor foldr in the definition of level_traversal. Yet, the intended equation is the one expressed by level_traversalE,
i.e., first output the image of the node, and then combine the traversals of the children. Then
lo_traversal_st can be proved equal to the previously defined lo_traversal. Deforestation
can furthermore improve the efficiency of level_traversal3 .

3.1.3

LOUDS encoding

Finally, the LOUDS encoding is obtained by instantiating lo_traversal_st with an appropriate function (called the node description of a node), and flattening once more:
Definition node_description s := rcons (nseq (size s) true) false.
Definition children_description t := node_description (children_of_node t).
Definition LOUDS t := flatten (lo_traversal_st children_description t).

Here, rcons s x adds x to the end of the sequence s, while nseq n x creates a sequence
consisting of n copies of x. Note that we chose here not to add the usual “10” prefix [15,
p. 212] shown in Fig. 2, as it appeared to just complicate definitions. It can be easily
recovered by adding an extra root node, as “10” is the representation of a node with 1 child.
3

See level_traversal_cat in [3, tree_traversal.v].
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traversed tree
fringe

Figure 3 Level-order traversal of a tree up to a path.

For example, we can recover the encoding displayed in Fig. 2 with this definition of LOUDS:
Lemma LOUDS_t : LOUDS (Node 0 [:: t]) =
[:: true; false; true; true; true; false;
true; true; false; false; true; true; true; false;
false; false; false; true; false; false; false].

We can also prove some properties of this representation, such as its size:
Lemma size_LOUDS t : size (LOUDS t) = 2 * number_of_nodes t - 1.

This is an easy induction, remarking that size \o flatten \o flatten is a morphism between
mzip_cat and +.

3.2

LOUDS functions using rank and select

In this section, we formalize LOUDS functions and prove their correctness. These functions are
essentially built out of rank and select. Their correctness statements establish a correspondence
between operations on trees defined inductively and operations on their LOUDS encoding.
We start by explaining how we represent positions in trees and then comment on the formal
verification of LOUDS operations using representative examples.

3.2.1

Positions in trees

For a tree defined inductively, we represent the position of a node as usual: using a path, i.e.,
a list that records the branches taken from the root to reach the node. For example, the
position of the node 8 in Fig. 2a is [:: 2; 1]. Not all positions are valid; we sort out the
valid ones by means of the predicate valid_position (definition omitted for brevity).
In contrast, the position of nodes in the LOUDS encoding is not immediate. We define it
as the length of the generated LOUDS up to the corresponding path. To do that, we first
need to define a notion of level-order traversal up to a path, which collects all the nodes
preceding the one referred by that path (which need not be valid):
Definition split {T} n (s : seq T) := (take n s, drop n s).
Variables (A : eqType) (B : Type) (f : tree A -> B).
Fixpoint lo_traversal_lt (s : forest A) (p : seq nat) : seq B := match p, s with
| nil, _ | _, nil => nil
| n :: p', t :: s' =>
let (fs, ls) := split n (children_of_node t) in
map f (s ++ fs) ++ lo_traversal_lt (ls ++ children_of_forest (s' ++ fs)) p'
end.
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This new traversal appears to be the key to clean proofs of LOUDS properties. In a previous
attempt using the height-recursive level-order traversal of Sect. 3.1.1, proofs were unwieldy
(one needed to manually set up inductions) and lemmas did not arise naturally. We expect
this new traversal to have applications to other uses of level-order traversal.
This definition may seem scary, but it closely corresponds to the imperative version of
level-order traversal, which relies on a queue: to get the next node, take it from the front of
the queue, and add its children to the back of the queue. We define our traversal so that
the node we have reached is the one at the front of the queue s. To move to its nth child
(indices starting from 0), we first output all the nodes in the queue, and its children up to
the previous one, and proceed with a new queue containing the remaining children (starting
from the nth ) and the children of the other nodes we have just output. Figure 3 shows
how the traversal progresses. The point is that as soon as the queue spans all the fringe
of the traversed tree, it is able to generate the remainder of the traversal. We can verify
that lo_traversal_lt indeed qualifies as a level-order traversal by proving that its output
converges to the full level-order traversal when the length of p reaches the height of the tree:
Theorem lo_traversal_ltE (t : tree A) (p : seq nat) :
size p >= height t -> lo_traversal_lt [:: t] p = lo_traversal_st f t.

We also introduce a function that computes the fringe of the traversal up to p, i.e., the forest
generating the remainder of the traversal.
Fixpoint lo_fringe (s : forest A) (p : seq nat) : forest A := ...
Lemma lo_traversal_lt_cat s p1 p2 :
lo_traversal_lt s (p1 ++ p2) =
lo_traversal_lt s p1 ++ lo_traversal_lt (lo_fringe s p1) p2.

We omit the definition but the lemma states exactly this property. It decomposes the traversal
generated by a path, allowing induction from either end of the list representing the position.
Using the path-indexed traversal function, we can directly obtain the index of a node in
the level-order traversal of a tree:
Definition lo_index (s : forest A) (p : seq nat) := size (lo_traversal_lt id s p).

The expression lo_index [:: t] p counts the number of nodes in the traversal of t before
the position p. Similarly, we give an alternative definition of the LOUDS encoding, and use
it to map a position in the tree to a position in its encoding (i.e., the index of the first bit of
the representation of a node):
Definition LOUDS_lt s p := flatten (lo_traversal_lt children_description s p).
Definition LOUDS_position s p := size (LOUDS_lt s p).

Here the position in the whole tree is obtained as LOUDS_position [:: t] p, but we can also
compute relative positions by using LOUDS_position s p where s is a generating forest whose
front node is the one we start from. Note that both lo_index and LOUDS_position return
indices starting from 0.
For example, in Fig. 2, the position of the node 8 is [:: 2; 1] in the inductively defined
tree and 17 in the LOUDS encoding:
Definition p8 := [:: 2; 1].
Eval compute in LOUDS_position [:: Node 0 [:: t]] (0 :: p8). (* 17 *)

Finally, here is one of the essential lemmas for proofs on LOUDS, which relates lo_index
and LOUDS_position using select:
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Lemma LOUDS_position_select s p p' : valid_position (head dummy s) p ->
LOUDS_position s p = select false (lo_index s p) (LOUDS_lt s (p ++ p')).

Namely if the index of p is n, then its position in the LOUDS encoding is the index of its
nth 0-bit (recall that select counts indices starting from 1). Here p' allows us to complete p
to a path of sufficient length, so that LOUDS_lt converges to LOUDS.

3.2.2

Number of children using succ

As a first example, let use formalize the LOUDS function that counts the number of children
of a node. For a tree defined inductively, this operation can be achieved by first walking
down the path to the node and then looking at the list of its children.
Fixpoint subtree (t : tree) (p : seq nat) :=
if p is n :: p' then subtree (nth t (children_of_node t) n) p' else t.
Definition children t p := size (children_of_node (subtree t p)).

To count the number of children of a node using a LOUDS encoding, one first has to
notice that each node is terminated by a 0-bit. Given such a 0-bit (or equivalently the
corresponding node), one can find the number of children by computing the distance with
the next 0-bit [15, p. 214]. Finding this bit is the purpose of the succ function of Sect. 2.3.1:
Definition LOUDS_children (B : bitseq) (v : nat) : nat := succ false B v.+1 - v.+1.

The .+1 offset comes from the fact succ computes on indices starting from 1.
LOUDS_children is correct because, when applied to the LOUDS_position of a position p, it
produces the same result as the function children:
Theorem LOUDS_childrenE (t : tree A) (p p' : seq nat) :
let B := LOUDS_lt [:: t] (p ++ 0 :: p') in
valid_position t p -> LOUDS_children B (LOUDS_position [:: t] p) = children t p.

3.2.3

Parent and child node using rank and select

A path in a tree defined inductively gives direct ancestry information. In particular, removing
the last index denotes the parent, and adding an extra index denotes the corresponding
child. It takes more ingenuity to find parent and child using a LOUDS representation and
functions from Sect. 2 alone. The idea is to count the number of nodes and branches up to
the position in question [15, p. 215]. More precisely, given a LOUDS position v, let Nv be the
number of nodes up to v (rank false v B computes this number). Then, select true Nv B
looks for the Nv-th down-branch, which is the branch leading to the node of position v. Last,
this branch belongs to a node whose position can be recovered using the pred function (from
Sect. 2.3.1). Reciprocally, one computes the ith child by using rank true and select false.
This leads to the following definitions:
Definition LOUDS_parent (B : bitseq) (v : nat) : nat :=
let j := select true (rank false v B) B in pred false B j.
Definition LOUDS_child (B : bitseq) (v i : nat) : nat :=
select false (rank true (v + i) B).+1 B.

One can check the correctness of LOUDS_parent and LOUDS_child as follows. Consider a node
reached by the path rcons p i. Its parent is the node reached by the path p, and conversely it
is the ith child of this node. We can formally prove that the LOUDS position of p (respectively
rcons p i) and the position computed by LOUDS_parent (respectively LOUDS_child) coincide:
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num=16
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10000001
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Figure 4 Example of tree representation of a dynamic bit vector.

Variables (t : tree A) (p p' : seq nat) (i : nat).
Hypothesis HV : valid_position t (rcons p i).
Let B := LOUDS_lt [:: t] (rcons p i ++ p').
Theorem LOUDS_parentE :
LOUDS_parent B (LOUDS_position [:: t] (rcons p i)) = LOUDS_position [:: t] p.
Theorem LOUDS_childE :
LOUDS_child B (LOUDS_position [:: t] p) i = LOUDS_position [:: t] (rcons p i).

The approach that we explained so far shows how to carry out the formal verification of
the LOUDS operations that are listed in [15, Table 8.1]. However, how useful they may be
for many big-data applications, these operations assume static compact data structures. The
next section explains how to extend our approach to deal with dynamic structures.

4

Dynamic bit vectors

In some applications bit vectors need to support dynamic operations – not just static queries.
We formalize such dynamic bit vectors, and implement and verify “dynamic operations” on
them: inserting a bit into a bit vector, and deleting a bit from one.
In Sect. 4.1, we explain the data structure that allows for an efficient implementation
of dynamic operations. In Sect. 4.2, we formalize the rank and select queries. Sections 4.3
and 4.4 are dedicated to the formalization of the more difficult insertion and deletion.

4.1

Representing dynamic bit vectors

The choice of representation for dynamic bit vectors is motivated by complexity considerations.
Insertion into a linear array has time complexity O(n), but we can improve this by using a
balanced binary search tree to represent the bit array, which enables us to handle insertions
in at most O(w) time, with a trade-off of O(n/w) bits of extra space, where w is a parameter
controlling the width of each tree node and should no more than the size of a native machine
word in bits4 [15]: i.e., for a typical 64-bit machine, we would set w to 32 or 64.
On a side note, balanced binary trees are certainly not the most compact data structure
that could be used here. In fact, various data structures with better complexity have been
designed [16, 20], however those structures are complicated and are unlikely to offer practical
improvements over the structure presented here [15]. As a result, we choose to work only
with balanced binary trees, which are much easier to reason about.

4

The complexity bounds referred to in this section are dependent on the model of computation used.
Here, we assume that we are working with a sequential RAM machine, where we have O(w) = O(log n)
as we can only address at most 2w bits of memory.
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In our formalization of the dynamic bit vector’s algorithms, we use a red-black tree as
our balanced tree structure. Each node holds a color and meta-data about the bit vector,
and each leaf holds a flat (i.e., list-based) bit array. Following Navarro [15], we store two
natural numbers in each node: the size and the rank of the left subtree (recorded as “num”
and “ones” in Fig. 4).
Inductive color := Red | Black.
Inductive btree (D A : Type) : Type :=
| Bnode of color & btree D A & D & btree D A
| Bleaf of A.
Definition dtree := btree (nat * nat) (seq bool).

Our first step is to formalize the structural invariant of our tree representation of bit
vectors, which is required to prove the correctness of queries and updates on it. It states
that the numbers encoded in each node are the left child’s size and rank, and that leaves
contain a number of bits between low and high.
Variables low high : nat. (* instantiated as w^2 / 2 and w^2 * 2 *)
Fixpoint wf_dtree (B : dtree) := match B with
| Bnode _ l (num, ones) r => [&& num == size (dflatten l),
ones == count_mem true (dflatten l),
wf_dtree l & wf_dtree r]
| Bleaf arr
=> low <= size arr < high
end.

Here, the function dflatten defines the semantics of our tree representation of a bit vector
(dtree) by converting it to a flat representation of that vector:
Fixpoint dflatten (B : dtree) := match B with
| Bnode _ l _ r => dflatten l ++ dflatten r
| Bleaf s => s
end.

4.2

Verifying basic queries

The basic query operations can be easily defined via traversal of the tree. We implement the
queries rank, select1 , and select0 as the Coq functions drank, dselect_1, and dselect_0. For
example, drank is implemented as follows, using the (static) rank function from Sect. 2.1:
Fixpoint drank (B :
| Bnode _ l (num,
if i < num then
| Bleaf s => rank
end.

dtree) (i : nat) := match B with
ones) r =>
drank l i else ones + drank r (i - num)
true i s

We prove that our function drank indeed computes the query rank using a custom induction
principle dtree_ind, corresponding to the predicate wf_dtree:
Lemma drankE (B : dtree) i : wf_dtree B -> drank B i = rank true i (dflatten B).
Proof. move=> wf; move: B wf i. apply: dtree_ind. (* ... *) Qed.

Note that our implementation is only correct on well-formed trees.
The formalization and verification of the select queries proceed along the same lines.
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4.3

Implementing and verifying insertion

Insertion is significantly harder to implement than static queries. We need to maintain the
invariant on the size of the leaves, which means that we have to split a leaf if it becomes too
big, and in that case we may need to rebalance the tree, to maintain the red-black invariant,
updating the meta-data on the way.
We translate the algorithm given by Navarro [15] directly into Coq. Here, high is the
maximum number of bits a leaf can contain before it needs to be split up:
Definition dins_leaf s b i :=
let s' := insert1 s b i in (* insert element b in sequence s at position i *)
if size s + 1 == high then
let n := size s' %/ 2 in let sl := take n s' in let sr := drop n s' in
Bnode Red (Bleaf _ sl) (n, count_mem true sl) (Bleaf _ sr)
else Bleaf _ s'.
Fixpoint dins (B : dtree) b i : dtree := match B with
| Bleaf s => dins_leaf s b i
| Bnode c l d r =>
if i < d.1 then balanceL c (dins l b i) r (d.1.+1, d.2 + b)
else balanceR c l (dins r b (i - d.1)) d
end.
Definition dinsert (B : btree D A) b i : btree D A :=
match dins B b i with
| Bleaf s => Bleaf _ s
| Bnode _ l d r => Bnode Black l d r
end.
dins recurses on the tree, searching for the leaf where the insertion must be done, calling
then dins_leaf, which inserts a bit in the leaf, eventually splitting it if required. On its
way back, dins calls balancing functions balanceL and balanceR to maintain the red-black

invariant. We omit the code of the balancing functions (see [3]). Like the standard version,
they fix imbalances possibly occurring on the left and on the right, respectively, but they
must also adjust the meta-data in the nodes. dinsert is a simple wrapper over dins that
completes the insertion by painting the root black. The real definitions are more abstract [3];
we chose to instantiate them in this paper for readability.
Verifying dinsert requires verifying three different properties: dinsert must (a) preserve
the data, (b) maintain the structural invariants of the tree, and (c) return a balanced red-black
tree. Properties (a) and (b) are related, in that the latter is required by the former.
Notation wf_dtree_l := (wf_dtree low high).
Definition wf_dtree' t := if t is Bleaf s then size s < high else wf_dtree_l t.
Lemma wf_dtree_dtree' t : wf_dtree_l t -> wf_dtree' t.
Lemma wf_dtree'_dtree t : wf_dtree' t -> wf_dtree 0 high t.
Lemma dinsertE (B : dtree) b i :
wf_dtree' B -> dflatten (dinsert B b i) = insert1 (dflatten B) b i.
Lemma dinsert_wf (B : dtree) b i : wf_dtree' B -> wf_dtree' (dinsert B b i).

A subtle point here is that we may start from a tree formed of a single small leaf, i.e., a leaf
smaller than low. To handle this situation we introduce wf_dtree', which does not enforce
the lower bound on this single leaf. This new predicate is entailed by the original invariant
(it removes one check), but interestingly it also entails it if we set the lower bound to 0. Since
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Figure 5 Base cases of delete (lower bound = 3).

the queries of Sect. 4.2 were proved with abstract lower and upper bounds, their proofs are
readily usable through this weakening. However, we need to use wf_dtree' when we prove
properties of dinsert, as it modifies the tree.
Proving (a) and (b) involves no theoretical difficulty. We explain in Sect. 5 some techniques
to write short proofs: about 100 lines in total for both properties, including lemmas for
balanceL and balanceR, which involve large case analyses.
Property (c) about dinsert never breaking the red-black tree invariant is notoriously
more challenging. More importantly, we want to eliminate cases where the “height balance”
at a node is broken. It is easy to model the property that no red node has a red child; the
“height balance” property is modeled using the black-depth. We can thus model the red-black
tree invariant with a recursive function that takes as arguments the “color context” ctxt (the
color of the parent’s node) and the black-depth of the node bh:
Fixpoint is_redblack (B : dtree) (ctxt : color) (bh : nat) := match B with
| Bleaf _ => bh == 0
| Bnode c l _ r => match c, ctxt with
| Red, Red
=> false
| Red, Black => is_redblack l Red bh && is_redblack r Red bh
| Black, _
=> (bh > 0) && is_redblack l Black bh.-1
&& is_redblack r Black bh.-1
end end.

To show that dinsert preserves the red-black tree property, we define and prove a number
of weaker structural lemmas that are basically equivalent to stating that a tree returned by
dins is structurally valid if the root is painted black. We do not describe the proof in detail
because the technique is well-known [18] and has been formalized in multiple sources (see
Sect. 6). Using these weaker lemmas, we can prove the following structural validity lemma:
Lemma dinsert_is_redblack (B : dtree) b i n :
is_redblack B Red n -> exists n', is_redblack (dinsert B b i) Red n'.

4.4

Deletion: searching for invariants

Deletion in dynamic bit vectors is difficult for two reasons. One is that, in order to maintain
the upper and lower bounds on the size of leaves, which is required to attain simultaneously
space and time efficiency, deleting a bit in a leaf may require some rearrangement of the
surrounding nodes. Figure 5 shows the result of deleting a bit in a leaf of the tree, when this
leaf has already the smallest allowed size. This can be resolved by borrowing a bit from a
sibling (left case), or merging two siblings (right case), but depending on the configurations
of nodes, this may require to first rotate the tree.
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The other is that deletion in a functional red-black tree is a complex operation [11], and
that finding how to adapt the invariants of the litterature to our specific case proved to be
non-trivial. Therefore, we took a twofold approach. First, we searched for invariants in a
concrete tree structure with invariants encoded using dependent types. Then, we removed
dependent types and implemented delete and proved its correctness (more details in Sect. 5).
Contrary to insertion, knowing the color of the modified child is not sufficient to rebalance
its parent correctly after deletion, and recompute its meta-data. We need to propagate two
more pieces of information: whether the black-height decreased (d_down below), and the
meta-data corresponding to the deleted bit (d_del). We encapsulate these in a “tree state”:
Record deleted_dtree: Type := MkD { d_tree :> dtree; d_down: bool; d_del: nat*nat }.

Note that deleted_dtree is automatically coerced to dtree.
Now, we can define delete in the natural way, but we need to take care about balance
operations and invariants on the size of leaves. Specifically, the balance operations must be
reimplemented as balanceL' and balanceR', which need to satisfy the following invariants, i.e.,
the resulting “balanced” tree is deleted-red-black (i.e., a red-black tree, either with the same
black height, or with a black root and decreased black height), given that the unproblematic
subtree is red-black, while the unbalanced one is deleted-red-black.
Definition balanceL' (c:color)(l:deleted_dtree)(d:nat*nat)(r:dtree):deleted_dtree :=
Definition balanceR' (c:color)(l:dtree)(d:nat*nat)(r:deleted_dtree):deleted_dtree :=
Definition is_deleted_redblack tr (c : color) (bh : nat) :=
if d_down tr then is_redblack tr Red bh.-1 else is_redblack tr c bh.
Lemma balanceL'_Black_deleted_is_redblack l r n c :
0 < n -> is_deleted_redblack l Black n.-1 -> is_redblack r Black n.-1 ->
is_deleted_redblack (balanceL' Black l r) c n.
Lemma balanceL'_Red_deleted_is_redblack l r n :
is_deleted_redblack l Red n -> is_redblack r Red n ->
is_deleted_redblack (balanceL' Red l r) Black n.
(* similar statements with respect to balanceR' *)

Regarding leaves, we need special processing in the base cases of delete, as illustrated in
Fig. 5. delete might have to “borrow” a bit from a sibling of a target leaf or combine target
siblings (possibly after a rotation), to preserve the size invariants. Afterwards, delete will
recursively rebalance the whole dtree.
Thus we implement delete (as ddel), and prove its correctness as follows:
Fixpoint ddel (B : dtree) (i : nat) : deleted_dtree := ...
Lemma ddeleteE B i : wf_dtree' B -> dflatten (ddel B i) = delete (dflatten B) i.
Lemma ddelete_wf (B : dtree) n i :
is_redblack B Black n -> i < dsize B -> wf_dtree' B -> wf_dtree' (ddel B i).
Lemma ddelete_is_redblack B i n :
is_redblack B Red n -> exists n', is_redblack (ddel B i) Red n'.

These statements are variants of the properties (a), (b) and (c) of Sect. 4.3. The proofs
are complicated by the huge number of cases, handled using the proof techniques discussed
in the next section.
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Using small-scale reflection with inductive data

The small-scale reflection approach is known to be beneficial for mathematical proofs [14].
However, while SSReflect tactics are now widely used in the Coq community, it is not
always clear how to write proofs of programs using inductive data structures in an idiomatic
style, in particular in presence of deep case analysis.
In the first part of the paper, concerning level-order traversal, the question is not so acute,
as the induction principle we need for LOUDS is not structural on the shape of trees, but
rather on paths, represented as lists, which are already well supported by the SSReflect
library. Thus the question was the more traditional one of which definitions to use, so that
we can obtain natural lemmas. This proved to be a time consuming process, which led to
gradually build a library of lemmas, resulting in proofs that match the intuition, using almost
only case analysis and rewriting.
However, the second part, about dynamic bit vectors, uses heavily structural induction
on binary trees, and required developing some proof techniques to streamline the proofs.
A basic idea of small-scale reflection is to use recursive Boolean predicates (i.e., recursive
computable functions) rather than inductive propositions. We have already presented two
examples: wf_dtree and is_redblack. Properly designed, they allow one to prune case
analysis by reducing to false on impossible cases. On the other hand, they do not decompose
naturally in inductive proofs, which led us first to apply a standard technique: define a
specialized induction principle for trees satisfying wf_dtree (dtree_ind in Sect. 4.2). Using
it, the correctness of static queries and non-structural modification operations (i.e., setting
and clearing of bits) were easy to prove, as the case analysis was trivial.
Properties of dinsert, ddel, and their auxiliary functions are trickier to prove, as they
require complex case analyses and delicate re-balancing of branches. Nevertheless, we
essentially applied the same principle of solving goals through direct case analysis. With this
approach, the correctness lemmas (which state that our operations are semantically correct)
were largely automated, consistent with prior research [17]. The structural lemmas were
harder to prove, mainly due to the sheer number of cases involved and the complexity of
invariants. Our proofs proceed by first applying case analysis to the tree up to the required
depth, and then decomposing all assumptions to repeatedly rewrite the goal using them until
it is solved. This proof pattern is captured by the following tactic:
Ltac decompose_rewrite :=
let H := fresh "H" in case/andP || (move=>H; rewrite ?H ?(eqP H)).

It is reminiscent of the intuition tactic, a generic tactic for intuitionistic logic which breaks
both hypotheses and goals into pieces; here we rather rely on rewriting inside Boolean
conjunctions to solve goals piecewise. For dinsert, this approach instantly finishes most
of our proofs, especially those about red-black tree invariants; the few cases that require
manual treatment being usually handled in one single rewrite. This is true for most auxiliary
functions of ddel too, with one caveat: where dinsert has us generate a dozen cases, ddel
requires hundreds. To cope with this, we had first to decompose the case analysis in steps,
solving most cases on the way, which means losing some simplicity to speed up proof search.
The proof is still mostly automatic: apply decompose_rewrite, and throw in relevant lemmas.
When possible, it appears that using apply instead of rewrite speeds up by a factor of 2 or
more, which matters when the lemma takes more than 1 minute to prove. We have only 3
such time-consuming case analyses, one for each invariant. Among the 12 lemmas involved in
proving the invariants, only the inductive proof of well-formedness for ddel seems to show the
limit of this approach, as it required specific handling for each case of the function definition.
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Table 1 Implementation of dynamic bit vectors (see Table 2 for the whole implementation).
Contents (Section in dynamic_redblack.v)
Definitions (btree, dtree)
Queries (dtree)
Insertion (insert, dinsert)
Set/clear a bit (set_clear)
Deletion (delete, ddelete)

Lines of code
19
38
65
25
98

Lines of proof
18
58
208
120
215

Table 2 Formalization overview [3] (see Table 1 for the details about dynamic bit vectors).
File in [3]
rank_select.v
pred_succ.v
tree_traversal.v
louds.v
dynamic_redblack.v

Section in this paper
Sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3
Sect. 2.3.1
Sections 3.1.1, 3.1.2
Sections 3.1.3, 3.2
Sect. 4

For comparison, Table 1 provides the size of code and proof required for each Section of
our proof script. This does not include lemmas about the list-based reference implementation.
Note that we count all Boolean predicates used to model properties as proofs.
The proofs of set and clear, which we did not describe here, may seem relatively verbose.
We prove the same properties (a,b,c) as in Sect. 4.3, but the number of lines hides a disparity
between proofs of (a) correctness and (c) red-blackness, which are almost immediate, as the
structure of the tree is unchanged, and (b) invariants of the meta-data, for which switching
a bit requires to propagate the difference back to the root, with extra local invariants.
Last, we mention our experience with alternative approaches. In parallel with our
developement using small-scale reflection, we attempted to formalize dynamic bit vectors
using dependent types, where all invariants are encoded in the type of the data itself. While
this guarantees that we never forget an invariant, difficulties with the Program [23] environment
led us to write some functions using tactics [3, dynamic_dependent_tactic.v]. As written in
Sect. 4.4, this direct connection between code and proof actually helped us discover some
tricky invariants. However, the resulting code does not lend itself to further analysis, hence
our choice here to stick to a more conventional separation between code and proof. We
did eventually succeed in re-implementing the dependently-typed version using the Program
environment, but at the price of very verbose definitions [3, dynamic_dependent_program.v].
Table 2 gives an at-a-glance overview of our entire Coq development, with a list of files
and their corresponding sections in this paper.

6

Related work

Coq has been used to formalize a constant-time, o(n)-space rank function that was furthermore extracted to efficient OCaml code [24] and C code [25]. This work focuses on the rank
query for static bit arrays while our work extends the toolset for succinct data structures
with more queries (select, succ, etc.) and dynamic structures.
The functions level_traversal and lo_traversal_st of Sect. 3.1.2 match functions given
in squiggle notation in related work by Jones and Gibbons [10]. In this work, the mzip
function of Sect. 3.1.2 also appears and is called “long zip with plussle”. To the best of our
knowledge, the function lo_traversal_lt is original to our work.
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Larchey-Wendling and Matthes recently studied the certification and extraction of breadthfirst traversals [13]. They too define lo_traversal_st, but then prove it equivalent to a queue
based algorithm, which they extract to efficient OCaml code. Their goal is orthogonal to ours,
as for succinct data structures what matters is not the efficiency of the traversal, but the
correctness of the parent/child navigation functions, which by definition require a constant
number of queries.
One may use any kind of balanced binary tree to represent dynamic bit vectors [15].
There are many purely-functional balanced binary search trees, such as AVL trees [2] and
weight-balanced trees [1], but purely functional red-black trees [11, 18] are most widely
studied and preferred by us. As a matter of fact, they have already been formalized in
Coq [4, 5, 6], Agda [19], and Isabelle [17].
We had to re-implement red-black trees due to the difference of stored contents. Above
Coq formalizations are intended to represent sets, and maintain the ordering invariant. Our
trees represent vectors, and maintain both that the contents (as concatenation of the leaves)
are unchanged, and that meta-data in inner nodes is correct (see Sect. 4.1). Still, we found
many hints in related work. For example, in Sect. 4.3 about insertion, the balancing functions
use Okasaki’s well-known purely functional balance algorithm [18], and we formulate our
invariants and propositions similarly to above Coq formalizations.
There are now many proofs of programs that use SSReflect, but we could not find
much discussion trying to synthesize the new techniques put at work. Sergey et al. used
SSReflect for teaching [21, 22], observing benefits for clarity and maintainability, but
also giving examples of custom tactics needed to prove programs. Gonthier et al. [9] have
shown how, in some cases, one can avoid relying on ad hoc tactics through an advanced
technique involving overloading of lemmas. The techniques we describe in Sect. 5, while
more rudimentary, are simple and efficient, yet we have not seen them described elsewhere.

7

Conclusion

We reported on an effort to formalize succinct data structures. We started with a foundational
theory of the rank and select functions for counting and searching bits in immutable arrays.
Using this theory, we formalized a standard compact representation of trees (LOUDS) and
proved the correctness of its basic operations. Last, we formalized dynamic bit vectors: an
advanced topic in succinct data structures.
Our work is a first step towards the construction of a formal theory of succinct data
structures. We already overcame several technical difficulties while dealing with LOUDS
trees: it took much care to find suitable recursive traversals and to sort out the off-by-one
conditions when specifying basic operations. Similarly, the formalization of dynamic vectors
could not be reduced to the matter of extending conservatively an existing formalization of
balanced trees: we needed to re-implement them to accommodate specific invariants.
As for future work, we plan to enable code extraction for the functions we have been
verifying, and prove their complexity, so as to complete previous work [24] and ultimately
achieve a formally verified implementation of succinct data structures. We have already
shown that the LOUDS representation of a tree with n nodes uses just 2n bits of data. For
the LOUDS operations, constant time complexity is a direct consequence of their being
implemented using a constant number of rank and select operations. For dynamic bit vectors,
we will first need to properly define a framework for space and time complexity.
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1

Introduction

Data types are fundamental to programming, and theoretical computer science provides
abstract characterizations of such data types and principles for reasoning about them. For
example, an inductive type, such as the type of lists of elements of type α, is freely generated
by its constructors:
inductive list (α : Type)
| nil : list
| cons : α → list → list

Such a declaration gives rise to a type constructor, list, constructors nil and cons, and a
recursor:
list.rec {α β} : β → (α → list α → β → β) → list α → β

The recursor satisfies the following equations:
list.rec b f nil
= b
list.rec b f (cons a l) = f a l (list.rec b f l)

We also have an induction principle:
∀ {α} (P : list α → Prop), P nil → (∀ a l, P l → P (cons a l)) → ∀ l, P l
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In words, to prove that a property holds of all lists, it is enough to show that it holds of
the empty list and is preserved under the cons operation. Here we have adopted the syntax
of the Lean theorem prover [19], so the curly braces around the type arguments α and β
indicate that these arguments are generally left implicit and inferred from context. The type
of the variable P, namely list α → Prop, indicates that it is a predicate on lists.
Dual to the notion of an inductive type is the notion of a coinductive type, such as the
type of streams of elements of α:
coinductive stream (α : Type)
| cons (head : α) (tail : stream) : stream

Our syntax is similar to that used for the inductive declaration, but the fundamental
properties of such a type can be expressed naturally in terms of the destructors rather than
the constructors. Roughly speaking, when one observes a stream of elements of α, one sees
an element of α, the head, and another stream, the tail. In addition to the type constructor
stream and the destructors head and tail, one obtains a corecursor:
stream.corec {α β} : (β → α × β) → β → stream α

It satisfies these defining equations:
head (stream.corec f b) = fst (f b)
tail (stream.corec f b) = stream.corec f (snd (f b))

We also have a coinduction principle:
∀ {α} (R : stream α → stream α → Prop),
(∀ x y, R x y → head x = head y ∧ R (tail x) (tail y)) →
∀ x y, R x y → x = y

Intuitively, the corecursor allows one to construct a stream from an element b of β by giving
an element of α, the head, and another element of β to continue the construction. The
coinductive principle says we can prove two streams are equal by showing that they satisfy a
relation on streams that implies the heads are the same and the tails are again related.
Inductive definitions date to the beginning of modern logic, with inductive characterizations of the natural numbers by Dedekind [20] and Frege [24], and generalizations by
Knaster [31], Tarski [39], Kreisel [32], and many others (e.g. [3]). The general study of
coinductive definition seems to have originated with Aczel [3, 4], and has since been extended
by many others (e.g. [6, 9, 37]).
The algebraic study of data types begins with the observation that many constructions
are functorial in their arguments. For example, an element x of list(α) and a function
f : α → β give rise to an element of list(β), the result of applying f to each element in
the list. Similarly, products α × β and sums α + β are functorial in either argument. In
category-theoretic notation, given a functor F (α), one would write F (f ) to denote the map
from F (α) to F (β). In Lean, given a functor F , we can write f <$> x to denote F (f )(x),
since the system can infer F from the type of x, namely, F α. In this paper, we will generally
use category-theoretic notation and the language of set-valued functors when talking about
the general constructions, to be consistent with the general literature. When we focus on
dependent type theory and our formalizations, however, we will resort to type-theoretic
syntax and take α to be a type rather than a set.
For any functor F from sets to sets, a function F (α) → α is known as an F -algebra,
and specifying an inductive definition amounts to specifying such an algebra. For example,
the natural numbers are defined by a constant 0 ∈ N and a function from N to N. Putting
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these together yields a function 1 + N → N, where 1 denotes a singleton set and + denotes a
disjoint union. So the constructors for N amount to a function F (N) → N, where F (α) is
the functor 1 + α. The inductive character of the natural numbers means that N is an initial
F -algebra, in the sense that for any F -algebra F (α) → α, there is a function rec from N to
α such that the following square commutes:
F (N)

N

F (rec)

rec

F (α)

α

Similarly, list(α) is an initial algebra for the functor F (β) = 1 + α × β. Dually, a coalgebra
for a functor F (α) is a function α → F (α). A coinductive definition corresponds to a final
coalgebra, that is, a coalgebra λ → F (λ) with the property that for any colagebra α → F (α),
there is a map from α → λ making the corresponding square commute.
The question is then: Which set-valued functors have initial algebras and final coalgebras?
Not all do: initial algebras and final coalgebras are both fixed points (that is, satisfy
F (α) ' α), so the usual diagonalization argument shows that the power-set functor has
neither. A sufficient condition for the existence of both is that the functor F is κ-bounded
for some cardinal κ [6, 37].
To formalize these constructions in the context of simple type theory, developers of the
Isabelle theorem prover [35] proposed the notion of a bounded natural functor [12, 15], or
BNF for short. A functor F (α) is a BNF if it satisfies the following:
There is a natural transformation set which for each α maps elements of F (α) to elements
of the power set of α, such that for any pair of maps f, g : α → β and any element of x
of F (α), if f and g agree on set(x), then F (f )(x) = F (g)(x).
There is a fixed cardinal κ ≥ ℵ0 such that for every x, |set(x)| ≤ κ.
F preserves weak pullbacks (see Section 5).
The generalization to multivariate functors is straightforward. BNFs are closed under
composition and formation of initial and final coalgebras, and the class of BNFs includes
data type constructions such as finite sets and finite multisets. This forms the basis for a
powerful and extensible data type package [12, 15].
Here we present a variation on the BNF constructions based on the notion of a quotient
of a polynomial functor, or QPF for short. Like BNFs, QPFs support definitions such as the
following, which defines a well-founded tree on α to consist of a node labeled by an element
of α together with a finite set of subtrees :
inductive tree (α : Type)
| mk : α → finset tree → tree

Here finset can be replaced by list, multiset, or stream, or, indeed, any QPF constructor.
Moreover, replacing inductive by coinductive yields the corresponding coinductive type of
arbitrary trees, not just the well-founded ones.
QPFs are more general than BNFs in a sense we will make precise in Section 5, but their
main appeal is that they provide another perspective on the BNF constructions, and are
amenable to formalization. Our approach is well-suited to dependent type theory, and the
components of our constructions, including polynomial functors, W types, M types, and
quotients, are familiar inhabitants of the type theory literature. At the same time, the use of
dependent types is mild, and the constructions can easily be translated to the language of
set theory or simple type theory.
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We have found that working with QPFs is natural and intuitive. Indeed, after hitting
upon the notion, we discovered that Adámek and Porst [5, Proposition 5.2] have shown that a
functor is accessible if and only if it is a quotient of a polynomial functor (see also [6, Example
6.4]). But we have not seen constructions of initial algebras and final coalgebras carried
out directly in these terms, and the approach via QPFs makes them easy to understand.
We expect that the QPF perspective will also be conducive to generalizations, as discussed
in Section 7.
The constructions described in this paper have been formalized in Lean and are available
online, as indicated below the abstract to this paper. Lean’s underlying logical framework, like
that of Coq, is a variant of the Calculus of Inductive Constructions, which has a computational
interpretation. This version provides non-nested inductive type families with only primitive
recursors, following the specification of Dybjer [21]. On top of the core logic, Lean’s library
includes propositional extensionality, quotient types [18, 8], and a classical choice principle
[8]. Our constructions make use of the first two, which imply function extensionality. We
had to use the choice principle in only one place, when constructing the QPF instance for the
final coalgebra of a multivariate constructor. We believe the use of Lean’s built-in quotient
types could be avoided, but we do not know whether it is possible to avoid propositional and
function extensionality.
We are in the process of implementing a data type package for Lean based on these
constructions. Lean currently supports nested inductive definitions, compiling them down
to indexed inductive definitions and compiling recursive definitions down to well-founded
recursion along a synthesized measure of size. Our approach, like the Isabelle approach, adds
a wealth of new constructions: not only coinductive definitions, but also arbitrary nestings
of inductive definitions, coinductive definitions, and quotient constructions. Moreover, it
provides principles of recursion and corecursion based on the associated functorial map.

2

Polynomial functors

Let us start with the notion of a polynomial functor, also known as a container [1, 2, 25].
These are functors of the form P (α) = Σx∈A (B(x) → α), where B denotes a family of sets
(B(x))x∈A and Σ denotes the dependent sum. Thus, an element of P (α) is a pair (a, f ) with
a ∈ A and f : B(a) → α. Think of (a, f ) as representing a structured object with data from
α, where a ∈ A specifies the shape of the element and f ∈ B(a) → α specifies its contents.
In the literature on containers, the polynomial functor given by the data A and B is usually
denoted A . B. There is an obvious functorial action: given g : α → β, P (g) maps (a, f ) in
P (α) to (a, g ◦ f ) in P (β), preserving the shape while transforming the contents. Below, we
will say more generally that P is a polynomial functor if it is isomorphic to one of this form.
It is easy to define these in Lean:
structure pfunctor := (A : Type u) (B : A → Type u)
variable P : pfunctor.{u}
def apply (α : Type u) := Σ x : P.A, P.B x → α
def map {α β : Type u} (g : α → β) : P.apply α → P.apply β :=
λ ha, fi, ha, g ◦ fi

In these definitions, Type u denotes a fixed but arbitrary universe of types. Lean’s projection
notation is a convenient syntactic device: since P has type pfunctor, Lean interprets P.apply
as pfunctor.apply P. Similarly, the corner brackets denote anonymous constructors: since
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P.apply reduces to a sigma type, Lean interprets ha, f ◦ gi as sigma.mk a (f ◦ g). We
also make use of a pattern-matching lambda, which translates the variables in the bound
pattern to applications of destructors of a single bound variable.
Many familiar data types are polynomial functors. For instance, any list of elements of
α is given by its length, n, and a function from {0, . . . , n − 1} to α. Streams of elements
of α have only one shape, and the contents are functions from N to α. The type of lazy
lists of elements of α can be seen as the disjoint union of these two, so the set of shapes is
the disjoint union of N and a singleton. A tree with nodes labeled by α has as shape the
unlabeled tree and as contents a map from the nodes to α.
It is not hard to show that if P (α) and Q(α) are polynomial functors, then so is their
composition, P (Q(α)). Moreover, every polynomial functor P has an initial algebra, a
familiar construct in dependent type theory known as a W type [34]. Elements of the data
type WP corresponding to P can be viewed as well-founded trees in which every node has a
label a from A and children indexed by B(a). In other words, an element of WP is given by an
element a in A and a function f : B(a) → WP . Such inductive types are given axiomatically
by Lean’s type-theoretic foundation, and can be declared as follows:
inductive W (P : pfunctor)
| mk (a : P.A) (f : P.B a → W) : W

The constructor forms an element of W from a ∈ A and f : B(a) → W . This is just a variant
of the usual algebra map P (W ) → W in which the argument, an element of P (W ), has been
replaced by its two components. The built-in recursion principle for the type above says
exactly that this map is the initial algebra.
Every polynomial functor P also has a final coalgebra, known as the associated M type.
The data type MP has the same description as above except that the trees are no longer
required to be well founded. Abstractly, M types can be specified as follows:
def M (P : pfunctor.{u}) : Type u
def M_dest : M P → P.apply (M P)
def M_corec : (α → P.apply α) → (α → M P)
theorem M_dest_corec (g : α → P.apply α) (x : α) :
M_dest (M_corec g x) = M_corec g <$> g x
theorem M_bisim (r : M P → M P → Prop)
(h : ∀ x y, r x y →
∃ a f g, M_dest x = ha, fi ∧ M_dest y = ha, gi ∧ ∀ i, r (f i) (g i)) :
∀ x y, r x y → x = y

The principle M_bisim is a coinduction principle for trees. Here the anonymous constructor
ha, f i is used to represent an element of P (M ) in terms of a : A and f : B(a) → M . A
bisimulation relation between trees is a relation r such that r(x, y) holds if and only if x and
y have the same branching type at the top node and the children at the top node are again
pointwise related by r. Two trees are bisimilar if there is a bisimulation between them, and
the principle M_bisim says that any two trees that are bisimilar are in fact equal.
M types are not given axiomatically by the Calculus of Inductive Constructions, but as
the specification above suggests, they can be defined in Lean. One way to go about it is
to define for each n the type of trees of depth at most n, using a special node to denote
potential continuations at the leaves:
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inductive M_approx : N → Type u
| continue : M_approx 0
| intro {n} : ∀ a, (P.B a → M_approx n) → M_approx (n + 1)

We can then say what it means for an approximation of depth n to agree with one of depth
n + 1, and define an element of the M type to be a sequence of approximations such that
each is consistent with the next:
inductive agree : ∀ {n : N}, M_approx P n → M_approx P (n+1) → Prop
| continue (x : M_approx P 0) (y : M_approx P 1) : agree x y
| intro {n} {a} (x : P.B a → M_approx P n) (y : P.B a → M_approx P (n+1)) :
(∀ i, agree (x i) (y i)) → agree (M_approx.intro a x) (M_approx.intro a y)
structure M := (approx : Π n, M_approx P n) (agrees : ∀ n, agree (x n) (x (n+1)))

We will see in Section 4 that these considerations extend to the multivariate case. In
other words, there is a natural notion of an n-ary polynomial functor, and if P (~
α, β) is an
(n + 1)-ary polynomial functor, then for each fixed tuple α
~ , it has an initial algebra W (~
α)
and a final coalgebra M (~
α). Moreover, W (~
α) and M (~
α) are polynomial functors in α
~.
In short, polynomial functors are closed under composition, initial algebras, and final
coalgebras, and so seem to have all the virtues of BNFs. Why not take them as the basis for
a data type package?
The answer is that the class of polynomial functors is not as general as the class of
BNFs. For example, although the type finset(α) of finite sets of elements of α and the type
multiset(α) of finite multisets of elements of α are both BNFs, cardinality considerations
can be used to show that they are not polynomial functors. For another view of what goes
wrong, note that if we map the finite set {1, 2} under a function which sends both 1 and 2 to
3, we get the set {3}, which does not have the same shape.
But we can view finset(α) as a quotient of a polynomial functor, namely, the quotient
of list(α) that identifies any two lists that have the same elements. Similarly, we can view
multiset(α) as the quotient of list(α) by equivalence up to permutation. This points the
way to a solution: rather than consider only polynomial functors, we should consider their
quotients as well.

3

Quotients of polynomial functors

A natural way to say that a functor F (α) is a quotient of the polynomial functor P (α) is to
say that, for every α, there is a surjective function abs from P (α) to F (α). Think of elements
of P (α) as being concrete representations of more abstract objects in F (α). We can express
the fact that abs is surjective by supplying a right inverse, repr, which maps any element
of F (α) to some representative in P (α). Finally, we should assert that abs is a natural
transformation between P and F , which is to say, it respects their functorial behavior:
P (α)

P (f )

absβ

absα

F (α)

P (β)

F (f )

F (β)

Remember that given f : α → β, there is a map P (f ) from P (α) to P (β). We require this
map to be preserved by abs, so that absβ ◦ P (f ) = F (f ) ◦ absα . In other words, mapping a
representation x and then abstracting it should yield the same result as abstracting it and
then mapping it, making the square above commute.
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In Lean, we can specify that F is a quotient of a polynomial functor as follows:
class qpf (F : Type u → Type u) [functor F] :=
(P
: pfunctor.{u})
(abs
: Π {α}, P.apply α → F α)
(repr
: Π {α}, F α → P.apply α)
(abs_repr : ∀ {α} (x : F α), abs (repr x) = x)
(abs_map
: ∀ {α β} (f : α → β) (p : P.apply α), abs (f <$> p) = f <$> abs p)

One can show that every BNF can be represented in this way. (Briefly, if κ is the relevant
cardinal bound, we can take the shapes in the polynomial functor to be the set of pairs of
the form (I, F (I)) with I ⊆ κ, and the contents of such a shape to be indexed by I.)
To see that every QPF has an initial algebra, suppose that F is a quotient of P in the
sense above. Let W be the initial P -algebra. We want to construct the least fixed point fix
of F . By initiality, there is an isomorphism between W and P (W ), so every tree in W can
be viewed as consisting of a shape, a ∈ A, and a sequence f : B(a) → W of subtrees. Via the
abs function, these represent an element of F (W ). The problem is that multiple elements of
P (W ) can represent the same element of F (W ), so that multiple elements of W can represent
the same element of F (W ). So already W looks like an overapproximation to fix. Moreover,
recursively, under the functorial map for F , F (W ) is again an overapproximation to F (fix).
The solution is to say what it means for two elements of W to represent the same element
of fix, and then define fix to be the quotient of W by that equivalence relation. The relation
we are after is the smallest equivalence relation closed under the following two rules:
abs(a, f ) = abs(a0 , f 0 )
ha, f i ≡ ha0 , f 0 i

∀x (f (x) ≡ f 0 (x))
ha, f i ≡ ha, f 0 i

The key condition is the first one, which says that two trees represented by (a, f ) and (a0 , f 0 )
are equivalent if their abstractions are the same element of F (W ). The second clause extends
the relation recursively to trees with the same shape and equivalent subtrees. The relation is
defined inductively in Lean as follows:
inductive Wequiv : q.P.W → q.P.W → Prop
| abs (a : q.P.A) (f : q.P.B a → q.P.W) (a' : q.P.A) (f' : q.P.B a' → q.P.W) :
abs ha, fi = abs ha', f'i → Wequiv ha, fi ha', f'i
| ind (a : q.P.A) (f f' : q.P.B a → q.P.W) :
(∀ x, Wequiv (f x) (f' x)) → Wequiv ha, fi ha, f'i
| trans (u v w : q.P.W) : Wequiv u v → Wequiv v w → Wequiv u w

Notationally, here q is the relevant QPF structure, q.P is the polynomial functor, and q.P.W
denotes the associated W construction, a function of q.P. The third clause ensures that the
relation is transitive, and hence an equivalence relation. We then define fix to be the quotient:
def fix (F : Type u → Type u) [functor F] [q : qpf F] :=
quotient (Wsetoid : setoid q.P.W)

Wsetoid bundles Wequiv with a proof that the latter is an equivalence relation. Any function
g : F (W ) → β gives rise to a function g 0 : P (W ) → β defined by g 0 = g ◦ repr, and so we can
use g to define functions by recursion on W :
def recF {α : Type u} (g : F α → α) : q.P.W → α
| ha, fi := g (abs ha, λ x, recF (f x)i)

This is just an ordinary recursion on W , using repr to mediate the difference between P and
F . Moreover, any function defined by such a recursion will respect the equivalence relation
Wequiv, and so lifts to a function from fix to α.
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def fix.rec {α : Type u} (g : F α → α) : fix F → α :=
quot.lift (recF g) (recF_eq_of_Wequiv g)

We can map any tree W to a canonical representative, in such a way that any two equivalent
trees are mapped to the same representative. This gives us a choice-free way of mapping
fix back to W . Composing maps F (fix) → P (fix) → P (W ) → W → fix gives us the desired
constructor. With these definitions, we can prove:
theorem fix.rec_eq {α : Type u} (g : F α → α) (x : F (fix F)) :
fix.rec g (fix.mk x) = g (fix.rec g <$> x)
theorem fix.ind_rec {α : Type u} (g g' : fix F → α)
(h : ∀ x : F (fix F), g <$> x = g' <$> x → g (fix.mk x) = g' (fix.mk x)) :
∀ x, g x = g' x
theorem fix.ind (p : fix F → Prop)
(h : ∀ x : F (fix F), liftp p x → p (fix.mk x)) :
∀ x, p x

The last theorem above expresses the induction principle, defined in terms of a predicate
lifting operation defined in Section 5. The second-to-last theorem implies the uniqueness of
functions satisfying the defining equations for the recursor.
With the recursor, we can then define a destructor from fix to F (fix) and prove that it is
an inverse to the constructor. This completes the construction of the initial algebra for any
unary quotient of polynomial functors.
We can analogously construct the greatest fixed point of F (α) as a suitable quotient of
MP . Remember that the M -type analogue of the principle of induction on a W type is the
bisimulation principle, M_bisim, presented at the end of the last section. The corresponding
version for the final algebra should look like this:
theorem cofix.bisim (r : cofix F → cofix F → Prop)
(h : ∀ x y, r x y → liftr r (cofix.dest x) (cofix.dest y) :
∀ x y, r x y → x = y

The function liftr in the statement of the principle refers to the canonical method of lifting
a binary relation r on α to a relation r̂ on F (α), described in Section 5. One strategy of
constructing the final coalgebra cofix, familiar from the literature on set-valued functors
(e.g. [37]), is to define the relation R to be the union of all bisimulation relations on the
underlying M type, and then define cofix to be the the quotient M/R. For that proof to
go through, we need to know that the union of all bisimulation relations is an equivalence
relation, which in turn requires showing that the composition of bisimulation relations is
again a bisimulation. And that can be shown as a consequence of the fact that the function
F (α) preserves weak pullbacks. This explains why this assumption appears in Isabelle’s
definition of BNFs.
Going back to an early paper by Aczel and Mendler [4], however, we were able to find a
construction that avoids the additional assumption. The trick is to use an alternative notion
of lift for binary relations on a set α. Given a binary relation r on α, let qr be the quotient
map corresponding to the least equivalence relation on α that includes r. We can then define
the alternative notion of lift which holds of x and y in F (α) if and only if F (qr )(x) = F (qr )(y).
In other words, rather than lift the relation, we map the quotient function. We now define
two elements of M to bear this lifted version of r if their F -abstractions do, and define cofix
to be the quotient under the union of all such relations.
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def is_precongr (r : q.P.M → q.P.M → Prop) : Prop :=
∀ {x y}, r x y → abs (quot.mk r <$> M_dest x) = abs (quot.mk r <$> M_dest y)
def Mcongr : q.P.M → q.P.M → Prop := λ x y, ∃ r, is_precongr r ∧ r x y
def cofix (F : Type u → Type u) [functor F] [q : qpf F]:= quot (@Mcongr F _ q)

It is especially convenient that Lean’s fundamental quotient construction, quot.mk r, does
not require r to be an equivalence relation. (The axioms governing quotients in Lean imply
that the result is equivalent to quotienting by the equivalence relation generated by r.) We
can show that quotient by a finer relation factors through the quotient by a coarser one:
def factor {α : Type*} (r s : α → α → Prop) (h : ∀ x y, r x y → s x y) :
quot r → quot s :=
quot.lift (quot.mk s) (λ x y rxy, quot.sound (h x y rxy))
def factor_mk_eq {α : Type*} (r s: α → α → Prop) (h : ∀ x y, r x y → s x y) :
factor r s h ◦ quot.mk r = quot.mk s := rfl

With this fact, we can use the bisimulation principle on M to derive the bisimulation principle
on the quotient. When the dust settles, we have all the desired functions and properties:
def cofix.dest : cofix F → F (cofix F)
def cofix.corec {α : Type u} (g : α → F α) : α → cofix F
theorem cofix.dest_corec {α : Type u} (g : α → F α) (x : α) :
cofix.dest (cofix.corec g x) = cofix.corec g <$> g x
theorem cofix.bisim_rel (r : cofix F → cofix F → Prop)
(h : ∀ x y, r x y →
quot.mk r <$> cofix.dest x = quot.mk r <$> cofix.dest y) :
∀ x y, r x y → x = y

Since identity under the mapped quotients of r is implied by the lift of r, this formulation of
the bisimulation principle implies cofix.bisim above, as well as the following variation:
theorem cofix.bisim' {α : Type u} (q : α → Prop) (u v : α → cofix F)
(h : ∀ x, q x → ∃ a f f',
cofix.dest (u x) = abs ha, fi ∧
cofix.dest (v x) = abs ha, f'i ∧
∀ i, ∃ x', q x' ∧ f i = u x' ∧ f' i = v x') :
∀ x, q x → u x = v x

It is, moreover, straightforward to show that quotients of polynomial functors are closed
under composition and quotients:
def comp {G : Type u → Type u} [functor G] [qpf G]
{F : Type u → Type u} [functor F] [qpf F] :
qpf (functor.comp G F)
def quotient_qpf {F : Type u → Type u} [functor F] [qpf F]
{G : Type u → Type u} [functor G]
{abs : Π {α}, F α → G α}
{repr : Π {α}, G α → F α}
(abs_repr : Π {α} (x : G α), abs (repr x) = x)
(abs_map : ∀ {α β} (f : α → β) (x : F α abs (f <$> x) = f <$> abs x) :
qpf G
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In short, we have shown that unary QPFs support the same constructions as unary BNFs.
We now turn to the multivariate case.

4

Multivariate constructions

A ternary functor on F (α, β, γ) on sets is one that is functorial in each argument. Our goal
is to extend the notion of a QPF to such functors, and, indeed, functors of arbitrary arity.
In this respect, dependent type theory offers a distinct advantage over simple type theory:
whereas Isabelle’s BNF package has to synthesize definitions of n-ary functors dynamically
for each n, in dependent type theory we can treat an n-tuple of types as a first-class object
parameterized by n. This facilitates the implementation of a data type package, as discussed
in Section 6.
Formally, we define an n-tuple of types to be a function from a canonical finite type fin(n)
of elements to an arbitrary type universe:
def typevec (n : N) := fin n → Type*

We can then define the usual morphisms on the category of n-tuples, namely, n-tuples of
functions, with composition and identity.
def arrow (α β : typevec n) := Π i : fin n, α i → β i
infixl ` =⇒ `:40 := arrow
def id {α : typevec n} : α =⇒ β := λ i x, x
def comp {α β γ : typevec n} (g : β =⇒ γ) (f : α =⇒ β) : α =⇒ γ :=
λ i x, g i (f i x)
infixr `

`:80 := typevec.comp

Lean’s notions of functor (a type constructor with a map function) and lawful functor (a
functor satisfying the usual laws) carry over straightforwardly to the multivariate setting:
class mvfunctor {n : N} (F : typevec n → Type*) :=
(map : Π {α β : typevec n}, (α =⇒ β) → (F α → F β))
infixr ` <$$> `:100 := mvfunctor.map
class is_lawful_mvfunctor {n : N} (F : typevec n → Type*) [mvfunctor F] :=
(id_map
: Π {α : typevec n} (x : F α), id <$$> x = x)
(comp_map : Π {α β γ : typevec n} (g : α =⇒ β) (h : β =⇒ γ) (x : F α),
(h
g) <$$> x = h <$$> g <$$> x)

Notice that we use the notation f <$$> x to denote the functorial map of the n-tuple of
functions f on the element x, where x is an element of the multivariate F (~
α). With these
definitions and notation, the definition of a multivariate QPF is almost exactly the same as
the definition of a unary one:
class mvqpf {n : N} (F : typevec.{u} n → Type*) [mvfunctor F] :=
(P
: mvpfunctor.{u} n)
(abs
: Π {α}, P.apply α → F α)
(repr
: Π {α}, F α → P.apply α)
(abs_repr : ∀ {α} (x : F α), abs (repr x) = x)
(abs_map
: ∀ {α β} (f : α =⇒ β) (p : P.apply α),
abs (f <$$> p) = f <$$> abs p)
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We need to show that if F (~
α, β) is an (n + 1)-ary QPF, then for each tuple α
~ it has both
an initial algebra fix(~
α) and a final coalgebra cofix(~
α), and, moreover, that the latter are n-ary
functors in α
~ . The constructions require operations append1(~
α, β) for extending an n-tuple of
types α
~ by a single type β, and operations drop(~
α) and last(~
α) that return the initial n-tuple
and final elements of such an (n + 1)-tuple. Similarly, we need an operation append-fun(f, g)
that appends a function to an n-tuple of functions, and operations drop-fun and last-fun that
destruct the resulting (n + 1)-tuple. One minor problem is that constructions like these
sometimes give rise to types that are provably but not definitionally equal. For example,
append1(drop(~
α), last(α)) is provably equal to α
~ , but we need an explicit cast from one to
the other if we want expressions to type check. Such difficulties were mild, and they were a
small price to pay for the benefits of being able to reason about arbitrary tuples uniformly.
With a formal theory of tuples of types and maps between them, unary notions carry
over nicely to the multivariate setting. The definition of a multivariate polynomial functor
P (~
α) is straightforward:
structure mvpfunctor (n : N) := (A : Type.{u}) (B : A → typevec.{u} n)
variables {n : N} (P : mvpfunctor.{u} n)
def apply (α : typevec.{u} n) : Type u := Σ a : P.A, P.B a =⇒ α
def map {α β : typevec n} (f : α =⇒ β) : P.apply α → P.apply β :=
λ ha, gi, ha, f
gi

As before, we can think of an element of P (~
α) as consisting of a shape, a, and a map
f : B(a) =⇒ α
~ . All that has changed is that the contents now consist of tuples of functions.
Given an (n + 1)-ary polynomial functor P (~
α, β), we need to construct its initial algebra,
W (~
α), and show that it is again a polynomial functor. Intuitively, each element of W (~
α)
is a well-founded tree, in which each node is labeled by an element of A together with
a function f 0 : drop(B(a)) =⇒ α
~ , and the children of that node are given by a function
f : last(B(a)) → W (~
α):
(a, f 0 )

f (i0 )

f (i1 )

f (i2 )

f (. . .)

There are various ways to view such a tree. One is as an ordinary unary W type, where
the set of shapes at each node is given by A0 = Σa∈A (drop(B(a)) → α
~ . Given an element
p = (a, f 0 ) of A0 , the set of indices B 0 (p) = last(B(p.fst)) depends only on the first component.
This, however, introduces an artificial dependency of the index set of the branches on the
contents f 0 . A slightly modified description is to view the W (~
α) as given inductively by the
following constructor and recursion principle:
def W_mk {α : typevec n} (a : P.A) (f' : P.drop.B a =⇒ α)
(f : P.last.B a → P.W α) : P.W α
def W_rec {α : typevec n} {C : Type*}
(g : Π a : P.A, ((P.drop).B a =⇒ α) → ((P.last).B a → P.W α) →
((P.last).B a → C) → C) : P.W α → C
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In words, an element of W (~
α) is given inductively by a triple (a, f 0 , f ) where a is in A, f 0
is a tuple of functions from drop(B(a)) to α
~ , and f 0 is a function from last(B(a)) to W (~
α).
The induction principle and defining equations for the recursor are as expected.
An alternative view of W (~
α) makes it clear that it is a polynomial functor. As the picture
suggests, we can think of an element of W (~
α) as having the shape of a well-founded tree
with labels from A, with children at a node labeled a indexed by the set last(B(a)). In other
words, the shape is just the ordinary W type given by these data. The contents of the tree
amount to the sum total of all the functions f 0 at each node. We can combine these into one
big function from the disjoint union of all the index sets drop(B(a)) at all the nodes. This
disjoint union can be conveniently described by an inductive definition:
inductive W_path : P.last.W → fin n → Type u
| root (a : P.A) (f : P.last.B a → P.last.W) (i : fin n) (c : P.drop.B a i) :
W_path ha, fi i
| child (a : P.A) (f : P.last.B a → P.last.W) (i : fin n) (j : P.last.B a)
(c : W_path (f j) i) : W_path ha, fi i

Here, P.last denotes the polynomial functor just described, and P.last.W is the corresponding W type, which we take to be the shape of W (~
α). The type W_path describes the index set
associated to this shape as the sum of the index sets P.drop.B a i for each i < n, together
with the index sets assigned to all the children. This gives us the desired representation of
W (~
α) as a multivariate polynomial functor:
def Wp : mvpfunctor n := { A := P.last.W, B := P.W_path }

There are two things worth noting here. First, the type of W_path is equivalent to
P.last.W =⇒ typevec n. This makes use of the specific representation of typevec n, but
this use is not essential; with another representation, we could still define W_path as above,
and then compose it with the relevant isomorphism. The second thing to note is that the
analogous inductive definition works just as well for M types, since it does not require the
tree to be well founded.
Both characterizations of W (~
α) are essential. The first description, the inductive one,
allows us to carry out the construction of the initial algebra. The second description of W (~
α),
as a polynomial functor, enables us to show that the initial algebra of a QPF is again a QPF.
Rather than define both objects and prove them isomorphic, we found it more convenient to
take the second description to be the official definition of W (~
α) and use that to define the
constructor and recursor specified by the first description.
Coordinating the different notions of a polynomial functor was the most difficult part
of extending the constructions from the unary to the multivariate setting. With these
characterizations of W (~
α), the construction of the initial algebra fix(~
α) of a multivariate
QPF F (~
α, β) is almost line-by-line the same as the construction in the unary case, replacing
unary primitives with their multivariate counterparts. Suppose F (~
α, β) is a quotient of the
polynomial functor of P (~
α, β). The associated W (~
α) is again a polynomial functor, and
fix(~
α) is defined as a quotient of that. It is not hard to define the map on fix(~
α) in terms of
the map on W (~
α), and then use the QPF property of F to show that the maps commute
with the abstraction function from W (~
α) to fix(~
α). In short, we have that if F (~
α, β) is a
multivariate QPF, then so is fix(~
α).
The construction of the final coalgebra cofix(~
α) is similar: the approach above can be
used to construct the M types M (~
α) as polynomial functors, and, once again, the unary
construction carries over. Showing that multivariate QPFs are closed under compositions
and quotients is once again straightforward.
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Lifting predicates and relations

Let F be any set-valued functor. By definition, F allows us to map any function f : α → β
to a function from F (α) → F (β), enabling us to reason about the behavior of f under F .
For instance, list(f ) applies f to every element of a list, and finset(f ) maps any finite set s
to f [s], the image of s under f .
Sometimes it is useful to reason about the behavior of predicates and relations as well. A
standard way of doing that is to consider their lifts [33, 36, 38], defined as follows. Let p be
any predicate on α. Then there is an inclusion map ι : {u ∈ α | p(u)} → α, and saying that
p(u) holds is equivalent to saying that u is in the image of ι. To lift p to F (α), consider the
map F (ι) : F ({u | p(u)}) → F (α), and given any element x of F (α), say that the lift p̂ holds
of x if and only if there is an element z of F ({u | p(u)}) such that F (ι)(z) = x.
Similarly, if r(u, v) is a binary relation between α and β, we can lift r to a relation r̂
between F (α) and F (β) as follows. Consider the set {(u, v) ∈ α × β | r(u, v)} of pairs, and
the two projections π0 and π1 . Given x in F (α) and y in F (β), say that r̂(x, y) holds if there
is an element z of F ({(u, v) | r(u, v)}) such that F (π0 )(z) = x and F (π1 )(z) = y.
It is straightforward to define these notions in the type-theoretic setting, with types and
subtypes in place of sets and subsets.
def liftp {α : Type u} (p : α → Prop) : F α → Prop :=
λ x, ∃ z : F (subtype p), subtype.val <$> z = x
def liftr {α : Type u} (r : α → β → Prop) : F α → F β → Prop :=
λ x y, ∃ z : F {p : α × β // r p.fst p.snd},
(λ t, t.val.fst) <$> z = x ∧ (λ t, t.val.snd) <$> z = y

If P is a polynomial functor, p is a predicate on α, and x is in P (α), it is easy to check
that p̂(x) holds if and only if x is of the form (a, f ) and for every i ∈ B(a), p(f (i)). Similarly,
for a relation r between α and β, x in P (α), and y ∈ P (β), r̂(x, y) if and only if there
are a, f , and f 0 such that x is of the form (a, f ), y is of the form (a, f 0 ) and for every i,
r(f (i), f 0 (i)). In words, r̂(x, y) holds if x and y have the same shape and their contents are
pointwise related. If F is a quotient of a polynomial functor, the statements are the same up
to a choice of representative.
I Theorem 1. Let F be a QPF, let p be a predicate on α, and r be a binary relation between
α and β.
p̂(x) holds if and only if there are a and f such that x = abs(a, f ) and, for every i,
p(f (i)).
r̂(x, y) holds if and only if there are a, f, f 0 such that x = abs(a, f ), y = abs(a, f 0 ), and
for every i, r(f (i), f 0 (i)).
Lifting extends straightforwardly to multivariate QPFs: if F (~
α) is an n-ary QPF, we can
lift n-ary tuples of predicates and n-ary tuples of relations analogously, and the corresponding
version of Theorem 1 holds.
We can use these notions to clarify the additional structure that comes with the Isabelle
formulation of a BNF. If F is a QPF and x is an element of F (α), intuitively, p̂(x) says that
p holds of the contents of x. When F is a polynomial functor, this is literally true, but the
possibility of multiple representations in a QPF muddies the waters. We would like to have
a function supp(x), the “support” of x, such that for every predicate p on α and x in F (α),
we have p̂(x) ↔ ∀u ∈ supp(x) p(u). Call this condition (∗).
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I Theorem 2. Let F be any set-valued functor. If supp satisfies (∗), then for any x ∈ F (α)
T
we have supp(x) = {u | ∀p (p̂(x) → p(u))} = {β | β ⊆ α ∧ x ∈ Im F (ιβ→α )}, where ιβ→α is
the inclusion map from β to α.
Proof. We check the first equation, and leave it to the reader to verify the second. Suppose
u ∈ supp(x) and p̂(x). Then (∗) implies that p(u) holds. For the converse, note that
taking p(u) to be u ∈ supp(x) in (∗), it is immediate that p̂(x) holds. So any u satisfying
∀p (p̂(x) → p(u)) is an element of supp(x).
J
I Theorem 3. Let F be a QPF, and let supp(x) = {u | ∀p (p̂(x) → p(u))}.
T
For every x, supp(x) = {Im f | abs(a, f ) = x}.
Condition (∗) holds at x for every p if and only if there are a, f such that abs(a, f ) = x
and for every a0 , f 0 such that abs(a0 , f 0 ) = x, Im f ⊆ Im f 0 .
Proof. For the first clause, let x be arbitrary, and suppose p̂(x) implies p(u) for every p. If
x = abs(a, f ), let p be the predicate u ∈ Im f . Then it is easy to check that p̂(x) holds, and
hence p(u). Conversely, suppose u is an element of the right-hand side and p is a predicate
such that p̂(x) holds. Then there are a and f such that abs(a, f ) = x and such that p(f (i))
holds for every i. Hence p(u).
For the forward direction of the second clause, note that if p(u) is the predicate u ∈ supp(x),
then, by (∗), we have p̂(x). The conclusion follows from Theorem 2 and the first clause.
Using the first clause, the converse direction of the second clause is also straightforward. J
Theorem 3 says that condition (∗) holds for a QPF F if and only if every element x of
F (α) has a representation (a, f ) whose contents are minimal, and these contents determine
which lifted predicates hold. Unfortunately, there is nothing in the definition of a QPF that
rules out representations having superfluous elements, but the next theorem shows that
adding this as an additional assumption has pleasant consequences.
I Theorem 4. Let F be a QPF satisfing the additional property that for every a, f , a0 , and
f 0 , if abs(a, f ) = abs(a0 , f 0 ), then Im f = Im f 0 . Then:
supp satisfies (∗), and whenever x = abs(a, f ), supp(x) = Im f .
For every x in F (α) and g : α → β, supp(F (g)(x)) = g[supp(x)].
In other words, with the additional assumption, our function supp has the same properties
as the function set associated to Isabelle’s BNFs.
BNFs have one additional property, which can also conveniently be expressed in terms of
lifts. If r is a relation between α and β and s is a relation between β and γ, the composition
r ◦ s is defined by (r ◦ s)(u, w) ≡ ∃v (r(u, v) ∧ s(v, w)). It is straightforward to show from the
◦ s(x, z) implies (r̂ ◦ ŝ)(x, z).
definition of lifting that for every x in F (α) and z in F (γ), rd
But the converse does not necessarily hold, and the special case where F is a QPF gives an
inkling of what can go wrong: the fact that there is a shape that relates x to y by r̂ and
another shape that relates y to z by ŝ does not necessarily mean there is a single shape that
does both, and hence relates x and z by rd
◦ s.
When the converse does hold for every r and s, F is said to preserve weak pullbacks. This
is a useful property: it implies that the composition of bisimulation relations relative to
F is again a bisimulation relation. There are, however, interesting examples of QPFs that
do not preserve weak pullbacks, such as a bounded finite powerset, which for some fixed k
returns the collection of finite subsets with at most k elements. For details and alternative
characterizations of preservation of weak pullbacks, see [6, 33, 36, 38], and for more instances
of QPFs that do not preserve them, see [4, Section 6] and [28, Section 6.4].
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Implementation

We are currently writing a data type compiler for Lean that builds on the formal constructions
just described. The compiler, which is implemented entirely in Lean’s metaprogramming
framework [22], introduces the keywords data and codata into Lean’s normal syntax and
translates each data type specification into a number of definitions. Whereas the Isabelle
implementation has to construct n-ary instances of the constructions for each fixed n, the
uniform theory of multivariate constructions described in Section 4 simplifies the expressions
we need to construct, and therefore reduces the likelihood of failure at compile time.
The commands data and codata, respectively, declare the initial algebra and final
coalgebra of a multivariate QPF F (~
α, β). In our implementation, we refer to F as the shape
of the declaration. The key insight is that both the functor and its representation as a QPF
can be synthesized from the syntactic specification. Consider the following input:
data tree (α β : Type) : Type
| leaf : tree
| node : α → (β → tree) → tree

This describes the type of trees in which every internal node has a label from α and a sequence
of children indexed by β. Since β occurs in a negative position, our compiler interprets that
as a dead parameter. It then replaces tree with a parameter X and interprets the resulting
shape as a binary functor Fβ (α, X).
inductive tree.shape (α : Type) (β : Type) (X : Type) : Type
| nil : tree.shape
| cons : α → (β → X) → tree.shape
def tree.shape.internal (β : Type) : typevec 2 → Type
| hα, Xi := shape α β X

Note that the internal version bundles α and X together into a vector of length 2. The next
task is to synthesize a QPF instance. In general, the arguments to each constructor are
compositions of QPFs, so the entire shape, a sum of products of QPFs, is again a QPF.
instance (β : Type) : mvfunctor (tree.shape.internal β) := . . .
instance (β : Type) : mvqpf (tree.shape.internal β) := . . .

We then use the generic QPF fix construction to define the initial fixed point.
def tree.internal (β : Type) (v : typevec 1) : Type :=
fix (list.shape.internal β) v
def tree (α β : Type) : Type := tree.internal β dαe
instance (β : Type) : mvfunctor (tree.internal β) := . . .
instance (β : Type) : mvqpf (tree.internal β) := . . .

We can then define the constructors, destructors, recursor, and so on:
def tree.nil (α β : Type) : tree α β := . . .
def tree.cons (α β : Type) (x : α) (xs : β → tree α β) : tree α β := . . .
def tree.cases_on {α β : Type} {C : tree α β → Sort u_1} (n : tree α β) :
C (tree.nil α β) →
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(Π (a : α) (a_1 : β → tree α β), C (tree.cons α β a a_1)) →
C n := . . .
def tree.rec {α β X : Type} : X → (α → (β → X) → X) → tree α β → X := . . .

If we replace data by codata, we get the corresponding coinductive type. It has same
constructors and destructors, but, instead, the following corecursor and bisimulation principle:
def tree'.corec :
Π (α β α_1 : Type), (α_1 → shape α β α_1) → α_1 → tree' α β := . . .
def tree'.bisim : ∀ (α β : Type) (r : tree' α β → tree' α β → Prop),
(∀ (x y : tree' α β),
r x y → mvfunctor.liftr (typevec.rel_last dαe r) (mvqpf.cofix.dest x)
(mvqpf.cofix.dest y)) →
∀ (x y : tree' α β), r x y → x = y := . . .

Our work on the compiler is still in progress: we do not yet handle nested data types in the
specification of the shape or present lifted predicates and relations in a user-friendly way. We
also intend to write an equation compiler to support more natural ways to define functions.

7

Conclusions and related work

We have shown that the representation of data types as quotients of polynomial functors
is natural, and facilitates important data type constructions. Surprisingly, the bulk of
our formalization deals with constructions that are intuitively straightforward, like the
representations of multivariate W and M types as polynomial functors as described in
Section 4. It is notable that, with this infrastructure, our constructions of the initial algebras
and final coalgebras require only a few hundred lines of code.
Other theorem provers such as Coq [26] and Agda1 support coinductive types and
corecursion by extending the trusted kernel. Here we have followed Isabelle’s approach by
constructing such data types explictly, without extending the axiomatic framework. We made
use of a quotient construction that is given axiomatically in Lean, though other libraries,
including Isabelle’s, take a definitional approach to quotients as well [17, 27, 29]. Tassi
has recently developed methods for generating induction principles and other theorems to
support the use of inductive types in Coq [40]. In a sense, this serves to recover some of the
benefits of the more modular approaches given by BNFs and QPFs.
Abbot et al. [2] have considered quotients of polynomial functors by equivalence with
respect to sets of permutations of the indices associated to each shape, and they have shown
that these have nice computational properties. Such quotients are special cases of QPFs.
Polynomial functors are closely related to species [30], but, as noted by Yorgey [41, Section 8],
the precise relationship between polynomial functors and species is not yet well understood.
There are a number of ways that our work can be extended. Our constructions currently
yield nondependent types and nondependent recursion and corecursion principles, so an
obvious task is to work out and formalize the semantics of indexed inductive and coinductive
data types. To that end, work by Altenkirch et al. [7] on indexed polynomial functors provides
a good starting point. We are grateful to an anonymous referee for pointing out that there
is nothing special about fin(n) in the definition of mvfunctor in Section 4, and so replacing

1

https://agda.readthedocs.io/en/latest/language/coinduction.html
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fin(n) by an arbitrary index type I is an easy first step towards handling families of types.
The latter would also require generalizing our constructions to handle functors on categories
other than the category of types (in this case, categories of indexed families). The paper by
Blanchette et al. [16] shows how to achieve nonuniform forms of recursion and corecursion
with BNFs, which can be seen as a step towards handling such dependencies. Dependent
families would provide us with a shortcut to defining mutual inductive and coinductive
definitions, currently handled by Isabelle’s BNF package but not ours. Blanchette et al. [14]
have shown that restricting morphisms to permutations can be used to model data types
with binders.
We have not dealt with the computational interpretation of corecursion or code extraction
at all. Even though most of our formalization is constructive, the defining equations for
corecursion do not correspond to computational reductions in our underlying definitions.
Firsov and Stump [23] show how to model inductive types in a computational type theory
extending the calculus of constructions with implicit products, heterogeneous equality, and
intersection types. It would be interesting to know whether coinductive types can be modeled
in a similar way. Blanchette et al. [13] provide a nice overview of various approaches to
computational intepretation of corecursion, and Basold and Geuvers [10, 11] provide a
computational analysis of dependent versions of a type theory with both recursion and
corecursion. We are hopeful that quotients of polynomial functors can provide insight into
the semantics of such a system.
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Abstract
Some mathematical proofs involve intensive computations, for instance: the four-color theorem, Hales’
theorem on sphere packing (formerly known as the Kepler conjecture) or interval arithmetic. For
numerical computations, floating-point arithmetic enjoys widespread usage thanks to its efficiency,
despite the introduction of rounding errors.
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1

Motivation

The proof of some mathematical facts can involve a numerical computation in such a way
that trusting the proof requires trusting the numerical computation itself. Thus, being able
to efficiently perform this kind of proofs inside a proof assistant eventually means that the
tool must offer efficient numerical computation capabilities.
Floating-point arithmetic is widely used in particular for its efficiency thanks to its
hardware implementation. Although it does not generally give exact results, introducing
rounding errors, rigorous proofs can still be obtained by bounding the accumulated errors.
There is thus a clear interest in providing an efficient and sound access to the processor
floating-point operators inside a proof assistant such as Coq.
© Guillaume Bertholon, Érik Martin-Dorel, and Pierre Roux;
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R := 0;
for j from 1 to n do
for i from 1 to j − 1 do

Ri,j := Ai,j − Σi−1
k=1 Rk,i Rk,j /Ri,i ;
end for
Rj,j :=
end for

p

j−1
Mj,j − Σk=1
Rk,j 2 ;

Figure 1 Cholesky decomposition: given A ∈ Rn×n , attempts to compute R such that A = RT R.

1.1

Proofs Involving Numerical Computations

We give below a few examples of proofs involving floating-point computations.
As a first example, consider the proof that a given real number a ∈ R is nonnegative.
One can exhibit another real number r such that a = r2 and apply a lemma stating that all
√
squares of real numbers are nonnegative. Typically, one could use the square root a.
A similar method can be applied to prove that a matrix A ∈ Rn×n is positive semidefinite1
as one can exhibit R such that2 A = RT R. Such a matrix can be computed using an algorithm
called Cholesky decomposition, given in Figure 1. The algorithm succeeds, taking neither
square roots of negative numbers nor divisions by zero, whenever A is positive definite3 .
When executed with floating-point arithmetic, the exact equality A = RT R is lost but it
remains possible to bound the accumulated rounding errors in the Cholesky decomposition
such that the following theorem holds under mild conditions.
(n+1)
I Theorem 1 (Corollary 2.4 in [34]). For A ∈ Rn×n , defining c := 1−2(n+1)
tr(A) +
4n (2(n + 1) + maxi Ai,i ) η, if the floating-point Cholesky decomposition succeeds on A − c I,
then A is positive definite.  and η are tiny constants given by the floating-point format used.

A formal proof in Coq of this theorem can be found in a previous work [33]. Thus,
an efficient implementation of floating-point arithmetic inside the proof assistant leads to
efficient proofs of matrix positive definiteness. This can have multiple applications, such as
proving that polynomials are nonnegative by expressing them as sums of squares [26] which
can be used in a proof of the Kepler conjecture [24].
Interval arithmetic constitutes another example of proofs involving numerical computations. Sound enclosing intervals can be easily computed in floating-point arithmetic using
directed roundings, towards ±∞ for lower or upper bounds. The Coq.Interval library [25]
implements interval arithmetic and could benefit from efficient floating-point arithmetic.
More generally, there are many results on rigorous numerical methods [35] that could
see efficient formal implementations provided efficient floating-point arithmetic is available
inside proof assistants.

1.2

Objectives

The Coq proof assistant has built-in support for computation, which can be used within
proofs, and recent progress have been done to provide efficient integer computation (relying
on 63-bit machine integers).

1
2
3

n
T
A matrix A ∈ Rn×n is said positive semidefinite when
0.
 for all xT ∈ R , x A x ≥
T
T
T
T
Since, when A = R R, one gets x A x = x R R x = (Rx) (Rx) = kRxk2 ≥ 0.
A matrix A ∈ Rn×n is said positive definite when for all x ∈ Rn \ {0}, xT A x > 0.
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The overall goal of this work is to implement efficient floating-point computation in Coq,
relying directly on machine binary64 floats, instead of emulating floats with pairs of integers.
Experimentally, that latter emulation in Coq incurs a slowdown of about three orders of
magnitude with respect to an equivalent implementation written in OCaml.

1.3

Outline

The article is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the background required to position our
approach, from proof-by-reflection to the IEEE 754 standard for floating-point arithmetic to
interval arithmetic formalized in Coq. Section 3 is devoted to the implementation itself, with
a special focus on the interface that its exposes. Section 4 gathers a discussion on several
design choices or technicalities that have been important to carry out the implementation
and avoid some pitfalls. Section 5 provides benchmarks to evaluate the performance of the
implementation. Section 6 finally gives concluding remarks and perspectives for future work.

2

Prerequisites and Related Works

In this section, we start by reviewing the two main features that underlie and motivate
our work in the Coq proof assistant: Poincaré’s principle and the availability of efficient
reduction tactics (in Section 2.1). We then give an overview of all notions of floating-point
arithmetic that appear necessary to make this paper self-contained (in Section 2.2). We
finally summarize the features of two related Coq libraries that are either a prerequisite for
our developments (in Section 2.3), or an important building block for a possible extension of
this work (in Section 2.4).

2.1

Proof by Reflection and Efficient Numerical Computation

In the family of formal proof assistants, the underlying logic of several systems – including
Agda, Coq, Lego, and Nuprl [2] – provides a notion of definitional equality that allows
one to automatically prove some equalities by a mere computation. This feature is called
Poincaré’s principle in reference to Poincaré’s statement that “a reasoning proving that
2 + 2 = 4 is not a proof in the strict sense, it is a verification” [32, chap. I]. Based upon
this principle, the so-called proof by reflection methodology has been developed to take
advantage of the computational capabilities of the provers and build efficient (semi)-decision
procedures [7]: this approach has been successfully applied to various application domains,
such as: graph theory, with the formal verification of the four-color theorem in Coq by
Gonthier and Werner [14], discrete geometry, with the formal proof of the Kepler conjecture
developed in the Flyspeck project [17], Boolean satisfiability, with the verification of SAT
traces in Coq [1], satisfiability modulo theories, with the development of the SMTCoq
library [13], or global optimization, with the development of the ValidSDP library [26].
To be able to address the verification of increasingly complex proofs relying on this
approach, works have been carried out to increase the computational performance of proof
assistants, relying on two complementary approaches: (i) implement alternative evaluation
engines, such as evaluators based on compilation to bytecode or native code, and (ii) optimized
data structures that might be based on machine values and hardware operators.
For example, the Isabelle proof assistant provides (i) several evaluators that can be used
within proofs, and allows one to generate Standard ML, OCaml, Haskell, or Scala code, then
(ii) libraries of fast machine words (for fixed size or unspecified size) have been developed
while ensuring compatibility with all Isabelle’s target languages and evaluators [23].
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In this work, we specifically focus on the Coq proof assistant which offers in particular
(i) the reduction tactics vm_compute, involving bytecode compilation and evaluation by a
virtual machine [15] and native_compute, involving code generation and native OCaml
compilation [3], as well as (ii) machine integers, upon which the Bignums library for multipleprecision arithmetic has been developed [16].
Regarding machine integers in Coq, the original implementation by Spiwack [1, 39] was
based on the so-called retro-knowledge approach, which consisted in developing a reference
implementation of 31-bit integer operators in Coq (using lists of bits), then optimizing their
evaluation in vm_compute (and later native_compute) by replacing the considered Coq
operator on-the-fly with the corresponding hardware operator. The implicit assumption here
is that both implementations match. This implementation has been recently replaced with
so-called primitive integers 4 [12]: this approach required adding a representation of 63-bit
machine integers in the kernel, and has the two-fold benefit of offering efficient operators for
all reduction strategies with a compact representation of integers, and making explicit the
axioms that specify the primitive operators.
The overall aim of this work is to provide a similar facility for floating-point arithmetic,
to be able to compute with primitive floating-point numbers in Coq, instead of emulating
floating-point numbers with pairs of integers.
A facility to compute with floating-point numbers for prototyping purposes is available in
the PVS proof assistant thanks to the PVSio package [31] but to the best of our knowledge,
no proof assistant currently provides support for machine floating-point computations in the
scope of proof by reflection.

2.2

Floating-point Arithmetic

This section reviews the main concepts of floating-point arithmetic used in the remainder of
this paper. The reader interested in more details could find them in reference books [30].
Computing in floating-point arithmetic amounts to performing calculations in what is
often called scientific notation with one digit before the dot, a fixed number of digits following
it and a power of ten specifying the position of the dot, hence the name floating-point
arithmetic. When results do not fit in the required precision, they have to be rounded, e.g.,
with a precision of five digits, 1.234 · 102 + 5.678 · 10−1 = 1.240 · 102 .

2.2.1

IEEE 754 Standard

Implementations of floating-point arithmetic in hardware nowadays adhere to the IEEE 754
standard [19]. This standard prescribes sets of floating-point numbers, mostly as subsets
of the real numbers field R, binary representations for them, rounding modes and basic
√
arithmetic operators +, −, ×, ÷ and · defined as functions giving the same result as the
operator in the real field composed with a rounding.
A floating-point format F is a subset of R such that x ∈ F when
x = mβ e

(1)

for some m, e ∈ Z, |m| < β p and emin ≤ e ≤ emax − p. The integer m is called the mantissa of
x and e its exponent 5 . The constants β and p are called respectively the radix and precision

4
5

See the pull request https://github.com/coq/coq/pull/6914.
More precisely called quantum exponent [30, p. 14].
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of the format F while the constants emin and emax define the exponent range of F. Some
floating-point values can have multiple representations, e.g., 1230 · 102 = 123 · 103 . To get
a canonical representation, |m| ≥ β p−1 is enforced as soon as |x| ≥ β p−1+emin . In other
words, all the space allowed by the precision is used for the mantissa. Mantissas smaller than
β p−1 are only used for tiny values x such that β emin ≤ |x| < β p−1+emin , called denormalized
numbers. Finally, 0 can get a canonical representation by arbitrary choosing an exponent.

2.2.1.1

Binary64 Format

The IEEE 754 standard defines multiple formats in radix β = 2 and β = 10 and various
precisions. In the remaining of this paper, binary64 will be the only format considered6 .
This is a binary format, i.e. β = 2, offering a precision of p = 53 bits and its minimal and
maximal exponents are respectively emin = −1074 and emax = 1024. As its name suggests,
this format enjoys a binary representation on 64 bits as follows:
sign

exponent (11 bits)

mantissa (52 bits)

The exponent is encoded on 11 bits while the mantissa is encoded as its sign and its absolute
value on 52 bits7 . One can notice that, out the of the 2048 values enabled by the 11 bits of
exponent, two are unused when encoding exponents in the range [emin , emax −p] = [−1074, 971].
One is used for denormalized numbers, and 0 when the mantissa is 0, the other for special
values NaN, and infinities when the mantissa is 0.
The two infinities −∞ and +∞ are used to represent values that are too large to fit in
the range of representable numbers. Similarly, it is worth noting that due to the sign bit,
there are actually two representations of 0, namely −0 and +0. The standard states that
these two values should behave as if they were equal for comparison operators =, < and ≤.
However, they can be distinguished since 1 ÷ (+0) returns +∞ whereas 1 ÷ (−0) returns
−∞. Finally, NaN stands for “Not a Number” and is used when a computation does not
√
have any mathematical meaning, e.g., 0 ÷ 0 or −2. NaNs propagate, i.e., any operator on
a NaN returns a NaN. Moreover, comparison with a NaN always returns false, in particular
both x < y and x ≥ y are false when x is a NaN, as well as8 x = x. Thanks to the mantissa
and sign bits, there are actually 253 − 2 different NaN values. These payloads can be used to
keep track of which error created the special value but they are only partially specified by
the standard and are in practice hardware dependent.

2.2.1.2

Precise Specification of Rounding Modes

From a formal point of view, a key definition introduced by the IEEE 754 standard is the
notion of rounding. For a given floating-point format F, a rounding is an increasing function
# : R → F ∪ {±∞} whose restriction to F is identity, that is:
(
∀x, y ∈ R, x ≤ y =⇒ #(x) ≤ #(y)
∀x ∈ R,

x ∈ F =⇒ #(x) = x.

The IEEE 754-2008 standard [19] defines five standard rounding modes:

6
7
8

It is the usual implementation of the type double in the C language.
It actually fits in 53 bits but, except for denormalized numbers, the most significant one is always 1 and
doesn’t need to be explicitly encoded.
This is a simple way to test for NaN as otherwise x = x is always true.
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toward −∞: RD(x) is the largest floating-point number ≤ x;
toward +∞: RU(x) is the smallest floating-point number ≥ x;
toward zero: RZ(x) is equal to RD(x) if x ≥ 0, and to RU(x) if x ≤ 0;
to nearest even: RNE(x) is the floating-point number closest to x.
In case of a tie: the one with an even mantissa;
to nearest away from zero: RNA(x) is the floating-point number closest to x.
In case of a tie: the one with the largest mantissa in absolute value.
In this work, we will only rely on the RNE rounding, which is the default rounding mode
in most floating-point programming environments. See Section 4.1 for a more in depth
discussion of this point.
Then, all floating-point operators are required to be correctly rounded, that is to say, they
should behave as if they were computed with an infinitely precise mantissa, then rounded
according to the specified rounding mode. To be more precise, for a given floating-point
format F, operator ∗ : R × R → R, and rounding mode # : R → F, a correctly-rounded
implementation #
∗ of ∗ should verify:
∀x, y ∈ F,

x#
∗ y = #(x ∗ y).

The benefits of this definition are two-fold:
all floating-point operators that are correctly-rounded (the 2008 revision of the standard
√
requiring this for +, −, ×, ÷, ·) are fully-specified, which straightforwardly ensures the
reproducibility of the results;
it allows one to devise floating-point algorithms that directly rely upon this specification,
as exemplified in the upcoming Section 2.2.2.

2.2.2

Error Free Transformations

Noticing that the rounding error of a floating-point addition is itself a floating-point number,
algorithms such as Fast2Sum [11] and 2Sum [21, 28] can compute that exact error, taking
advantage of correct rounding.
These two “compensated summation algorithms” fall into the larger class of error-free
transformations [22, 37] which constitute an essential building block in the development of
extended precision floating-point algorithms.

2.2.3

Standard Model

Although precise specifications are known for roundings, hence for basic arithmetic operators,
a simpler model is commonly used to prove compound bounds of rounding errors on larger
expressions [18]. Despite being weaker, this model is more amenable to algebraic proofs,
whether pen and paper or mechanized. Called standard model of floating-point arithmetic,
it states the following main properties in the absence of overflow9
∀x, y ∈ F,

∃δ,

∀x, y ∈ F,

∃δ, ϕ,

|δ| ≤  ∧ #(x + y) = (1 + δ)(x + y)

|δ| ≤  ∧ |ϕ| ≤ η ∧ #(x × y) = (1 + δ)(x × y) + ϕ

(2)
(3)

where  and η are tiny constants depending on the floating-point format10 . As a recent
example, the following result is proved in a slightly refined standard model [20].

9
10

Overflow can often be handled separately.
For binary64 and # a rounding to nearest,  = 2−53 and η = 2−1075 .
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Pn
I Theorem 2 (Theorem 4.1 in [20]). For x ∈ Fn , denoting ŝ the sum i=1 xi computed with
floating-point arithmetic in any order11 , assuming no overflow occurs, it satisfies
!
n
n
X
(n − 1) X
ŝ −
xi ≤
|xi | .
1+
i=1
i=1
Coq proofs of such results can be performed, and are at the core of the proof of Theorem 1 [33].

2.3

The Flocq Library

Flocq [5, 6] is a Coq library offering a very generic formalization of floating-point arithmetic.
Radix and precision can be fully parameterized and floating-point values are defined, similarly
to (1), as a subset of the real numbers R provided in the Coq standard library [27, Chapter 1].
More specifically, multiple models are available:
With an unbounded exponent range, i.e., without underflow nor overflow. Although
unrealistic, this model is attractive for its simplicity and commonly used for error
bounds [18].
With an exponent range only lower bounded, i.e., with underflow but without overflow.
This may still seem unrealistic but overflows can often be studied separately which usually
proves much harder for underflows [33].
A binary model of the binary32 and binary64 formats defined in the IEEE 754 standard,
with underflows, overflows to infinities, signed zeros and NaNs with payloads. This model
is used in the verified C compiler CompCert [4].
Along with these models and links between them, the library contains many classical results
about roundings, about some error-free transformations as presented in Section 2.2.2, and
basic properties of the standard model described in Section 2.2.3.
The library is mainly developed by Sylvie Boldo and Guillaume Melquiond and is available
at URL http://flocq.gforge.inria.fr/.

2.4

The Coq.Interval Library

Another Coq library could benefit from efficient floating-point arithmetic: Coq.Interval [25],
which offers a modular formalization of interval arithmetic. First, module types (a.k.a. signatures) are defined for floating-point and interval operators. Then, several implementations
of the floating-point signature are provided, relying on the Flocq library and specifically its
model with unbounded exponent range. A generic implementation is provided, as well as
a specialized implementation assuming radix 2 and representing mantissa and exponent as
pairs of integers from Bignums. Next, a parameterized module implements interval operators
where intervals are pairs of floating-point numbers, and related computations are performed
using directed roundings, towards −∞ or +∞. Elementary functions such as exp, ln or
atan are provided among these interval operators, but correct rounding is not guaranteed
(namely, the computed intervals can be overestimated, albeit the containment property
always holds and has been formally proved). Finally, tactics interval (decision procedure)
and interval_intro (for forward reasoning) are provided to automatically and formally
prove inequalities on real-valued expressions.
The library is mainly developed by Guillaume Melquiond and is available at URL
http://coq-interval.gforge.inria.fr.

11

Floating-point addition is not associative.
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3

Contributions

In order to provide access to efficient floating-point arithmetic inside proofs, the following
steps have been performed:
1. Define a minimal working interface for the IEEE 754 binary64 format. See Section 3.1.
2. Devise a specification of this interface that enables using binary64 computations in
proofs. This specification should be compatible with Flocq, so that all previously proved
results, both in Flocq and based upon it, can be straightforwardly reused, using a simple
compatibility layer. Details are in Section 3.2.
3. Implement the chosen interface in Coq’s various computation mechanisms, i.e., compute,
vm_compute and native_compute at the OCaml and C levels. A brief summary of the
implementation is given in Section 3.3 and salient points are discussed in Section 4.
4. Assess the performance by running some benchmarks. Results are given in Section 5.

3.1

Interface

In our modified version of Coq, after typing
Require Import Floats.
the user gets access to the following interface12 :
Parameter float : Set.
A type for primitive floating-point values. Inside the kernel, this is mapped to the float
type of OCaml13 that matches binary64.
Parameters add sub mul div : float -> float -> float.
Parameters sqrt opp abs : float -> float.
The basic arithmetic operators +, −, ×, ÷,

√

·, opposite and absolute value.

Variant float_comparison : Set := FEq | FLt | FGt | FNotComparable.
Parameter compare : float -> float -> float_comparison.
A comparison function that behaves as specified by the IEEE 754 standard. In particular
+0 and −0 are considered equal and NaNs are not comparable to any value, hence the
FNotComparable answer.
A few functions are then given to examine or craft precise floating-point values by
translating them from or to primitive integers.
Variant float_class : Set :=
| PNormal | NNormal | PSubn | NSubn | PZero | NZero | PInf | NInf | NaN.
Parameter classify : float -> float_class.
A function testing whether a given value is a NaN, an infinity (NInf and PInf for −∞ and
+∞ respectively), −0 (NZero), +0 (PZero), a denormalized value (NSubn and PSubn) or a
regular one (NNormal and PNormal).

12
13

Defined in file theories/Floats/PrimFloat.v in the implementation.
The implementation language of Coq.
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Definition shift := 2101%int63. (* = 2 × emax + prec *)
Parameter frshiftexp : float -> float * Int63.int.
frshiftexp f returns a pair (m, e) such that14 |m| ∈ [0.5, 1) and f = m ×2e−shift . Primitive
integers are unsigned so shift is used to ensure that e is nonnegative.
Parameter ldshiftexp : float -> Int63.int -> float.
ldshiftexp f e returns f × 2e−shift . This is the reverse of frshiftexp and it is exact
except when underflow or overflow occurs, in which case the result is rounded using RNE.
Parameter normfr_mantissa : float -> Int63.int.
When f , typically obtained from frshiftexp, satisfies |f | ∈ [0.5, 1), normfr_mantissa f
returns the primitive integer |f | × 2p , that is the integer encoding the mantissa of f .
Parameter of_int63 : Int63.int -> float.
Converts a primitive integer to a floating-point value. Since primitive integers are unsigned
63-bit integers, they do not all fit into the 53-bit mantissas of the binary64 format. Values
that do not fit are rounded using RNE .
Finally, two functions compute the successor and predecessor of a floating-point value.
They can be used to implement interval arithmetic for instance.
Parameters next_up, next_down : float -> float.
Equipped with this interface, the Coq user can now perform floating-point computations
using the processor operators and any of the evaluation mechanisms provided by Coq.
Coq < Require Import Floats. Open Scope float_scope.
Coq < Eval compute in 1 + 0.5.
= 1.5 : float
Coq < Eval vm_compute in 1 / -0.
= neg_infinity : float
Coq < Eval native_compute in 0 / 0.
= nan : float

3.2

Specification

Although floating-point computations are possible, they remain entirely useless in proofs at
this point, since there is no specification of their behavior. We thus need a Coq specification
of floating-point arithmetic.
First of all, the set of floating-point values itself has to be specified15 .
Variant spec_float :=
| S754_zero (sign : bool) (* true for -0, false for +0 *)
| S754_infinity (sign : bool)
| S754_nan
| S754_finite (sign : bool) (mantissa : positive) (exponent : Z).

14
15

When f is finite and non zero, otherwise (m, e) = (f, 0).
See file theories/Floats/SpecFloat.v in the implementation.
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This is similar to the full_float type in the IEEE754.Binary module of the Flocq library
except for one point: the sign and payload of NaNs are not modeled here. It is also worth
noting that this models much more values than the binary64 format16 since no bounds on
mantissas nor exponents are enforced. This makes for a simple specification.
Then, each of the above operators must be specified on this spec_float type. This
specification is mostly borrowed17 from the IEEE754.Binary module of the Flocq library
and totals 398 lines in our implementation18 . We thus only detail the multiplication operator.
We first need to define a few characteristics of the binary64 format as seen in Section 2.2.1.1
Definition prec := 53%Z.
Definition emax := 1024%Z.
Definition emin := (3 - emax - prec)%Z. (* = -1074 *)
Definition fexp e := Z.max (e - prec) emin.


When |x| ∈ 2e−1 , 2e , then fexp e is the exponent used to encode x in the binary64 format.
As seen in Section 2.2.1.2, the floating point multiplication is defined by x ⊗ y = #(x × y).
When x = mx 2ex and y = my 2ey , then x × y = (mx × my ) 2ex +ey and the rounding operator
# has to remove the extra bits in the mantissa to make this value fit in the format. To this
end, we first abstract the bits to remove as two booleans, the rounding bit remembers the
first forgotten bit whereas the sticky bit is true when any of the remaining forgotten bits is
1 and false when they are all 0. The function shr_1 then shifts a mantissa one bit to the
right, updating the rounding and sticky bits accordingly
Record shr_record := { shr_m : Z ; shr_r : bool ; shr_s : bool }.
Definition shr_1 mrs :=
let s := orb (shr_r mrs) (shr_s mrs) in match shr_m mrs with
| Z0 (* 0 *) => Build_shr_record Z0 false s
| Zpos xH (* 1 *) => Build_shr_record Z0 true s
| Zpos (xO p) (* 2p *) => Build_shr_record (Zpos p) false s
| Zpos (xI p) (* 2p+1 *) => Build_shr_record (Zpos p) true s
| ... (* same for Zneg _ *) end.
Eventually, shr can iterate n shifts and shr_fexp removes the required number of bits using
the above function fexp (Zdigits2 m is the number of bits of m)
Definition shr mrs e n := match n with
| Zpos p => (iter_pos shr_1 p mrs, (e + n)%Z) | _ => (mrs, e) end.
Definition shr_fexp m e :=
shr (Build_shr_record m false false) e (fexp (Zdigits2 m + e) - e).
It now remains to round the mantissa according to the values of the rounding and sticky bits
Definition round_nearest_even mrs := match mrs with
| Build_shr_record mx false _ => mx
| Build_shr_record mx true false => if Z.even mx then mx else (mx + 1)%Z
| Build_shr_record mx true true => (mx + 1)%Z end.

16

spec_float gathers an infinite number of values, whereas binary64 only contains finitely many values.
Except for the specifications of frexp, ldexp, normfr_mantissa, succ and pred which were not yet
present in Flocq and which we took the opportunity to add https://gitlab.inria.fr/flocq/flocq/
merge_requests/3.
18
See file theories/Floats/SpecFloat.v in the implementation.
17
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Finally, the rounding function first shifts the mantissa, rounds it, shifts the result one bit to
the right in case the rounding added an extra bit and handles potential overflows
Definition binary_round_aux sx mx ex :=
let ’(mrs’, e’) := shr_fexp mx ex in
let ’(mrs’’, e’’) := shr_fexp (round_nearest_even mrs’) e’
in match shr_m mrs’’ with Z0 => S754_zero sx | Zneg _ => S754_nan
| Zpos m => if Zle_bool e’’ (emax - prec) then S754_finite sx m e’’
else S754_infinity sx end.
Thus, it remains to the multiplication to handle all particular cases
Definition SFmul x y := match x, y with
| S754_nan, _ | _, S754_nan => S754_nan
| S754_infinity sx, S754_infinity sy => S754_infinity (xorb sx sy)
| S754_infinity sx, S754_finite sy _ _ => S754_infinity (xorb sx sy)
| S754_finite sx _ _, S754_infinity sy => S754_infinity (xorb sx sy)
| S754_infinity _, S754_zero _ => S754_nan
| S754_zero _, S754_infinity _ => S754_nan
| S754_finite sx _ _, S754_zero sy => S754_zero (xorb sx sy)
| S754_zero sx, S754_finite sy _ _ => S754_zero (xorb sx sy)
| S754_zero sx, S754_zero sy => S754_zero (xorb sx sy)
| S754_finite sx mx ex, S754_finite sy my ey =>
binary_round_aux (xorb sx sy) (Zpos (mx * my)) (ex + ey) end.
In addition to the usual operators, two functions are defined going back and forth from
primitive floats to specification floats.
Definition Prim2SF : float -> spec_float.
Definition SF2Prim : spec_float -> float.
Finally, one needs to establish a link between the primitive operators and the specification.
This is done by adding axioms to the system.19 First, to specify the two functions Prim2SF
and SF2Prim above, one needs to characterize those values of type spec_float that actually
represent a binary64 floating-point number, i.e., values with appropriately bounded mantissa
and exponent.
Definition canonical_mantissa m e := Zeq_bool (fexp (Zdigits2 m + e)) e.
Definition bounded m e :=
andb (canonical_mantissa m e) (Zle_bool e (emax - prec)).
Definition valid_binary x := match x with
| SF754_finite _ m e => bounded m e | _ => true end.
Again, this code comes from the Flocq library [5]. So equipped, the following three axioms
can be stated:
Axiom Prim2SF_valid : forall x, valid_binary (Prim2SF x) = true.
Axiom SF2Prim_Prim2SF : forall x, SF2Prim (Prim2SF x) = x.
Axiom Prim2SF_SF2Prim :
forall x, valid_binary x = true -> Prim2SF (SF2Prim x) = x.

19

See file theories/Floats/FloatAxioms.v in the implementation.
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These properties allow one to prove that both Prim2SF and SF2Prim are injective and thereby
form a bijection between primitive floats and the subset of valid specification floats.
Theorem Prim2SF_inj : forall x y, Prim2SF x = Prim2SF y -> x = y.
Theorem SF2Prim_inj : forall x y, SF2Prim x = SF2Prim y ->
valid_binary x = true -> valid_binary y = true -> x = y.
Thus, all of the fifteen operators given in Section 3.1 are linked to their specification by an
axiom such as, for the multiplication:
Axiom mul_spec :
forall x y, Prim2SF (x * y)%float = SFmul (Prim2SF x) (Prim2SF y).
Since the specification is almost identical to the IEEE754.Binary module of Flocq, a link
with Flocq is straightforwardly built20 , establishing a bridge towards real numbers and giving
access to all the results already proved in the library. This plays a key role in enabling actual
proofs using primitive floating-point computations. Moreover, this enables to gain additional
confidence in the above non trivial specification, since Flocq contains correctness theorems
basically stating for instance21 that, except when overflow occurs, SFmul x y is indeed the
rounding of the real number x × y.

3.3

Implementation

The implementation was submitted to be integrated in Coq through the GitHub pull request
https://github.com/coq/coq/pull/9867.
Below is an overview of the size of the development at the time of writing, summarized
by sub-components (over the ≈ 3.7 kLoC added).
OCaml and C: 1815 LoC
(floats ,−
→ kernel : 1070) (vm_compute support: 255) (native_compute support: 355)
(parsing and pretty-printing: 85) (Coq checker: 50)
Coq specifications: 620 LoC [mostly borrowed from Flocq]
Coq proofs: 340 LoC
Tests: 800 LoC
Sphinx documentation: 115 LoC
This implementation required the addition of some code in the kernel of Coq. Most of it
only consists in wrapping the floating-point operators into the different evaluation mechanisms of Coq and its core, actually dealing with floating-point arithmetic, can be found in
the files kernel/float64.ml, kernel/byterun/coq_interp.c and kernel/byterun/coq_float64.h. Most operators are implemented in C, as required by the vm_compute mechanism,
and boil down to calls to the appropriate functions of the C standard library. Thus, no
involved algorithmic happens in this added code itself.

20
21

See https://gitlab.inria.fr/flocq/flocq/merge_requests/6.
See theorem Bmult_correct in module Flocq.IEEE754.Binary.
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Discussion

4.1

Rounding Modes

We implement only one of the five rounding modes defined in the IEEE 754-2008 standard,
namely rounding to nearest even (RNE). We argue here that implementing other rounding
modes would not only easily be seriously harmful in terms of performance, notwithstanding
the potential threat to soundness of the implementation, but also not very useful.
Unfortunately on most common processors, operators with different rounding modes
are not implemented using different opcodes but a status flag. Once the flag is set to a
particular rounding mode, all subsequent computations are performed with this rounding
mode. Changing the rounding mode is then costly as it requires flushing pipelines.
Interval arithmetic constitutes the main use of rounding modes other than RNE we can
foresee in a proof assistant. A common solution to the aforementioned performance issue is
to set the rounding mode once to +∞ (RU), used to compute upper bounds, and emulate
rounding toward −∞ (RD), used to compute lower bounds, by relying on properties like22
RD(x + y) = − RU((−x) + (−y)). Although a monadic interface could be a reasonable
implementation, this remains an imperative programming feature and doesn’t integrate well
within the functional paradigm offered by Coq. Moreover, if no particular care is taken to
avoid or disable them, wild compiler optimizations – assuming that only RNE is used – could
easily break the previous property, thus ruining the soundness of the whole approach.
However, interval arithmetic doesn’t require precise directed roundings but only overand under-approximations thereof. We thus offer the next_up and next_down functions,
computing the successor and predecessor of a floating-point value. Together with rounding
to nearest operators, they satisfy the following property, ensuring soundness of interval
arithmetic while providing a reasonably precise approximation of directed roundings:
∀x ∈ R,

RU(x) ≤ next_up(RNE(x))

∀x ∈ R,

next_down(RNE(x)) ≤ RD(x).

4.2

Parsing and Pretty-Printing

Parsing and pretty-printing floating-point values is a non trivial question. We expect the
following main property: printing a floating-point value and then reparsing the output of
the printing function should give the initial value, i.e., parse ◦ print should be the identity
over binary64. It is worth noting that this necessarily implies the injectivity of the printing
function. However, we don’t require the parsing function to be injective, i.e., we do accept
that multiple strings are parsed as the same floating-point value.
A simple solution would be to print an exact hexadecimal representation of the floatingpoint values, with a binary exponent, e.g., “0xcp-3”. This fulfills the above requirement.
Unfortunately, this is not very user-friendly. A decimal output would be much more human
readable, e.g., “1.5” instead of “0xcp-3”.
It is known that printing binary64 values using at least 17 significant digits and implementing parsing as a rounding to nearest guarantees the above requirements [30, Table 2.3,
p. 44]. This is thus the adopted solution. The current version of Coq only offers support for
parsing and printing integer constants, so we extended this support23 to decimal constants
using the ubiquitous format hinteger_parti.hfractional_partiehdecimal_exponenti, e.g., “1.23e-4”.

22
23

The opposite x 7→ −x being exact in floating-point arithmetic (the sign bit is simply flipped).
See the pull request https://github.com/coq/coq/pull/8764.
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4.3

Soundness

During our development, we identified three main potential threats to soundness:
Specification Issues due to a mismatch w.r.t. the implementation would break the soundness.
We hope that taking in extenso our specification from the Flocq library, resulting from
a few decades of experience in the field and proving links with other models, mitigates
this risk. Moreover, such an error in the specification can only be harmful when the
corresponding axiom is used. It is worth noting that all the axioms used in a proved
theorem explicitly appear in the result of the Coq command Print Assumptions.
Incompatible Implementations in different evaluation mechanisms (compute, vm_compute
or native_compute) or even on different machines could lead to a proof of False by
evaluating a same term to different results. For instance, the payload of NaNs is not fully
specified by the IEEE 754 standard and different hardwares can produce different NaNs
for a same computation. That’s why we chose to consider all NaNs as equal and not
distinguish them. Thus incompatible implementations at the bit level remain compatible
at the logical level. Double roundings due to the x87 on old 32 bits architectures [29]
could also be harmful. The OCaml24 compiler systematically relies on it, forcing us to
implement all floating-point operators in C and to use the appropriate compiler flags. A
runtime test25 is eventually added to prevent Coq from running in case of miscompilation.
Another extreme example of implementation discrepancy would be a hardware bug such
as the one encountered in the division of the early Pentium processors.
Incorrect Convertibility Test that distinguish two values that shouldn’t or vice versa is also
a threat. For instance, implementing this test using the equality test on floating-point
values (as defined in the IEEE 754 standard) would be wrong as it equates −0 and +0
which should be distinguished since 1 ÷ (−0) = −∞ =
6 1 ÷ (+0) = +∞. Fortunately
enough, this keeps a very simple implementation, with the following OCaml code:
let equal f1 f2 =
let is_nan f = f <> f in
match classify_float f1 with
| FP_normal | FP_subnormal | FP_infinite -> f1 = f2
| FP_nan -> is_nan f2 | FP_zero -> f1 = f2 && 1. /. f1 = 1. /. f2

A few other, more minor, points appeared during the development. Among them, the fact
that primitive integers in Coq are unsigned did require some care26 . Finally, the way OCaml
optimizes arrays27 of floating-point values28 did cause a few nasty bugs, although it is unlikely
that such bugs could lead to a proof of False as they often yield a mere segmentation fault.

24

The implementation language of Coq.
See file kernel/float64.ml in the implementation.
26
We indeed fixed a few soundness bugs in primitive integers, pertaining with unsigned integers, before
they were merged in Coq master development branch (https://github.com/coq/coq/pull/6914).
27
Arrays are used to communicate environments between the OCaml implementation of the kernel and
the C implementation of the vm_compute virtual machine.
28
This causes other issues in OCaml itself and seems to be a hot topic currently in the OCaml community [9].
25
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Benchmarks

The overall objective of this work is to increase the performance of reflexive tactics involving
floating-point arithmetic in Coq. Thus we first measure the performance gain on such a tactic,
then evaluate it on its individual floating-point operators. We first present the reference
problems under study (Section 5.1), then recap the hardware and software setup for these
benchmarks (Section 5.2), and finally give the experimental results (Section 5.3).

5.1

Reference Test-suite

We developed a reflexive tactic posdef_check, performing some matrix positive definiteness
check along the lines of Theorem 1 introduced in Section 1.1. Its implementation was adapted
by reusing building blocks from our previous work on the validsdp tactic for multivariate
polynomial positivity [26].
This tactic is available in four flavors using vm_compute or native_compute and emulated
floats or primitive floats. Emulated floats are a state of the art implementation of floating
point arithmetic, based on primitive integers, from the Coq.Interval library whereas primitive
floats are our new implementation.
Regarding the test-suite, we generated a set of random positive definite matrices (after
fixing a given seed to make the random data reproducible) of size 50×50 up to 400×400.
We perform two kinds of benchmarks on this test-suite: the overall speedup between the
versions of posdef_check using emulated vs. primitive floats; and the individual speedup in
floating-point operators involved in this tactic.

5.2

Hardware/Software Setup

The formalization of the posdef_check tactic relies on a large set of dependencies that
takes around one hour to compile. For greater convenience, we devised some Docker images
containing the benchmark environment, based on Debian Stretch, opam 2 (the OCaml
package manager) and OCaml 4.07.0+flambda. The source code of all benchmarks as well
as guidelines to install Docker and run the benchmarks are gathered on GitHub at this URL:
https://github.com/validsdp/benchs-primitive-floats/tree/1.0
The use of Docker (a so-called OS-level virtualization system) for these benchmarks
yields a number of interesting features, beyond the facility to download and run a pre-built
image on different machines: it runs containers in an isolated environment from the host
machine, it ensures portability (across OSes such as GNU/Linux, macOS and Windows) and
reproducibility, while being more lightweight than traditional virtual machines (VMs).
The experimental results of the upcoming Section 5.3 have been obtained using a Debian GNU/Linux workstation based on a Intel Core i7-7700 CPU clocked at 3.60 GHz,
with 16 GB of RAM. All benchmarks have been executed sequentially (namely, without
the -j option of make), with a total elapsed time of about 3h35’, using the following image: "docker pull registry.gitlab.com/erikmd/docker-coq-primitive-floats/master_compileredge:9_coq-2ac1f46532264bacf2b1d8f5b6ee3659fe0cde67".

5.3

Experimental Results

We first measure the execution time of the whole tactic on the test-suite and compare
it between emulated floats and primitive floats. The results are displayed in Table 1 for
vm_compute and native_compute. Each timing is measured 5 times. The tables indicate
the corresponding average and relative error among the 5 samples.
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Table 1 Proof time for the reflexive tactic posdef_check.
vm_compute
Primitive

Source

Emulated

mat050
mat100
mat150
mat200
mat250
mat300
mat350
mat400

0.16s ±2.0%
1.16s ±1.3%
3.61s ±1.2%
8.68s ±0.2%
17.14s ±1.3%
30.01s ±1.2%
48.31s ±1.3%
70.19s ±1.4%

0.01s
0.06s
0.18s
0.41s
0.80s
1.37s
2.15s
3.18s

±0.0%
±5.8%
±2.2%
±1.0%
±0.3%
±0.7%
±0.1%
±0.5%

Diff.
20x
21x
21x
21x
21x
22x
23x
22x

native_compute
Emulated
Primitive
0.05s ±4.0%
0.28s ±2.5%
0.75s ±3.0%
1.71s ±1.0%
3.34s ±1.4%
5.77s ±2.4%
9.09s ±3.0%
13.56s ±4.0%

0.02s
0.03s
0.08s
0.18s
0.33s
0.56s
0.81s
1.12s

±5.1%
±2.5%
±3.5%
±3.4%
±2.1%
±1.0%
±1.2%
±0.7%

Diff.
3x
9x
9x
10x
10x
11x
11x
12x

One can notice that the obtained speedups are far from the three order of magnitudes
separating emulated floats from equivalent OCaml implementations. From the above results,
it appears that arithmetic operators constitute most of the computation time with emulated
floats (at least 95% with vm_compute) but nothing tells us this is still the case with primitive
floats. In fact, with primitive floats, most of the computation time is dedicated to list
manipulating functions as our matrices are implemented using lists29 [8]. Thus, we would like
to get an idea of the time actually devoted to floating-point arithmetic in the total proof time
of our reflexive tactic. We use the following simple methodology: replace each arithmetic
operator with a version, uselessly, performing the computation twice30 , then subtract the
execution time of the original program (“Op” in the tables) to the one of this modified program
(“Op×2” in the tables). The obtained time (“Op time” in the tables) corresponds to the
time devoted to the considered arithmetic operator. Note that the redundant computations
involved in the modified program (“Op×2”) could not be implemented with a mere additional
let-in such as ...let m1 := mul a b in let m2 := mul a b in m2 because the virtual
machine and the OCaml native compiler would optimize away the unused local definition; but
doing so and adding an extra function call ...in select m1 m2 with Definition select
(a b : F.type) := a. made it possible to use this doubling trick. The results are given
in Table 2 for vm_compute and Table 3 for native_compute, in each case both on addition
and multiplication31 . Again, each timing is measured 5 times. It is worth noting that those
last results should be taken more as coarse orders of magnitude than precise results. In
particular, due to the overhead stemming from the duplication itself of the operators32 , the
speedups are – maybe seriously – underapproximated. Actual speedups could thus be higher
than the ones suggested here.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

We developed a theory of floating-point arithmetic for the Coq proof assistant, composed
√
of primitive implementation of basic arithmetic operators (+, −, ×, ÷, ·), using the
processor floating-point operators in rounding-to-nearest even, as well as successor and
predecessor operators that can be used to approximate directed roundings to −∞ or +∞.

29

This could be improved using primitive “persistent arrays” once they will be integrated in Coq [1].
Or thousand times for primitive floats to avoid getting a result of the same order of magnitude than the
variability of computation times.
31
Additions and multiplications constitute the vast majority of the arithmetic computations performed in
a Cholesky decomposition, as seen in Figure 1.
32
Like expensive function calls.
30
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Table 2 Computation time for individual operators with vm_compute.
Op
Source

Emulated floats
CPU times (Op×2−Op)

Op

Primitive floats
CPU times (Op×1001−Op)

Op

Diff.

add
mat200
mat250
mat300
mat350
mat400

10.78±0.9% − 8.38±2.8%
21.46±1.7% − 16.41±1.5%
37.43±1.4% − 28.63±1.4%
59.42±0.8% − 45.95±2.9%
87.78±0.9% − 66.17±1.7%

2.40s
5.06s
8.80s
13.48s
21.61s

15.72±0.5% − 0.45±1.1%
30.62±0.6% − 0.82±0.6%
53.12±2.4% − 1.40±0.5%
84.19±0.8% − 2.19±0.5%
127.56±8.5% − 3.21±0.3%

0.02s
0.03s
0.05s
0.08s
0.12s

157x
170x
170x
164x
174x

mul
mat200
mat250
mat300
mat350
mat400

12.21±1.4% − 8.38±2.8%
24.52±1.4% − 16.41±1.5%
42.84±1.7% − 28.63±1.4%
68.23±1.5% − 45.95±2.9%
99.72±1.5% − 66.17±1.7%

3.83s
8.11s
14.21s
22.28s
33.55s

16.10±3.0% − 0.45±1.1%
31.12±3.7% − 0.82±0.6%
53.25±0.8% − 1.40±0.5%
84.33±0.7% − 2.19±0.5%
125.74±0.8% − 3.21±0.3%

0.02s
0.03s
0.05s
0.08s
0.12s

245x
268x
274x
271x
274x

Table 3 Computation time for individual operators with native_compute.
Op
Source

Emulated floats
CPU times (Op×2−Op)

Op

Primitive floats
CPU times (Op×1001−Op)

Op

Diff.

add
mat200
mat250
mat300
mat350
mat400

2.24±1.4% − 1.78±1.7%
4.49±4.2% − 3.41±3.1%
7.25±1.2% − 5.83±4.6%
11.66±3.8% − 9.28±3.5%
17.07±2.9% − 13.14±0.9%

0.46s
1.08s
1.42s
2.39s
3.93s

17.68±1.4% − 0.22±0.9%
34.29±0.7% − 0.37±1.5%
59.57±2.5% − 0.55±0.9%
93.82±1.1% − 0.82±0.8%
141.97±2.6% − 1.18±0.9%

0.02s
0.03s
0.06s
0.09s
0.14s

27x
32x
24x
26x
28x

mul
mat200
mat250
mat300
mat350
mat400

2.48±1.5% − 1.78±1.7%
4.82±2.4% − 3.41±3.1%
8.41±2.4% − 5.83±4.6%
13.21±2.4% − 9.28±3.5%
19.27±1.5% − 13.14±0.9%

0.70s
1.41s
2.59s
3.94s
6.13s

17.81±1.1% − 0.22±0.9%
35.14±2.1% − 0.37±1.5%
60.66±2.2% − 0.55±0.9%
97.25±1.0% − 0.82±0.8%
138.61±2.3% − 1.18±0.9%

0.02s
0.04s
0.06s
0.10s
0.14s

40x
41x
43x
41x
45x

This implementation is axiomatized under the assumption that the processor complies with
the IEEE 754 standard for floating-point arithmetic. Particular care has been taken to make
the implementation compatible across the different reduction engines of Coq, and across
different hardware, thereby avoiding soundness issues that could be caused, for example, by
the semantics of NaN payloads that is under-specified in the IEEE 754 standard.
We evaluated the performance on an implementation – carried out in Gallina, the
input language of Coq – of a Cholesky decomposition that underlies a reflexive tactic
for matrix positive definiteness, and the experimental results indicate a speedup of two
orders of magnitude for arithmetic operators using vm_compute. This is consistent with
the performance factor of about three orders of magnitude observed between floating-point
arithmetic emulated using primitive integers in Coq and equivalent implementations written
in OCaml.
Now that primitive floats are available in a proof assistant, multiple future works can
be envisioned. The most obvious one would be to adapt the Coq.Interval library to take
advantage of primitive floats. Still in this direction, it is known that the successor and
predecessor functions, used to approximate directed roundings, can be efficiently implemented
using only arithmetic operators [36, 38]. Such an implementation could enable to remove
these functions from the trusted code base. It would also be interesting to look at more
elaborate elementary functions such as exp or arctan, relying for example on the CR-libm
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implementation [10]. Finally, in an attempt to improve confidence in the consistency between
specification and implementation, and while waiting for a fully formally specified hardware
interface, it is worth noting that this consistency is amenable to some intensive automatic
testing, although exhaustive testing is out of reach for even unary operators on binary64.
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1

Introduction

While numerical analysis offers sophisticated computational methods to solve various function
space problems, the numerical errors caused by floating-point computations, discretisations or
finite iterations, are a major concern in domains like safety-critical engineering or computer
assisted proofs in mathematics. To address these issues, rigorous numerics [38] provides
algorithms to compute validated enclosures of the exact solution. However, their correctness
is ensured by pen-and-paper mathematical proofs. In particular, there is no guarantee
concerning their implementations.
In this regard, formal proof offers the highest level of confidence. Several noteworthy
works use formally proved rigorous numerics to completely formalise highly nontrivial
mathematical results, like the Flyspeck project [19] for the Kepler conjecture or the formal
verification [23] of the computer-aided proof of the Lorenz attractor [37]. However, those
methods often require intensive computations, which rapidly becomes restrictive inside proof
© Florent Bréhard, Assia Mahboubi, and Damien Pous;
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assistants. In the context of formal verification, certificate-based methods is an appealing
strategy [20, 13, 1]. It consists in discharging part of the computation work load to external
oracles, while correctness remains guaranteed via a posteriori validation steps performed
inside the proof assistant. This approach has mostly been used for the purpose of verifying
symbolic computations, e.g. primality proofs [18], but we illustrate here how it can also by
used in the context of rigorous numerical analysis.
Interval arithmetic. Invented in the 60s by Moore [33] and significantly developed in the
80s by Kulisch et al., interval arithmetic is an essential building block of rigorous numerics.
The key idea consists in using real intervals with representable endpoints (e.g., floatingpoint numbers) as rigorous enclosures of real numbers, and providing operations preserving
correctness. For example, from π ∈ [3.1415, 3.1416] and e ∈ [2.7182, 2.7183], one obtains
π + e ∈ [3.1415, 3.1416] ⊕ [2.7182, 2.7183] = [5.8597, 5.8599]. Efficient implementations are
available, as MPFI [34], IntLab [35], C-XSC [28], ARB [24]. The CoqInterval library [32]
moreover provides a fully verified implementation inside the Coq proof assistant.
Rigorous Chebyshev approximations. Interval arithmetic is however not a panacea, and
replacing all operations on real numbers by interval ones should always be considered with
caution: the dependency phenomenon may lead to disastrous over-approximations. In such
cases, higher order methods such as rigorous polynomial approximations (RPAs) are preferable.
A pioneer work is that of Berz and Makino on Taylor models [4]. Those provide not only a
polynomial, but also a remainder s.t. the latter contains the difference between the former
and the represented function. Since then, efforts were made to clarify the definition of RPAs
and extend them to other bases, in particular the Chebyshev basis [10, 26], due to their far
better approximation properties than Taylor expansions [36].
On the formal proof side, the CoqInterval library includes an implementation of Taylor
models called CoqApprox [31], allowing in particular for an automated rigorous evaluation
procedure of definite integrals inside Coq [30]. Unfortunately, an equally accomplished
equivalent with Chebyshev approximations does not exist now. Our contribution is a first step
towards a formally proved counterpart of the popular Chebfun package [15] for Matlab.
Fixed-point based a posteriori validation. Some operations in function spaces admit
straightforward self-validating algorithms by replacing all operations in
by interval ones.
Unfortunately, more complicated operations (e.g., division, square root, differential equations)
face several obstructions: the intervals may fail to give sufficiently tight enclosures, bounds for
the remainders may be unknown, or only asymptotic, or depend on noneffective quantities.
In such cases, a posteriori validation techniques are an attractive alternative, widely
used in rigorous numerics. They consist in reconstructing afterwards an error bound for
a candidate approximation. Dating back from the works of Kantorovich about Newton’s
method, they gained prominence with the rise of modern computers and were applied to
numerous functional analysis problems [27, 40, 39, 29]. Even more recently, those methods
were used to compute RPAs for solutions of linear ODEs [2, 8]. Broadly speaking, the
function of interest is characterised as a fixed-point of a contracting operator, from which
an error bound is recovered thanks to the Banach fixed-point theorem [3, Thm. 2.1]. Such
techniques are of special interest for formal verification, for they allow one to rely on efficient
but untrusted external tools while keeping the trusted codebase small: it suffices to formalise
the theory about contracting operators and provide means of computing with those operators.
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Contributions and outline. We present a Coq library that makes it possible to compute
rigorous Chebyshev approximations of functions on reals. We support basic operations like
multiplication or integration in the standard way. For more complex operations like division
and square root, we resort to a posteriori validation techniques, thus making a first step
towards a potential cooperation between external numerical tools and Coq.
We use the interval arithmetic provided by CoqInterval, but we design our abstractions
for RPAs from scratch: this allows us to experiment with different design choices, with more
flexibility. We first describe the main lines of the hierarchy (Section 2): we rely on canonical
structures to abstract over the concrete implementation details of interval arithmetic, and
we use them to denote both real valued functions and their rigorous approximations. We
also abstract away from the concrete basis for approximations, to work in the future with
different bases, even non polynomial ones (e.g., Bessel functions). We provide instances for
the monomial and Chebyshev bases, the latter being described in Section 3.
The main theorem we need to perform a posteriori validation is the Banach fixed-point
theorem, whose formalisation is described in Section 4. We show in Section 5 how to apply
this theorem to compute rigorous approximations for division and square root using Newtonlike operators. We finally discuss the benefits of our approach on two examples (Section 6):
RPAs for the absolute value function, and verified computation of integrals related to the
second part of Hilbert’s 16th problem.

2

Approximating real numbers and functions

Numerical errors come from the estimation of both real numbers, e.g. using floating-point
numbers, and real functions, e.g. using polynomials. Rigorous estimations must take all these
uncertainties into account. For this purpose, interval arithmetic provides an explicit enclosure
and rigorous polynomial approximations attach an interval to a polynomial approximant,
which bounds the method error on a given domain. Note that the coefficients of polynomial
approximations are usually themselves obtained from evaluations of the function or of its
derivatives, and therefore also subject to numerical errors. A formal library about rigorous
approximation thus implements several variants of each operation, on real numbers, floats,
intervals, mathematical functions, approximants, etc., whose relationships are made precise
in the various layers of specifications. Our library features a small hierarchy of structures
which formalises and organises the dependencies between these variants.

2.1

Reals and Intervals

At the bottom of the hierarchy, structure Ops0 collects the operations available on reals,
floats, intervals, but also on polynomials and rigorous approximations. It provides the
signature of a ring structure, with symbols +, −, ∗, 1 and 0 shared by all instances thanks
to Coq’s system of canonical structures. Yet the ring equational theory is a priori only
available for real numbers. These operations are also those trivially self-validating. A
super-structure Ops1 collects other operations required on data-structures used for scalars:
reals, floats, interval endpoints, intervals, etc. They are not meant to be implemented on
polynomial approximations.
Record Ops0 := {
car:> Type;
add: car → car → car;
sub: car → car → car;
mul: car → car → car;
zer, one: car }.

Record Ops1 := {
ops0:> Ops0;
fromZ: Z → ops0;
div: ops0 → ops0 → ops0;
sqrt, cos, abs: ops0 → ops0;
pi: ops0 }.
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Structure Rel0 specifies the relationship between the operations of Ops0 on reals and those
on intervals. The field rel is a relation between the two instances C and D, which share
overloaded notations. The relation will eventually be instantiated with the containment
relation between intervals and reals. When doing so, the requirements on the relation precisely
correspond to the fact that interval operations properly approximate real operations. A
record Rel1 is defined in the very same way for Ops1.
Record
rel:>
radd:
rsub:
rmul:
rzer:
rone:

Rel0 (C D: Ops0) := {
C → D → Prop;
∀ x y, rel x y → ∀ x’ y’, rel x’ y’ → rel (x+x’) (y+y’);
∀ x y, rel x y → ∀ x’ y’, rel x’ y’ → rel (x-x’) (y-y’);
∀ x y, rel x y → ∀ x’ y’, rel x’ y’ → rel (x*x’) (y*y’);
rel 0 0;
rel 1 1 }.

As much as possible, we will work with polymorphic functions like the following one:
Definition f (C: Ops1) (x: C): C := 1 / (1 + sqrt x).

First of all, this allows us to define at once a function on real numbers (here, x 7→ 1+1√x ) and
a function on intervals, whatever the implementation of intervals. Second, and even more
importantly, the corresponding approximation correctness theorem will always hold—by a
parametricity meta-result, such a function f will always satisfy the following lemma:
Lemma rf: ∀ C D (T: Rel1 C D), ∀ x y, T x y → T (f x) (f y).

This is only a meta-result: we need to provide a proof for each function f ; but the proof is
always trivial, and we automatise it.
There are however operations which cannot be implemented at this level of abstraction,
even if we were to add some operations to the record Ops1. This is typically the case for
division and square root of rigorous approximations, which require operations on intervals
that do not make sense on real numbers (e.g., computing the range of a function and checking
that it is bounded). In order to define those operations while remaining rather agnostic
about the choice of interval implementation, we setup an intermediate layer of abstraction
using the structure NBH (for neighbourhood):
Record NBH := {
II:> Ops1;
(* abstract intervals *)
contains: Rel1 II ROps1; (* containment relation; ROps1 is the Ops1 instance on R *)
convex: ∀ Z x y, contains Z x → contains Z y → ∀ z, x≤z≤y → contains Z z };
(* additional operations on intervals *)
bnd: II → II → II;
(* directed convex hull *)
is_lt: II → II → bool; (* strict above test *)
min,max: II → option II; (* min, max, if any *)
bot: II;
(* uninformative, contains all reals *)
(* specification of the above operations *)
bndE: ∀ X x, contains X x → ∀ Y y, contains Y y → ∀ z, x≤z≤y →contains (bnd X Y) z;
is_ltE: ∀ X Y, wreflect (∀ x y, contains X x → contains Y y → x<y) (is_lt X Y);
minE, maxE, botE: ... }.

We will also make use of the two following derived operations:
Definition mag (N: NBH) (X: II): option II := max (abs X).
Definition sym (N: NBH) (X: II): II := let X := abs X in bnd (-X) X.

The first one approximates the magnitude as an interval, if possible; the second one returns
an interval centered in 0 that contains the argument. Note that we assume that intervals
are convex. We provide an instance of this structure using the CoqInterval library, using
intervals of floating point numbers from the Flocq library [6]. It is actually a family of
instances indexed by the desired precision.
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Abstract functions

The structure FunOps describes inductively the catalogue of expressions that the library can
approximate.
Record FunOps (C: Type) := {
funcar:> Ops0; (* abstract type for functions, and pointwise basic operations *)
id: funcar;
cst: C → funcar;
eval: funcar → C → C;
integrate: funcar → C → C → C;
div’: nat → funcar → funcar → funcar;
sqrt’: nat → funcar → funcar }.

It is parameterised by a type C of ground values (typically, reals or intervals); it packages a
set of basic operations on some abstract type for functions (pointwise addition, multiplication. . . ), together with operations specific to functions: identity, constant function, evaluation,
integration. It also asks for division and square root operations; those have an additional
argument which is used to pass parameters to the oracles used in the implementation of
those operations (for now, the degree of the interpolants).
When C is R, the type of real numbers, this structure is instantiated with the standard
operations on R→R (ignoring the extra parameters for division and square root); our main goal
is to provide instances with intervals for C, with which it is possible to perform computations.
Like for ground values, the structure FunOps makes it possible to write polymorphic
functions like:
Definition g (C: Ops1) (F: FunOps C): F :=
let f: F := div’ 33 1 (1 + sqrt’ 33 id ) in
let a: C := integrate f 0 1 in
pi + id * cst a

R1
Such a declaration defines at the same time a function on reals (x 7→ π + x 0 1+dt√t ) and
approximations of it, which will be obvious to prove correct whenever the chosen instance F
satisfies appropriate properties. Those instances are obtained using rigorous approximations.

2.3

Rigorous Approximations

Approximating a function usually consists in projecting this function onto a finite dimension
vector space, by expansion on a basis with appropriate properties. For instance, so-called
Taylor models [4], are an instance of rigorous polynomial approximation. They attach an
interval bounding the remainder to a certain polynomial, in this case represented in monomial
basis, so as to describe a set of functions containing the one to be approximated. More
generally in this section, a rigorous approximation refers to a linear combination of elements
in a suitable basis, packaged with an interval remainder. In the code, we will also use the
shorter term model, by analogy with Taylor models.
A basis is described by a family of functions, non necessarily polynomials, indexed by
natural numbers, that is a term T: nat→R→R. The structure BasisOps_on below describes the
signature required on a basis T. It is parameterised by the type C of coefficients; sequences of
such coefficients (seq C) represent linear combinations of elements of T. Linear operations
(+, −, 0) need not be provided since they can be implemented independently from the basis.
The range operation is important: its role is to bound the range on the given domain; it
should be as accurate as possible since it is used at many places to compute error bounds
in rigorous approximations (e.g., for multiplication and a posteriori validation). We define
BasisOps to be a polymorphic function so that we capture with a single object the idealised
operations on reals and their concrete implementation with intervals.
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Record BasisOps_on (C: Type) := {
lo, hi: C;
(* bounds for the domain *)
beval: seq C → C → C;
(* (efficient) evaluation *)
bmul: seq C → seq C → seq C; (* multiplication *)
bone, bid: seq C;
(* constant to 1, identity *)
bprim: seq C → seq C; }.
(* primitive *)
brange: seq C → C*C; }.
(* range *)
Definition BasisOps := ∀ C: Ops1, BasisOps_on C.

Given such operations, we equip type seq C with the basic operations in Ops0. Then we
can define rigorous approximations:
Record Model C := { pol: seq C; rem: C }.

Like with seq C, we equip Model C with the basic operations in Ops0, and then with those
from FunOps. For instance, addition, evaluation and integration are defined as follows:
Definition madd (C: Ops1) (M N: Model C): Model C :=
{| pol := pol M + pol N; rem := rem M + rem N |}.
Definition meval (C: Ops1) (M: Model C) (X: C): C := beval (pol M) X + rem M.
Definition mintegrate (C: Ops1) (M: Model C) (a b: C): C :=
let N := bprim (pol M) in beval N b - beval N a + (b-a)*rem M.

For those relatively simple operations, it suffices to have the basic operations (Ops1) on C.
For other operations like the range of a model, we actually need the additional operations on
intervals provided by the structure NBH:
Definition mrange (N: NBH) (M: Model II) :=
let (a,b) := brange (pol M) in bnd a b + rem M.

This is also the case for division and square root, which we will discuss in Section 5. All in
all, we obtain instances FunOps through a construction of the following type:
Canonical Structure MFunOps (N: NBH) (B: BasisOps): FunOps II.
(* with carrier [Model II] *)

It finally remains to show that those operations defined on rigorous approximations
properly match the idealised operations on functions over reals. We fix in the sequel an
instance N: NBH of neighbourhood and basis operations B: BasisOps, and we write Model for
Model II). The central definition to establish this correspondence is the following one, where
the function eval is the obvious evaluation function for linear combinations of elements of T.
Definition mcontains (F: Model) (f: R → R) :=
∃ p: seq R, scontains (pol F) p /\ ∀ x, lo≤x≤hi → contains (rem F) (f x - eval T p x)

Intuitively, a model contains a real-valued function f if it contains a generalised polynomial
which is close enough to f on the domain of the basis. (The binary predicate scontains
denotes the pointwise extension of the relation contains to sequences: in the definition, the
real coefficients of p should be pointwise contained in the interval coefficients of pol F.)
Equipped with this definition, we prove lemmas like:
Lemma rmmul: ∀ F f G g,
mcontains F f → mcontains G g → mcontains (F*G) (f*g).
Lemma rmdiv: ∀ n F f G g,
mcontains F f → mcontains G g → mcontains (div’ n F G) (div’ n f g).
Lemma rmintegrate: ∀ F f A a B b,
(∀ x, lo≤x≤hi → continuous_at f x) → lo≤a≤hi → lo≤b≤hi →
mcontains F f → contains A a → contains B b →
contains (integrate F A B) (integrate f a b).
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Of course, we need assumptions on the basis operations in order to do so. Those
assumptions are summarised in the following structure. Recall that a B: BasisOps provides
us with operations B ROps1 on reals and operations B II on intervals. The structure assumes:
1) the expected properties on the operations on reals, i.e, efficient evaluation corresponds
to evaluation with T, multiplication indeed corresponds to pointwise multiplication under
evaluation, etc.; and 2) a relationship between the operations on reals and on intervals. This
separation of concerns is very convenient: the latter containment lemmas are always proved
in a trivial way (i.e., automatically), and the former properties do not involve intervals at all,
but only real numbers and functions, for which usual mathematical intuitions apply.
Record ValidBasisOps (N: NBH) (B: BasisOps) := {
(* properties of operations on reals (B ROps1) *)
lohi: lo < hi;
bevalE: ∀ p x, beval p x = eval T p x;
eval_cont: ∀ p x, continuity_pt (eval T p) x;
eval_mul: ∀ p q x, eval T (bmul p q) x = eval T p x * eval T q x;
eval_prim: ∀ p a b, eval T (bprim p) b - eval T (bprim p) a = RInt (eval T p) a b;
...
(* relationship between operations on intervals (B II) and on reals (B ROps1) *)
rbeval: ∀ P p X x, scontains P p → contains X x → contains (beval P X) (beval p x);
rbmul: ∀ P p Q q, scontains P p → scontains Q q → scontains (bmul P Q) (bmul p q);
rbprim: ∀ P p, scontains P p → scontains (bprim P) (bprim p);
... }.

3

Arithmetic on Chebyshev polynomials

In order to use the previously described rigorous approximations, it remains to provide
implementation of operations (BasisOps) for certain families T of functions. We provide two
instances of them: one for the standard monomial basis, where T n x = x^n, and one described
in this section for Chebyshev basis, where T n is the n-th Chebyshev polynomial.
Chebyshev polynomials are defined by the following recurrence, which immediately
translates to a recursive definition in Coq.
T0 = 1

Tn+2 = 2XTn+1 − Tn

T1 = X

We can then prove simple properties of those polynomials, for instance:
Tn Tm = (Tn+m + Tm−n )/2
T0 = T10

T1 =

T20
4

(n ≤ m)

Tn+3 =

0
Tn+3

2(n + 3)

(1)
−

0
Tn+1

2(n + 1)

Tn (cos t) = cos(nt)

(2)
(3)

Those are proved in a few lines using existing lemmas about derivation and cosine.

3.1

Clenshaw’s evaluation algorithm

The first operation we must implement for BasisOps is the evaluation function (beval). This
operation should be polymorphic and as efficient as possible: it will be executed repeatedly
when constructing and using rigorous approximations. We use Horner evaluation scheme
for the monomial basis, and Clenshaw’s algorithm [16] for Chebyshev, which are both linear
in the number of elementary operations. The latter is usually presented as a dynamic
programming routine. We fix abstract operations C: Ops1 for the remaining Coq snippets in
this section, and we translate this routine into a recursive function with two accumulators:
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Fixpoint Clenshaw b c (p: seq C) x :=
match p with
| [] => c - x*b
| a::q => Clenshaw c (a + 2*x*c - b) q x
end.
Definition beval (p: seq C) x := Clenshaw 0 0 (rev p) x.

This code might look mysterious; it is justified by the following invariant on real numbers:
Lemma ClenshawR b c p x: Clenshaw b c p x = eval T (catrev p [c - 2*x*b; b]) x.

In the right-hand side, catrev is the function that reverses its first argument and catenate it
with the second one. The proof is done by induction in just three lines, using the Coq tactic
for ring equations [17]. Correctness (i.e., field bevalE from structure ValidBasisOps) follows.
Note that while the definition of beval can be used with any Ops1 structure, its correctness
is proved only on reals: the lemma ClenshawR does not hold in every Ops1 structure. The
behaviour of beval on those structures is specified only through the fact that it respects
containments (field rbeval from structure ValidBasisOps, which is proved automatically.)

3.2

Multiplication

Another important operation is multiplication. Again, this operation should be polymorphic,
and efficient. A difficulty here is that due to Equation (1), the n-th coefficient of a multiplication potentially depends on all coefficients of its arguments, not only on the coefficient of
smaller rank. We use the following definition, with two auxiliary recursive functions:
Fixpoint mul_pls (p q: seq C): seq C :=
match p,q with
| [],_ | _,[] => []
| a::p’, b::q’ => sadd (a*b::(sadd (sscal a q’) (sscal b p’))) (0::0::mul_pls p’ q’)
end.
Fixpoint mul_mns (p q: seq C): seq C :=
match p,q with
| [],_ | _,[] => []
| a::p’, b::q’ => sadd (a*b::(sadd (sscal a q’) (sscal b p’))) (mul_mns p’ q’)
end.
Definition smul (p q: seq C): seq C := sscal (1/2) (sadd (mul_mns p q) (mul_pls p q))

where sscal is the scalar multiplication for polynomials – we cannot yet use the standard
notation for this operation since we are in the process of defining an Ops0 structure on
seq C. The function mul_pls actually corresponds to multiplication in the monomial basis, it
covers the first summand in the right-hand side of (1). The function mul_mns differs only in
the fact that the recursive call is not pushed away using two “cons” operations; it covers
the second summand in the right-hand side of (1). Like previously, that smul preserves
containments (field rbmul of structure ValidBasisOps) is obvious: this operation only performs
a finite sequence of operations preserving containments. Proving that it behaves correctly on
reals numbers is more interesting; the key invariant is the following one:
Lemma eval_mul_: ∀ (p q: seq R) n x,
eval_ n p x * eval_ n q x = (eval (mul_mns p q) x + eval_ (n+n) (mul_pls p q) x)/2.

Here, eval_ n p evaluates P padded with n zeros in front of it. Again, the difficulty is to find
the lemma: it is proved in six lines using (1), and correctness of smul on reals immediately
follows. Taking primitives in Chebyshev basis follows the same pattern (see [12, Appendix A]).
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Range

As mentioned above, we need accurate estimations of the range of a given polynomial in
order to be able to compute precise rigorous approximations. This range can always be
estimated by evaluating the polynomial on the interval representing the domain (i.e., given
p: seq C, compute beval p (bnd lo hi)). This technique is however not sufficient in practice:
this tends to produce largely over-estimated bounds. With Chebyshev basis we can proceed
differently: indeed, thanks to Equation (3), Tn ranges over [−1; 1] on [−1; 1]. Therefore, the
range of a polynomial on [−1; 1] can be estimated by using the sum of the absolute values of
the coefficients in Chebyshev basis (and actually, we do not need to take the absolute value
of the first coefficient since T0 = 1).
Definition range_: seq C → C := foldr (fun A X => abs A + X) 0.
Definition range (P: seq C): C*C :=
match p with
| [] => (0,0)
| A::Q => let R := range_ Q in (A-R,A+R)
end.

3.4

Rescaling

Putting everything together, we obtain the polymorphic operations chebyshev.basis: BasisOps,
which can readily be used to construct rigorous approximations, with the instance MFunOps
from Section 2.3. This basis however requires to work on the domain [−1; 1] (for estimating the
range as explained in the previous section, but also to perform interpolation, see Section 5.1).
In order to use it on other domains, we provide a rescaling function that takes a B: BasisOps
and rescales it to a given interval [a; b] using the obvious affine function. We show that this
operation preserves validity of basis operations, so that we can use it whenever needed.

4

Formalisation of Banach fixed-point theorem

Banach fixed-point theorem is the cornerstone of the method discussed here.
I Theorem 1 (Banach fixed-point). Let (X, k · k) be a Banach space, an operator F : X → X,
h◦ ∈ X, and µ, b, r ∈ + , satisfying the following conditions:

R

(i) kh◦ − F · h◦ k ≤ b;
(ii) F is µ-Lipschitz over the closed ball B(h◦ , r) := {h ∈ X | kh − h◦ k ≤ r}:
∀h1 , h2 ∈ X,

h1 ∈ B(h◦ , r) ∧ h2 ∈ B(h◦ , r) ⇒ kF · h1 − F · h2 k ≤ µkh1 − h2 k;

(iii) µ < 1 : F is contracting over B(h◦ , r);
(iv) b + µr ≤ r.
Then F admits a unique fixed-point h∗ in B(h◦ , r).
This classic result has been formalised in various flavours of logic and proof assistants. In
particular, Boldo et al. have provided a formal proof of a version of this fixed-point theorem,
based on the Coquelicot library, for the purpose of the formalisation of the Lax-Milgram
theorem [5]. Using the same backbone library, we formalise an alternative version of the
theorem: our version is significantly more concise, and closer to the computational content
of the result. We describe below this formalisation.
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The Coquelicot library formalises topological concepts using filters [7, 21], which we
briefly recall here. A filter on a type T is a collection of collections of inhabitants of T which
is non-empty, upward closed and stable under finite intersections:
Record Filter (T : Type)
filter_true : F (fun _
filter_and : ∀ P Q : T
filter_imp : ∀ P Q : T

(F
=>
→
→

: (T → Prop) → Prop) := {
True) ;
Prop, F P → F Q → F (fun x => P x /\ Q x) ;
Prop, (∀ x, P x → Q x) → F P → F Q }.

While filters are used to formalise neighbourhoods, balls allow for expressing the relative
closeness of points in the space. Balls are formalised using a ternary relation between two
points in the carrier type, and a real number, with the following axioms:
ball : M → R → M → Prop ;
ax1 : ∀ x (e > 0), ball x e x ;
ax2 : ∀ x y e, ball x e y → ball y e x ;
ax3 : ∀ x y z e1 e2, ball x e1 y → ball y e2 z → ball x (e1 + e2) z

Two points are called close when they cannot be separated by balls:
Definition close (x y : M) : Prop := ∀ eps > 0, ball x eps y.

A filter is called a Cauchy filter when it contains balls of arbitrary (small) radius:
Definition cauchy (T : UniformSpace) (F : (T → Prop) → Prop) :=
∀ eps > 0, ∃ x, F (ball x eps).

Finally, a uniform space is a type equipped with a ball relation and a complete space moreover
has a limit operation on filters, which ensures the convergence of Cauchy sequences via the
following axioms (where ProperFilter F is equivalent to Filter F /\ ∀ P, F P → ∃ x, P x):
lim : ((T → Prop) → Prop) → T ;
ax1 : ∀ F, ProperFilter F → cauchy F → ∀ eps > 0, F (ball (lim F) eps) ;
ax2 : ∀ F1 F2, F1 ⊆ F2 → F2 ⊆ F1 → close (lim F1) (lim F2)

The above formal definition of balls does not enforce closedness nor openness. We thus introduced the relation associated with the closure of balls, so as to model closed neighbourhoods:
Definition cball x r y := ∀ e > 0, ball x (r+e) y.

Equipped with this definition, hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 1 is formalised as follows:
Definition lipschitz_on (F : U → U) (mu : R) (P : U → Prop) :=
∀ x y : U, ∀ r ≥ 0, P x → P y → cball x r y → cball (F x) (mu*r) (F y).

We now sketch our formalised proof, using mathematical notations. We consider a complete space X and we write y ∈ B(x, r) for the formal (ball x r y) , and y ∈ B(x, r) for
(cball x r y) . The key notion is that of strongly stable ball (see Figure 1):
I Definition 2 (Strongly stable ball). A ball B(u, r) is µ-strongly stable for F if F is
µ-Lipschitz on B(u, r) and if there is a non-negative real number s, called the offset, s.t.:
F · u ∈ B(u, r)

and

s + µr ≤ r.

I Remark 3 (Stability). For any x in B(u, r), a strongly stable ball for F , F · x ∈ B(u, r).
I Remark 4 (Contracting case). When 0 ≤ µ < 1, for any µ-strongly stable ball B(v, ρ), with
offset σ, B(F · v, µρ) is also a strongly stable ball, with offset µσ. Moreover, B(F · v, µρ) is
included in B(v, ρ).
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B(u,

r)

Figure 1 Balls B 0 and B 1 .

Assume that F has a µ-strongly stable ball B(u, r) of offset s, with µ < 1. In particular,
F is contracting on B(u, r). Consider the sequence of balls defined as follows:
B n = B(un , rn ) with un = F n · u and rn = rµn
where F n · u denotes the iterated images of u under F . By Remark 4, (B n )n∈N is a nested
sequence of µ-strongly stable ball for F , with offset sµn . Let F be the family of collections
of points in U defined as:
F = {P ⊆ U | ∃ n, B n ⊆ P }.
It is a proper filter: F contains U , it is obviously upward closed, and for P, Q ∈ F, P ∩ Q
is also in F because (B n )n∈N is decreasing for inclusion. Thus F has a limit w, such that
for any ε > 0, balls B n are eventually included in B(w, ε). We provide a formal proof of
Theorem 5, a reformulation of Theorem 1 using the vocabulary of the Coquelicot library:
I Theorem 5. The limit w of the filter F is in B 0 , and w is a fixed point of F . Moreover,
w is close to every other fixed point of F in B 0 .
Proof. In this statement “w is a fixed point of F ” means “w is close to F · w”. First, w ∈ B n
for all n. Indeed, for any ε > 0, there is an m ≥ n s.t. B m ⊆ B(w, ε), and since B m ⊆ B n ,
um ∈ B n ∩ B(w, ε). In particular, w ∈ B 0 . It is also clear by stability that F · w ∈ B n for
all n. Moreover, w is close to any point v s.t. v ∈ B n for all n (for any ε > 0, choose n s.t.
2µrn < ε). Taking v := F · w proves that w is a fixed point of F .
Finally, if w0 ∈ B 0 is another fixed point of F , then it follows from an easy induction
that w0 ∈ B n for all n. Hence, the foregoing shows that w is close to w0 .
J
Strongly stable balls model the requirements set on the untrusted data to be formally
verified. They can also be seen as balls centered at the initial point, and large enough
to include all its successive iterates, i.e. as instances of the locus at stake in classical
presentations of the proof. The version proved by Boldo et al. has a slightly more technical
wording, which seems to be made necessary by its further usage in the verification of the
Lax-Milgram theorem. Our proof script is significantly shorter, partly because we automate
proofs of positivity conditions (for radii of balls) using canonical structures for manifestly
positive expressions. But the key ingredient for concision is to make most of the filter device
in the proof, and to refrain from resorting to low-level properties of geometric sequences. To
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the best of our knowledge, the other libraries of formalised analysis featuring a proof of this
result, notably Isabelle/HOL and HOL-Light, are based on variant of proof strategy closer
to the approach of Boldo et al. than to ours.

5

Newton-like validation operators

The purpose of this section is twofold. We first present the general principle of fixed-point
based a posteriori validation methods, and more particularly, the use of Newton-like validation
operators. Then we apply it to the division and square root of models.
Throughout this section, let (X, k·k) denote a Banach space, and h∗ the exact solution of an
equation in X. In this article, X stands for the space C(I) of real-valued continuous functions
defined over a compact segment I = [a, b], with the uniform norm khk := supx∈I |h(x)|. The
division and square root of functions are simple examples of solutions of equations in C(I),
but there are also differential equations, integral equations, delay equation, etc. The general
scheme for Banach fixed-point based a posteriori validation methods follows two steps:
1. Approximation step. A numerical approximation h◦ ∈ X of h∗ is obtained by an
oracle, which may resort to any approximation method. In particular, this step requires
no mathematical assumption and can be executed purely numerically outside the proof
assistant, good approximation properties being only desirable for efficiency. In our setting
with X = C(I), interpolation at Chebyshev nodes (Section 5.1) is an efficient and accurate
oracle for a wide range of function space problems.
2. Validation step. The initial problem is rephrased in such a way that h∗ is a fixed point
of a (locally) contracting operator F : X → X. An a posteriori error bound on kh◦ − h∗ k
is deduced from the Banach fixed-point theorem (Theorem 1).
We thus need to find a contracting operator F of which h∗ is a fixed point. To this end,
we use Newton-like validation methods, which transform an equation M · h = 0 into an
equivalent fixed-point equation F · h = h with F contracting. More specifically, suppose that
M : X → Y is differentiable; we use a Newton-like operator F : X → X defined as:
F · h = h − A · M · h,

h ∈ X,
−1

with A : Y → X an injective bounded linear operator, intended to be close to (DM h◦ ) .
The operator A may be given by an oracle and does not need to be this exact inverse, which
anyway might be non representable on computers exactly. The mean value theorem yields a
Lipschitz ratio µ for F over any convex subset S of X:
∀h1 , h2 ∈ S, kF ·h1 −F ·h2 k ≤ µkh1 −h2 k,

with µ = sup kDF h k = sup k1X −A·DM h k,
h∈S

h∈S

which is expected to be small over some neighbourhood of h◦ .
Concretely, in order to apply Theorem 1, one needs to compute the following quantities:
a bound b ≥ kA · M · h◦ k = kh◦ − F · h◦ k;
a bound µ0 ≥ k1X − A · DM h◦ k = kDF h◦ k;
a bound µ0 (r) ≥ kA · (DM h − DM h◦ ) k = kDF h − DF h◦ k valid for any h ∈ B(h◦ , r),
and parameterised by a radius r ∈ + .

R
If we are able to find a radius r ∈ R+ satisfying:
µ(r) := µ0 + µ0 (r) < 1,

and

b + rµ(r) ≤ r,

then Theorem 1 guarantees the existence and uniqueness of a root h∗ of M in B(h◦ , r).

(4)
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I Remark 6. Finding an r as small as possible while satisfying (4) may be an nontrivial
task for automated validation procedures. For many problems, µ0 (r) is polynomial, hence
conditions (4) are polynomial inequalities over r: this is called the radii polynomial approach [22] in rigorous numerics. In our case, division (resp. square root) induces an affine
(resp. quadratic) equation, which admits closed form solutions.

5.1

Approximation step: interpolation

Since they are certified a posteriori, (non-rigorous) approximations for division and square
root of given models can be obtained using arbitrary numerical techniques. We use interpolation at Chebyshev nodes of the second kind for its efficiency and excellent approximation
properties [36].
Ideally, we would implement this operation outside of the proof assistant, in order not
to pay the price of an interpreted language. This would however require a lot of work in
order to design a proper interface between Coq values and external values (e.g., converting
Coq representation of floating points numbers into machine level floating points, and back).
Instead, and for now, we implement the oracles inside Coq, as unspecified functions. To this
end, we add a field to the structure BasisOps_on, to compute interpolants of a given degree:
interpolate: nat → (C → C) → seq C;

We implement this operation for Chebyshev basis using the discrete orthogonality relations
on Chebyshev polynomials.
To reduce the price of staying inside Coq for those computations, we exploit the polymorphism built in our framework to perform those computations on floating-point numbers
rather than intervals. To this end, we add the following fields to the structure NBH:
FF: Ops1;
I2F: II → FF;
F2I: FF → II;

(* abstract type for floating points and their operations *)
(* conversion from intervals to floating points to (midpoint) *)
(* conversion from floating points to intervals (singleton) *)

Equipped with these operations, we can define conversion operations between models (on
intervals) and polynomials with floating point coefficients:
Definition mcf (M: Model): seq FF := map I2F (pol M).
Definition mfc (p: seq FF): Model := {| pol := map F2I p; rem := 0 |}.

The field FF, of type Ops1, will make it possible to call the functions interpolate and beval
from the basis with C as FF, i.e., to let them operate on floating point numbers. By doing so
we do not have to reimplement Clenshaw’s evaluation scheme on floating point numbers.

5.2

Validation step for division

For f, g ∈ C(I) with g nonvanishing over I, the quotient f /g is the unique root of M : h 7→
gh − f . Let h◦ be a candidate approximation given by the approximation step. Constructing
the Newton-like operator F requires an approximation A of (DM h◦ )−1 : k 7→ k/g. For that
purpose, suppose w ≈ 1/g ∈ C(I) is also given by an oracle, and define:
F · h = h − w(gh − f ).

(5)

The next proposition computes an upper bound for kh◦ −f /gk; it is implemented in div.newton.
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I Proposition 7. Let f, g, h◦ , w ∈ C(I), and µ, b ∈
(7 i) kw(gh◦ − f )k ≤ b,

R+ such that:

(7 ii) k1 − wgk ≤ µ,

(7 iii) µ < 1.

Then g does not vanish over I and kh◦ − f /gk ≤ b/(1 − µ).
Proof. Conditions (7 ii) and (7 iii) imply that F (Equation (5)) is contracting over C(I) with
b
ratio µ. The radius r := 1−µ
makes the ball B(h◦ , r) strongly stable with offset b (7 i), since
∗
b + µr = r. Therefore, h is the (global) unique root of M , and kh◦ − h∗ k ≤ r.
Finally, w and g do not vanish because k1 − wgk ≤ µ < 1. Hence, h∗ = f /g over I. J
The concrete division of models is implemented as follows:
Definition mdiv_aux (F G H W: Model): Model :=
let K1 := 1-W*G in
let K2 := W*(G*H - F) in
match mag (mrange K1), mag (mrange K2) with
| Some mu, Some b when is_lt mu 1 => {| pol := pol H; rem := rem H + sym (b/(1-mu)) |}
| _ => mbot
end.
Definition mdiv n (F G: Model): Model :=
let p, q := mcf F, mcf G in
mdiv_aux F G (mfc (interpolate n (fun x => beval p x / beval q x)))
(mfc (interpolate n (fun x => 1 / beval q x))).

Note that we use the trivial model mbot={|pol:=[];rem:=bot|} as a default value, when the
concrete computations fail to validate the guess of the oracle (either because this guess is
just wrong, or because of over-approximations in the computations). The correctness lemmas
use the properties of operations on models to prove the assumptions of div.newton.
Lemma rmdiv_aux F f G g H h W w:
mcontains F f → mcontains G g → mcontains H h → mcontains W w →
mcontains (mdiv_aux F G H W) (f/g).
Lemma rmdiv n F f G g: mcontains F f → mcontains G g → mcontains (mdiv’ n F G) (f/g).

5.3

Validation step for square root

√
Let f ∈ C(I) be strictly positive over I. The square root f is one of the two roots of the
√
quadratic equation M · h := h2 − f = 0 (the other being − f ). Let h◦ be a candidate
approximation. Since DM h : k 7→ 2hk, one also needs an approximation w ≈ 1/(2h◦ ) ≈
√
1/(2 f ) ∈ C(I) in order to define A : k 7→ wk, approximating (DM h◦ )−1 . Then:
F :

7→

h

h − w(h2 − f ).

(6)

√
The next proposition (implemented by sqrt.newton), computes an upper bound for kh◦ − f k.
I Proposition 8. Let f, h◦ , w ∈ C(I), µ0 , µ1 , b ∈
(8 i)



w h◦ 2 − f



≤ b,

R+ and t0 ∈ I such that:

(8 ii) k1 − 2wh◦ k ≤ µ0 ,

(8 v) (1 − µ0 )2 − 8bµ1 ≥ 0,
√
Then f > 0 over I and h◦ − f ≤ r∗ , where:
(8 iv) µ0 < 1,

∗

r :=

1 − µ0 −

p

(1 − µ0 )2 − 8bµ1
.
4µ1

(8 iii) kwk ≤ µ1 ,
(8 vi) w(t0 ) > 0.
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Proof. First, since k1 − 2wh◦ k ≤ µ0 < 1 (by (8 ii) and (8 iv)) and w(t0 ) > 0 (8 vi), w and
h◦ are strictly positive over I, by continuity. Using (8 iii), µ1 > 0.
√
If b = 0, then r∗ = 0 and h◦ = f over I, because w(h◦ 2 − f ) = 0 (8 i) and w, h◦ > 0.
Hence the conclusion holds.
From now on, we assume b > 0. F is Lipschitz of ratio µ(r) := µ0 + 2µ1 r over B(h◦ , r)
for any r ∈ + , because:

R

F ·h1 −F ·h2 = (h1 −h2 )−w(h21 −h22 ) = [(1 − 2wh◦ ) + w(h◦ − h1 ) + w(h◦ − h2 )] (h1 −h2 ).
Therefore, satisfying b + µ(r)r ≤ r is equivalent to the quadratic inequality:
2µ1 r2 + (µ0 − 1)r + b ≤ 0.

(7)

Condition (8 v) implies that (7) admits solutions, and r∗ is the smallest one. Moreover, since
b, µ1 > 0, we get r∗ > 0, so that b + µ(r∗ )r∗ = r∗ also implies µ(r∗ ) < 1.
Now, all the assumptions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled. Hence, F has a unique fixed point
√
h∗ in B(h◦ , r∗ ). To obtain h∗ = f over I, it remains to show that h∗ > 0. This follows
from w > 0 and:
k1 − 2wh∗ k ≤ k1 − 2wh◦ k + k2w(h∗ − h◦ )k ≤ µ0 + 2µ1 r∗ = µ(r∗ ) < 1.

J

I Remark 9. Contrary to the case of division where continuity was not needed at all, it is
here used for w. Therefore, sqrt.newton requires w to be continuous over I.
The Coq code for the corresponding operations on models msqrt_aux and msqrt, together
with the statements of their correctness lemmas, are given in [12, Appendix B].

6
6.1

Examples
Playing with approximations of the absolute value function

√
Consider the function fε : x 7→ ε + x2 over [−1, 1], with ε > 0. When ε → 0, fε converges
uniformly to the absolute value function x 7→ |x| (which is not analytic at 0), with:
p
√
√
ε
√
≤ ε.
|f (x) − |x|| =
ε + x2 − x2 = √
(8)
ε + x2 + x2
Rigorous uniform approximations. Approximating fε with polynomials becomes harder
√
for small ε, due to the complex singularities ±i ε getting closer to the interval [−1, 1].
Nevertheless, Chebyshev interpolation still works and our implementation computes rigorous
approximations as accurate as desired (see Figure 2b), of exponential convergence with ratio
determined by ε. Note that for too small degree, the computed approximation of the square
root is too far from the solution, and the a posteriori validation returns an infinite remainder.
In order to provide a comparison with CoqApprox’s Taylor models, we used the
tactic interval with (i_depth 1, i_bisect_taylor x N, i_prec p) to build a Taylor model of
degree N with precision p. Timings given in Table 2c reveal a significant advantage of
our implementation (there we use ε = 2 to avoid convergence issues of Taylor models).
Concerning accuracy, our experiments tend to show that when ε ≤ 1, CoqApprox fails to
compute converging Taylor models. Indeed, even with large L, a goal like:
Goal Fail : ∀ x : R, -1 ≤ x ≤ 1 → sqrt (1/100+x*x) ≤ L

is not solved when the degree N becomes too large, probably indicating that the Taylor
models diverge due to complex singularities inside the unit disk. (Note that the interval
tactic can solve this goal, but only by resorting to subdivision techniques.)
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Error bounding. We want to bound |fε (x) − |x|| for x ∈ [−1, 1] without making use of
any symbolic manipulation like (8). At first glance, one can choose to use the rigorous
approximations over [−1, 1] obtained previously, and evaluate fε (x) − x (resp. fε (x) + x)
over [0, 1] (resp. [−1, 0]) using Clenshaw’s algorithm. However, even if the approximations
are quite good, this evaluation strategy gives huge overestimations because [0, 1] and [−1, 0]
are not small intervals. Instead, we compute separately two approximations for fε : one
over [0, 1] and one over [−1, 0], and we evaluate fε (x) − x (resp. fε (x) + x) over [1, 0] (resp.
[−1, 0]) using the Chebyshev range function. This approach yields bounds that are rather
√
close to the optimal ε (see Figure 2d). However, this does not allow for arbitrary accuracy:
a subdivision procedure would be necessary here.
rem
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Chebyshev models approximating fε over [−1, 1].
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of the degree-N Chebyshev model for fε − 1
√
over [0, 1], compared to the optimal bound ε.

Figure 2 Approximating functions fε and x 7→ |x| with Chebyshev models.

6.2

Evaluating an Abelian integral

Abelian integrals naturally appear when computing the number of limit cycles bifurcating
from a Hamiltonian polynomial vector field in the plane. Indeed, the number of sign
alternations of those contour integrals (parameterised by the energy level of the potential
function) gives a lower bound on the number of limit cycles of the perturbed system, which
is a hard question related to Hilbert’s 16th problem.
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In [25], the author claims to prove the existence of 26 limit cycles for a well-constructed
quartic system, whereas the previous record for degree 4 was 22 [14]. However, the implementation with which the Abelian integrals were “rigorously” computed was erroneous,
which led to apparently more sign alternations than in reality. By tuning the coefficients and
computing the integrals with another rigorous numerics library, the authors of the ongoing
work [9] obtain 24 limit cycles, which, if not 26, is still greater than the current record 22.
To conclude this article, we rigorously evaluate some of these integrals inside Coq to
show how our implementation behaves on non-crafted examples. Below are the formulas
defining a family of integral Iij (r) which need to be computed precisely for several values of
r. Table 1 summarises the results of our computational experiments. In each line, we chose
parameters that were enough to obtain the desired precision. These encouraging results give
us hope that it will be possible to fully verify the critical computations involved in recent
work of the first author [9].
Z

x+
i

+

j−1

x (y (x)

Iij (r) =

−

− y (x)

j−1

Z
) dx +

x−

9
,
10
11
y0 =
,
10

x0 =

x± =
q

√
x0 ± r/ 2 ,
√
y0 ± r/ 2 ,

q
δy (x) =
q
δx (y) =

y 2 − y0
dy.
δx (y)
p
x± (y) = x0 ± δx (y) ,
q
y ± (x) = y0 ± δy (x) .

(x− (y)i−1 + x+ (y)i−1 )y j

y−

q
y± =

y+

2

r2 − (x2 − x0 ) ,
2

r2 − (y 2 − y0 ) ,

Table 1 Reached precision for Iij (r) for different values of r, computed with degree-N Chebyshev
models and floating-point precision p (in each cell we display the width of the computed enclosure).
r
0.5
0.78
0.88
0.89
0.895

7

N
13
15
65
95
135

p
32
32
128
128
300

time (s)
0.38
0.47
17.34
35.13
173.23

I00
2,4e-05
4,6e-05
2,5e-08
2,0e-08
2,6e-08

I20
2,9e-05
2,0e-05
5,0e-11
1,8e-11
1,7e-11

I22
4,1e-05
2,7e-05
8,5e-11
2,9e-11
1,8e-11

I40
3,0e-05
2,4e-05
5,3e-11
2,0e-11
1,3e-11

I04
4,8e-05
1,1e-04
6,3e-08
5,1e-08
6,7e-08

Conclusion and future work

The Coq development is available online [11]. It consists of around 1300 lines of specifications
and 1500 lines of proofs. We leave several directions for future work: integrate it with
CoqInterval to benefit from its automatic subdivision techniques; interface the library with
external tools for the approximation steps; implement other bases; address higher-dimensional
problems. Applying this approach to verify solutions of linear ODEs in a systematic way [2, 8]
is also a longer-term perspective.
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1

Introduction

Various formal proof foundations combine higher-order logic with set theory [10, 24, 34, 35].
Such a combination offers a familiar mathematical foundation, while at the same time offering
more powerful automation present in HOL. All the combinations have been presented without
a model, even though models for the two separate foundations are well known and studied.
In this paper we will give a model of such a combination and show some consequences of the
existence of the model for practical formalizations.
Today the libraries of proof assistants based on the two separate foundations are among
the largest proof libraries available. The library of higher-order logic based Isabelle/HOL [44]
together with the Archive of Formal Proofs consist of more than 100,000 theorems [9], while
the Mizar Mathematical Library (MML) [6, 16] based on set theory contains 59,000 theorems.
A number of results in the libraries are incomparable, for example among the theorems
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present in Wiedjik’s list of 100 important theorems to formalize Isabelle has 16 theorems not
formalized in Mizar, while Mizar has 5 theorems absent in Isabelle (64 are formalized in both).
The Mizar library includes results about lattice theory [7], topology, and manifolds [39] not
present in the Isabelle library.
A model for the higher-order Tarski-Grothendieck allows merging the results in the
two libraries. This merging will be performed mostly manually. The reason for this is
that definitions for isomorphic concepts may be quite different in the usual approaches in
these system. Consider the real numbers. In the MML their definition is performed in
multiple steps. First, natural numbers are introduced using the set-theoretic successor. Next,
positive rationals are created by adding fractions as pairs of irreducible naturals hn, ki (with
k > 1). Finally, Dedekind cuts are used to obtain positive reals. The Isabelle approach is
fundamentally different. Natural numbers are a subtype of the axiomatic type of individuals.
Pairs of naturals are quotiented into integers and rationals. Finally, Cauchy sequences of
rationals grant reals. The differences in the construction also imply differences in their
behaviours. Every Mizar natural number is also an integer or real, while in Isabelle coercions
are required. It is similar when it comes to mathematical structures (used by over 70% of
the Mizar library). Their semantics [22] in Mizar is close to partial functions specified on
named fields, which enables for example inheritance and this is used to realize the main
algebraic structures. Isabelle records are quite similar, but it is type classes that are used to
express algebra.
We will propose a way to lift the merged elementary concepts to the more involved ones.
By associating the Isabelle number 0 and the empty set and the corresponding successor
operations, we will show a homomorphism between the set theoretic and higher-order natural
numbers and later integers. We will show that this homomorphism preserves the basic
operations, which will allow transporting basic number theorems, including Lagrange, and
Bertrand, and cases of Fermat’s last theorem.
We will also show that it is possible to show a mapping between the Isabelle type classes
and the set theoretic structures corresponding basic algebra. This will allow merging the
formalizations of groups and rings in the two libraries. We again use some merged basic
concepts, namely functions and binary operators. This brings us to Euclidean spaces where
we transport the Brouwer theorem for n-dimensional case (the fixed point theorem [37], the
topological invariance of degree, and the topological invariance of dimension [38]) that are
essential to define and develop topological manifolds.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we review the higher-order logic
foundations used later. Section 3 gives an axiomatization of higher-order Tarski-Grothendieck
(HOTG). We first define it in a higher-order setting and then relate to the actual proof
assistants based on this foundation. Section 4 presents our model of HOTG. Next, in Section
5 we show the implications of the existence of the model for practical formalization: we align
the proof libraries of Isabelle/HOL and Isabelle/Mizar by building isomorphisms between the
various concepts present in these libraries and by translating theorems via the isomorphism.
Section 6 discusses related work.

2

Preliminaries

We begin by reviewing the syntax and semantics of higher-order logic. The original presentation of higher-order logic using simple type theory was due to Church [12] with a corresponding
notion of semantics due to Henkin [19] (with an important correction by Andrews [2]). We
largely follow the notation and presentation style used in [5].
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Let B be a set of base types. We use β to range over the types in B. We next define types
and use σ, τ to range over types. The set T of types is given by inductively extending B to
include the type o (of truth values) and the type σ ⇒ τ (of functions from σ to τ ) for all
σ, τ ∈ T . We assume o ∈
/ B and that types are freely generated.
For each type σ let Vσ be a countable set of variables of type σ, where we assume
Vσ ∩ Vτ = ∅ whenever σ =
6 τ . We use x, y, z to range over variables. For each type σ let Cσ
be a set of constants of type σ, where again Cσ ∩ Cτ = ∅ whenever σ =
6 τ . Furthermore, we
assume Vσ ∩ Cτ = ∅. We use c, d to range over constants. A name is either a variable or a
constant. We use ν to range over names.
We now inductively define a family of sets Λσ of terms, using s, t, u to range over terms.
For the base cases, Vσ ⊆ Λσ and Cσ ⊆ Λσ . There are two inductive cases: application
and abstraction. If s ∈ Λσ⇒τ and t ∈ Λσ , then (st) ∈ Λτ . If x ∈ Vσ and t ∈ Λτ , then
(λx.t) ∈ Λσ⇒τ . We often omit parenthesis with the convention that application associates to
the left, so that stu means ((st)u). Terms of type o are also called formulas.
We insist on the inclusion of certain constants called logical constants in the family C
of constants. For simplicity of presentation, we take every logical constant we will use as a
constant. In particular, we assume:
¬ is a logical constant in Co⇒o . We write ¬(st) as ¬st.
∧, ∨, −→ and ←→ are logical constants in Co⇒o⇒o . We use infix notation for ∧, ∨, −→
and ←→, with priority in this order, and each one associating to the right.
For each type σ Πσ and Σσ are a logical constants in C(σ⇒o)⇒o . We write ∀x1 · · · xn : σ.t
to mean Πσ (λx1 . · · · Πσ (λxn .t)) and write ∃x1 · · · xn : σ.t to mean Σσ (λx1 . · · · Σσ (λxn .t)).
For each type σ =σ is a logical constant in Cσ⇒σ⇒o . We write =σ s t in infix as s = t.
For each type σ εσ is a logical constant in C(σ⇒o)⇒σ .
It is well-known that smaller sets of logical constants would be sufficient. For example, it is
known that in (extensional) higher-order logic equality is sufficient to define the propositional
constants and connectives as well as the existential and universal quantifiers at each type [1].
We next turn to a review of Henkin semantics for our language [19] closely following the
presentation style in [5]. A frame is a family Dσ of nonempty sets such that Do = {0, 1} and
Dσ⇒τ ⊆ (Dτ )Dσ for each σ, τ ∈ T . A frame is called standard if Dσ⇒τ = (Dτ )Dσ for every
σ, τ ∈ T . An assignment is a function I mapping every name of type σ to an element in
Dσ . Given a variable x ∈ Vσ and element a ∈ Dσ let Iax be the assignment agreeing with
I except possibly on x where Iax (x) = a. An assignment I is logical if for each σ ∈ T the
following conditions hold:
for a ∈ Do I(¬)(a) = 1 if and only if a = 0,
for a, b ∈ Do I(∧)(a)(b) = 1 if and only if a = 1 and b = 1,
for a, b ∈ Do I(∨)(a)(b) = 1 if and only if a = 1 or b = 1,
for a, b ∈ Do I(−→)(a)(b) = 1 if and only if a = 0 or b = 1,
for a, b ∈ Do I(←→)(a)(b) = 1 if and only if a = b,
for f ∈ Dσ⇒o I(Πσ )(f ) = 1 if and only if f (a) = 1 for all a ∈ Dσ ,
for f ∈ Dσ⇒o I(Σσ )(f ) = 1 if and only if there is some a ∈ Dσ such that f (a) = 1,
for a, b ∈ Dσ I(=σ )(a)(b) = 1 if and only if a = b, and
for f ∈ Dσ⇒o f (I(εσ )(f )) = 1 if and only if there is some a ∈ Dσ such that f (a) = 1.
In other words, I is logical if it interprets the logical constants appropriately.
We lift an assignment I to be a partial function Î on terms as follows:
For names ν, Î(ν) = I(ν).
For s ∈ Λσ⇒τ and t ∈ Λσ , Î(st) = f (a) if Î(s) = f ∈ Dσ⇒τ and Î(t) = a ∈ Dσ .
x
For x ∈ Vσ and t ∈ Λτ , Î(λx.t) = f if f ∈ Dσ⇒τ and Ic
a (t) = f (a) for all a ∈ Dσ .
Note that for all s ∈ Λσ if Î(s) is defined, then Î(s) ∈ Dσ . If Î is a total function with
S
domain σ∈T , then I is called an interpretation.
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A (Henkin) model is a pair (D, I) where D is a frame and I is a logical interpretation.
A model is called standard if the frame is standard. We say (D, I) satisfies a formula s if
Î(s) = 1 and say (D, I) is a model for a set A of formulas if (D, I) satisfies every s ∈ A.
To simplify the presentation above, some dependencies were left implicit. For each set B
of base types (with o ∈
/ B), we obtain a set T B of types. Additionally, for each set B of base
types and each family C of constants indexed by T B , we obtain a family ΛB,C of terms. The
definition of a frame above technically depends on the set B of base types and we say D is a
frame over B when this dependency needs to be explicit. Futhermore an assignment depends
on both B and C and we say I is an assignment over B for C when these dependencies need
to be explicit.
A theory is a triple (B, C, A) where B is a set of base types, C is a family of sets of
constants (which must include the logical constants) over the types T B and A ⊆ ΛB,C
is a
o
set of formulas called the axioms of the theory. A pair (D, I) is a model of a theory (B, C, A)
if D is a frame over B, I is a logical interpretation over B for C and (D, I) is a model of the
set A of formulas.
It is known that the notion of a Henkin model provides a sound and complete semantics
for a variety of proof calculi [5, 8, 11]. Our concern in this article is not with proof calculi
directly, but with consistency of certain axiom sets for higher-order set theory. In this paper
we will only consider one axiomatization of higher-order Tarski Grothendieck set theory.
Soundness implies it is sufficient to find models of these axiom sets to infer consistency, and
for this purpose constructing a standard model is enough. In future work we plan to consider
different axiomatizations of higher-order Tarski Grothendieck (e.g., the one in [24]) and plan
to use soundness and completeness with respect to Henkin models to prove the two versions
of Tarski Grothendieck are equivalent.

3

An Axiomatization of Higher-Order Tarski Grothendieck

In this section we give a formulation of higher-order Tarski Grothendieck (HOTG) set theory
by giving a theory HOTG. The theory is identical to the one implemented by the first
author in the Egal system [10]. In particular, the theory specifies an operator that explicitly
gives the Grothenieck universe of a set [17]. In the presence of the axiom of choice, this
is equivalent to specifying that such a universe exists for every set, which is the approach
used in the Mizar system as specified by Trybulec [43]. In the below axiomatization and in
the model in the next section, we will use the explicit universe operation, as it makes the
presentation simpler, but our intention is to use it both for explicit universes and implicit
ones, as specified in Isabelle/Mizar by Kaliszyk and Pąk [24] using Tarski’s Axiom A [42]
and used in Section 5.
We first describe the theory HOTG as given by the triple (B, C, A). Here B be the
singleton {ι} and the base type ι is intended to be the type of sets. The typed constants C
consists precisely of the logical constants and the following additional constants:
In in Cι⇒ι⇒o . We write In s t in infix as s ∈ t.
Empty in Cι .
Un in Cι⇒ι .
Pow in Cι⇒ι .
Repl in Cι⇒(ι⇒ι)⇒ι .
Univ in Cι⇒ι .
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To state the axioms, we will use three abbreviations. Let Subq be the term
λX.λY.∀z : ι.z ∈ X −→ z ∈ Y
of type ι ⇒ ι ⇒ o. We write Subq s t as s ⊆ t. Let TransSet be the term
λU.∀X : ι.X ∈ U −→ X ⊆ U
of type ι ⇒ o. Let ZFclosed be the term
λU. (∀X : ι.X ∈ U −→ Un X ∈ U ) ∧ (∀X : ι.X ∈ U −→ Pow X ∈ U )
∧(∀X : ι.∀F : ι ⇒ ι.X ∈ U −→ (∀x : ι.x ∈ X −→ F x ∈ U ) −→ Repl X F ∈ U )
of type ι ⇒ o.
The set A of axioms consists of the following formulas:
Extensionality: ∀XY : ι.X ⊆ Y −→ Y ⊆ X −→ X = Y .
∈-Induction ∀P : ι ⇒ o.(∀X : ι.(∀x : ι.x ∈ X −→ P x) −→ P X) −→ ∀X : ι.P X.
Empty: ¬∃x : ι.x ∈ Empty.
Union: ∀X : ι.∀x : ι.x ∈ Un X ←→ ∃Y : ι.x ∈ Y ∧ Y ∈ X.
Power: ∀XY : ι.Y ∈ Pow X ←→ Y ⊆ X.
Replacement: ∀X : ι.∀F : ι ⇒ ι.∀y : ι.y ∈ Repl X F ←→ ∃x : ι.x ∈ X ∧ y = F x.
UnivIn: ∀N : ι.N ∈ UnivN
UnivTransSet: ∀N : ι.TransSet (UnivN ).
UnivZF: ∀N : ι.ZFclosed (UnivN ).
UnivMin: ∀N U : ι.N ∈ U −→ TransSet U −→ ZFclosed U −→ UnivN ⊆ U .

4

A Model of Higher-Order Set Theory

We will make heavy use of the von Neumann hierarchy (see for example [28]). By ordinal
S
induction we define the set Vα for ordinals α as V∅ = ∅, Vα+1 = ℘(Vα ) and Vλ = α<λ Vα .
Since we work in a well-founded set theory, for every set X there is some ordinal α such that
X ⊆ Vα (and so X ∈ Vα+1 ).
A cardinal κ is inaccessible if it is regular and λ < κ implies 2λ < κ. A cardinal κ is
2-inaccessible if it is a regular limit of inaccessible cardinals. Note that if κ is 2-inaccessible,
then for every λ < κ there is some inaccessible κ0 with λ < κ0 < κ. It easily follows every
2-inaccessible is also inaccessible.
The following proposition can be found in Kanamori (see Proposition 2.1 in [27]).
I Proposition 1. Let κ be inaccessible.
1. x ⊆ Vκ implies x ∈ Vκ iff |x| < κ.
2. Vκ |= ZFC
We define universes following Grothendieck [17].
I Definition 2. Let U be a set. We say U is a universe if four conditions hold:
U is transitive.
If x, y ∈ U , then {x, y} ∈ U .
If X ∈ U , then ℘(X) ∈ U .
S
If I ∈ U and Xi ∈ U for each i ∈ I, then i∈I Xi ∈ U .
The fact that every inaccessible yields a universe follows easily from Proposition 1.
I Proposition 3. If κ is inaccessible, then Vκ is a universe.
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The following proposition will ensure that universes satisfy the properties in the definition
of ZFclosed.
I Proposition 4. Let U be a universe.
S
1. If X ∈ U , then X ∈ U .
2. If X ∈ U and f : X → U , then {f (x)|x ∈ X} ∈ U .
S
S
S
Proof. Suppose X ∈ U . We know X ∈ U since X = x∈X {x}. Now suppose X ∈ U
S
and f : X → U . We know {f (x)|x ∈ X} ∈ U since {f (x)|x ∈ X} = x∈X {f (x)}.
J
To interpret the constant Univ we will not only need universes, but a global function
uniformly giving the least universe containing a given set.
I Definition 5. Let α > 0 be an ordinal. A universe function for α is a function U : Vα → Vα
such that for all A ∈ Vα we have A ∈ U(A), U(A) is a universe and U(A) ⊆ U for all
universes U ∈ Vα with A ∈ U .
I Definition 6. Let α > 0 be an ordinal and U be a universe function for α. Let Dια be Vα ,
α
α
Doα = {0, 1} and Dσ⇒τ
= (Dτα )Dσ for each σ, τ ∈ T B . Note that Vα 6= ∅ since α > 0 and
so Dα is a standard frame over B. We call Dα the standard set-theoretic frame for α. An
assignment I over B for C into Dα is called a standard set-theoretic interpretation for α
and U if I is a logical interpretation and the following properties hold:
I(In)(a)(A) = 1 if and only if a ∈ A for a, A ∈ Dια .
I(Empty) = ∅
S
I(Un)(A) = A for every A ∈ Dια .
I(Pow)(A) = ℘(A) for every A ∈ Dια .
α
.
I(Repl)(A)(f ) = {f (a)|a ∈ A} for every A ∈ Dια and f ∈ Dι⇒ι
I(Univ) = U.
I Theorem 7. Let α > 0 be an ordinal, U be a universe function for α and Dα be the
standard set-theoretic frame for α. If I is a standard set-theoretic interpretation for α and
U, then (Dα , I) is a model of the theory HOTG.
Proof. Assume I is a standard set-theoretic interpretation for α and U. We only need to
prove I maps every formula in A to 1.
Extensionality: The fact that
I(∀XY : ι.X ⊆ Y −→ Y ⊆ X −→ X = Y ) = 1
follows easily from the fact that A = B whenever A ⊆ B and B ⊆ A for A, B ∈ Vα .
∈-Induction: In order to prove
I(∀P : ι ⇒ o.(∀X : ι.(∀x : ι.x ∈ X −→ P x) −→ P X) −→ ∀X : ι.P X) = 1
it suffices to prove that C = Vα for every C ⊆ Vα such that A ∈ C for every A ∈ Vα with
A ⊆ C. Let C ⊆ Vα be given and assume A ∈ C for every A ∈ Vα with A ⊆ C. Consider
Vα \ C. Assume Vα =
6 C. In this case Vα \ C must be nonempty. By regularity there is
an element A ∈ Vα \ C such that A ∩ (Vα \ C) = ∅. Since Vα is transitive A ⊆ Vα and
so A ∩ (Vα \ C) = ∅ implies A ⊆ C. By our assumption about C, we must have A ∈ C,
contradicting A ∈ Vα \ C.
Empty: We know I(¬∃x : ι.x ∈ Empty) = 1 since I(Empty) = ∅.
Union: We know I(∀X : ι.∀x : ι.x ∈ Un X ←→ ∃Y : ι.x ∈ Y ∧ Y ∈ X) = 1 since
S
I(Un)(A) = A.
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Power: We know I(∀XY : ι.Y ∈ Pow X ←→ Y ⊆ X) = 1 since I(Pow)(A) = ℘A.
Replacement: We can easily prove I(∀X : ι.∀F : ι ⇒ ι.∀y : ι.y ∈ Repl X F ←→ ∃x : ι.x ∈
X ∧ y = F x) = 1 using the fact that I(Repl)(A)(f ) = {f (a)|a ∈ A} for every A ∈ Vα and
every f : Vα → Vα .
UnivIn: Since U is a universe function we know A ∈ U(A) for every A ∈ Vα . Hence
I(∀N : ι.N ∈ UnivN ) = 1.
UnivTransSet: Since U is a universe function, U(A) is a universe (and hence transitive) for
every A ∈ Vα . Hence I(∀N : ι.TransSet (UnivN )) = 1.
UnivZF: It is easy to see I(∀N : ι.ZFclosed (UnivN )) = 1 using Definitions 2 and 5 and
Proposition 4.
UnivMin: Suppose A, U ∈ Vα where A ∈ U , U is transitive and I(ZFclosed)(U ) = 1. We
argue that U is a universe. We know U is transitive. The fact that ℘(X) ∈ U whenever
X ∈ U follows directly from I(ZFclosed)(U ) = 1. In particular, since A ∈ U , we know
℘(A) ∈ U and ℘(℘(A)) ∈ U . Let x, y ∈ U be given. Let f : ℘(℘(A)) → U be the function

f (X) =

x
y

if A ∈ X
otherwise

Since f (A) = x and f (∅) = y, we know {x, y} = {f (X)|X ∈ ℘(℘(A))}. Using
I(ZFclosed)(U ) = 1 we conclude {x, y} ∈ U . Now let I ∈ U and a family Xi ∈ U for
each i ∈ I be given. Let g : I → U be the function g(i) = Xi . Using I(ZFclosed)(U ) = 1
S
S
we know {g(i)|i ∈ I} ∈ U and then i∈I Xi = {g(i)|i ∈ I} ∈ U . Hence U is a universe.
Since U is a universe with A ∈ U , we conclude U(A) ⊆ U from Definition 5.
J
For a general ordinal α there will be no universe function U. For 2-inaccessible cardinals
there is a universe function and a corresponding standard set-theoretic interpretation.
I Theorem 8. Let κ be 2-inaccessible and Dκ be the standard set-theoretic frame for κ.
There is a universe function U for κ and there is a standard set-theoretic interpretation I
for κ and U.
Proof. We first construct the universe function. For each A ∈ Vκ , let A0 be
{U ∈ Vκ |U is a universe and A ∈ U }.
We argue A0 is always nonempty. Since A ∈ Vκ there must be some α < κ such that A ∈ Vα .
Since κ is 2-inaccessible there must be some inaccessible κ0 < κ with α < κ0 . By Proposition 3
T
Vκ0 is a universe and so Vκ0 ∈ A0 . Since A0 is a nonempty set, A0 is well-defined and we
T 0
can take U(A) to be A . A simple inspection of Definition 2 reveals that the intersection
of a nonempty set of universes is itself a universe. Thus U(A) is the least universe with A as
a member and U is a universe function for κ.
Next we turn to the interpretation I. The axiom of choice states that there is a function
e : ℘(Vκ+ω ) \ {∅} → Vκ+ω such that e(A) ∈ A for every A ∈ ℘(Vκ+ω ) \ {∅}. An easy induction
on types shows Dσκ ∈ Vκ+ω for each σ ∈ T B . Hence Dσκ ∈ ℘(Vκ+ω ) \ {∅} for each σ ∈ T B
since Vκ+ω is transitive. We can simply define I(x) = e(Dσκ ) ∈ Dσκ for each variable x ∈ Vσ .
For the logical constants c other than εσ we take the obvious value I(c) so that I will be a
logical interpretation. In each case this value is in Dσκ since Dκ is a standard frame. We take
κ
κ
I(εσ ) to be the function g ∈ D(σ⇒o)⇒σ
such that for f ∈ Dσ⇒o
we have

g(f ) =

e({a ∈ Dσκ |f (a) = 1})
e(Dσκ )

if f (a) = 1 for some a ∈ Dσκ
otherwise.
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It only remains to give values I(c) for the nonlogical constants in C. For In, Empty, Un, Pow
and Repl there is at most one corresponding value that might possibly satisfy the conditions
in Definition 6. Since we know Dικ = Vκ is a universe, each of these values is in Dσκ in each
respective case. Finally we take I(Univ) to be the universe function U constructed above.
By the choice of I it is easy to see that I is a standard set-theoretic interpretation for κ. J
As an easy corollary of Theorems 7 and 8 we have the following relative satisfiability
result.
I Theorem 9. If there is a 2-inaccessible cardinal, then HOTG is satisfiable.

5

Proof Integration

The axiomatization together with the model defined in the previous section allows us to
use the higher-order library and set theoretic library simultaneously. We will do this in the
Isabelle logical framework, by importing various results from the two libraries in the same
environment and define transfer methods between these results. This will allow us to use
theorems proved in one of the foundations using the term language of the other.
All the definitions and theorems presented in this section have been formalized in Isabelle
and will be presented close to the Isabelle notation. The Isabelle environment will import
both Isabelle/HOL [33] and Isabelle/Mizar [24] object logics along with a number of results
formalized in the standard libraries of the two. Isabelle distinguishes between meta-level
implication (=⇒) and object-level implication (−→) and our notation in examples below
reflects this distinction. The remaining notations will follow first-order conventions. In
particular the symbols =H and =S will refer to the HOL and set-theoretic equality operations
respectively. Finally be is the Mizar infix operator for specifying the type of a set in the
Mizar intersection type system [25].
To combine two types we will first define bijections between these types. We will next
show that the bijection preserves various constants and operators. This will allow us to
transfer results using higher-order rewriting, in the style of quotient packages for HOL [20,26]
and the Isabelle transfer package [21]. In the MML set theory it is common to reason both
about the type of the natural numbers and the members of the set of natural numbers. This
is necessary, since the arguments of all operations must be sets, while the reasoning engine
allows more advanced reasoning steps for types [6]. We therefore define two operators, one
that specifies a bijection between a HOL type and a set theoretic set and one that specified
a bijection between a HOL type and a set theoretic type. The definitions are analogous and
we show only the latter one here. We will define an isomorphism between a type σ and a set
d ∈ Λι to be a pair (f, g) of functions (at the type theory level) where f maps sets to objects
of type σ and g maps objects of type σ to sets in such a way that objects of type σ (in the
type theory) correspond uniquely to elements of d (in the set theory).
I Definition 10. Let σ be a type, d ∈ Λι be a set and s2h ∈ Λι⇒σ and h2s ∈ Λσ⇒ι be
functions. The predicate beIsoS hh2s, s2h, di holds whenever all of the following hold:
∀x : σ.s2h(h2s(x)) =H x,
∀x : ι.x ∈ d −→ h2s(s2h(x)) =S x,
∀x : σ.s2h(x) ∈ d.
In Isabelle the definition appears as follows:
definition beIsoS(h2 s,s2 h,d) ←→ ((∀ L y. s2 h(h2 s(y)) =H y) ∧
(∀ x:Element-of d. h2 s(s2 h(x)) =S x)∧ (∀ L y. h2 s(y) in d))
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The existence of a bijection does not immediately imply the inhabitation of the type/set.
However, as types need to be non-empty in both formalisms, we can derive this result as
below. For space reasons we only present the statements, all the theorems have proofs in
our formalization.
theorem beIsoS-d:
beIsoS(h2 s,s2 h,d) =⇒ d is non empty

5.1

Natural numbers and integers

The Isabelle/Mizar natural numbers are defined as the smallest limit ordinal. The existence
of this set is a consequence of the Tarski universe property. The formal definition is as follows:
mdef ordinal1-def-11 (omega) where
func omega → set means (λit.
0 S in it ∧ it be limit-ordinal ∧ it be Ordinal ∧
(∀ A:Ordinal. 0 S in A ∧ A is limit-ordinal −→ it ⊆ A))

On the other hand, the Isabelle natural numbers are a subtype of the type of individuals.
In order to merge these two different approaches we specified a functor that preserves zero
and the successor. Note that the functor is specified only for the type of the natural numbers
which in Isabelle/HOL is implicit, but in the softly-typed set theory needs to be written and
checked explicitly. This is the reason for having an undefined case, which as we will see later,
still gives an isomorphism.

0S
if n =H 0H ,
h2sN (n) =S
SS (h2sN (k)) if n =H SH (k) for some H-natural k.

s2hN (n) =H


if n =S 0S ,
 0H
SH (s2hN (k)) if n =S SS (k) for some S-natural k,

undefined
otherwise.

The functor and its inverse are formally defined in Isabelle as follows
fun h2sn :: nat ⇒ Set (h2 sIN (-)) where
h2 sIN (0 ::nat) =S 0 S | h2 sIN (Suc(x)) =S succ h2 sIN (x)
function s2hn :: Set ⇒ nat (s2 hIN (-)) where
¬x be Nat =⇒ s2 hIN (x) =H undefined
| s2 hIN (0 S ) =H 0
| x be Nat =⇒ s2 hIN (succ(x)) =H Suc(s2 hIN (x))

Note that h2 sIN is defined only on the HOL natural numbers (nat), while s2 hIN is defined
on all sets and its definition is only meaningful for arguments that are of the type Nat. The
soft-type system of Mizar requires us to give this assumption explicitly here, but it can
normally be hidden in the contexts where the argument type is restricted appropriately.
Isabelle requires us to prove the termination of the definition, which can be done using the
proper subset relation defined on natural numbers in the Peano sense.
Using the two induction principles for natural numbers present in both libraries, we can
show that beIsoS(h2 sIN , s2 hIN ,NAT ), where NAT is the set of all Nat. In particular it gives a
bijection (note the hidden type restriction to sets of type nat). We show also that the functors
preserve the basic operations on the natural numbers including addition, multiplication,
comparison operators, division, primality, etc. The formalized statement is as follows:
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theorem Nat-to-Nat:
fixes x::nat and y::nat
assumes n be Nat and m be Nat
shows h2 sIN (x +H y) =S h2 sIN (x) +S IN h2 sIN (y)
s2 hIN (n +S IN m) =H s2 hIN (n) +H s2 hIN (m)
h2 sIN (x ∗H y) =S h2 sIN (x) ∗S IN h2 sIN (y)
s2 hIN (n ∗S IN m) =H s2 hIN (n) ∗H s2 hIN (m)
x < y ←→ h2 sIN (x) ⊂ h2 sIN (y)
n ⊂ m ←→ s2 hIN (n) < s2 hIN (m)
x dvd y ←→ h2 sIN (x) divides h2 sIN (y)
n divides m ←→ s2 hIN (n) dvd s2 hIN (m)
prime(x) ←→ h2 sIN (x) is prime S
n is prime S ←→ prime(s2 hIN (n))

It is now possible to translate the Lagrange’s Four Squares theorem and Bertrand’s postulate between the libraries. We can prove the Isabelle/Mizar counterpart of the Isabelle/HOL
theorem only using higher-order rewriting and the above properties.
theorem LagrangeFourSquares:
∀ n:Nat. ∃ a,b,c,d:Nat.
a ∗S IN a +S IN b ∗S IN b +S IN c ∗S IN c +S IN d ∗S IN d =S n
theorem Bertrand:
∀ n:Nat. 1 S ⊂ n −→
(∃ p:Nat. p be prime S ∧ n ⊂ p ∧ p ⊂ (2 S ∗S IN n))

Integers can be handled in an analogous way: the definitions are again different but it is
straightforward to define a bijection between the two, and show that is preserves all the basic
operators. For operators that are missing in one of the libraries, it is possible to actually lift
their definitions. For example the exponentiation operation, which has not been considered in
the Isabelle/Mizar library so far, can be defined as TransformHS(s2 hZZ ,s2 hIN ,h2 sZZ ,(^ )), where
definition TransformHS where
func TransformHS(s2 hX1,s2 hX2,h2 sY,HFun,x1,x2 ) → set equals
h2 sY (HFun(s2 hX1 (x1 ),s2 hX2 (x2 )))

This allows translating the proved Fermat’s last theorem for powers divisible by 3 and
4 from Isabelle/HOL to Isabelle/Mizar. The proof involved quite some computation and
therefore has not been attempted in Mizar so far.
theorem Fermat-divides-3-4 :
∀ x,y,z:Integer. ∀ n:Nat.
(3 S divides n ∨ 4 S divides n) ∧ x |^ n +S ZZ y |^ n =S z |^ n
−→ x ∗S ZZ y ∗S ZZ z =S 0 S

5.2

Polymorphic types and lists

Isabelle/HOL lists are realized as a polymorphic algebraic datatype, corresponding to
functional programming language lists. MML lists (called finite sequences, FinSequence) are
functions from an initial segment of the natural numbers. Higher-order lists behave like
stacks, with access to the top of the stack, whereas for the set theoretic ones the natural
operations are the restriction or extension of the domain.
To build a bijection between these types, we note that the Cons operator corresponds
to the concatenation of a singleton list and the second argument. Since the list type is
polymorphic (in the shallow polymorphism sense used in HOL), in order to build this bijection,
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we also need to map the actual elements of the list. Therefore the bijection on lists will be
parametric on a bijection on elements:
fun h2sfs :: (a ⇒ Set) ⇒ a List.list ⇒ Set (h2 sL (-,-))where
h2 sL (h2 s, Nil) =S <∗>
| h2 sL (h2 s, Cons(h, t)) =S ((<∗h2 s(h)∗>) ^ (h2 sL (h2 s, t)))

The converse operation needs to separate the first element of a sequence from the rest
and shift it by one. We define this operation in Isabelle/Mizar and complete the definition.
Isabelle will again require us to show the termination of the function, which can be done by
induction on the length of the list/sequence:
function s2hl :: (Set ⇒ a) ⇒ Set ⇒a List.list (s2 hL (-,-)) where
¬ x be FinSequence =⇒ s2 hL (s2 h,x) =H undefined
| s2 hL (s2 h,<∗>) =H Nil
| x be FinSequence =⇒ x 6= <∗> =⇒
s2 hL (s2 h,x) =H Cons (s2 h(x.1 S ), s2 hL (s2 h,x/^1 S ))

For the transformation introduced above, we can show that if we have a good homomorphism between the elements of the lists, then lists over this type are homomorphic with
finite sequences.
We can again show that this homomorphism preserves various basic operations, such as
concatenation, the selection of n-th element, length, etc.
theorem s2hL-Prop:
assumes p be FinSequence and q be FinSequence
and n be Nat and n in len p
shows size(s2 hL (s2 h,p)) =H s2 hIN (len p)
s2 hL (s2 h,p^q) =H s2 hL (s2 h,p) @ s2 hL (s2 h,q)
s2 hL (s2 h,p) ! s2 hIN (n) =H s2 h(p. (succ n))

Another polymorphic type that we need to map are functions. Set theoretic functions
(sets of pairs) correspond to higher-order functions and this homomorphism preserves function
application.
theorem HtoSappl:
assumes beIsoS(h2 sd,s2 hd,d) and beIsoS(h2 sr,s2 hr,r)
shows h2 sf (s2 hd,h2 sr,d,f ).h2 sd(x) =S h2 sr(f (x))

5.3

Algebra

The structure representations used in higher-order logic and set theories are usually different.
This will be particularly visible when it comes to algebraic structures. In the Isabelle/HOL
formalization algebraic structures are type-classes while in set theory a common approach
would be partial functions. We will illustrate the difference on the example of groups. A type
α forms a group when we can indicate a binary function on this type that will serve as the the
group operation satisfying the group axioms. On the other hand, in the usual set-theoretic
approach a group in set theory would consist of an explicitly given set (the carrier), and
the group operation. With an intersection type system, the fact that the given set with
an operation is a group is specified by intersecting the type of structures with the types
that specify their individual properties (i.e. a group is a non-empty associative Group-like
multMagma).
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There are two more differences in the particular formalizations we consider, that we
will not focus on, but we will only hint them in this paragraph and consider them only in
the formalization. First, the existence and uniqueness of the neutral element can be either
assumed in the group specification or derived from the axioms. Will not focus on that, as
this is only the choice of a group axiomatization. Second, in the Mizar library there are
two theories of groups: additive groups and multiplicative groups. Rings and fields inherit
the latter, while some group-theoretic results are derived only for the former. Even if the
Isabelle/HOL group includes a field for the unit, we will ignore it in the morphism, since
the set theoretic definition does not use one. The neutral element along with the other
properties is however necessary to justify that the result of the morphism is a group in the
set theoretic sense.
definition h2sg (h2 sG (-,-,-,-)) where
h2 sG (s2 hc,h2 sc,c,g) =S [#
carrier 7→ c;
multF 7→ h2 sBinOp (s2 hc,h2 sc,c,mult(g)) #]
definition s2hg (s2 hG (-,-,-)) where
s2 hG (s2 hc,h2 sc,g) =H Igroup(
Collect(λx. h2 sc(x) in the carrier of g),
s2 hBinOp (s2 hc,h2 sc,the multF of g),
s2 hc(1 .g ))

For the dual morphism, we indicate the result of the operation selecting the neutral
element (1 .g ) as the element needed in the construction of the type-class element. With its
help, we can justify that the fields of the translated structure are translation of the fields.
theorem s2hg-Prop:
assumes beIsoS(h2 sc,s2 hc,c) and g be Group
and the carrier of g =S c
and x ∈ carrierI (s2 hG (s2 hc, h2 sc, g))
y ∈ carrierI (s2 hG (s2 hc, h2 sc, g))
shows one(s2 hG (s2 hc,h2 sc,g)) =H s2 hc(1 .g )
x ⊗s2 hG (s2 hc,h2 sc,g) y =H s2 hc(h2 sc(x) ⊗g h2 sc(y))
group (s2 hG (s2 hc,h2 sc,g))

A number of proof assistant systems based both on higher-order logic (including Isabelle/HOL) and set theory (including Mizar) support inheritance between their algebraic
structures. As part of our work aligning the libraries we also want to verify that such
inheritance is supported in the combined library. For this, we align the ring structures
present in the two libraries. The isomorphism between the structures is defined in a similar
way to the one for groups, we refer the interested reader to our formalization.
We can show that the morphisms form an isomorphism and derive some basic preservation
properties. The most basic one is the fact that the isomorphism preserves being a ring.
theorem s2hr-Prop:
assumes beIsoS(h2 sc,s2 hc,c) and r be Ring
and the carrier of r =S c
and x ∈ carrierI (s2 hR (s2 hc,h2 sc,r))
y ∈ carrierI (s2 hR (s2 hc,h2 sc,r))
shows zero(s2 hR (s2 hc,h2 sc,r)) =H s2 hc(0 r )
one(s2 hR (s2 hc,h2 sc,r)) =H s2 hc(1 r )
x ⊕s2 hR (s2 hc,h2 sc,r) y =H s2 hc(h2 sc(x) ⊕r h2 sc(y))
x ⊗s2 hR (s2 hc,h2 sc,r) y =H s2 hc(h2 sc(x) ⊗r h2 sc(y))
ring (s2 hR (s2 hc,h2 sc,r))
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Finally, we introduce the equivalent of the definition of the integer ring introduced in the
MML in [41]. We show that s2 hR and h2 iR determine an isomorphism between the fields of
the rings developed in Isabelle/HOL and the Mizar Mathematical Library.
mdef int-3-def-3 (ZZ-ring) where
func ZZ-ring → strict(doubleLoopStr) equals [#
carrier 7→ INT ;
addF 7→ addint;
ZeroF 7→ 0 S ;
multF 7→ multint;
OneF 7→ 1 S #]
theorem H-Zring-to-S-Zring:
h2 sR (s2 hZZ , h2 sZZ ,INT,Z) =S ZZ-ring
s2 hR (s2 hZZ , h2 sZZ , ZZ-ring) =H Z

6

Related Work

As proof assistants based on plain higher-order logic lack the full expressivity of set theory,
the idea of adding set theory axioms on top of HOL (without a model) has been tried multiple
times. Gordon [15] discusses approaches to combine the power of HOL and set theory. Obua
has proposed HOLZF [34], where Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms are added on top of Isabelle/HOL.
With this, he was able to show results on partisan games, that would be hard to show in
plain higher-order logic. Later, as part of the ProofPeer project [35], the combination of
HOL with ZF became the basis for an LCF system, reducing the proofs in higher-order logic
part to a minimum (again, since there was no guarantee, that combining the results is safe).
Kunčar [30] attempted to import the Tarski-Grothendieck-based library into HOL Light.
Here, the set-theoretic concepts were immediately mapped to their HOL counterparts, but it
soon came out that without adding the axioms of set theory they system was not strong
enough. The first author, Brown [10] proposed the Egal system which again combines a
specification of higher-order logic with the axioms of set theory. The system uses explicit
universes, which is in fact the same presentation as given in this work. This work therefore
also gives a model for the Egal system. Finally, second and third authors [24] have specified
and imported [23] significant parts of the Mizar library into Isabelle. In this work we only
use the specification of Mizar in Isabelle and the re-formalized parts of the MML.
The idea to combine proof assistant libraries across different foundations also arose in the
Flyspeck project [18] formalizing the proof of the Kepler conjecture. There, the dependency
on Coq has been eliminated and an ad-hoc justification for the concepts moved between
Isabelle and HOL was specified. Logical frameworks allow importing multiple libraries at the
same time, again without a model. In the Dedukti framework, Assaf and Cauderlier [3, 4]
have combined properties originating from the Coq library and the HOL library. Both were
imported in the same system, based on the λΠ calculus modulo, however the two parts of the
library relied on different rewrite rules. Krauss and Schropp [29] specified and implemented a
translation from Isabelle/HOL proof terms to set theoretic proved theorems. The translation
is sound and only relies on the Isabelle/ZF logic, however it is too slow to be useful in practice,
in fact it is not possible to translate the basic Main library of Isabelle/HOL into set theory
in reasonable time. It also possible to deep embed multiple libraries in a single meta-theory.
Rabe [40] does this practically in the MMT framework deep embedding various proof assistant
foundations and providing category-theoretic mappings between some foundations.
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Most implementation of set theory in logical frameworks could implicitly use some higherorder features of the framework, as this is already used for the definition of the object logic.
The definition of the Zermelo-Fraenkel object logic [36] in Isabelle uses lambda abstractions
and higher-order applications for example to specify the quantifiers. This is also the case in
Isabelle/TLA [31]. These object logics are normally careful to restrict the use of higher-order
features to a minimum, however the system itself does not restrict this usage.
The second author together with Gauthier [14] has previously proposed heuristics for
automatically finding alignments across proof assistant libraries. Such alignments, even
without merging the libraries can be useful for conjecturing new properties [32] as well as to
improve proof assistant automation [13].

7

Conclusion

We have defined a model of higher-order Tarski-Grothendieck. The model relies on a 2inaccessible cardinal, which is the same assumption as the one required for a model of a TG
set theory. This model shows that it is safe to combine higher-order features with the axioms
of set theory, which has already been done by a number of developments [10, 24, 34, 35].
Moreover, thanks to the model we can safely combine results proved in TG set theory
with ones proved in plain higher-order logic. We benefit from this, by combining two of the
largest proof assistant libraries: the Mizar Mathematical library and the Isabelle/HOL library.
Above the theorems and proofs coming from both, we define a number of isomorphisms that
allow us to translate theorems proved in of these part of the library and use them in the
other part.
As part of the library merging we have formally defined and proved in Isabelle the
necessary concepts. This involved 18 definitions and 135 theorems, which amounts to 2667
lines of proofs.
Apart from higher-order and set-theoretic foundations, the third most commonly used
foundation is dependent type theory. The most important future work would be to investigate
the consistency of a theory that imports such foundations as well.
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Abstract
Authenticated data structures are a technique for outsourcing data storage and maintenance to an
untrusted server. The server is required to produce an efficiently checkable and cryptographically
secure proof that it carried out precisely the requested computation. Recently, Miller et al. [10]
demonstrated how to support a wide range of such data structures by integrating an authentication
construct as a first class citizen in a functional programming language. In this paper, we put this
work to the test of formalization in the Isabelle proof assistant. With Isabelle’s help, we uncover
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1

Introduction

Consider a client that requests data from a server and trusts the server to answer its request
truthfully, making financial or security-critical decisions based on the response. In this
common scenario, a malicious actor can profit from causing the server to give incorrect
answers to a client’s query. Authenticated data structures (ADS) prevent this attack by
effectively removing the need for the client to trust the server. To do so, they require the
server to accompany all responses to queries with an efficiently verifiable proof that its
answer is honest.
Merkle trees [9] are the prototypical example of ADS. They are binary trees that store
data in their leaves. Every leaf node is augmented with a hash of the corresponding data and
every inner node is augmented with a hash of its child nodes’ hashes. An example Merkle
tree is shown in Figure 1. The server stores this entire tree, whereas the client only stores
the top hash H0 . The client can then query the server for any of the stored data. The server,
upon being queried, traverses the tree to find the requested data and returns it along with
the hashes needed to reconstruct the root hash. The client can then recompute the root hash
to verify that it matches its stored root hash. In our example, querying the server for D2
would result in it returning D2 as well as the hashes HD 1 and H2 . The client can then verify
that the result of hash (hash (HD 1 k hash D2 ) k H2 ) matches its stored root hash.
© Matthias Brun and Dmitriy Traytel;
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H0 = hash (H1 k H2 )
H1 = hash (HD 1 k HD 2 )
D1 HD 1 = hash D1

D2 HD 2 = hash D2

H2 = hash (HD 3 k HD 4 )
D3 HD 3 = hash D3

D4 HD 4 = hash D4

Figure 1 An example Merkle tree.

Early work on ADS [5, 9, 16] has focused on designing particular data structures for this
purpose. More recently, Miller et al. [10] have put forward a more general view on the
matter. In their paper, titled Authenticated Data Structures, Generically (ADSG), they
introduce λ• (pronounced lambda auth), a purely functional language, which supports generic,
user-specified ADS. The programs of λ• run in two modes. The server, which hosts the
data, computes certain hash values and sends them to the client. The client verifies that
the passed hash values are the expected ones. ADSG establishes correctness (verification
succeeds if both parties correctly follow the protocol) and security (tricking the client requires
discovering a hash collision) for all well-typed λ• programs. Given that ADS are intended
to be used in security-critical applications, it is crucial that these correctness and security
properties do in fact hold.
We formalized λ• in Isabelle/HOL and proved the claims stated in ADSG. During the
formalization process, we identified several problems, many of which we rectified with relative
ease. Nevertheless, a serious problem prevents us from reaching a fully satisfactory statement
and proof of the conventional formulation of λ•’s type soundness.
In addition to finding and correcting mistakes, we also make a modification to the language
semantics. “To keep the semantics simple,” ADSG works with expressions in administrative
normal form (ANF) [6]. ANF only supports recursive evaluation in arguments of let expressions and thus requires all other constructs to be applied to values (rather than unevaluated
expressions). While this does not make the language any less powerful, the restrictive syntax
makes λ• somewhat cumbersome to use, e.g., instead of writing t u for expressions t and u
one has to write let f = t in let x = u in f x. To hide this verbosity from the user, arbitrary
expressions are typically translated into ANF in a separate step. However, such a translation
would need to correctly handle λ•’s authentication construct. Instead, we extended the
semantics to permit recursive argument evaluation for most expressions. We have performed
this modification only after finishing the formalization of λ• and proving all the theorems for
the ANF semantics. Isabelle allowed us to quickly discover all the ramifications of our changes.
Thus, correcting the proofs that were affected by the modification was a matter of a few hours.
In the following, we present only the modified semantics that supports recursive evaluation.
On the technical side, we used Nominal Isabelle [8,17] (Section 2) to model the syntax and
semantics of λ• (Section 3), which involves several variable binding constructs. Of particular
interest is our abstract modeling of a hash function that is compatible with Nominal and can
be used in binding-aware definitions (Subsection 3.1). The small-step semantics of λ• is split
into three transition relations that correspond to the client’s, the server’s, and an idealized
view of the computation, respectively. Following ADSG, we relate programs evaluated under
these three views using an inductive predicate (Section 4) and prove that if one of the related
programs takes a step, the others can follow, unless a hash collision occurred (Section 5).
Related Work. ADSG [10] is our object of study. While our paper aspires to be selfcontained with respect to the scope of the formalization, we refer to ADSG for the illuminating
usages of the λ• language to implement Merkle trees, blockchains, and authenticated redblack trees.
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The literature on formal studies of authenticated data structures is sparse, and in all cases
focused on specific instances. Examples include the automatic verification of Merkle trees
using weak monadic second-order logic on trees [12] and the formalization of blockchains [15]
and cryptographic ledgers [20] (based on Merkle trees) in the Coq proof assistant. The two
latter works both assume injective hash functions, which we avoid (Subsection 3.1).
A key feature of our formalization is the use of Nominal Isabelle [8, 17, 19], Isabelle’s
implementation of Nominal logic [7] on top of higher-order logic, to model a syntax involving
binding of variables. More precisely, we use Nominal2 [8, 17], the most recent implementation
of Nominal Isabelle, which has previously been employed successfully in formalizations
of Gödel’s incompleteness theorems [13], lazy programming language semantics [3], and
rewriting [11].
A frequently used alternative to the Nominal approach of modeling bound variables are
de Bruijn indices, i.e., nameless pointers to binding constructors. We chose Nominal because
it allows us to work more abstractly, without the need to manipulate pointers. We refer to
Urban and Berghofer [18] for a comparison of the two approaches and to Blanchette et al. [2]
for an extensive overview of the issue of binding variables in proof assistants and beyond.

2

Nominal Isabelle

The treatment of bound variables in pen and paper proofs is often informal, with renaming
of clashing variables being implicitly assumed for most definitions. ADSG is no exception in
this regard. In a formalization, a more rigorous approach is necessary. Nominal Logic [7] is a
powerful such approach that is well-supported in Isabelle with the Nominal framework [8, 17].
We sketch the most important features of Nominal and refer to Huffman and Urban [8] for a
more extensive introduction.
Nominal allows us to closely follow the informal presentation of ADSG in the formalization
by enforcing the Barendregt convention [1, p. 26]:
If M1 , . . . , Mn occur in a certain mathematical context (e.g. definition, proof), then
in these terms all bound variables are chosen to be different from the free variables.
A central notion for achieving this flexibility is that of an object’s support supp, which
corresponds to the set of atoms (i.e., variable names) that occur free in it. An atom a outside
of the support of x is fresh in x, written a ] x ≡ a 6∈ supp x. We will use two kinds of atoms:
type variables tvar and term variables var, which are embedded into the type of atoms using
the overloaded function atom. We will often see statements of the kind atom a ] x in the
premises of our definitions, making explicit the requirement that some (type) variable name
a does not clash with any of the ones in x. These additional freshness assumptions are
typically the only required modifications to an informal lemma’s statement.
Nominal Isabelle provides commands for defining binding-aware datatypes, recursive
functions, and inductive predicates, along with a proof method for performing binding-aware
structural induction. The syntax of λ• (types ty and terms term), shown in Figure 2,
is defined via the nominal_datatype command, which requires us to explicitly specify
which names are bound in which constructors. For λ•’s terms these are Lam, Rec, and Let,
which model lambda abstractions (i.e., λx. t is written as Lam x t), recursive functions,
and let expressions, respectively, as well as Mu for recursive types. To define functions on
a Nominal datatype we use the nominal_function command. The syntax for Nominal
function definitions is the same as for normal functions except that freshness assumptions
may be added when operating on datatype constructors that bind variables. For example,
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nominal_datatype term =
Unit
| Var var
| Lam (x :: var) (t :: term) binds x in t
| Rec (x :: var) (t :: term) binds x in t
| Inj1 term
| Inj2 term
| Pair term term
| Let term (x :: var) (t :: term) binds x in t
| App term term
| Case term term term
| Prj1 term
| Prj2 term
| Roll term
| Unroll term
| Auth term
| Unauth term
| Hash hash
| Hashed hash term

nominal_datatype ty =
One
| Fun ty ty
| Sum ty ty
| Prod ty ty
| Mu (α :: tvar) (τ :: ty) binds α in τ
| Alpha tvar
| AuthT ty
inductive value :: term ⇒ bool where
value Unit
| value (Var x)
| value (Lam x e)
| value (Rec x e)
| value v −→ value (Inj1 v)
| value v −→ value (Inj2 v)
| value v1 ∧ value v2 −→ value (Pair v1 v2 )
| value v −→ value (Roll v)
| value (Hash h)
| value v −→ value (Hashed h v)

Figure 2 Syntax for terms and types.

the Lam case of the definition for capture-avoiding substitution, written t[t0 /x] and read as
“in t substitute t0 for x,” is the following.
atom y ] (x, t0 ) −→ (Lam y t)[t0 /x] = Lam y (t[t0 /x])
Definitions of inductive predicates use similar premises, as can be seen for example in our
typing judgment’s Lam rule in Figure 4. To enable binding-aware proofs by rule induction,
Nominal can be instructed to prove a strong induction rule (after the user discharges a
simpler abstract property, which is automatic for most definitions). The strong induction
rule guarantees the absence of name clashes with a finite but arbitrary set of atoms.
Nominal is designed to support user-defined types as long as all objects have finite
support. A particularly useful type for us will be that of finite maps, written (α, β) fmap,
to model type environments and parallel substitutions. Finite maps are defined as the
subtype of functions α ⇒ β option that map all but finitely many arguments to None. Other
formalizations use association lists to represent type environments [18]. However, to ensure
that any key in the list occurs at most once these require a validity predicate, cluttering the
rules and proofs with implementation details. Finite maps nicely complemented our use of
Nominal and allowed us to keep the statements of definitions and lemmas very close to those
in ADSG. We use the syntax ∅ to denote the empty finite map, Γ[x] to denote a lookup of x
in the finite map Γ and Γ[x 7→ a] to denote an update to the finite map Γ, assigning a to x.

3

Syntax and Semantics of λ•

We formalize the terms and types for λ• as Nominal datatypes, along with an inductive
predicate specifying which terms are considered to be values. These are listed in Figure 2.
The terms and types are those of a standard lambda calculus with unit (One), product
(Prod), sum (Sum), and recursive types (Mu), and the corresponding term constructors (e.g.,
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nominal_function shallow :: term ⇒ term (L_M) where
LUnitM
= Unit
| LVar vM
= Var v
| LLam x eM
= Lam x LeM
| LRec x eM
= Rec x LeM
| LInj1 eM
= Inj1 LeM
| LInj2 eM
= Inj2 LeM
| LPair e1 e2 M = Pair Le1 M Le2 M
| LRoll eM
= Roll LeM
| LLet e1 x e2 M = Let Le1 M x Le2 M
| LApp e1 e2 M = App Le1 M Le2 M
| LCase e e1 e2 M = Case LeM Le1 M Le2 M
| LPrj1 eM
= Prj1 LeM
| LPrj2 eM
= Prj2 LeM
| LUnroll eM
= Unroll LeM
| LAuth eM
= Auth LeM
| LUnauth eM = Unauth LeM
| LHash hM
= Hash h
| LHashed h eM = Hash h
Figure 3 The shallow projection.

Roll, the constructor of recursive types) and their inverses (e.g., Unroll, the destructor of
recursive types) [14]. They also include the non-standard AuthT type constructor, Auth and
Unauth term constructors, and auxiliary constructors Hashed consisting of a hash-value pair
and Hash consisting of just a hash. We postpone the discussion of hash values and the type
hash and introduce a few auxiliary functions first. Also the precise meaning of the Auth
and Unauth constructors will become clear once we formally define the small-step semantics.
Intuitively, Auth signals the client and server to compute a hash value, while Unauth signals
the server to output a value to the client and the client to verify the hash of this value.
Substitution on terms and on types uses the syntax t[u/x] for both. The definitions are
standard, with simple, structural recursion on the non-standard constructs:
(Auth t)[u/x] = Auth (t[u/x])
(Hash h)[u/x] = Hash h

(Unauth t)[u/x] = Unauth (t[u/x])
(Hashed h t)[u/x] = Hashed h (t[u/x])

Furthermore, we define a parallel substitution function psubst :: term ⇒ (var, term) fmap ⇒
term. It replaces all variables by terms assigned by the finite map given as its second
argument:
psubst (Var y) ∆ = (case ∆[y] of Some t ⇒ t | None ⇒ Var y)
For all other cases it is structurally recursive.
A closed term is one with empty support or, equivalently, closed t = (∀x :: var. atom x ] t).
ADSG also introduces the shallow projection function, written L_M, whose formal definition
is given in Figure 3. It replaces all Hashed h v subterms in a given term with Hash h.

3.1

Modeling the Hash Function

The security of λ• relies on a collision-resistant hash function. ADSG provides a useful
modeling trick, which permits us to omit the formalization of this assumption or collisionresistance in general. In our formalization, we use very mild assumptions on how the hash
function may behave. Our security statement is then a disjunction between the statements
“everything worked out as planned” and “a hash collision has occurred.” Clearly, if we use a
collision-resistant hash function, the second disjunct will be violated with high probability.
(This meta-argument is not captured in our formal modeling.)
We start by introducing a new type: typedecl hash. The only property we require of
this type is that it does not contain any atoms, which we obtain by instantiating the pure
type class. Doing so allows us to make use of the following lemma with α = hash.
I Lemma 1 (No atoms occur in pure types).
atom x ] (t :: α :: pure)
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Because our desired hash function hash :: term ⇒ hash will be used in inductive predicates
involving the term type, such as the small-step semantics, Nominal requires it to be equivariant,
i.e., satisfy the strong property ∀p. p • hash t = hash (p • t) for all terms t. Here, p is a
permutation, i.e., a variable renaming, and • denotes its application to a an arbitrary object.
(The application to the object’s variables is defined by instantiating a type class, which
is automatic for Nominal datatypes.) Since a hash contains no free variables, applying
a permutation to it is the identity function. Clearly then, equivariance can only hold if
permuting free variables does not change the hash – a counterintuitive requirement for a
hash function, which we want to avoid.
For closed terms t the above property holds for any function hash. Moreover, it turns out
that we will only apply hash to closed terms. Nominal, however, is blind to this fact and still
requires us to prove equivariance for all terms. These two observations lead to the following
solution. We declare a hash function using Isabelle’s consts command, which introduces a
new constant symbol without providing any specification of the constant beyond its type.
consts hash_term :: term ⇒ hash
This function is not necessarily equivariant. (We can neither prove nor disprove this.) Equivariance is established by composing hash_term with the function collapse_frees :: term ⇒ term,
which maps all free variables of a term to a single fixed variable (definition omitted).
definition hash :: term ⇒ hash where hash = hash_term ◦ collapse_frees
The function hash is equivariant (∀p. p • hash t = hash (p • t)) and equal to hash_term on
closed terms (closed t −→ hash t = hash_term t), because collapse_frees t = t on closed
terms t. Whenever we make use of the hash function hash, we ensure that its argument
is closed.

3.2

Typing Judgement

The typing judgment Γ ` e : τ , read “given the type environment Γ :: (var, ty) fmap the term
e is well-typed and has type τ ,” for λ• is defined in Figure 4. The rules are standard except
for the last two, which allow the introduction and elimination of authenticated types AuthT τ
via the Auth and Unauth constructors. In other words, these two rules fix the following types
for the authentication constructors: Auth :: τ ⇒ AuthT τ and Unauth :: AuthT τ ⇒ τ .
In addition to this typing judgment, we define an alternative, weaker typing judgment
Γ `W e : τ , which is not present in ADSG. This version replaces the last two rules with
the ones in Figure 5, which do not introduce authenticated types, i.e., fixing Auth :: τ ⇒ τ
and Unauth :: τ ⇒ τ . This modification is motivated by an ambiguity in ADSG, which
we will encounter when discussing type soundness. We use the unqualified well-typed to
mean well-typed according to the original typing judgment and weakly well-typed to mean
well-typed according to the modified rules.
Neither well-typed nor weakly well-typed terms may contain the Hashed and Hash term
constructors, as there is no rule for them. These auxiliary constructors will arise only as the
result of some computations and are not meant to be used as a language construct by the
end-users of λ•. Thus, the use of these constructors loosely resembles the use of memory
locations as an auxiliary language construct in lambda calculi with references [14, Chapter 13].
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Γ[x] = Some τ
Γ ` Unit : One

Γ ` Var x : τ

Γ ` e1 : τ1

atom x ] (Γ, e1 )

atom x ] Γ

Γ ` Lam x e : Fun τ1 τ2

Γ[x 7→ τ1 ] ` e2 : τ2

atom y ] (Γ, x)

Γ ` e0 : τ1

Γ ` e : Fun τ1 τ2

Γ ` App e e0 : τ2

Γ ` Let e1 x e2 : τ2
atom x ] Γ

Γ[x 7→ τ1 ] ` e : τ2

Γ[x 7→ Fun τ1 τ2 ] ` Lam y e : Fun τ1 τ2

Γ ` Rec x (Lam y e) : Fun τ1 τ2
Γ ` e : τ1

Γ ` e : τ2

Γ ` e : Prod τ1 τ2

Γ ` e : Prod τ1 τ2

Γ ` Inj1 e : Sum τ1 τ2

Γ ` Inj2 e : Sum τ1 τ2

Γ ` Prj1 e : τ1

Γ ` Prj2 e : τ2

Γ ` e : Sum τ1 τ2

Γ ` e1 : Fun τ1 τ

Γ ` e2 : Fun τ2 τ

Γ ` Case e e1 e2 : τ
atom α ] Γ

Γ ` e1 : τ1

Γ ` e2 : τ2

Γ ` Pair e1 e2 : Prod τ1 τ2

Γ ` e : τ [Mu α τ /α]

atom α ] Γ

Γ ` Roll e : Mu α τ

Γ ` e : Mu α τ

Γ ` Unroll e : τ [Mu α τ /α]

Γ`e:τ

Γ ` e : AuthT τ

Γ ` Auth e : AuthT τ

Γ ` Unauth e : τ

Figure 4 The typing judgment.

Γ `W e : τ

Γ `W e : τ

Γ `W Auth e : τ

Γ `W Unauth e : τ

Figure 5 Alternative, weaker typing rules.

3.3

Operational Small-Step Semantics

Figure 6 defines the small-step semantics as the inductive predicate hπ1 , e1 i m→ hπ2 , e2 i,
meaning “the expression e1 in combination with the proof stream π1 can take a step in mode
m to yield the expression e2 and the proof stream π2 .” A proof stream is simply a list of
λ•-expressions; the infix operator @ appends lists. The mode, which is a parameter of the
semantics, can be one of three values:
datatype mode = I | P | V
The three modes I, P, and V are read as ideal, prover, and verifier, respectively. The ideal
mode represents the unauthenticated evaluation. The authenticated evaluation proceeds
with the prover mode running on the server, while the verifier mode runs on the client. Most
rules are those of a standard lambda-calculus; they are shared for all three modes. Only the
last six rules of hπ1 , e1 i m→ hπ2 , e2 i for Auth and Unauth depend on the mode.
In the ideal mode, Auth and Unauth are simply removed, i.e., semantically they are
identity functions. Upon encountering Auth v, both the prover and the verifier compute the
hash of v’s shallow projection. The prover uses the hash to generate the hash-value-pair
Hashed (hash LvM) v, wheras the verifier generates just the hash Hash (hash v). The rules
thus enforce that the Hashed constructor only ever arises in the prover mode and the Hash
constructor only in the verifier mode. Thus, the shallow projection can be omitted for the
verifier. The Unauth rules are the most interesting ones, as they establish the communication
of the prover and the verifier via the proof stream. Unauth can only ever be applied to
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hπ, e1 i m→ hπ 0 , e01 i
hπ, App e1 e2 i m→ hπ 0 , App e01 e2 i
value v

hπ, App v1 e2 i m→ hπ 0 , App v1 e02 i
value v

atom x ] (v, π)

hπ, App (Lam x e) vi m→ hπ, e[v/x]i
value v

hπ, e2 i m→ hπ 0 , e02 i

value v1

atom x ] (v, π)

hπ, App (Rec x e) vi m→ hπ, App e0 vi
atom x ] (e1 , e01 , π, π 0 ) hπ, e1 i m→ hπ 0 , e01 i

atom x ] (v, π)

hπ, Let e1 x e2 i m→ hπ 0 , Let e01 x e2 i

hπ, Let v x ei m→ hπ, e[v/x]i
hπ, e1 i m→ hπ 0 , e01 i

hπ, e2 i m→ hπ 0 , e02 i

value v1

hπ, Pair e1 e2 i m→ hπ 0 , Pair e01 e2 i

hπ, Pair v1 e2 i m→ hπ 0 , Pair v1 e02 i

hπ, ei m→ hπ 0 , e0 i

hπ, ei m→ hπ 0 , e0 i

hπ, Prj1 ei m→ hπ 0 , Prj1 e0 i

hπ, Prj2 ei m→ hπ 0 , Prj2 e0 i

value v1

value v2

value v1

hπ, Prj1 (Pair v1 v2 )i m→ hπ, v1 i

value v2

hπ, Prj2 (Pair v1 v2 )i m→ hπ, v2 i

hπ, ei m→ hπ , e i

hπ, ei m→ hπ 0 , e0 i

hπ, Inj1 ei m→ hπ 0 , Inj1 e0 i

hπ, Inj2 ei m→ hπ 0 , Inj2 e0 i

0

e0 = e[Rec x e/x]

0

value v

value v

hπ, Case (Inj1 v) e1 e2 i m→ hπ, App e1 vi

hπ, Case (Inj2 v) e1 e2 i m→ hπ, App e2 vi

value v

hπ, ei m→ hπ 0 , e0 i

hπ, Unroll (Roll v)i m→ hπ, vi

hπ, Case e e1 e2 i m→ hπ 0 , Case e0 e1 e2 i

hπ, ei m→ hπ 0 , e0 i

hπ, ei m→ hπ 0 , e0 i

hπ, Unroll ei m→ hπ 0 , Unroll e0 i

hπ, Roll ei m→ hπ 0 , Roll e0 i

hπ, ei m→ hπ 0 , e0 i

hπ, ei m→ hπ 0 , e0 i

hπ, Auth ei m→ hπ 0 , Auth e0 i

hπ, Unauth ei m→ hπ 0 , Unauth e0 i

value v

value v

hπ, Auth vi I→ hπ, vi

hπ, Unauth vi I→ hπ, vi

closed LvM

value v

value v

hπ, Auth vi P→ hπ, Hashed (hash LvM) vi
closed v

value v

hπ, Unauth (Hashed h v)i P→ hπ @ [LvM], vi
closed s0

hπ, Auth vi V→ hπ, Hash (hash v)i

hash s0 = h

hs0 #π, Unauth (Hash h)i V→ hπ, s0 i

hπ, ei m→0 hπ, ei
hπ1 , e1 i m→i hπ2 , e2 i

hπ2 , e2 i m→ hπ3 , e3 i

hπ1 , e1 i m→i+1 hπ3 , e3 i
Figure 6 The small-step semantics of λ•.
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expressions of type AuthT. Values of this type are always Hashed h v 0 and Hash h (for some h,
v 0 ) in the prover and verifier modes, respectively. The prover appends the shallow projection
of v 0 to the proof stream and continues to evaluate v 0 . The shallow projection ensures that
any hash-value pairs within v 0 discard the value, keeping just the hash. The verifier consumes
the first element of its input proof stream to verify that this value’s hash is equal to the hash
of its argument. Only if the check succeeds, the evaluation may proceed.
The rules demonstrate that the evaluation in all three modes is structurally identical but
a compiler would have to substitute a different function for the Auth and Unauth functions
for the prover and verifier modes. In this semantics any given expression can first be executed
in mode P by the prover, generating a proof stream, and then in mode V by the verifier,
consuming a proof stream. The execution in mode I does not modify or depend on the proof
stream at all. The last two rules lift the single-step evaluation to multiple steps, while at the
same time counting the number of taken steps.
The three Auth and Unauth rules that require hash computation all have a premise that
ensures that hashes are only computed on closed terms. The small-step semantics given in
ADSG is not restricted in this way. But the restriction is unproblematic: even though our
semantics allows the prover and the verifier to evaluate strictly fewer expressions, we will show
later that they can still simulate any ideal computation that starts with a closed formula.
Above, we have stated informally that the prover generates the proof stream and the
verifier consumes the proof stream. We can formalize this notion in the following two lemmas
that will be necessary for the correctness and security proofs.
I Lemma 2 (Execution in mode P generates the proof stream).
0
hπ1 , eP i P→i hπ2 , eP
i −→ ∃π. π2 = π1 @ π

I Lemma 3 (Execution in mode V consumes the proof stream).
0
hπ1 , eV i V→i hπ2 , eV
i −→ ∃π. π1 = π @ π2

Furthermore, we can show that in mode P we are allowed to add (or remove) a prefix to
(from) the proof stream.
I Lemma 4 (Add/remove prefix of prover proof stream).
0
0
hπ, eP i P→i hπ 0 , eP
i ←→ hX @ π, eP i P→i hX @ π 0 , eP
i

In mode V we can modify the proof stream by adding or removing a suffix.
I Lemma 5 (Add/remove suffix of verifier proof stream).
0
0
hπ, eV i V→i hπ 0 , eV
i ←→ hπ @ X, eV i V→i hπ 0 @ X, eV
i

In mode I we do not touch the proof stream at all, so we will not need to prepend, append or
remove data from them during proofs. However, we do want to prove that the proof stream
does not change during evaluation.
I Lemma 6 (Ideal execution does not modify the proof stream).
hπ, ei I→i hπ 0 , e0 i −→ π = π 0
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3.4

Freshness Lemmas

In Section 2, we emphasized the importance of freshness when working with Nominal. In
many instances, we have to show in our proofs that a certain variable is fresh with respect
to some term, proof stream, or type environment. In this section, we discuss some of the
more interesting freshness lemmas we needed to prove. One of the most useful lemmas is
the following, relating freshness in a typing environment with freshness in terms. We show
the lemma for the weak typing judgment, but similar statements hold for the strong typing
judgment and for agreement, which will be introduced in Section 4.
I Lemma 7 (Freshness in environment implies freshness in terms).
atom x ] Γ ∧ Γ `W e : τ −→ atom x ] e
Proof. The proof is by induction on Γ `W e : τ , with the only interesting case being the
one for Var x. Since Var x can only be well-typed if the type environment assigns a type to
x, it is easy to show that a being fresh in Γ implies a 6= x. Hence, atom a ] Var x.
J
For the small-step semantics we have lemmas showing that evaluation preserves freshness
in some object, for example in the term when evaluating in mode P.
I Lemma 8 (Prover evaluation preserves freshness in terms).
atom x ] e ∧ hπ, ei P→ hπ 0 , e0 i −→ atom x ] e0
For the proof stream this only holds if the atom is fresh in both the term and the proof
stream.
I Lemma 9 (Prover evaluation preserves freshness in proof streams).
atom x ] e ∧ atom x ] π ∧ hπ, ei P→ hπ 0 , e0 i −→ atom x ] π 0

3.5

Type Soundness

Now that we have defined the typing judgment and the small-step semantics of λ•, we turn
our attention to type soundness for the execution in mode I. We proceed by proving the
standard progress and preservation lemmas.
I Lemma 10 (Progress).
∅ `W e : τ −→ value e ∨ (∃e0 .h[], ei I→ h[], e0 i)
I Lemma 11 (Preservation).
h[], ei I→ h[], e0 i ∧ ∅ `W e : τ −→ ∅ `W e0 : τ
Using Lemma 10 and Lemma 11, type soundness for weakly well-typed terms follows easily.
I Lemma 12 (Type Soundness).
∅ `W e : τ −→ value e ∨ (∃e0 . h[], ei I→ h[], e0 i ∧ ∅ `W e0 : τ )
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nominal_function
erase One
| erase (Fun τ1 τ2 )
| erase (Sum τ1 τ2 )
| erase (Prod τ1 τ2 )
| erase (Mu α τ )
| erase (Alpha α)
| erase (AuthT τ )
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erase :: ty ⇒ ty where
= One
= Fun (erase τ1 ) (erase τ2 )
= Sum (erase τ1 ) (erase τ2 )
= Prod (erase τ1 ) (erase τ2 )
= Mu α (erase τ )
= Alpha α
= erase τ

Figure 7 The erase function.

There are two differences in our Lemma 12 compared to ADSG’s type soundness statement
(Lemma 1). First, ADSG formulates the lemma for an arbitrary environment Γ (and
consequently for terms that may contain free variables) in the judgment – an oversight
which trivially invalidates the lemma: for example, Prj1 (Var x) is not a value and cannot
take a step.
The second difference is that we formulate type soundness using the weak typing judgment.
Type soundness does not hold for the original set of typing rules. Consider, for example,
the well-typed expression Auth Unit of type AuthT One. Since it is not a value it must take
a step. However, the resulting expression Unit has the different type One, violating type
soundness (namely the preservation property). ADSG notes that “for mode I, authenticated
values of type •τ [i.e., AuthT τ ] are merely values of type τ .” This remark seems to imply
that ∀τ. AuthT τ ≡ τ , a property that is essential to a successful type soundness proof.
Our weak typing judgment simulates syntactic equality of authenticated types by simply
omitting them and allowing the introduction of the Auth and Unauth constructors without a
change of types. However, although this interpretation is necessary for type soundness, it
is undesirable. The main purpose of authenticated types is to ensure that Unauth can only
be applied to expressions to which Auth has been applied previously. This disallows terms
such as Unauth Unit, whose semantics is well-defined in the ideal execution mode but not in
the prover and verifier modes. In the weakened typing judgment such terms are considered
well-typed.
Since type soundness does not hold for the strong typing judgment, we show the weaker
property that well-typed terms are also weakly well-typed after removing any AuthT annotations from its type and type environment. For this purpose we define the function erase
(Figure 7), which erases all AuthT annotations in a type but leaves it otherwise unchanged.
Using erase we can state and prove the relationship between the weak and the strong typing
judgment. The function fmmap :: (β ⇒ γ) ⇒ (α, β) fmap ⇒ (α, γ) fmap is the canonical
map function for the type of finite maps.
I Lemma 13 (Well-typedness implies weak well-typedness).
Γ ` e : τ −→ fmmap erase Γ `W e : erase τ

4

Agreement

When introducing the small-step semantics we have discussed the intended interpretation of
the mode. Any expression can be evaluated in mode I, performing a simple unauthenticated
computation; in mode P, performing the computation and generating the proof stream; or in
mode V, performing the computation and verifying the proof stream. Even though the three
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Γ[x 7→ τ1 ] ` e, eP , eV : τ2

atom x ] Γ
Γ ` Unit, Unit, Unit : One

Γ ` Lam x e, Lam x eP , Lam x eV : Fun τ1 τ2
Γ ` e1 , eP 1 , eV 1 : Fun τ1 τ2

Γ[x] = Some τ
Γ ` Var x, Var x, Var x : τ

Γ ` e2 , eP 2 , eV 2 : τ1

Γ ` App e1 e2 , App eP 1 eP 2 , App eV 1 eV 2 : τ2

atom x ] (Γ, e1 , eP 1 , eV 1 )

Γ ` e1 , eP 1 , eV 1 : τ1

Γ[x 7→ τ1 ] ` e2 , eP 2 , eV 2 : τ2

Γ ` Let e1 x e2 , Let eP 1 x eP 2 , Let eV 1 x eV 2 : τ2
atom x ] Γ

atom y ] (Γ, x)

Γ[x 7→ Fun τ1 τ2 ] ` Lam y e, Lam y eP , Lam y eV : Fun τ1 τ2

Γ ` Rec x (Lam y e), Rec x (Lam y eP ), Rec x (Lam y eV ) : Fun τ1 τ2
Γ ` e, eP , eV : τ1

Γ ` e, eP , eV : τ1

Γ ` Inj1 e, Inj1 eP , Inj1 eV : Sum τ1 τ2

Γ ` Inj2 e, Inj2 eP , Inj2 eV : Sum τ1 τ2

Γ ` e, eP , eV : Sum τ1 τ2

Γ ` e1 , eP 1 , eV 1 : Fun τ1 τ

Γ ` e2 , eP 2 , eV 2 : Fun τ2 τ

Γ ` Case e e1 e2 , Case eP eP 1 eP 2 , Case eV eV 1 eV 2 : τ
Γ ` e1 , eP 1 , eV 1 : τ1

Γ ` e2 , eP 2 , eV 2 : τ2

Γ ` Pair e1 e2 , Pair eP 1 eP 2 , Pair eV 1 eV 2 : Prod τ1 τ2
Γ ` e, eP , eV : Prod τ1 τ2

Γ ` e, eP , eV : Prod τ1 τ2

Γ ` Prj1 e, Prj1 eP , Prj1 eV : τ1

Γ ` Prj2 e, Prj2 eP , Prj2 eV : τ2

atom α ] Γ

Γ ` e, eP , eV : τ [Mu α τ /α]

Γ ` Roll e, Roll eP , Roll eV : Mu α τ

atom α ] Γ

Γ ` e, eP , eV : Mu α τ

Γ ` Unroll e, Unroll eP , Unroll eV : τ [Mu α τ /α]

Γ ` e, eP , eV : τ

Γ ` e, eP , eV : AuthT τ

Γ ` Auth e, Auth eP , Auth eV : AuthT τ

Γ ` Unauth e, Unauth eP , Unauth eV : τ

value v

value vP

∅ ` v, vP , LvP M : τ

hash LvP M = h

Γ ` v, Hashed h vP , Hash h : AuthT τ
Figure 8 The agreement predicate.

modes differ in their semantics and their terms may differ at any point during evaluation,
their evaluations are structurally identical. This observation is captured by the agreement
relation, written as Γ ` e, eP , eV : τ and read as “in environment Γ, ideal expression e, prover
expression eP , and verifier expression eV all agree at type τ ” (quoted from ADSG [10]).
We formalize agreement as an inductive predicate, with the introduction rules presented
in Figure 8. Most rules are straightforward extensions of the (strong) typing judgment to
three terms. This immediately gives us the following result, which states that any well-typed
expression can be used in the ideal, prover, and verifier positions to yield an agreeing triple.
I Lemma 14 (Well-typedness implies agreement).
Γ ` e : τ −→ Γ ` e, e, e : τ
The interesting exception to the agreement rules being extensions of the typing rules
is the last rule. It is modeled after the Auth small-step rules for the three modes. This
rule allows the three expressions to diverge during the evaluation of Auth and still be in
agreement. Note that the agreeing triple in the rule’s premises may not contain any free
variables. This property is enforced by the empty type environment, using the agreement
version of Lemma 7. Therefore, the use of the hash function in this rule is unproblematic.
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Lemma 14 states that well-typedness implies agreement. Ideally, we would also like to
show the other direction of this property: agreement implying well-typedness. Unfortunately
this does not hold. This is due to the extra agreement rule, allowing the introduction of
authenticated types for any ideal value. Consider for example that with ∅ ` Unit, Unit, Unit :
One, we can obtain ∅ ` Unit, Hashed h Unit, Hash h : AuthT One. Clearly we cannot show
∅ ` Unit : AuthT One. However, we can show weak well-typedness:
I Lemma 15 (Reformulated Lemma 2.3 from ADSG).
Γ ` e, eP , eV : τ −→ fmmap erase Γ `W e : erase τ
We now prove Lemma 16 and Lemma 17 that are used extensively in later proofs.
I Lemma 16 (Lemma 2.1 from ADSG).
Γ ` e, eP , eV : τ −→ LeP M = eV
I Lemma 17 (Lemma 2.4 from ADSG).
Γ ` e, eP , eV : τ −→ (value e ∧ value eP ∧ value eV ) ∨ (¬value e ∧ ¬value eP ∧ ¬value eV )
In addition to Lemmas 15, 16, and 17, ADSG also states the following false property
as Lemma 2.2. (Although ADSG states the property as a lemma, we did not encounter a
situation where this statement was required to complete a proof.)
0
0
0
0
Γ ` e, eP , eV : τ ∧ Γ ` e, eP
, eV
: τ −→ eP = eP
∧ eV = eV

To demonstrate why this property does not hold we construct a counterexample. We define
h = Hash Unit and we abbreviate Unit as u for better readability. Let us first consider the
following two agreeing triples.
∅ ` u, u, u : One
∅ ` u, Hashed h u, Hash h : AuthT One
The second triple can be generated from the first one by applying the last agreement rule.
Both triples share the environment and the first term but disagree in the second and third
term as well as their type. Using the Pair rule we obtain the following two agreeing triples.
∅ ` Pair u u, Pair u u, Pair u u : Prod One One
∅ ` Pair u u, Pair u (Hashed h u), Pair u (Hash h) : Prod One (AuthT One)
Applying Prj1 to these triples removes the difference in the types but preserves the differences
in the second and third terms, completing our counterexample to ADSG’s Lemma 2.2.
∅ ` Prj1 (Pair u u), Prj1 (Pair u u), Prj1 (Pair u u) : One
∅ ` Prj1 (Pair u u), Prj1 (Pair u (Hashed h u)), Prj1 (Pair u (Hash h)) : One
In the following we prove that, given a well-typed λ• term, containing only free variables
of authenticated types, substituting agreeing values of the same type produces an agreeing
triple. This property is significant because it occurs in the following practical scenario. The
verifier must represent the data structure in a query it sends to the prover. It does so by
replacing it with a free variable, for which the prover substitutes its representation of the
data structure. The prover then returns the generated proof stream to the verifier, who
substitutes the free variable with its hash of the data structure and verifies the proof stream.
We formalized this lemma as stated below, with fmdom returning a finite map’s domain as a
finite set and |∈| denoting membership on finite sets.
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I Lemma 18 (Reformulated Lemma 3 from ADSG). For ∆, ∆P , ∆V :: (var, term) fmap:

Γ`e:τ ∧

 fmdom ∆ = fmdom Γ ∧ fmdom ∆P = fmdom Γ ∧ fmdom ∆V = fmdom Γ ∧


 −→
 ∀x. x |∈| fmdom Γ −→ (∃τ 0 , v, vP , h. Γ[x] = Some (AuthT τ 0 ) ∧


  ∆[x] = Some v ∧ ∆P [x] = Some (Hashed h vP ) ∧ ∆V [x] = Some (Hash h) ∧ 
∅ ` v, Hashed h vP , Hash h : AuthT τ 0 )
∅ ` psubst e ∆, psubst e ∆P , psubst e ∆V : τ


ADSG’s Lemma 3 includes an additional premise:
Γ ` e : τ where e contains no values of type AuthT τ
Since variables are values, this premise implies that e contains neither bound nor free
variables of type AuthT τ (only for this particular τ , it can contain other variables with other
authenticated types). The premise does not impose any further restrictions, since variables
are the only expressions that are values and can have type AuthT σ for some σ. We are
unclear as to what this premise’s purpose is. Fortunately, the lemma holds without it.
Finally, we prove a straightforward but crucial lemma, which states that substituting
agreeing values of the correct type for a free variable in an agreeing triple preserves agreement.
I Lemma 19 (Lemma 4 from ADSG).


Γ[x 7→ τ 0 ] ` e, eP , eV : τ ∧ ∅ ` v, vP , vV : τ 0 ∧
value v ∧ value vP ∧ value vV

5


−→ Γ ` e[v/x], eP [vP /x], eV [vV /x] : τ

Correctness

Having formalized λ• and proved a number of lemmas about it, we now take a look at the
main claims formulated in ADSG, concerning the correctness and security of λ•. We start
with some agreeing terms e, eP , eV . The properties we would then like to obtain can be
informally stated as follows:
1. Correctness: If e takes i steps in mode I, then eP and eV can also take i steps in their
respective modes, with the verifier consuming the prover’s output proof stream. The
resulting terms agree.
2. Security: If eV takes i steps in mode V, consuming the proof stream π (which may be
legit or created by an adversary trying to trick the verifier) then either e and eP can also
take i steps in their respective modes, with the prover generating π and the resulting
terms agreeing, or otherwise there exists a term in the proof stream π, such that we can
show the presence of a hash collision.
Besides these primary claims ADSG formulates a third claim (named Remark 1 ) that starts
with the prover’s computation and lets the other two modes follow:
3. Remark 1 : If eP takes i steps in mode P generating the proof stream π, then e and
eV can also take i steps in their respective modes, with the verifier consuming π. The
resulting terms agree.
In a first step we formulate and prove these three properties on the single-step relation.
Afterwards we will lift these lemmas to obtain the main results on the multi-step relation.
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I Lemma 20 (Single step version of Correctness, Lemma 5 from ADSG).
∅ ` e, eP , eV : τ ∧ h[], ei I→ h[], e0 i −→
 0 0

0
0
∃eP , eV , π. ∅ ` e0 , eP
, eV
:τ ∧
0
0
(∀πP . hπP , eP i P→ hπP @ π, eP
i) ∧ (∀π 0 . hπ @ π 0 , eV i V→ hπ 0 , eV
i)
Proof. The proof is by induction on the agreement relation. Most cases are straightforward,
using the lemmas about agreement and various freshness lemmas. The most interesting
cases are those for Let, Auth and Unauth. Let is the only construct with a binder that allows
recursive evaluation, requiring an additional freshness lemma to show that the recursive step
preserves freshness. The Auth and Unauth cases require us to show that the expressions being
hashed are closed. In both cases we have an agreeing triple with an empty typing context, so
we can apply the counterpart of Lemma 7 for agreement to show that property.
J
I Lemma 21 (Single step version of Security, Lemma 6 in ADSG).
0
∅ ` e, eP , eV : τ ∧ hπA , eV i V→ hπ 0 , eV
i −→
 0 0

0
0
∃e , eP , π. h[], ei I→ h[], e i ∧ (∀πP . hπP , eP i P→ hπP @ π, eP
i) ∧
 ((∅ ` e0 , e 0 , e 0 : τ ∧ πA = π @ π 0 ) ∨

P
V
0
0
0
0
0
0
((∃s, s . π = [s] ∧ πA = [s ] @ π ∧ s 6= s ∧ hash s = hash s ∧ closed s ∧ closed s ))

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 20, though the Unauth case here does not
involve hashes and therefore does not need special treatment.
J
I Lemma 22 (Single step version of Remark 1).
0
∅ ` e, eP , eV : τ ∧ hπP , eP i P→ hπP @ π, eP
i −→
0 0
0
0
0
0
(∃e , eV . ∅ ` e , eP , eV : τ ∧ h[], ei I→ h[], e0 i ∧ hπ, eV i V→ h[], eV
i)

Proof. The proof is by straightforward induction on the agreement relation, without any of
the special cases of Lemmas 20 and 21.
J
Having proven Lemmas 20, 21 and 22 we can now lift the results to the small-step semantics’
transitive closure to obtain the main results, described informally above.
I Theorem 23 (Correctness, Theorem 1 in ADSG).
∅ ` e, eP , eV : τ ∧ h[], ei I→i h[], e0 i −→
0
0
0
0
0
0
(∃eP
, eV
, π. ∅ ` e0 , eP
, eV
: τ ∧ h[], eP i P→i hπ, eP
i ∧ hπ, eV i V→i h[], eV
i)
I Theorem 24 (Security, Theorem 1 in ADSG).
0
∅ ` e, eP , eV : τ ∧ hπA , eV i V→i hπ 0 , eV
i −→


0 0
0
0
(∃e , eP , π. h[], ei I→i h[], e i ∧ h[], eP i P→i hπ, eP
i∧
0
0
 πA = π @ π 0 ∧ ∅ ` e0 , eP

, eV
: τ) ∨



 (∃e 0 , j, π0 , π 0 , s, s0 . j ≤ i ∧ h[], eP i P→j hπ0 @ [s], e 0 i ∧
0
P
P
0
0
0
0
0
0
πA = π0 @ [s ] @ π0 @ π ∧ s 6= s ∧ hash s = hash s ∧ closed s ∧ closed s )

I Theorem 25 (Remark 1 in ADSG).
0
∅ ` e, eP , eV : τ ∧ hπP , eP i P→i hπP @ π, eP
i −→
0
0
0
0
0 0
i)
(∃e , eV . ∅ ` e , eP , eV : τ ∧ h[], ei I→i h[], e0 i ∧ hπ, eV i V→i h[], eV
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The statement of Theorem 24 differs from the one in ADSG. In the case where colliding
hashes cause the verifier to falsely accept a computation as correct, the theorem ensures
that the offending proof stream πA has a specific shape. ADSG claims this shape to be
πA = π0 @ [s0 ] @ π 0 , i.e., the evaluation must stop after a hash collision is encountered. For
Lemma 21, the single-step version, this holds, since we only evaluate a single step. However,
this fact is no longer true when taking multiple steps, since the verifier may continue to
evaluate and consume valid (or invalid) elements of the proof stream after encountering
the hash collision. In fact, the verifier cannot recognize that a hash collision has occurred.
Formally, this means that πA = π0 @ [s0 ] @ π00 @ π 0 for some π00 , as our corrected theorem
states. We illustrate the problem with ADSG’s formulation with a concrete counterexample:
Let (Unauth (Auth (Inj1 Unit))) x (Let (Unauth (Auth Unit)) y (Var x))
This term can be evaluated in the prover mode to generate the proof stream [Inj1 Unit, Unit].
We assume a hash function, which satisfies hash (Inj1 Unit) = hash (Inj2 Unit) and hash Unit 6=
hash t for all t 6= Unit. Note that, since all theorems are formulated to be agnostic to the choice
of the hash function, this is an entirely reasonable hash function to use in a counterexample.
A verifier using the adversarial proof stream πA = [Inj2 Unit, Unit] evaluates the given term
to Inj2 Unit. The original statement of the theorem would require the proof stream to be
of the shape πA = π0 @ [s0 ] @ π 0 with π 0 = []. However, our adversarial proof stream
does not fit this pattern since the term with a colliding hash is not the last term from the
proof stream that is evaluated. With our amended, formally verified version, the shape
πA = π0 @ [s0 ] @ π00 @ π 0 can be matched as πA = [] @ [Inj1 Unit] @ [Unit] @ [].
Since ADSG requires terms to be in administrative normal form, the above counterexample
cannot be expressed in ADSG’s definition of λ•. However, in our formalization we include a
(more verbose) counterexample in administrative normal form.

6

Discussion

We have formalized λ• and proved its correctness and security in Isabelle/HOL. Our work
can be seen as the mechanized supplement to Miller et al.’s ADSG [10]. Ultimately, ADSG
passed the test of formalization. However, achieving this result turned out to be harder
than we first had expected, given the mistakes and imprecisions we had to overcome. We
discovered major problems in the paper’s Lemmas 1 and 2.2. We repaired Lemma 1 in a
rather unsatisfactory fashion. However, in our view type soundness, and more specifically
type preservation, is not very relevant for λ•; what is more important is the preservation
of agreement, which correctness and security establish. Lemma 2.2 could not be salvaged.
Moreover, we removed a redundant (and nonsensical) assumption from ADSG’s Lemma 3
and corrected a slip in the formal statement of ADSG’s main security theorem. We have not
reported here the minor typos we found in ADSG’s informal definitions and refer to the first
author’s Bachelor’s thesis [4] for such an overview. Taken together, our findings confirm the
value of formal proofs. The formalization could (and arguably should) have been undertaken
as part of the research on ADSG.
The last point is typically countered by the disproportional effort needed to obtain the
formalization. However, in this case the effort was modest: The main difficulties stemmed
from the fact that on several occasions we first tried to prove false statements from ADSG.
At 3500 lines of proof, our formalization is concise. In our view, Nominal was the main
asset behind this conciseness, because it allowed us to closely follow the informal proofs,
while discharging straightforward freshness obligations along the way. Nominal’s seamless
integration with the type of finite maps provided the right level of abstraction to reason
about type environments and term substitutions.
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However, we also noticed a few points where Nominal could provide a better user
experience. First, the introduction of binding-aware recursive functions and inductive
predicates requires some boilerplate proofs, which in many cases seem automatable. This
impression is confirmed by the fact that we could literally copy these proofs from unrelated
formalizations that were also using Nominal and perform minor adjustments to make them
work in our case. Second, ADSG uses terms of the form rec x λy. t for defining recursive
functions, which we model with the term Rec x (Lam y t). The more faithful way to model this
form would be a single Nominal datatype constructor that simultaneously binds two variables:
Rec (x :: var) (y :: var) (t :: term) binds x and y in t
Nominal supports this declaration. However, the reasoning infrastructure it provides for
such constructors is significantly more difficult to use than the one for the special case of
constructors binding a single variable. We had started our formalization with the above
formulation, but soon switched to the presented Rec constructor that only binds the recursive
variable x. Note that both typing and agreement require Rec’s second argument to be of
a function type, which is what the above form used in ADSG aims to hardwire into the
syntax. Third, unlike ADSG we do not consider actually running λ• programs. Here, in
our opinion, Nominal does not score very well by not being integrated with Isabelle’s code
generator. And moreover, it is not clear in general how to execute recursive functions that
carry freshness assumptions. Executability can be regained by translating the Nominal
types to a nameless representation (e.g., de Bruijn indices) and lifting all definitions to this
representation. Developing a more principled approach to executing Nominal programs is
interesting future work.
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1

Introduction

As time has shown again and again, bugs in hardware and software can have dramatic costs,
ranging from monetary damages over destroyed property to life-threatening situations. In
order to prevent the introduction of unwanted behaviour into software or hardware designs,
an immense amount of testing and debugging is applied. However, for critical systems such
methods are not enough, since they simply cannot guarantee the absence of bugs in general.
Formal methods offer here a way forward by applying mathematical rigour to detect and
rule out unwanted behaviour. Model checking [14] is one of the most successful techniques
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in the area of formal methods. A key component for model checking reactive systems,
i.e., non-terminating systems interacting with an open environment, against a temporal
specification language, in our case linear temporal logic (LTL), is the translation to a suitable
automaton model over infinite words.
Throughout the last decades, a wide variety of translation strategies to different types of
ω-automata have been proposed and implemented, e.g. [23, 22, 2, 4, 43, 17]. However, as
mentioned before, software development seems to be inherently error-prone, not to mention
there might be mistakes in the definition of these constructions themselves. So, how can we
trust these implementations to produce the correct automata for identifying bugs or proving
their absence? Who watches the watchers?
Exactly that train of thought lead to the development of the Cava LTL model checker [20]
which is verified in Isabelle and exported as an executable tool. The model checker includes
a translation from LTL to nondeterministic Büchi automata due to [23]. However, for model
checking other structures, such as probabilistic systems, other types of automata are necessary,
such as limit-deterministic [44, 15] or deterministic automata [5]. Consequently, there is the
need to formalise new translations from scratch which seems wasteful and cumbersome.
It would be desirable to have a separation of concerns: a theory that captures the common
essence of LTL for all desired translations and that leaves a small gap to deal with the
specifics of a chosen automaton model. The logical framework of [19] sketches an approach
to such a modularisation: a theorem decomposing an LTL formula ϕ into “simple” languages,
named L1ϕ,X , L2X,Y , and L3X,Y , such that:
L(ϕ) =

[

(L1ϕ,X ∩ L2X,Y ∩ L3X,Y )

X⊆ν(ϕ)
Y ⊆µ(ϕ)

where X and Y are sets of least- and greatest-fixed operators – hence the names ν and
µ – that are subformulas of ϕ. We will later see a formal definition of these sets. This
decomposition outlines a simple strategy to obtain a translation from LTL to our chosen
automaton model: first, we define constructions for the “simple” languages; second, we
implement two Boolean operations, namely union and intersection, in the automaton model;
third, we combine the automata for L1ϕ,X , L2X,Y , and L3X,Y using these Boolean operations.

Contribution
We provide a formalisation of [19] in Isabelle and contribute the following components: (1) a
generic and expressive automata library2 providing the necessary Boolean operations, (2)
a formalisation of the Master Theorem [19] decomposing LTL formulas, (3) a combination
of these two components to obtain an executable and verified translation from LTL to
deterministic Rabin automata (DRA) of asymptotic optimal size, and (4) an implementation
extracted from the Isabelle theory combined with an LTL parser, a verified LTL simplifier,
and a serialisation to the HOA format [3], a textual format for ω-automata. Note that the
resulting implementation is just one use-case and using the same framework we can also
obtain a construction for other types of ω-automata, e.g. nondeterministic Büchi automata
(NBA) or deterministic generalised Rabin automata. However, this would exceed the scope
and space of this paper.

2

The scope of the library is actually wider than just the support of ω-automata: automata on finite
words and abstract transition systems can also be expressed.
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Isabelle/HOL [36] is a proof assistant based on Higher-Order Logic (HOL), which can
be thought of as a combination of functional programming and logic. Formalisations done
in Isabelle are trustworthy for two reasons: First, Isabelle’s LCF architecture guarantees
that all proofs are checked using a very small logical core which is rarely modified but
tested extensively over time. This reduces the trusted code base to a minimum. Second,
bugs in the core rarely lead to accidentally proving false propositions. Bugs that have large
effects are easily caught, while the limited applicability of bugs with small effects is unlikely
to coincide with a logical mistake in the large-scale structure of the proof. In order to
export executable code, we use the Isabelle code generator in conjunction with the monadic
refinement framework [26] and automatic refinement [27]. Finally, we use several entries
from the “Archive of Formal Proofs” (AFP), a collection of formalisations for Isabelle that
are maintained and continuously machine-checked.

Related Work
A substantial amount of work has already been invested into verifying translations from linear
temporal logic (LTL) to nondeterministic Büchi automata (NBA3 ): We already mentioned
[20] which includes a translation to NBAs following the tableau construction from [23].
Further, the translation proposed by [22], which translates LTL via very-weak alternating
automata to NBAs, has been formalised by [25] in HOL4. This work also includes an
executable refinement of the abstract algorithm.
Alternating automata have been previously studied in [34] with an application to the
translation of LTL to alternating ω-automata. However, the translation from alternating
automaton to NBAs is not included. At the other end of the spectrum the publication
[17], with the formal proof development archived in [40], presents a direct, verified, and
executable translation from LTL to deterministic generalised Rabin automata. However, this
construction is only shown to be triple-exponential and thus one exponential larger than
the known, optimal lower bound. It is also important to mention that with the help of the
Isabelle formalisation errors in the original publication [18] were uncovered and removed for
the journal version [17]. This highlights again how important such a rigorous development
for verification tools is.
Another interesting point is that the DRA constructions we provide for the “simple”
languages can be seen as a version of Brzozowski’s derivatives [13] applied to LTL formulas.
Derivative-based constructions seem to be more natural in the functional programming
paradigm as the work on regular expression equivalence from [37] shows.

Outline
After a brief introduction of the preliminaries in Section 2 we discuss the used automata
formalisation in Section 3. We then give an overview of the LTL decomposition results in
Section 4 and finally derive an executable LTL to DRA translation in Section 5.

3

In the context of this paper we do not distinguish minor variations of acceptance conditions and the
term NBA includes also nondeterministic generalised Büchi automata as well as transition-based Büchi
automata. Similar we use the term DRA also for deterministic generalised Rabin automata.
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2

Preliminaries

Locales
Isabelle provides a mechanism for parameterized theory contexts in the form of locales [6]. In
a simplified sense, this means that a named context can be defined that is both parameterized
by types and terms as well as augmented with assumptions. It is then possible to add
various definitions and theorems within this context. Finally, by instantiating the parameters
and proving the assumptions, these definitions and theorems also become instantiated and
available to the enclosing context.

ω-Words
Let Σ be a finite alphabet. An ω-word w over Σ is an infinite sequence of letters a0 a1 a2 . . .
with ai ∈ Σ for all i ≥ 0 and an ω-language is a set of ω-words. We use two different
representations for ω-words over a type α: as a function “α word = nat ⇒ α” and as a
codatatype “α stream = α ## α stream”. The reason for this division is historic and is due
to the fact that the material building on the LTL entry [41] predates the development of the
codatatype package [7]. Observe that these two types are isomorphic.
The function prefix i w returns the finite prefix of w of length i and the function suffix i w
gives the infinite suffix of w starting at i. The concatenation operator w0 _ w prepends the
finite word w0 to w.
We introduce the constants scan and sscan for lists and streams, respectively. They work
like the identically named function in Haskell, in that they perform a fold with accumulation.
That is, they fold over a list or stream and collect the state of the fold at each step and
return this collection as a list or stream, respectively. Thus, unlike fold, it is also possible to
define this function on infinite sequences.
We also introduce the constant “infs :: (α ⇒ bool) ⇒ α stream ⇒ bool” that indicates
if a predicate is fulfilled infinitely often in a stream. We will use infs to define acceptance
conditions for ω-automata.

Linear Temporal Logic
We base our contribution on the LTL entry found in the AFP [41] and extend it where
necessary. The datatype we use for LTL syntactically enforces formulas to be in negation
normal form. In order to preserve the expressiveness of LTL with negation, we need to
include for the U (Until) operator its dual R (Release). For the logical decomposition result
it is also essential to include W (Weak-Until) and M (Strong-Release). As usual we use F ϕ
(Eventually) as an abbreviation for tt U ϕ and G ψ (Always) for ff R ψ.
I Definition 1 (Linear Temporal Logic).
datatype α ltl = tt | ff | α | ¬α | (α ltl) ∧ (α ltl) | (α ltl) ∨ (α ltl) | X (α ltl)
| (α ltl) U (α ltl) | (α ltl) R (α ltl) | (α ltl) W (α ltl) | (α ltl) M (α ltl)
The type variable α determines the type of the atomic propositions. We write atoms ϕ
to refer to the set of atomic propositions in a formula ϕ. The function sf ϕ computes all
subformulas of ϕ, i.e., all subtrees of its syntax tree. Additionally, we define subformulasµ ϕ as
set of subformulas of the form ψ U χ or ψ M χ, and subformulasν ϕ as the set of subformulas
of the form ψ R χ or ψ W χ.
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I Definition 2 (Semantics). The entailment relation |= :: α set word ⇒ α ltl ⇒ bool is defined
recursively as follows:
w
w
w
w
w
w

|= tt
6|= ff
|= a
=a∈w 0
|= ¬a = a ∈
/w0
|= ϕ ∧ ψ = w |= ϕ ∧ w |= ψ
|= ϕ ∨ ψ = w |= ϕ ∨ w |= ψ

w |= X ϕ
w
w
w
w

= suffix 1 w |= ϕ

|= ϕ U ψ = ∃i. suffix
|= ϕ R ψ = ∀i. suffix
|= ϕ W ψ = ∀i. suffix
|= ϕ M ψ = ∃i. suffix

i
i
i
i

w
w
w
w

|= ψ ∧ (∀j
|= ψ ∨ (∃j
|= ϕ ∨ (∃j
|= ϕ ∧ (∀j

< i. suffix
< i. suffix
≤ i. suffix
≤ i. suffix

j
j
j
j

w |= ϕ)
w |= ϕ)
w |= ψ)
w |= ψ)

We define the set of all words over an alphabet Σ satisfying a formula ϕ:
language Σ ϕ = {w. w |= ϕ ∧ range w ⊆ Σ} .

Equivalence Relations over LTL
We define three equivalence relations over LTL formulas: The largest equivalence relation is
language equivalence. Two formulas are (language-)equivalent if they are satisfied by exactly
the same words.
A smaller relation is defined by propositional equivalence. We interpret an LTL formula
ϕ in propositional logic by treating every subformula that is a literal (a, ¬a) or a modal
operator (X, U, M, R, W) as a propositional variable. If a set of these subformulas I is a
propositional model for ϕ, we write I |=p ϕ. Two formulas are propositionally equivalent if
are satisfied by the same propositional models.
I Definition 3 (Propositional Semantics). The propositional entailment relation |=p :: α ltl set ⇒
α ltl ⇒ bool is defined recursively as follows:
I
I
I
I
I
I

|=p
6|=p
|=p
|=p
|=p
|=p

tt
ff
a
=a∈I
¬a = (¬a) ∈ I
ϕ ∧ ψ = I |=p ϕ ∧ I |=p ψ
ϕ ∨ ψ = I |=p ϕ ∨ I |=p ψ

I |=p X ϕ
I
I
I
I

|=p
|=p
|=p
|=p

= (X ϕ) ∈ I

ϕ U ψ = (ϕ U ψ) ∈ I
ϕ R ψ = (ϕ R ψ) ∈ I
ϕ W ψ = (ϕ W ψ) ∈ I
ϕ M ψ = (ϕ M ψ) ∈ I

Finally, constants equivalence is the smallest of the three equivalence relations. We use
the function eval :: α ltl ⇒ tvl with the three-valued logic “tvl = Yes | No | Maybe”. It returns
Yes iff ϕ is propositionally equivalent to tt, and No iff ϕ is propositionally equivalent to ff ,
respectively. Otherwise, Maybe is returned. The actual Isabelle formalisation does not refer
to propositional equivalence, but in order to simplify the presentation we use the presented
characterisation. Two formulas ϕ and ψ are constants-equivalent iff they are (syntactically)
identical or “eval ϕ = eval ψ 6= Maybe”.
I Definition 4 (Equivalence Relations). For ϕ :: α ltl and ψ :: α ltl, we define:
ϕ ∼l ψ

=

∀w. w |= ϕ ←→ w |= ψ

ϕ ∼p ψ

=

∀I. I |=p ϕ ←→ I |=p ψ

ϕ ∼c ψ

=

(ϕ = ψ ∨ (eval ϕ = eval ψ ∧ eval ψ 6= Maybe))

I Lemma 5 (Order of Equivalence Relations).
∼c ≤ ∼p ≤ ∼l
Note that this order also corresponds to the computational complexity, with ∼c being
the easiest to compute and ∼l the hardest.
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3

Transition Systems and Automata

Automata are a popular subject in their own right in theoretical computer science and
also have many applications, like regular expression matching and model checking. As
such, it suggests itself to formalise these concepts separately and generically as a library
to be shared. We first establish our goals for such a library. The deceptively simple term
automaton covers a diverse range of objects that need to be supported. These differ in various
ways, including but not limited to: successors (deterministic, nondeterministic), labelling
(state-labeled, transition-labeled), and acceptance condition (finite, Büchi, Rabin, etc.). For
each automaton type, we want to formalise fundamental concepts like path, reachability,
and language. We would also like to formalise constructions like Boolean operations (union,
intersection, complementation), and degeneralisation of Büchi acceptance conditions. As an
overall goal, we want to share as much of the formalisation as possible by keeping it abstract.
This avoids duplication and often makes definitions and proofs simpler and more elegant.
Finally, we want to do all of this while providing good usability and automation, especially
concerning the basic concepts that constitute the foundation of the library.
With these goals in mind, we look at the formalisations that are already available in the
Isabelle ecosystem. First off, there are many ad-hoc formalisations of transition systems and
automata done as part of other formalisations [40, 21, 1, 31]. Furthermore, there have been
a few major formalisations as part of the Cava project [21], although not all of them were
preserved or published. Stephan Merz and Alexander Schimpf formalised NBAs and NGBAs
in preliminary work of the Cava project [38] and then later as part of Cava itself. Peter
Lammich is the author of the current Cava automata library [28], which includes state-labeled
NBAs and NGBAs. These formalisations cover a very specific set of automata, making them
convenient to use, but only if one happens to need exactly that type of automaton. Another
unpublished formalisation by Thomas Tuerk is more generic and covers DFAs, NFAs, NBAs,
and NGBAs. It achieves this genericity by modelling some of these automata as special cases
of others, which allows for sharing of definitions and proofs. For instance, a deterministic
transition system would naturally be modelled using the type “α ⇒ ρ ⇒ ρ”. Alternatively, it
can also be treated as a special case of a nondeterministic transition system with the type
“(ρ × α × ρ) set”. However, this causes several issues. Firstly, since the type is too weak, a
uniqueness predicate on the term level is needed to only allow those transition relations that
act like functions. These predicates then have to be carried around in all proofs explicitly,
rather than being encoded in the type. Secondly, due to the type being a poor fit, we can
no longer do things like folding over the successor function. Lastly, the user is restricted
to a single representation, rather than, for instance, being able to choose between explicit
(“(ρ × α × ρ) set”) and implicit (“α ⇒ ρ ⇒ ρ set”) representations.
We use these experiences to design a new architecture in order to achieve the goals we set
earlier. Since our primary goal is sharing via abstraction, this is what will mainly motivate
our decisions. There are two observations to be made. Firstly, acceptance conditions are far
too diverse and specific to be treated abstractly. Thus, our abstract representation will cover
transition systems instead of automata, with acceptance conditions being added on a more
concrete level at a later stage. This idea is not new and was in fact used in most of the earlier
formalisations as well. Secondly, as mentioned in the previous paragraph, specialisation as
a mechanism of abstraction has various issues. Instead, we choose to use the mechanism
of instantiation via locales (Section 2), the advantages of which will become apparent in
the following sections. Thus, the library formalises abstract transition systems (Section 3.1),
which are then instantiated and used as building blocks for concrete automata (Section 3.2).
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We try to formalise as much as possible in the context of abstract transition systems, since
this both often leads to elegance and conciseness and is shared between all concrete automata.
Thanks to this, adding a new automaton requires only a minimal amount of setup, allowing
users to use the library in conjunction with their own custom automata representations.
That being said, the set of automata supplied with the library is also growing and becoming
more useful, making this less and less necessary. In the end, we supply both a collection of
useful automata as well as the tools to easily add custom ones as needed.

3.1

Abstract Transition Systems

Having decided on our architecture, the central decision lies in the specification of the locale
for transition systems. We focus on the defining property of a transition system: its ability
to use transitions to move from state to state. This leads us directly to the specification in
terms of its types (transition and state) and its terms (execute and enabled).
I Definition 6.
locale transition-system =
fixes execute :: transition ⇒ state ⇒ state
fixes enabled :: transition ⇒ state ⇒ bool
Given a transition and a source state, the function execute specifies the target state for
that transition. Analogously, the function enabled determines whether the given transition
is enabled at the given source state. Together, these functions capture the essence of a
transition system in terms of its ability to transition between states. Given the types, it may
seem appealing to combine both constants into a single one with result type “state option”.
This sounds great in theory, but unfortunately, is very inconvenient to work with in practice.
It mixes the issue of finding the target of a transition with that of whether that transition
was valid in the first place. Keeping these two things separate makes definitions simpler and
allows for better automation in proofs.
Having defined the transition-system locale, we now develop some abstract theory within
this context. So far, we can only execute single transitions, so we look at finite and infinite
sequences of transitions. We introduce the following constants based on the execute function.
I Definition 7.
target = fold execute :: transition list ⇒ state ⇒ state
trace = scan execute :: transition list ⇒ state ⇒ state list
strace = sscan execute :: transition stream ⇒ state ⇒ state stream
Given a sequence of transitions and a source state, these functions give the target state and
the finite and infinite sequence of traversed states, respectively. Note both the simplicity and
elegance of these definitions and how each of them is simply a lifted version of execute.
We can do something similar for the enabled function.
I Definition 8.
inductive path :: transition list ⇒ state ⇒ bool where
path [] p
enabled a p =⇒ path r (execute a p) =⇒ path (a # r) p
coinductive spath :: transition stream ⇒ state ⇒ bool where
enabled a p =⇒ spath r (execute a p) =⇒ spath (a ## r) p
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These constants are (co)inductively defined predicates that capture the notion of all the
transitions in a sequence being enabled at their respective states. Like in the previous
paragraph, these are basically lifted versions of enabled, which is also reflected in their types.
Together, these form the very foundation of the library, since almost every other concept
is in some way related to sequences of transitions. The nice thing about these definitions
is that they lend themselves very well to automation. In the case of definitions lifted from
execute, we can define simplification rules. In the case of definitions lifted from enabled, we
can define safe introduction and elimination rules. This works for both the constructors of
sequences (# and ##), as well as the operators for concatenation (@, @−). Convenience
and automation regarding the basic concepts was a major shortcoming of earlier libraries.
Next, we define the constant reachable for the set of reachable states from a source state.
Like path, this is an inductively defined predicate. Alternatively, we could have defined
reachable in terms of target and path. Instead, it is defined directly based on execute and
enabled and the connection to target and path is shown as a lemma.
There are some interesting things we can formalise even on this very abstract level. We
present one such example in the construction of infinite paths.
I Lemma 9 (Recurring Condition).
fixes P :: state ⇒ bool and p :: state
^
assumes P p and
p. P p =⇒ ∃r. r 6= [] ∧ path r p ∧ P (target r p)
obtains r :: transition stream
where spath r p and infs P (p ## strace r p)
Here, the premises only guarantee the repeated existence of a finite extension to an existing
finite path, which we want to use to construct an infinite path. Proving a statement like
this is cumbersome, as it requires skolemisation of the premise, construction of a stream
via iteration combinators and finally proving the properties via coinduction. By providing
generic rules like these, all this complexity is hidden and users can restrict themselves to
easy-to-work-with constants like spath and infs.

3.2

Concrete Automata

In order for our formalisation of abstract transition systems to be useful, it needs to be able
to express a wide range of transition system types and their representations. We now present
instantiations for various transition systems with labels of type α and states of type ρ.
Given a successor function “succ :: α ⇒ ρ ⇒ ρ option”, we instantiate as follows.
I Example 10 (Incomplete Deterministic Transition System).
execute = λa p. the (succ a p)

transition = α

enabled = λa p. succ a p 6= None

state = ρ

Note how the deterministic successor function fits the interface straightforwardly.
Given a successor function “succ :: α ⇒ ρ ⇒ ρ” we instantiate as follows.
I Example 11 (Complete Deterministic Transition System).
execute = succ
enabled = >

transition = α
state = ρ
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Things get interesting when considering “succ :: α ⇒ ρ ⇒ ρ set”. Textbooks teach us that
deterministic transitions systems are a special case of nondeterministic ones. At first glance,
it may seem like we are trying to do the impossible opposite here. However, since we get to
instantiate the type variables, there is a surprisingly elegant solution.
I Example 12 (Implicit Nondeterministic Transition System).
execute = λ(a, q) p. q

transition = α × ρ

enabled = λ(a, q) p. q ∈ succ a p

state = ρ

Note how unlike in the first two examples, the type variable transition gets instantiated in
a nontrivial way. While it may seem backwards at first, this actually works out perfectly
and gives our constants the strongest possible type for this scenario. For instance, we get
“path :: (α×ρ) list ⇒ ρ ⇒ bool”. That is, the path predicate expects a source state as well as a
list of the traversed labels and states. This expression contains exactly the necessary amount
of information, nothing more, nothing less. Note that the fact that we are dealing with
pairs is not an issue, as Isabelle has good automation for those. We also added some more
automation for sequences of pairs as part of this library. In the end, neither the deterministic
nor the nondeterministic case necessitates inconvenient wellformedness predicates while
sharing the same abstract formalisation.
Finally, we consider an explicit representation in “trans :: (ρ×α×ρ) set”. Being isomorphic
to the previous case, the type variables as well as execute are instantiated the same way.
I Example 13 (Explicit Nondeterministic Transition System).
execute = λ(a, q) p. q
enabled = λ(a, q) p. (p, a, q) ∈ trans

transition = α × ρ
state = ρ

Unsurprisingly, an isomorphic change in representation does not make a difference since the
instantiation absorbs such details.
Having shown that we can instantiate a variety of transition systems using our abstract
theory, we can now use these as building blocks for concrete automata. Since the abstraction is
achieved via type instantiation and locales, it only minimally impacts the usability compared
to a fully specific formalisation. Moreover, since it does not restrict the type of the automaton
at all, the user can use a representation that exactly fits their needs.
There are some definitions that one would expect to be part of a general automata library
that unfortunately cannot be formalised on transition systems. One of these are Boolean
operations, since they require information about the automaton’s successors, labelling, and
acceptance condition. With some effort, they could be formalised on intermediate abstraction
over a family of similar automata (for instance, DBA, DCA, DRA). However, we could not
justify the effort for our purposes, since these formalisations do not contain much substance.
Degeneralisation, which plays an important part in defining aforementioned Boolean
operations, can be generalised a little easier. The reason for this is that it is independent from
successors and labelling, requiring only the concept of state-based Büchi acceptance. Thanks
to this, we were able to abstractly formalise degeneralisation in a transition system locale
augmented with an acceptance condition. This intermediate abstraction is then instantiated
in order to facilitate the formalisation of Boolean operations on DBAs and DCAs.
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3.3

Predefined Automata

While the focus of the automata library is on the abstract part and the provision of tools to
build concrete automata, it also comes with a growing collection of the latter. At the time of
writing, it contains (non)deterministic finite automata, (non)deterministic Büchi automata,
as well as deterministic co-Büchi and Rabin automata. Each of these incurs around 50 lines
of proof text in order to set-up the automaton and to define its language. The latter is
fairly simple to achieve, as all the constituents (paths and acceptance conditions) are already
available and just need to be composed to yield a language definition.

3.4

Executable Implementation

One of our goals is also the ability to implement executable versions of some algorithms. As
mentioned earlier, we will use the refinement frameworks and the Isabelle code generator
for this. Most of this needs to be done on concrete automata, as it depends on details of
the representation. Furthermore, in many cases it is advantageous to be able to choose data
structures depending on the representation. Because of these reasons, all the executable
implementations are done on the concrete level, with only some proofs being reused.
We build on existing algorithms for graph structures to implement versions that work
with automata. For instance, we use the AFP entry about depth-first search [32, 33] to
explore all reachable states of an automaton. This is used to generate explicit representations
of automata in order to be able to serialise and output them. In the case of NBAs we consider
the successor function “succ :: α ⇒ ρ ⇒ ρ set”, which implicitly represents the transitions
of the automaton. The algorithm can then turn this into an explicit set of transitions
“trans :: (ρ × α × ρ) set”. We also implement an algorithm for translating an automaton with
an arbitrary state type into one whose states are natural numbers. Furthermore, we use the
AFP entry about Gabow’s algorithm for strongly-connected components [29, 30] to decide
language emptiness of NBAs.

3.5

Formalisation

The library is available in the form of the AFP entry Transition Systems and Automata
[10]. At the time of writing, it comprises about 5800 lines of theory text. Other than in this
paper, the library is used in the partial order reduction optimisation [12, 11] of the Cava
model checker [21]. It is also used as the foundation of the AFP entry about rank-based
complementation of Büchi automata [9].

3.6

Contributions to the Translation Formalisation

For this paper, we contribute deterministic Büchi, co-Büchi, and Rabin automata. For
instance, the constructor for deterministic Büchi automata is “dba :: α set ⇒ ρ ⇒ (α ⇒ ρ ⇒
ρ) ⇒ (ρ ⇒ bool) ⇒ (α, ρ) dba”. Furthermore, we add corresponding union and intersection
operations to the library (Figure 1). In addition to those operations, we also implement a
specialised operation dbcrai that provides the intersection of a DBA and a DCA resulting in
a DRA. We prove both their correctness in terms of language as well as upper bounds on
the number of states of the resulting automata. Since the resulting automata are implicit,
we also provide an executable algorithm for exploration and subsequent conversion to an
explicit representation together with a numbering of the states.
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Figure 1 Boolean Operations on Deterministic ω-Automata. Shown are the Boolean operations
that were implemented for deterministic Büchi, co-Büchi, and Rabin automata.

4

The Master Theorem: Decomposing LTL Formulas

The centrepiece for all translations is the Master Theorem [19] that decomposes LTL formulas
into a Boolean combination, in our case union and intersection, of “simple” languages. We
will recall important definitions from [19] in order to state the theorem itself and to highlight
obstacles we encountered in our formalisation. For an in-depth discussion and exposition of
the theory and its proof we refer the reader to the primary source [19].
We will now introduce the functions used in the scope of the Master Theorem: the
“after”-function af ϕ w, read “ϕ after w”, and the two “advice” functions ϕ[X]ν and ψ[Y ]µ
which are pronounced as “ϕ with GF-advice X” and “ψ with FG-advice Y ”, respectively.

4.1

The “after”-Function

Let us begin with the definition of the “after”-function [18, 17, 19]. The function application
af ϕ w computes a new formula such that for every infinite word w0 we have:
I Lemma 14 ([19]).
w _ w0 |= ϕ ⇐⇒ w0 |= af ϕ w.
We can intuitively see af as a function that returns a formula representing the language
that we obtain after reading the prefix w. We achieve this by using well-known LTL expansion
rules combined with partial evaluation.
I Definition 15 (“after”-Function [19]). The function af :: α ltl ⇒ α set ⇒ α ltl is defined for
a single letter recursively as follows:
af
af
af
af
af
af

tt σ
= tt
af (X ϕ) σ = ϕ
ff σ
= ff
aσ
= if a ∈ σ then tt else ff af (ϕ U ψ) σ = (af
(¬a) σ = if a ∈
/ σ then tt else ff af (ϕ R ψ) σ = (af
(ϕ ∧ ψ) σ = (af ϕ σ) ∧ (af ψ σ)
af (ϕ W ψ) σ = (af
(ϕ ∨ ψ) σ = (af ϕ σ) ∨ (af ψ σ)
af (ϕ M ψ) σ = (af

ψ
ψ
ψ
ψ

σ) ∨ ((af
σ) ∧ ((af
σ) ∨ ((af
σ) ∧ ((af

ϕ
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ

σ) ∧ (ϕ U ψ))
σ) ∨ (ϕ R ψ))
σ) ∧ (ϕ W ψ))
σ) ∨ (ϕ M ψ))

We generalise this definition to finite words by overloading af :: α ltl ⇒ α set list ⇒ α ltl:
af ϕ w = foldl af ϕ w.
I Remark 16. The reader might have noticed that the definition of af resembles the idea
of Brzozowski’s derivatives for regular expressions [13]. In fact, as we will see later, the
DRA construction relies on af and the previously introduced LTL equivalence relations again
mirroring the idea of Brzozowski. However, this approach alone can only be applied to
fragments of LTL.
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4.2

Syntactic Fragments of LTL

We already teased the idea of the “simple” languages, but what is special about these? What
is the mechanism to achieve this? These languages are made simple by the fact that they can
be expressed by fragments of LTL. To be more precise, let µLTL be the fragment that only
contains modal operators that can be expressed as least-fixed points, i.e., we disallow the
operators R and W. Dually, νLTL contains only modal operators that can be expressed as
greatest-fixed points, i.e., we disallow the operators U and M. The fragments GF(µLTL) and
FG(νLTL) contain all formulas GFϕ and FGψ where ϕ ∈ µLTL and ψ ∈ νLTL, respectively.
For these fragments one can easily define translations to NBAs or DRAs, e.g. [19].
Let us now think about how to make use of this: Assume one gets a promise set
X = {a U b} guaranteeing that a U b holds infinitely often, i.e., w |= GF(a U b), and assume
we have access to a translation for νLTL. Can we simplify ϕ = G(a U b) ∨ Gc with this
information? Since w |= GF(a U b) implies that b is infinitely often true, we can replace
the U by an W. Under the assumption that X is a correct promise, we simplify ϕ to an
equivalent formula G(a W b) ∨ Gc which is a formula of νLTL. Then we can apply our
translation for the νLTL fragment.
Formally, we define the functions ϕ[X]ν and ϕ[Y ]µ such that ϕ[X]ν takes a promise set
X and produces a formula of νLTL, and such that ϕ[Y ]µ takes a promise set Y and produces
a formula of µLTL:
I Definition 17 (“Advice”-Functions [19]). The function · [ · ]ν :: α ltl ⇒ α ltl set ⇒ α ltl is
defined for the cases U and M as follows:
(ϕ U ψ)[X]ν = if (ϕ U ψ) ∈ X then (ϕ[X]ν ) W (ψ[X]ν ) else ff
(ϕ M ψ)[X]ν = if (ϕ M ψ) ∈ X then (ϕ[X]ν ) R (ψ[X]ν ) else ff
The function · [ · ]µ :: α ltl ⇒ α ltl set ⇒ α ltl is defined for the cases R and W as follows:
(ϕ R ψ)[Y ]µ = if (ϕ R ψ) ∈ Y then tt else (ϕ[Y ]µ ) M (ψ[Y ]µ )
(ϕ W ψ)[Y ]µ = if (ϕ W ψ) ∈ Y then tt else (ϕ[Y ]µ ) U (ψ[Y ]µ )
For all other cases, both functions are defined as a recursive descent over the syntax tree.

4.3

The Master Theorem

We are now equipped with the necessary definitions to state the Master Theorem. Note that
the formulation we use is taken nearly verbatim from the Isabelle theory, apart from the
annotations L1ϕ,X , L2X,Y , and L3X,Y that we added to relate to the introduction.
I Theorem 18 (Master Theorem [19]).
w |= ϕ ⇐⇒ (∃X ⊆ subformulasµ ϕ. ∃Y ⊆ subformulasν ϕ.
(∃i. suffix i w |= af ϕ (prefix i w)[X]ν )

— L1ϕ,X

∧ (∀ψ ∈ X. w |= G (F ψ[Y ]µ ))

— L2X,Y

∧ (∀ψ ∈ Y. w |= F (G ψ[X]ν ))

— L3X,Y

The proof of this theorem intrinsically depends on the fact that we can check promise
sets bottom-up, as formalised by the following lemma. We highlight this intermediate lemma,
because we needed to introduce a custom induction mechanism over finite sets to our theory.
The remaining material needed to show Theorem 18 is obtained in straight-forward manner
and closely resembles the proofs of [19].
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I Lemma 19 ([19]).
fixes w :: α set word and ϕ :: α ltl
assumes X ⊆ subformulasµ ϕ and Y ⊆ subformulasν ϕ
and ∀ψ ∈ X. w |= G (F ψ[Y ]µ ) and ∀ψ ∈ Y. w |= F (G ψ[X]ν )
shows ∀ψ ∈ X. w |= G (F ψ) and ∀ψ ∈ Y. w |= F (G ψ)
The corresponding proof from [19] proceeds by constructing a sequence of pairs (Xi , Yi )
where we have (X0 , Y0 ) = (∅, ∅) and (Xn , Yn ) = (X, Y ). Moreover, in each step a single
formula ψi ∈ X ] Y is added to either Xi or Yi , depending on whether ψi ∈ X or ψi ∈ Y .
However, ψi cannot be chosen arbitrarily and ψi must respect the subformula order, i.e., if
ψi ∈ sf ψj , then i ≤ j. Then the proof proceeds by an induction over this sequence.
Since to the best of our knowledge there has been at the time of writing no matching
induction rule in Isabelle or its libraries, we derived a suitable induction rule for our purposes.
First, note that instead of sorting the formulas by the subformula order, it is sufficient to
order them by their size, because all subformulas of a formula ϕ are smaller than ϕ. Second,
an induction over pairs of sets seemed inconvenient to us in the context of our theorem
prover. Hence we combined the two disjoint sets into a single one and used a suitable case
distinction. Finally, we arrived at the following, general induction rule4 for finite sets with
an additional order constraint:
I Lemma 20 (Finite Ordered Induction).
fixes S :: α set and P :: α set ⇒ bool and f :: α ⇒ (β :: linorder)
assumes finite S and P ∅
^
and
x S. finite S ∧ (∀y. y ∈ S −→ f y ≤ f x) ∧ P S =⇒ P (insert x S)
shows P S

5

Deriving the DRA Construction

With the necessary decomposition theorem in place, we now can follow our automata
construction blue-print to obtain a translation from LTL to DRAs. We will first build
automata for L1ϕ,X , L2X,Y , and L3X,Y , named A1 , A2 , and A3 , respectively. In the subsequent
section, we will assemble these pieces to the final automaton and end the section with a
description of the extracted, verified tool.

5.1

Constructing Automata for L1ϕ,X , L2X,Y , and L3X,Y

We parametrise our automata constructions for the “simple” components by an equivalence
relation ∼. The most important requirement for ∼ is that ∼c ≤ ∼ ≤ ∼l holds, i.e., that ∼
does not consider two formulas with different languages equivalent and ∼ eventually detects
equivalence to tt and ff for certain fragments. This abstraction has two advantages over fixing
a concrete equivalence: first, our proofs stay as abstract as possible and the proof automation
does not rely accidentally on irrelevant properties of the chosen equivalence relation; second,
we can instantiate the final automaton with any suitable equivalence relation. In Section 5.3
we exemplarily use propositional equivalence but one can easily replace it by a different
equivalence without any additional effort to speak of.
4

This induction rule has now been included in Isabelle/HOL, is located in HOL/Lattices_Big.thy, and
is named finite_ranking_induct.
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In this paper, we will only discuss the construction of A2 for L2X,Y . The constructions
for L1ϕ,X and L3X,Y as defined by [19] are formalised analogously. Remember that L2X,Y is
T
defined as “ ψ ∈ X. language UNIV (GF(ψ[Y ]µ ))” for the finite sets X and Y . Hence it
suffices to define a translation for formulas of the fragment GF(µLTL) and then apply the
intersection construction from the automaton library.
For the translation of formulas from the fragment GF(µLTL) we make use of the following
lemma. It states the we can monitor a formula from µLTL using af and the constrained
equivalence relation ∼, and if a word satisfies the formula, then we will notice this after a
finite amount of steps. Furthermore, the lemma states that we can deal with GF(µLTL) by
repeatedly doing this:
I Lemma 21 (Logical Characterisation of µLTL and GF(µLTL) [19, 42]5 ).
assumes ϕ ∈ µLTL and ∼c ≤ ∼ ≤ ∼l
shows w |= ϕ ⇐⇒ ∃i. af ϕ (prefix i w) ∼ tt
and w |= G (F ϕ) ⇐⇒ ∀i. ∃j. af (F ϕ) (prefix j (suffix i w)) ∼ tt
Since ∼ is such a fundamental ingredient throughout the formalisation of the automata
constructions, we use locales in Isabelle to fix ∼ and assumptions about it. In particular, we
use the equivalence classes of ∼ as states in our constructed automata. To define the quotient
type for a given equivalence relation, we use the Isabelle’s Quotient package introduced in [8]
and revised in [24]. However, it is not possible to define such a quotient type within a locale.
Thus we present a primitive, ad-hoc mechanism to simulate the quotient type in our locale.
We fix a type parameter γ and the functions Rep and Abs that compute the representative of
an equivalence class and the equivalence class of a formula, respectively. In other words we
use Rep and Abs to map between equivalence classes and representatives. Further, we assume
the quotient type invariant “Abs (Rep x) = x” and require that equality on γ is equivalent to
∼ on formulas. Thus we can pretend γ to be a quotient type over ∼ which resembles “duck
typing” found in programming languages such as Python.
I Definition 22 (Locale for LTL to DRA translation6 ).
locale ltl-to-dra =
fixes ∼ :: α ltl ⇒ α ltl ⇒ bool
and Rep :: γ ⇒ α ltl and Abs :: α ltl ⇒ γ
assumes equivp ∼ and ∼c ≤ ∼ ≤ ∼l
and Abs (Rep x) = x and Abs ϕ = Abs ψ ←→ ϕ ∼ ψ
and ϕ ∼ ψ =⇒ (af ϕ σ ∼ af ψ σ) ∧ (ϕ[X]ν ∼ ψ[X]ν )
In this definition two new assumptions can be found that we have not talked about yet:
We also demand that af and · [ · ]ν are congruent with respect to ∼. This is due to the fact
that our the automata use equivalence classes as states and for computing the successor with
af the choice of the representative must be irrelevant.

5
6

This lemma is a generalised version of [19] which only considers the special case for ∼p .
We only present the final combination of several locales defined in our Isabelle formalisation to give an
overview of all assumptions required by our proofs.
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Within this locale we now define the deterministic Büchi automaton AGF
for a single
µ
formula of the fragment GF(µLTL). The DBA A2 for L2X,Y is then computed by a Büchi
intersection (dbail). Note that this intersection construction requires the operands to be
ordered. Hence we represent the advice sets X and Y as the lists xs and ys and propagate
this order to dbail.
I Definition 23.
AGF
ϕ = dba UNIV (Abs (F ϕ)) (af F ϕ) (λψ. ψ = Abs tt)
µ
af F ϕ σ ψ = if ψ = Abs tt then Abs (F ϕ) else Abs (af (Rep ψ) σ)
A2 xs ys = dbail (map (λψ. AGF
(ψ[set ys]µ )) xs)
µ
Using Lemma 21 we show correctness for a single component and using the lemmas from
the automata library we also prove the intersection correct. The constructions for L1ϕ,X and
L3X,Y are analogous and thus skipped from the presentation in this paper.

5.2

Assembling the Pieces

It now remains to intersect the (co-)Büchi automata “A1 ϕ xs”, “A2 xs ys”, and “A3 xs ys”,
representing L1ϕ,X , L2X,Y , and L3X,Y , respectively. Again we need to use a list representation
for X and Y to fix an iteration order and thus we use xs and ys. We call the resulting
Rabin automaton “A ϕ xs ys”. To finish the construction, we then iterate over all possible
choices for X ⊆ subformulasµ ϕ and Y ⊆ subformulasν ϕ and take the union of all languages
accepted by “A ϕ xs ys” with draul (DRA union):
I Definition 24.
ltl-to-dra ϕ = draul (map (λ(xs, ys). A ϕ xs ys) (advice-sets ϕ)).
Using the Master Theorem (Theorem 18) and the correctness lemmas for the intermediate
constructions, we obtain the correctness of the translation:
I Theorem 25.
language (ltl-to-dra ϕ) = language UNIV ϕ.

5.3

A Verified LTL Translator

We extract the executable translation of LTL formulas into ω-automata by instantiating
the locale with a suitable equivalence relation. As mentioned above we use ∼p and we
show for this equivalence relation that the constructed automaton indeed has at most a
double-exponential number of states in the size of the formula. Hence an exploration by
depth-first search terminates, and more importantly, this makes the construction the first
LTL to DRA translation with a formally verified double exponential size bound.
I Lemma 26.
card (nodes (ltl-to-dra ϕ)) ≤ 2 ∧ 2 ∧ (2 ∗ size ϕ + floorlog 2 (size ϕ) + 4).
Exporting code for the LTL part needs only minor adjustments through code lemmas,
e.g. we instantiate ∼p with code provided by [35]. For the parts related to automata we rely
on the code export feature of the automata library, see Section 3.4. Notice that Theorem 25
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refers to the potentially infinite alphabet UNIV. Choosing UNIV as the alphabet simplified
the proofs leading up to the result, but potentially infinite alphabets make an exploration
using depth-first search using a naive enumeration of letters impossible. Consequently, we
restrict the alphabet to a finite set for the code export by only considering atomic propositions
occurring in ϕ. The resulting constant ltl-to-draei has the signature α ltl ⇒ (α set, nat) draei
which is then exported to Standard ML. The overall correctness theorem is as follows:
I Theorem 27.
language (draei-dra (ltl-to-draei ϕ)) = language (Pow (atoms ϕ)) ϕ.
Note that the constant language is only defined for DRAs with a transition function (dra)
while we obtain from the translation a DRA with a list of transitions (draei). The constant
draei-dra converts an automaton of type draei back to one of type dra.
In the final tool, we combine the function ltl-to-draei with an unverified LTL parser and
an unverified serialisation to the Hanoi Omega Automata format [3], a text-based format for
representing ω-automata. It is then compiled with mlton or polyc using the build scripts
included in the formalisation [39].
I Example 28. The following command translates the formula FGa to a DRA in HOA
format and then, using autfilt from Spot [16], prints it in the dot-format. The result gets
rendered by dot and is written to a PDF file.
./ltl_to_dra "F G a" | autfilt --dot --merge-transitions | dot -Tpdf -O

6

Concluding Remarks

The formalisation of the “Master Theorem” itself did not pose major obstacles and did not
require special care except for the mentioned techniques. However, the LTL entry [41] and
dependencies are host to several LTL datatypes and matching lemmas and notation. This
excessive amount of copy-pasting is due the inability to define fragments of datatypes, i.e.,
restrictions on the constructors used. While one could use typedef to carve out restricted
types using a predicate, this new type misses the structure of the type we started with.
Thus we choose in some cases to have separate datatypes connected by translations, while
in other cases we used simple predicates to capture fragments. We think the addition of
a mechanism addressing this issue – the definition of datatype fragments and the addition
of necessary constants and proof automation – would be worthwhile, since we conjecture it
would significantly reduce the size and complexity of LTL related theories.
There are several topics we want to investigate going forward: First, we also want to derive
constructions for NBAs and LDBAs. Second, we plan to reduce the size of the generated
automata by restricting the possible choices for the advice sets X and Y . Third, we want to
provide implementations using better instantiations for the equivalence relation to further
reduce the size of the computed automata. Fourth, provide constructions for DRA variants,
e.g., transition-based or generalised acceptance. Fifth, while adding some of the Boolean
operations, we realised that constructions for ω-automata could potentially be shared and
consolidated in an intermediate abstraction.
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1

Introduction

Computability theory is the study of the limitations of computers, first brought into focus in
the 1930s by Alan Turing by his discoveries on the existence of universal Turing machines
and the unsolvability of the halting problem [16], and Alonso Church with the λ-calculus as
a model of computation [3]. Together with Kleene’s µ-recursive functions [10], that these all
give the same collection of “computable functions” gave credence to the thesis [3] that this is
the “right” notion of computation, and that all others are equivalent in power. Today, this
work lies at the basis of programming language semantics and the mathematical analysis
of computers.
Like many areas of mathematics, computability theory remains somewhat “formally
ambiguous” about its foundations, in the sense that most theorems and proofs can be stated
with respect to a number of different concretizations of the ideas in play. This can be
considered a feature of informal mathematics, because it allows us to focus on the essential
aspects without getting caught up in details which are more an artifact of the encoding than
aspects that are relevant to the theory itself, but it is one of the harder things to deal with
as a formalizer, because definitions must be made relative to some encoding, and this colors
the rest of the development.
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In computability theory, we have three or four competing formulations of “computable,”
which are all equivalent, but each present their own view on the concept. As a pragmatic
matter, Turing machines have become the de facto standard formulation of computable
functions, but they are also notorious for requiring a lot of tedious encoding in order to
get the theory off the ground, to the extent that the term “Turing tarpit” is now used for
languages in which “everything is possible but nothing of interest is easy.” [14] Asperti and
Riccioti [1] have formalized the construction of a universal Turing machine in Matita, but the
encoding details make the process long and arduous. Norrish [13] uses the lambda calculus
in HOL4, which is cleaner but still requires some complications with respect to the handling
of partiality and type dependence.
Instead, we build our theory on Kleene’s theory of µ-recursive functions. In this theory,
we have a collection of functions Nk → N, in which we can perform basic operations on
N, as well as recursive constructions on the natural number arguments. This produces the
primitive recursive functions, and adding an unbounded recursion operator µx.P (x) gives
these functions the same expressive power as Turing-computable functions. We hope to show
that the “main result” here, the existence of a universal machine, is easiest to achieve over
the partial recursive functions, avoiding the complications of explicit substitution in the
λ-calculus and encoding tricks in Turing Machines, and moreover that the usage of typeclasses
for Gödel numbering provides a rich and flexible language for discussing computability over
arbitrary types.
This theory has been developed in the Lean theorem prover, a relatively young proof
assistant based on dependent type theory with inductive types, written primarily by Leonardo
de Moura at Microsoft Research [4]. The full development is available in the mathlib standard
library (see the Supplemental Material). In Section 2 we describe our extensible approach to
Gödel numbering, in Section 3 we look at primitive recursive functions, extended to partial
recursive functions in Section 4. Section 5 deals with the universal partial recursive function
and its properties, including its application to unsolvability of the halting problem.

2

Encodable sets

As mentioned in the introduction, we would like to support some level of formal ambiguity
when encoding problems, such as defining languages as subsets of N vs. subsets of {0, 1}∗ ,
or even Σ∗ where Σ is some finite or countable alphabet. Similarly, we would like to talk
about primitive recursive functions of type Z × Z → Z, or the partial recursive function
eval : code × N →
7 N that evaluates a partial function specified by a code (see Section 5).
Unfortunately it is not enough just to know that these types are countable. While the
exact bijection to N is not so important, it is important that we not use one bijection in a
proof and a different bijection in the next proof, because these differ by an automorphism of
N which may not be computable. (For example, if we encode the halting Turing machines
as even numbers and the non-halting ones as odd numbers, and then the halting problem
becomes trivial.) In complexity theory it becomes even more important that these bijections
are “simple” and do not smuggle in any additional computational power.
To support these uses, we make use of Lean’s typeclass resolution mechanism, which is a
way of inferring structure on types in a syntax-directed way. The major advantage of this
approach is that it allows us to fix a uniform encoding that we can then apply to all types
constructed from a few basic building blocks, which avoids the multiple encoding problem,
and still lets us use the types we would like to (or even construct new types like code whose
explicit structure reflects the inductive construction of partial recursive functions, rather
than the encoding details).
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Figure 1 The pairing function mkpair a b = if a < b then b*b + a else a*a + a + b.

class encodable (α : Type u) :=
(encode : α → nat)
(decode : nat → option α)
(encodek : ∀ a, decode (encode a) = some a)
variables {α β} [encodable α] [encodable β]
def encode_sum : α ⊕ β → N
| (inl a) := 2 * encode a
| (inr b) := 2 * encode b + 1
def encode_prod : α × β → N
| (a, b) := mkpair (encode a) (encode b)
def encode_option : option α → N
| none
:= 0
| (some a) := succ (encode a)
Figure 2 The encodable typeclass, and some example definitions of the encoding functions for
the disjoint sum and product operators on types. (The corresponding decode functions are omitted.)

At the core of this is the function mkpair : N × N → N, and its inverse unpair : N → N × N
forming a bijection (see Figure 1). There is very little we need about these functions except
their definability, and that mkpair and the two components of unpair are primitive recursive.
We say that a type α is encodable if we have a function encode : α → N, and a partial
inverse decode : N → option α which correctly decodes any value in the image of encode.
Here option α is the type consisting of the elements some a for a : α, and an extra element
none representing failure or undefinedness. If the decode function happens to be total (that
is, never returns none), then α is called denumerable. Importantly, these notions are “data”
in the sense that they impose additional structure on the type – there are nonequivalent ways
for a type to be encodable, and we will want these properties to be inferred in a consistent
way. (This definition does not originate with us; Lean has had the encodable typeclass almost
since the beginning, and MathComp has a similar class, called Countable.)
Classically, an encodable instance on α is just an injection to N, and a denumerable
instance is just a bijection to N. But constructively these are not equivalent, and since these
notions lie in the executable fragment of Lean (they don’t use any classical axioms), one can
actually run these encoding functions on concrete values of the types, i.e. we can evaluate
encode (some (2, 3)) = 12.
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inductive primrec : (N → N) → Prop
| zero : primrec (λ n, 0)
| succ : primrec succ
| left : primrec (λ n, fst (unpair n))
| right : primrec (λ n, snd (unpair n))
| pair {f g} : primrec f → primrec g →
primrec (λ n, mkpair (f n) (g n))
| comp {f g} : primrec f → primrec g →
primrec (f ◦ g)
| prec {f g} : primrec f → primrec g →
primrec (unpaired (λ z n, nat.rec_on n (f z)
(λ y IH, g (mkpair z (mkpair y IH)))))
Figure 3 The definition of primitive recursive on N in Lean. The unpaired function turns a function
N → N → N into N → N by composing with unpair, and nat.rec_on : N → α → (N → α → α) → α
is Lean’s built-in recursor for N.

3

Primitive recursive functions

The traditional definition of primitive recursive functions looks something like this:
I Definition 1. The primitive recursive functions are the least subset of functions Nk → N
satisfying the following conditions:
The function n 7→ 0 is prim. rec.
The function n 7→ n + 1 is prim. rec.
The function (n0 , . . . , nk−1 ) 7→ ni is prim. rec. for each 0 ≤ i < k.
If f : Nk → N and gi : Nm → N for i ≤ k are prim. rec., then so is the n-way composition
v 7→ f (g0 (v), . . . , gk−1 (v)).
If f : Nm → N and g : Nm+2 → N are prim. rec., then the function h : Nm+1 → N defined
by
h(~z, 0) = f (~z)
h(~z, n + 1) = g(~z, n, h(~z, n))
is also prim. rec.
CIC is quite good at expressing these kinds of constructions as inductively defined predicates.
See Figure 3 for the definition that appears in Lean. But there is an important difference in
this formulation: rather than dealing with n-ary functions, we utilize the pairing function on
N to write everything as a function N → N with only one argument. This drastically simplifies
the composition rule to just the usual function composition, and in the primitive recursion
rule we need only one auxiliary parameter z : N rather than ~z : Nm . Then the projection
functions are replaced with the left and right cases for the components of unpair : N → N × N,
and in order to express composition with higher arity functions, we need the pair constructor
to explicitly form the map x 7→ (f x, g x). (See Section 3.1 if you think this definition
is a cheat.)
Now that we have a definition of “primitive recursive” that works for functions on N, we
would like to extend it to other types using the encodable mechanism discussed in Section 2.
There is a problem though, because given an arbitrary encodable instance we can combine
the decode : N → option α with the function encode : option α → N defined on option α
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induced by this encodable instance to form a new function encode ◦ decode : N → N, which
may or may not be primitive recursive. If it is not, then it brings new power to the primitive
recursive functions and so it is not a pure translation of primrec to other types. To resolve
this, we define primcodable α to mean exactly that α has an encodable instance for which
this composition is primitive recursive. All of the encodable constructions we have discussed
(indeed, all those defined in Lean) are primcodable, so this is not a severe restriction.
Now we can say that a function between arbitrary primcodable types is primitive recursive
if when we pass f through the encode and decode functions we get a primitive recursive
function on N:
def primrec {α β} [primcodable α] [primcodable β] (f : α → β) : Prop :=
nat.primrec (λ n, encode (option.map f (decode α n)))

Note. The function option.map lifts f to a function on option types before applying it to
decode. The result has type option β, which has an encode function because β does.
Now we are in a position to recover the textbook definition of primitive recursive, because
Nk is primcodable, so we have the language to say that f : Nk → N is primitive recursive,
and indeed this is equivalent to Definition 1.
But we can now say much more: the some : α → option α function is primitive recursive
because it is just encoded as succ. The constant function λa.b : α → β is primitive recursive
because it encodes to some constant function (composed with a function that filters out
values not in the domain α). The composition of prim. rec. functions on arbitrary types
is prim. rec. The pair of primitive recursive functions λa. (f a, g a), where f : α → β and
g : α → γ, is primitive recursive.
Indeed all the usual basic operations on inductive types like sum, prod, and option are
primitive recursive. We define convenient syntax primrec2 for prim. rec. binary functions
α → β → γ (a common case), expressed by uncurrying to α × β → γ, and primrec_pred for
primitive recursive predicates α → Prop, which are decidable predicates which are primitive
recursive when coerced to bool (which is encodable).
The big caveat comes in theorems like the following:
If α and β are primcodable types and f : α → β and g : α → N → β → β are prim.
rec., then the function h : α → N → β defined by
ha0=f a
h a (n + 1) = g a n (h a n)
is also prim. rec.
This is of course just the generalization of the primitive recursion clause to arbitrary types,
but it requires that the target type be primcodable, which means in particular that it is
countable, so we cannot define an object of function type by recursion. (The universal partial
recursive function will give us a way to get around this later.) But this is in some sense
“working as intended,” since this is exactly why the Ackermann function
A(0, n) = n + 1
A(m + 1, 0) = A(m, 1)
A(m + 1, n + 1) = A(m, A(m + 1, n))
is not primitive recursive.
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Another restriction placed on us relative to Lean’s built-in notion of primitive recursion on
N is that that while nat.rec_on has a dependent type, we have no mechanism for supporting
dependent types via encodable. We follow the tradition of HOL based provers here and
encode dependencies using option types so we can fail on a garbage input. However, it is
possible to support a dependent family via a separate typeclass. For example we could define
primcodable2 F , where F : α → Type and α is encodable, to mean that Πa, encodable (F a),
and moreover this family of encode/decode functions is prim. rec. jointly in both arguments.
In the end we did not pursue this because of the added complexity and lack of compelling
use cases.
One other primcodable type we have not yet discussed is list α, the type of finite lists of
values of type α. The encode and decode functions are defined recursively via the bijection
list α ' option (α × list α). (Note that this is not a particularly good encoding for complexity
theory, as it grows super-exponentially in the length of the list.) Even without using this
instance, we can prove that any function f : α → β is prim. rec. when α is finite, by getting
the elements of α as a list, and writing f as the composition of an index lookup of ai in
[a0 , . . . , an−1 ] and the ith element function in [f a0 , . . . , f an−1 ] to map ai to f ai .
The proof that primcodable (list α) is a bit delicate. The definition of the encode/decode
functions in Lean is a well-founded recursion, but to show it is primitive recursive we
must construct the function without any higher-order features. First, we prove that the
foldl : (α → β → α) → α → list β → α function is prim. rec. when its arguments are. To do
this, given f : α → β → α, we construct an accumulator α × list β with the initial inputs,
and then repeatedly transform it so that (a, []) 7→ (a, []) and (a, b :: l) 7→ (f a b, l). Since the
encoding scheme satisfies encode l ≥ length l for all lists l, if we iterate this map encode l
times, we exhaust the input list and the accumulator will contain the desired result. We can
then use foldl to define reverse, and combine them to define foldr, which is what we need to
define the primcodable function for list α.
Complicating matters, we needed a primcodable instance for primcodable (list α) to state
the original theorem that foldl is prim.rec., so we have a circularity. To resolve this, we use
list N as a bootstrap, which is trivially primcodable because it is denumerable.
Once we allow the list itself to be an input, we get some more interesting possibilities. In
particular, the function list.nth : list α → N → option α, which gets an element from a list
by index (or returns none if the index is out of bounds), is primitive recursive, and this fact
expresses an equivalent of Gödel’s sequence number theorem [8] (for a different encoding
than Gödel’s original encoding). From this we can prove the following “strong recursion”
theorem:
theorem nat_strong_rec
(f : α → N → σ)
{g : α → list σ → option σ}
(hg : primrec2 g)
(H : ∀ a n, g a (map (f a) (range n)) = some (f a n)) :
primrec2 f
Ignoring the parameter a, the main hypothesis says essentially that f (n) = g(f  [0, . . . , n−1]),
where the first n values of f have been written in a list (and the length of the list tells g
what value of f we are constructing). The reason g has optional return value is to allow for
it to fail when the input is not valid.
Once we have lists, the dependent type vector α n is just a subtype of list α, so it has an
easy primcodable instance, and most of the vector functions follow from their list counterparts.
Similarly for functions fin n → α, which are isomorphic to vector α n.
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def unpair (n : N) : N × N :=
let s := sqrt n in
if n - s*s < s then (n - s*s, s) else (s, n - s*s - s)
Figure 4 The function unpair : N → N × N. (Here sqrt : N → N is actually the function
√
n 7→ b nc.)

3.1

The textbook definition

Now that we have a proper theory, we can return to the question of how to show equivalence
to Definition 1. We do this by defining nat.primrec0 : ∀n, (vector N n → N) → Prop with only
5 clauses matching Definition 1. It is easy to show at this point that primrec0 implies primrec,
since all of the functions appearing in Definition 1 are known to be primitive recursive. For
the converse, most of the clauses are easy, but our earlier cheat was to axiomatize that mkpair
and unpair are primitive recursive, even though the definition involves addition, multiplication
and case analysis in mkpair and even square root in the inverse function (see Figure 4). So
we must show that all these operations are primitive recursive by the textbook definition.
The square root case is not as difficult as it may sound; since it grows by at most 1 at each
step we can define it by primitive recursion as
√
b 0c = 0
√
b n + 1c = if n + 1 < (y + 1)2 then y else y + 1
√
where y = b nc.
This alternate basis for primrec is useful for reductions, for example, to show that some
other basis for computation like Turing machines can simulate every primitive recursive
function.

4

Partial recursive functions

The partial recursive functions are an extension of primitive recursive functions by adding
an operator µn. p(n), where p : N → bool is a predicate, which denotes the least value of n
such that p(n) is true. Intuitively, this value is found by starting at 0 and testing ever larger
values until a satisfying instance is found. This function is not always defined, in the sense
that even when all the inputs are well typed it may not return a value – it can result in an
“infinite loop.”
Before we tackle the partial recursive functions we must understand partiality itself, and
in particular how to represent unbounded computation, computably, in a proof assistant that
can only represent terminating computations. As Lean is based on dependent type theory,
which is strongly normalizing, all expression evaluation terminates, and so the problem is
prima facie unsolvable – we may as well turn to functional relations as a representation.
However, as we shall see, it is actually possible with no additional modifications to CIC or
extra axioms.

4.1

The partiality monad

We have already discussed the option α type for representing a possible failure state, but
nontermination is a slightly different kind of “failure” in that the program is not able to tell
that it has failed while executing, and this difference makes itself known in the type system.
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To address this distinction, we introduce the part α type:
def part (α : Type*) := Σ p : Prop, (p → α)
That is, an element p : part α is a dependent pair of a proposition p1 and a function
p2 : p1 → α from proofs of p1 to α. A value of type part α is a nondecidable optional value,
in the sense that there is not necessarily a decision procedure for determining if the part α
contains a value, but if it does then you can extract the value using the function component.
This type has a monad structure, as follows:
pure : α → part α
pure a = htrue, λ_. ai
bind : part α → (α → part β) → part β
bind hp, f i g = h(∃h : p, (g (f h))1 ), (λh. (g (f h1 ))2 h2 )i
Also, there is an element ⊥ = hfalse, exfalsoi : part α representing an undefined value. We can
map option α → part α by sending some a to pure a and none to ⊥, and assuming the law of
excluded middle in Type we can also define an inverse map and show option α ' part α, but
this breaks the computational interpretation of part α.
The definition of bind, also written in Haskell style as the infix operator »=, is slightly
intricate but is “exactly what you would expect” in terms of its behavior. Given a partial
value p : part α and a function f : α → part β, the resulting partial value p »= f : part β is
defined when p is defined to be some a : α, and f a is defined, in which case it evaluates to f a.
It is convenient to abstract from the definition to a relational version, where a ∈ p means
∃h : p1 , p2 h = a – that is, a ∈ p says that p is defined and equal to a. (This relation is
functional because of proof irrelevance.) With this definition the bind operator can be much
more easily expressed by the theorem
b ∈ p »= f ↔ ∃a ∈ p, b ∈ f a
which is shared with many other collection-based monad structures. Also, like every other
monad there is a map operator, written <$>, which applies a pure function to a partial value:
map : (α → β) → part α → part β
f <$> p = hp1 , f ◦ p2 i
Because they come up often, we will use the notation α →
7 β = α → part β for the type of all
partial functions from α to β.
One important function that is (constructively) definable on this type is fix, which has
the following properties:
fix (f : α →
7 β ⊕ α) : α →
7 β
b ∈ fix f a ↔ inl b ∈ f a ∨ ∃a0 , inr a0 ∈ f a ∧ b ∈ fix f a0
Given an input a, it evaluates f to get either inl b or inr a0 . In the first case it returns b, and
in the second case it starts over with the value a0 . The function fix f is defined when this
process eventually terminates with a value, if we assume this then we can construct the value
that fix f returns. So even though Lean’s type theory does not permit unbounded recursion,
by working in this partiality monad we get computable unbounded recursion.
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inductive partrec : (N →
7 N) → Prop
| zero : partrec (pure 0)
| succ : partrec succ
| left : partrec (λ n, fst (unpair n))
| right : partrec (λ n, snd (unpair n))
| pair {f g} : partrec f → partrec g →
partrec (λ n, f n >>= λ a, g n >>= λ b, pure (mkpair a b))
| comp {f g} : partrec f → partrec g →
partrec (λ n, g n >>= f)
| prec {f g} : partrec f → partrec g →
partrec (unpaired (λ a n, nat.rec_on n (f a)
(λ y IH, IH >>= λ i,
g (mkpair a (mkpair y i)))))
| find {f} : partrec f → partrec (λ a,
find (λ n, (λ m, m = 0) <$> f (mkpair a n)))
Figure 5 The definition of partial recursive on N in Lean.

The minimization operator find p = µn. p(n), which finds the smallest value satisfying
the (partial) boolean predicate p can be defined in terms of fix as follows:
find : (N →
7 bool) →
7 N
find p = fix (λn. if p n then inl n else inr(n + 1)) 0
As an aside, we note that while this monad supports many of the operations one expects
on partial recursive functions, one thing it does not support is parallel computation. That
is, we would like to have a nondeterministic choice function <|> : part α → part α → part α
such that p <|> q is defined if either p or q is defined (with value arbitrarily chosen from the
two). This is possible for partial recursive functions, but it is not constructively definable
for part. For this, we must restrict the propositions to be semidecidable [2], which means
essentially that they are a Σ1 proposition, that is, a proposition of the form ∃n. f (n) = true
for some f : N → bool. Every partial recursive function is semidecidable as a consequence of
the evalk function (see Section 5.2).

4.2

partrec and computable

The definition nat.partrec is given in Figure 5. The first 7 cases are almost the same as those
of primrec, except that we must now worry about partiality in all the operations that build
functions. So for example λ n, f n >>= λ a, g n >>= λ b, pure (mkpair a b) is the
function n 7→ (f n, g n) except that if the computation of either f n or g n fails to return a
value, then this is not defined. (In other words, this operation is “strict” in both arguments).
Similarly, the composition is now expressed as λ n, g n >>= f, which says that g n should
be evaluated first, and if it is defined and equals a, then f a is the resulting value.
The interesting case is the last one, which incorporates the find function on N. Ignoring
partiality, it says that λa. µn. f (a, n) = 0 is partial recursive if f is. This is of course
the source of the partiality – all the other constructors produce total functions from total
functions but this can be partial if the function f is never zero.
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Although this defines a class of partial functions, some of the functions happen to be
total anyway, and we call a total partial-recursive function computable. It is an easy fact
that every primitive recursive function is computable.
As before, we can compose with encode and decode to extend these definitions to any
primcodable type. Although we could define an analogue of primcodable using computable
functions instead of primitive recursive functions, since we want to stick to simple encodings
(usually not just primitive recursive but polynomial time), and we already have encodings
for all the important types, so primcodable is enough.
One aspect of this definition which is not obviously a problem until one works out all
the details is the strictness of the prec constructor. In conventional notation, it says that if
f :α→
7 β and g : α → N → β →
7 β are partial recursive functions, then so is the function
h:α→N→
7 β defined by
h(a, 0) = f (a)
h(a, n + 1) = g(a, n, h(a, n)).
Importantly, h(a, n + 1) is only defined if h(a, n) is defined and g(a, n, h(a, n)) is defined. It
does not matter if g does not make use of the argument at all, for example if it is the first
projection. This comes up in the definition of the lazy conditional ifz[f, g], defined when
f :α→
7 β, g : α →
7 β by:
ifz[f, g] : α → N →
7 β
(
f (a) if n = 0
ifz[f, g](a, n) =
,
g(a) if n 6= 0
where in particular ifz[f, g](a, 1) = g(a) regardless of whether f (a) is defined. This is the
basis of “if statements” that resemble execution paths in a computer – we need a way to
choose which subcomputation to perform, without needing to evaluate both. The usual way
of implementing ifz is to use primitive recursion on the argument n, using f in the zero case
and g ◦ π1 in the successor case. But because of the strictness constraint, this will result in
ifz[⊥, g](a, 1) = (g ◦ π1 )(a, 0, f (a)) = ⊥ because f (a) = ⊥, rather than the desired result g(a).
In fact, we won’t have the tools to solve this problem until Section 5.3.

5
5.1

Universality
Codes for functions

Because partrec is an inductive predicate, we can read off a corresponding data type of
syntactic representations witnessing that a function N →
7 N is partial recursive:
inductive code : Type
| zero : code
| succ : code
| left : code
| right : code
| pair : code → code → code
| comp : code → code → code
| prec : code → code → code
| find’ : code → code
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We can define the semantics of a code via an “evaluation” function that takes a code and an
input value in N and produces a partial N value.
def eval : code → N →
7 N
| zero
:= pure 0
| succ
:= succ
| left
:= λ n, n.unpair.1
| right
:= λ n, n.unpair.2
| (pair cf cg) := λ n,
eval cf n >>= λ a, eval cg n >>= λ b, pure (mkpair a b)
| (comp cf cg) := λ n, eval cg n >>= eval cf
| (prec cf cg) := unpaired (λ a n,
nat.rec_on n (eval cf a) (λ y IH, IH >>= λ i,
eval cg (mkpair a (mkpair y i))))
| (find’ cf) := unpaired (λ a m, (λ i, i + m) <$>
find (λ n, (λ m, m = 0) <$> eval cf (mkpair a (n + m))))
Then it is a simple consequence of the definition that f is partial recursive iff there exists a
code fˆ such that f = eval fˆ.
Note. The find0 constructor is a slightly modified version of find which is easier to use in
evaluation:
find0 f (a, m) = (µn. f (a, n + m) = 0) + m,
which can be expressed in terms of find as:
find f a = find0 f (a, 0)
find0 f (a, m) = find (λx. f (x1 , x2 + m)) a + m
So we can pretend that partrec was defined with a case for find0 instead of find since it yields
the same class of functions.
Now the key fact is that code is denumerable. Concretely, we can encode it using a
combination of the tricks we used to encode sums, products and option types, that is,
encode (zero) = 0
encode (succ) = 1
encode (left) = 2
encode (right) = 3
encode (pair c1 c2 ) = 4 · (encode c1 , encode c2 ) + 4
encode (comp c1 c2 ) = 4 · (encode c1 , encode c2 ) + 5
encode (prec c1 c2 ) = 4 · (encode c1 , encode c2 ) + 6
encode (find0 c) = 4 · (encode c) + 7
where (m, n) is the pairing function from Figure 1. (We could have used a more permissive
encoding, but this has the advantage that it is a bijection to N, which makes the proof that
this is a primcodable type trivial.)
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Having shown that the type is primcodable we can now start to show that functions
on codes are primitive recursive. In particular, all the constructors are primitive recursive,
the recursion principle preserves primitive recursiveness and computability (not partial
recursiveness, because of the as-yet unresolved problem with ifz), and we can prove that
these simple functions on codes are primitive recursive:
const : N → code
eval (const a) n = a
curry : code → N → code
eval (curry c m) n = eval c (m, n)
In particular, the rather understated fact that curry is primitive recursive is a form of the
s-m-n theorem of recursion theory.

5.2

Resource-bounded evaluation

We have one more component before the universality theorem. We define a “resource-bounded”
version of eval, namely evalk : code → N → option N where k : N. (In the formal text it is
called evaln.) This function is total – we have a definite failure condition this time, unlike
eval itself, which can diverge. There are multiple ways to define this function; the important
part is that if eval c n = ⊥ then evalk c n = none for all k, and if eval c n = a is defined then
evalk c n = some a for some k. Furthermore, it is convenient to ensure that evalk is monotonic
in k, and the domain of evalk is contained in [0, k], that is, if n > k then evalk c n = none.
The Lean definition of evaln is given in Figure 6. The details of the definition are not
so important, but it is interesting to note that our “fuel” k for the computation only needs
to decrease when we don’t change the program code in the recursive call, namely in the
prec and find’ cases, thanks to Lean’s pattern matcher (which compiles this definition into
one by nested structural recursion). (You may wonder why we cannot use the fact that n
is decreasing in the prec case to prove termination, but this is because the function is not
defined by recursion on n, it is by recursion on k at all n ≤ k simultaneously.)
Because evalk c : N → option N has finite domain n ∈ [0, k] outside which it is none, we
can encode the whole function as a single list (option N). Thus we can pack the function
into the type N × code → list (option N), and define this by strong recursion (using the
theorem nat_strong_rec mentioned in Section 3), since in every case of the recursion, either
k decreases and c remains fixed, or c decreases and k remains fixed.
Thus evaln : N → code → N → option N is primitive recursive (jointly in all arguments),
and since eval c n = evalk0 c n where k 0 = µk. (evalk0 c n 6= none), this shows that eval is
partial recursive. This is Kleene’s normal form theorem (in a different language) – eval is a
universal partial recursive function.

5.3

Applications

The fixed point theorems are an easy consequence of universality. These have all been
formalized; the formalized theorem names are given in parentheses.
I Theorem 2 (fixed_point). If f : code → code is computable, then there exists some code
c such that eval(f c) = eval c.
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def evaln : ∀ k : N, code → N → option N
| 0 _ := λ n, none
| (k+1) zero := λ n, guard (n ≤ k) >> pure 0
| (k+1) succ := λ n, guard (n ≤ k) >> pure (succ n)
| (k+1) left := λ n, guard (n ≤ k) >> pure (fst (unpair n))
| (k+1) right := λ n, guard (n ≤ k) >> pure (snd (unpair n))
| (k+1) (pair cf cg) := λ n, guard (n ≤ k) >>
evaln (k+1) cf n >>= λ a, evaln (k+1) cg n >>= λ b, pure (mkpair a b)
| (k+1) (comp cf cg) := λ n, guard (n ≤ k) >>
evaln (k+1) cg n >>= λ x, evaln (k+1) cf x
| (k+1) (prec cf cg) := λ n, guard (n ≤ k) >>
unpaired (λ a m, nat.rec_on m
(evaln (k+1) cf a)
(λ y, evaln k (prec cf cg) (mkpair a y) >>= λ i,
evaln (k+1) cg (mkpair a (mkpair y i)))) n
| (k+1) (find’ cf) := λ n, guard (n ≤ k) >>
unpaired (λ a m,
evaln (k+1) cf (mkpair a m) >>= λ x,
if x = 0 then pure m else
evaln k (find’ cf) (mkpair a (m+1))) n
Figure 6 The definition of resource-bounded evaluation of partial recursive functions in Lean.
Notation note: The » operator is monad sequencing, i.e. a » b = a »= λ_. b, and guard p : option unit
is the function that returns some () if p is true and none if p is false. Together they ensure that
evaln k c n = none unless n ≤ k.

Proof. Consider the function g : N → N →
7 N defined by g x y = eval (eval x x) y (using
decode : N → code to use natural numbers as codes in eval). This function is clearly partial
recursive, so let g = eval ĝ. Now let F : N → code such that F x = f (curry ĝ x); then F is
computable so let F = eval F̂ . Then for c = curry ĝ F̂ we have:
eval (f c) n = eval (f (curry ĝ F̂ )) n
= eval (F F̂ ) n
= eval (eval F̂ F̂ ) n
= g F̂ n
= eval ĝ (F̂ , n)
= eval (curry ĝ F̂ ) n
= eval c n.

J

I Theorem 3 (fixed_point2 ). If f : code → N →
7 N is partial recursive, then there exists
some code c such that eval c = f c.
Proof. Let f = eval fˆ, and apply Theorem 2 to curry fˆ to obtain a c such that
eval (curry fˆ c) = eval c. Then
eval c n = eval (curry fˆ c) n
= eval fˆ (c, n)
= f c n.

J
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We can also finally solve the ifz problem. If f and g are partial recursive functions, then
letting f = eval fˆ and g = eval ĝ, the function
(
c(n) =

fˆ if n = 0
ĝ

if n 6= 0

is primitive recursive (since both branches are just numbers now instead of computations
that may not halt), and ifz[f, g](a, n) = eval c(n) a. More generally, this implies that we can
evaluate conditionals where the condition is a computable function and the branches are
partial functions. We can also construct a nondeterministic choice function:
I Theorem 4 (merge). If f, g : α →
7 β are partial recursive functions, then there exists a
function h : N →
7 N such that h(a) is defined iff either f (a) or g(a) is defined, and if x ∈ h(a)
then x ∈ f (a) or x ∈ g(a).
Proof. It is easy to reduce to the case where f, g : N →
7 N. Let f = eval fˆ and g = eval ĝ;
ˆ
then h(n) = find(λk. evalk f n <|> evalk ĝ n) works, where <|> is the alternative operator
on option N.
J
A corollary is Post’s theorem on the equivalence of computable and r.e. co-r.e. sets:
I Theorem 5 (computable_iff_re_compl_re). If p : α → Prop is a decidable predicate,
then p is computable iff p is r.e. and λa. ¬p a is r.e.
Proof. The forward direction is trivial. In the reverse direction, if f, g : α →
7 unit are chosen
such that f (a) is defined iff p(a) and g(a) is defined iff ¬p(a), then by Theorem 4 there is a
function h : α →
7 bool extending λa. f (a) » pure true and λa. g(a) » pure false. This function
has domain {a | p(a) ∨ ¬p(a)} = α (because p is decidable) and is true when p(a) is true and
is false when ¬p(a). Thus h is a computable indicator function for p.
J
The assumption that p is decidable is not the tightest condition we could assert; it suffices
p is stable, i.e. ¬¬p(a) → p(a), or alternatively we could assume Markov’s principle or LEM.
We conclude with Rice’s theorem on the noncomputability of all nontrivial properties
about computable functions:
I Theorem 6 (rice). Let C ⊆ (N →
7 N) such that {c | eval c ∈ C} is computable. Then for
any f, g : N →
7 N, f ∈ C implies g ∈ C (so classically C = ∅ ∨ C = N →
7 N).
Proof. Apply Theorem 3 to the function F c n = if eval c ∈ C then g n else f n. to obtain
a c such that eval c = F c. (Note eval c ∈ C is decidable because it is computable.) Then if
eval c ∈ C, we have F c n = g n for all n so eval c = F c = g, hence g ∈ C. And if eval c ∈
/C
then eval c = F c = f similarly which contradicts f ∈ C, eval c ∈
/ C.
J
The undecidability of the halting problem is a trivial corollary:
I Theorem 7 (halting_problem). The set {c : code | eval c 0 is defined} is not computable.
Proof. Suppose it is; we can write it as {c | eval c ∈ C} where C = {f | f 0 is defined}, so
applying Rice’s theorem with f = λn. 0 and g = λn. ⊥ we have a contradiction from f ∈ C
and g ∈
/ C.
J
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File
primrec
partrec
partrec_code
halting

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

3
4
5
5.3

Line Count
1338
730
918
354

Figure 7 Line counts (unadjusted) for the files in this formalization. Note that primrec.lean
contains mostly endpoint theorems intended for presenting users with a convenient API for primitive
recursion proofs.

6

Related Works

While this is the first formalization of computability theory in Lean, there are a variety of
related formalizations in other theorem provers.
Zammit (1997) [18] uses n-ary µ-recursive functions with an explicit big-step semantics.
Although we believe we have reproduced all the theorems in this report and more, it
should be noted that this predates all the others on this list by more than 10 years.
Norrish achieves a substantial amount in [13], using the λ-calculus in HOL4, up to
Rice’s theorem and r.e. sets. The primary differences involve the differing model of
computation and differences from working in a classical higher order logic system rather
than a dependent type theory. (Lean is primarily focused on classical logic, but it permits
working in intuitionistic logic, and there was no particular reason to assume LEM except
in Theorem 5.)
Asperti and Riccoti [1] have formalized the construction of a universal Turing machine in
Matita, but do not go as far as the halting problem or recursively enumerable sets.
“Mechanising turing machines and computability theory in Isabelle/HOL” by Xu, Zhang
and Urban [17] builds from Turing machines, constructs a universal Turing machine,
formalizes the halting problem, and relates them to abacus machines and recursive
functions. But they acknowledge up front that formalizing TMs is a “daunting prospect,”
and their formalization is much longer (although direct comparisons are misleading at
best).
Forster and Smolka [7] formalize call-by-value λ-calculus in Coq, including Post’s theorem
and the halting problem, but they have a much greater focus on constructive mathematics
and the exploration of choice principles such as Markov’s principle. As Lean is not as
focused on constructive type theory, we have instead chosen to focus on getting these
core results with a minimum of fuss and with the most externally useful developments,
so that they can perform well as an addition to Lean’s standard library.
In “Typing Total Recursive Functions in Coq” [11], Larchey-Wendling shows that all
total recursive functions have function witnesses in Coq. From the point of view of our
paper, at least concerning total recursive functions in the sense used in computability
theory, this is a consequence of the definition - a computable function has a function
witness by definition, as it is a predicate on functions. Similarly, we can evaluate a partial
recursive function when it is defined because of the definition of part α = Σp, p → α. The
content of the theorem is then shifted to the construction of the function fix, which was
not detailed here but reduces to nat.find : (∃n : N. P (n)) → {n | P (n)}, which ultimately
relies on the same subsingleton elimination principle used in Coq.
In “Formalization of the Undecidability of the Halting Problem for a Functional Language”
by Ramos et. al. [15], the authors formalize a simplified version of PVS called PVS0
suitable for translating regular PVS definitions into PVS0 and proving termination, and
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they also do some computability theory in this setting, including the fixed point theorem
and Rice’s theorem using an explicit PVS0 program. Our approach is much more abstract
and generic, more suited to the mathematical theory than concrete execution models.
From our own work and the work in these alternative formalizations, we find the following
“take-home messages”:
Although the standard formulation of µ-recursive functions uses n-ary functions, and
both [18] and [11] use n-ary µ-recursive functions, it turns out that it is much simpler to
work with unary µ-recursive functions and rely on the pairing function to get additional
arguments. This simplifies the statement of composition and projection significantly and
decreases the reliance on dependent types.
There is not a significant difference between our formulation of partial recursive functions
and the lambda calculus with de Bruijn variables, although we don’t get the higher-order
features until fairly late in the process. (Once we have eval and code we can use codes
as higher order functions.) But it is less obvious how to get primitive recursion in the
lambda calculus, and having a direct enumeration of all sets under consideration makes
it easy to get things like option.map as primitive recursive functions early on.
Building “synthetic computability” [5] into the types from the beginning makes it obvious
that all computable functions are Lean-computable and all partial recursive functions
can be evaluated on their domain. All the work is transferred to the single function fix,
whose definition is independent of the computability library, and a complicated induction
on partial recursive functions is avoided.
Synthetic computability is convenient when applicable, but in the presence of a “proper”
definition of computability, they are incompatible. It is not possible to prove that all
synthetically computable functions (that is, all functions) are computable, and this
statement is disprovable in classical logic, so we cannot assume it to be the case. (In
fact, there is a diagonalization problem here as well; even in no-axioms Lean, we cannot
take the assumption that all functions are computable as an axiom without making the
axiom false.)

7

Future Work

7.1

Equivalences

The most obvious next step is to show the equivalence of other formulations of computable
functions: Turing machines, λ-calculus, Minsky register machines, C... the space of options is
very wide here and it is easy to get carried away. Furthermore, if one holds to the thesis that
partial recursive functions are the quickest lifeline out of the Turing tarpit, then one must
acknowledge that this is to jump right back in, where the hardest part of the translation
is fiddling with the intricacies of the target language. We are still looking for ways to do
this in a more abstract way that avoids the pain. Forster and Larchey-Wendling [6, 12] have
recently made some progress in this direction, connecting Turing machines to Minsky register
machines and Diophantine equations.

7.2

Complexity theory

This project was in part intended to set up the foundations of complexity theory. One of the
often stated reasons for choosing Turing machines over other models of computation like
primitive recursion is because they have a better time model. We would argue that this is
not true at fine grained notions of complexity, because there is often a linear multiplicative
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overhead for running across the tape compared to memory models. Moreover, in the other
direction we find that, at least in the case of polynomial time complexity, there are methods
such as bounded recursion on notation [9] that generalize primitive recursion methods to
the definition of polynomial time computable functions, which can be used to define P, NP,
and NP-hardness at least; we are hopeful that these methods can extend to other classes,
possibly by hybridizing with other models of computation as well.
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1

Introduction

Graph algorithms are notoriously obscure in the sense that it is hard to grasp why exactly
they work. Therefore, proofs of correctness are more than welcome in this domain. In this
paper we consider Tarjan’s algorithm [31] for computing the strongly connected components
in a directed graph and present formal proofs of its correctness in three different systems:
Why3, Coq and Isabelle/HOL. The algorithm is treated at an abstract level with a functional
programming style manipulating finite sets, stacks and mappings, but it respects the linear
time behaviour of the original presentation.
To our knowledge this is the first time that the formal correctness proof of a non-trivial
program is carried out in three very different proof assistants: Why3 is based on a first-order
logic with inductive predicates and automatic provers, Coq on an expressive theory of higherorder logic and dependent types, and Isabelle/HOL combines simply typed higher-order logic
with automatic provers. Crucially for our comparison, the algorithm is defined at the same
level of abstraction in all three systems, and the proof relies on the same arguments in the
three formal systems. We deliberately decided not to base our representation of the algorithm
on some specific infrastructure for program verification such as Lammich’s monadic or
imperative refinement frameworks [17, 19] for Isabelle/HOL or the existing encoding of Back
and Morgan’s refinement calculus in Coq [1], as doing so would make comparisons between
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the systems less direct. Moreover, we do not target automatic generation of executable code.
We claim that our proof is direct, readable, elegant, and that it follows Tarjan’s presentation.
Note that a similar exercise but for a much more elementary proof (the irrationality of square
root of 2) and using many more proof assistants (17) was presented in [35].
Examples of formal and informal proofs of algorithms about graphs can be found in [27,
33, 18, 28, 14, 20, 32, 22, 30, 29, 16, 8], among others. Some of them are part of a larger
library, others focus on the treatment of pointers or on concurrent algorithms. In particular,
only Lammich and Neumann [20] gave an alternative formal proof of Tarjan’s algorithm
within their framework for verifying graph algorithms in Isabelle/HOL.
We expose here the key parts of the proofs. The interested reader can access the details
of the proofs and run them on the web [9, 10, 23]. In this paper, we recall the principles
of the algorithm in Section 2; we describe the proofs in the three systems in Sections 3, 4,
and 5 by emphasizing the differences induced by the logics which are used; we conclude in
Sections 6 and 7 by commenting the developments and advantages of each proof system.

2

The algorithm

In a directed graph, two vertices x and y are strongly connected if there exists a path from
x to y and a path from y to x. A strongly connected component (scc) is a maximal set
of vertices where all pairs of vertices are strongly connected. The vertices reached by a
depth-first search (DFS) traversal in a directed graph form a spanning forest. A fundamental
property relates sccs and DFS traversal: each scc is a prefix of a single subtree in the spanning
forest (see Figure 1c). Its root is called the base of the scc. Tarjan’s algorithm [31] relies on
the detection of these bases and collects the sccs in a pushdown stack. It performs a single
DFS traversal of the graph assigning a serial number num[x] to any vertex x in the order of
the visit. It computes the following function for every vertex x:1
∗

LOWLINK(x) = min{num[y] | x =⇒ z ,→ y ∧ x and y are strongly connected}
∗

The relation x =⇒ z means that z is a son of x in the spanning forest, the relation =⇒ is its
transitive and reflexive closure, and z ,→ y means that there is a back edge from z to some
node y of the spanning forest (a back edge is an edge of the graph which is not an edge in
the spanning forest). In Figure 1c, =⇒ is drawn in thick lines and ,→ in dotted lines; in
Figure 1b the table of the values of the LOWLINK function is shown. The minimum of the
empty set is assumed to be +∞ (this is a slight simplification w.r.t. the original algorithm).
The base x of an scc is found when LOWLINK(x) ≥ num[x], and the component is
formed by the nodes of the subtree in the spanning forest rooted at x and pruned of the sccs
already discovered in that subtree. As illustrated by vertices 8 or 9 in Figure 1c, notice that
LOWLINK(x) need not be the lowest serial number of a vertex accessible from x, nor of an
ancestor of x in the spanning forest. The DFS traversal sets to +∞ the serial numbers of
vertices in already discovered sccs. This allows us to compute LOWLINK as:
∗

LOWLINK(x) = min{num[y] | x =⇒ z ,→ y}
Our implementation of graphs uses an abstract type vertex for vertices, a constant vertices
for the finite set of all vertices in the graph, and a successors function from vertices to their
adjacency set. The algorithm maintains an environment e implemented as a record of type
env with four fields: a stack e.stack, a set e.sccs of strongly connected components, a fresh
serial number e.sn, and a function e.num from vertices to serial numbers.
1

This definition relies on knowing whether nodes are strongly connected, which the algorithm is intended
to discover. This apparent circularity will be broken below.
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(c) Spanning forest.

Figure 1 The vertices are numbered and pushed onto the stack in the order of their visit by the
recursive function dfs1. When the first component {0} is discovered, vertex 0 is popped; similarly when
the second component {5, 6, 7} is found, its vertices are popped; finally all vertices are popped when the
third component {1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9} is found. Notice that there is no back edge to a vertex with a number less
than 5 when the second component is discovered. Similarly in the first component, there is no edge to a
vertex with a number less than 0. In the third component, there is no edge to a vertex less than 1 since
we have set the serial number of vertex 0 to +∞ when 0 was popped.

type vertex
constant vertices: set vertex
function successors vertex : set vertex
type env = {stack: list vertex; sccs: set (set vertex); sn: int; num: map vertex int}

The DFS traversal is organized as two mutually recursive functions dfs1 and dfs. The
function dfs1 visits a new vertex x and computes LOWLINK(x). Furthermore it adds a new
scc when x is the base of a new scc. The function dfs takes as argument a set r of roots and
an environment e. It calls dfs1 on non-visited vertices in r and returns a pair consisting of an
integer and the modified environment. The integer is the minimum of the values computed
by dfs1 on non-visited vertices in r and the serial numbers of already visited vertices in r. If
the set of roots is empty, the returned integer is +∞.
The main procedure tarjan initializes the environment with an empty stack, an empty set
of sccs, the fresh serial number 0 and the constant function giving the number −1 to each
vertex. The result is the set of components returned by the function dfs called on all vertices
in the graph.
let rec dfs1 x e =
let n0 = e.sn in
let (n1, e1) = dfs (successors x) (add_stack_incr x e) in
if n1 < n0 then (n1, e1) else
let (s2, s3) = split x e1.stack in
(+∞, {stack = s3; sccs = add (elements s2) e1.sccs;
sn = e1.sn; num = set_infty s2 e1.num})
with dfs r e = if is_empty r then (+∞, e) else
let x = choose r in let r’ = remove x r in
let (n1, e1) = if e.num[x] 6= -1 then (e.num[x], e) else dfs1 x e in
let (n2, e2) = dfs r’ e1 in (min n1 n2, e2)
let tarjan () =
let e = {stack = Nil; sccs = empty; sn = 0; num = const (-1)} in
let (_, e’) = dfs vertices e in e’.sccs

In the body of dfs1, the auxiliary function add_stack_incr updates the environment by
pushing x on the stack, assigning it the current fresh serial number, and incrementing that
number in view of future calls. The function dfs1 performs a recursive call to dfs for the
adjacent vertices of x as roots and the updated environment. If the returned integer value n1
is less than the number n0 assigned to x, the function simply returns n1 and the current
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environment. Otherwise, the function declares that a new scc has been found, consisting of
all vertices that are contained on top of x in the current stack. These vertices are popped
from the stack, stored as a new set in e.sccs, and their serial numbers are all set to +∞,
ensuring that they do not interfere with future calculations of min values. The auxiliary
functions split and set_infty are used to carry out these updates.
let add_stack_incr x e = let n = e.sn in
{stack = Cons x e.stack; sccs = e.sccs; sn = n+1; num = e.num[x ← n]}
let rec set_infty s f = match s with Nil → f
| Cons x s’ → (set_infty s’ f)[x ← +∞] end
let rec split x s = match s with Nil → (Nil, Nil)
| Cons y s’ → if x = y then (Cons x Nil, s’)
else let (s1’, s2) = split x s’ in (Cons y s1’, s2) end

Figure 1 illustrates the behavior of the algorithm by an example. We presented the
algorithm as a functional program, using data structures available in the Why3 standard
library [4]. For lists we have the constructors Nil and Cons; the function elements returns
the set of elements of a list. For finite sets, we have the empty set empty, and the functions
add to add an element to a set, remove to remove an element from a set, choose to pick an
arbitrary element2 in a (non-empty) set, and is_empty to test for emptiness. We also use
maps with functions const denoting the constant function, _[_] to access the value of an
element, and _[_ ← _] for creating a map obtained from an existing map by setting an
element to a given value.
For a correspondence between our presentation and the imperative programs used in
standard textbooks, the reader is referred to [8]. The present version can be directly translated
into Coq or Isabelle functions, and it respects the linear running time of the algorithm
for straightforward implementations of the elements that we choose to leave abstract in
our presentation. Indeed, vertices could be represented by integers, +∞ by the cardinal of
vertices, finite sets by lists of integers and mappings by mutable arrays (see for instance [9]).
Thus for each environment e in the algorithm, the working stack e.stack corresponds to a
cut of the spanning forest where strongly connected components to its left are pruned and
stored in e.sccs. In this stack, any vertex can reach any vertex higher in the stack. And if a
vertex is a base of an scc, no back edge can reach some vertex lower than this base in the
stack, otherwise that last vertex would be in the same scc with a strictly lower serial number.
Our proofs of the algorithm make these arguments formal. To maintain these invariants
we will distinguish, as is common for DFS algorithms, three sets of vertices: white vertices are
the non-visited ones, black vertices are those that are already fully visited, and gray vertices
are those that are still being visited. Clearly, these sets are disjoint and white vertices can
be considered as forming the complement in vertices of the union of the gray and black ones.
The previously mentioned invariant properties can now be expressed for vertices in the
stack: no such vertex is white, any vertex can reach all vertices higher in the stack, any
vertex can reach some gray vertex lower in the stack. Moreover, vertices in the stack respect
the numbering order, i.e. a vertex x is lower than y in the stack if and only if the number
assigned to x is strictly less than the number assigned to y.

3

The proof in Why3

The Why3 system comprises the programming language WhyML used in the previous section
and a many-sorted first-order logic with inductive data types and inductive predicates to
express the logical assertions. The system generates proof obligations w.r.t. the assertions,

2

This is the only non-deterministic operation used in our development. We handle it by underspecification,
effectively showing that any implementation is correct.
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pre- and post-conditions and lemmas inserted in the WhyML program. The system is
interfaced with off-the-shelf automatic provers and interactive proof assistants.
From the Why3 library, we use pre-defined theories for integer arithmetic, polymorphic
lists, finite sets and mappings. There is also a small theory for paths in graphs. Here we
define graphs, paths and sccs as follows.
axiom successors_vertices: ∀x. mem x vertices → subset (successors x) vertices
predicate edge (x y: vertex) = mem x vertices ∧ mem y (successors x)
inductive path vertex (list vertex) vertex =
| Path_empty: ∀x: vertex. path x Nil x
| Path_cons: ∀x y z: vertex, l: list vertex.
edge x y → path y l z → path x (Cons x l) z
predicate reachable (x y: vertex) = ∃l. path x l y
predicate in_same_scc (x y: vertex) = reachable x y ∧ reachable y x
predicate is_subscc (s: set vertex) = ∀x y. mem x s → mem y s → in_same_scc x y
predicate is_scc (s: set vertex) = not is_empty s
∧ is_subscc s ∧ (∀s’. subset s s’ → is_subscc s’ → s == s’)

The predicates mem and subset denote membership and the subset relation for finite sets.
We add two ghost fields in environments for the black and gray sets of vertices. These
fields are used in the proofs but not used in the calculation of the sccs, which is checked by
the type-checker of the language.
type env = {ghost black: set vertex; ghost gray: set vertex;
stack: list vertex; sccs: set (set vertex); sn: int; num: map vertex int}

Defining a new function add_black turning a vertex from gray to black and redefining
add_stack_incr for adding a new gray vertex with a fresh serial number to the current stack,
the functions now become:
let add_black x e =
{black = add x e.black; gray = remove x e.gray;
stack = e.stack; sccs = e.sccs; sn = e.sn; num = e.num}
let add_stack_incr x e =
let n = e.sn in
{black = e.black; gray = add x e.gray;
stack = Cons x e.stack; sccs = e.sccs; sn = n+1; num = e.num[x ←n]}
let rec dfs1 x e =
let n0 = e.sn in
let (n1, e1) = dfs (successors x) (add_stack_incr x e) in
if n1 < n0 then (n1, add_black x e1) else
let (s2, s3) = split x e1.stack in
(+∞, {black = add x e1.black; gray = e.gray; stack = s3;
sccs = add (elements s2) e1.sccs; sn = e1.sn; num = set_infty s2 e1.num})
with dfs r e = ... (* unmodified *)
let tarjan () =
let e = {black = empty; gray = empty;
stack = Nil; sccs = empty; sn = 0; num = const (-1)} in
let (_, e’) = dfs vertices e in e’.sccs

The main invariant (I) of our program states that the environment is well-formed:
predicate wf_env (e: env) =
let {stack = s; black = b; gray = g} = e in
wf_color e ∧ wf_num e ∧ simplelist s ∧ no_black_to_white b g ∧
(∀x y. lmem x s → lmem y s → e.num[x] ≤ e.num[y] → reachable x y) ∧
(∀y. lmem y s → ∃x. mem x g ∧ e.num[x] ≤ e.num[y] ∧ reachable y x) ∧
(∀cc. mem cc e.sccs ↔ subset cc b ∧ is_scc cc)

where lmem stands for membership in a list. The well-formedness property is the conjunction
of seven clauses. The two first clauses express elementary conditions about the colored sets
of vertices and the numbering function (see [9, 8] for a detailed description). The third clause
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states that there are no repetitions in the stack, and the fourth that there is no edge from a
black vertex to a white vertex. The next two clauses formally express the property already
stated above: any vertex in the stack reaches all higher vertices and any vertex in the stack
can reach a lower gray vertex. The last clause states that the sccs field is the set of all sccs
all of whose vertices are black.
Since at the end of the tarjan function, all vertices are black, the sccs field will contain
exactly the set of all strongly connected components. We formally express this by adding a
post-condition to the definition of the function.
let tarjan () = returns {r → ∀cc. mem cc r ↔ subset cc vertices ∧ is_scc cc}
let e = {black = empty; gray = empty;
stack = Nil; sccs = empty; sn = 0; num = const (-1)} in
let (_, e’) = dfs vertices e in assert {subset vertices e’.black};
e’.sccs

Our functions dfs1 and dfs modify the environment in a monotonic way. Namely, they
augment the set of visited vertices (the black ones); they keep invariant the set of the ones
currently under visit (the gray set); they increase the stack with new black vertices; they
also discover new sccs and they keep invariant the serial numbers of vertices in the stack,
predicate subenv (e e’: env) =
subset e.black e’.black ∧ e.gray == e’.gray
∧ (∃s. e’.stack = s ++ e.stack ∧ subset (elements s) e’.black)
∧ subset e.sccs e’.sccs ∧ (∀x. lmem x e.stack → e.num[x] = e’.num[x])

Once these invariants are expressed, it remains to locate them in the program text and to
add assertions which help to prove them. The pre-conditions of dfs1 are quite natural: the
vertex x must be a white vertex of the graph, and it must be reachable from all gray vertices.
Moreover invariant (I) must hold. The post-conditions of dfs1 are the following. Firstly, (I)
and the monotonicity property subenv hold of the resulting environment. Second, vertex x is
black at the end of dfs1. Finally we express properties of the integer value n returned by
this function, which is indeed LOWLINK(x), as noted previously. Formally, we give three
properties for characterizing n. The returned value is never higher than the number of x in
the final environment. Also, the returned value is either +∞ or the number of a vertex in
the stack reachable from x. Finally, if there is a (back) edge from a vertex y’ in the new part
of the stack to a vertex y in its old part, the returned value n must be lower or equal to the
serial number of y.
let rec dfs1 x e =
(* pre-condition *)
requires {mem x vertices ∧ not mem x (union e.black e.gray)}
requires {∀y. mem y e.gray → reachable y x}
requires {wf_env e} (* I *)
(* post-condition *)
returns {(_, e’) → wf_env e’ ∧ subenv e e’}
returns {(_, e’) → mem x e’.black}
returns {(n, e’) → n ≤ e’.num[x]}
returns {(n, e’) → n = +∞ ∨ num_of_reachable_in_stack n x e’}
returns {(n, e’) → ∀y. xedge_to e’.stack e.stack y → n ≤ e’.num[y]}

The auxiliary predicates used above are formally defined in the following way.
predicate num_of_reachable_in_stack (n: int) (x: vertex)(e: env) =
∃y. lmem y e.stack ∧ n = e.num[y] ∧ reachable x y
predicate xedge_to (s1 s3: list vertex) (y: vertex) =
(∃s2. s1 = s2 ++ s3 ∧ ∃y’. lmem y’ s2 ∧ edge y’ y) ∧ lmem y s3
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Notice that the definition of xedge_to fits the definition of LOWLINK when the back edge
ends at a vertex residing in the stack before the call of dfs1. The pre- and post-conditions
for the function dfs are quite similar up to a generalization to sets of vertices considered as
the roots of the algorithm (see [9]).
We now add seven assertions in the body of the dfs1 function to help the automatic
provers. In contrast, the function dfs needs no extra assertions in its body. In dfs1, when
the number n0 of x is strictly greater than the number n1 resulting from the call to its
successors, the first assertion states that n1 cannot be +∞; it helps in proving the next
assertion. The second assertion states that a lower gray vertex is reachable from x and that
thus the scc of x is not fully black at the end of dfs1. In that assertion the inequality y 6= x is
redundant, but helps showing the sccs constraint at the end of dfs1. The first four assertions
in the “else” branch show that the vertices on top of x in the current stack form a strongly
connected component and that x is the base of that scc. The final assertion helps proving
that the coloring constraint is preserved at the end of dfs1.
let n0 = e.sn in
let (n1, e1) = dfs (successors x) (add_stack_incr x e) in
if n1 < n0 then begin
assert {n1 6= +∞};
assert {∃y. y 6= x ∧ mem y e1.gray ∧ e1.num[y] < e1.num[x] ∧ in_same_scc x y};
(n1, add_black x e1) end
else
let (s2, s3) = split x e1.stack in
assert {is_last x s2 ∧ s3 = e.stack ∧ subset (elements s2) (add x e1.black)};
assert {is_subscc (elements s2)};
assert {∀y. in_same_scc y x → lmem y s2};
assert {is_scc (elements s2)};
assert {inter e.gray (elements s2) == empty};
(+∞, {black = add x e1.black; gray = e.gray; stack = s3;
sccs = add (elements s2) e1.sccs; sn = e1.sn; num = set_infty s2 e1.num})

The function inter denotes set intersection, and is_last is defined below.
predicate is_last (x: α) (s: list α) = ∃s’. s = s’ ++ Cons x Nil

All proofs are discovered by the automatic provers except for two proofs carried out
interactively in Coq. One is the proof of the black extension of the stack (from predicate
subenv in the post-condition of dfs1 ) in case n1 < n0. The provers could not find a suitable
witness for the existential quantifier, although the Coq proof is quite short. The second
Coq proof is the fifth assertion in the body of dfs1, which asserts that any y in the scc
of x belongs to s2. It is a maximality assertion which states that the set elements s2 is a
complete scc. The proof of that assertion is by contradiction. If y is not in s2, there must be
an edge from x’ in s2 to some y’ not in s2 such that x reaches x’ and y’ reaches y. There
are three cases, depending on the position of y’. Case 1 is when y’ is in sccs: this is not
possible since x would then be in sccs which contradicts x being gray. Case 2 is when y’ is
an element of s3 : the serial number of y’ is strictly less than the one of x which is n0. If
x’ 6= x, the back edge from x’ to y’ contradicts n1 ≥ n0 (post-condition 5); if x’ = x, then y’
is a successor of x and again it contradicts n1 ≥ n0 (post-condition 3). Case 3 is when y’
is white, then x’ =
6 x is impossible since x’ is then black in s2 and would be the origin of a
black-to-white edge to y’; if x’ = x, then y’ is not white by post-condition 2 of dfs.
Some quantitative information about the Why3 proof is listed in Table 1. Alt-Ergo 2.3
and CVC4 1.5 proved the bulk of the proof obligations.3 The proof uses 49 lemmas that were
all proved automatically, but with an interactive interface providing hints to apply inlining,

3

In addition to the results reported in the table, Spass was used to discharge one proof obligation.
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Table 1 Performance results with provers in Why3-0.88.3 (in seconds, on a 3.3 GHz Intel Core i5
processor). Total time is 341.15 seconds. The two last columns contain the numbers of verification
conditions and proof obligations. Notice that there may be several VCs per proof obligation.
provers

Alt-Ergo

CVC4

E-prover

Z3

49 lemmas
split
add_stack_incr
add_black
set_infty
dfs1
dfs
tarjan

1.91
0.09
0.01
0.02
0.03
77.89
4.71
0.85

26.11
0.16

3.33

150.2
3.52

19.99

13.67
0.26

total

85.51

179.99

23.32

13.93

#VC

#PO

70
6
1
1
1
79
58
15

49
6
1
1
1
20
25
5

231

108

splitting, or induction strategies. This includes 13 lemmas on sets, 16 on lists, 5 on lists
without repetitions, 3 on paths, 5 on sccs and 7 very specialized lemmas directly involved in
the proof obligations of the algorithm. The lemma xpath_xedge states a critical condition
on paths, reducing a predicate on paths to a predicate on edges. In fact, most of the Why3
proof works on edges, which are handled more robustly by the automatic provers than paths.
Another important lemma is subscc_after_last_gray, which shows that the elements of the
stack on top of the last gray vertex form a subset of an scc. This means that a variant of
the program with the split call before the if-statement would have a simpler proof, but its
time complexity would be non-linear. The two Coq proofs are 9 and 81 lines long (the Coq
files of 677 and 680 lines include preambles that are automatically generated during the
translation from Why3 to Coq). The interested reader is refered to [9] where the full proof
is available.
The proof explained so far only showed the partial correctness of the algorithm. But after
adding two lemmas about union and difference for finite sets, termination is automatically
proved by the following lexicographic ordering on the number of white vertices and roots.
let rec dfs1 x e = variant {cardinal (diff vertices (union e.black e.gray)), 0}
with dfs r e = variant {cardinal (diff vertices (union e.black e.gray)), 1, cardinal r}

4

The proof in Coq

Coq is based on type theory and the calculus of constructions, a higher order lambda-calculus,
to express formulae and proofs. Some basic notions of graph theory are provided by the
Mathematical Components Library [21]. Our formalization is parameterized by a finite type
V for the vertices and the function successors such that successors x is the adjacency set of
any vertex x. The boolean gconnect x y indicates that a path connects the vertex x to the
vertex y. The function equivalence_partition of the library creates a partition of a set with
respect to an equivalence relation. The set gsccs of the sccs of a graph is defined as follows,
based on gconnect and the set of all vertices [set: V]:
Definition gsymconnect x y := gconnect x y && gconnect y x.
Definition gsccs := equivalence_partition gsymconnect [set: V].

Components are represented as sets of sets {set {set V}}. Various operations on sets
are available. In this proof, we use singletons [set x], unions S1 ∪ S2 , differences S1 \ S2 ,
complements ∼: S and unions of all sets in a set of sets cover S.
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Coq offers several mechanisms for combining properties (boolean conjunction, propositional conjunction, record, inductive family), all of which have their own idiosyncracies. In
order to make the presentation more readable for a non-Coq expert, we write them all with
the n-ary propositional conjunction [∧ P1 , P2 , . . . & Pn ]. We refer to [10] for the actual code.
The Coq formalization differs from the one in Why3: it uses natural numbers only and
does not mention colors (white, gray and black). In particular, the number ∞ is defined as
the cardinality of V, vertices with ∞ + 1 as serial number correspond to the white vertices of
the previous section and the environment is defined as a record with only two fields, a set of
sccs and the mapping assigning serial numbers to vertices:
Record env := Env {esccs : {set {set V}}; num: {ffun V → nat}}.

Given an environment e, the set of visited vertices is visited e (the vertices with serial number
less or equal to ∞), the current fresh serial number is sn e (the cardinality of the set of
visited vertices), and the stack is stack e (the list of elements x which satisfy num e x < sn e,
sorted by increasing serial number).
Another difference with the Why3 algorithm is the definition of dfs1 and dfs as two
separate, rather than two mutually recursive functions. As in the Why3 program, dfs1 takes
a vertex x, and dfs a set of vertices roots, in addition to an environment e. In order to
prepare for the combination of the two functions, they also take function parameters that
will represent the recursive calls.
Definition dfs1 dfs x e :=
let: (n1, e1) as res := dfs (successors x) (visit x e) in
if n1 < sn e then res else (∞, store (stack e1 \ stack e) e1).
Definition dfs dfs1 dfs (roots : {set V}) e :=
if [pick x in roots] isn’t Some x then (∞, e) else
let: (n1, e1) := if num e x ≤ ∞ then (num e x, e) else dfs1 x e in
let: (n2, e2) := dfs (roots \ [set x]) e1 in (minn n1 n2, e2).

The expression visit x e represents the environment where x gets the next serial number, and
store produces an environment that contains an additional strongly connected component.
Then, the two functions are glued together in a recursive function rec where the parameter
k controls the maximal recursive height.
Fixpoint rec k r e := if k is k’.+1 then dfs (dfs1 (rec k’)) (rec k’) r e else (∞, e).

If k is not zero (i.e. it is a successor of some k’), rec calls dfs taking care that its parameters
can only use recursive calls to rec with a smaller recursive height, here k’. This ensures
termination. A dummy value is returned in the case where k is zero. Finally, the top level
tarjan calls rec with the proper initial arguments.
Definition tarjan := let: (_, e) := rec (∞ ∗ (∞.+2)) V (Env ∅ [ffun ⇒ ∞.+1]) in esccs e.

Initially, the roots are all the vertices (V ) and the environment has no component and all
vertices are not visited (their number is ∞ + 1). As both dfs and dfs1 cannot be applied
more than the number of vertices, the value ∞ ∗ (∞ + 2) encodes the lexicographic product
of the two maximal heights. It gives rec enough fuel to never encounter the dummy value
so tarjan correctly terminates the computation. This allows us to separate the proof of the
termination from the algorithm itself, and this last statement is of course proved formally
later as theorem rec_terminates.
The invariants of the Coq proof are usually shorter than in the Why3 proof since they
do not mention colors. We first define well-formed environments and their valid extension:
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Definition wf_env e := [∧ esccs e ⊆ gsccs,
∀ x, num e x < ∞ → num e x < sn e,
∀ x, (num e x = ∞) = (x ∈ cover (esccs e)) &
∀ x y, num e x ≤ num e y < sn e → gconnect x y].
Definition subenv e1 e2 := [∧ esccs e1 ⊆ esccs e2,
∀ x, num e1 x < ∞ → num e2 x = num e1 x &
∀ x, num e2 x < sn e1 → num e1 x < sn e1].

Then we state that new visited vertices are the ones reachable by paths accessible from roots
with non-visited vertices (i.e. by white paths in the colored setting). The function nexts such
that nexts D X returns the set of vertices reachable from the set X by a path which only
contains vertices in D except maybe the last one.
Definition outenv (roots : {set V}) (e e’ : env) := [∧
∀ x y, x ∈ stack e’ \ stack e → y ∈ stack e’ \ stack e → gconnect x y,
∀ x, x ∈ stack e’ \ stack e → ∃ y, y ∈ stack e ∧ gconnect x y &
visited e’ = visited e ∪ nexts (∼: visited e) roots ].

The post-condition is the conjunction of these three properties and the characterization of
the output rank:
Definition dfs_spec (ne’ : nat ∗ env) (roots : {set V}) e := let: (n, e’) := ne’ in
[∧ n = \min_(x in nexts (∼: visited e) roots) inord (num e’ x),
wf_env e’, subenv e e’ & outenv roots e e’].

Here, the argument ne’ is the result of a dfs. The output rank n is the minimum of the serial
numbers of the vertices which can be reached from the roots through a path where all the
vertices except maybe the last one were not already visited. Note that this characterization
differs from the notion of LOWLINK, which requires that the last vertex was visited.
Finally, we express correctness as the implication between pre- and post-conditions:
Definition dfs_correct dfs (roots : {set V}) e := wf_env e →
(∀ x y, x ∈ stack e → y ∈ roots → gconnect x y) → dfs_spec (dfs roots e) roots e.
Definition dfs1_correct dfs1 x e := wf_env e → x ∈
/ visited e →
(∀ x y, x ∈ stack e → y ∈ [set x] → gconnect x y) → dfs_spec (dfs1 x e) [set x] e.

Although these invariants are expressed differently from the formulation in Why3, they reflect
essentially the same ideas. Compared to a first version of the formal model that was more
closely aligned with the Why3 representation, this more abstract version made it possible to
reduce by approximately 50% the size of the Coq proofs. The two central theorems are:
Lemma dfsP dfs1 dfsrec (roots : {set V}) e : (∀ x, x ∈ roots → dfs1_correct dfs1 x e) →
(∀ x, x ∈ roots → ∀ e1, subenv e e1 → dfs_correct dfsrec (roots \ [set x]) e1) →
dfs_correct (dfs dfs1 dfsrec) roots e.
Lemma dfs1P dfs x e : dfs_correct dfs (successors x) (visit x e) →
dfs1_correct (dfs1 dfs) x e.

They state that dfs and dfs1 are correct if their respective recursive calls are correct. The
proof of the first lemma is straightforward since dfs simply iterates on a list. It mostly
requires book-keeping between what is known and what needs to be proved. This is done
in about 54 lines. The second one is more intricate and requires 124 lines. Gluing these
two theorems together and proving termination gives us an extra 12 lines to prove, and the
correctness of tarjan then follows directly in 19 lines of straightforward proof.
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Table 2 Distribution of the numbers of lines of the 43 proofs in the file tarjan_nocolors.
Number of lines
Number of proofs

1
19

2
7

3
5

4
2

5
1

6
2

11
2

12
1

16
1

19
1

54
1

124
1

Theorem rec_terminates k (roots : {set V}) e :
k ≥ #|∼: visited e| ∗ (∞.+1) + #|roots| → dfs_correct (rec k) roots e.
Theorem tarjan_correct : tarjan = gsccs.

We now provide some quantitative information. The Coq contribution consists of two
files. Module extra_nocolors defines the bigmin operator and some notions of graph theory
that we intend to add to Mathematical Components. This file is 294 lines long. The main
module is tarjan_nocolors and is 605 lines long. It is compiled in 12 seconds with a memory
footprint of 800 Mb (3/4 of which are resident) on a Intel® i7 2.60GHz quad-core laptop
running Linux. The proofs are performed in the SSReflect proof language [15] with very
little automation. The proof script is mostly procedural, alternating book-keeping tactics
(move) with transformational ones (mostly rewrite and apply), but often intermediate steps
are explicitly declared with the have tactic. There are more than fifty of such intermediate
steps in the 320 lines of proof of the file tarjan_nocolors. Table 2 gives the distribution of
the numbers of lines of these proofs. Most of them are very short (26 are at most 2 lines
long) and the only complicated proof is the one corresponding to the lemma dfs1P.

5

The proof in Isabelle/HOL

Isabelle/HOL [24] is the encoding of simply typed higher-order logic in the logical framework
Isabelle [26]. Unlike Why3, it is not primarily intended as an environment for program
verification and does not contain specific syntax for stating pre- and post-conditions or
intermediate assertions in function definitions. Although logics and formalisms for program
verification have been developed within Isabelle/HOL (e.g., [19]), we decided to express our
formalization in plain Isabelle/HOL: our main objective is to compare a proof of a significant
algorithm in different proof assistants. The constructions that we use are universally available
and do not rely on any elaborate infrastructure that would make comparisons more difficult.
We start by introducing a locale, fixing parameters and assumptions for the remainder of
the proof. Unlike in Why, where the set type constructor represents finite sets, we explicitly
assume that the set of vertices is finite.
locale graph =
fixes vertices :: ν set
assumes finite vertices

and
and

successors :: ν ⇒ ν set
∀v ∈ vertices. successors v ⊆ vertices

We introduce reachability using an inductive predicate definition, rather than via an explicit
reference to paths as in Why3. Isabelle then generates appropriate induction theorems.
inductive reachable where
reachable x x
| [[y ∈ successors x; reachable y z]] =⇒ reachable x z

The definition of strongly connected components mirrors that used in Why3. The following lemma states that SCCs are disjoint; its one-line proof is found automatically using
Sledgehammer [3], which heuristically selects suitable lemmas from the set of available facts
(including Isabelle’s library), invokes several automatic provers, and finally reconstructs a
proof that is checked by the Isabelle kernel.
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definition is_subscc where
is_subscc S ≡ ∀x ∈ S. ∀y ∈ S. reachable x y
definition is_scc where
is_scc S ≡ S 6= {} ∧ is_subscc S ∧ (∀S’. S ⊆ S’ ∧ is_subscc S’ −→ S’ = S)
lemma scc_partition:
assumes is_scc S and is_scc S’ and x ∈ S ∩ S’
shows
S = S’

Environments are represented by records with the same components as in Why3, and the
definition of the well-formedness predicate is also essentially identical to Why3.4
record ν env =
black :: ν set
gray :: ν set
stack :: ν list
sccs :: ν set set
sn :: nat
num :: ν ⇒ int
definition wf_env where wf_env e ≡
wf_color e ∧ wf_num e ∧ distinct (stack e) ∧ no_black_to_white e
∧ (∀x y. y  x in (stack e) −→ reachable x y)
∧ (∀y ∈ set (stack e). ∃g ∈ gray e. y  g in (stack e) ∧ reachable y g)
∧ sccs e = { C . C ⊆ black e ∧ is_scc C }

We now define the two mutually recursive functions dfs1 and dfs that expect as arguments a
vertex x and a set of vertices roots, as well as an environment.
function (domintros) dfs1 and dfs where
dfs1 x e =
(let (n1,e1) = dfs (successors x) (add_stack_incr x e) in
if n1 < int (sn e) then (n1, add_black x e1)
else (let (l,r) = split_list x (stack e1) in
(+∞, (| black = insert x (black e1), gray = gray e,
stack = r, sn = sn e1, sccs = insert (set l) (sccs e1),
num = set_infty l (num e1) |) ))) and
dfs roots e =
(if roots = {} then (+∞, e)
else (let x = SOME x. x ∈ roots;
res1 = (if num e x 6= -1 then (num e x, e) else dfs1 x e);
res2 = dfs (roots - {x}) (snd res1)
in (min (fst res1) (fst res2), snd res2) ))

The function keyword introduces the definition of a recursive function. Isabelle checks that
the definition is well-formed and generates appropriate simplification and induction theorems.
Because HOL is a logic of total functions, two proof obligations are introduced: the first one
requires the user to prove that the cases in the function definitions cover all type-correct
arguments; this holds trivially for the above definitions. The second obligation requires
exhibiting a well-founded ordering on the function parameters that ensures the termination
of recursive function invocations, and Isabelle provides a number of heuristics that work in
many cases. However, the functions defined above will in fact not terminate for arbitrary
calls, in particular for environments that assign the serial number −1 to non-white vertices.
The domintros attribute instructs Isabelle to consider these functions as “partial”. More
precisely, it introduces an auxiliary predicate that represents the domains for which the
functions are defined. This “domain condition” appears as a hypothesis in the simplification
rules that mirror the function definitions. In particular, a function call can be replaced
by the right-hand side of the definition only if the domain predicate holds. Isabelle also
introduces (mutually inductive) rules for proving when the domain condition is known (or
assumed) to hold. Our first objective is therefore to establish sufficient conditions that ensure

4

We use the infix operator  to denote precedence in lists.
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the termination of the two functions. Assuming the domain condition, we prove that the
functions never decrease the set of colored vertices and that vertices are never explicitly
assigned the number −1 by our functions. Denoting the union of gray and black vertices as
colored, we show that the algorithm only colors vertices and never assigns them −1. We then
prove that the triples
(vertices - colored e, {x}, 1)
(vertices - colored e, roots, 2)

for the arguments of dfs1 and dfs, respectively, decrease w.r.t. lexicographical ordering on
finite subset inclusion and < on natural numbers across recursive function calls, provided
that colored_num holds when the function is called and that x is a white vertex. These
conditions are therefore sufficient to ensure that the domain condition holds:5
theorem dfs1_dfs_termination:
[[x ∈ vertices - colored e; colored_num e]] =⇒ dfs1_dfs_dom (Inl(x,e))
[[roots ⊆ vertices; colored_num e]] =⇒ dfs1_dfs_dom (Inr(roots,e))

The proof of partial correctness follows the same ideas as the proof presented for Why3.
We define the pre- and post-conditions of the two functions as predicates in Isabelle. For
example, the two predicates for dfs1 are defined as follows:
definition dfs1_pre where dfs1_pre e ≡
wf_env e ∧ x ∈ vertices ∧ x ∈
/ colored e ∧ (∀g ∈ gray e. reachable g x)
definition dfs1_post where dfs1_post x e res ≡
let n = fst res; e’ = snd res
in wf_env e’ ∧ subenv e e’ ∧ roots ⊆ colored e’
∧ (∀x ∈ roots. n ≤ num e’ x)
∧ (n = +∞ ∨ (∃x ∈ roots. ∃y in set (stack e’). num e’ y = n ∧ reachable x y))

We now prove the following theorems:
The pre-condition of each function establishes the pre-condition of every recursive call
appearing in the body of that function. For the second recursive call in the body of dfs
we also assume the post-condition of the first recursive call.
The pre-condition of each function, plus the post-conditions of each recursive call in the
body of that function, establishes the post-condition of the function.
Combining these results, we establish partial correctness:
theorem dfs_partial_correct:
[[dfs1_dfs_dom (Inl(x,e)); dfs1_pre x e]] =⇒ dfs1_post x e (dfs1 x e)
[[dfs1_dfs_dom (Inr(roots,e)); dfs_pre roots e]] =⇒ dfs_post roots e (dfs roots e)

We now define the initial environment and the overall function. It is then trivial to show
that the arguments to the call of dfs in the definition of tarjan satisfy the pre-condition
of dfs. Putting together the theorems establishing termination and partial correctness, we
obtain the desired total correctness results.
definition init_env where init_env ≡
(| black = {}, gray = {}, stack = [], sccs = {}, sn = 0,
definition tarjan where tarjan ≡
sccs (snd (dfs vertices init_env))
theorem dfs_correct:
dfs1_pre x e =⇒ dfs1_post x e (dfs1 x e)
dfs_pre roots e =⇒ dfs_post roots e (dfs roots e)
theorem tarjan_correct:
tarjan = { C . is_scc C ∧ C ⊆ vertices }

5

num = λ_. -1 |)

Observe that Isabelle introduces a single predicate dfs1_dfs_dom corresponding to the two mutually
recursive functions whose domain is the disjoint sum of the domains of both functions.
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Table 3 Distribution of interactions in the Isabelle proofs.
i=1
28

i≤5
8

i ≤ 10
4

i ≤ 20
1

i ≤ 30
2

i = 35
1

i = 43
1

i = 48
1

The intermediate assertions that were inserted in the Why3 code guided the overall proof
in Isabelle: they are established either as separate lemmas or as intermediate steps within
the proofs of the above theorems. Similarly to the Coq proof, the overall induction proof
was explicitly decomposed into individual lemmas as laid out above. In particular, whereas
Why3 identifies the predicates that can be used from the function code and its annotation
with pre- and post-conditions, these assertions appear explicitly in the intermediate lemmas
used in the proof of theorem dfs_partial_correct. The induction rules that Isabelle generated
from the function definitions were helpful for finding the appropriate decomposition of the
overall correctness proof.
We extensively used sledgehammer in the development of these proofs for invoking
automatic back-end provers, including the superposition provers E, Spass, and Vampire,
and the SMT solvers CVC4 and Z3. Nevertheless, we found that in comparison to Why3,
significantly more user interactions were necessary in order to guide the proof. On several
occasions, the external back-end reported finding a proof, but the subsequent attempt to
reconstruct a proof in Isabelle failed: sledgehammer mainly records the lemmas that are used
by the automatic back-end and then invokes proof tools (such as metis) that can generate
a detailed proof that can be certified by the Isabelle kernel, but these tools may not find
a proof even when the original automatic prover succeeded. When automatic proof fails,
the user has to decompose the proof into smaller steps. Although decomposition was often
straightforward, a few steps were not so obvious and required designing a rather detailed
proof strategy. Table 3 indicates the distribution of the number of interactions used for the
proofs of the 46 lemmas the theory contains. These numbers cannot be compared directly to
those shown in Table 2 for the Coq proof because an Isabelle interaction is typically much
coarser-grained than a line in a Coq proof. As in the case of Why3 and Coq, the proofs of
partial correctness of dfs1 (split into two lemmas following the case distinction) required the
most effort. It took about one person-month to carry out the case study, starting from an
initial version of the Why3 proof. Processing the entire Isabelle theory on a laptop with a
2.7 GHz Intel® Core i5 (dual-core) processor and 8 GB of RAM takes 35 CPU seconds.

6

General comments about the proof

Our formal proofs refer to colors, finite sets, and the stack, although the informal correctness
argument is about properties of strongly connected components in spanning trees. The
algorithmician would explain the algorithm with spanning trees as in Tarjan’s article. It
would be nice to extract a program from such a proof, but the program does not explicitly
manipulate spanning trees, and the proof should be given in terms of variables and data that
appear in the program.
A first version of the formal proof used ranks in the working stack and a flat representation
of environments by adding extra arguments to functions for the black, gray, scc sets and
the stack. The automatic provers of Why3 worked very well with this representation. But
after remodelling the proof in Coq and Isabelle/HOL, it appeared to be cleaner to gather
these extra arguments in records and have a single extra argument for environments. Also
ranks disappeared in favor of the num function and the precedence relation, which are
easier to understand. Why3’s automatic provers have more difficulties with the inlining of
environments, but with a few hints they could still succeed.
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Proving the correctness of Tarjan’s algorithm requires surprisingly few, and entirely
elementary, concepts of finite graphs. With the exception of the use of the Mathematical
Components library for Coq, we therefore did not use existing libraries formalizing advanced
concepts of graph theory [12, 25].
When designing a formal representation of an algorithm, one has to decide at what level
of abstraction the algorithm should be modeled. For example, the Coq formalization shows
that one can represent Tarjan’s algorithm and proof using just serial numbers and the set of
strongly connected components found so far, and that the stack used in the algorithm and
the colors used in the proof can be reconstructed. The Why3 and Isabelle representations
make these elements explicit: coloring of vertices is frequently used when reasoning about
graph algorithms, and including the stack allows us to capture the linear time complexity of
the algorithm.
There is always a tension between the concision of the proof, its clarity and its relation
to the real program. Our presentation aimed at comparing different proof assistants, and
we have allowed for a few redundancies while staying at the algorithmic level rather than
capturing an implementation.

7

Conclusion

The formal proof expressed in this article was initially designed and implemented in Why3 [8]
as the result of a long process, nearly a two-year half-time work with many attempts of
proofs about various graph algorithms (depth first search, Kosaraju strong connectivity,
bi-connectivity, articulation points, minimum spanning tree). Why3 has a clear separation
between programs and the logic. It makes the correctness proof quite readable for a
programmer. Also first-order logic is easy to understand. Moreover, one can prove partial
correctness without caring about termination.
Another important feature of Why3 is its interface with various off-the-shelf theorem
provers (mainly SMT provers). Thus the system benefits from the current technology in
theorem provers. Clerical sub-goals can be delegated to these provers, which makes the
overall proof shorter and easier to understand. Although the proof must be split in more
elementary pieces, this has the benefit of improving its readability. Several hints about
inlining or induction reasoning are still needed, and two Coq proofs were used. Technically,
the automatic provers and the translations from the Why3 representation to their input
languages are part of the trusted code base: proofs are not checked independently. The
system records sessions and facilitates incremental proofs. However, the automatic provers
are sometimes no longer able to handle a proof obligation after seemingly minor modifications
to the formulation of the algorithm or the predicates, making the proof somewhat unstable.
The Coq and Isabelle proofs were inspired by the Why3 proof. Their development
therefore required much less time although their text is longer. We do not know if the final
proof would have been significantly different had the initial proof been developed in another
system than Why3. The Coq proof uses SSReflect and the Mathematical Components
library, which helps reduce the size of the proof compared to classical Coq. The proof also
uses the bigops library and several other higher-order features which makes it more abstract.
In Coq, one could prove termination using well-foundedness [2, 5], but because of nested
recursion the Function command fails, and both Equations and Program Fixpoint require the
addition of an extra proof argument to the function. Instead, we define the functionals dfs1
and dfs and recombine them in rec and tarjan by recursion on a natural number used as fuel.
We prove partial correctness on functionals and postpone termination on rec.
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Table 4 Characteristics of the three formal systems for our case study.

expressivity
readability
stability w.r.t changes
ease of use
automation
partial correctness vs. termination
trusted base
lines of automatic proof
lines of manual proof

Why3

Coq

Isabelle/HOL

+
+
+
395
90

+
+
+
0
898

+
+
+
+
+
314 ui
1690

Our Coq proof does not use significant automation.6 All details are explicitly expressed,
but many of them were already present in the Mathematical Components library. Moreover,
a proof certificate is produced and a functional program could in principle be extracted. The
absence of automation makes the system very stable to use since the proof script is explicit,
but it requires a higher degree of expertise from the user.
The Isabelle/HOL proof can be seen as a mid-point between the Why3 and Coq proofs.
It uses higher order logic and the level of abstraction is close to the one of the Coq proof,
although more readable in this case study. The proof makes use of Isabelle’s extensive
support for automation. In particular, sledgehammer [3] was very useful for finding individual
proof steps. It heuristically selects lemmas and facts available in the context and then calls
automatic provers (SMT solvers and superposition-based provers for first-order logic). When
one of these provers finds a proof, sledgehammer attempts to find a proof that can be certified
by the Isabelle kernel, using various proof methods such as combinations of rewriting and
first-order reasoning (blast, fastforce etc.), calls to the metis prover or reconstruction of
SMT proofs through the smt proof method. Unlike in Why3, the automatic provers used to
find the initial proof are not part of the trusted code base because ultimately the proof is
checked by the kernel. The price to pay is that the degree of automation in Isabelle is still
significantly lower compared to Why3. Adapting the proof to modified definitions was fast:
the Isabelle/jEdit GUI eagerly processes the proof script and quickly indicates those steps
that require attention.
The Isabelle proof also faces the termination problem to achieve general consistency.
We chose to delay handling termination, using the domintros attribute. The proofs of
termination and of partial correctness are independent; in particular, we obtain a weaker
predicate ensuring termination than the one used for partial correctness. Although the basic
principle of the termination proof is similar to the Coq proof and relies on considering
functionals of which the recursive functions are fixpoints, its technical formulation based on
an appropriate well-founded order is closer to informal arguments that programmers would
give and avoids low-level reasoning about fuel.
One strong point of Isabelle/HOL is its nice LATEX output and the flexibility of its parser,
supporting mathematical symbols. Combined with the hierarchical Isar proof language [34],
the proof is in principle understandable without actually running the system.

6

Hammers exist for Coq [11, 13] but unfortunately they currently perform badly when used in conjunction
with the Mathematical Components library.
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In the end, the three systems Why3, Coq, and Isabelle/HOL are mature, and each one has
its own advantages w.r.t. readability, expressivity, stability, ease of use, automation, partialcorrectness, code extraction, trusted base and length of proof (a subjective assessment appears
in Table 4). Coming up with invariants that are both strong enough and understandable
was by far the hardest part in this work. This effort requires creativity and understanding,
although proof assistants provide some help: missing predicates can be discovered by
understanding which parts of the proof fail. We think that formalizing the proof in all
three systems was very rewarding and helped us better understand the state of the art in
computer-aided deductive program verification. We would welcome further comparisons
based on implementations of this quite challenging case study in other formal systems.7
Our work has not considered how the systems that we have used could have helped us
generate an executable implementation of this algorithm, leave alone an efficient one, to
imperative programs and concrete data structures. Formal refinement enables proceeding
from the high-level correctness argument down to actually executable code, and there is
support for verifying imperative programs in general-purpose proof assistants (e.g., [6, 7, 19]).
However, the existing frameworks differ significantly, making comparisons quite difficult.
A final and totally different remark is about teaching of algorithms. Do we want students to
formally prove algorithms, or to present algorithms with assertions, pre- and post-conditions,
and make them prove these assertions informally as exercises? In both cases, we believe that
our work could make a useful contribution.
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Abstract
We introduce two coinduction principles and two proof translations which, under certain conditions,
map coinductive proofs that use our principles to guarded Coq proofs. The first principle provides
an “operational” description of a proof by coinduction, which is easy to reason with informally.
The second principle extends the first one to allow for direct proofs by coinduction of statements
with existential quantifiers and multiple coinductive predicates in the conclusion. The principles
automatically enforce the correct use of the coinductive hypothesis. We implemented the principles
and the proof translations in a Coq plugin.
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1

Introduction

Coinduction has been studied for several decades now, and is being used increasingly often in
practice. Most formal coinduction principles are based on the lattice-theoretic Knaster-Tarski
fixpoint theorem [19, 18], on category theory [13, 16], on a syntactic description of legal
proofs [5, 10], or on corecursors [15, 9]. Arguably, these principles are not well-suited for
informal reasoning, and complex coinductive arguments are difficult to verify without a
formalisation or a tedious reformulation.
Induction is dual to coinduction and it has dual lattice-theoretic and category-theoretic
formulations, but informal proofs by induction normally follow an “operational” understanding
of how to apply the inductive hypothesis: an argument to the inductive hypothesis must
decrease in an appropriate sense. This informal understanding is reflected in Coq’s induction
principles and associated tactics. We propose a formal coinduction principle based on a dual
(in an informal sense) “operational” understanding of how to use the coinductive hypothesis:
the result must increase in an appropriate sense. This principle overcomes a weakness of
Coq’s current setup, where proofs built automatically by run-of-the-mill tactics may later be
rejected by the type-checker on the grounds that they are not guarded.
A reader familiar with research in coinduction will probably notice a similarity between
our first coinduction principle and some prior work, e.g., the principle from [14, 4.10] or the
work on sized types [3, 2, 17, 1, 11] (see Remark 3.1). A contribution of this paper is to
show that a principle of this kind may, to some extent, be already implemented in Coq’s
type theory, with the proofs translated directly to guarded Coq proof terms. From this point
of view, Coq’s guardedness criterion turns out to essentially be a syntactic description of the
shape of normal forms of proofs obtainable using our principle. Gimenez [10, Theorem 8]
already showed that his guardedness criterion is equivalent, in terms of definable functions,
to corecursors in the style of [15, 9], but these are not convenient to use directly.
© Łukasz Czajka;
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We also propose a second coinduction principle which extends the first one to allow for
direct coinductive proofs of statements with existential quantifiers and multiple coinductive
predicates in the conclusion.
The first coinduction principle may be implemented in Coq relatively seamlessly, with
only small restrictions of limited practical significance. The situation is less satisfactory with
the second principle. Significantly stronger restrictions are required, and the theoretical
guarantees are weak. Nonetheless, the implementation is still useful. It covers a common
pattern of proofs of existential statements that occur, e.g., in proofs about infinitary lambdacalculus [6]. Moreover, the difficulties with the implementation of the second principle seem
to be caused by the limitations of Coq’s type theory rather than by some more fundamental
problems (see Remark 4.10).
The Paco library [12] achieves similar practical objectives to the first coinduction principle
from our Coq plugin, but its methods are orthogonal to ours. It is based on parameterised
coinduction – an extension of the common lattice-theoretic coinduction principle. It replaces
Coq’s cofix and requires the user to reformulate the definitions of their coinductive predicates
using constructs from the library. In contrast, our approach is to translate the proofs obtained
with our principle directly to guarded Coq proofs, which does not require any reformulation
of the coinductive predicates. The translation approach has some practical disadvantages
(e.g. Coq still wastes time on doing the guardedness checks), but our contribution is more
in proposing a principle which may be considered an approximate semantic counterpart to
Coq’s syntactic guardedness check, thus opening an interesting line for future work.
Our principles are partly inspired by the explanations in [7] of how to elaborate proofs
by coinduction to non-coinductive proofs in set theory.

2

Informal description

In this section, we informally state two coinduction principles and illustrate their use with a
few examples of coinductive proofs. In the rest of this paper, we investigate to what extent
and under which assumptions the principles may be implemented in Coq. The purpose of
this section is to give an informal, illustrative introduction.
A (co)inductive type is given by its constructors, presented as, e.g.,
Stream(A : ∗) : ∗ := cons : A → Stream A → Stream A
where ∗ denotes the sort of types. Above A is a parameter and ∗ → ∗ is the arity of Stream.
The types of constructors implicitly quantify over the parameters, i.e., the type of cons
above is ∀A : ∗.A → Stream A → Stream A. In the presentation we leave the parameter A
implicit. Intuitively, a coinductive type consist of all possibly infinite objects built using the
constructors, while an inductive type consists only of the finite ones.
Statements (logical formulas) are represented by dependent types. (Co)inductive predicates are represented by dependent (co)inductive types, e.g., the coinductive type
EqSt(A : ∗) : Stream A → Stream A → ∗ :=
eqst : ∀x : A.∀s1 , s2 : Stream A.
EqSt A s1 s2 → EqSt A (cons x s1 ) (cons x s2 )
defines equality (bisimilarity) on streams. We use the words “statement” and “predicate”
when we want to emphasise the logical interpretation of dependent types.
To state the coinduction principles, for each coinductive type I we need to define two
associated types: the red type I r and the green type I g . Here we only informally describe
them. The types I r and I g have the same parameters and the same arity as I and satisfy
the following two properties. Below, we assume Is1 . . . sk : ∗.
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The red type I r is a fresh type symbol such that any value in Is1 . . . sk or in I g s1 . . . sk
may be (implicitly) converted into a value in I r s1 . . . sk .
The green type I g is an inductive type such that for every constructor
c : ∀x1 : τ1 . . . ∀xn : τn .Is1 . . . sk
of I there is a corresponding green constructor
cg : ∀x1 : τ1 [I r /I] . . . ∀xn : τn [I r /I].I g s1 . . . sk .
Nothing else is known about I r and I g . In particular, case analysis on values in I r s1 . . . sk is
not possible. Note that any value v in Is1 . . . sk may be converted into a value in I g s1 . . . sk ,
by doing case analysis on v, in each case converting subterms of type Is01 . . . s0k to values
in I r s01 . . . s0k , and then applying the corresponding green constructor.
I Example 2.1. For the type of streams Stream the green type Streamg is:
Streamg (A : ∗) : ∗ := consg : A → Streamr A → Streamg A
For the bisimilarity EqSt on streams the green type EqStg is:
EqStg (A : ∗) : Stream A → Stream A → ∗ :=
eqstg : ∀x : A.∀s1 , s2 : Stream A.
EqStr A s1 s2 → EqStg A (cons x s1 ) (cons x s2 )
In a type ϕ = ∀x1 : τ1 . . . ∀xn : τn .Is1 . . . sk the type Is1 . . . sk is the target and I is the
target (co)inductive predicate. We write ϕ(I 0 ) for ϕ with the target (co)inductive predicate
replaced by I 0 . So ϕ(I 0 ) = ∀x1 : τ1 . . . ∀xn : τn .I 0 s1 . . . sk . Note that the substitution of I 0 in
ϕ(I 0 ) leaves the occurrences of I in τ1 , . . . , τn intact.
We restrict our coinduction principles to first-order statements and first-order (co)inductive
types. First-order types will be defined precisely in the next section. Essentially, we need to
disallow quantification over types and type constructors, excepting parameters of (co)inductive
types. Also, for the actual implementation in Coq some further restrictions are needed,
especially for the second principle.
I Principle 1 (First coinduction principle – informal). Let I be a coinductive type and ϕ(I) a
first-order statement. If ϕ(I r ) implies ϕ(I g ) then ϕ(I) holds.
The statement ϕ(I r ) is the coinductive hypothesis, and ϕ(I g ) is the coinductive claim.
Hence, a proof by coinduction shows the coinductive claim under the assumption of the
coinductive hypothesis. Intuitively, the red type I r in the antecedent of the implication
ϕ(I r ) → ϕ(I g ) ensures that a proof of I r s1 . . . sk obtained from the coinductive hypothesis
cannot be analysed in any way, or used with previously proven lemmas about I. The green
type I g in the succedent ensures that a constructor must always be applied to a proof obtained
from the coinductive hypothesis, i.e., it ensures productivity and prohibits concluding with
the coinductive hypothesis directly. In this way, we ensure semantic guardedness of any proof
of ϕ(I r ) → ϕ(I g ), i.e., the guarded use of the coinductive hypothesis ϕ(I r ). Such a proof
may then be translated into a guarded coinductive proof of ϕ(I).
I Example 2.2. We show that the bisimilarity EqSt on streams is an equivalence relation.
We write s1 ≈ s2 instead of EqSt A s1 s2 , and analogously with ≈r and ≈g . We omit the
type parameter A when irrelevant.
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Using the first coinduction principle, we prove by coinduction that ≈ is reflexive. The
coinductive hypothesis is: s≈r s for all streams s. We need to show s≈g s for all streams s.
Let s be a stream. We have s = cons x s0 . By the coinductive hypothesis s0 ≈r s0 . Hence
cons x s0 ≈g cons x s0 by the definition of ≈g .
We now prove by coinduction that ≈ is symmetric. The coinductive hypothesis is: for
all streams s1 , s2 , if s1 ≈ s2 then s2 ≈r s1 . Let s1 , s2 be streams such that s1 ≈ s2 . Then
s1 = cons x s01 and s2 = cons x s02 with s01 ≈ s02 , by the definition of ≈. By the coinductive
hypothesis s02 ≈r s01 . Hence cons x s02 ≈g cons x s01 by the definition of ≈g .
Finally, we prove transitivity of ≈ by coinduction. Let s1 , s2 , s3 be streams such that
s1 ≈ s2 and s2 ≈ s3 . Then s1 = cons x s01 , s2 = cons x s02 and s3 = cons x s03 with
s01 ≈ s02 and s02 ≈ s03 , by the definition of ≈. By the coinductive hypothesis s01 ≈r s03 . Hence
cons x s01 ≈g cons x s03 by the definition of ≈g .
The first coinduction principle requires the target of the statement being proved to be a
single coinductive predicate. This is in line with most previous work on coinduction. We
will now informally state the second coinduction principle which enables direct coinductive
proofs of statements with more complex targets.
Conjunction (product) ∧, usually written in infix notation, may be defined by:
∧(A : ∗)(B : ∗) : ∗ := conj : A → B → A ∧ B
Existential quantification (dependent sum) may also be defined as an inductive type:
ex(A : ∗)(P : A → ∗) : ∗ := ex_intro : ∀x : A.∀p : P x.exAP
We usually write ∃x : A.t instead of exA(λx : A.t).
We consider statements
ϕ = ∀x1 : τ1 . . . ∀xm : τm .∃y : It1 . . . tp .I1 s11 . . . s1k1 y ∧ . . . ∧ In sn1 . . . snkn y
where y does not occur in sji . Thus the target is a single existential quantification on a value of
a coinductive type followed by a conjunction of n coinductive predicates (n ≥ 1) which depend
on the existentially quantified variable. We write ϕ(I 0 ; I10 , . . . , In0 ) for ϕ with I, I1 , . . . , In
in the target replaced by I 0 , I10 , . . . , In0 respectively (other occurrences of I, I10 , . . . , In0 in
τ1 , . . . , τm are not affected). For the sake of simplicity, we require y to always be the last
argument of Ii , but the extension to the general case is straightforward.
The problem now is that changing the type of y will result in the whole statement being
no longer well-typed. We thus introduce dependent red and green types by modifying the
definitions of the red and the green types. We replace the last coinductive type in the arity
with the corresponding red or green type, respectively, and for green types we also modify
the types of the constructors accordingly. The definition of dependent red and green types
works only for certain coinductive types. The precise conditions will be given later.
I Example 2.3. For the bisimilarity EqSt on streams the dependent red type has the type
EqStr : ∀A : ∗.Stream A → Streamr A → ∗
and the dependent green type EqStg is:
EqStg (A : ∗) : Stream A → Streamg A → ∗ :=
eqstg : ∀x : A.∀s1 : Stream A.∀sr2 : Streamr A.
EqStr A s1 sr2 → EqStg A (cons x s1 ) (consg x sr2 )
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We can now informally state the second coinduction principle for statements with existential quantification in the target. When we write ϕ(I r ; I1r , . . . , Inr ) we assume I r is an (ordinary)
red type and I1r , . . . , Inr are dependent red types. Analogously with ϕ(I g ; I1g , . . . , Ing ).
I Principle 2 (Second coinduction principle – informal). Let I, I1 , . . . , In be coinductive types
and ϕ(I; I1 , . . . , In ) a first-order statement. If ϕ(I r ; I1r , . . . , Inr ) implies ϕ(I g ; I1g , . . . , Ing )
then ϕ(I; I1 , . . . , In ) holds.
I Example 2.4. Consider the following coinductive type of infinite terms.
term : ∗ := C : nat → term | A : term → term | B : term → term → term
We define a parallel reduction relation ⇒ on such terms, written in infix notation.
⇒ : term → term → ∗ := rC : ∀i : nat.Ci ⇒ Ci
| rA : ∀tt0 .t ⇒ t0 → At ⇒ At0
| rB : ∀ss0 tt0 .s ⇒ s0 → t ⇒ t0 → Bst ⇒ Bs0 t0
| rAB : ∀tt1 t2 .t ⇒ t1 → t ⇒ t2 → At ⇒ Bt1 t2
Using the second coinduction principle, we show that ⇒ is confluent, i.e., if s ⇒ t and
s ⇒ t0 then there exists u such that t ⇒ u and t0 ⇒ u. The coinductive hypothesis is: for all
terms s, t, t0 , if s ⇒ t and s ⇒ t0 then there exists a red term ur (i.e., an element of termr )
such that t⇒r ur and t0 ⇒r ur .
Let s, t, t0 be such that s ⇒ t and s ⇒ t0 . We need to show that there exists a green
term ug such that t⇒g ug and t0 ⇒g ug . We do case analysis on the definitions of s ⇒ t and
s ⇒ t0 . There are the following possibilities.
s = t = t0 = Ci. Then take ug = C g i.
s = As1 and t = At1 and t0 = At01 with s1 ⇒ t1 and s1 ⇒ t01 . By the coinductive
hypothesis we obtain ur (in termr ) such that t1 ⇒r ur and t01 ⇒r ur . Take ug = Ag ur .
Then t = At1 ⇒g Ag ur and t0 = At01 ⇒g Ag ur .
s = As1 and t = At1 and t0 = Bt01 t02 with s1 ⇒ t1 and s1 ⇒ t01 and s1 ⇒ t02 . By the
coinductive hypothesis we obtain ur1 , ur2 such that t1 ⇒r ur1 , t01 ⇒r ur1 , t1 ⇒r ur2 , t02 ⇒r ur2 .
Take ug = B g ur1 ur2 . Then s = As1 ⇒g B g ur1 ur2 and t0 = Bt01 t02 ⇒g B g ur1 ur2 .
Other cases are analogous to the ones already considered.
The rest of this paper is devoted to precisely stating the two coinduction principles in
the logic of Coq, and investigating under which assumptions proofs using these principles
may be automatically translated into guarded Coq proofs of the original statement.

3

Formal principles

In this section, we give a precise statement of the two coinduction principles. For this purpose,
we define a type system in which our coinductive proofs will be represented. In the next
section we define an extension of this type system which will be the target of our translations.
Both systems are simplified subsets of the logic of Coq.
The language of our system consists of terms and (co)inductive declarations. First,
we present the possible forms of terms together with a brief intuitive explanation of their
meaning. The terms are essentially simplified terms of Coq. Below by t, s, u, τ , σ, etc., we
denote terms, by c, c0 , etc., we denote constructors, and by x, y, z, etc., we denote variables.
We use ~t for a sequence of terms t1 . . . tn of an unspecified length n, and analogously for a
sequence of variables ~x. For instance, s~y stands for sy1 . . . yn , where n is not important or
implicit in the context. Analogously, we use λ~x : ~τ .t for λx1 : τ1 .λx2 : τ2 . . . . λxn : τn .t, with
n implicit or unspecified.
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A term is a sort ∗, a constructor c, an inductive or a coinductive type I, an application
t1 t2 , an abstraction λx : t1 .t2 , a dependent product ∀x : t1 .t2 , or a case expression case(t, λ~a :
α
~ .λx : I~q~a.τ, λx~1 : σ~1 .s1 | . . . | λx~k : σ~k .sk ). In a case expression, t is the term matched
on, I is a (co)inductive type, the type of t has the form I~q~u where ~q are the values of the
parameters, the type τ [~u/~a, t/x] is the return type, i.e., the type of the whole case expression,
and si [~v /~x] is the value of the case expression if the value of t is ci ~q~v .
For simplicity, we consider only one impredicative sort ∗ of types. If x does not occur
free in t1 then we abbreviate ∀x : t1 .t2 to t1 → t2 .
A (co)inductive declaration
I(~
p:ρ
~) : σ := c1 : σ1 | . . . | cn : σn
declares a (co)inductive type I with parameters p~ and arity ∀~
p:ρ
~.σ with n constructors
c1 , . . . , cn having types σ1 , . . . , σn respectively. We require:
σ = ∀~a : α
~ .∗.
1
pu~i .
σi = ∀xi : τi1 . . . . ∀xki i : τiki .I~
I occurs only strictly positively in each σi , i.e., I does not occur in u~i , and for each
j = 1, . . . , ki either I does not occur in τij or τij = ∀~y : ~γ .I~s where I does not occur in ~s
or ~γ (~s, ~γ depend on i, j).
The arity of a constructor ci is ∀~
p:ρ
~.σi , denoted ci : ∀~
p:ρ
~.σi . For the constructor ci : ∀~
p:
ρ
~.∀x1i : τi1 . . . . ∀xki i : τiki .I~
pu~i , the set R(ci ) of recursive positions is the set of all those j for
which τij = ∀~y : ~γ .I~s.
We have the following reductions:
(λx : τ.t)s →β
case(ci p~~v , λ~a : α
~ .λx : I~
p~a.τ, λx~1 : τ~1 .s1 | . . . | λx~k : τ~k .sk ) →ι

t[s/x]
si [~v /x~i ]

An environment is a list of (co)inductive declarations. We write I ∈ E if a declaration of
a (co)inductive type I occurs in the environment E. Analogously, we write (I : τ ) ∈ E and
(c : τ ) ∈ E, if a declaration of I with arity τ occurs in E, or a constructor c : τ with arity τ
in a declaration in E, respectively. A context Γ is a list of pairs x : τ with x a variable and
τ a term. A sort is ∗ or  (note that  is not a term, but ∗ is). A typing judgement has
the form E; Γ ` t : τ with t a term and τ a term or a sort. A term t is well-typed and has
type τ in the context Γ and environment E if E; Γ ` t : τ may be derived using the rules
from Figure 1. We denote an empty list by hi.
In Figure 1 we assume s, s1 , s2 are sorts. We also assume that the environment E is
well-formed, which is defined inductively: an empty environment is well-formed, and an
environment E, I(~
p:ρ
~) : τ := c1 : τ1 | . . . | cn : τn (denoted E, I) is well-formed if E is and:
the constructors c1 , . . . , cn are pairwise distinct and distinct from any constructors
occurring in the declarations in E;
E; hi ` ∀~
p:ρ
~.τ :  and E; I : ∀~
p:ρ
~.τ, p~ : ρ
~ ` τi : ∗.
When E, Γ are clear or irrelevant, we write t : τ instead of E; Γ ` t : τ .
The type system is a subsystem of the Calculus of Inductive Constructions, so βι-reduction
is confluent and strongly normalising on well-typed terms [21]. We usually implictly consider
types to be in βι-normal form, without mentioning this every time. An η-expansion changes
a term t of type ∀x : τ.σ, which is not a λ-abstraction and is such that x ∈
/ FV(t), into the
term λx : τ.tx. The η-long form of a term is obtained by η-expanding as much as possible
without creating β-redexes.
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E; hi ` ∗ : 
E; Γ ` A : s x ∈
/Γ
E; Γ, x : A ` x : A

(I : τ ) ∈ E
E; Γ ` I : τ

(c : τ ) ∈ E
E; Γ ` c : τ

E; Γ ` A : B E; Γ ` C : s
E; Γ, x : C ` A : B

E; Γ ` F : ∀x : A.B E; Γ ` t : A
E; Γ ` F t : B[t/x]
E; Γ ` A : s1 E; Γ, x : A ` B : s2
E; Γ ` (∀x : A.B) : s2

x∈
/Γ

E; Γ, x : A ` t : B E; Γ ` (∀x : A.B) : s
E; Γ ` (λx : A.t) : ∀x : A.B
E; Γ ` A : B

E; Γ ` B 0 : s
E; Γ ` A : B 0

B =βι B 0

E; Γ ` t : I~q~u
E; Γ ` (λ~a : α
~ .λx : I~q~a.τ ) : ∀~a : α
~ .I~q~a → ∗
(I(~
p:ρ
~) : ∀~a : α
~ .∗ := c1 : ∀x~1 : τ~1 .I~
pu~1 | . . . | ck : ∀x~k : τ~k .I~
pu~k ) ∈ E
E; Γ ` (λx~i : σ~i .si ) : ∀x~i : σ~i .τ [w
~i /~a, ci ~qx~i /x] σ~i = τ~i [~q/~
p] w
~i = u~i [~q/~
p]
E; Γ ` case(t, λ~a : α
~ .λx : I~q~a.τ, λx~1 : σ~1 .s1 | . . . | λx~k : σ~k .sk ) : τ [~u/~a, t/x]
Figure 1 Typing rules.

A term τ is first-order if ∗ does not occur in it. A context Γ is first-order if for every
(x : τ ) ∈ Γ the type τ is first-order. A (co)inductive type
I(~
p:ρ
~) : σ := c1 : σ1 | . . . | cn : σn
is first-order if:
σ, σ1 , . . . , σn are first-order;
each parameter type ρi has the form ∀~x : ~τ .∗ with all ~τ first-order;
if σi = ∀x1 : τ1 . . . ∀xm : τm .I~
p~u and I occurs in τi then xi ∈
/ FV(τi+1 , . . . , τm , ~u).
An environment E is first-order if all (co)inductive types in E are. Note that we allow ∗ in
the types of parameters of (co)inductive types.
Let I(~
p:ρ
~) : ∀~a : α
~ .∗ := c1 : ∀x~1 : τ~1 .I~
pu~1 | . . . | ck : ∀x~k : τ~k .I~
pu~k be a coinductive
r
declaration. The red type declaration Decl (I) for I is
I r : ∀~
p:ρ
~.∀~a : α
~ .∗,

ιI : ∀~
p:ρ
~.∀~a : α
~ .I~
p~a → I r p~~a,

ιgI : ∀~
p:ρ
~.∀~a : α
~ .I g p~~a → I r p~~a.

The green type declaration Declg (I) for I is
I g (I r : τI r )(~
p:ρ
~) : ∀~a : α
~ .∗ := cg1 : ∀x~1 : τ~1 [I r /I].I g I r p~u~1 | . . . | cgk : ∀x~k : τ~k [I r /I].I g I r p~u~k
where τI r = ∀~
p:ρ
~.∀~a : α
~ .∗ is the arity of the red type I r . The type I is admissible for E; Γ if
g
g
I r , ιI , ιI ∈
/ Γ and I g , c1 , . . . , cgk ∈
/ E. Note that I g need not be first-order, because τI r might
not have the required form for a parameter type.
We assume two new term forms: cofix1 (t) and cofix2 (t).
I Principle 1 (First coinduction principle). Let ϕ = ∀~x : ~τ .z~u be a first-order type with z ∈
/
FV(~τ , ~u) free. Let Γ be a first-order context and E a first-order environment. Let (I : ∀~
p:
ρ
~.∀~a : α
~ .∗) ∈ E be a coinductive type admissible for E; Γ. If
E, Declg (I); Γ, Declr (I) ` t : ϕ[I r /z] → ϕ[I g I r /z]
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then
E; Γ ` cofix1 (t0 ) : ϕ[I/z]
where t0 = t[I/I r , id/ιI , id/ιgI , (λI r .I)/I g , (λI r .c1 )/cg1 , . . . , (λI r .ck )/cgk ] and id = λ~
p:ρ
~.λ~a :
α
~ .λx : I~
p~a.x and c1 , . . . , ck are the only constructors of I.
The first coinduction principle could be simply added to our type theory as a typing rule.
We conjecture that, even without the first-order restriction, the resulting system would be
reasonable and enjoy logical consistency and strong normalisation. In this paper we do not
study the meta-theoretical properties of such a system, leaving this for future work. Instead,
we investigate to what extent the principle may be implemented in the existing type theory
of Coq. It turns out that in addition to the assumptions already stated, we need only minor
restrictions on the proof t which have limited practical significance.
I Remark 3.1. We believe that the first-order restriction is not necessary for the soundness of
the first coinduction principle. It is necessary to enable a translation to guarded Coq proofs.
If we allow quantification over types, then some proofs obtained using the principle are not
directly translatable, but we believe them to be still valid. For instance, if I : ∗ := c : I → I
and R : I → ∗ := r : ∀x : I.Rx → R(cx) are coinductive types and the context contains
F : ∀A : ∗.A → A then cofix1 (λf : ∀y.Ry.λy.case(y, λy.Ry, λx.rx(F (Rx)(f x)))) may be
obtained using the first coinduction principle. This proof is not syntactically guarded, but
seems valid. Since F is parametric in the type argument A, it cannot inspect its second
argument in any way. Hence, the proof is semantically guarded.
In fact, when restricted to streams the first coinduction principle is essentially a degenerate
case of the principle from [17] based on sized types. The two colors (red and green) may be
seen as two sizes: with green the successor of red. In a proof by coinduction the size needs
to increase from red to green. One could extend our principle by introducing an arbitrary
number of “colors” corresponding to natural numbers. The resulting system would be very
similar to systems based on sized types [3, 2].
The reader may check that the counterexamples to a more relaxed syntactic guardedness
criterion from [10, p. 53] do not translate to our principle. Nonetheless, the interaction of
the first coinduction principle with impredicative polymorphism and fixpoints is not obvious.
We leave for future work the rigorous investigation of the general soundness of our principle
without the first-order restriction.
We now proceed to state the second coinduction principle. For this purpose, we need to
introduce the definitions of dependent red and green types, as indicated in Section 2. We
consider a coinductive type I with the declaration
I(~
p:ρ
~) : ∀~a : α
~ .∀b : J w.∗
~ := c1 : ∀x~1 : τ~1 .I~
pu~1 (d1 w~1 ) | . . . | ck : ∀x~k : τ~k .I~
pu~k (dk w~k )
such that each di is a constructor of the coinductive type J, and if I occurs in τij then
τij = I~uv and v = x is a variable. We define Vari (I) as the set of all variables which appear
as the last argument to some occurrence of I in τ~i .
A coinductive type I of the above form is J-admissible if:
for every x ∈ Vari (I): x can only occur in τ~i as the last argument of some occurrence
of I in τ~i , and x ∈
/ FV(u~i ).
if di : ∀~y : ~σ .J ~t then for every j either wij = x ∈ Vari (I) and σj = J s~j , or wij does not
contain any variables from Vari (I) and σj does not contain J.
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I Example 3.2. Let I : ∗ := c : I → I. The type R : I → I → ∗ := r : ∀x, y : I.Rxy →
R(cx)(cy) is I-admissible, but R1 : I → I → ∗ := r1 : ∀x, y : I.R1 xy → R1 (cx)y and
R2 : I → I → ∗ := r2 : ∀x, y : I.R2 xy → R2 (cy)(cy) and R3 : I → I → ∗ := r3 : ∀x, y :
I.R3 yy → R3 (cx)(cy) are not.
The dependent red type declaration Declrd (I) for I is:
I r : ∀~
p:ρ
~.∀~a : α
~ .∀b : J r w.∗,
~
ιI : ∀~
p:ρ
~.∀~a : α
~ .∀b : J w.I~
~ p~ab → I r p~~a(ιJ w),
~
g
g
g r
g r r
r
ιI : ∀~
p:ρ
~.∀~a : α
~ .∀b : J J w.I
~ J I p~~ab → I p~~a(ιJ w).
~
The dependent green type declaration Declgd (I) for I is:
I g (J r : τJ r )(I r : τI r )(~
p:ρ
~) : ∀~a : α
~ .∀b : J g J r w.∗
~ :=
g
g
c1 : ∀x~1 : σ~1 .I g J r I r u~1 (d1 J r w~1 ) | . . . | cgk : ∀x~k : σ~k .I g J r I r u~k (dgk J r w~k )
where:
σij = τij [I r /I] if xji ∈
/ Vari (I);
σij = J r ~v if xji ∈ Vari (I) and τij = J~v ;
τJ r is the arity of the non-dependent red type J r , and τI r is the arity of the dependent
red type I r .
If I is J-admissible then I g is well-formed.
I Remark 3.3. The definition of dependent green types could be relaxed at the cost of
additional complexity. For example, we could parameterise the definition by ιJ and allow all
constructors of the form ci : ∀x~i : τ~i .I~
pu~i w where I ∈
/ FV(~
τi ).
I Principle 2 (Second coinduction principle). Let ϕ = ∀~x : ~τ .∃y : z~u.z1 u~1 y ∧ . . . ∧ zn u~n y
be a first-order type with z, z1 , . . . , zn ∈
/ FV(~τ , ~u, u~1 , . . . , u~n ) free. Let Γ be a first-order
context and E a first-order environment. Let I, I1 , . . . , In ∈ E be coinductive types admissible
for E; Γ, and such that I1 , . . . , In are I-admissible. If
E, Declg (I), Declgd (I1 ), . . . , Declgd (In ); Γ, Declr (I), Declrd (I1 ), . . . , Declrd (In ) `
t : ϕ[I r /z, I1r /z1 , . . . , Inr /zn ] → ϕ[I g I r /z, I1g I r I1r /z1 , . . . , Ing I r Inr /zn ]
then E; Γ ` cofix2 (t0 ) : ϕ[I/z, I1 /z1 , . . . , In /zn ] where
t0 = t[I/I r , id/ιI , id/ιgI , (λI r .I)/I g ,
I1 /I1r , id1 /ιI1 , id1 /ιgI1 , (λI r I1r .I1 )/I1g , . . . , In /Inr , idn /ιIn , idn /ιgIn , (λI r Inr .In )/Ing ,
(λI r .c1 )/cg1 , . . . , (λI r .ck )/cgk , (λI r I1r .c1,1 )/cg1,1 , . . . , (λI r I1r .ck,1 )/cgk1 ,1 , . . . ,
(λI r Inr .c1,n )/cg1,n , . . . , (λI r Inr .ckn ,n )/cgkn ,n ]
and id, id1 , . . . , idn are functions of appropriate types which return their last argument, and
c1 , . . . , ck are the only constructors of I, and c1,j , . . . , ckj ,j are the only constructors of Ij .
Above we assume all I1r , . . . , Inr to be distinct, even if some of the I1 , . . . , In are identical.
This weakens the principle slightly in comparison to its informal presentation in Section 2.
The types ∃y : A.B and A ∧ B are defined like in Section 2.
As in Section 2, for simplicity we allow only one existential quantifier and we require the
existential variable to always be the last argument to a coinductive predicate. The extension
to the general case is straightforward but tedious.
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4

Proof translations

In this section, we define the two translations which map proofs that use our principles into
guarded Coq proofs. The target type system of the translations is the system of the previous
section extended with cofix.
I Definition 4.1. We add a new term form to the terms from Section 3: if t is a term and I
a coinductive type, then cofix(λf : ∀~x : ~τ .I~u.t) is a term. We extend the type system from
Section 3 by the reduction rule
case(cofix(λf : ∀~x : ~τ .I~u.t), r, s1 | . . . | sk ) →ι
case(t[cofix(λf : ∀~x : ~τ .I~u.t)/f ], r, s1 | . . . | sk )
and the typing rule
E; Γ ` (λf : ∀~x : ~τ .I~u.t) : (∀~x : ~τ .I~u) → (∀~x : ~τ .I~u) G(f, t)
E; Γ ` cofix(λf : ∀~x : ~τ .I~u.t) : ∀~x : ~τ .I~u
where I is a coinductive type, and G(f, t) states that f is guarded in t, as defined below.
Following [10], we define two predicates Gh (f, t) for h = 0, 1. The predicate Gh (f, t) holds
if one of the following is satisfied:
t = λx : τ.t0 and f ∈
/ FV(τ ) and Gh (f, t0 );
t = case(u, r, s1 | . . . | sk )w1 . . . wn with n ≥ 0 and f ∈
/ FV(u, r, w1 , . . . , wn ) and Gh (f, si )
for i = 1, . . . , k;
t = ct1 . . . tn and for j = 1, . . . , n we have: either j ∈ R(c) is a recusive position and
G1 (f, tj ), or f ∈
/ FV(tj );
t = f~u and h = 1 and f ∈
/ FV(~u);
f∈
/ FV(t).
We set G = G0 . If G(f, t) then f is guarded in t.
To avoid confusion, we denote the typability relation in the extended system by `e . We
reserve ` for the system without cofix.
The above syntactic guardedness criterion is more liberal than what is described in [10],
but it is closer to the criterion actually implemented in Coq. In [10] terms of the form
case(u, r, s1 | . . . | sk )w1 . . . wn with n ≥ 1 are not considered. Such terms are often generated
by the destruct and inversion tactics, and Coq’s guardedness checker does accept them.
I Example 4.2. Let I : ∗ := c : I → I. The variable f is guarded in case(x, λx : I.I →
I, λy : I.λa : I.c(f y))z but not in case(x, λx : I.I → I, λy : I.λa : I.cy)(f z).
I Definition 4.3 (The first translation). Let ϕ = ∀~x : ~τ .z~u be a first-order type with z ∈
/
FV(~τ , ~u) free. Let Γ be a first-order context and E a first-order environment. Let
I(~
p:ρ
~) : ∀~a : α
~ .∗ := c1 : ∀x~1 : τ~1 .I~
pu~1 | . . . | ck : ∀x~k : τ~k .I~
pu~k
be a coinductive type in E admissible for E; Γ.
Assume E, Declg (I); Γ, Declr (I) ` t : ϕ[I r /z] → ϕ[I g I r /z]. The first translation of t,
denoted tr1 (t), is defined as follows:
tr1 (t) = cofix(t0 [I/I r , id/ιI , id/ιgI , (λI r .I)/I g , (λI r .c1 )/cg1 , . . . , (λI r .ck )/cgk ])
where t0 is the η-long βι-normal form of t, and id = λ~
p:ρ
~.λ~a : α
~ .λx : I~
p~a.x.
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I Example 4.4. Let I : ∗ := c : I → I and R : I → ∗ := r : ∀x : I.Rx → R(cx). Then a proof
t = λf : (∀x : I.Rr x).λx : I.case(x, λx.Rg x, λx0 .rg x0 (f x0 )) for ∀x : I.Rx gets translated to
tr1 (t) = cofix(λf : (∀x : I.Rx).λx : I.case(x, λx.Rx, λx0 .rx0 (f x0 ))). For readability, we
omit parameters to green types.
I Definition 4.5. A term t satisfies the proper case restriction for X, I if for every subterm
of t of the form case(u, λ~a : α
~ .x : J p~~a.τ, s1 | . . . | sk ) the type τ is first-order, J 6= I, and
X, I do not occur in τ . A term t satisfies the weak case restriction for X, I if:
it satisfies the proper case restriction for X, I; or
t = λx : τ.t0 , and t0 satisfies the weak case restriction for X, I; or
~ s1 | . . . | sk , )w,
t = case(u, λ~a : α
~ .x : J p~~a.∀~y : β.τ,
~ and τ, β~ are first-order, and X, I do
~ and J 6= I, and s1 , . . . , sk satisfy the weak case restriction for X, I, and
not occur in β,
u, w
~ satisfy the proper case restriction for X, I.
The proper case restriction allows us to partially recover the subformula property for
normal proofs of first-order statements, to the extent that we need it to conclude that the
coinductive hypothesis does not occur in a proof of a statement with no occurrences of I r .
This is achieved in the following technical lemma, whose proof may be found in the appendix.
I Lemma 4.6. Assume E is a first-order environment, Γ, Γ0 is a first-order context,
X, IX , f1 , . . . , fn do not occur in Γ, Γ0 , and u is an η-long βι-normal form satisfying the
proper case restriction for X, IX , and E, IX ; Γ, X : ∀~a : α
~ .∗, f1 : ∀~x : σ~1 .X v~1 , . . . , fn : ∀~x :
σ~n .X v~n , Γ0 ` u : τ .
1. If τ : ∗ is a first-order type and X, IX , f1 , . . . , fn do not occur in τ , then X, IX , f1 , . . . , fn
do not occur in u and u is first-order.
2. If τ = ∗ and u is first-order and X, IX do not occur in u, then f1 , . . . , fn do not occur
in u.
3. If τ = I~h and I 6= IX and either u = case(. . .)w
~ or u = y w,
~ then τ is first-order and
X, IX , f1 , . . . , fn do not occur in τ .
I Theorem 4.7. Under the assumptions of Definition 4.3, if the η-long βι-normal form of t
additionally satisfies the weak case restriction for I r , I g , then E; Γ `e tr1 (t) : ϕ(I).
Proof. We reason modulo βι-conversion in types. We also implicitly use standard metatheoretical properties like the generation and subject reduction lemmas [4, 21]. The system
is a simplification of the Calculus of Inductive Constructions, and these properties hold.
For any term u, by û we denote the η-long βι-normal form of
u[I/I r , id/ιI , id/ιgI , (λI r .I)/I g , (λI r .c1 )/cg1 , . . . , (λI r .ck )/cgk ].
Without loss of generality assume t is in η-long βι-normal form. Then tr1 (t) = cofix(t̂) and
t = λf : ϕ(I r /z).u. It follows by induction on the derivation of E, Declg (I); Γ, Declr (I) `
t : ϕ[I r /z] → ϕ[I g I r /z] that E; Γ `e t̂ : ϕ[I/z] → ϕ[I/z]. Hence, it suffices to show that f
is guarded in û. Recall ϕ = ∀~x : ~τ .z w
~ with I r , I g , ιI , ιgI , f not occurring in ~τ , w
~ which are
first-order. Because û is η-long, u = λ~x : ~τ .r. Hence E, Declg (I); Γ, Declr (I), f : ϕ[I r /z], ~x :
~τ ` r : I g I r w.
~ We need to show that G0 (f, r̂), i.e., f is guarded in r̂.
By induction on u in η-long βι-normal form satisfying the weak case restriction for I r , I g ,
we show that if E 0 ; Γ0 ` u : σ where σ = I g I r w
~ 0 (resp. σ = I r w
~ 0 ), and E 0 = E, Declg (I), and
r
0
r
0
0
0
Γ = Γ, Decl (I), f : ϕ[I /z], ~x : ~τ , and ~τ , w
~ are first-order, and I r , I g , ιI , ιgI , f do not occur
0
0
in ~τ , w
~ , then G0 (f, û) (resp. G1 (f, û)).
First, assume σ = I g I r w
~ 0 . We consider possible forms of u.
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u = xu1 . . . un . This is impossible, because for no (x : τ ) ∈ Γ0 the type τ has I g or a
bound variable at the head of the target.
u = cI r q1 . . . qm u1 . . . un (m, n ≥ 0) where q1 , . . . , qm are the parameters. Then c :
∀I r : τI r .∀~
p : ρ
~.∀~x : ~γ .I g I r p~~v , and I r ∈
/ FV(ρ), and I g , ιI , ιgI , f do not occur in ρ
~, ~γ ,
r
r
and for each i = 1, . . . , n either I ∈
/ FV(γi ) or γi = ∀~y : α~i .I r~i and i ∈ R(c) is a
recursive position. Since q1 , . . . , qm occur in w,
~ I r , I g , ιI , ιgI , f do not occur in q1 , . . . , qm ,
and thus f ∈
/ FV(qˆ1 , . . . , qˆm ). Also q1 , . . . , qm are first-order, because w
~ is. Let γ10 =
g
γ1 [q1 /p1 ] . . . [qm /pm ]. Then I g , ιI , ιI , f do not occur in γ10 , and γ10 is first-order, and
E 0 ; Γ0 ` u1 : γ10 . If I r ∈
/ FV(γ10 ) then I r , I g , ιI , ιgI , f do not occur in u1 and u1 is firstorder by Lemma 4.6. So f ∈
/ FV(uˆ1 ). Otherwise γ10 = ∀~y : α
~ .I r ~r with α
~ , ~r first-order and
g
r g
I , I , ιI , ιI , f do not occur in α
~ , ~r, and 1 ∈ R(c) is a recursive position. Let Γ00 = Γ0 , ~y : α
~.
Because u1 is η-long, u1 = λ~y : α
~ .u01 with E 0 ; Γ00 ` u01 : I r ~r. By the inductive hypothesis
G1 (f, uˆ1 0 ), so G1 (f, uˆ1 ) because f ∈
/ FV(~
α). Also, x1 does not occur in γ2 , . . . , γn , because
I is first-order. Hence, in any case, γ20 = γ2 [q1 /p1 ] . . . [qm /pm ][u1 /x1 ] is first-order, and
I g , ιI , ιgI , f do not occur in γ20 , and E 0 ; Γ0 ` u2 : γ20 . Continuing this argument for
u2 , u3 , . . . , un we conclude that for each i = 1, . . . , n either f ∈
/ FV(ûi ), or G1 (f, ûi ) and
i ∈ R(c). Since also f ∈
/ FV(qˆj ) for j = 1, . . . , m, we conclude that G0 (f, û).
u = case(t, r, s1 | . . . | sk )w1 . . . wn (n ≥ 0). Then E 0 , Γ0 ` t : J p~~q and either t =
case(. . .)~h or t = y~h. By the weak case restriction J 6= I g and t satisfies the proper
case restriction. Hence, by Lemma 4.6, J p~~q is first-order and I r , I g , ιI , ιgI , f do not
occur in it. Using Lemma 4.6 again, we conclude that I r , I g , ιI , ιgI , f do not occur in t
~ of
and t is first-order. Then by the weak case restriction the type r~qt =βι ∀~x : β.ζ
r g
~
case(t, r, s1 | . . . | sk ) must be first-order with I , I not occurring in β. By point 2 in
~ Now using point 1 of Lemma 4.6 we conclude
Lemma 4.6 also ιI , ιgI , f do not occur in β.
g
r g
that I , I , ιI , ιI , f do not occur in w
~ and w
~ are first-order, by an argument analogous to
the one used in Lemma 4.6 for the case u = xu1 . . . um in the proof of point 1. To sum
up, what we have shown so far implies G0 (f, t̂), G0 (f, r̂) and G0 (f, ŵi ) for i = 1, . . . , n.
It remains to show G0 (f, sˆi ) for i = 1, . . . , k. Let the declaration of J be
J(~y : ρ
~) : ∀~a : α
~ .∗ := c1 : ∀x~1 : τ~1 .J~y v~1 | . . . | ck : ∀x~k : τ~k .J~y v~k
We have E 0 , Γ0 ` si : ξ where ξ =βι ∀x~i : τ~i [~
p/~y ].rv~i [~
p/~y ](ci p~x~i ) =βι ∀x~i : τ~i [~
p/~y ].∀~b :
g
g
r
r
g
β~1 .I I ~v (see Figure 1). Because ~τ , v~i , p~, β~1 are first-order and I , I , ιI , ιI , f do not occur
in them, also τ~i [~
p/~y ], β~1 are first-order and I r , I g , ιI , ιgI , f do not occur in them. Also
~v = v~0 [~
vi [~
p/~y ]/~a, (ci p~x~i )/x]. Because w
~ 0 are substitution instances of v~0 , the terms v~0
g
r g
must be first-order and I , I , ιI , ιI , f cannot occur in them. This implies that ~v are
first-order and I r , I g , ιI , ιgI , f do not occur in them. Because si is in η-long βι-normal
form, si = λ~b : β~1 .s0i . Let Γ00 = Γ0 , x~i : τ~i [~
p/~y ], ~b : β~1 . We have E 0 ; Γ00 ` s0i : I g I r ~v ,
0
and si still satisfies the weak case restriction, and Γ00 , ~v satisfy the requirements of the
inductive hypothesis. Thus, by the inductive hypothesis we conclude G0 (f, sˆi 0 ). This
shows G0 (f, sˆi ).
Now assume σ = I r w
~ 0 . The proof proceeds as above, mutatis mutantdis, except that we
have three additional cases.
u = f u1 . . . un . Then u satisfies the proper case restriction. Since f : ∀~x : ~τ .I r w
~ with ~τ
first-order and I r , I g , ιI , ιgI , f not occurring in ~τ , using Lemma 4.6 we may conclude that
f∈
/ FV(u1 , . . . , un ) by an inductive argument as in the case u = xu1 . . . um in the proof
of Lemma 4.6. Hence G1 (f, û).
u = ιI u1 . . . un . The argument is then analogous to the case above, because ιI : ∀~
p:ρ
~.∀~a :
α
~ .I~
p~a → I r p~~a with ρ
~, α
~ first-order not containing I r , I g , ιI , ιgI , f .
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u = ιgI u1 . . . un u0 . We have ιgI : ∀~
p:ρ
~.∀~a : α
~ .I g I r p~~a → I r p~~a with ρ
~, α
~ first-order not
g
r g
containing I , I , ιI , ιI , f . Like above, using Lemma 4.6 we conclude that u1 , . . . , un are
first-order and I g , I r , ιI , ιgI , f do not occur in them. Also u0 : I g I r u1 . . . un . Hence, by
the inductive hypothesis G0 (f, û0 ), so G1 (f, û0 ). Thus G1 (f, û), because û = û0 .
J
I Remark 4.8. For the purposes of the above theorem, any lemmas used in the proof term
must appear in the context Γ. Note that the theorem requires the context and the statement
to be first-order, but not the proof term. This implies that if the statement is first-order
and we recursively unfold the proofs of all lemmas, we obtain a proof term t which satisfies
the requirements of the theorem in the empty context, even if the lemmas used in the proof
term were not first-order; provided the weak case restriction holds for the η-long βι-normal
form of t.
One important situation where this procedure fails is when using the setoid library for
rewriting. Then the generated proof terms, after unfolding, often fail to satisfy the weak
case restriction.
To ease working with equality on coinductive types, our plugin provides a peek tactic
which forces reduction of a cofixpoint.
The idea with the second translation is to “split” a coinductive proof t : ∀~x : ~τ .∃y :
I~u.I1 u~1 y ∧. . .∧In u~n y into n+1 separate guarded proofs t0 : ∀~x : ~τ .I~u and ti : ∀~x : ~τ .Ii u~i (t0 ~x)
for i = 1, . . . , n.
I Definition 4.9 (The second translation). Let ϕ = ∀~x : ~τ .∃y : z~u.z1 u~1 y ∧ . . . ∧ zn u~n y be a
first-order type with z, z1 , . . . , zn ∈
/ FV(~τ , ~u, u~1 , . . . , u~n ) free. Let Γ be a first-order context
and E a first-order environment. Let I, I1 , . . . , In ∈ E be coinductive types admissible
for E; Γ, and such that I1 , . . . , In are I-admissible. Assume
E, Declg (I), Declgd (I1 ), . . . , Declgd (In ); Γ, Declr (I), Declrd (I1 ), . . . , Declrd (In ) `
t : ϕ[I r /z, I1r /z1 , . . . , Inr /zn ] → ϕ[I g I r /z, I1g I r I1r /z1 , . . . , Ing I r Inr /zn ].
The second translation of t, denoted tr2 (t), is defined as follows. We omit the parameters
of ex_intro and conj.
1. We compute t0 – the η-long βι-normal form of
λf : ψ[I r /z].λf1 : ψ1 [I1r /z, f /y] . . . λfn : ψn [Inr /z, f /y].
t(λ~x : ~τ .ex_intro(f~x)(conj(f1 ~x)(f2 ~x)(. . .))).
where ψ = ∀~x : ~τ .z~u and ψi = ∀~x : ~τ .z u~i (y~x). In this way we “split” the coinductive
hypothesis into n + 1 hypotheses. Note that
t0 : ∀f : ψ[I r /z].ψ1 [I1r /z, f /y] → . . . → ψn [Inr /z, f /y] →
ϕ[I g I r /z, I1g I r I1r /z1 , . . . , Ing I r Inr /zn ].
2. Inductively, for a term u we define tr02 (u), and for i = 1, . . . , n, a sequence of terms w,
~
and a term u, we define tri2 (w;
~ u).
If u = case(x, λx : J p~.ζ, λx~1 : τ~1 .s1 | . . . | λx~k : τ~k .sk ) where
ζ = ∃y : I g I r ~v .I1g I r I1r v~1 y ∧ . . . ∧ Ing I r Inr v~n y
and J is a (co)inductive type with no non-parameter arguments, and c1 , . . . , ck are
the only constructors of J, then
tr02 (u) = case(x, λx : J p~.I~v , λx~1 : τ~1 .tr02 (s1 ) | . . . | λx~k : τ~k .tr02 (sk )).
tri2 (w;
~ u) = case(x, λx : J p~.Ii v~i (f w),
~ λx~1 : τ~1 .tri2 (w[c
~ 1 p~x~1 /x]; s1 ) | . . . | λx~k :
i
τ~k .tr2 (w[c
~ k p~x~k /x]; sk )) for i > 0.
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If u = ex_intro u0 (conj u1 (conj u2 (. . .)) then
tr02 (u) = u0 [I/I r , id/ιI , (λI r .I)/I g , . . .],
tri2 (w;
~ u) = ui [I/I r , id/ιI , (λI r .I)/I g , . . .],
with the substitutions like in Principle 2.
In other cases tri2 are undefined.
3. Since t0 is in η-long βι-normal form,
t0 = λf : ψ[I r /z].λf1 : ψ1 [I1r /z, f /y] . . . λfn : ψn [Inr /z, f /y].λ~x : ~τ .t00 .
We define ti for i = 0, . . . , n by:
t0 = cofix(λf : ψ[I/z].λ~x : ~τ .tr02 (t00 )),
ti = cofix(λfi : ψi [Ii /z, t0 /y].λ~x : ~τ .tri2 (~x; t00 )[t0 /f ]) for i = 1, . . . , n.
4. Finally: tr2 (t) = λ~x : ~τ .ex_intro(t0 ~x)(conj(t1 ~x)(conj(t2 ~x)(. . . (conj(tn−1 ~x)(tn ~x))))).
I Remark 4.10. The above translation is very restricted, essentially to proofs which do
case analysis on variables followed by the use of the coinductive hypothesis. It is undefined
for proof terms commonly generated by the inversion tactic. The problem here is that
Coq’s dependent matching “forgets” some equality information in the branches, which makes
it difficult to automatically choose the arguments for the f function above in a way that
satisfies the type-checker. More precisely, when u : I~qw
~ and ci : ∀~
p:ρ
~.∀x~i : τ~i .I~
pv~i is the
i-th constructor of I, the equalities u = ci p~v~i and vij = wij are not available to the Coq’s
type-checking algorithm when checking the branch si in case(u, r, s1 | . . . | sk ) (see Figure 1).
In practice, we allow a broader class of proof terms. In particular, we handle proofs commonly
generated by one inversion (but not multiple nested inversions in general). The details of
this are very tedious and not particularly illuminating, so we do not describe them here.
The restrictions in the actual implementation, while a bit ad-hoc and still significant, are
weak enough to allow for reasonably convenient usage. Especially the restriction on nested
inversions can usually be easily worked around. See Example 5.2.
I Example 4.11. Let I : ∗ := c : I → I and R : I → I → ∗ := r : ∀x, y : I.Rxy → R(cx)(cy)
be coinductive types. Recall I r : ∗, Rr : I → I r → ∗, I g : ∗ := cg : I r → I g , Rg : I → I g →
∗ := rg : ∀x : I.∀y : I r .Rr xy → Rg (cx)(cg y). For readability, we omit the parameters to the
green types. Consider the term
t = λf : (∀x : I.∃y : I r .Rr xy).λx : I.case(x, λx.∃y : I g .Rg xy,
λx0 .case(f x0 , ∃y : I g .Rg (cx0 )y, λy 0 : I r .λh : Rr x0 y 0 .ex_intro(cg y 0 )(rg x0 y 0 h)))
which proves ∀x : I.∃y : I.Rxy by the second coinduction principle. After the first step
of the second translation we obtain t0 = λf : I → I r .λf1 : ∀x : I.Rr x(f x).λx : I.t00
where t00 = case(x, λx.∃y : I g .Rg xy, λx0 .ex_intro(cg (f x0 ))(rg x0 (f x0 )(f1 x0 ))). We have
tr02 (t00 ) = case(x, λx.I, λx0 .c(f x0 )) and tr12 (x; t00 ) = case(x, λx.Rx(f x), λx0 .rx0 (f x0 )(f1 x0 )).
Then tr2 (t) = λx:I.ex_intro(t0 x)(t1 x) with t0 = cofixλf : I → I.λx:I.tr02 (t00 ) and t1 =
cofixλf1 : (∀x : I.Rx(t0 x)).λx : I.tr12 (x; t00 )[t0 /f ].
Note that in the example above rx0 (t0 x0 )(f1 x0 ) : R(cx0 )(c(t0 x0 )), but the branch should
have type R(cx0 )(t0 (cx0 )). We thus relax the ι-reduction for cofix to: cofix(λf.t) →ι
t[cofix(λf.t)/f ]. Then t0 (cx0 ) =βι c(t0 x0 ) and tr2 (t) type-checks. The typing relation of
the system thus modified is denoted by `e+ . This allows us to prove the theorem below,
but makes type-checking undecidable. In practice, the implemented translation inserts
appropriate equality proofs into the proof term to make it type-check. The details are again
quite tedious and not very interesting.
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I Definition 4.12. A term satisfies the strong case restriction if it does not contain any
subterms case(case(u, r0 , t1 | . . . | tm )w,
~ r, s1 | . . . | sk ) or case(u, r, s1 | . . . | sk )w1 . . . wn
with n ≥ 1.
I Theorem 4.13. Under the assumptions of Definition 4.9, if the η-long βι-normal form of t
additionally satisfies the strong case restriction, and tr2 (t) is defined, and E; Γ, f : ψ[I/z], fi :
ψi [Ii /z, t0 /y], ~x : ~τ `e+ tri2 (~x; t00 )[t0 /f ] : Ii u~i (t0 ~x) for i = 1, . . . , n (with ψ, ψi , t0 , . . . as in
Definition 4.9), then E; Γ `e+ tr2 (t) : ϕ(I; I1 , . . . , In ).
Proof (sketch). The strong case restriction essentially recovers the subformula property
for first-order statements, which allows us to show that the coinductive hypotheses do not
appear in parts of the proof term whose types do not contain corresponding red or green
types. The special form of the original proof term enforced by the second translation, and
the typability assumptions for tri2 , guarantee that the result is well-typed.
J

5

Coq plugin

We provide a proof-of-concept implementation of our principles in a Coq plugin (see the
supplement material). The plugin introduces the CoInduction command which starts a
proof by coinduction using one of our principles. The command defines the (dependent)
green coinductive types, and adds the (dependent) red type declarations and the coinductive
hypothesis to the context. At Qed the proof is translated to a guarded Coq proof. The
coinduction principle is chosen automatically based on the form of the goal statement.
I Example 5.1. Using our plugin, the proofs from Example 2.2 may be formalised as follows.
CoInduction lem_refl : forall {A : Type} (s : Stream A), s == s.
Proof. ccrush. Qed.
CoInduction lem_sym :
forall {A : Type} (s1 s2 : Stream A), s1 == s2 -> s2 == s1.
Proof. ccrush. Qed.
CoInduction lem_trans :
forall {A : Type} (s1 s2 s3 : Stream A), s1 == s2 -> s2 == s3 -> s1 == s3.
Proof. destruct 1; ccrush. Qed.
The ccrush tactic is a generic proof search tactic, based on a tactic from CoqHammer [8].
Note that the user may just apply generic automated tactics without worrying too much
about the guarded use of the coinductive hypothesis. In contrast, when using Coq’s cofix
directly, generic automated tactics are likely to use the coinductive hypothesis incorrectly so
that the proof fails at Qed.
I Example 5.2. A direct formalisation of the confluence proof from Example 2.4 would require
two nested inversions, and the second translation would fail at Qed (compare Remark 4.10).
This may, however, be easily worked around by defining a predicate Peak s t t0 which holds if
s ⇒ t and s ⇒ t0 do. We define all predicates into Set to get around Coq’s restriction of
case analysis on proofs. Note that for the proof of lem_peak below the first translation may
be used, with no restrictions on nested destructions/inversions.
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CoInductive Peak : term -> term ->
| peak_C : forall i, Peak (C i) (C
| peak_A : forall s t t', Peak s t
| peak_B : forall s t s1 t1 s2 t2,

term -> Set :=
i) (C i)
t' -> Peak (A s) (A t) (A t')
Peak s s1 s2 -> Peak t t1 t2 ->
Peak (B s t) (B s1 t1) (B s2 t2)
| peak_AAB : forall s s' t1 t2, Peak s s' t1 -> Peak s s' t2 ->
Peak (A s) (A s') (B t1 t2)
| peak_ABA : forall s s' t1 t2, Peak s t1 s' -> Peak s t2 s' ->
Peak (A s) (B t1 t2) (A s')
| peak_ABB : forall s s1 s2 t1 t2, Peak s s1 t1 -> Peak s s2 t2 ->
Peak (A s) (B s1 s2) (B t1 t2).
CoInduction lem_peak : forall s t t', s ==> t -> s ==> t' -> Peak s t t'.
Proof. destruct 1; inversion_clear 1; constructor; eauto. Qed.
Then the confluence proof looks as follows. It corresponds closely to the “pen-and-paper”
proof presented in Example 2.4.
CoInduction lem_confl :
forall s t t', Peak s t t' -> { s' & (t ==> s') * (t' ==> s') }.
Proof. intros s t t' H; inversion_clear H.
- ccrush.
- generalize (CH s0 t0 t'0 H0); intro.
simp_hyps; eexists; split; constructor; eauto.
- generalize (CH s0 s1 s2 H0); generalize (CH t0 t1 t2 H1); intros.
simp_hyps; eexists; split; constructor; eauto.
(...)
Qed.

Above CH refers to the coinductive hypothesis automatically introduced by CoInduction:
CH : forall s t t' : term, Peak s t t' ->
{s' : term__r & Red__r__01 t s' * Red__r__00 t' s'}
At the beginning of the proof the goal is:
forall s t t' : term, Peak s t t' ->
{s' : term__g term__r & Red__g__01 term__r Red__r__01 t s' *
Red__g__01 term__r Red__r__00 t' s'}
I Example 5.3. Using the first coinduction principle, we formalised most of the examples
from [14]. The formalisation is in the examples/practical.v file in the plugin sources.

6

Conclusions and future work

We introduced two coinduction principles and corresponding proof translations which, under
certain conditions, map proofs using our principles to guarded Coq proofs. In contrast to
previous work on coinduction, the second principle allows to directly prove by coinduction
statements with existential quantifiers and multiple coinductive predicates in the conclusion.
The proof translations clarify the relationship between Coq’s syntactic guardedness criterion
and the shape of normal forms of proofs obtained using our principles. Implementating the
first translation required only small restrictions on dependent matches occurring in proof
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terms. While trying to implement the second translation, we encountered more difficulties,
which necessitated introducing much heavier restrictions. These difficulties, however, do not
seem to be fundamental, but rather stem from the limitations of Coq’s type theory.
The restrictions on proof terms are needed because normal proofs in the Calculus of
Inductive Constructions are not sufficiently normal in a proof-theoretical sense. And they
cannot be normalised further using commutative conversions [20, Chapter 6], like in a
natural-deduction system for first-order logic, because commutative conversions are not
sound in general for dependent elimination with case as defined in the Calculus of Inductive
Constructions. The lack of “good” normal forms is a consequence of the fact that not enough
equality information is available to the type checker in the branches of dependent matches,
which also makes it difficult to implement the second coinduction principle in full generality.
For a more complete implementation of the second coinduction principle, it would probably
be better to use a target system with copatterns and sized types, or use negative coinductive
types instead of positive ones. We leave this for future work. It also remains to investigate
the properties of a type theory directly extended with our principles, and the effects of
removing the first-order restriction.
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Abstract
In 2016, Ellenberg and Gijswijt established a new upper bound on the size of subsets of Fn
q with
no three-term arithmetic progression. This problem has received much mathematical attention,
particularly in the case q = 3, where it is commonly known as the cap set problem. Ellenberg
and Gijswijt’s proof was published in the Annals of Mathematics and is noteworthy for its clever
use of elementary methods. This paper describes a formalization of this proof in the Lean proof
assistant, including both the general result in Fn
q and concrete values for the case q = 3. We faithfully
follow the pen and paper argument to construct the bound. Our work shows that (some) modern
mathematics is within the range of proof assistants.
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1

Introduction

As proof assistants improve and their libraries grow, these tools are increasingly used to
formalize results at the cutting edge of computer science. At some prestigious conferences
such as Principles of Programming Languages (POPL), it is common for papers establishing
new metatheoretical results about programming languages to be accompanied by formal
proofs. In the field of mathematics, however, the picture looks very different. Even though
early proof assistants were developed by and for mathematicians [10, 27], there are still very
few mathematicians who use these tools in their work. With a small number of noteworthy
exceptions (e.g. Gouëzel and Schur [21] and Hales, et al. [23]), no current work in pure
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(a) A valid triple. Each card has the same shape
and the same number of shapes. Each card has a
different color and a different fill.

(b) A collection of twelve cards that contains no
valid triple.

Figure 1 The cap set problem can be interpreted in the game Set, where it concerns an upper
bound on the size of a collection of cards that contains no valid triple.

mathematics work gets formalized; most of the results formalized in papers at Interactive
Theorem Proving (ITP) or Certified Programs and Proofs (CPP) have already made it into
undergraduate or introductory graduate textbooks.
Researchers often point to the depth of mathematical theory to explain this difference.
While programming language formalizations can be sprawling and difficult, they rarely depend
on large background libraries, and often involve repetitive arguments that are amenable to
automation. In comparison, mathematics builds upwards on centuries of earlier work, and
one cannot formalize modern results without first formalizing the necessary foundation. The
few existing formal developments of cutting-edge mathematics tend to focus on results that
are difficult to verify by hand – justifying the effort needed to develop libraries – or fall in
subfields of mathematics where the background theory is less intimidating.
The combinatorial proof described in this paper belongs in the latter category. Let G
be an abelian group. A three-term arithmetic progression of elements of G is a sequence
a, a + g, a + g + g where a, g ∈ G and g is nonzero. Let r3 (G) denote the cardinality of
a largest subset of G containing no three-term arithmetic progression. We will focus on
the group (Z/3Z)n = {(a1 , . . . , an ) | ai ∈ {0, 1, 2}}, where vector addition is pointwise and
modulo 3; a subset of this group with no three-term arithmetic progression is known as a
cap set. The cap set problem asks whether there is a constant c < 3 such that r3 ((Z/3Z)n )
grows in n no faster than cn .
Readers familiar with the card game Set (Figure 1) may understand the cap set problem
in different terms. A card in Set has four features, where each feature has three possible
values. (A card has one, two, or three copies of a shape; the shape is an oval, a diamond, or
a squiggle; the shape is solid, striped, or empty; the shape is purple, red, or green.) A triple
of cards is said to be valid if, for each feature, either all three cards have the same value or
all three cards have different values. During game play, players search a collection of cards
for valid triples. The number r3 ((Z/3Z)4 ) is the maximum size of a collection of distinct
cards in which no valid triples can be found, and the cap set problem concerns the growth
rate of this value as the number of features is increased.
The cap set problem is surprisingly difficult to analyze and has attracted attention over
the past decades from leading combinatorialists. Croot, Lev, and Pach [9] solved a closely
related problem in 2016. Building on their work, Ellenberg and Gijswijt soon showed that
r3 ((Z/3Z)n ) is o(2.756n ), a major breakthrough. In fact, they proved a more general result
about finite fields. Their 2017 paper in the Annals of Mathematics [18] is noteworthy in that
the core of the proof does not use any complicated theoretical machinery. Rather, it relies
on a clever shift of context, casting the problem in terms of polynomials of bounded degree.
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While their final proof of the asymptotics does make use of relatively high-powered methods,
Tao [30] and Zeilberger [33] indicate how these calculations can be made elementary. We
also note that Tao [30] reformulates Ellenberg and Gijswijt’s proof in a more symmetric
way, using what is now called “slice rank.” Although this is arguably a more natural way to
express things, the underlying arguments are essentially the same.
This paper describes a formalization of Ellenberg and Gijswijt’s argument, carried out
in the Lean proof assistant. While unavoidably more verbose, our computation of an
upper bound for r3 ((Z/pZ)n ) faithfully follows Ellenberg and Gijswijt’s proof. To verify the
asymptotics, we work out a new elementary argument (inspired by Zeilberger’s approach and
a suggestion by Gijswijt). Ellenberg and Gijswijt use a technique known as the polynomial
method to translate the problem to one about vector spaces of polynomials. We expect that
our library contributions will be useful for proving other results that follow this approach.
A recent project begun at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam aims to bring together
traditional mathematicians, formalizers, and tool developers to incorporate modern number
theory into proof assistants.1 The current paper shows that the goals of this project are
within reach: we have formalized a paper published in the Annals less than two years ago.
The more general components of our formalization have been incorporated into the
Lean mathematics library mathlib, which is available on GitHub.2 The remainder of the
formalization can be found with the supplementary material linked at the beginning of
this paper. The code blocks presented below should be read as schematic, not literal. We
sometimes change names, remove namespaces, omit universe levels, and swap implicit and
explicit arguments for the sake of formatting and presentation.

2

Mathematical Background

Ellenberg and Gijswijt study a generalization of the cap set problem that holds for arbitrary
finite fields (including Z/pZ for any prime p). For the rest of this discussion, we fix a positive
integer n and prime power q, and let Fq denote a finite field with cardinality q.
For d ∈ R with 0 ≤ d ≤ (q − 1)n, consider all n-variable monomials whose degree in each
variable is at most q − 1 and whose total degree is at most d, i.e.
( n
)
n
Y
X
ai
d
Mn :=
xi ∈ Fq [x1 , . . . , xn ] 0 ≤ ai ≤ q − 1 and
ai ≤ d .
i=1

i=1

Let md := |Mnd |. Ellenberg and Gijswijt [18, Theorem 4] establish an upper bound for the
size of generalized cap sets in terms of m(q−1)n/3 .
I Theorem 1 (Ellenberg–Gijswijt). Let α, β, γ ∈ Fq such that α + β + γ = 0 and γ =
6 0.
Let A be a subset of Fnq such that the equation αa1 + βa2 + γa3 = 0 has no solutions with
a1 , a2 , a3 ∈ A apart from those with a1 = a2 = a3 . Then |A| ≤ 3m(q−1)n/3 .
If (α, β, γ) = (1, −2, 1), then the equation αa1 +βa2 +γa3 = 0 is equivalent to a2 −a1 = a3 −a2 ;
any solution to this, other than a1 = a2 = a3 , corresponds to a three term arithmetic
progression.
To answer the cap set problem, it remains to determine good asymptotics for m(q−1)n/3
as n tends to ∞.
1
2

https://lean-forward.github.io/
https://github.com/leanprover-community/mathlib/
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I Theorem 2. For every q there exists c ∈ R with 0 < c < q such that m(q−1)n/3 = O(cn )
as n → ∞.
Thus, with notation from Theorem 1, |A| = O(cn ) for some 0 < c < q. For particular values
of q we can write down explicit values of c. In the case of the original cap set problem, where
q = 3 (and α = β = γ = 1, also noting that −2 = 1 in Z/3Z), the proof method yields the
following theorem; the exact value c already appears in Zeilberger [33].
p
√
3
I Theorem 3. Let c := 38 207 + 33 33 < 2.755105. Then r3 ((Z/3Z)n ) ≤ 3cn , and thus
r3 ((Z/3Z)n ) = o(2.755105n ) (as n → ∞).
The proof of Theorem 1 follows the polynomial method. (For a general introduction to
the polynomial method, see e.g. Guth [22] or Tao [29].) Broadly speaking, this approach
aims to analyze finite combinatorial objects by describing them through a system or space of
polynomials. Techniques from algebraic geometry, or sometimes algebraic topology or simply
linear algebra, can then be employed to study these polynomials; the results should translate
back to properties of the original combinatorial objects of interest.
The polynomial method has been employed over the last decade to solve a large variety
of open problems in arithmetic combinatorics and number theory. However, the scope and
limitations of the method are still not well understood. In particular, its applicability to the
cap set problem was unexpected, at least until the breakthrough of Croot, Lev, and Pach [9].
The main approach to the cap set problem for the previous half century was through Fourier
theory methods.
We sketch here an overview of the proof of Theorem 1; more details can be found in
Section 4. Let α, β, γ, and A be as stated in the theorem. We introduce the Fq -vector space
spanned by Mnd , i.e.


 X

Snd :=
cm m cm ∈ Fq .


d
m∈Mn

Consider the Fq -vector subspace V of Snd consisting of all polynomials p ∈ Snd that vanish on
the complement of −γA = {−γa | a ∈ A} inside Fnq , i.e.
V := {p ∈ Snd | ∀a ∈ Fnq \ (−γA), p(a) = 0}.
This is the setup of the polynomial method, the idea being that this space of polynomials
V contains valuable information on | − γA| = |A| via dim(V ). The strategy is to get good
lower and upper bounds on dim(V ). Namely, it holds that
dim(V ) ≥ md − q n + |A|

and

dim(V ) ≤ 2md/2 .

(1)

The lower bound is reasonably straightforward: it follows from rank-nullity and the remark
that |Fnq \ (−γA)| = q n − |A|. The upper bound is more involved; the key to it is the following.
I Proposition 4 (Proposition 2 from [18]). Let A ⊆ Fnq and α, β, γ ∈ Fq with α + β + γ = 0.
Let P ∈ Snd such that for all a, b ∈ A with a 6= b we have P (αa + βb) = 0. Then
|{a ∈ A | P (−γa) 6= 0}| ≤ 2md/2 .
In addition, an elementary combinatorial argument gives us
q n − md ≤ m(q−1)n−d .

(2)
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Combining (1) and (2) and taking d = 2(q − 1)n/3 gives us Theorem 1, i.e.
|A| ≤ 3m(q−1)n/3 .
To establish the asymptotic behavior of this bound, Ellenberg and Gijswijt apply Cramér’s
theorem on large deviations. Tao [30] describes a more elementary approach via Stirling’s
approximation for the factorial function. Zeilberger [33] gives another even more elementary
approach using recurrence sequences. Inspired by Zeilberger’s paper, we worked out yet
another approach, which lends itself very well to formalization in Lean. This was the initial
approach we followed through; it is briefly described in Appendix A. Finally, thanks to a
remark from Dion Gijswijt on our preprint, we arrive at a further significant simplification of
the asymptotics proof, which we present below.
Our starting point is the combinatorial observation
md =

bdc
X

(n)

cj

(3)

j=0
(n)

where cj

is the coefficient of xj in the polynomial 1 + x + . . . xq−1

0 < r < 1 and write e := b(q − 1)n/3c. Note that the
for integers 0 ≤ j ≤ e. Now
m(q−1)n/3 · re =

e
X
j=0

(n)

cj r e ≤

e
X

(n)
cj

n

. Let r ∈ R with

are nonnegative and that re ≤ rj

(q−1)n
(n)

cj r j ≤

j=0

X

(n)

cj rj = 1 + r + . . . + rq−1

n

.

j=0

Dividing by re ≥ (r(q−1)/3 )n and defining
Cr,q :=

1 + r + . . . + rq−1
1 − rq
=
r(q−1)/3
(1 − r)r(q−1)/3

(4)

we arrive at our main asymptotics estimate
n
m(q−1)n/3 ≤ Cr,q
.

Elementary analysis gives us that for every q > 1 there exists
√ some 0 < r < 1 such that
Cr,q < q, yielding Theorem 2. Specializing at q = 3 and r = ( 33 − 1)/8 gives the precise
version of the cap set problem in Theorem 3. Similarly, minimizing Cr,q for other values of q
immediately leads to other growth rates, including those given by Zeilberger [33].

3

Lean and its Mathematics Library

The Lean proof assistant, developed principally by Leonardo de Moura, was first released in
2014 [11]. Lean implements a version of the calculus of inductive constructions (CIC) [8] with
support for quotient types and classical reasoning. Since the release of Lean 3 in 2017 [17],
there has been a concerted effort to develop mathlib, a comprehensive library for use in
mathematics and computer science [4]. This library is built on the latest release of Lean,
version 3.4.2. Some of the text in this section is adapted from a paper by the third author [26],
which describes another formalization based on mathlib.
The datatypes available in mathlib include the concrete types commonly found in
mathematics, among them N, Z, Q, R, and C; finite sets and multisets over a base type;
univariate and multivariate polynomials; and embeddings and isomorphisms between types.
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class semigroup (α : Type) extends has_mul α :=
(mul_assoc : ∀ a b c : α, a * b * c = a * (b * c))
class monoid (α : Type) extends semigroup α, has_one α :=
(one_mul : ∀ a : α, 1 * a = a) (mul_one : ∀ a : α, a * 1 = a)
class group (α : Type) extends monoid α, has_inv α :=
(mul_left_inv : ∀ a : α, a−1 * a = 1)
lemma one_inv (α : Type) [group α] : 1−1 = (1 : α) :=
inv_eq_of_mul_eq_one (one_mul 1)
Figure 2 A sample of the bottom of the algebraic hierarchy. The lemma one_inv can be applied
to any α for which Lean can infer an instance of group α.

The algebraic hierarchy of mathlib is designed using type classes, which endow a base type
with extra structure in the forms of operations, properties, and notation [28, 32]. Lean’s
type class resolution mechanism automatically manages inheritance between type classes
(Figure 2). If a type class T’ extends (directly or by transitivity) a type class T, any theorem
proved over T will apply to any type that instantiates T’. The algebraic hierarchy begins
with semigroups and monoids and extends to rich structures including fields, Noetherian
rings, and principal ideal domains. Van Doorn, von Raumer, and Buchholz [31] also explain
how type classes are used to define an algebraic hierarchy in Lean.
The project described in this paper makes heavy use of the linear algebra and multivariate
polynomial developments in mathlib. As with the algebraic hierarchy, these developments
are built around type classes. The linear algebra theory in particular is modeled after the one
found in Isabelle/HOL, reworked to use bundled submodules and bundled linear functions.
The fundamental type class in linear algebra is module α β, which assumes a ring
structure on α and an abelian group structure on β, and endows β with a well-behaved
scalar multiplication operation from α. When α is a field, this extends to the type class
vector_space α β. Many of the typical theorems and constructions from linear algebra
are defined over this type class, including the existence of bases, the rank-nullity theorem
for linear maps, and the matrix representation of maps between finite-dimensional spaces.
General instances establish that a family of vector spaces over an index type forms a vector
space itself, and that a field α instantiates vector_space α α; combined, these allow us
to consider the type of n-tuples of field elements, fin n → α, as a vector space over α.
Polynomials are another important instance of a vector space. Given a type σ used to
index variables, we identify a monomial with a finitely supported function from σ to N. A
multivariate polynomial is a finitely supported function mapping monomials into a coefficient
ring α. We use the infix notation →0 for functions of finite support.
def mv_polynomial (σ α : Type) [comm_semiring α] := (σ →0 N) →0 α

When α is a field, this type forms a vector space over α. Important operations on polynomials
include eval, which evaluates the polynomial in α given an assignment σ → α, and
total_degree, which computes the maximum degree over all monomials in a polynomial.
Many contributions were made to mathlib in the course of this project. In addition
to extending the linear algebra, polynomial, and finitely supported function theories, we
added various results about big operators and series, finite sets and multisets, and orders of
elements in finite groups (to show, for example, that aq = a for a ∈ Fq ).
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Another type class that plays an important role in our formalization is fintype α, which
provides functions for listing and counting the elements of α. The standard finite types
instantiate this class, including the type fin n of natural numbers less than n. When α and
β instantiate fintype, so does the function type α → β.
The mathlib library is designed with a focus on classical logic. Type-valued declarations
are defined computably when possible, but classical logic is used freely in propositions. Our
formalization is similarly classical.
Readers unused to Lean syntax should note that explicit arguments to declarations are
enclosed in parentheses (), implicit arguments are enclosed in curly brackets {}, and type
class arguments are enclosed in square brackets []. Only explicit arguments are given by
the user when applying a declaration. Implicit arguments are inferred from later arguments
and the expected type, and type class arguments are inferred by type class resolution.
Another important feature of Lean syntax is its projection notation. As an example, let
terms F : polynomial α and a : α be given. The operator
polynomial.eval : α → polynomial α → α

evaluates a polynomial at an argument. Because the head symbol of the type of F is
polynomial, matching the namespace of eval, we can abbreviate polynomial.eval a F
with the more concise F.eval a. This notation can be nested:
polynomial.eval a (polynomial.derivative F)

shortens to F.derivative.eval a.

4

The Cap Set Bound

As described in Section 2, Ellenberg and Gijswijt’s solution to the cap set problem [18]
proceeds in two parts. The first part establishes an upper bound on the size of a cap set in
terms of the dimension of a vector space of polynomials; the second part shows the asymptotic
behavior of this bound. Our formalization is similarly divided. This section describes the
formal construction of the bound, and Section 5 explains the verification of the asymptotics.
Our construction of the bound closely follows Ellenberg and Gijswijt’s paper.
At the outset of our efforts, the first author produced a detailed paper proof3 of the result,
drawing from Ellenberg and Gijswijt and from Zeilberger [33] and adapting the asymptotics
part significantly. The most recent approach to this part was added after initially submitting
this paper, and was subsequently also formalized. The theorem names in the following
sections match the corresponding statements in the paper proof.
The theorems here hold over an arbitrary finite field. We will take a fixed parameter
α : Type instantiating the type classes [fintype α] and [discrete_field α], and
use q to abbreviate the cardinality fintype.card α. In this section, we also fix a parameter
n : N, representing the length of the tuples in the set whose cardinality we will bound.
The goal of this section, then, is to define a function m and prove the following theorem,
which corresponds to the informal statement of Theorem 1 above:

3

This writeup is available at https://lean-forward.github.io/e-g/.
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theorem theorem_12_1 {α : Type} [discrete_field α] [fintype α]
(n : N) {a b c : α} (hc : c 6= 0) (habc : a + b + c = 0)
(hn : n > 0) {A : finset (fin n → α)}
(ha : ∀ x y z ∈ A, a · x + b · y + c · z = 0 → x = y ∧ x = z) :
A.card ≤ 3 * m α n (1 / 3 * ((card α − 1) * n))

Ellenberg and Gijswijt’s key insight is to translate the question to one concerning vector
spaces of multivariate polynomials. After setting up this translation, this bound will follow
from a sequence of intermediate lemmas.

4.1

Setting Up the Polynomial Method

The type mv_polynomial (fin n) α forms a vector space, by results established in
mathlib (Section 3). We will focus our attention on a particular subspace. We define M to
be the set of monomials in n variables where the exponent of each variable is strictly less
than q. This set is linearly independent with respect to α.
def M : finset (mv_polynomial (fin n) α) :=
(finset.univ.image
(λ f : fin n →0 fin q, f.map_range fin.val rfl)).image
(λ d : fin n →0 N, monomial d (1:α))

For d : Q, we make the following definitions:
M’ is the subset of M whose elements have total degree at most d.
S’ is the span of M’; this is a subspace of mv_polynomial (fin n) α.
m is the dimension of S’.
Since M’ is linearly independent, it follows that the cardinality of M’ is equal to m.
def M’ (d : Q) : finset (mv_polynomial (fin n) α) :=
M.filter (λ m, d ≥ mv_polynomial.total_degree m)
def S’ (d : Q) : submodule α (mv_polynomial (fin n) α) :=
submodule.span α ((M’ d) : set (mv_polynomial (fin n) α))
def m (d : Q) : N := (vector_space.dim α (S’ d)).to_nat
lemma M’_card (d : Q) : (M’ d).card = m d

Much of the following argument will be carried out in a subspace of S’. We first describe
this subspace generically. Given a subspace of polynomials T and a set of vectors A, we define
zero_set T A to be the set of polynomials in T that evaluate to 0 at all elements of A. By
basic properties of polynomial evaluation, this set is a subspace of T.
parameters (T : subspace α (mv_polynomial (fin n) α))
(A : finset (fin n → α))
def zero_set : set (mv_polynomial (fin n) α) :=
{p ∈ T.carrier | ∀ a ∈ A, mv_polynomial.eval a p = 0}
def zero_set_subspace : subspace α (mv_polynomial (fin n) α) :=
{ carrier := zero_set,
zero := hsubmodule.zero, by simpi,
add := λ _ _ hx hy,
hsubmodule.add hx.1 hy.1, λ _ hp, by simp [hx.2 hp, hy.2 hp]i,
smul := λ _ _ hp,
hsubmodule.smul hp.1, λ _ hx, by simp [hp.2 hx]i }
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Our target theorem takes as parameters a b c : α and A : finset (fin n → α)
satisfying certain properties, in particular that c 6= 0. Let these terms be given. We define
neg_cA to be the image of A under multiplication by −c, and V to be the zero set of S’ with
respect to the complement of neg_cA.
def neg_cA : finset (fin n → α) := A.image (λ z, (−c) · z)
def V : subspace α (S’ d) :=
zero_set_subspace (S’ d) (finset.univ \ neg_cA)
def V_dim : N := (vector_space.dim α V).to_nat

Our goal – an upper bound on the cardinality of A, in terms of m – will follow from a
number of lemmas controlling the dimension of V.

4.2

Lemma 1: Bounding the Dimension from Below

The first lemma establishes a lower bound for the dimension of V in terms of m, q, and
A.card. We prove this via a generic result that holds for every zero_set_subspace of a
finite-dimensional space.
theorem lemma_9_2 (T : subspace α (mv_polynomial (fin n) α))
(A : finset (fin n → α)) :
(vector_space.dim α zero_set_subspace).to_nat + A.card ≥
(vector_space.dim α T).to_nat

This lemma is an exercise in linear algebra. It follows quickly from the rank-nullity
theorem. The formal proof takes little work with our additions to the linear algebra theory
in mathlib.
We now set a parameter d : Q which will remain fixed until the end of this section. After
specializing lemma_9_2 and performing a cardinality computation, we obtain the following:
theorem lemma_12_2 : q^n + V_dim ≥ m d + A.card

The mathlib definition of vector_space.dim takes values in the type cardinal, since
vector spaces are not restricted to finite dimensions. (Perhaps confusingly, finset.card
and fintype.card take values in N.) In our setting, the vector space S’, and hence its
subspace V, is finite dimensional. The cast cardinal.to_nat is thus well behaved.

4.3

Lemmas 2 and 3: Bounding the Dimension from Above

Next we establish an upper bound for the dimension of V. It is conceptually clearest to
achieve this via two lemmas, one which bounds the dimension above by an intermediate
value, and one which bounds this value above by m.
To prove the first lemma, we define the support set of a polynomial to be the set of points
on which it does not evaluate to 0:
def sup (p : mv_polynomial (fin n) α) : finset (fin n → α) :=
finset.univ.filter (λ x, p.eval x 6= 0)

A general argument about finite sets shows that there is some polynomial in V with
maximal support.
lemma exi_max_sup :
∃ P ∈ V, ∀ P’ ∈ V, sup P ⊆ sup P’ → sup P = sup P’

We define P to be this polynomial and P_sup to be sup P, allowing us to state the following:
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theorem lemma_12_3 : P_sup.card ≥ V_dim

The proof of this lemma involves some algebraic manipulation of the evaluation function
mv_polynomial.eval. It invokes yet another polynomial subspace, the zero set of V with
respect to P_sup.
In order to relate P_sup to other more interesting constants, we must prove a second
lemma:
theorem lemma_12_4 : P_sup.card ≤ 2 * m (d/2)

This lemma is a special case of Proposition 4 (Section 2), stated here in Lean:
theorem proposition_11_1 {p : mv_polynomial (fin n) α}
(A : finset (fin n → α)) : p ∈ S’ n d →
(∀ (x : fin n → α), x ∈ A → ∀ (y : fin n → α), y ∈ A →
x 6= y → p.eval (a · x + b · y) = 0) →
(A.filter (λ x, p.eval (−c · x) 6= 0)).card ≤ 2 * m (d / 2)

Proving this proposition requires the most intricate argument of our formalization. We
note that this is in line with Ellenberg and Gijswijt’s paper; their corresponding Proposition 2
makes up nearly a third of the non-expository content. Some of the intricacy comes
from another shift of representation. Every student of linear algebra learns that linear
transformations between finite-dimensional vector spaces can be represented by matrices,
and it is standard in mathematics to conflate the two concepts. While our lemma (after
unfolding the definition of P_sup) is stated in terms of the linear transformation p.eval,
Ellenberg and Gijswijt’s argument proceeds more naturally in the matrix setting. Formalizing
their argument required significant library development to unify the treatment of linear
transformations and matrices in Lean. We expect that this development will be reusable in
future results that depend on linear algebra.
Briefly, the proof of proposition_11_1 proceeds as follows. Given terms a b : α,
x y : fin n → α, and p : mv_polynomial (fin n) α with p ∈ S’ d, the term
p.eval (a · x + b · y) can be written as a linear combination of evaluated monomials
in M’ d. We define an A × A matrix B such that B x y = p.eval (a · x + b · y). In
fact, we can factor the matrix B and express it in the following form:
lemma B_eq_sum_matrix : B =
split_left.sum (λ _ _, matrix.vec_mul_vec _ _) +
split_right.sum (λ _ _, matrix.vec_mul_vec _ _)

(We direct interested readers to our formalization for the details of this computation.) Here,
the cardinalities of the finite sets split_left and split_right are at most m (d/2).
Since the product of two vectors matrix.vec_mul_vec has rank 1, this implies that B has
rank at most 2 * m (d / 2). But in fact, B is a diagonal matrix, from which we can infer
that its rank is equal to the cardinality we wish to bound.

4.4

Lemma 4: A Combinatorial Calculation

Our next lemma, largely independent of the previous ones, relates different values of m.
theorem lemma_12_5 : q^n ≤ m ((q−1)*n − d) + m d

This lemma follows from a combinatorial argument on fin n → fin q, the type of
n-tuples of natural numbers less than q. First, we define functions to map such a tuple to
the monomial with corresponding exponents, and in reverse:
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def monom : (fin n → fin q) → mv_polynomial (fin n) α
def monom_exps : mv_polynomial (fin n) α → (fin n → fin q)

Note that these functions are inverses when we restrict fin n → fin q to the subset M.
We define five terms of type finset (fin n → fin q), including the universal set:
I := finset.univ
B := {v ∈ I // (total_degree (monom v)) ≤ d}
C := {v ∈ I // (total_degree (monom v)) > d}
D := {v ∈ I // (total_degree (monom v)) < (q−1)*n − d}
E := {v ∈ I // (total_degree (monom v)) ≤ (q−1)*n − d}
There are a number of straightforward cardinality calculations that follow. Among them,
we show that B.card = m d, since B is the image of M’ d under monom_exps. It similarly
holds that E.card = m ((q−1)*n − d). The function sending the tuple (a1 , . . . , an ) to
(q − 1 − a1 , . . . , q − 1 − an ) is a bijection and maps C to D; thus these sets have the same
cardinality. Combining these calculations leads us to our goal.
Thanks to the large library of finset operations in mathlib, the proof of this lemma
is basically frictionless. Indeed, the least pleasant part is checking that the bijection used is
in fact a bijection, an argument that involves some trivial natural number arithmetic.

4.5

Lemma 5: Connecting These Lemmas

We have nearly achieved our goal for this section. Combining the previous four lemmas via
linear arithmetic, we obtain the following:
theorem lemma_12_6 : A.card ≤ 2 * m (d/2) + m ((q−1)*n − d) :=
by linarith using [lemma_12_2, lemma_12_3, lemma_12_4, lemma_12_5]

Finally, abstracting the parameter d and instantiating it with 2/3*(q−1)*n delivers our
desired bound.
theorem theorem_12_1 : A.card ≤ 3*(m (1/3*((q−1)*n)))

5

Asymptotics

We have shown an upper bound for the cardinality of a cap set A in terms of n. To be precise,
this bound is proportional to the number of monomials in n variables with total degree at
most (q−1)*n/3, where q is the cardinality of the underlying finite field.
Our goal was to investigate the growth rate of this bound, in terms of n. In particular, we
would like to show that it grows at a rate bounded above by c^n, for some c < q. Ellenberg
and Gijswijt apply Cramér’s theorem, a fairly deep result in probability theory (not to be
confused with Cramer’s rule), to derive this fact. But this detour is not necessary, and
formalizing Cramér’s theorem would be a significant undertaking on its own. We verify the
growth rate of the size of A using more elementary methods. While the results of this section
could be stated in terms of O-notation [1], we favor a more explicit style, which allows us to
state the q = 3 result in very concrete terms.
Our goal is the following general statement:
theorem general_cap_set {α : Type} [discrete_field α] [fintype α] :
∃ B C : R, B > 0 ∧ C > 0 ∧ C < card α ∧
∀ {a b c : α} {n : N} {A : finset (fin n → α)},
c 6= 0 → a + b + c = 0 →
(∀ x y z ∈ A, a · x + b · y + c · z = 0 → x = y ∧ x = z) →
A.card ≤ B * C ^ n
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Our motivating example is concerned with the case where the underlying field is Z/3Z.
In this case, we can be more explicit about the growth rate:
theorem cap_set {n : N} {A : finset (fin n → Z/3Z)} :
(∀ x y z ∈ A, x + y + z = 0 → x = y ∧ x = z) →
A.card ≤ 3 * (((3/8) ^ 3 * (207 + 33 * sqrt 33)) ^ (1/3)) ^ n

Since we have that
s 
3
√ 
3 
3
207 + 33 33 ≈ 2.755,
8
this result answers the cap set problem in the affirmative.
To prove general_cap_set, we will show an alternate representation for m and develop
an argument that bounds this value from above in terms of n and d. This argument involves
some combinatorial calculations similar to those presented in Section 4.4.
In the previous section we worked with a fixed parameter n, the length of the vectors.
It is now necessary to abstract over this parameter. (We will keep the base field α and its
cardinality q fixed.) Note that m depends on both n and a rational input d.

5.1

Expressing m as a Sum of Coefficients

Our first lemma will show that we can write m as a sum of coefficients depending on n and d.
On paper, we define
(
)
n
X
(n)
cj := (a1 , . . . , an ) ai ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q − 1} and
ai = j .
i=1

We again face a choice of how to represent these values in Lean. In Section 4.4, we
represented such tuples (a1 , . . . , an ) with the type fin n → fin q. This type is very
convenient when n is fixed, but a following lemma will proceed by induction on n, and
the function representation is cumbersome in this kind of argument. We choose instead
to represent these tuples with the type vector (fin q) n, defined to be the subtype of
list (fin q) whose elements have fixed length n. To connect with earlier results stated
using the function representation, we will show a bijection between the two types. Moving
between representations like this is aided by library support for establishing bijections and
showing that relevant properties are preserved, and with the right support, it is far easier to
carry out arguments in the “natural” setting.
With this in mind, we define:
def sf (n j : N) : finset (vector (fin q) n) :=
finset.univ.filter (λ f, (f.nat_sum = j))
def cf (n j : N) : N := (sf n j).card

Following the bijection between representations of tuples, and reusing some of the
cardinality computations from Section 4.4, we show that m n d is equal to the sum of
cf q n j for 0 ≤ j ≤ bdc:
theorem lemma_13_8 (n : N) {d : Q} (hd : d ≥ 0) :
m n d = (finset.range (bdc.nat_abs + 1)).sum (cf n)
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To get a better handle on m, we would like a more algebraic representation of cf. As
an intermediate step, we turn again to the setting of polynomials, this time univariate:
(n)
we will show that for each j and n, cj is equal to the jth coefficient of the polynomial
q−1 n
(1 + x + . . . + x ) .
It is in this argument that we benefit from using the list representation for tuples, as we
need to prove:
lemma cf_mul (n j : N) : cf (n+2) j =
(finset.range (j + 1)).sum (λ i, (cf 1 (j − i)) * cf (n + 1) i)

This combinatorial puzzle requires lifting (n + 1)-tuples to (n + 2)-tuples. Any (n + 2)-tuple
of natural numbers less than q whose values sum to j can be constructed by appending
its last value k to an (n + 1)-tuple whose values sum to i = j − k. The number of such
(n + 2)-tuples, then, is the sum of the number of such (n + 1)-tuples where i ranges from 0
to max(q − 1, j). Since cf 1 k is 0 when k > q and 1 otherwise, this sum is equal to the
expression in cf_mul.
Counting arguments like this can make for entertaining puzzles on paper, but the pain
of formalizing them can be compounded by using the wrong representation. We found
that the lifting of tuples required for this argument was much more natural under the list
representation for tuples; casts in the function representation became unwieldy.
With this identity, and proceeding by induction on n, we can define the polynomial
1 + x + . . . + xq−1 and show our desired result:
def one_coeff_poly (m : N) : polynomial N :=
(finset.range m).sum (λ k, (polynomial.X : polynomial N) ^ k)
theorem lemma_13_9 (hq : q > 0) :
∀ n j : N, ((one_coeff_poly q) ^ n).coeff j = cf n j

5.2

Concrete Bounds on m

We can now write m in terms of the coefficients cf. We will use this representation to
establish a concrete upper bound on the values of m. This upper bound will be in terms of
another auxiliary value:
def crq (r : R) (q : N) :=
((one_coeff_poly q).eval2 coe r) / r ^ ((q−1)/3)

Note that for p : polynomial N and r : R, p.eval2 coe r embeds the coefficients of
p into the real numbers and evaluates the resulting polynomial at r.
For every r between 0 and 1, crq bounds m:
theorem theorem_14_1 {r : R} (hr : 0 < r) (hr2 : r < 1) :
m ((q − 1)*n / 3) ≤ (crq r q) ^ n

This result is derived from theorem_13_8 and theorem_13_9, with the additional fact
that summing the monomials of a polynomial over its support is the same as evaluating
the polynomial.
lemma finset_sum_range {r : R} (hr : 0 < r) (hr2 : r < 1) :
(finset.range ((q − 1) * n + 1)).sum (λ j, r ^ j * (cf q n j)) =
((one_coeff_poly q) ^ n).eval2 coe r
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Since crq 1 q = q and the derivative of crq with respect to r is positive at r = 1, we
have from elementary calculus:
theorem lemma_13_15 : ∃ r : R, 0 < r ∧ r < 1 ∧ crq r q < q

Instantiating theorem_14_1 with this r, invoking theorem_12_1, and abstracting the type
parameter α leads us to the theorem general_cap_set stated at the beginning of this
section.
We finally return to the original cap set problem with q = 3. Pen and paper calculations
show that crq r 1 is minimized in r at r := (real.sqrt 33 − 1) / 8. Aided by
the numeral and ring normalization tactics in mathlib, we establish that 0 < r < 1
and that crq r 3 = ((3 / 8)^3 * (207 + 33*real.sqrt 33))^(1/3). We apply
theorem_14_1 to this r to conclude:
theorem cap_set {n : N} {A : finset (fin n → Z/3Z)} :
(∀ x y z ∈ A, x + y + z = 0 → x = y ∧ x = z) →
A.card ≤ 3 * (((3/8) ^ 3 * (207 + 33 * sqrt 33)) ^ (1/3)) ^ n

6

Related Work

We are not aware of any existing formal developments that relate directly to the cap set
problem or the polynomial method. Since the core library components of our proof are in
combinatorics and number theory, linear algebra, and the theory of polynomials, we provide
here a survey of formalizations in these areas. This incomplete list is meant to indicate the
depth and flavor of such projects.
The combinatorial arguments we employ are fairly simple results about involutions and
the cardinalities of finite sets; similar developments exist in the libraries of most modern
proof assistants. Gonthier’s proof of the four color theorem in Coq [19] includes some more
sophisticated proofs. Dubois, Giorgetti, and Genestier [14] also provide a Coq library for
enumerative combinatorics, again more sophisticated than what is needed in our proof.
While the result of Ellenberg and Gijswijt is most clearly characterized as combinatorics,
it is also of interest in number theory. There has been recent attention toward formalizing
results in this area, including Eberl’s work on analytic number theory in Isabelle/HOL [16]
and Lewis’ work on the p-adic numbers in Lean [26]. Chyzak, Mahboubi, Sibut-Pinote, and
Tassi’s Coq proof that ζ(3) is irrational [7] is also relevant.
Finite fields play an important role in combinatorics and number theory and are needed
to state our general result. Chan and Norrish’s mechanization of the AKS algorithm [5]
shows an approach to their study in HOL4, which makes for an interesting contrast with our
approach in a dependently typed system. Their subsequent work [6] relates to ours in its
study of polynomials over finite fields.
There are many formal proof developments of linear algebra. Our additions to mathlib
were partially inspired by the impressive work of Gonthier in Coq [20], Lee [25] and Aransay
and Divasón [2, 13] in Isabelle/HOL, and Harrison in HOL Light [24].
Our formalization focuses in particular on the vector space of polynomials, also seen in
Divasón, Joosten, Thiemann, and Yamada [12]. As with linear algebra, polynomials are
a fundamental object of study in mathematics, and they appear in most proof assistant
libraries. Some recent results concerning polynomials include Bernard, Bertot, Rideau, and
Strub [3] and Eberl [15].
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Conclusion

We have formalized Ellenberg and Gijswijt’s solution to the cap set problem, a recent and
celebrated result in combinatorics. Our formalization is evidence that verifying certain
cutting-edge mathematics is possible without enormous investments of time or resources.
This effort was undertaken as part of the Lean Forward project, which aims to develop tools,
tactics, and libraries to formalize modern results in number theory and related areas. Much
of the background theory we have implemented will be of future use in this project.
At the outset of our efforts, the first author produced a detailed paper proof of the result,
drawing from Ellenberg and Gijswijt and from Zeilberger [33] and adapting the asymptotics
part significantly. We used this writeup as a blueprint for our formalization. It was heartening
to see that the blueprint translated very directly to Lean. We were able to work at a similar
level of abstraction as the original sources without any complications introduced by the
proof assistant.
Our proof of the asymptotics is a significant simplification of the original arguments.
While in principle this could have been found without any interactive theorem proving, it
was ultimately due to the formalization process, including the necessity to explore alternative
paths of this part of the proof and feedback from Gijswijt on an earlier version of this paper,
that this simplification was established.
As usual, it is difficult to compare the length of formal proofs with their paper counterparts,
since the background assumptions and level of detail differ significantly. Nevertheless, we can
provide some approximate information. Ellenberg and Gijswijt’s paper contains just over two
pages of mathematical work. Our blueprint is seventeen pages long; the first six pages are
preliminary material, and two pages correspond to an obsolete argument (Appendix A). The
remaining nine pages correspond to around 2000 lines of our formalization. (This does not
represent our entire effort: thousands more lines of general definitions and proofs were added
to mathlib as part of this project.) The ratio of 2000 lines of formal proof to two pages of
paper proof is perhaps misleading, since we take a more verbose approach to checking the
asymptotic behavior of the upper bound. (Ellenberg and Gijswijt take only one paragraph
to invoke Cramér’s theorem.) A better comparison is the part of the proof described in
Section 4: 900 formal lines subsume a page and a half of paper proof. The corresponding
section of our detailed writeup is just under five pages.
This formalization, and mathlib more generally, rely heavily on hierarchies of type
classes. In some sections of our proof – particularly those involving linear subspaces of the
type of multivariate polynomials – we found that type class inference behaved erratically.
The backtracking search performed by Lean’s elaborator is sensitive to many features, and
import order and additional instances can greatly affect the depth and speed of the search.
We ended up revising the hierarchy in parts of mathlib to simplify this. A moral we have
taken from this project is that “misleading” instances that lead the elaborator down a long
and ultimately unsuccessful path can be nearly as dangerous as circular instances.
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A

An Earlier Proof of Asymptotics

After submission of our paper, Dion Gijswijt suggested a further simplification to the approach
we used for controlling the asymptotic behavior of the bound. The argument we present
above in Sections 2 and 5 follows this suggestion. For the sake of completeness, we present
here our original approach, which may be of interest in its own right.

A.1

Informal Description

We will bound the coefficients of the polynomials from (3):

md =

bdc 
X

coefficient of xi in the polynomial 1 + x + . . . xq−1

n 

.

(5)

i=0
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We can work in an algebraic manner as follows, thus avoiding Cauchy’s residue theorem from
complex analysis. Let k be any field, f ∈ k[x], i ∈ N, ζ ∈ k ∗ of finite order l, and r ∈ k ∗ . If
l > max(deg(f ), i), then
l−1
 X
f (rζ j )
l · coefficient of xi in the polynomial f =
.
ri ζ ij
j=0

(6)

The key ingredient for proving this statement is the following special case of the geometric
sum, where ζ and l are as above and h ∈ Z.
(
l−1
X
0 if l - h
ζ hj =
l if l | h
j=0
√
Repeatedly applying (6) to (5) with k = C, ζ = exp(2π −1/l) for any l > n(q − 1), and
r ∈ R satisfying 0 < r < 1, as well as calculating and estimating quite a bit, we obtain that
n
m(q−1)n/3 ≤ Br,q Cr,q

for some constants Br,q , Cr,q ∈ R>0 depending only on r and q. Specifically, we can take
Cr,q as in (4).

A.2

Formalization

We pick up at the beginning of Section 5.2, where we have not yet established an algebraic representation for cf. It is necessary to get a better handle on the coefficients of
one_coeff_poly ^ n. A brief detour into estimates with complex numbers will result in
the following bound:
theorem lemma_13_10 (n : N) {r : R} (hr : r > 0) :
cf n j ≤ (((one_coeff_poly q)^n).eval2 coe r) / r^j

Note that for p : polynomial N and r : R, p.eval2 coe r embeds the coefficients
of p into the real numbers and evaluates the resulting polynomial at r. This operation is
generic, and we will soon embed this same polynomial into C.
To obtain the bound in lemma_13_10, we will use a general result about complex polynomials. We derive this directly, but we note that it also follows from general considerations
about Laurent polynomials:
def ζk (k : Z) : C := exp (2*π *I/k)
lemma pick_out_coef {f : polynomial C} {i k : N} (h1 : k > i)
(h2 : k > nat_degree f) {r : R} (h3 : r > 0) :
(coeff f i) * k =
(range k).sum (λ j, (eval (r*(ζk k)^j) f)/(r^i * (ζk k)^(i*j)))

When we instantiate f with the embedding of one_coeff_poly ^ n into C, we see
that this complex sum is in fact a nonnegative real number for each i, since it is equal to
cf i n. We can thus approximate its absolute value using the triangle inequality to derive
lemma_13_10 above.
We can now write m in terms of the coefficients cf, and for each positive real r, we can
bound cf from above in terms of r. It remains to establish a concrete upper bound on m.
We will do so using the same auxiliary value used in Section 5.2:
def crq (r : R) (q : N) :=
((one_coeff_poly q).eval2 coe r) / r ^ ((q−1)/3)
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It is convenient to first establish a bound in the case where n is divisible by 3. The proof
of this bound combines lemma_13_8 and lemma_13_10 with some elementary results about
geometric sums.
theorem lemma_13_11 (N : N) {r : R} (hr : 0 < r) (hr2 : r < 1) :
m (3*N) ((q−1)*N) ≤ (1/(1−r)) * ((crq r q))^(3*N)

Recall that m n d is the number of monomials in n variables with total degree at most
d. This number is clearly monotonic increasing in d; it is also easy to recognize that it is
monotonic increasing in n, although formalizing this takes slightly more work. From these
considerations and the previous lemma, we deduce:
theorem theorem_13_13 (n : N) {r : R} (hr : 0 < r) (hr2 : r < 1) :
(m n ((q − 1)*n / 3)) ≤ ((crq r q)^2 / (1 − r)) * (crq r q)^n

As earlier, we can now derive from elementary calculus:
theorem lemma_13_15 : ∃ r : R, 0 < r ∧ r < 1 ∧ crq r q < q

Instantiating theorem_13_13 with this r, invoking theorem_12_1, and abstracting the
type parameter α leads us to the theorem general_cap_set.
We finally return to the original cap set problem with q = 3. Since we have used the
same function crq as in Section 5.2, we can optimize it in r in the same way to find the value
r := (real.sqrt 33 − 1) / 8. Aided by the numeral and ring normalization tactics
in mathlib, we establish that 0 < r < 1 and that crq r 3 = ((3 / 8)^3 * (207 +
33*real.sqrt 33))^(1/3). We compute the rough approximation (crq r q)^2 /
(1 − r) ≤ 198 to conclude:
theorem cap_set {n : N} {A : finset (fin n → Z/3Z)} :
(∀ x y z ∈ A, x + y + z = 0 → x = y ∧ x = z) →
A.card ≤ 198 * (((3/8) ^ 3 * (207 + 33 * sqrt 33)) ^ (1/3)) ^ n
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Introduction

The formalisation of Apostol’s book in Isabelle/HOL started from the simple desire to have
more properties about Euler’s ϕ function available in the system. However, Apostol’s style
turned out to be very amenable to formalisation, and the subject matter was both of great
interest as a basis for further development of number theory in Isabelle and as a case study
for Isabelle’s libraries on asymptotics and complex analysis. After 1.5 years of a highly
part-time one-person effort, most of the book (and quite a bit of material that goes beyond
the book) has been formalised:
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Chapters 1, 5, and 9 consist of fairly basic material (e. g. GCDs, congruences, Quadratic
reciprocity), most of which was already available in the Isabelle/HOL library.
The results from Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 6 have been formalised in their entirety.
Chapters 10, 11, and 12 have been formalised with some omissions.
For Chapters 7 and 13 (Dirichlet’s Theorem and PNT), equivalent results have been
formalised using a different approach.
Chapters 8 and 14 have been skipped. The former is being actively worked on; the latter
concerns number partitions and has little connection to the other material in the book.
Various interesting results from other sources (e. g. Hildebrand’s lecture notes [21]) that
are not proven in Apostol’s book have also been formalised.
For more precise information on this, see the supplementary material listed before.
I put particular focus on developing a usable library of Dirichlet series on one hand and
concrete results about the distribution of primes on the other. As the development is much
too large to be presented here in full, I will go through a high-level description of some of
the most interesting material. Special attention will be given to parts where I encountered
difficulties or chose a different route than Apostol did in his book. Proofs will only be given
in the form of very brief sketches, e. g. when it is necessary in order to understand difficulties
in formalising them. I would like to refer readers who are interested in the actual proofs either
to my commented formalisation in the Archive of Formal Proofs (AFP) [13, 12, 15, 18, 16] or
to the numerous excellent textbooks and lecture notes on the subject [2, 21, 7]. I chose not to
show Isabelle code in this presentation since the main results are very close to mathematical
notation (e. g. Re s ≥ 1 =⇒ s 6= 1 =⇒ zeta s 6= 0) and showing the Isabelle code would
therefore not provide much additional insight.
Let me now give an outline of the sections to follow: Section 2 lists related work. Section 3
defines formal Dirichlet series and their connection to complex-analytic functions. Section 4
introduces multiplicative characters and Dirichlet characters. Section 5 builds on the Dirichlet
series library to treat various L functions, such as the famous Riemann ζ function. Section 6
describes my formalisation of the Prime Number Theorem (PNT). Section 7 gives some more
examples of interesting results that were formalised. Section 8 gives an overview of the size of
various parts of my formalisation and the effort involved in creating it. Lastly, in Section 9,
some conclusions are drawn from this project.
P
Q
I Remark 1. Any sum p or product p is to be understood to run over prime p only.

2

Related Work

The first formalisation of a result related to this work was that of the PNT in Isabelle/HOL
by Avigad et al. [5] in 2007. They formalised the elementary Selberg–Erdős proof.1 Carneiro
formalised the same proof in Metamath [11].
Harrison developed the first (and until now only) formalisation of an analytic proof of the
PNT in 3,600 lines [20] of HOL Light. He followed Newman’s presentation, which I also did.2

1

2

Unfortunately, this work was never submitted to the AFP and has not been maintained since then. At
the time of writing this paper, the proofs are 12 years old; the formalisation comprises almost 27,000
lines, and many of them are unstructured proof scripts. Bringing them up to date to work with a
modern version of Isabelle would be a massive undertaking. However, much of the more general material
developed by Avigad et al. was moved to Isabelle’s library, and for a considerable part of the remaining
material, equivalent results are now already a part of the Isabelle library or my work anyway.
Paulson later ported Harrison’s development to Isabelle/HOL, but the ported proofs were lengthy and
not very readable, so he and I decided that it would be better to redo them in a more high-level style,
which I did. Only a few small lemmas were kept.
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Harrison also proved Dirichlet’s Theorem [19] and I used some of the high-level structure of
his development as an inspiration for mine. Moreover, formalisations of Bertrand’s postulate
exist by Harrison in HOL Light, by Théry in Coq [27], by Riccardi in Mizar [26], by Carneiro
in Metamath [10], by Asperti and Ricciotti in Matita [4], and by Biendarra and Eberl in
Isabelle/HOL [9].
The big difference between these formalisations and the present one is that this one
contains not just one result and the material required for it, but the majority of a textbook
on the subject. Many proofs are much simpler and more “high-level” through the use of
Dirichlet series and Isabelle’s advanced machinery for asymptotic reasoning.

3

Dirichlet Series

The central objects in analytic number theory are Dirichlet series. These are the main tools
that set apart my approach to formalised number theory from that of previous formalisation
work in multiplicative number theory like that by Avigad et al., Harrison, and Carneiro.
P∞
I Definition 2 (Formal Dirichlet series). A formal series of the form f (s) = n=1 an n−s is
called a Dirichlet series. Typically, the an are real or complex (we will mostly look at the
complex case). The Dirichlet series over R or C form a commutative ring with the obvious
P∞
P∞
choices for 0, 1, and addition. Multiplication is defined as ( n=1 an n−s ) · ( n=1 bn n−s ) =
P∞ P
P
∞
−s
. Also, n=1 an n−s has a multiplicative inverse iff a1 6= 0.
n=1 (
k·l=n ak bl )n
I Theorem 3 (Convergence of Dirichlet series). Each Dirichlet series has abscissæ of convergence σc and absolute convergence σa such that the infinite sum corresponding to it is
absolutely summable for Re(s) > σa , conditionally summable for Re(s) ∈ (σc , σa ), and
divergent for Re(s) < σc (where Re(s) denotes the real part of s). The σc and σa satisfy
σc ≤ σa ≤ σc + 1 and may be ±∞.
Much like formal power series (i. e. ordinary generating functions) for combinatorics,
Dirichlet series are closely associated with number theory. Like generating functions, they
are of great interest as mere formal objects, but when they converge, their interpretation as
a complex-valued function is also enormously useful, as we will see.
Various formal analogues of analytic operations can be defined for Dirichlet series e. g.
reciprocal, derivative, integral, exp(f (s)), ln f (s), f (s + s0 ), f (m · s), and subseries. These
have similar properties to their analytic counterparts (e. g. exp(f (s))0 = f 0 (s) exp(f (s))) even
when they do not converge. When they do converge, they typically agree with their analytic
counterparts. This allows one to prove properties of the analytic functions by reasoning on
the formal level and vice versa.
There are 4,800 lines of material on formal Dirichlet series in my formalisation. This is
far too much to show here, so I simply say that it contains all of Chapter 11 in Apostol’s
book and more, except for Sections 11.10 and 11.11. I will only show a few small examples
that illustrate the aforementioned interplay of the formal and the analytical level:
One example of using formal Dirichlet series to derive an analytic result is this:
I Theorem 4. Let ω(n) be the number of distinct prime factors of n and µ(n) the Möbius µ
P∞
function, i. e. (−1)ω(n) if n is square-free and 0 otherwise. Then n=1 µ(n)/n2 = 6/π 2 .
P∞
P∞
Proof. Consider the formal series ζ(s) := n=1 n−s and M (s) := n=1 µ(n)n−s . It is clear
that they both converge absolutely for Re(s) > 1 by the comparison test. It is easy to show
P
d|n µ(d) = [n = 1], i. e. ζ(s)M (s) = 1 holds formally [2]. Thus, it also holds analytically
for Re(s) > 1 so that we have ζ(2)M (2) = 1 and therefore M (2) = 1/ζ(2), where ζ(2) – the
famous Basel problem – has the well-known value π 2 /6 [6].
J
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The following theorem allows us to transfer an analytic equality to the formal level:
I Theorem 5 (Uniqueness of Dirichlet series). Let f (s), g(s) be two formal Dirichlet series
whose abscissa of convergence is < ∞. If there exists a sequence sk with Re(sk ) −→ ∞ and
∀k. f (sk ) = g(sk ), then f (s) and g(s) are equal as formal Dirichlet series.
I Remark 6. In Isabelle, the condition on the existence of the sequence sk is replaced by the
following equivalent and more concise formulation using filters [22]:
∃F s in Re going-to at-top. f (s) = g(s)
The filter “f going-to F ” is the contravariant image of F under f , i. e. “Re going-to at-top”
describes the neighbourhood of complex numbers with “sufficiently large” real part.
The “∃F x in F. P (x)” notation stands for “P (x) holds frequently in F ”, i. e. the complement of P is not in the filter F . Less formally, one could say that P (x) holds “again and
again”. In the case of “Re going-to at-top”, this means that for any C ∈ R, there exists an
s with Re(s) ≥ C for which the property is fulfilled.
P∞
−s
, let
I Definition 7 (Truncation operator). For a Dirichlet series f (s) =
n=1 an n
Pm
−s
Tm (f (s)) =
denote the m-th order truncation of f (s). The result is a Din=1 an n
richlet polynomial, i. e. a Dirichlet series with only finitely many non-zero coefficients.
I Theorem 8. f (s) = g(s) ←→ ∀m. Tm (f (s)) = Tm (g(s)).
The following is an instance where these theorems are used to avoid a lot of complicated
reasoning on the formal level by leveraging a result on the analytic level:
I Theorem 9. For any (not necessarily convergent) Dirichlet series f (s) and g(s), we have
exp(f (s) + g(s)) = exp(f (s)) exp(g(s)) .
Proof. It is clear that the result holds analytically whenever the series converge, so if the
series have a non-empty half-plane of convergence, they must be equal by Theorem 5. The
question is how to show this if we do not know whether the series converge anywhere.
The key is to use Theorem 8 together with Tm (exp(h(s))) = Tm (exp(Tm (h(s)))). This
allows us to assume w. l. o. g. that the series in question are Dirichlet polynomials and
therefore converge everywhere.
J
I Remark 10. This technique of showing an equality on Dirichlet series by showing that
it holds for all Dirichlet polynomials works if the two sides of the equation in question are
continuous functions w. r. t. the topology on formal Dirichlet series, i. e. each coefficient of
the result only depends on finitely many coefficients of the input. The topological structure
of Dirichlet series was not formalised yet, but this is a useful fact to keep in mind.
The following is another important theorem connecting a series with the function it
defines that we will use later:
I Theorem 11 (Pringsheim–Landau). Let f (s) be a Dirichlet series with non-negative real
coefficients and σa 6= ±∞. Then f (s) has a singularity at σa .
Conversely, if f (s) has an an analytic continuation to some half-plane {s | Re(s) > c} ,
then σa ≤ c. In particular, if f (s) is entire, the series must converge everywhere.
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Characters of a Finite Abelian Group

The next concept we shall explore is that of a multiplicative character, which will be needed
to prove Dirichlet’s theorem. For this section, let G = (G, ·, 1) be a finite abelian group.
I Definition 12 (Multiplicative character). A character is a group homomorphism χ : G → C× ,
i. e. χ(1) = 1 and χ(a · b) = χ(a)χ(b) for any a, b ∈ G. The character χ0 that maps every
element to 1 is called the principal character.
For the necessary group theory, I use the HOL-Algebra library by Ballarin, which models a
group as a record containing entries for the operation ·, the neutral element 1, and an explicit
carrier set (which does not have to be the full type universe). The latter is necessary in HOL
because notions such as subgroups cannot easily be expressed without explicit carrier sets.
The fact that such a record indeed describes a group is then formalised as a locale [8] called
group, which fixes such a record and assumes that all the usual group axioms hold.
A character can then be defined as a locale that extends the group locale by fixing a
function χ :: α → C (where α is the type of the group elements) and assuming that the
two homomorphism properties mentioned above hold for χ. For convenience, I only assume
χ(1) 6= 0 (from which χ(1) = 1 easily follows) and I additionally require χ(x) = 0 for any x
not in the carrier of the group. The latter is to ensure extensionality, i. e. two characters are
equal as HOL values iff they return the same result on every group element.
b Then G
b
I Definition 13 (Pontryagin dual group). Denote the set of characters of G by G.
b
b
forms a group G := (G, ·, χ0 ) with point-wise multiplication and χ0 as the identity. This
group is called the Pontryagin dual group of G.
b = |G|
I Theorem 14 (Number of characters). |G|
In Isabelle, the proof is by induction on the subgroups of G, using a custom induction rule
inspired by Apostol’s proof. The idea here is to successively “adjoin” elements, i. e. for a
subgroup H and some x ∈ G \ H, we form hH; xi, the subgroup generated by H ∪ {x}:
I Lemma 15 (Induction on a group). Let G = (G, ·, 1) be a group and H some subgroup of
G. Let P be some property on groups. If P (H) holds and P (H 0 ) implies P (hH 0 ; xi) for all
subgroups H 0 ⊇ H and all x ∈ G \ H 0 , then P (G) holds.
I use this to show a stronger version of Theorem 14 that is just as easy to show:
b Let
I Theorem 16 (Number of character extensions). Let H be a subgroup of G and χ ∈ H.
b | ∀x ∈ H. χ0 (x) = χ(x)}
C(G) := {χ0 ∈ G
denote the set of characters on G that agree with χ on H. Then |C(G)| · |H| = |G| , i. e.
there are precisely |G|/|H| ways to extend a character on H to a character on G.
Proof. By straightforward induction according to Lemma 15, using the bijection
f : C(hH 0 ; xi) → C(H 0 ) × {z ∈ C | z n = 1},

f (χ) = (y 7→ χ(y), χ(x))

in the induction step.

J

Theorem 14 follows directly by taking H = ({1}, ·, 1). Another useful corollary is this:
b such that χ(x) 6= 1.
I Corollary 17. For any x 6= 1, there exists a χ ∈ G
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With this, we can prove a nice property that Apostol does not cover at all:
I Theorem 18 (Isomorphism to the double dual). G is isomorphic to its double dual via the
b
b , ν(x) = (χ 7→ χ(x)) .
natural isomorphism ν : G → G
This isomorphism is useful for the next properties:
b resp. x ∈ G, we have:
I Theorem 19 (Orthogonality relations). For any χ ∈ G
(
X
x∈G

χ(x) =

|G|

if χ = χ0

0

otherwise

(
(1)

X
b
χ∈G

χ(x) =

|G|

if x = 1

0

otherwise

(2)

Apostol’s proof for (1) is very simple and straightforward to formalise. In order to show
(2) from (1), Apostol represents the set of characters of G as a character table of G, i. e. a
|G| × |G| complex matrix. If we denote this matrix by A, (1) shows that AA∗ = nI (where A∗
is the conjugate transpose of A). By simple linear algebra, A∗ A = nI and thus (2) follows.
Formalising this argument would have required importing Isabelle’s linear algebra library
and doing some tedious work to relate the matrix to the characters, so I chose another route:
One could prove (2) relatively easily using the same induction principle as before in about 70
lines, but the easiest way is to simply use Pontryagin duality: (2) is, in fact, nothing but the
b for G and ν(x) for χ. This requires only 6 lines of Isabelle code.
dual of (1), with G
I Definition 20 (Dirichlet character). A Dirichlet character χ for the modulus m ∈ N>1 is
a character of the multiplicative group of the residue ring Z/mZ. For convenience, χ is
represented as a periodic function of type N → C with period m, i. e. χ(k) = χ(k mod m).
I Remark 21. Apostol’s and my treatment of characters are quite elementary. There
is an alternative, more group-theoretic view on this: It is straightforward to show that
b
b
b
G\
1 × G2 ' G1 × G2 and that Cn ' Cn for cyclic groups Cn . Together with the Fundamental
Theorem of Finite Abelian Groups, this implies a stronger variant of Theorem 14, namely
b
b ' G. However, unlike with G
b ' G, the isomorphism is not natural and establishing it
G
indeed requires the Fundamental Theorem, which is currently not available in HOL-Algebra.
Since the formal proofs that were presented in this section are still reasonably short, I do not
think this is a big problem.

5

The L Functions

In this section, we will look at four functions from the class of L functions: Riemann’s ζ
function, Dirichlet’s L function, Hurwitz’s ζ function, and the periodic ζ function. These are
all complex-valued functions that are defined by an infinite sum for Re(s) > 1 and can be
analytically or meromorphically continued to the entire complex plane.
I Definition 22 (Riemann’s ζ function). For Re(s) > 1, the Riemann ζ function is given by
P∞
the Dirichlet series ζ(s) = n=1 n−s .
I Definition 23 (Dirichlet L functions). Let χ be a Dirichlet character for the modulus m > 0.
P∞
Then L(s, χ) is given by the Dirichlet series L(s, χ) = n=1 χ(n)n−s for Re(s) > 1 if χ = χ0
and for Re(s) > 0 if χ 6= χ0 .
We immediately get the following properties for free from the Dirichlet series library:
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I Theorem 24. Let Λ(n) denote the von Mangoldt function. Then, if Re(s) > 1:
ζ(s) =

Y

L(s, χ) =

Y

p

p

1
1 − p−s
1
1 − χ(p)p−s

ζ 0 (s) = −
L0 (s, χ) = −

∞
X
ln n
ns
n=1
∞
X
χ(n) ln n
ns
n=1

ln ζ(s) =

ln L(s, χ) =

∞
X
Λ(n)
ln n · ns
n=2
∞
X
χ(n)Λ(n)
ln n · ns
n=2

However, ζ(s) and L(s, χ) can be defined on a larger domain:
I Theorem 25 (Analytic continuation of ζ(s) and L(s, χ)).
1. ζ(s) can be continued to an analytic function on C \ {1} with a simple pole at s = 1.
2. For non-principal χ, L(s, χ) can be continued to an entire function.
Q
3. For χ = χ0 , we have L(s, χ0 ) = ζ(s) · p|m (1 − p−s ) , i. e. L(s, χ0 ) is equal to ζ(s) up to
an entire factor and is therefore also analytic on C \ {1} with a simple pole at s = 1.
The difficult part here is to actually construct the analytic continuations. To do this
uniformly and without duplication of work, Newman uses a generalisation of ζ(s):
I Definition 26 (Hurwitz’s ζ function). Let a ∈ R>0 and Re(s) > 1. Then ζ(s, a) is given by
P∞
the (non-Dirichlet) series ζ(s, a) = n=0 (n + a)−s .
Apostol only considers ζ(s, a) for a ∈ (0, 1] since some results only hold for a ≤ 1 and the
case of a > 1 can be reduced to a ∈ (0, 1]. It is, however, useful to allow also a ≥ 1 – e. g. in
Newman’s proof of the PNT, as noted already by Harrison [20].
B Claim 27. ζ(s, a) can be continued analytically to C \ {1} with a simple pole at s = 1.
Both Riemann’s ζ function and the Dirichlet L functions can easily be expressed in terms of
ζ(s, a), so that a continuation for Hurwitz’s ζ also yields continuations for the other two [2].
The main question now is therefore how to construct the continuation of ζ(s, a).

5.1

Analytic Continuation of Hurwitz’s ζ Function

Apostol constructs the continuation using an integral along an infinite contour. I did formalise
this eventually (see Theorem 36), but when I first defined ζ(s, a) in Isabelle, this approach
seemed quite daunting to me, so I chose another route that seems to be folklore [2, 24] and
that I discovered independently: Since ζ(s, a) is definedR for Re(s) > 1 by an infinite sum
P∞
∞
−s
and the corresponding improper integral 0 (x + a)−s dx is easy to compute,
n=0 (n + a)
the Euler–MacLaurin summation formula [14] suggests itself. Applying it, we obtain
∞
X
n=0

(s + a)

−n

N
X
a1−s
a−s
B2i −s−2i+1 2i−1
−
=
+
a
s
+
s−1
2
(2i)!
i=1

(−1)2N s2N +1
(2N + 1)!

Z

∞

P2N +1 (t) · (t + a)−s−2N −1 dt

(3)

0

where sk denotes the rising factorial, Bk is the k-th Bernoulli number, and Pk (t) is the
periodic version of the Bernoulli polynomial Bk (t), i. e. Pk (t) = Bk (t − btc).
The right-hand side is now actually analytic on a larger domain: all terms except the last
one are clearly entire functions in s; the only non-obvious
R b term is the integral in the last
summand. Leibniz’s rule shows that the definite integral 0 is analytic in s,R and an integral
∞
version of the Weierstraß M -test then shows that the improper integral 0 is uniformly
convergent and therefore analytic in s for Re(s) > −2N .
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Let us write prezeta N (s, a) for the right-hand side. This is then a function in s that is
analytic for Re(s) > −2N and that also fulfils
prezetaN (s, a) =

∞
X

(s + a)−n −

n=0

a1−s
s−1

for Re(s) > 1 .

This means that two functions prezeta M and prezeta N will always agree on Re(s) > 1, and
by analytic continuation they will then also agree on their entire domain, i. e. for all s with
Re(s) > −2 max(M, N ). We can therefore define a full analytic continuation to all of C by
choosing N “big enough” for each input, i. e. we define:
prezeta(s, a) := prezetamax(0,1−dRe(s)/2e) (s, a)
This function is entire and agrees with any of the prezeta N (s, a) for all s with Re(s) > −2N .
Thus, it is an analytic continuation of the left-hand side of (3) so that we can simply define
ζ(s, a) := prezeta(s, a) +

a1−s
s−1

to obtain the Hurwitz ζ function on all of C \ {1}. For convenience, I choose ζ(1, a) = 0 as is
often done in HOL-based systems (cf. Γ(−n) for n ∈ N in Isabelle/HOL and HOL Light).
The advantage of the Euler–MacLaurin approach is that it is simple to implement because
all of the “heavy lifting” has already been done in the AFP entry on the Euler–MacLaurin
formula.
Various basic properties of the Hurwitz and Riemann ζ functions then follow in a
straightforward way, of which I show some notable ones here:
I Theorem 28 (Special values of ζ). For any n ∈ N≥0 , we have:
ζ(a, −n) = −

Bn+1 (a)
n+1

ζ(−n) = −

Bn+1
n+1

ζ(2n) =

(−1)n+1 · B2n · (2π)2n
2(2n)!

where Bn = Bn (1) are the Bernoulli numbers with B1 = 12 . In particular, this implies the
1
and the Basel problem ζ(2) = π 2 /6.
famous ζ(−1) = − 12
I Theorem 29 (Integral representation for ζ(s, a)). For any s with Re(s) > 1, we have:
Z ∞ s−1 −at
t e
dt
Γ(s)ζ(s, a) =
1 − e−t
0

5.2

The Non-Vanishing of ζ(s) and L(s, χ) for Re(s) = 1

The following is a core ingredient in the Prime Number Theorem and Dirichlet’s Theorem:
I Theorem 30. For any s with Re(s) ≥ 1, we have ζ(s) 6= 0 and L(s, χ) 6= 0.
The case of Re(s) > 1 is a simple consequence of the Euler product formula for ζ(s) and
L(s, χ) (cf. Theorem 24); the difficult part is the case Re(s) = 1. For this, I formalised the
very simple proof presented by Newman [25], whose key ingredient is the aforementioned
Pringsheim–Landau theorem (see Theorem 11). This proof is stunningly short and its
high-level reasoning translates well to Isabelle/HOL now that a library of Dirichlet series is
available. The gain is most striking for the Dirichlet L function, where Apostol’s proof only
treats the case of s = 1, and even that proof is still more complicated than Newman’s and
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involves lengthy complicated “Big-O” reasoning. Indeed, in a first version of the formalisation,
I formalised Apostol’s proof, but it was considerably longer and messier than the new version
– with the added bonus that the new one is also more general.
Harrison also only proves L(1, χ) 6= 0 – indeed, he does not define L(s, χ) at all; he
defines only L(1, χ) since that is all that is required for Dirichlet’s theorem. Despite this and
the much higher verbosity of structured Isabelle proofs compared to HOL Light,his proof is
longer than mine. The reason for this is that his proof is very elementary and uses very little
library material while mine builds on a large library of Dirichlet series. However, I think
that the comparison is still not entirely unjustified since all of this material is sufficiently
general to be called “library material” (as opposed to technical lemmas specifically designed
for this one proof), and building sufficiently large and general libraries to make proofs like
this cleaner and easier is, after all, one of our goals in formalisation.

5.3

Hurwitz’s Formula

More as a challenge to myself and the Isabelle libraries, I chose to formalise another non-trivial
property of the ζ functions:
I Theorem 31 (Reflection formula for ζ(s)). For s ∈
/ {0, 1}, we have:
1
· ζ(1 − s) = 2(2π)−s cos(πs/2)ζ(s)
Γ(s)
Note that while Γ(s) has poles at s ∈ Z≤0 , its reciprocal 1/Γ(s) is entire, so the formula holds
even for s ∈ Z<0 .
This formula is a corollary of a more general one for ζ(s, a) known as Hurwitz’s formula:
I Theorem 32 (Hurwitz’s formula). Let a ∈ (0, 1) and s ∈ C \ {0} with a =
6 1∨s =
6 1. Then:

1
· ζ(1 − s, a) = (2π)−s i −s F (s, a) + i s F (s, −a)
Γ(s)
Here, F (s, a) is the periodic ζ function, which we still have to define:
I Definition 33 (Periodic ζ function). For Re(s) > 1, the periodic ζ function F (s, a) is given
P∞
by the Dirichlet series F (s, a) = n=1 e2iπna n−s .
B Claim 34. F (s, a) is called periodic because F (s, a + n) = F (s, a) for any integer n. For
non-integer a, the above series converges for Re(s) > 0 and can be continued to an entire
function. For integer a, it is simply the Riemann ζ function.
Apostol does not discuss the analytic continuation of F (s, a) at all, but it seemed useful
to me to do this nonetheless. The strategy I used to construct the continuation of F (s, a) for
non-integer a is somewhat interesting: Theorem 32 can be rearranged to give a formula that
expresses F (s, a) in terms of ζ(1 − s, a) and ζ(1 − s, 1 − a):
I Theorem 35. Let a ∈ (0, 1) and s ∈ C \ N. Then:
F (s, a) = i(2π)s−1 Γ(1 − s) i −s ζ(1 − s, a) − i s ζ(1 − s, 1 − a)



We therefore proceed like this (assuming w. l. o. g. a ∈ (0, 1)):
1. Show Theorem 32 for Re(s) > 1 (where F is simply given by its Dirichlet series).
2. Use this to show Theorem 35 for Re(s) > 1.
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2(N +1)iπ

Im = 0

2(N +1)iπ

2Niπ

2N iπ

4iπ

4iπ

2iπ

Im = 0

2iπ

(2N +1)π
ε

(2N +1)π
ε

Re = 0

Re = 0

−2iπ
−4iπ

−2Niπ
−2(N +1)iπ

Figure 1 Apostol’s integration contour and my modified version for proving Hurwitz’s formula
(ε < 2π). The black dots are the poles of the integrand; the thick black line is its branch cut. Note
that in both cases, the line segments of the contour lie on the real axis despite the small gap in the
illustration.

3. Use the right-hand side of Theorem 35 as the definition of F (s, a) for s ∈
/ N. Compatibility
with the Dirichlet series definition follows by analytic continuation.
4. Since the Dirichlet series definition covers Re(s) > 0 and the new definition covers C \ N,
the only point left is s = 0, which is a removable singularity that can be eliminated via
F (0, a) := lim F (s, a) =
s→0

 1
i
prezeta(1, a) − prezeta(1, 1 − a) + ln(1 − q) − ln q − .
2π
2

5. Extend the validity of Theorems 32 and 35 to their full domains by analytic continuation.
The only difficult part here is the first step, which we shall look at now. First of all, we
require the contour integral representation for ζ(s, a) mentioned in Section 5.1:
I Theorem 36. For any s ∈ C \ {1}, we have
Z
s−1 az
ζ(s, a) =

Γ(1 − s)
2iπ

z
e
dz
1 − ez

where

2iπ

=

Im = 0

Re = 0
−2iπ

if the inner circle has radius ε < 2π. This continues ζ(s, a) analytically to C \ {1}.
Proof. Due to analytic continuation, we can assume Re(s) > 1 w. l. o. g. By homotopy, all
contours with a radius εR < 2π yield the same
R ∞ result. Letting ε → 0, the contribution of the
circle vanishes and the
becomes the 0 from Theorem 29.
J
I Remark 37. Note that in order to even state this theorem formally, one needs to make the
limit
R inherent
R in this
R “improper contour integral” explicit. I chose to decompose the integral
as
=
−
. The two line segments can then be written as Lebesgue integrals
R −∞
, leaving only two finite circular arcs as the remainder. There is yet another subtlety
0
hidden in this integral that will be discussed in Section 5.3.1.
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The proof of Hurwitz’s formula for Re(s) > 1 then proceeds by computing this contour
integral in a different way using the Residue Theorem. ToRdo this, we
R first need to approximate
it by an integral over a finite contour CN,ε such that CN,ε −→
as N → ∞. Figure 1
shows Apostol’s choice for CN,ε . Applying the Residue Theorem to this, we get
Z
X
z −s eaz
z −s eaz
1
dz
=
ind
(z
)
Res
(4)
C
0
N,ε
z=z0 1 − ez
2iπ CN,ε 1 − ez
z
0

where the sum on the right-hand side extends over all the singularities of the integrand
(represented by black dots in Figure 1). We can now let N → ∞ so that theR contribution of the
outer circle vanishes. The integral on the left-hand side is then simply a
, which is equal
to ζ(s, a)/Γ(s) by Theorem 36, and winding number on the right-hand side −1 for every nonis
i−s
zero pole z0 . Evaluating this sum, we find that it indeed equals (2π)
s F (s, a) + (2π)s F (s, −a),
which concludes the proof of Hurwitz’s formula for Re(s) > 1.
y
The formalisation of the proof was fairly routine. It is, however, quite large and tedious,
containing almost 1,000 lines of proof code compared to 6.5 pages in Newman’s book (both
including the proof of Theorem 36). This seems to be a common pattern in Isabelle proofs
using the Residue Theorem and it is likely due to the many side conditions that need to
be shown, many of which are of geometric nature and thus much easier to explain to a
human than to a theorem prover. Side conditions like the analyticity of the integrand, on the
other hand, can be solved mostly automatically using Isabelle’s general-purpose automation
together with specialised theorem collections like analytic_intros.
Some aspects of the formal proofs of these statements deserve more attention, and we
will discuss them now.

5.3.1

Branch Cuts

In both theorems, the term z −s is a multi-valued function. It is defined in Isabelle as e−s ln z
where ln is the standard branch of the logarithm, which has a branch cut on the negative
real axis. The two lines of Apostol’s contour lie directly on this cut, taking different branches
of the logarithm (indeed, if they did not, they would simply cancel each other). This makes
sense formally when considering the integrand as a multi-valued function in the sense of a
Riemann surface, but we do not have any of this analytic machinery in Isabelle.
My first idea to circumvent this problem was to resort to some kind of limiting argument
by placing the two horizontal lines not directly on the real axis, but some ε above (resp.
below) it. However, this would likely have been a very tedious argument to do in Isabelle. I
therefore decided to again cut the contour into two halves, similarly to Remark 37. When
their integrals are added together, we recover Apostol’s contour integral. Due to symmetry,
it is actually again enough to look at the upper half (cf. the right part of Figure 1), as the
lower one follows by conjugation.
For this upper contour
, we can now integrate over the same branch of the logarithm
everywhere. In order to avoid the branch cut of the standard logarithm, I use a different
e z := ln(−iz) + 1 iπ , whose branch cut lies on the negative imaginary axis, safely
branch ln
2
away from our contour. I also reversed the contour so that the winding numbers are all 1.

5.3.2

Homotopy

is invariant for all radii
The proof of Theorem 36 uses the fact that the integral along
ε < π. This is because all of these contours are homotopic, i. e. they can be continuously
deformed into one another without crossing any of the singularities of the integrand. However,
proving that this is the case turned out to be very tedious in Isabelle because there are
almost no library theorems that help showing that two composite paths are homotopic.
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I circumvented this problem in the following way: First of all, I restricted myself to
ε < π.3 Next, since the line segments extending from −π to −∞ are the same
for
R
R all ε,R we
can ignore them and focus on the finite subcontour . It can be seen that
=
−
.
R
By symmetry, it is enough to show that
is invariant under changes of ε. This, on the
other hand, is actually aR corollary
side
R of (4): If we let N :=R0, the Rsum on
R the right-hand
R
vanishes so that we get C0,ε =
= 0 for all ε. Since
=
−
=−
and
R
(a half circle of radius π) is independent of ε, it follows that
is indeed the same for all ε.
Effectively, this replaces the homotopy argument (which is intuitively obvious for humans
and not mentioned at all by Apostol) with a much “heavier” invocation of the Residue
Theorem – but since we already applied the Residue Theorem anyway, all that work is
already done.

5.3.3

Winding Numbers

The evaluation of the winding numbers indCN,ε (z0 ) is also easy for a human: the contour
CN,ε =
clearly winds counter-clockwise once around each pole 2niπ with 0 < n ≤ N ,
and all the other poles are clearly completely outside the contour. Proving these things
in a theorem prover, on the other hand, is notoriously difficult [20], especially for a more
complicated contour like this.
To show that the poles outside the contour really do lie outside (i. e. have winding number
0), I use simple geometric arguments: for the branch cut on the negative imaginary axis,
one can draw a vertical line from each point to −i∞ without crossing CN,ε , so the winding
number for these points must be 0. Moreover, CN,ε is contained in a ball of radius (2N + 1)π,
which is a convex set that does not contain any of the poles with n > N . Thus, these poles
must also have winding number 0.
The more difficult part is to show that the winding number for the points inside the
contour is 1. Geometric arguments for this are difficult. One approach would be to show
that the contour is a closed simple curve (which implies that the winding number must be
either -1, 0, or 1) and then weigh the contributions of the four different parts of the curve to
show that the overall value must be positive, thus 1. However, to avoid having to do this
work, I instead use Li’s framework for computing winding numbers in Isabelle [23]. It is
based on computing Cauchy indices and comes with some setup to handle combinations of
line segments and circular arcs almost automatically, allowing me to prove that the winding
numbers are 1 with a mere 18 lines of proof code.

6

The Prime Number Theorem

The formal statement of the PNT is simply the asymptotic estimate π(x) ∼ x ln x, where
π(x) is the number of prime numbers ≤ x. I will now explain, in a high-level way, how the
formalised proof works. First of all, let us define the following functions related to primes:

3

This restriction could easily be lifted by allowing arbitrary radii in (4) instead of just (2N + 1)π.
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Im = 0

Im = 0

R

R
Re = 0

Re = 0

ε

ε

Figure 2 Newman’s integration contour in his proof of Ingham’s Tauberian theorem and Harrison’s
modified version. The dot in the middle is the pole of the integrand at the origin.

I Definition 38.
X
π(x) =
1 = |{p | p prime ∧ p ≤ x}|
p≤x
X
ϑ(x) =
ln p
p≤x
X
X
ψ(x) =
Λ(n) =
ln p
k
n≤x

p ≤x

pn = the n-th prime number (p0 = 2)
X
M(x) =
ln p/p
p≤x
X
M (x) =
µ(n)
n≤x

π(x) is usually called the “prime-counting function”. ϑ(x) and ψ(x) are the first and the
second Chebyshev function. µ(n) is the Möbius µ function. M(x) is a non-standard notation
I adopted; the function that it denotes is related to Mertens’ first theorem and a key part in
Newman’s proof of the PNT.
I Theorem 39. The following are all equivalent formulations of the PNT, i. e. given one of
them, it is fairly easy to show the other ones by elementary means:
π(x) ∼ x/ ln x

π(x) ln π(x) ∼ x

pn ∼ n ln n

ϑ(x) ∼ x

ψ(x) ∼ x

M (x) ∈ o(x)

Most of these equivalence proofs are quite short, both on paper and in Isabelle.
Newman’s approach to prove the PNT is then to prove M(x) = ln x + c + o(1) , which
implies ϑ(x) ∼ x fairly directly as we shall see. The key ingredient is a Tauberian theorem
first proven by Ingham, which we will discuss now.

6.1

Ingham’s Tauberian Theorem

A Tauberian theorem is a theorem that allows one to show – under certain conditions – that
a series converges in some region if the function that it defines exists there. In our case,
Ingham’s theorem allows us to show that certain Dirichlet series converge not just to the
right of the abscissa of convergence, but on it as well. The precise statement is as follows:
P
I Theorem 40 (Ingham’s Tauberian theorem). Let F (s) =
an n−s be a Dirichlet series
σ−1
with an ∈ O(n
) for some σ ∈ R. Then F converges to an analytic function f (s) for
Re(s) > σ. If f (s) is analytic on the larger set Re(s) ≥ σ, then F also converges to f (s) for
all Re(s) ≥ σ.
One can w. l. o. g. assume σ = 1. Newman then proves the theorem by applying the Residue
Theorem twice, once to a circle around 0 with a vertical cut-off line to the left of the origin,
close to the abscissa of convergence (see Figure 2) and once to a full circle around the origin.
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My formal proof follows Newman’s argument very closely, but like Harrison, I use a
modified version of Newman’s contour: a semicircle plus a rectangle (see Figure 2). The
value of the integral is the same in both cases since the two contours are homotopic, but the
bounding of the contributions of the various parts of the contour is different.
The reason why I picked Harrison’s contour over Newman’s is that I could not understand
how Newman’s bounding of the different contributions fits to his contour, and it seems likely
that this is also the reason why Harrison altered the contour in the first place. Additionally,
the shape of the inside of Harrison’s contour is somewhat easier to describe.
The formal proof is quite short (roughly 500 lines) and was – apart from the issue I just
mentioned – very straightforward to write. However, it again suffers from the aforementioned
typical problems of complex analysis in Isabelle, namely having to prove many side conditions
such as the geometry of the integration contours. The winding numbers, on the other hand,
are unproblematic this time since the contours are very simple.

6.2

An Overview of the Remainder of Newman’s Proof

Recall that our main objective was to prove
M(x) ∼ ln x + c + o(1) .

(5)

The starting point is Mertens’ First Theorem, which I prove following e. g. Hildebrand [21]:
I Theorem 41 (Mertens’ First Theorem). M(x) = ln x + O(1)
P∞
To then show (5) from this, Newman defines the Dirichlet series f (s) := n=1 M(n)n−s .
Since M(n) − ln n is bounded, f (s) converges absolutely for Re(s) > 1. Rearrangement yields
f (s) =

X ln p
p

p

ζ(s, p)

for Re(s) > 1

and further rearrangements show
f (s) =

A(s) − ζ 0 (s)/ζ(s)
s−1

for Re(s) > 1

for some function A(s) that is analytic for Re(s) > 21 . Moreover, ζ 0 (s)/ζ(s) is analytic for
Re(s) ≥ 1, s 6= 1 due to the non-vanishing of ζ(s) in that domain (cf. Theorem 30).
Putting everything together, we obtain that f (s) can be continued analytically to Re(s) ≥ 1
except for a double pole at s = 1. As Newman states, this double pole can be turned into a
simple pole by adding ζ 0 (s), and that simple pole can then be eliminated by subtracting a
suitable multiple of ζ(s), yielding a function g(s) := f (s) + ζ 0 (s) − c ζ(s) that is analytic for
Re(s) ≥ 1 and has the Dirichlet series
g(s) =

∞
X

(M(n) − ln n − c) n−s .
{z
}
|
n=1
=: an

Applying Theorem 40, we deduce that this series converges for Re(s) ≥ 1. For s = 1, this
P∞
means that n=1 ann is summable. Next, Newman proves the following lemma:
I Lemma 42. Let an : N → R be non-decreasing and

P∞

an
n=0 n

be summable. Then an −→ 0.
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Applied to our an from before, we get M(n) − ln n −→ c. From this, the slightly stronger
version on real numbers (5) follows easily by noting that ln x − lnbxc −→ 0.
There were no major difficulties in formalising any of this. However, some parts deserve
a few comments:
The rearrangements leading to the analytic continuation of f (s) involve changing the
order of summation in nested infinite sums. To do this, I used Isabelle’s library for
absolutely summable families. This makes the arguments nice to formalise, but the library
has the problem of having a function for the value of an infinite sum and for its existence.
Any rearrangement of sums therefore has to be done twice, once for the value of the sum
and once for its summability. Similar problems occur in Isabelle with nested integrals
and it is not clear if and how this can be avoided in a HOL-based theorem prover.
Showing that A(s) is indeed analytic for Re(s) > 12 was a surprisingly easy application of
the Weierstraß M test with the bounding series Mn := ln n(Cn−x−1 + n−x (nx − 1)−1 ) .
The proof obligation that Mn be summable can be solved by showing Mn ∈ O(n−1−ε )
with a suitable ε > 0, and this can be shown by Isabelle’s automation for real limits [17].
The pole cancellation argument showing that g(s) is analytic is about 86 lines long,
which is not too long, but still longer than one might expect given that it is obvious
considering the Laurent series expansions of the functions involved. This is due to the
fact that there is currently no theory of Laurent series expansions in Isabelle yet. In the
future, this entire argument could potentially be automated by computing Laurent series
expansions for meromorphic functions similarly to how Isabelle’s automation already
computes Multiseries expansions [17] for real-valued functions.
The proof of Lemma 42 is very technical and tedious, but it seems to me that this is the
case in Newman’s paper presentation as well.
The last remaining step, showing that M(x) − ln x −→ c implies ϑ(x) ∼ x, is left as an
exercise to the reader by Newman. Harrison was not quite sure what Newman meant [20] and
proceeded to prove a number of very technical and ad-hoc lemmas that I find very difficult
to follow. Therefore, instead of attempting to port Harrison’s proof, I followed Newman’s
hint in the book and used Abel’s summation formula to write ϑ(x) in terms of M(x):
Rx
ϑ(x) = x M(x) − 2 M(t) dt
(6)
Substituting (5) into (6) yields, in a straightforward way,
Rx
ϑ(x) = x ln x + c x + o(x) − 2 ln t + c + o(1) dt
= x ln x + c x + o(x) − (x ln x − x + c x + o(x)) = x + o(x)
and thus the desired ϑ(x) ∼ x. I find it likely that this is what Newman had in mind.

7

J

Various Other Interesting Results

In this last section, I will give a few examples of other interesting number-theoretic results
that I have formalised. The proofs were all fairly straightforward and there is not much to
be said about them, but they are worth mentioning nonetheless.
I Theorem 43 (Dirichlet’s Theorem). Let m > 0 and gcd(k, m) = 1. Then there are infinitely
many primes congruent k modulo m.
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I Theorem 44 (Elementary bounds for π(x) and pn ). For any x ≥ 2 and n > 0, we have:
1 x
x
< π(x) < 3(e−1 + ln 2)
6 ln x
ln x

and

139
n ln n ≤ pn−1 < 12(n ln n + n ln(12/e))
443

In particular, this implies π(x) ∈ Θ(x/ ln x) and pn ∈ Θ(n ln n). All of this can be derived
without the PNT (hence “elementary” results).
I Theorem 45 (Mertens’ three theorems).
−1 − 9π −2 < M(n) − ln n ≤ ln 4 for all n > 0 and thus |M(n) − ln n| < 2.
P
|(
1/p) − ln ln x − M | ≤ 4/ ln x for all x ≥ 2 and thus
P p≤x
1/p
= ln ln x + M + O(1/ ln x) where M is the Meissel–Mertens constant.
Q p≤x
−2
x) for some constant C > 0.
p≤x (1 − 1/p) = C/ ln x + O(ln
Typically, number-theoretic functions that talk about a single integer such as ϕ(n) and
σ0 (n) oscillate heavily and therefore have no nice asymptotics like π(x) ∼ x ln x. However,
P
their averages (i. e. n≤x ϕ(n)) are often more well-behaved:
I Theorem 46 (Averages of arithmetical functions).
√
Let S(x) denote the number of square-free integers ≤ x. Then S(x) = π62 x + O( x) , i. e.
6/π 2 ≈ 60.8 % of integers are square-free.
P
Euler’s totient function ϕ fulfils n≤x ϕ(n) = π32 x2 + O(x ln x) , i. e. on average, an
integer n has π32 n numbers ≤ n that are coprime to it (≈ 30.4 %).
P
√
The divisor function σ0 fulfils n≤x σ0 (n) = x ln x + (2γ − 1)x + O( x) where γ ≈ 0.5772
is the Euler–Mascheroni constant, i. e. on average, an integer n has ln n + 2γ − 1 divisors.
P
ζ(α+1) α+1
+ O(R(x)) for α > 0
n≤x σα (n) = α+1 x
where R(x) = x ln x if α = 1 and R(x) = xmax(1,α) otherwise.
P
n≤x σ−α (n) = ζ(α + 1) x + O(R(x)) for α > 0
where R(x) = ln x if α = 1 and R(x) = xmax(0,1−α) otherwise.
Lastly, the following are interesting consequences that follow relatively easily from the PNT:
I Corollary 47.
For each c > 1, there exists an x0 s. t. all intervals (x, cx] with x ≥ x0 contain a prime.
The fractions of the form p/q for prime p, q are dense in R>0 .
lcm(1, . . . , n) = exp(x + o(x))
lim supn→∞ ω(n) ln ln n/ ln n = 1
lim supn→∞ ln σ0 (n) ln ln n/ ln n = ln 2
lim inf n→∞ ϕ(n) ln ln n/n = C for some C ∈ R>0
The last three statements perhaps deserve some more explanation: They give asymptotic
bounds for ω(n), σ0 (n), and ϕ(n). For instance, ω(n) < c ln n/ ln ln n for all sufficiently large
n if c > 1, but ω(n) > c ln n/ ln ln n for infinitely many n if c < 1. Thus, ln n/ ln ln n is the
best possible upper bound of that shape for ω(n) (and analogously for the other two).
As for the other direction, recall that ω(p) = 1, σ0 (p) = 2, and ϕ(p) = p−1. Therefore, the
above results show that ω(n) oscillates between 1 and ln n/ ln ln n, σ0 (n) oscillates between
2 and 2ln n/ ln ln n , and ϕ(n) oscillates between Cn/ ln ln n and n − 1.

8

Size of the Formalisation

The formalised material is spread over five AFP entries [13, 12, 15, 18, 16]. They have a
combined size of roughly 25,000 lines of Isabelle code, with the two largest single files by far
being those on the analytic properties of Dirichlet series and the properties of the ζ functions.
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With the exception of a few minor results, the work presented here was done in 1.5 years
by one person – however, the work was not done continuously, but sporadically whenever I
found time for it. The total amount of time that went into it is therefore difficult to measure.
As a point of reference, the formalisation of Newman’s proof of the Prime Number Theorem
(with all the components such as Dirichlet series and the ζ function already in place) comprises
3300 lines and took 6 days of full-time work. However, I used two small lemmas that had
previously been ported from Harrison’s HOL Light formalisation by Paulson. Considering
this, a time frame of 7 days for proving the Prime Number Theorem seems reasonable. Based
on this, a total effort of 4–6 person-months for the entire work seems realistic.
The formalisation proceeded smoothly and without major difficulties, although some
aspects of it stand out as considerably more painful than one might hope:
1. applying the Residue Theorem
2. geometric properties of integration contours
3. manipulating nested infinite sums
4. establishing homotopy of concrete composite paths
5. reasoning about cancellation of poles
For the first three items, it is not clear to me if and how this can be improved – or if, perhaps,
there is simply an inherent difficulty in doing such things formally.
Item 4 could probably be addressed by providing more library results about homotopy.
Item 5 could be easily managed by building a tactic to automatically compute Laurent
series expansions for meromorphic functions, similar to the existing one for Multiseries
expansions of real functions [17]. This would be an interesting project for the future.
Extending the limit automation to use not just full asympotic expansions but also partial
asymptotic information (such as ϑ(x) ∼ x) would also occasionally eliminate some tedious
manual work.
A related issue is that reasoning with asymptotic expansions like f (x) = x2 +ln x+O(1/x)
can be tedious in Isabelle/HOL. They can be written as f =o (λx. xˆ2+ln x) +o O(λx. 1/x) ,
but there is currently little support for working with them. Affeldt et al. [1] demonstrated
an approach for this in Coq that could possibly be adapted to Isabelle/HOL.

9

Conclusion

I formalised a large portion of a mathematical textbook on an advanced topic, namely
Analytic Number Theory. While some results from this field have been formalised before
(such as Dirichlet’s Theorem and the Prime Number Theorem), they typically tried to obtain
a short route to the result without building an actual library of Analytic Number Theory.
In my opinion, this work demonstrates the following:
Formalising an entire mathematical textbook in a modern theorem prover can be feasible
with a moderate amount of effort.
Good and extensive libraries (e. g. on complex analysis and Dirichlet series) can yield short,
clear, and high-level proofs of “high-profile” results like the Prime Number Theorem.
Specialised tools (e. g. for proving limits or computing winding numbers) are invaluable,
as they can take care of tedious and uninteresting parts of the proofs and “close the gap”
between what is obvious to a human mathematician and what is easy to do in the system.
There is already work in progress on formalising the remaining parts of Apostol’s book.
After that, a natural continuation would be to focus on the second volume of Apostol’s
book, which is called Modular Functions and Dirichlet Series in Number Theory [3]. This
would be another big step in formalising the essential tools of modern number theory in a
theorem prover.
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Abstract
We provide a plugin extracting Coq functions of simple polymorphic types to the (untyped) call-byvalue λ-calculus L. The plugin is implemented in the MetaCoq framework and entirely written in
Coq. We provide Ltac tactics to automatically verify the extracted terms w.r.t a logical relation
connecting Coq functions with correct extractions and time bounds, essentially performing a certifying
translation and running time validation. We provide three case studies: A universal L-term obtained
as extraction from the Coq definition of a step-indexed self-interpreter for L, a many-reduction from
solvability of Diophantine equations to the halting problem of L, and a polynomial-time simulation
of Turing machines in L.
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1

Introduction

Every function definable in constructive type theory is computable in a model of computation.
This also enables many proof assistants based on constructive type theory to implement
extraction into a “real” programming language. On the more foundational side, various
realisability models for fragments of constructive type theory increase the trust in this
meta-theorem, because realisers for types are the codes of computable functions.
The computability of all definable functions also enables the study of synthetic computability theory in constructive type theory [7, 4]. For instance, one can define decidability by
dec P := ∃ f, ∀ x, P x ↔ f x = true and no reference to a concrete model of computation is needed. The undecidability of a predicate p can be shown by defining a many-one
reduction from the halting problem of Turing machines to p in Coq, again without referring
to a concrete model. The computability of all definable functions can, however, not be proved
inside the type theory itself, similar to other true statements like parametricity. At the same
time, for every concrete defined function of the type theory, one can always prove computability as theorem in the type theory. Given for instance any concrete function f : N → N
definable in constructive type theory, one can construct a term of the λ-calculus tf s.t. for
all n : N, there is a proof in the type theory that tf n reduces to f n (where · is a suitable
encoding of natural numbers). The construction of tf from f is relatively simple, since it is
syntax-directed and the terms of type theory are just (possibly type-decorated) terms of an
expressive untyped λ-calculus. Another way to see this construction is as extraction from
the type theory into the λ-calculus.
© Yannick Forster and Fabian Kunze;
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We implement one such construction of λ-terms tf for a certain subset of type theory:
We use the MetaCoq framework [2] to extend the proof assistant Coq with a command to
extract Coq functions of simple polymorphic types into the weak call-by-value λ-calculus L
and provide tactics to automatically prove the correctness of the term. In addition to the
correctness, our extraction command can generate recurrence equations that, if instantiated
with a function by the user, describe the time complexity as number of β-steps of the
extracted λ-term on its arguments. Our target calculus L has been used before to formalise
computability theory in Coq [12]. Since it is (syntactically) the pure λ-calculus, recursive
functions have to be encoded using a fixed-point combinator and inductive types using
Scott’s encoding.
Our extraction has several use cases:
First, while parts of computability theory can be formalised in Coq without referring to
a model of computation [7], one needs a deep embedding of computable functions to e.g.
construct universal machines. Our framework then allows the user to write all functions
in Coq and automatically get λ-terms computing them, similar to practice on paper where
function in the model are never spelled out. For instance, the automated construction of a
universal λ-term takes about 30 lines and no manual proofs, whereas by hand construction
and verification take about 500 lines [12].
Second, to the best of our knowledge, there are no formalisations of computational
complexity theory in any proof assistant. We hope that our framework can be used to
enable formalisations of basic complexity theory. One tedium – even on paper – when doing
complexity theory in a way such that all details are spelled out is that constructing and
verifying functions in the chosen model of computation is hard. With our framework, this
burden is significantly lowered: Implementations can be given in Coq and only a suitable
running-time function has to be given by hand. We extract a definition of Turing machines
to show that L can simulate k steps of a Turing machine in a number of β-steps linear in k.
Third, synthetic undecidability and the notion of synthetic decidability and enumerability
have been analysed in Coq [6, 7, 11, 20]. This resulted in a library of undecidable problems
in Coq [10]. All problems of the library are shown undecidable by reduction from the halting
problem of Turing machines. To show that all contained problems are actually interreducible
with the halting problem, one has to give many-one reductions from the problems to the
halting problem. Using extraction, a reduction to the halting problem for L is straightforward:
It suffices to prove enumerability in Coq, which follows a clear scheme, and then extract the
Coq enumerator automatically to L. We demonstrate the power of this method by reducing
solvability of Diophantine equations to the halting problem of L.
Lastly, it might be beneficial to use classical axioms like choice when verifying reductions.
Since the computability of all definable functions does not necessarily hold given classical
assumptions, one can extract the used reductions to L to ensure their computability.
Related Work. Myreen and Owens [25] implement a proof-producing translation from the
higher-order logic implemented in the HOL4 system with a state-and-exception monad into
CakeML [17]. The translation also produces proofs for the translated terms, similar to
our approach. Hupel and Nipkow [14] give a verified compiler from a deep embedding of
Isabelle/HOL to CakeML. Similar to our work, they use a logical relation to connect Isabelle
definitions to an intermediate representation.
Mullen et al. [24] provide a verified compiler from a subset of Coq to assembly. Anand et
al. [1] report on ongoing work on verifying the full extraction process of Coq, also based on
the MetaCoq framework. They extract Coq functions into Clight, an intermediate language of
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the CompCert compiler, and are thus able to obtain verified assembly code for Coq functions.
Letouzey [21] describes the theoretical foundations of extraction in Coq. Our logical relation
can be seen as a light-weight version of his simulation predicate for simple polymorphic types.
Köpp [16] verifies program extraction for functions in the Minlog proof assistant into a
λ-calculus-like system.
Guéneau et al. [13] verify the asymptotic complexity of functional programs in Coq, based
on separation logic with time credits.
We have reported on a preliminary version of our extraction plugin in [8].

2

The call-by-value λ-calculus L

We use the weak call-by-value λ-calculus L defined in [12] and based on [26, 19] as target
language. It comes with an inductive type of terms
s, t, u, v : T ::= n | st | λs

(n : N)

and a recursive function sku providing a simple, capturing substitution operation:
k ku := u
(st)ku

:=

nku := n

(sku )(tku )

(λs)ku

:=

(if n 6= k)

λ(s1+k
u )

We will freely switch between a named representation for examples and the representation
using de Bruijn indices for definitions, i.e. we write λxy.x for λλ1.
We define an inductive weak call-by-value reduction relation s  t:
(λs)(λt)  s0λt

s  s0

t  t0

st  s0 t

st  st0

We write ∗ for the reflexive transitive closure of , k for exactly and ≤k for at most k steps.
Note that – contrary to Coq reduction – L-reduction does not apply below binders. Due
to the capturing substitution relation, reduction is only well-behaved on closed terms. We
call a term closed if it has no free variables. Closed abstractions are called procedures and
are the (only) normal forms of normalising, closed terms.
L provides for recursion using a fixed-point operator:
Lemma 1 (Fact 6 [12]). There is a function ρ : T → T s.t. (ρu)v reduces to u(ρu)v for
procedures u, v.
Inductive datatypes can be encoded using Scott encodings [23, 15], which we explain in
Section 4.3.
One crucial property of L reduction is that it is uniformly confluent, making every
reduction to a normal form have the same length:
I Theorem 2 (Corollary 8 [12]). If s k1 v1 , s k2 v2 for procedures vi , then v1 = v2 ∧k1 = k2 .
For the remainder of this paper, we will write T for the type of types in Coq, P for the type of
propositions, L X and O X for lists and options over X, and 1 (with ? : 1) for the unit type.

3

Correctness and time bounds

We define when a term computes a Coq function using two logical relations, one considering
just correctness, and one correctness with time bounds. Crucial for both definitions is the
notion of an encoding function:
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Definition 3. A function εA : A → T is an encoding function for a type A if εA is injective
and only returns procedures.
Notice that the only types where such a function can be defined are computationally
relevant (i.e. non-propositional), countable types like B, N, O X, or L X over countable X.

3.1

Correctness

We define a logical relation ta ∼ a, meaning the L-term ta correctly computes a. We will only
define this predicate for elements a : A where A is a simple type of the form A1 → · · · → An .
We define the predicate ta ∼ a as follows:

εA a ∼ a

(for a : A)

tf is a procedure ∧
∀ata . ta ∼ a → Σv : T. tf ta ∗ v ∧ v ∼ f a
tf ∼ f

(for f : A → B)

For elements a : A for encodable types A the only term computing them is their encoding.
Functions f : A → B are computed by a procedure tf , if for every a : A computed by ta
the term tf ta computes f a. Note that we could alternatively define the first rule s.t. every
term t convertible to the encoding εA a computes a, and then simplify the second rule to
read tf ta ∼ f a. While technically correct, this simplification does not work for the extension
of the relation with time complexity. We thus stick with the more complicated second rule
where we require a term v (using the type theoretical sum Σ1 ) s.t. tf ta reduces to v and v
computes f a.
Defining this predicate in Coq is not entirely straightforward. As common when defining
logical relations, the definition is not strictly positive and thus not accepted by Coq as
inductive predicate. The standard approach for non strictly positive predicates is to translate
them into a recursive function. However, here we would need recursion over types, which
is not supported in Coq’s type theory. We circumvent this restrictions by defining a type
former T : T → T capturing exactly the types we want to recurse on and define the predicate
by recursion on ty : TA:
Inductive T : Type → Type :=
T_base A ‘{registered A} : T A (* base types *)
| T_arr A B (ty1 : T A) (ty2 : T B) : T (A → B). (* functions types *)
Fixpoint computes {A} (ty : T A) {struct ty}: A → T→ Type :=
match ty with
T_base ⇒ fun x ext ⇒ (ext = enc x)
| T_arr A B ty1 ty2 ⇒ fun f t_f ⇒ proc t_f * (* t_f is closed and normal *)
∀ (a : A) t_a, computes ty1 a t_a →
{v : term & (* there exist\[s a term v*)
(t_f t_a >* v)* computes ty2 (f a) v} end.

The first constructor of T takes every encodable type as argument, denoted in Coq by
the registered type class, which we explain in Section 4.4. The second constructor captures exactly non-dependent functions. The definition of computes then exactly captures
the inductive rules given above.2 By making T a type class, instances ty can always be
obtained automatically.
1
2

For non type-theoriest, Σ can be read as a computable existential quantifier.
Note that {v : term & P v} is Coq-notation for a dependent pair.
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As a running example, we will use the function map X Y : (X → Y ) → L X → L Y on
lists for fixed types X and Y . We assume that X, Y , L X and L Y are all encodable. Then
t ∼ map X Y is equivalent to t being a procedure and the proposition ∀(f : X → Y )(tf :
T)(L : L X). tf ∼ f → t tf (εL) ∗ ε(map X Y f L).
Note that ∼ is defined similarly to J·K2 on inductives and functions in [21].

3.2

Time bounds

We extend the computability predicate to include time bounds. As time measure for a term we
use its number of β-steps to a normal form, which is shown reasonable in [9]. The time bound is
expressed depending on the input itself, not its size: e.g. for f : L N → B with tf ∼ f , we want
to have a time complexity function τf : L N → N such that ∀L : L N. tf (εL) ≤(τf L) ε(f L).
We generalise this idea to also account for higher-order functions and define the type C
of complexity measures τa for a : A as follows:
CA := 1

C(A → B) := A → CA → N × CB

Given the term map X Y of type (X → Y ) → L X → L Y as above, its complexity
measure τmap X Y will be (X → Y ) → (X → 1 → N × 1) → N × (L X → 1 → N × 1), which
is equivalent to (X → Y ) → (X → N) → N × (L X → N), i.e. it is a function that, given
an argument f : X → Y and a complexity measure τf : C(X → Y ) (being equivalent to
X → N), returns a pair of the number of steps map f needs to (partially) evaluate, and a
function that for L : L X computes the remaining number of steps map f L needs to evaluate.
We can extend the computability predicate with time bounds into a predicate ta ∼τa a:

ε A a ∼τ a

(for a : A)

tf is a procedure ∧
∀ata τa . ta ∼τa a → Σv : T.
tf ta ≤n v ∧ v ∼τ f a where τf aτa = (n, τ)
tf ∼τa f

(for f : A → B)

The first rule is essentially unchanged: Since encoded terms εA a are always normal,
εA a ∼τ a holds for every complexity measure τ. For the second rule, we decompose τf aτa
into n and τ. The complexity measure τ : CB is the complexity measure for v ∼τ f a and n
is the number of steps tf ta needs to reach v.
Similar to before, we implement the predicate by recursion on an element of TA:
Fixpoint computesTime {A} (ty : T A) {struct ty}: A → T→ C A → Type := (* ... *).

4

Extraction

We describe the different tools needed to extract functions, constructors and to generate
encoding functions.

4.1

Template-Coq

Template-Coq is a quoting library for Coq, now part of the MetaCoq project and originally
developed by Malecha [22]. The current state of the project is explained by Anand et al. [2]
and Boulier [5].
Template-Coq provides an inductive type term implementing the abstract syntax of Coq
as an inductive type (Figure 1a). It comes with a monad TemplateMonad : Type → Prop
(Figure 1b) which allows operations like quoting (i.e. converting Coq terms into their abstract
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syntax tree), unquoting (i.e. converting abstract syntax trees into Coq terms), evaluating
terms, and making definitions. An operation m : TemplateMonad A can be executed using
the Run TemplateProgram m vernacular command.
As an example, the following function obtains the type of its input by unquoting it into a
pair of a type and an element, projecting out the type and returning its quotation:
Definition tmTypeOf (s : term) :=
u ← tmUnquote s ;;
u’← tmEval hnf (my_projT1 u) ;;
t ← tmQuote u’;;
ret t

Inductive term : Set :=
| tRel
: nat → term
| tLambda : name → term (* the type *) → term → term
| tLetIn
: name → term (* the term *) → term (* the type *) → term → term
| tApp
: term → list term → term
| tConst
: kername → universe_instance → term
| tConstruct : inductive → nat → universe_instance → term
| tCase
: (inductive * nat) (* num of parameters *) →
term (* type info *) → term (* discriminee *) →
list (nat * term) (* branches *) → term
| tFix
: term → nat → term
(* ... *).
(a) Term representation.
Inductive TemplateMonad : Type → Prop :=
(* Monadic operations *)
| tmReturn : ∀ {A:Type}, A → TemplateMonad A
| tmBind : ∀ {A B : Type}, TemplateMonad A →
(A → TemplateMonad B) → TemplateMonad B
(* General commands *)
| tmPrint : ∀ {A:Type}, A → TemplateMonad unit
| tmFail : ∀ {A:Type}, string → TemplateMonad A
| tmEval : reductionStrategy → ∀ {A:Type}, A → TemplateMonad A
(* Return the defined constant *)
| tmDefinitionRed : ident → option reductionStrategy → ∀ {A:Type}, A → TemplateMonad A
| tmLemmaRed : ident → option reductionStrategy → ∀ A, TemplateMonad A
(* Quoting and unquoting commands *)
| tmQuote : ∀ {A:Type}, A → TemplateMonad term
| tmUnquote : term → TemplateMonad {T : Type & T}
| tmUnquoteTyped : ∀ A, term → TemplateMonad A
(b) Monad operations.

Figure 1 Template-Coq’s definitions.

4.2

Extracting Terms

We define a monadic function extract which can extract admissible Coq terms into L. In
order to extract a Coq term, all the constants appearing in it have to be extracted. To save
work, we remember previously generated extracts, similar to Anand et al. [2], who use explicit
dictionaries for this task. We employ Coq’s type class mechanism instead of dictionaries:
Class extracted {A : Type} (a : A) := int_ext : T.

This also defines a function int_ext which allows referring to the extracted term corresponding to a as int_ext a, if it exists, and otherwise get an error.
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Definition map (A B : Type) : (A → B) → list A → list B := fun f ⇒
fix map := match l with | [] ⇒ @nil B | a :: t ⇒ @cons B (f a) (map l) end

Figure 2 Definition of map : ∀ A B : Type, (A → B)→ list A → list B.

We restrict the terms we can extract to admissible terms:
I Definition 4. A type A is admissible if A is of the form ∀X1 . . . Xn : T. B1 → · · · → Bm
with Bm 6= T. Terms a : A are admissible if A is admissible and if all constants c : C that
are proper subterms of a are either
1. admissable and occur syntactically on the left hand side of an application fully instantiating
the type-parameters of c with constants or
2. of type T and occur syntactically on the right hand side of an application instantiating
type parameters.
This means a type A is admissible if it has no quantification over terms, quantification
over types in A is in prenex normal form and the return type of A is not T. The function
map (Figure 2) for instance is admissible. The only constants appearing in its body are nil
and cons, which are both admissible and occur fully instantiated.
We define an extraction function which correctly extracts admissible terms of a type
without type-parameters. If we want to extract polymorphic functions like map we use Coq’s
section mechanism and fix the types A and B as section variables and extract map A B.
The type of the extraction function is
extract : (nat → nat)→ term → nat → TemplateMonad T
The first argument is an environment argument which tracks lifting information for de
Bruijn indices for the treatment of fixed points. The last argument is a fuel argument, needed
because recursion on the right-hand constituents of an application is not structurally recursive.
Dealing with variables and binders is relatively straightforward, since Template-Coq
already uses a de Bruijn representation of terms. Variables translate directly to variables,
functions to λ and fixed points can be translated using ρ from 1. We have to lift variables
when entering an abstraction using the standard de Bruijn lifiting operation (↑):
Notation "↑ E" := (fun n ⇒ match n with 0 ⇒ 0 | S n ⇒ S (E n) end).
Fixpoint extract env s fuel :=
match fuel with 0 ⇒ tmFail "out of fuel" | S fuel ⇒
match s with
Ast.tRel n ⇒ t ← tmEval cbv (var (env n));; ret t
| Ast.tLambda _ _ s ⇒ t ← extract (↑ env) s fuel ;; ret (lam t)
| Ast.tFix [BasicAst.mkdef _ nm ty s _] _ ⇒
t ← extract (fun n ⇒ S (env n)) (Ast.tLambda nm ty s) fuel ;; ret (rho t)

In order to extract applications s R (where R is a list of all arguments), we count the
number of type parameters of s. If it has none, extraction is straightforward recursion. We
extract s R by folding over the list R as the application of the extraction of all subterms:
| Ast.tApp s R ⇒
p ← tmDependentArgs s;;
if p =? 0 then
t ← extract env s fuel;;
monad_fold_left (fun t1 s2 ⇒ t2 ← extract env s2 fuel ;; ret (app t1 t2)) R t
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If s has p > 0 type parameters, we assume that it is the syntax of a previously extracted
constant. We split R into type parameters P and the list of computational arguments L
and unquote tApp s P as a. We then obtain an extraction t for the constant a using the
tmTryInfer operation invoking type class search. Finally, we again recursively extract by
folding over the list of arguments L:
else
let (P, L) := (firstn p R, skipn p R) in
s’ ← tmEval cbv (Ast.tApp s P);;
(if closedn 0 s’
then ret tt
else tmFail "The term contains variables as type parameters.");;
a ← tmUnquote s’ ;;
a’ ← tmEval cbn (my_projT2 a);;
n ← (tmEval cbv (String.append (name_of s) "_term") =tmFreshName) ;;
i ← tmTryInfer n (Some cbn) (extracted a’) ;;
let t := (@int_ext _ _ i) in
monad_fold_left (fun t1 s2 ⇒ t2 ← extract env s2 fuel ;; ret (app t1 t2)) L t

For all other syntactic constructs we refer to the Coq code.
We wrap the extraction function into an operation which adds definitions:
Definition tmExtract (nm : option string) {A} (a : A) : TemplateMonad T:=
q ← tmUnfoldTerm a ;;
t ← extract (fun x ⇒ x) q FUEL ;;
match nm with
Some nm ⇒ nm ← tmFreshName nm ;;
@tmDefinitionRed nm None (extracted a) t ;;
tmExistingInstance nm;;ret t
| None ⇒ ret t
end.

4.3

Generation of Scott encodings

We use Scott encodings [23, 15] to encode inductive types and its constructors. Scott
encodings represent the matches on the inductive type. For instance, the Scott encoding of
the booleans are εB true = λxy.x and εB false = λxy.y. For natural numbers, the encodings
are εN 0 = λzs.z and εN (Sn) = λzs.s(εN n).
As before, we use type classes to remember previously generated encodings:
Class encodable (A : Type) := enc_f : A → T.
Class registered (A : Type) := mk_registered
{ enc :> encodable A ;
(* the encoding function for A *)
proc_enc : ∀ a, proc (enc a); (* encodings are procedures *)
inj_enc : injective enc
(* encoding is injective *) }.

For an inductive type with n constructors, the constructor of index i which takes a
arguments has Scott encoding gen_constructor a n i := λx1 . . . xa .λy1 . . . yn .yi x1 . . . xa .
For natural numbers (a type with two constructors, i.e. n = 2), the constructor S (which
has index i = 1 and takes one argument, i.e. a = 1) has encoding λx.λy1 y2 .y2 x (or λλλ(02)).
We use gen_constructor to define a monadic operation tmExtractConstr. If we want
to extract map, we first extract the two constants occurring in its definition (i.e. nil and
cons) and then the actual function, always fully applied to their type parameters:
Section Fix_X_Y.
Context { X Y : Set }. Context { encY : encodable Y }.
Run TemplateProgram (tmExtractConstr "nil_term" (@nil X)).
Run TemplateProgram (tmExtractConstr "cons_term" (@cons X)).
Run TemplateProgram (tmExtract "map_term" (@map X Y)).
End Fix_X_Y.
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Generation of Encoding Functions

We restrict our generation of encoding functions to simple inductive types of the form
Inductive T (X1 ... Xp : Type) : Type :=
(* ... *) | constr_i_T : A1 → ... → An → T X1 ... Xp | (* ... *).

where Aj for 1 ≤ j ≤ n is either encodable or exactly T X1 ... Xn.
For a fully instantiated inductive type B = T X1 ... Xp with n constructors we define
the encoding function εB as follows:
fix f (b : B) := match b with
| ... | constr_i_T (x1 : A1) ... (xn : An) ⇒ λy1 . . . yp .yi (f1 x1 ) ... (fn xn) | ... end

where fj for 1 ≤ j ≤ n is a recursive call f if Aj = B, or εAj otherwise. We implement a
monadic function tmEncode which can be used like this:
Section Fix_X.
Variable (X:Type). Context {intX : registered X}.
Run TemplateProgram (tmEncode "list_enc" (list X)).
End Fix_X.

Note that in principle, more types are Scott-encodable, but we leave the automatic
generation for those types to future work.

4.5

Extraction in Coq

To be able to connect extracts ta to terms a using the predicates ta ∼ a and ta ∼τa a
we define two type classes: The class computable is parameterised over a and contains an
extracted term ta : T and a proof of ta ∼ a. The class computableTime is in addition
parametrised over a time complexity function τa :
Class computable {A : Type} {ty : T A} (a : A) : Type :=
{ ext :> extracted a;
extCorrect : computes ty a ext }.
Class computableTime {A : Type} (ty : T A) (a : A): Type :=
{ extT : extracted a; evalTime : C A ;
extTCorrect : computesTime ty a extT evalTime }.

This way, we can write ext a or extT a for previously extracted terms ta . Note that
since all relevant information can be obtained through the paramaters and the types of the
fields, we can leave all instances of this classes opaque in Coq.

5

Automated Verification

We now give an overview over the set of tactics we provide in our framework. All tactics
are written in Ltac only, but some of them use the monadic operations explained in the
last section. We first explain the tactics to simplify L-terms. We then show how to register
inductive datatypes to be used with the framework. Lastly, we explain how to prove the
computability relation ta ∼ a and infer recurrence equations for a time bound τa .

5.1

Symbolic Simplification for L

All tactics in this section are concerned with proving goals of the form “s is a procedure” or
“s reduces to t”, or transforming a goal like “s reduces to t” to “s0 reduces to t” by simplifying
s to s0 . While all terms s we simplify will be closed, they might not be concrete terms, e.g.
contain the encoding of an arbitrary natural number. The tactics will not unfold definitions.
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Lproc: The tactic Lproc can prove that a term is closed, an abstraction or a procedure.
It syntactically decomposes the term and uses a hint database for easier extensibility.
Lbeta: The tactic Lbeta simplifies L-terms by reducing all β-redices of the form (λs)t
which are visible without unfolding definitions. It uses Lproc to show that t is a procedure
and that folded definitions used in s are closed, thus left unchanged by the substitution.
Lbeta is implemented by reflection, treating names as opaque and using closures to evaluate
big terms more efficiently. It can keep track of the number of beta-reductions performed.
For example, it simplifies the L-term (λxy. xyy) u v in 2 steps to u v v.
Lrewrite: The tactic Lrewrite simplifies terms by the use of a hint database with the
same name, containing the correctness statements for previously extracted terms, and by the
use of local assumptions, which are important for recursion. For efficiency reasons, it does not
use Coq’s built-in rewriting and instead traverses terms to find subterms where a hint from
the database is applicable. For example, it simplifies the L-term t+ (t+ (εN x)(εN 5))(εN y) to
εN (x + 5 + y). While traversing, Lrewrite replaces occurences of ty with y : Y of registered
type by the trivial instance with extraction εY y. This guarantees canonicity of instances of
computable for registered types.
Additionally, Lrewrite simplifies tf tx to tf x for x : X and f : X → Y . The concrete
instance of computable(f x) is constructed by combining the instances for f and x.
Lsimpl: The tactic Lsimpl repeatedly applies Lbeta and Lrewrite in alternation and
can solve trivial goals by reflexivity.
Time bounds: All tactics can be used to analyse time bounds as well: Lbeta, Lrewrite,
and Lsimpl transform goals of the form s ?k t to goals of the form s0 ?k t for an s0 with
s k1 s0 , instantiating the existential variable ?k with k1 + ?k’.

5.2

Registering Inductive Datatypes

To register an inductive datatype we provide the monadic operation tmGenEncode : ident
→ Type → TemplateMonad unit:
Run TemplateProgram (tmGenEncode "nat_enc" nat).
Hint Resolve nat_enc_correct : Lrewrite.

The operation generates the encoding function and three obligations, which are discharged
automatically.3 The first and second obligation regard procedureness and injectivity of the
generated encoding function by tactics register_proc and register_inj.
The third obligation is saved as nat_enc_correct and is generated similarly to the
encoding function. It states that the encoding behaves like Scott encoding and is also
proven automatically, using the tactic extract match. In the case of natural numbers, it
has the following type: nat_enc_correct : ∀ (n:nat)(s t:term), proc s → proc t
→ enc n s t ≤2 match n with 0 ⇒ s | S n’ ⇒ t (enc n’) end. The lemma has to
be registered in the hint database Lrewrite manually in order to be used by our tactics.
To work with an inductive type, a user also has to extract its constructors. The constant
constructors (e.g. 0 for natural numbers) are trivially computable by their encoding:
Instance reg_is_ext ty (R : registered ty) (x : ty) : computable x.
Proof. ∃ (enc x). reflexivity. Defined.

3

Using Global Obligation Tactic of the Program mode shipped with Coq.
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A specific instance is only needed for the functional constructors of inductive data types:
Instance term_S : computable S. Proof. extract constructor. Qed.

The extract constructor tactic extracts constructors as described in Section 4.3 and show
their correctness fully-automatically as described in the next section.

5.3

Automatically Proving Correctness

As an example4 , we take the boolean disjunction orb x y := if x then true else y. For
the user, the extraction is fully automatic:
Instance term_orb : computable orb. Proof. extract. Qed.

The tactic extract first extracts the Coq term as described in Section 4.2. In this
case, the result is λxy.x(ext true)y. The verification is then performed by iterating the
tactic cstep, where in each step a goal is of the form s ∼ f. The tactic cstep performs
simplifications depending on the Coq term f.
Here, the initial proof goal reads as follows:
(λxy.x(ext true)y) ∼ (fun x y ⇒ if x then true else y)
In case the Coq term is of function type and not syntactically a fix, cstep uses the
definition of ∼ on function types and assumes a boolean x computed by a term ext x. This
yields as intermediate goal the existence of a procedure v with
(λxy.x(ext true)y)(ext x) ∗ v and v ∼ (fun y ⇒ if x then true else y)
Now cstep uses Lsimpl to derive v by simplifying the term (λxy.x(ext true)y)(ext x)
to λy.(ext x)(ext true)y, yielding the proof goal
λy.(ext x)(ext true)y ∼ (fun y ⇒ if x then true else y)
The next call of cstep assumes a fixed boolean y and simplifies by Lrewrite:
if x then ext true else ext y ∼ if x then true else y
In case the Coq term syntactically has a case distinction on top, cstep performs the same
case distinction for the proof, here leaving the two goals ext true ∼ true and ext y ∼ y.
In both cases the Coq term is of registered type and the next call of cstep proves these goals
using the definition of ∼.

5.3.1

Recursive Functions

Recall that recursive functions in Coq are defined via the fix (or Fixpoint) construct, which
allows the application of recursive calls to “smaller” arguments, where the notion “smaller”
is due to the guardedness checker of Coq. The tactic cstep proves the correctness using fix
as well, with the same recursive calls as the extracted function. Therefore, the guardedness
checker will accept the proof for exactly the same reasons it accepted the function definition5 .
As an example6 , the extraction of map A B (see Figure 2) for registered types A and B is
of shape λf.ρ v1 for a procedure v1 , where ρ is the fixed-point combinator from Lemma 1.
4
5
6

Available as an interactive example in Tactics/ComputableDemo.v as Example correctness_example
The guardedness checker rejects some of our produced proofs when extracting functions not directly
structurally recursive: This is due to the additional heuristics in the guardedness checker.
Available as an interactive example in Tactics/ComputableDemo.v as Example correct_recursive
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To verify this term, the proof goal is
λf.ρ v1 ∼ fun f ⇒ fix map l := (...)
The first call of cstep is as in Section 5.3 and yields the following goal, where v2 is
obtained by replacing the L-variable f with ext f for a fixed computable f : A → B in v1 :
(ρ v2 ) ∼ fix map l := (...)
In case the Coq term is syntactically a fix, cstep uses the definition of ∼ on function
types, but generalises the goal over all arguments of fix (in this case only l):
∀l.Σv : T.(ρ v2 )(ext l) ∗ v ∧ v ∼ (fix map l := (...))(ext l)
cstep now inserts a a fix into the proof term, obtaining an inductive hypothesis IH of
the same type as the goal. For the proof term to type-check in the end, IH can only be used
on arguments structurally smaller than l. To guarantee this, cstep always performs a case
analysis on the recursive argument first, i.e. in this case on l, yielding two goals.
In both resulting cases, cstep calls Lrewrite which uses the inductive hypothesis IH
to simplify all occurrences of (ρ v2 )(ext l’) to ext ((fix map l := (...))l’). In both
goals, cstep needs to obtain a procedure v with (ρ v2 )(ext l), which is done using Lsimpl.
For l = [], the goal is trivial because ext [] ∼ []. In the recursive case l = x :: l’, Lsimpl
yields the trivial goal
ext (f x :: ((fix map l := (...))l’) ∼ f x :: ((fix map l := (...))l’)

5.3.2

Higher-Order Functions

Terms containing higher-order functions applied to arguments need a syntactic transformation
to be supported by our framework. To verify the correctness of e.g. map (fun x ⇒ x + y)l
as part of a bigger program, we essentially need to show
tmap (λx.t+ x y) (εl) ∼ map (fun x ⇒ x + y)l
To use the definition of ∼ for tmap , we would have to show (λx.t+ x y) ∼ (fun x ⇒ x + y).
This introduces several difficulties, one is that the term might contain free variables that
need to be beta abstracted, and another one occurs when time bound are of interest: Since
our verification of time bounds is only semi-automatic and requires the user to instantiate
the recurrences by hand, we would need to interrupt the proof here for a user to fill in the
concrete time bounds for (λx.t+ x y).
We thus restrict the scope of the framework and only cover applications of higher order
functions to arguments which syntactically are composed from previously extracted term by
application (without the use of abstractions). In this case this would mean that one has to
define a Coq term f y := fun x ⇒ x + y, which has to be extracted before map (f y)l.

5.4

Proving Time Bounds

All simplification tactics also keep track of the number of β-steps in reductions and can thus
be used to infer recurrence equations a correct time complexity function has to satisfy. The
only obligation left to the user when proving instances of computableTime is to provide a
solution to this recurrence equations. As an example, we consider boolean disjunction again
and want to find a time complexity function τ : B → 1 → N × (B → 1 → N × 1):
Instance term_orb : computableTime orb τ .
Proof. extract.

This leaves the user with the recurrence equations π1 (τ x?) ≥ 1 and π1 (π2 (τ x?)y?) ≥ 3,
indicating that torb needs one step to reduce to an abstraction if applied to an encoded
boolean x and this abstraction needs 3 further steps to a value if applied to a boolean y. Thus,
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choosing τ as fun _ _ ⇒ (1,fun _ _ ⇒ (3,tt)) works. We provide the tactic solverec
which simplifies goals containing inequations and tries to show them using the lia tactic
shipped with Coq. If proving the inequality needs further reasoning, the tactic presents the
user with simplified goals.
The recurrence equations for the time bound are inferred incrementally by cstep using an
existential variable. To prove computableTime orb τ , cstep first introduces an assumption
H : ?P τ and opens a new goal ?P τ . In each step, cstep performs the transformations
described in Section 5.3 while keeping track of the number of steps, asserting that τ needs
to be larger than the number of β-steps performed by instantiating ?P further. For nonrecursive functions, this will only produce lower bounds for components of τ , while for
recursive correctness proof it produces inequalities that contain τ on both sides.
To find time bound functions interactively, we define the opaque polymorphic constant
cnst {X:Type} (x:X): nat := 0 which can be used as a place-holder for unknown constants. To find the time complexity for map7 one would start with the following:
Lemma termT_map A B (Rx : registered A) (Ry: registered B):
computableTime (@map A B) (fun f τf ⇒ (cnst "c",fun l _ ⇒ (cnst ("g",l),tt))).
Proof. extract. solverec.

This yields three conditions: 1 <= cnst "c", 7 <= cnst ("g", []), and fst (τf a tt)
+ cnst ("g", l) + 11 <= cnst ("g", a :: l). Note that cnst allows us to keep track
of the different arguments that the time bound is instantiated with later. As expected, the
time bound of map must also sum up all the time bounds for calling f on all elements of the
list, and indeed, solverec can show the lemma using this time bound:
fun f τf ⇒ (1, fun l _ ⇒ (fold_right (fun x res ⇒ π1 (τf x tt) + res + 11) 7 l, tt))

6

Case studies

We provide three case studies: A universal L-term obtained as extraction from the Coq
definition of a step-indexed self-interpreter for L (in Functions/Universal.v), a manyone reduction from solvability of Diophantine equations to the halting problem of L (in
Reductions/H10.v), and a linear simulation of Turing machines in L (in TM/TMEncoding.v).

6.1

Step-indexed L-interpreter

A step-indexed interpreter for L is a function eva : N → T → O T s.t. for closed s we have
(∃n. eva n s = btc) ↔ (s ∗ t ∧ t is a procedure). The function can be defined as follows [12]:
Fixpoint eva (n : nat) (u : term) :=
match u with
| var n ⇒ None | lam s ⇒ Some (lam s)
| app s t ⇒ match n with
| 0 ⇒ None
| S n ⇒ match eva n s, eva n t with
| Some (lam s), Some t ⇒ eva n (subst s 0 t)
| _ , _ ⇒ None
end
end
end.

Here subst s 0 t denotes substitution, which uses Nat.eqb as boolean equality test on
natural numbers. We extract all three functions in reverse order. To do so, we first need
encodings for natural numbers and term constructors as shown in Section 5.2 and encodings
for terms. We first generate the encoding function and register it:
7

Available as an interactive example in Tactics/ComputableDemo.v as comeUp_timebound
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Run TemplateProgram (tmGenEncode "term_enc" term).
Hint Resolve term_enc_correct : Lrewrite.

We can then extract the non-constant constructors, Nat.eqb, subst, and eva:
Instance term_var : computableTime var (fun n _ ⇒ (1, tt)).
Proof. extract constructor. solverec. Qed.
Instance term_app : computableTime app (fun s1 _ ⇒ (1, (fun s2 _ ⇒ (1, tt)))).
Proof. extract constructor. solverec. Qed.
Instance term_lam : computableTime lam (fun s _ ⇒ (1, tt)).
Proof. extract constructor. solverec. Qed.
Instance termT_nat_eqb :
computableTime Nat.eqb (fun x _ ⇒ (5, (fun y _ ⇒ ((min x y) * 15 + 8, tt)))).
Proof. extract. solverec. Qed.
Instance term_substT :
computableTime subst (fun s _ ⇒ (5, (fun n _ ⇒ (1, (fun t _ ⇒
(15 * n * size s + 43 * (size s) ^ 2 + 13, tt)))))).
Proof. extract. solverec. Qed.
Instance term_eva : computable eva.
Proof. extract. Qed.

Note that the implementation of eva is very naive and needs steps exponential in n, we
thus omit its time complexity.8 A more reasonable implementation could be obtained by
extracting the heap-based abstract machine from [18] to L.

6.2

Diophantine equations

The problems contained in the library of undecidable problems in Coq [10] are proven
undecidable by a chain of many-one reductions starting at the halting problem for Turing
machines. As a matter of fact, all problems contained in the library so far are actually
interreducible. An easy way to prove this is to reduce leafs in the reduction graph to the
halting problem for L defined as Es := ∃v.(s ∗ v ∧ v is an abstraction) and then implement
one general reduction from E to the halting problem of Turing machines.
As an example how to reduce problems to E we use our framework to reduce solvable
Diophantine equations [20], i.e. Hilbert’s tenth problem H10, to E.
We first explain the general structure using mathematical notation. In [7], the authors
define synthetic notions of decidability and enumerability. If this definitions are enriched
with explicit computability assumptions, one obtains:
I Definition 5. A predicate p : X → P is L-decidable if there exists a computable f : X → B
s.t. ∀x. px ↔ f x = tt.
I Definition 6. A predicate p : X → P is L-enumerable if there exists a computable
f : N → O X s.t. ∀x. px ↔ ∃n.f n = bxc.
Theorem 7. If p : X → P is L-enumerable and equality on X is L-decidable, then p  E.
Proof. Let f be the (computable) enumerator N → O X and d : X ×X → B the (computable)
equality decider. We define s := λx. µ(λn. tf n (λy.td x y) tff ). Here, µ is an unbounded search
operator, i.e. s performs unbouded search for x in the range of f . Then px ↔ E(s x).
J
8

The recurrence equation generated for eva one would have to solve reads f (1 + n)(s1 s2 ) ≥ f n s1 +
f n s2 + 43 · (size t1 )2 + f n (t1 0t2 ) + 53, with eva n s1 = λt1 and eva n s2 = t2 .
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Moreover, it is easier to implement concrete enumerators based on lists, i.e. computable
enumerators f : N → L X s.t. px ↔ ∃n. x ∈ f n. The equivalence proof of both notions can
be found in [7]. Extending the proof with explicit computability assumptions as needed here
is straightforward and we refer to the Coq code.
We now switch to a more technical notation and show how to construct such a list
enumerator for H10 in Coq. We first define the type of polynomials, generate its encoding
and extract its constructors:
Inductive poly : Set :=
poly_cst : nat → poly
| poly_var : nat → poly
| poly_add : poly → poly → poly | poly_mul : poly → poly → poly.
Run TemplateProgram (tmGenEncode "enc_poly" poly).
Hint Resolve enc_poly_correct : Lrewrite.
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance

term_poly_cst
term_poly_var
term_poly_add
term_poly_mul

:
:
:
:

computable
computable
computable
computable

poly_cst.
poly_var.
poly_add.
poly_mul.

extract
extract
extract
extract

constructor.
constructor.
constructor.
constructor.

Qed.
Qed.
Qed.
Qed.

We define evaluation of polynomials under assignments S : list nat as and the decision
problem H10 as follows:
Fixpoint eval (p : poly) (S : list nat) :=
match p with
| poly_cst n ⇒ n
| poly_var n ⇒ nth n S 0
| poly_add p1 p2 ⇒ eval p1 S + eval p2 S
| poly_mul p1 p2 ⇒ eval p1 S * eval p2 S
end.
Definition H10 ’(p1, p2) := ∃ S, eval p1 S = eval p2 S.
Instance term_eval : computable eval. extract. Qed.

where nth n S d returns the n-th element in S, or d if S is not long enough. We also define
a computable function poly_eqb : poly → poly → bool deciding syntactic equality.
To show that H10 is L-enumerable, we enumerate all polynomials using L_poly : nat
→ list poly. Due to the restriction that higher-order arguments can not syntactically
contain abstractions, we first extract uncurried versions of the constructors:
Definition poly_add’ ’(x,y) : poly := poly_add x y.
Instance term_poly_add’ : computable poly_add’. extract. Qed.
Definition poly_mul’ ’(x,y) : poly := poly_mul x y.
Instance term_poly_mul’ : computable poly_mul’. extract. Qed.
Fixpoint L_poly n : list (poly) :=
match n with
| 0 ⇒ []
| S n ⇒ L_poly n ++ map poly_cst (L_nat n) ++ map poly_var (L_nat n)
++ map poly_add’ (list_prod (L_poly n) (L_poly n))
++ map poly_mul’ (list_prod (L_poly n) (L_poly n))
end.
Instance term_L_poly : computable L_poly. extract. Qed.

The last and crucial lemma is the adaption of Fact 2.9 from [7]:
Lemma 8. If p : X × Y → P is L-enumerable, then λx.∃y. p(x, y) is L-enumerable.
Theorem 9. H10 is L-enumerable.
Proof. By Lemma 8 we have to give a list enumerator for two polynomials p1 and p2 together
with solutions S:
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fix f n := match n with 0 ⇒ []
| S n ⇒ f n ++ filter (fun ’(p1,p2,S) ⇒ Nat.eqb (eval p1 S) (eval p2 S))
(list_prod (list_prod (L_poly n) (L_poly n)) (L_list_nat n)) end.

where list_prod is the cartesian product on lists and L_list_nat is a list enumerator for
list nat.
J
Corollary 10. H10  E
Proof. By Theorems 9 and 7.

6.3

J

Turing Machines

We show how our framework can be used to reduce the halting problem of multi-tape Turing
machines Halt to the halting problem of L. We employ a Coq implementation of the definition
of Turing machines by Asperti and Ricciotti [3], who formalise Turing machines in Matita.
Definition loopM : ∀ (sig : finType) (n : nat) (M : mTM sig n),
mconfig sig (states M) n → nat → option (mconfig sig (states M) n) := (* ... *)
Definition Halt :{ ’(Sigma, n) : _ & mTM Sigma n & tapes Sigma n} → _ :=
fun ’(existT2 _ _ (Sigma, n) M tp) ⇒
∃ (f: mconfig _ (states M) _), halt (cstate f) = true
∧ ∃ k, loopM (mk_mconfig (start M) tp) k = Some f.

Their formalisation uses the (dependent) vector type to model multiple tapes and an
explicit transition function. Both aspects do not fit in our framework directly. We thus
showcase two techniques to extend our framework in certain cases.
First, to encode types not in the scope of the framework, we notice that an encoding for
a type A can be obtained from an encoding function εB given an injective function A → B.
We pack this insight in the definition registerAs, which can be used as follows:
Instance register_vector X ‘{registered X} n : registered (Vector.t X n).
Proof. apply (registerAs VectorDef.to_list). (* injectivity proof *) Defined.

Second, we observe that computability is closed under extensional equality:
Definition 11. We define extensional equality for a type A with ty : TA recursively on ty.
Elements x, y of an encodable type A are extensionally equal if they are equal. Functions
f, g : A → B are extensionally equal if for all a : A, f a is extensionally equal to ga.
Lemma 12. If f and g are extensionally equal and t ∼τ f then t ∼τ g.
Combining those two insights allows us to extract any vector operation by extracting the
corresponding list-operation.
Furthermore, we use the fact that functions with finite domain and co-domain can always
be translated into a value table containing lists of pairs. We can thus show that every
transition function is computable in time independent of the current configuration, and
derive time bound for loopM, executing a machine for k steps:
Instance term_trans : computableTime (trans (m:=M)) (fun _ _ ⇒ (transTime,tt)).
Proof. (* ... *) Qed.
Instance term_loopM :
let c1 := (haltTime + n*121 + transTime + 76) in let c2 := 13 + haltTime in
computableTime (loopM (M:=M)) (fun _ _ ⇒ (5,fun k _ ⇒ (c1 * k + c2,tt))).
Proof. unfold loopM. extract. solverec. Qed.
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Here haltTime and transTime are constants depending on the concrete machine, its
number of tapes and its alphabet. By unbounded search over all number of steps k we obtain:
Theorem 13. Halt reduces to E.

7

Conclusion

Formalisation. The tools in our framework heavily rely on Coq’s tactic language Ltac to
verify the correctness of extracted terms. During the verification, existential variables are
crucial to generate the recurrence equations described in Section 5.4 while simultaneously
simplifying the L-terms as described in Section 5.1. For this simplification, we implement a
reflective simplification tactic for L-terms used in Lbeta. We tried to use setoid-rewriting for
Lrewrite, but the need to track the number of reduction steps requires us to implement our
own, domain-specific rewriting tactic in Ltac. This tactic implements bottom-up rewriting,
resulting in smaller proof terms and faster rewriting, by performing many rewrite steps in
one pass through the term: A tactic using congruence lemmas descends in the term and on
the way out, rewriting steps are performed. We use the hint databases for the auto-tactic to
add new lemmas for rewriting.
Typeclasses are employed as a kind of dictionary, e.g. to look up the extraction for a
previously extracted function or its correctness lemma.
The framework consists of roughly 2100 lines of code, of which 370 are for the definitions
described in Section 3.2 and their properties, 380 are for the extraction in Section 4, 950
are for the simplification presented in Section 5.1, and 420 are for the tactics proving those
extracts correct in Section 5.3.
In total, the case studies consist of 340 lines of specification and 280 lines f code: 20 lines
are for the universal machine, 200 for H10 and 400 for the Turing machine interpreter. All
examples are built on a library of extracted functions concerning natural numbers, booleans
and lists, which consists of 360 lines of code.
Future Work. There are several directions in which the framework can be extended. We
would like to extend the framework to support space bounds in addition to time bounds,
based on the space measure defined in [9]. Furthermore, our automation framework is sound
by construction, because it produces proofs. We conjecture it to be complete for the described
fragment of Coq’s type theory we are considering, but reasoning about tactics programmed
in Ltac is basically impossible. In the future, we would like to be able to support all of Coq’s
type theory (possibly leaving out co-inductive types). In order to do that, the extraction
process would have to support proof and type erasure, which can be implemented using
Template-Coq.
On the more conceptual side, our extraction basically returns realisers in a realisability
model for the treated fragment of Coq’s type theory. We would like to analyse and verify such
realisability models using MetaCoq, possibly connecting the (weak call-by-value) evaluation
relation defined in MetaCoq with reduction in the realisability model, yielding a proof that
for a certain subset of Coq’s type theory, all definable functions are indeed computable.
Lastly, we hope that our framework enables the formalisation of basic computational
complexity theory in Coq. We would like to mechanise results like a time hierarchy theorem
for the call-by-value λ-calculus. The commonly known proofs for Turing machines or similar
models use self-interpreters. The tightness of the provable gap then depends on the timeefficiency of the interpreter in use. As mentioned, the self-interpreter given in Section 6.1 is
too inefficient and we want to extract the interpreters described in [18] and [9] to L.
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1

Introduction

A good algorithm must be correct. Yet, to err is human: algorithm designers and algorithm
implementors sometimes make mistakes. Although testing can detect mistakes, it cannot in
general prove their absence. Thus, when high reliability is desired, algorithms should ideally
be verified. A “verified algorithm” traditionally means an algorithm whose correctness has
been verified: it is a package of an implementation, a specification, and a machine-checked
proof that the algorithm always produces a result that the specification permits.
A growing number of verified algorithms appear in the literature. To cite just a very few
examples, in the area of graph algorithms, Lammich and Neumann [27, 26] verify a generic
depth-first search algorithm which, among other applications, can be used to detect a cycle in
a directed graph; Lammich [25], Pottier [36], and Chen et al. [10, 9] verify various algorithms
for finding the strongly connected components of a directed graph. A verified algorithm can
serve as a building block in the construction of larger verified software: for instance, Esparza
et al. [12] use a cycle detection algorithm as a component in a verified LTL model-checker.
However, a good algorithm must not just be correct: it must also be fast, and reliably so.
Many algorithmic problems admit a simple, inefficient solution. Therefore, the art and science
of algorithm design is chiefly concerned with imagining more efficient algorithms, which often
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are more involved as well. Due to their increased sophistication, these algorithms are natural
candidates for verification. Furthermore, because the very reason for existence of these
algorithms is their alleged efficiency, not only their correctness, but also their complexity,
should arguably be verified.
Following traditional practice in the algorithms literature [22, 43], we study the complexity
of an algorithm based on an abstract cost model, as opposed to physical worst-case execution
time. Furthermore, we wish to establish asymptotic complexity bounds, such as O(n), as
opposed to concrete bounds, such as 3n + 5. While bounds on physical execution time are
of interest in real-time applications, they are difficult to establish and highly dependent on
the compiler, the runtime system, and the hardware. In contrast, an abstract cost model
allows reasoning at the level of source code. We fix a specific model in which every function
call has unit cost and every other primitive operation has zero cost. Although one could
assign a nonzero cost to each primitive operation, that would make no difference in the
end: an asymptotic complexity bound is independent of the costs assigned to the primitive
operations, and is robust in the face of minor changes in the implementation.
In prior work, Charguéraud and Pottier [8] verify the correctness and the worst-case
amortized asymptotic complexity of an OCaml implementation of the Union-Find data
structure. They establish concrete bounds, such as 4α(n) + 12, as opposed to asymptotic
bounds, such as O(α(n)). This case study demonstrates that it is feasible to mechanize
such a challenging complexity analysis, and that this analysis can be carried out based on
actual source code, as opposed to pseudo-code or an idealized mathematical model of the
data structure. Charguéraud and Pottier use CFML [6, 7], an implementation inside Coq
of Separation Logic [37] with Time Credits [3, 8, 17, 18, 32]. This program logic makes it
possible to simultaneously verify the correctness and the complexity of an algorithm, and
allows the complexity argument to depend on properties whose validity is established as part
of the correctness argument. We provide additional background in Section 2.
In subsequent work, Guéneau, Charguéraud and Pottier [17] formalize the O notation,
propose a way of advertising asymptotic complexity bounds as part of Separation Logic
specifications, and implement support for this approach in CFML. They present a collection
of small illustrative examples, but do not carry out a challenging case study.
One major contribution of this paper is to present such a case study. We verify the
correctness and worst-case amortized asymptotic complexity of an incremental cycle detection
algorithm (and data structure) due to Bender, Fineman, Gilbert, and Tarjan [4, §2]. With this
data structure, the complexity of building a directed graph of n vertices and m edges, while
incrementally ensuring that no edge insertion creates a cycle, is O(m · min(m1/2 , n2/3 ) + n).
Although its implementation is relatively straightforward, its design is subtle, and it is far
from obvious, by inspection of the code, that the advertised complexity bound is respected.
As a second contribution, on the algorithmic side, we simplify and enhance Bender et al.’s
algorithm. To handle the insertion of a new edge, the original algorithm depends on a
runtime parameter, which limits the extent of a certain backward search. This parameter
influences only the algorithm’s complexity, not its correctness. Bender et al. show that
setting it to min(m1/2 , n2/3 ) throughout the execution of the algorithm allows achieving the
advertised complexity. This means that, in order to run the algorithm, one must anticipate
the final values of m and n. This seems at least awkward, or even impossible, if one wishes
to use the algorithm in an online setting, where the sequence of operations is not known
in advance. Instead, we propose a modified algorithm, where the extent of the backward
search is limited by a value that depends only on the current state. The pseudocode for both
algorithms appears in Figure 2; it is explained later on (Section 5). The modified algorithm
has the same complexity as the original algorithm and is a genuine online algorithm. It is
the one that we verify.
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As a third contribution, on the methodological side, we switch from N to Z in our
accounting of execution costs, and explain why this leads to a significant decrease in the
number of proof obligations. In our previous work [8, 17], costs are represented as elements
of N. In this approach, at each operation of (say) unit cost in the code, one must prove that
the number of execution steps performed so far is less than the number of steps advertised in
the specification. This proof obligation arises because, in N, the equality m + (n − m) = n
holds if and only if m ≤ n holds. In contrast, in Z, this equality holds unconditionally. For
this reason, representing costs as elements of Z can dramatically decrease the number of
proof obligations (Section 3). Indeed, one must then verify just once, at the end of a function
body, that the actual cost is less than or equal to the advertised cost. The switch from N
to Z requires a modification of the underlying Separation Logic, for which we provide a
machine-checked soundness proof.
Our verification effort has had some practical impact already. For instance, the Dune
build system [41] needs an incremental cycle detection algorithm in order to reject circular
build dependencies as soon as possible. For this purpose, the authors of Dune developed
an implementation of Bender et al.’s original algorithm, which we recently replaced with
our improved and verified algorithm [16]. Our contribution increases the trustworthiness of
Dune’s code base, without sacrificing its efficiency: in fact, our measurements suggest that
our code can be as much as 7 times faster than the original code in a real-world scenario. As
another potential application area, it is worth mentioning that the second author (Jourdan)
has deployed an as-yet-unverified incremental cycle detection algorithm in the kernel of the
Coq proof assistant [44], where it is used to check the satisfiability of universe constraints [39,
§2]. At the time, this yielded a dramatic improvement in the overall performance of Coq’s
proof checker: the total time required to check the Mathematical Components library dropped
from 25 to 18 minutes [23]. The algorithm deployed inside Coq is more general than the
verified algorithm considered in this paper, as it also maintains strong components, as in
Section 4 of Bender et al.’s paper [4]. Nevertheless, we view the present work as one step
towards verifying Coq’s universe inference system.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:
A simple yet crucial improvement to Bender et al.’s incremental cycle detection algorithm,
making it a genuine online algorithm;
An implementation of it in OCaml as a self-contained, reusable data structure;
A machine-checked proof of the functional correctness and worst-case amortized asymptotic complexity of this implementation.
The discovery of the nonobvious fact that counting time credits in Z leads to significantly
fewer proof obligations, together with a study of the metatheory of Separation Logic with
Time Credits in Z and support for it in CFML.
Our code and proofs are available online (Supplement Material). Our methodology is modular:
at the end of the day, the verified data structure is equipped with a succinct specification
(Figure 1) which is intended to serve as the sole reference when verifying a client of the
algorithm. We believe that this case study illustrates the great power and versatility of our
approach, and we claim that this approach is generally applicable to many other nontrivial
data structures and algorithms.

2

Separation Logic with Time Credits

Hoare Logic [19] allows verifying the correctness of an imperative algorithm by using assertions
to describe the state of the program. Separation Logic [37] improves modularity by employing
assertions that describe only a fragment of the state and at the same time assert the unique
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ownership of this fragment. In general, a Separation Logic assertion claims the ownership
of certain resources, and (at the same time) describes the current state of these resources.
A heap fragment is an example of a resource.
Separation Logic with Time Credits [3, 8, 32] is a simple extension of Separation Logic
in which “a permission to perform one computation step” is also a resource, known as a
credit. The assertion $1 represents the unique ownership of one credit. The logic enforces
the rule that every function call consumes one credit. Credits do not exist at runtime; they
appear only in assertions, such as pre- and postconditions, loop invariants, and data structure
invariants. For instance, the Separation Logic triple:
∀ g G. { IsGraph g G ∗ $(3 |edges G| + 5) } dfs(g) { IsGraph g G }
can be read as follows. If initially g is a runtime representation of the graph G and if 3m + 5
credits are at hand, where m is the number of edges of G, then the function call dfs(g)
executes safely and terminates; after this call, g remains a valid representation of G, and no
credits remain.
In the dfs example, assuming that the assertion IsGraph g G is credit-free (which means,
roughly, that this assertion definitely does not own any credits), the precondition guarantees
the availability of 3m + 5 credits (and no more), and no credits remain in the postcondition.
So, this triple guarantees that the execution of dfs(g) involves at most 3m + 5 computation
steps. Later on in this paper (Section 8), we define IsGraph g G in such a way that it is not
credit-free: its definition involves a nonnegative number of credits. If that were the case
in the above example, then 3m + 5 would have to be interpreted as an amortized bound.
Amortization is discussed in greater depth in the next section (Section 4).
Admittedly, 3m + 5 is too low-level a bound: it would be preferable to state that the
cost of dfs(g) is O(m), a more abstract and more robust specification. Following Guéneau
et al. [17], this can be expressed in the following style:
∃(f : Z → Z).

nonnegative f ∧ monotonic f ∧ f Z λm.m
∧ ∀ g G. { IsGraph g G ∗ $ f (|edges G|) } dfs(g) { IsGraph g G }

The concrete function λm.(3m + 5) is no longer visible; it has been abstracted away under
the name f . The specification states that f is nonnegative (∀m. f (m) ≥ 0), monotonic
(∀mm0 . m ≤ m0 ⇒ f (m) ≤ f (m0 )), and dominated by the function λm.m, which means that
f grows linearly.
The soundness of Separation Logic with Time Credits stems from the fact that a credit
cannot be spent twice. Technically, the soundness metatheorem for Separation Logic with
Time Credits guarantees that, for every valid Hoare triple, the following inequality holds:
credits in precondition ≥ steps taken + credits in postcondition.
This type of metatheorem is proved by Charguéraud and Pottier [8, §3] and by Mével
et al. [32] for Separation Logics with nonnegative credits.
The CFML tool can be viewed as an implementation of Separation Logic with Time
Credits for OCaml inside Coq. CFML enables reasoning in forward style. The user inspects
the source code, step by step. At each step, she is allowed to visualize and manipulate a
description of the current program state in the form of a Separation Logic formula. This
formula not only describes the current heap, but also indicates how many time credits are
currently available. Guéneau et al. [17, §5, §6] describe the deduction rules of the logic and
the manner in which they are applied.
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Negative Time Credits

In the original presentations of Separation Logic with Time Credits [3, 8, 17, 18], credits are
counted in N. This seems natural because $n is interpreted as a permission to take n steps
of computation, and a number of execution steps is never a negative value.
In this setting, credits are affine, that is, it is sound to discard them: the law $n
true
holds. The law $(m + n) ≡ $m ∗ $n holds for every m, n ∈ N. This splitting law is used when
one wishes to spend a subset of the credits at hand. Yet, in practice, the law that is most
often needed is a slightly different formulation. Indeed, if n credits are at hand and if one
wishes to step over an operation whose cost is m, the appropriate law is $n ≡ $(n − m) ∗ $m,
which holds only under the side condition m ≤ n. (This is subtraction in N, so m > n implies
n − m = 0.)
This side condition gives rise to a proof obligation, and these proof obligations tend to
accumulate. If n credits are initially at hand and if one wishes to step over a sequence of
k operations whose costs are m1 , m2 , . . . , mk , then k proof obligations arise: n − m1 ≥ 0,
n − m1 − m2 ≥ 0, and so on, until n − m1 − m2 − . . . − mk ≥ 0. In fact, these proof obligations
are redundant: the last one alone implies all of the previous ones. Unfortunately, in an
interactive proof assistant such as Coq, it is not easy to take advantage of this fact and
present only the last proof obligation to the user. Furthermore, in the proof of Bender et al.’s
algorithm, we have encountered a more complex situation where, instead of looking at a
straight-line sequence of k operations, one is looking at a loop, whose body is a sequence of
operations, and which itself is followed with another sequence of operations. In this situation,
proving that the very last proof obligation implies all previous obligations may be possible
in principle, but requires a nontrivial strengthening of the loop invariant, which we would
rather avoid, if at all possible!
To avoid this accumulation, in this paper, we work in a variant of Separation Logic where
Time Credits are counted in Z. Its basic laws are as follows:
$0 ≡ true
zero credit is equivalent to nothing at all
$(m + n) ≡ $m ∗ $n credits are additive
$n ∗ [n ≥ 0] true
nonnegative credits are affine; negative credits are not
Quite remarkably, in the second law, there is no side condition. In particular, this law
implies $0 ≡ $n ∗ $(−n), which creates positive credit out of thin air, but creates negative
credit at the same time. As put by Tarjan [42], “we can allow borrowing of credits, as long
as any debt incurred is eventually paid off”. In the third law, the side condition n ≥ 0
guarantees that a debt cannot be forgotten. Without this requirement, the logic would be
unsound, as the second and third laws together would imply $0
$1.
Because the second law has no side condition, stepping over a sequence of k operations
whose costs are m1 , m2 , . . . , mk gives rise to no proof obligation at all. At the end of
the sequence, n − m1 − m2 − . . . − mk credits remain, which the user typically wishes to
discard. This is done by applying the third law, giving rise to just one proof obligation:
n − m1 − m2 − . . . − mk ≥ 0. In summary, switching from N to Z greatly reduces the number
of proof obligations that appear about credits.
A secondary benefit of this switch is to reduce the number of conversions between N
and Z that must be inserted in specifications and proofs. Indeed, we model OCaml’s signed
integers as mathematical integers in Z. (We currently ignore the mismatch between OCaml’s
limited-precision integers and ideal integers. It should ideally be taken into account, but this
is orthogonal to the topic of this paper.)
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InitGraph
∃k. {$k} init_graph() {λg.IsGraph g ∅}
AddVertex
∀g G v.
let m, n := |edges G| , |vertices G| in
v 6∈ vertices G =⇒


IsGraph g G ∗
$(ψ (m, n + 1) − ψ (m, n))
(add_vertex g v)


λ(). IsGraph g (G + v)

Acyclicity
∀g G. IsGraph g G
IsGraph g G ∗ [∀x. x −→
6 +
G x]

DisposeGraph
∀g G. IsGraph g G

true

AddEdge
∀g G v w.
let m, n := |edges G| , |vertices G| in
v, w ∈ vertices G ∧ (v, w) ∈
/ edges G =⇒


IsGraph g G ∗
$(ψ (m + 1, n) − ψ (m, n))
(add_edge_or_detect_cycle g v w)



 λres. match res with
| Ok ⇒ IsGraph g (G + (v, w))


| Cycle ⇒ [w −→∗G v]
Complexity
nonnegative ψ ∧ monotonic ψ ∧
ψ Z×Z λ(m, n). (m · min(m1/2 , n2/3 ) + n)

Figure 1 Specification of an incremental cycle detection algorithm.

Because negative time credits are not affine, it is not the case here that every assertion is
affine, as in Iris [24] or in earlier versions of CFML. Affine and non-affine assertions must
now be distinguished: a points-to assertion, which describes a heap-allocated object, remains
affine; the assertion $n is affine if and only if n is nonnegative; an abstract assertion, such as
IsGraph g G, may or may not be affine, depending on the definition of IsGraph. (Here, it is
in fact affine; see §4 and DisposeGraph in Figure 1.) We have adapted CFML so as to
support this distinction.
From a metatheoretical perspective, the introduction of negative time credits requires
adapting the proof of soundness of Separation Logic with Time Credits. We have successfully updated our pre-existing Coq proof of this result [8]; an updated proof is available
online (Supplement Material).

4

Specification of the Algorithm

The interface for an incremental cycle detection algorithm consists of three public operations:
init_graph, which creates a fresh empty graph, add_vertex, which adds a vertex, and
add_edge_or_detect_cycle, which either adds an edge or report that this edge cannot be
added because it would create a cycle.
Figure 1 shows a formal specification for an incremental cycle detection algorithm. It
consists of six statements. InitGraph, AddVertex, and AddEdge are Separation Logic
triples: they assign pre- and postconditions to the three public operations. DisposeGraph
and Acyclicity are Separation Logic entailments. The last statement, Complexity,
provides a complexity bound. It is the only statement that is specific to the algorithm
discussed in this paper. Indeed, the first five statements form a generic specification, which
any incremental cycle detection algorithm could satisfy.
The six statements in the specification share two variables, namely IsGraph and ψ. These
variables are implicitly existentially quantified in front of the specification: a user of the
algorithm must treat them as abstract.
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The predicate IsGraph is an abstract representation predicate, a standard notion in
Separation Logic [35]. It is parameterized with a memory location g and with a mathematical
graph G. The assertion IsGraph g G means that a well-formed data structure, which
represents the mathematical graph G, exists at address g in memory. At the same time, this
assertion denotes the unique ownership of this data structure.
Because this is Separation Logic with Time Credits, the assertion IsGraph g G can also
represent the ownership of a certain number of credits. For example, for the specific algorithm
considered in this paper, we later define IsGraph g G as ∃L. $φ(G, L) ∗ . . . (Section 8), where
φ is a suitable potential function [42]. φ is parameterized by the graph G and by a map L
of vertices to integer levels. Intuitively, this means that φ(G, L) credits are stored in the
data structure. These details are hidden from the user: φ does not appear in Figure 1. Yet,
the fact that IsGraph g G can involve credits means that the user must read AddVertex
and AddEdge as amortized specifications [42]: the actual cost of a single add_vertex or
add_edge_or_detect_cycle operation is not directly related to the number of credits that
explicitly appear in the precondition of this operation.
The function ψ has type Z×Z → Z. In short, ψ(m, n) is meant to represent the advertised
cost of a sequence of n vertex creation and m edge creation operations. In other words, it is
the number of credits that one must pay in order to create n vertices and m edges. This
informal claim is explained later on in this section.
InitGraph states that the function call init_graph() creates a valid data structure,
which represents the empty graph ∅, and returns its address g. Its cost is k, where k is an
unspecified constant; in other words, its complexity is O(1).
DisposeGraph states that the assertion IsGraph g G is affine: that is, it is permitted
to forget about the existence of a valid graph data structure. By publishing this statement, we guarantee that we are not hiding a debt inside the abstract predicate IsGraph.
Indeed, to prove that DisposeGraph holds, we must verify that the potential φ(G, L) is
nonnegative (Section 3).
AddVertex states that add_vertex requires a valid data structure, described by the
assertion IsGraph g G, and returns a valid data structure, described by IsGraph g (G + v).
(We write G + v for the result of extending the mathematical graph G with a new vertex v
and G + (v, w) for the result of extending G with a new edge from v to w.) In addition,
add_vertex requires ψ(m, n + 1) − ψ(m, n) credits. These credits are not returned: they
do not appear in the postcondition. They either are actually consumed or become stored
inside the data structure for later use. Thus, one can think of ψ(m, n + 1) − ψ(m, n) as the
amortized cost of add_vertex.
Similarly, AddEdge states that the cost of add_edge_or_detect_cycle is ψ(m + 1, n) −
ψ(m, n). This operation returns either Ok, in which case the graph has been successfully
extended with a new edge from v to w, or Cycle, in which case this new edge cannot be added,
because there already is a path in G from w to v. (The proposition w −→∗G v appears within
square brackets, which convert an ordinary proposition to a Separation Logic assertion.) In
the latter case, the data structure is invalidated: the assertion IsGraph g G is not returned.
Thus, in that case, no further operations on the graph are allowed.
By combining the first four statements in Figure 1, a client can verify that a call to
init_graph, followed with an arbitrary interleaving of n calls to add_vertex and m successful
calls to add_edge_or_detect_cycle, satisfies the specification {$(k + ψ(m, n))} . . . {true},
where k is the cost of init_graph. Indeed, the cumulated cost of the calls to add_vertex
and add_edge_or_detect_cycle forms a telescopic sum that adds up to ψ(m, n) − ψ(0, 0),
which itself is bounded by ψ(m, n).
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To insert a new edge from v to w and detect potential cycles:
− If L(v) < L(w), insert the edge (v, w), declare success, and exit
− Perform a backward search:
− start from v
− follow an edge (backward) only if its source vertex x satisfies L(x) = L(v)
− if w is reached, declare failure and exit
− if F edges have been traversed, interrupt the backward search
→ in Bender et al.'s algorithm, F is a constant ∆
→ in our algorithm, F is L(v)
− If the backward search was not interrupted, then:
− if L(w) = L(v), insert the edge (v, w), declare success, and exit
− otherwise set L(w) to L(v)
− If the backward search was interrupted, then set L(w) to L(v) + 1
− Perform a forward search:
− start from w
− upon reaching a vertex x:
− if x was visited during the backward search, declare failure and exit
− if L(x) ≥ L(w), do not traverse through x
− if L(x) < L(w), set L(x) to L(w) and traverse x
− Finally, insert the edge (v, w), declare success, and exit
Figure 2 Pseudocode for Bender et al.’s algorithm and for our improved algorithm.

Since Separation Logic with Time Credits is sound, the triple {$(k + ψ(m, n))} . . . {true}
implies that the actual worst-case cost of the sequence of operations is k + ψ(m, n). This
confirms our earlier informal claim that ψ(m, n) represents the cost of creating n vertices
and m edges.
Acyclicity states that, from the Separation Logic assertion IsGraph g G, the user can
deduce that G is acyclic. In other words, as long as the data structure remains in a valid
state, the graph G remains acyclic.
Although the exact definition of ψ is not exposed, Complexity provides an asymptotic
bound: ψ(m, n) ∈ O(m · min(m1/2 , n2/3 ) + n). Technically, the relation Z×Z is a domination
relation between functions of type Z × Z → Z [17]. Our complexity bound thus matches the
one published by Bender et al. [4].

5

Overview of the Algorithm

We provide pseudocode for Bender et al.’s algorithm [4, §2] and for our improved algorithm
in Figure 2. The only difference between the two algorithms is the manner in which a
certain internal parameter, named F , is set. The value of F influences the complexity of the
algorithm, not its correctness.
When the user requests the creation of an edge from v to w, finding out whether this
operation would create a cycle amounts to determining whether a path already exists from w
to v. A naïve algorithm could search for such a path by performing a forward search, starting
from w and attempting to reach v.
One key feature of Bender et al.’s algorithm is that a positive integer level L(v) is
associated with every vertex v, and the following invariant is maintained: L forms a pseudotopological numbering. That is, “no edge goes down”: if there is an edge from v to w,
then L(v) ≤ L(w) holds. The presence of levels can be exploited to accelerate a search: for
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instance, during a forward search whose purpose is to reach the vertex v, any vertex whose
level is greater than that of v can be disregarded. The price to pay is that the invariant must
be maintained: when a new edge is inserted, the levels of some vertices must be adjusted.
A second key feature of Bender et al.’s algorithm is that it not only performs a forward
search, but begins with a backward search that is both restricted and bounded. It is restricted
in the sense that it searches only one level of the graph: starting from v, it follows only
horizontal edges, that is, edges whose endpoints are both at the same level. Therefore, all of
the vertices that it discovers are at level L(v). It is bounded in the sense that it is interrupted,
even if incomplete, after it has processed a predetermined number of edges, denoted by the
letter F in Figure 2.
A third key characteristic of Bender et al.’s algorithm is the manner in which levels are
updated so as to maintain the invariant when a new edge is inserted. Bender et al. adopt
the policy that the level of a vertex can never decrease. Thus, when an edge from v to w is
inserted, all of the vertices that are accessible from w must be promoted to a level that is at
least the level of v. In principle, there are many ways of doing so. Bender et al. proceed as
follows: if the backward search was not interrupted, then w and its descendants are promoted
to the level of v; otherwise, they are promoted to the next level, L(v) + 1. In the latter
case, L(v) + 1 is possibly a new level. We see that such a new level can be created only if
the backward search has not completed, that is, only if there exist at least F edges at level
L(v). In short, a new level may be created only if the previous level contains sufficiently
many edges. This mechanism is used to control the number of levels.
The last key aspect of Bender et al.’s algorithm is the choice of F . On the one hand, as F
increases, backward searches become more expensive, as each backward search processes up
to F edges. On the other hand, as F decreases, forward searches become more expensive.
Indeed, a smaller value of F leads to the creation of a larger number of levels, and (as
explained later) the total cost of the forward searches is proportional to the number of levels.
Bender et al. set F to a constant ∆, defined as min(m1/2 , n2/3 ) throughout the execution
of the algorithm, where m and n are upper bounds on the final numbers of edges and vertices
in the graph. As explained earlier (Section 1), though, it seems preferable to set F to a
value that does not depend on such upper bounds, as they may not be known ahead of
time. In our modified algorithm, F stands for L(v), where v is the source of the edge that
is being inserted. This value depends only on the current state of the data structure, so
our algorithm is truly online. We prove that it has the same complexity as Bender et al.’s
original algorithm, namely O(m · min(m1/2 , n2/3 ) + n).

6

Informal Complexity Analysis

We now present an informal complexity analysis of Bender et al.’s original algorithm. In this
algorithm, the parameter F is fixed: it remains constant throughout the execution of the
algorithm. Under this hypothesis, the following invariant holds: for every level k except the
highest level, there exist at least F horizontal edges at level k (edges whose endpoints are
both at level k). A proof is given in Appendix A of the extended version.
From this invariant, one can derive two upper bounds on the number of levels. Let K
denote the number of nonterminal levels. First, the invariant implies m ≥ KF , therefore
K ≤ m/F . Furthermore, for each nonterminal level k, the vertices
√ at level k form a
subgraph with at least F edges, which therefore must
have
at
least
F vertices. In other
√
√
words, at every nonterminal
level,
there
are
at
least
F
vertices.
This
implies n ≥ K F ,
√
therefore K ≤ n/ F .
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Let us estimate the algorithm’s complexity. Consider a sequence of n vertex creation
and m edge creation operations. The cost of one backward search is O(F ), as it traverses at
most F edges. Because each edge insertion triggers one such search, the total cost of the
backward searches is O(mF ). The forward search traverses an edge if and only if this edge’s
source vertex is promoted to a higher level. Therefore, the cost of a forward search is linear
in the number of edges whose source vertex is thus promoted. Because there are m edges and
because a vertex can be promoted at most K times, the total cost of the forward searches is
O(mK). In summary, the cost of this sequence of operations is O(mF + mK).
By combining this result with the two bounds on K obtained
above, one finds that the
√
complexity of the algorithm is O(m · (F + min(m/F, n/ F )). A mathematical analysis
(Appendix A of the extended version) shows that setting F to ∆, where ∆ is defined
as min(m1/2 , n2/3 ), leads to the asymptotic bound O(m · min(m1/2 , n2/3 )). This completes
our informal analysis of Bender et al.’s original algorithm.
In our modified algorithm, in contrast, F is not a constant. Instead, each edge insertion
operation has its own value of F : indeed, we let F stand for L(v), where v is the source
vertex of the edge that is being inserted. We are able to establish the following invariant: for
every level k except the highest level, there exist at least k horizontal edges at level k. This
subsequently allows us to establish a bound on the number of levels: we prove that L(v) is
bounded by a quantity that is asymptotically equivalent to ∆.

7

Implementation

Our OCaml code, shown in Figure 3, relies on auxiliary operations whose implementation
belongs in a lower layer. We do not prescribe how they should be implemented and what
data structures they should rely upon; instead, we provide a specification for each of them,
and prove that our algorithm is correct, regardless of which implementation choices are
made. We provide and verify one concrete implementation, so as to guarantee that our
requirements can be met.
For brevity, we do not give the specifications of these auxiliary operations. Instead, we
list them and briefly describe what they are supposed to do. Each of them is required to
have constant time complexity.
To update the graph, the algorithm requires the ability to create new vertices and new
edges (create_vertex and add_edge). To avoid creating duplicate edges, it must be able to
test the equality of two vertices (vertex_eq).
The backward search requires the ability to efficiently enumerate the horizontal incoming
edges of a vertex (get_incoming). The collection of horizontal incoming edges of a vertex y is
updated during a forward search. It is reset when the level of y is increased (clear_incoming).
An edge is added to it when a horizontal edge from x to y is traversed (add_incoming). The
backward search also requires the ability to generate a fresh mark (new_mark), to mark a
vertex (set_mark), and to test whether a vertex is marked (is_marked). These marks are
consulted also during the forward search.
The forward search requires the ability to efficiently enumerate the outgoing edges of a
vertex (get_outgoing). It also reads and updates the level of certain vertices (get_level,
set_level).
Several choices arise in the implementation of graph search. First, the frontier can be
either implicit, if the search is formulated as a recursive function, or represented as an explicit
data structure. We choose the latter approach, as it lends itself better to the implementation
of an interruptible search. Second, one must choose between an imperative style, where the
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let rec visit_backward g target mark fuel stack =
match stack with
| [] -> VisitBackwardCompleted
| x :: stack ->
let (stack, fuel), interrupted = interruptible_fold (fun y (stack, fuel) ->
if fuel = 0 then Break (stack, -1)
else if vertex_eq y target then Break (stack, fuel)
else if is_marked g y mark then Continue (stack, fuel - 1)
else (set_mark g y mark; Continue (y :: stack, fuel - 1))
) (get_incoming g x) (stack, fuel) in
if interrupted
then if fuel = -1 then VisitBackwardInterrupted else VisitBackwardCyclic
else visit_backward g target mark fuel stack
let backward_search g v w fuel =
let mark = new_mark g in
let v_level = get_level g v in
set_mark g v mark;
match visit_backward g w mark fuel [v] with
| VisitBackwardCyclic -> BackwardCyclic
| VisitBackwardInterrupted -> BackwardForward (v_level + 1, mark)
| VisitBackwardCompleted -> if get_level g w = v_level
then BackwardAcyclic
else BackwardForward (v_level, mark)
let rec visit_forward g new_level mark stack =
match stack with
| [] -> ForwardCompleted
| x :: stack ->
let stack, interrupted = interruptible_fold (fun y stack ->
if is_marked g y mark then Break stack
else
let y_level = get_level g y in
if y_level < new_level then begin
set_level g y new_level;
clear_incoming g y;
add_incoming g y x;
Continue (y :: stack)
end else if y_level = new_level then begin
add_incoming g y x;
Continue stack
end else Continue stack
) (get_outgoing g x) stack in
if interrupted then ForwardCyclic
else visit_forward g new_level mark stack
let forward_search g w new_w_level mark =
clear_incoming g w;
set_level g w new_w_level;
visit_forward g new_w_level mark [w]
let add_edge_or_detect_cycle (g : graph) (v : vertex) (w : vertex) =
let succeed () = add_edge g v w; Ok in
if vertex_eq v w then Cycle
else if get_level g w > get_level g v then succeed ()
else match backward_search g v w (get_level g v) with
| BackwardCyclic -> Cycle
| BackwardAcyclic -> succeed ()
| BackwardForward (new_level, mark) ->
match forward_search g w new_level mark with
| ForwardCyclic -> Cycle
| ForwardCompleted -> succeed ()

Figure 3 OCaml implementation of the verified incremental cycle detection algorithm.
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frontier is represented as a mutable data structure and the code is structured in terms of
“while” loops and “break” and “continue” instructions, and a functional style, where the
frontier is an immutable data structure and the code is organized in terms of tail-recursive
functions or higher-order loop combinators. Because OCaml does not have “break” and
“continue”, we choose the latter style.
The function visit_backward, for instance, can be thought of as two nested loops. The
outer loop is encoded via a tail call to visit_backward itself. This loop runs until the stack
is exhausted or the inner loop is interrupted. The inner loop is implemented via the loop
combinator interruptible_fold, a functional-style encoding of a “for” loop whose body
may choose between interrupting the loop (Break) and continuing (Continue). This inner
loop iterates over the horizontal incoming edges of the vertex x. It is interrupted when a
cycle is detected or when the variable fuel, whose initial value corresponds to F (Section 5),
reaches zero.
The main public entry point of the algorithm is add_edge_or_detect_cycle, whose
specification was presented in Figure 1. The other two public functions, init_graph and
add_vertex, are trivial; they are not shown.

8

Data Structure Invariants

As explained earlier (Section 4), the specification of the algorithm refers to two variables,
IsGraph and ψ, which must be regarded as abstract by a client. Figure 4 gives their formal
definitions. The assertion IsGraph g G captures both the invariants required for functional
correctness and those required for the complexity analysis. It is a conjunction of three
conjuncts, which we describe in turn.
The conjunct IsRawGraph g G L M I asserts that there is a data structure at address g in
memory, claims the unique ownership of this data structure, and summarizes the information
that is recorded in this structure. The parameters G, L, M, I together form a logical model of
this data structure: G is a mathematical graph; L is a map of vertices to integer levels; M is
a map of vertices to integer marks; and I is a map of vertices to sets of vertices, describing
horizontal incoming edges. The parameters L, M and I are existentially quantified in the
definition of IsGraph, indicating that they are internal data whose existence is not exposed
to the user.
The second conjunct, [Inv G L I], is a pure proposition that relates the graph G with
the maps L and I. Its definition appears next in Figure 4. Anticipating on the fact
that we sometimes need a relaxed invariant, we actually define a more general predicate
InvExcept E G L I, where E is a set of “exceptions”, that is, a set of vertices where certain
properties are allowed not to hold. Instantiating E with the empty set ∅ yields Inv G L I.
The proposition InvExcept E G L I is a conjunction of five properties. The first four
capture functional correctness invariants: the graph G is acyclic, every vertex has positive
level, L forms a pseudo-topological numbering of G, and the sets of horizontal incoming
edges represented by I are accurate with respect to G and L. The last property plays a
crucial role in the complexity analysis (Section 6). It asserts that “every vertex has enough
coaccessible edges at the previous level”: for every vertex x at level k + 1, there must be at
least k horizontal edges at level k from which x is accessible. The vertices in the set E may
disobey this property, which is temporarily broken during a forward search.
The last conjunct in the definition of IsGraph is $φ(G, L). This is a potential [42], a
number of credits that have been received from the user (through calls to add_vertex and
add_edge_or_detect_cycle) and not yet spent. φ(G, L) is defined as C · (net G L). The
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IsGraph g G := ∃L M I. IsRawGraph g G L M I ∗ [Inv G L I] ∗ $φ(G, L)
Inv G L I := InvExcept ∅ G L I
InvExcept E G L I :=

acyclicity:




 positive levels:
pseudo-topological numbering:



horizontal incoming edges:


replete levels:

∀x.
∀x.
∀x y.
∀x y.
∀x.

x −→
6 +
G x
L(x) ≥ 1
x −→G y =⇒ L(x) ≤ L(y)
x ∈ I(y) ⇐⇒ x −→G y ∧ L(x) = L(y)
x ∈ E ∨ enoughEdgesBelow G L x

enoughEdgesBelow G L x := |coaccEdgesAtLevel G L k x| ≥ k

where k = L(x) − 1

coaccEdgesAtLevel G L k x := { (y, z) | y −→G z −→∗G x ∧ L(y) = L(z) = k }
)
φ(G, L)
:= C · (net G L)
where m = |edges G|
and n = |vertices G|
net G L
:= received m n − spent G L
spent G L

:=

P

L(u)

(u,v) ∈ edges G

received m n

:= m · (maxLevel m n + 1)

maxLevel m n

:=

min(d(2m)1/2 e, b( 23 n)2/3 c) + 1

ψ(m, n)

:=

C 0 · (received m n + m + n)

Figure 4 Definitions of IsGraph and ψ, with auxiliary definitions.

constant C is derived from the code; its exact value is in principle known, but irrelevant, so
we refer to it only by name. The quantity “net G L” is defined as the difference between
“received m n”, an amount that has been received, and “spent G L”, an amount that has been
spent. “net G L” can also be understood as a sum over all edges of a per-edge amount, which
for each edge (u, v) is “maxLevel m n − L(u)”. This is a difference between “maxLevel m n”,
which one can prove is an upper bound on the current level of every vertex, and L(u), the
current level of the vertex u. This difference can be intuitively understood as the number of
times the edge (u, v) might be traversed in the future by a forward search, due to a promotion
of its source vertex u.
We have reviewed the three conjuncts that form IsGraph g G. There remains to define ψ,
which also appears in the public specification (Figure 1). Recall that ψ(m, n) denotes the
number of credits that we request from the user during a sequence of m edge additions and
n vertex additions. Up to another known-but-irrelevant constant factor C 0 , it is defined as
“m + n + received m n”, that is, a constant amount per operation plus a sufficient amount to
justify that φ(m, n) credits are at hand, as claimed by the invariant IsGraph g G. It is easy
to check, by inspection of the last few definitions in Figure 4, that Complexity is satisfied,
that is, ψ(m, n) is O(m · min(m1/2 , n2/3 ) + n).
The public function add_edge_or_detect_cycle expects a graph g and two vertices v
and w. Its public specification has been presented earlier (Figure 1). The top part of Figure 5
shows the same specification, where IsGraph (01) and ψ (02) have been unfolded. This shows
that we receive time credits from two different sources: the potential of the data structure,
on the one hand, and the credits supplied by the user for this operation, on the other hand.
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∀g G L M I v w. let m := |edges G| and n := |vertices G| in
v, w ∈ vertices G ∧ (v, w) 6∈ edges G =⇒

IsRawGraph g G L M I ∗ [Inv G L I] ∗ $φ(G, L) ∗
$(C 0 · (received (m + 1) n − received m n + 1))
(add_edge_or_detect_cycle g v w)

λres. match res with



| Ok ⇒ let G0 := G + (v, w) in ∃L0 M 0 I 0 .

IsRawGraph g G0 L0 M 0 I 0 ∗ [Inv G0 L0 I 0 ] ∗ $φ(G0 , L0 )


| Cycle ⇒ [w −→∗G v]

(01)
(02)











Figure 5 Specifications for edge creation, after unfolding of the representation predicate.

9

Specifications for the Algorithm’s Main Functions

The specifications of the two search functions, backward_search and forward_search,
appear in Figure 6. They capture the algorithm’s key internal invariants and spell out exactly
what each search achieves and how its cost is accounted for.
The function backward_search expects a nonnegative integer fuel, which represents the
maximum number of edges that the backward search is allowed to process. In addition, it
expects a graph g and two distinct vertices v and w which must satisfy L(w) ≤ L(v). (If
that is not the case, an edge from v to w can be inserted immediately.) The graph must
be in a valid state (03). The specification requires A · fuel + B credits to be provided (04),
for some known-but-irrelevant constants A and B. Indeed, the cost of a backward search is
linear in the number of edges that are processed, therefore linear in fuel.
This function returns either BackwardCyclic, BackwardAcyclic, or a value of the form
BackwardForward(k, mark). The first line in the postcondition (05) asserts that the graph
remains valid and changes only in that some marks are updated: M changes to M 0 .
The remainder of the postcondition depends on the function’s return value, res. If it is
BackwardCyclic, then there exists a path in G from w to v (06). If it is BackwardAcyclic,
then v and w are at the same level and there is no path from w to v (07). In this case, no
forward search is needed. If it is of the form BackwardForward(k, mark), then a forward
search is required.
In the latter case, the integer k is the level to which the vertex w and its descendants
should be promoted during the subsequent forward search. The value mark is the mark that
was used by this backward search; the subsequent forward search uses this mark to recognize
vertices reached by the backward search. The postcondition asserts that the vertex v is
marked, whereas w is not (08), since it has not been reached. Moreover, every marked vertex
lies at the same level as v and is an ancestor of v (09). Finally, one of the following two cases
holds. In the first case, w must be promoted to the level of v and currently lies below the
level of v (10) and the backward search is complete, that is, every ancestor of v that lies at
the level of v is marked (11). In the second case, w must be promoted to level L(v) + 1 and
there exist at least fuel horizontal edges at the level of v from which v can be reached (12).
The function forward_search expects the graph g, the target vertex w, the level k to
which w and its descendants should be promoted, and the mark mark used by the backward
search. The vertex w must be at a level less than k and must be unmarked. The graph
must be in a valid state (13). The forward search requires a constant amount of credits B 0 .
Furthermore, it requires access to the potential $φ(G, L), which is used to pay for edge
processing costs.
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∀fuel g G L M I v w.
fuel ≥ 0 ∧ v, w ∈ vertices G ∧ v 6= w ∧ L(w) ≤ L(v) =⇒

IsRawGraph g G L M I ∗ [Inv G L I] ∗
$(A · fuel + B)
(backward_search g v w fuel)

λres. ∃M 0 .




IsRawGraph g G L M 0 I ∗ [Inv G L I] ∗




[match res with





| BackwardCyclic ⇒ w −→∗G v




| BackwardAcyclic ⇒ L(v) = L(w) ∧ w −→
6 ∗G v

| BackwardForward(k, mark) ⇒



M 0 v = mark ∧ M 0 w 6= mark ∧




(∀x. M 0 x = mark =⇒ L(x) = L(v) ∧ x −→∗G v) ∧




( (k = L(v) ∧ L(w) < L(v) ∧





∀x. L(x) = L(v) ∧ x −→∗G v =⇒ M 0 x = mark)


∨ (k = L(v) + 1 ∧ fuel ≤ |coaccEdgesAtLevel G L (L(v)) v|))]

∀g G L M I w k mark.
w ∈ vertices G ∧ L(w) < k ∧ M w 6= mark =⇒

IsRawGraph g G L M I ∗ [Inv G L I] ∗
$(B 0 + φ(G, L))
(forward_search g w k mark)

λres. ∃L0 I 0 .




IsRawGraph g G L0 M I 0 ∗





[L0 (w) = k ∧ (∀x. L0 (x) = L(x) ∨ w −→∗G x)] ∗




match res with

| ForwardCyclic ⇒ [∃x. M x = mark ∧ w −→∗G x]



| ForwardCompleted ⇒




$φ(G, L0 ) ∗




[(∀x y. L(x) < k ∧ w −→∗G x −→G y =⇒ M y 6= mark) ∧



InvExcept {x | w −→∗G x ∧ L0 (x) = k} G L0 I 0 ]
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(03)
(04)







(05) 








(06) 



(07) 

(08)
(09)
(10)
(11)
(12)




















(13)
(14)







(15) 




(16) 





(17)






(18) 



(19) 



(20)

Figure 6 Specifications for the main two auxiliary functions.

This function returns either ForwardCyclic or ForwardCompleted. It affects the low-level
graph data structure by updating certain levels and certain sets of horizontal incoming edges:
L and I are changed to L0 and I 0 (15). The vertex w is promoted to level k, and a vertex x
can be promoted only if it is a descendant of w (16).
If the return value is ForwardCyclic, then, according to the postcondition, there exists a
vertex x that is accessible from w and that has been marked by the backward search (17).
This implies that there is a path from w through x to v. Thus, adding an edge from v to w
would create a cycle. In this case, the data structure invariant is lost.
If the return value is ForwardCompleted, then, according to the postcondition, φ(G, L0 )
credits are returned (18). This is precisely the potential of the data structure in its new
state. Furthermore, two logical propositions hold. First (19), the forward search has not
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encountered a marked vertex: for every edge (x, y) that is accessible from w, where x is
at level less than k, the vertex y is unmarked. (This implies that there is no path from w
to v.) Second (20), the invariant Inv G L0 I 0 is satisfied except for the fact that the property
of “replete levels” (Figure 4) may be violated at descendants of w whose level is now k.
Fortunately, this proposition (20), combined with a few other facts that are known to hold at
the end of the forward search, implies Inv G0 L0 I 0 , where G0 stands for G + (v, w). In other
words, at the end of the forward search, all levels and all sets of horizontal incoming edges
are consistent with the mathematical graph G0 , where the edge (v, w) exists. Thus, after
this edge is effectively created in memory by the call add_edge g v w, all is well: we have
both IsRawGraph g G0 L0 M 0 I 0 and Inv G0 L0 I 0 , so add_edge_or_detect_cycle satisfies
its postcondition, under the form shown in Figure 6.

10

Related Work

Neither interactive program verification nor Separation Logic with Time Credits are new
(Section 1). Outside the realm of Separation Logic, several researchers present machinechecked complexity analyses, carried out in interactive proof assistants. Van der Weegen
and McKinna [46] study the average-case complexity of Quicksort, represented in Coq as a
monadic program. The monad is used to introduce both nondeterminism and comparisoncounting. Danielsson [11] implements a Thunk monad in Agda and uses it to reason about the
amortized complexity of data structures that involve delayed computation and memoization.
McCarthy et al. [30] present a monad that allows the time complexity of a Coq computation
to be expressed in its type. Nipkow [33] proposes machine-checked amortized complexity
analyses of several data structures in Isabelle/HOL. The code is manually transformed into
a cost function.
Several mostly-automated program verification systems can verify complexity bounds.
Madhavan et al. [29] present such a system, which can deal with programs that involve
memoization, and is able to infer some of the constants that appear in user-supplied complexity
bounds. Srikanth et al. [40] propose an automated verifier for user-supplied complexity
bounds that involve polynomials, exponentials, and logarithms. When a bound is not met, a
counter-example can be produced. Such automated tools are inherently limited in the scope
of programs that they can handle. For instance, the algorithm considered in the present
paper appears to be far beyond reach of any of these fully automated tools.
There is also a vast body of work on fully-automated inference of complexity bounds,
beginning with Wegbreit [47] and continuing with more recent papers and tools [15, 14, 2,
13, 20]. Carbonneaux et al.’s analysis produces certificates whose validity can be checked by
Coq [5]. It is possible in principle to express these certificates as derivations in Separation
Logic with Time Credits. This opens the door to provably-safe combinations of automated
and interactive tools.
Finally, there is a rich literature on static and dynamic analyses that aim at detecting
performance anomalies [34, 31, 21, 28, 45].
Early work on the verification of garbage collection algorithms includes, in some form,
the verification of a graph traversal. For example, Russinoff [38] uses the Boyer-Moore
theorem prover to verify Ben Ari’s incremental garbage collector, which employs a two-color
scheme. In more recent work, specifically focused on the verification of graph algorithms,
Lammich [25], Pottier [36], and Chen et al. [10, 9] verify various algorithms for finding the
strongly connected components of a directed graph. In particular, Chen et al. [9] repeat a
single proof using Why3, Coq and Isabelle. None of these works include a verification of
asymptotic complexity.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have used a powerful program logic to simultaneously verify the correctness and complexity of an actual implementation of a state-of-the-art incremental cycle
detection algorithm. Although neither interactive program verification nor Separation
Logic with Time Credits are new, there are still relatively few examples of applying this
simultaneous-verification approach to nontrivial algorithms or data structures. We hope
we have demonstrated that this approach is indeed viable, and can be applied to a wide
range of algorithms, including ones that involve mutable state, dynamic memory allocation,
higher-order functions, and amortization.
As a technical contribution, whereas all previous works use credits in N, we use credits
in Z and allow negative credits to exist temporarily. We explain in Section 3 why this is
safe and convenient.
Following Guéneau et al. [17], our public specification exposes an asymptotic complexity
bound: no literal constants appear in it. We remark, however, that it is often difficult to use
something that resembles the O notation in specifications and proofs. Indeed, in its simplest
form, a use of this notation in a mathematical statement S[O(g)] can be understood as an
occurrence of a variable f that is existentially quantified at the beginning of the statement:
∃f. (f  g) ∧ S[f ]. An example of such a statement was given earlier (Section 2). Here,
f denotes an unknown function, which is dominated by the function g. The definition of
the domination relation  involves further quantifiers [17]. In the analysis of a complex
algorithm or data structure, however, it is often the case that an existential quantifier must
be hoisted very high, so that its scope encompasses not just a single statement, but possibly
a group of definitions, statements, and proofs. The present paper shows several instances
of this phenomenon. In the public specification (Figure 1), the cost function ψ must be
existentially quantified at the outermost level. In the definition of the data structure invariant
(Figure 4) and in the proofs that involve this invariant, several constants appear, such as C
and C 0 , which must be defined beforehand. Thus, even if one could formally use S[O(g)]
as syntactic sugar for ∃f. (f  g) ∧ S[f ], we fear that one might not be able to use this
sugar very often, because a lot of mathematical work is carried out under the existential
quantifier, in a context where f must be explicitly referred to by name. That said, novel
ways of understanding the O notation may permit further progress; Affeldt et al. [1] make
interesting steps in such a direction.
In future work, we would like to verify the algorithm that is used in the kernel of
Coq to check the satisfiability of universe constraints. These are conjunctions of strict
and non-strict ordering constraints, x < y and x ≤ y. This requires an incremental cycle
detection algorithm that maintains strong components. Bender et al. [4, §5] present such an
algorithm. It relies on a Union-Find data structure, whose correctness and complexity have
been previously verified [8]. It is therefore tempting to re-use as much verified code as we
can, without modification.
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Abstract
We describe a formalization of forcing using Boolean-valued models in the Lean 3 theorem prover,
including the fundamental theorem of forcing and a deep embedding of first-order logic with a Booleanvalued soundness theorem. As an application of our framework, we specialize our construction to
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the continuum hypothesis in the resulting model.
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Introduction
The continuum hypothesis (CH) states that there are no sets strictly larger than the countable
natural numbers and strictly smaller than the uncountable real numbers. It was introduced by
Cantor [7] in 1878 and was the very first problem on Hilbert’s list of twenty-three outstanding
problems in mathematics. Gödel [14] proved in 1938 that CH was consistent with ZFC, and
later conjectured that CH is independent of ZFC, i.e. neither provable nor disprovable from
the ZFC axioms. In 1963, Paul Cohen developed forcing [10, 11], which allowed him to prove
the consistency of ¬CH, and therefore complete the independence proof. For this work, which
marked the beginning of modern set theory, he was awarded a Fields medal – the only one
to ever be awarded for a work in mathematical logic.
In this paper we discuss the formalization of a Boolean-valued model of set theory where
the continuum hypothesis fails. The work we describe is part of the Flypitch project, which
aims to formalize the independence of the continuum hypothesis. Our results mark a major
milestone towards that goal.
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Our formalization is written in the Lean 3 theorem prover. Lean is an interactive
proof assistant under active development at Microsoft Research [12, 41]. It implements the
Calculus of Inductive Constructions and has a similar metatheory to Coq, adding definitional
proof irrelevance, quotient types, and a noncomputable choice principle. Our formalization
makes as much use of the expressiveness of Lean’s dependent type theory as possible, using
constructions which are impossible or unwieldy to encode in HOL, much less ZF: Lean’s
ordinals and cardinals, which are defined as equivalence classes of well-ordered types, live one
universe level up and play a crucial role in the forcing argument; the models of set theory we
construct require as input an entire universe of types; our encoding of first-order logic uses
parameterized inductive types to equate type-correctness with well-formedness, eliminating
the need for separate well-formedness proofs.
The method of forcing with Boolean-valued models was developed by Solovay and Scott
in ’65-’66 [35, 38] as a simplification of Cohen’s method. Some of these simplifications were
incorporated by Shoenfield [40] into a general theory of forcing using partial orders, and it is
in this form that forcing is usually practiced. While both approaches have essentially the
same mathematical content (see e.g. [26, 23, 28]), there are several reasons why we chose
Boolean-valued models for our formalization:
Modularity. The theory of forcing with Boolean-valued models cleanly splits into several
components (a general theory of Boolean-valued semantics for first-order logic, a library
for calculations inside complete Boolean algebras, the construction of Boolean-valued
models of set theory, and the specifics of the forcing argument itself) which could be
formalized in parallel and then recombined.
Directness. For the purposes of an independence proof, the Boolean-valued soundness
theorem eliminates the need to produce a two-valued model. This approach also bypasses
any requirement for the reflection theorem/Löwenheim-Skolem theorems, Mostowski
collapse, countable transitive models, or genericity considerations for filters.
Novelty and reusability. As far as we were able to tell, the Boolean-valued approach to
forcing has never been formalized. Furthermore, while for the purposes of an independence
proof, forcing with Boolean-valued models and forcing with countable transitive models
accomplish the same thing, a general library for Boolean-valued semantics of a deeply
embedded logic could be used for formal verification applications outside of set theory,
e.g. to formalize the Boolean-valued semantics of stochastic λ-calculus [37, 4].
Amenability to structural induction. As with Coq, Lean is able to encode extremely
complex objects and reason about their specifications using inductive types. However,
the user must be careful to choose the encoding so that properties they wish to reason
about are accessible by structural induction, which is the most natural mode of reasoning
in the proof assistant. After observing (1) that the Aczel-Werner encoding of ZFC as
an inductive type is essentially a special case of the recursive name construction from
forcing (c.f. Section 3), and (2) that the automatically-generated induction principle for
that inductive type is ∈-induction, it is easy to see that this encoding can be modified to
produce a Boolean-valued model of set theory where, again, ∈-induction comes for free.
We briefly outline the rest of the paper. In Section 1 we outline the method of Booleanvalued models and sketch the forcing argument. Section 2 discusses a deep embedding of
first-order logic, including a proof system and the Boolean-valued soundness theorem. Section
3 discusses our construction of Boolean-valued models of set theory. Section 4 describes the
formalization of the forcing argument and the construction of a suitable Boolean algebra for
forcing ¬CH. Section 5 describes the formalization of some transfinite combinatorics. We
conclude with a reflection on our formalization and an indication of future work.
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Outline of the proof

ZFC is a collection of first-order sentences in the language of a single binary relation {∈},
used to axiomatize set theory. The continuum hypothesis can be written in this fashion
as a first-order sentence CH. A proof of CH is a finite list of deductions starting from ZFC
and ending at CH. The soundness theorem says that provability implies satisfiability, i.e. if
ZFC ` CH, then CH interpreted in any model of ZFC is true. Taking the contrapositive, we
can demonstrate the unprovability (equivalently, the consistency of the negation) of CH by
exhibiting a single model where CH is not true.
A model of a first-order theory T in a language L is in particular a way of assigning true
or false in a coherent way to sentences in L. Modulo provable equivalence, the sentences form
a Boolean algebra and “coherent” means the assignment is a Boolean algebra homomorphism
(so ∨ becomes join, ∀ becomes infimum, etc.) into 2 = {true, false}. The soundness theorem
ensures that this homomorphism v sends a proof φ ` ψ to an inequality v(φ) ≤ v(ψ). 2 may
be replaced by any complete Boolean algebra B, where the top and bottom elements >, ⊥
take the place of true and false. It is straightforward to extend this analogy to a B-valued
semantics for first-order logic, and in this generality, the soundness theorem now says that for
any such B, if ZFC ` CH, then for any B-valued structure where all the axioms of ZFC have
truth-value >, CH does also. Then as before, to demonstrate the consistency of the negation
of CH it suffices to find just one B and a single B-valued model where CH is not “true”.
This is where forcing comes in. Given a universe V of set theory containing a Boolean
algebra B, one constructs in analogy to the cumulative hierarchy a new B-valued universe V B
of set theory, where the powerset operation is replaced by taking functions into B. Thus, the
structure of B informs the decisions made by V B about what subsets, hence functions, exist
among the members of V B ; the real challenge lies in selecting a suitable B and reasoning
about how its structure affects the structure of V B . While V B may vary wildly depending on
the choice of B, the original universe V always embeds into V B via an operation x 7→ x̌, and
while the passage of x to x̌ may not always preserve its original properties, properties which
are definable with only bounded quantification are preserved; in particular, V B thinks Ň is N.
To force the negation of the continuum hypothesis, we use the Boolean algebra B :=
RO(2ℵ2 ×N ) of regular opens of the Cantor space 2ℵ2 ×N . For each ν ∈ ℵ2 , we associate the
B-valued characteristic function χν : N → B by n 7→ {f | f (ν, n) = 1}. This induces what
V B thinks is a new subset χ
fν ⊆ N, called a Cohen real, and furthermore, simultaneously
performing this construction on all ν ∈ ℵ2 induces what V B thinks is a function from ℵ2ˇ
to P(N). After showing that V B thinks this function is injective, to finish the proof it
suffices to show that x 7→ x̌ preserves cardinal inequalities, as then we will have squeezed ℵ1ˇ
properly between N and P(N). This is really the technical heart of the matter, and relies on
a combinatorial property of B called the countable chain condition (CCC), the proof of which
requires a detailed combinatorial analysis of the basis of the product topology for 2ℵ2 ×N ; we
handle this with a general result in transfinite combinatorics called the ∆-system lemma.
So far we have mentioned nothing about how this argument, which is wholly set-theoretic,
is to be interpreted inside type theory. To do this, it was important to separate the mathematical content from the metamathematical content of the argument. While our objective is
only to produce a model of ZFC satisfying certain properties, traditional presentations of
forcing are careful to stay within the foundations of ZFC, emphasizing that all arguments may
be performed internal to a model of ZFC, etc., and it is not immediately clear what parts of
the argument use that set-theoretic foundation in an essential way and require modification
in the passage to type theory. Our formalization clarifies some of these questions.
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Sources. Our strategy for constructing a Boolean-valued model in which CH fails is a
synthesis of the proofs in the textbooks of Bell ([5], Chapter 2) and Manin ([27], Chapter 8).
For the ∆-system lemma, we follow Kunen ([26], Chapters 1 and 5).
Viewing the formalization. The code blocks in this paper were taken directly from our
formalization, but for the sake of formatting and readability, we sometimes omit or modify
universe levels, type ascriptions, and casts. We refer the interested reader to our repository
(see Supplemental Material on page 1) which contains a guide on compiling and navigating
the source files of the project.

2

First-order logic

The starting point for first-order logic is a language of relation and function symbols. We
represent a language as a pair of N-indexed families of types, each of which is to be thought
of as the collection of relation (resp. function) symbols stratified by arity:
structure Language : Type (u+1) :=
(functions : N → Type u) (relations : N → Type u)

2.1

(Pre)terms, (pre)formulas

The main novelty of our implementation of first-order logic is the use of partially applied
terms and formulas, encoded in a parameterized inductive type where the N parameter
measures the difference between the arity and the number of applications. The benefit of this
is that it is impossible to produce an ill-formed term or formula, because type-correctness is
equivalent to well-formedness. This eliminates the need for separate well-formedness proofs.
Fix a language L. We define the type of preterms as follows:
inductive preterm (L : Language.{u}) : N → Type u
| var {} : ∀ (k : N), preterm 0 -- notation 8 &8
| func : ∀ {l : N} (f : L.functions l), preterm l
| app : ∀ {l : N} (t : preterm (l + 1)) (s : preterm 0), preterm l
We use de Bruijn indices to avoid variable shadowing. A member of preterm n is a partially
applied term. If applied to n terms, it becomes a term. We define the type of well-formed
terms term L to be preterm L 0.
There are other methods to define well-typed terms, for example using a nested inductive
type with a constructor (which replaces the second and third constructor in our definition)
| app : ∀ {l : N} (f : L.functions l) (ts : vector term l), term
Here vector term l is a l-tuple of terms. Lean has limited support for nested inductive
types, but defining definitions by recursion on a nested inductive type is inconvenient.
The type of preformulas is defined similarly:
inductive preformula (L : Language.{u}) : N → Type u
| falsum {} : preformula 0 -- notation ⊥
| equal (t1 t2 : term L) : preformula 0 -- notation '
| rel {l : N} (R : L.relations l) : preformula l
| apprel {l : N} (f : preformula (l + 1)) (t : term L) : preformula l
| imp (f1 f2 : preformula 0) : preformula 0 -- notation =⇒
| all (f : preformula 0) : preformula 0 -- notation ∀0
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A member of preformula n is a partially applied formula. If applied to n terms, it
becomes a formula. The type of well-formed formulas formula L is defined to be preterm
L 0. Implication is the only primitive binary connective and universal quantification is the
only primitive quantifier. Since we use classical logic, we can define the other connectives and
quantifiers from these. In particular, we define negation ∼ f to be f =⇒ ⊥ and existential
quantification ∃0 f to be ∼ ∀0 ∼ f. Note that implication and the universal quantifier
cannot be applied to performulas that are not fully applied.
We choose this definition of preformula to mimic preterm. Of course, we could define an
inductive type where the constructors rel and apprel were replaced by the single constructor
| rel : ∀ {l : N} (f : L.relations l) (ts : vector term l), formula
This would not even result in a nested inductive type. However, we found it more convenient
to adapt operations and proofs from preterm to preformula using our definition. Using
vectors results in some extra proof steps for reasoning about vectors. Our approach also
results in some extra proof steps, but they are the same as the steps in the corresponding
proofs for preterms.
We define the usual operations of lifting and substitution for terms and formulas. We
use the notation t ↑0 n # m to mean the preterm of preformula t where all variables which
are at least m are increased by n. t ↑0 n # 0 is abbreviated to t ↑ n. The substitution
t[s // n] is defined to be the term or formula t where all variables that represent the
n-th free variable are replaced by s. More specifically, if an occurrence of a variable &(n+k)
is under k quantifiers, then it is replaced by s ↑ (n+k). Variables &m for m > n + k are
replaced by &(m-1).
Our proof system is a natural deduction calculus, and all rules are motivated to work
well with backwards-reasoning. The type of proof trees is
inductive
| axm
| impI
| impE
| falsumE
| allI
| allE2
| ref
| subst2

prf : set (formula L) → formula L → Type u
{Γ A} (h : A ∈ Γ) : prf Γ A
{Γ} {A B} (h : prf (insert A Γ) B) : prf Γ (A =⇒ B)
{Γ} (A) {B} (h1 : prf Γ (A =⇒ B)) (h2 : prf Γ A) : prf Γ B
{Γ} {A} (h : prf (insert ∼A Γ) ⊥) : prf Γ A
{Γ A} (h : prf ((λ f, f ↑ 1) 00 Γ) A) : prf Γ (∀0 A)
{Γ} A t (h : prf Γ (∀0 A)) : prf Γ (A[t // 0])
(Γ t) : prf Γ (t ' t)
{Γ} (s t f) (h1 : prf Γ (s ' t)) (h2 : prf Γ (f[s // 0])) :
prf Γ (f[t // 0])

In allI the notation (λ f, f ↑ 1) 00 Γ means lifting all free variables in Γ by one. A term
of type prf Γ A, denoted Γ ` A, is a proof tree encoding a derivation of A from Γ. We also
define provability as the proposition stating that a proof tree exists.
def provable (Γ : set (formula L)) (f : formula L) : Prop :=
nonempty (prf Γ f)
Our current formalization does not use proof trees in an essential way, but we defined
them so that we can define manipulations on proof trees (like detour elimination) in future
projects. We prove various meta-theoretic properties about provability, like weakening and
the substitution theorem.
def weakening (H1 : Γ ⊆ ∆) (H2 : Γ ` A) : ∆ ` A
def substitution (H : Γ ` A) : (λ f, f[s // n]) 00 Γ ` A[s // n]
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2.2

Completeness

As part of our formalization of first-order logic, we completed a verification of the Gödel
completeness theorem. Although our present development of forcing did not require it, we
anticipate that it will be useful later to e.g. prove the downward Löwenheim-Skolem theorem
for extracting countable transitive models. Like soundness, it also serves as a proof-of-concept
and stress-test of our chosen encoding of first-order logic.
For our formalization, we chose the Henkin-style approach of constructing a canonical
term model. In order to perform the argument, which normally involves modifying the
language “in place” to iteratively add new constant symbols, we had to adapt it to type
theory. Since our languages are represented by pairs of indexed types instead of sets, we
cannot really modify them in-place with new constant symbols. Instead, at each step of
the construction, we must construct an entirely new language in which the previous one
embeds, and in the limit we must compute a directed colimit of types instead of a union.
This construction induces similar constructions on terms and formulas, and completing the
argument requires reasoning with all of them. As a result of our design decisions, only a
few arguments required anything more than straightforward case-analysis and structural
induction. The final statement makes no restrictions on the cardinality of the language.

2.3

Boolean-valued semantics for first-order logic

A complete Boolean algebra is a type B equipped with the structure of a Boolean algebra
d
F
and additionally operations Inf and Sup (which we write as and ) returning the infimum
and supremum of an arbitrary collection of members of B. We use u, t, =⇒ , >, and ⊥
to denote meet, join, material implication, and top/bottom elements. For more details on
complete Boolean algebras, we refer the reader to the textbook of Halmos-Givant [13].
I Definition 1. Fix a language L and a complete Boolean algebra B. A B-valued structure
is an instance of the following structure:
structure bStructure :=
(carrier : Type u)
(fun_map : ∀{n}, L.functions n → vector carrier n → carrier)
(rel_map : ∀{n}, L.relations n → vector carrier n → B)
(eq : carrier → carrier → B)
(eq_refl : ∀ x, eq x x = >)
(eq_symm : ∀ x y, eq x y = eq y x)
(eq_trans : ∀{x} y {z}, eq x y u eq y z ≤ eq x z)
(fun_congr : ∀{n} (f : L.functions n) (x y : vector carrier n),
d
(map2 eq x y) ≤ eq (fun_map f x) (fun_map f y))
(rel_congr : ∀{n} (R : L.relations n) (x y : vector carrier n),
d
(map2 eq x y) u rel_map R x ≤ rel_map R y)
d
Above, “ (map2 eq x y)” means “the infimum of the list whose ith entry is eq applied to
x[i] and y[i]”.
Note that Boolean-valued equality is not really an equivalence relation, but “B thinks it
is”. One complication which then arises in Boolean-valued semantics is keeping track of the
congruence lemmas for formulas. However, as part of the soundness theorem shows, once
these extensionality proofs are provided for the basic symbols in the language, they extend
by structural induction to all formulas.
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The soundness theorem

A soundness theorem says that a proof tree may be replayed to produce an actual proof in
the object of truth-values. When the object of truth-values is Prop, this says that a proof
tree compiles to a proof term. When the object of truth-values is a Boolean algebra, this says
that the proof tree becomes an internal implication from the interpretation of the context to
the interpretation of the conclusion:
lemma boolean_soundness {Γ : set (formula L)} {A : formula L}
d
(H : Γ ` A) : ∀ M, ( γ ∈ Γ, M[γ]) ≤ M[A]
Of course, we also formalized the ordinary soundness theorem. As a result of our design
decisions, the proofs of both the ordinary and Boolean-valued soundness theorems were
straightforward structural inductions.

3

Constructing Boolean-valued models of set theory

Throughout this section, we fix a universe level u and a complete Boolean algebra B :
Type u.
In set theory (see e.g. Jech [23] or Bell [5]), Boolean-valued models are obtained by
imitating the construction of the von Neumann cumulative hierarchy via a transfinite
recursion where iterations of the powerset operation (taking functions into 2 = {true, false})
are replaced by iterations of the “B-valued powerset operation” (taking functions into B).
Since this construction by transfinite recursion does not easily translate into type theory,
our construction of Boolean-valued models of set theory is instead a variation on a well-known
encoding originally due to Aczel [1, 3, 2]. This encoding was adapted by Werner [42] to
encode ZFC into Coq, whose metatheory is close to that of Lean. Werner’s construction was
implemented in Lean’s mathlib by Carneiro [9]. In this approach, one takes a universe of
types Type u as the starting point and then imitates the cumulative hierarchy by constructing
the inductive type
inductive pSet : Type (u+1)
| mk (α : Type u) (A : α → pSet) : pSet
The Aczel-Werner encoding is closely related to the recursive definition of names, which is
used in forcing to construct forcing extensions:
I Definition 2. Let P be a partial order (which one thinks of as a collection of forcing
conditions). A P -name is a collection of pairs (y, p) where y is a P -name and p : P .
If P consists of only one element, then a P -name is specified by essentially the same
information as a member of the inductive type pSet above. Conversely, specializing P to
an arbitrary complete Boolean algebra B, we generalize the definition of pSet.mk so that
elements are recursively assigned Boolean truth-values:
inductive bSet (B : Type u) [complete_boolean_algebra B] : Type (u+1)
| mk (α : Type u) (A : α → bSet) (B : α → B) : bSet
Thus bSet B is the type of B-names, and will be the underlying type of our Booleanvalued model of set theory. For convenience, if x : bSet B and x := hα, A, Bi, we put
x.type := α, x.func := A, x.bval := B.
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3.1

Boolean-valued equality and membership

In pSet, equivalence of sets is defined by structural recursion as follows: two sets x and y are
equivalent if and only if for every w ∈ x, there exists a w0 ∈ y such that w is equivalent to
w0 , and vice-versa. Analogously, by translating quantifiers and connectives into operations
on B, Boolean-valued equality is defined in the same way:
def bv_eq : ∀ (x y : bSet B), B
| hα, A, Bi hα0 , A0 , B0 i :=
d
F
( a : α, B a =⇒ a0 , B0 a0 u bv_eq (A a) (A0 a0 )) u
d 0
F
( a : α0 , B0 a0 =⇒ a, B a u bv_eq (A a) (A0 a0 ))
We abbreviate bv_eq with the infix operator =B . With equality in place, it is easy to
define membership by translating “x is a member of y if and only if there exists a w indexed
by the type of y such that x = w.” As with equality, we denote B-valued membership by ∈B .
def mem : bSet B → bSet B → B
F
| a hα0 A0 B0 i := a0 , B0 a0 u a =B A0 a0

3.2

Automation and metaprogramming for reasoning in B

As stressed by Scott [36], “A main point ... is that the well-known algebraic characterizations
of [complete Heyting algebras] and [complete Boolean algebras] exactly mimic the rules of
deduction in the respective logics.” Indeed, that is really why the Boolean-valued soundness
theorem is true. One thinks of the ≤ symbol in an inequality of Boolean truth-values as
a turnstile in a proof state: the conjuncts on the left as a list of assumptions in context,
and the quantity on the right as the goal. For example, given a b : B, the identity
(a ⇒ b) u a ≤ b could be proven by unfolding the definition of material implication, but it is
really just modus ponens; similarly, given an indexed family a : I → B, the equivalence
F
( i, a i ≤ b) ↔ ∀ i, a i ≤ b is just ∃-elimination.
Difficulties arise when the statements to be proved become only slightly more complicated.
Consider the following example, which should be “by assumption”:
∀ a b c d e f g: B, (d u e) u (f u g u ((b u a) u c)) ≤ a
or slightly less trivially, the following example where the goal is attainable by “just applying
a hypothesis to an assumption”
∀ a b c d : B, (a =⇒ b) u c u (d u a) ≤ b
There are three ways to deal with goals like these, which approximately describe the
evolution of our approach. First, one can try using the basic lemmas in mathlib, using
the simplifier to normalize expressions, and performing clever rewrites with the deduction
theorem.2 Second, one can take the LCF-style approach and expand the library of lemmas
with increasingly sophisticated derived inference rules. Third, one can make the following
observation:
I Lemma 3 (Yoneda lemma for posets). Let (P, ≤) be a partially ordered set. Let a b : P .
Then a ≤ b if and only if ∀Γ : P, Γ ≤ a → Γ ≤ b.

2

The deduction theorem in a Boolean algebra says that for all a, b and c, a u b ≤ c ⇐⇒ a ≤ b ⇒ c.
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This is a consequence of the Yoneda lemma for partially ordered sets, and its proof is utterly
trivial. However, one side of the equivalence is much easier for Lean to reason with. Take
the example which should have been “by assumption”. The following proof, in which the
user navigates down the binary tree of nested us, will work:
example {a b c d e f g : B} : (d u e) u (f u g u((b u a)u c)) ≤ a :=
by {apply inf_le_right_of_le, apply inf_le_right_of_le,
apply inf_le_left_of_le, apply inf_le_right_of_le, refl}
But if we use the right-hand side of Lemma 3 instead, then after some preprocessing,
assumption will literally work:
example {a b c d e f g : B} : (d u e) u (f u g u((b u a)u c)) ≤ a :=
by {tidy_context, assumption}
-- 8 tidy_context8 applies 8 poset_yoneda8 , introduces a hypothesis 8 H8 ,
-- uses 8 simp8 at H to convert us to ∧s, and automatically splits
/- Goal state before 8 assumption8 :
[...]
H_right_right_left_left : Γ ≤ b,
H_right_right_left_right : Γ ≤ a
` Γ ≤ a -/
A key feature of Lean is that it is its own metalanguage, allowing for seamless in-line
definitions of custom tactics. This feature was an invaluable asset, as it allowed the rapid
development of a custom tactic library for simulating natural-deduction style proofs inside
B after applying Lemma 3. Boolean-valued versions of natural deduction rules like ∨/∧elimination, instantiation of existentials, implication introduction, and even basic automation
were easy to write. The result is that the user is able to pretend, with absolute rigor, that
they are simply writing proofs in first-order logic while calculations in the complete Boolean
algebra are being performed under the hood.
One use-case where automation is crucial is context-specialization. For example, suppose
that after preprocessing with poset_yoneda, the goal is Γ ≤ (a =⇒ b), and one would
like to “introduce the implication”, adding Γ ≤ a to the context and reducing the goal
to Γ ≤ b. This is impossible as stated. Rather, the deduction theorem lets us rewrite
the goal to Γ u a ≤ b, and now we may add Γ u a ≤ a to the context. So we may
introduce the implication after all, but at the cost of specializing the context Γ to the smaller
context Γ0 := Γ u a. But now, in order for the user to continue the pretense that they are
merely doing first-order logic, this change of variables must be propagated to the rest of the
assumptions which may still be of the form Γ ≤ _ – which is extremely tedious to do by
hand, but easy to automate.

3.3

The fundamental theorem of forcing

The fundamental theorem of forcing for Boolean-valued models [17] states that for any
complete Boolean algebra B, V B is a Boolean-valued model of ZFC. Since, in type theory, a
type universe Type u takes the place of the standard universe V , the analogous statement
in our setting is that for every complete Boolean algebra B, bSet B is a Boolean-valued
model of ZFC.
Bell [5] gives an extremely detailed account of the verification of the ZFC axioms, and we
faithfully followed his presentation for this part of the formalization. Most of it is routine.
We describe some aspects of bSet B which are revealed by this verification.
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Check-names.
I Definition 4. From the definitions of pSet and bSet, one immediately sees that there is a
canonical map check : pSet → bSet B, defined by
def check : pSet → bSet B
| hα,Ai := hα, (λ a, check (A a)), λ a, >i
We call members of the image of check check-names,3 after the usual diacritic notation xˇ
for check (x : pSet). These are also known as canonical names, as they are the canonical
representation of standard two-valued sets inside a Boolean-valued model of set theory.4
The axiom of infinity. In pSet, ω is defined to be the collection of all finite von Neumann
ordinals (via induction on N), and (ω : bSet B) is ωˇ. While it is easy to show ωˇsatisfies
the axiom of infinity
def axiom_of_infinity_spec (u : bSet B) : B :=
d
F
(∅∈B u) u ( i_x, i_y, (u.func i_x ∈B u.func i_y))
it can furthermore be shown to satisfy the universal property of ω, which says that ω is a
subset of any set which contains ∅ and is closed under the successor operation x 7→ x ∪ {x}.
The axiom of powerset.
I Definition 5. Fix a B-valued set x = hα, A, bi. Let χ : α → B be a function. The
subset of x associated to χ is a B-valued set χ
e defined as follows:
def set_of_indicator {x} (χ : x.type → B) := hx.type, x.func, χi
The powerset P(x) of x is defined to be the following B-valued set, whose underlying
type is the type of all functions x.type → B:
def bv_powerset (u : bSet B) : bSet B :=
hu.type → B, (λ f, set_of_indicator f), (λ f, set_of_indicator f ⊆B u)i

The axiom of choice. Following Bell, we verified Zorn’s lemma, which is provably equivalent
over ZF to the axiom of choice. As is the case with pSet, establishing the axiom of choice
requires the use of a choice principle from the metatheory. This was the most involved part
of our verification of the fundamental theorem of forcing, and relies on the technical tool
of mixtures, which allow sequences of B-valued sets to be “averaged” into new ones, and
the maximum principle, which allows existentially quantified statements to be instantiated
without changing their truth-value.
The smallness of B. We end this section by remarking that the “smallness” (or more
precisely, the fact that B lives in the same universe of types out of which bSet B is being
built) is essential in making bSet B a model of ZFC. It is required for extracting the witness
needed for the maximum principle, and is also required to even define the powerset operation,
because the underlying type of the powerset is the function type of all maps into B.
3
4

This terminology is standard, c.f. [17, 28].
We were pleased to discover Lean’s support for custom notation allowed us to declare the Unicode
modifier character U+030C (ˇ) as a postfix operator for check.
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Forcing

4.1

Representing Lean’s ordinals inside pSet and bSet

The treatment of ordinals in mathlib associates a class of ordinals to every type universe,
defined as isomorphism classes of well-ordered types, and includes interfaces for both wellfounded and transfinite recursion. Lean’s ordinals may be represented inside pSet by defining
a map ordinal.mk : ordinal → pSet via transfinite recursion; it is nothing more than
the von Neumann definition of ordinals. In pseudocode,
def ordinal.mk : ordinal → pSet
| 0 := ∅
| succ ξ := pSet.succ (ordinal.mk ξ) -- (mk ξ ∪ {mk ξ})
S
| is_limit ξ :=
η < ξ, (ordinal.mk η)
Composing by check (Definition 4) yields a map check ◦ ordinal.mk : ordinal → bSet
B. (We could just as well have defined ordinal.mk0 : ordinal → bSet B analogously to
ordinal.mk without reference to check, such that ordinal.mk0 = check ◦ ordinal.mk;
the point is that there is a link between the metatheory’s notion of size and order with that
of the forcing extension.)
Cardinals in Lean are defined separately from ordinals as bijective equivalence classes
of types, but are canonically represented by ordinals which are not bijective with any
predecessor. We let aleph : ordinal → ordinal index these representatives. For the rest
of this section, unadorned alephs (e.g. “ℵ2 ”) will mean either an ordinal of the form aleph ξ
or a choice of representative from the isomorphism class of well-ordered types, and checked
alephs (e.g. “ℵ2ˇ ”) will mean the check ◦ ordinal.mk of that ordinal.

4.2

The Cohen poset and the regular open algebra

Forcing with partial orders and forcing with complete Boolean algebras are related by the
fact that every poset of forcing conditions can be embedded into a complete Boolean algebra
as a dense suborder. This will be the case for our forcing argument: our Boolean algebra is
the algebra of regular opens on 2ℵ2 ×N (we identify this space with the subsets of ℵ2 × N),
and the poset of forcing condition embeds in this Boolean algebra as a dense suborder.
I Definition 6. The Cohen poset for adding ℵ2 -many Cohen reals is the collection of all
finite partial functions ℵ2 × N → 2, ordered by reverse inclusion.
In the formalization, the Cohen poset is represented as a structure with three fields:
structure C : Type :=
(ins : finset (ℵ2 .type × N))
(out : finset (ℵ2 .type × N))
(H : ins ∩ out = ∅)
That is, we identify a finite partial function f with the triple hf.ins, f.out, f.Hi, where
f.ins is the preimage of {1}, f.out is the preimage of {0}, and f.H ensures well-definedness.
While f is usually defined as a finite partial function, we found that in practice f is really
only needed to give a finite partial specification of a subset of ℵ2 × N (i.e. a finite set f.ins
which must be in the subset, and a finite set f.out which must not be in the subset), and
chose this representation to make that information immediately accessible.
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I Definition 7. Let X be a topological space, and for any open set U , let U ⊥ denote the
complement of the closure of U . The regular open algebra of a topological space X,
written RO(X), is the collection of all open sets U such that U = (U ⊥ )⊥ , equipped with the
structure of a complete Boolean algebra, with x u y := x ∩ y, x t y := ((x ∪ y)⊥ )⊥ , ¬x := x⊥ ,
F
S
and xi := (( xi )⊥ )⊥ .
The Boolean algebra which we will use for forcing ¬CH is RO(2ℵ2 ×N ). Unless stated
otherwise, for the rest of this section, we put B := RO(2ℵ2 ×N ).
I Definition 8. We define the canonical embedding of the Cohen poset into B as follows:
def ι : C → B := λ p, {S | p.ins ⊆ S ∧ p.out ⊆ - S}
That is, we send each c : C to all the subsets which satisfy the specification given by c.
This is a clopen set, hence regular. Crucially, this embedding is dense:
lemma C_dense {b : B} (H : ⊥ < b) : ∃ p : C, ι p ≤ b
Recalling that ≤ in B is subset-inclusion, we see that this is essentially because the image of
ι : C → B is the standard basis for the product topology. Our chosen encoding of the Cohen
poset also made it easier to perform this identification when formalizing this proof.

4.3

Adding ℵ2 -many distinct Cohen reals

As we saw in Definition 5, for any B-valued set x, characteristic functions into B from the
underlying type of x determine B-valued subsets of x. While the ingredients ℵ2 and N for
B are types and thus external to bSet B, they are represented nonetheless inside bSet B
by their check-names ℵ2ˇ and Ň, and in fact ℵ2 is ℵ2ˇ .type and N is Ň.type. Given our
specific choice of B, this will allow us to construct an ℵ2 -indexed family of distinct subsets of
Ň, which we can then convert into an injective function from ℵ2ˇ to P(N), inside bSet B.
I Definition 9. Let ν : ℵ2 . For any n : N, the collection of all subsets of ℵ2 × N which
contain (ν, n) is a regular open of 2ℵ2 ×N , called the principal open P(ν,n) over (ν, n).
I Definition 10. Let ν : ℵ2 . We associate to ν the B-valued characteristic function χν :
N → B defined by χν (n) := P(ν,n) . In light of our previous observations, we see that each χν
induces a new B-valued subset χ
fν ⊆ Ň. We call χ
fν a Cohen real.
This gives us an ℵ2 -indexed family of Cohen reals. Converting this data into an injective
function from ℵ2ˇ to P(N) inside bSet B requires some care. One must check that ν 7→ χ
fν
is externally injective, and this is where the characterization of the Cohen poset as a dense
subset of B (and moving back and forth between this representation and the definition as
finite partial functions) comes in. Furthermore, one has to develop machinery similar to that
for the powerset operation to convert an external injective function x.type → bSet B to a
B-valued set which bSet B thinks is a injective function, while maintaining conditions on
the intended codomain. Our custom tactics and automation for reasoning inside B made this
latter task significantly easier than it would have been otherwise. We refer the interested
reader to our formalization for details.

4.4

Preservation of cardinal inequalities

So far, we have shown for B = RO(2ℵ2 ×N ) that bSet B thinks ℵ2ˇ is smaller than P(Ň).
Although Lean believes there is a strict inequality of cardinals ℵ0 < ℵ1 < ℵ2 , in general we
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can only deduce that their representations inside bSet B are subsets of each other: > ≤ ℵ
⊆B ℵ1ˇ ⊆B ℵ2ˇ . To finish negating CH, it suffices to show that bSet B thinks ℵ0ˇ is
strictly smaller than ℵ1ˇ , and that bSet B thinks ℵ1ˇ is a strictly smaller than ℵ2ˇ . That
is, for cardinals κ, we want that the passage from κ to κˇ to preserve cardinal inequalities.

0ˇ

I Definition 11. For our purposes, “X is strictly smaller than Y ” means “there exists no
function f such that for every y ∈ Y, there exists an x ∈ X such that (x,y) ∈ f”. Thus,
“X is strictly smaller than Y” translates to the Boolean truth-value
F
d
F
-( f, (is_func f) u y, y ∈B Y =⇒ x, x ∈B X u (x, y) ∈B f).
We abbreviate this with “X ≺ Y ”.
The condition on an arbitrary B which ensures the preservation of cardinal inequalities is
the countable chain condition.
I Definition 12. We say that B has the countable chain condition (CCC) if every
antichain A : I → B (i.e. an indexed collection of elements A := {ai } such that whenever
i 6= j, ai u aj = ⊥) has a countable image.
We sketch the argument that CCC implies the preservation of cardinal inequalities. The
proof is by contraposition. Let κ1 and κ2 be cardinals such that κ1 < κ2 , and suppose that κ1
ˇ is not strictly smaller than κ2ˇ . Then there exists some f : bSet B and some Γ > ⊥ such
d
F
that Γ ≤ (is_func f) u y, y ∈B κ1ˇ =⇒ x, x ∈B κ2ˇ u (x,y) ∈B f. Then one
can show:
lemma AE_of_check_larger_than_check :
∀ β < κ2 , ∃ η < κ1 , ⊥ < (is_func f) u (ηˇ, βˇ ) ∈B f
The name of this lemma emphasizes that what has happened here is that, given this f and
the assumption that it satisfes some ∀-∃ formula inside bSet B, we are able to extract, by
virtue of κ1ˇ and κ2ˇ being check-names, a ∀-∃ statement in the metatheory. Using Lean’s
choice principle, we can then convert this ∀-∃ statement into a function g : κ2 → κ1 , such
that for every β, ⊥ < (is_func f) u (g(β)ˇ , β ˇ ) ∈B f. Since κ2 > κ1 , it follows from
the infinite pigeonhole principle that there exists some η < κ1 such that the g −1 ({η}) is
uncountable. Define A : g −1 ({η}) → B by A(β) := (is_func f) u (g(β)ˇ , βˇ ) ∈B f.
This is an uncountable antichain because if β1 6= β2 , then the well-definedness part of
is_func f ensures that, since g(β1 ) = g(β2 ), the truth-value β 1ˇ = f (g(β1 )) 6=B f (g(β2 )) =
β 2ˇ is ⊥.
Thus, conditional on showing that B = RO(2ℵ2 ×N ) has the CCC, we now have that
cardinal inequalities are preserved in bSet B. Combining this with the injection ℵ2ˇ  P(N),
we obtain:
theorem neg_CH : > = (N ≺ (ℵ1 )ˇ u (ℵ1 )ˇ ≺ (ℵ2 )ˇ u (ℵ2 )ˇ  P(N))
The arguments sketched in Subsection 4.3 and Subsection 4.4 form the heart of the
forcing argument. Their proofs involve taking objects in Type u and bSet B, constructing
corresponding objects on the other side, and reasoning about them in ordinary and B-valued
logic simultaneously to determine cardinalities in bSet B. We have omitted many details
from our discussion, but of course, all the proofs have been formally verified.
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4.5

The unprovability of CH

We conclude this section by briefly describing how the previous results may be converted
into a formal proof of the unprovability of CH. We work in a conservative expansion ZFC0 of
ZFC with an expanded language LZFC0 with symbols for pairing, union, powerset, and ω. We
define ZFC0 to be precisely the ZFC axioms which were verified in the fundamental theorem
of forcing, along with specifications for the new function symbols. CH can then be written as
a deeply-embedded LZFC0 sentence (note the use of de Bruijn indices for variables)
def CH : sentence L_ZFC0 := ¬ ∃0 ∃0 (ω ≺ &1) u (&1 ≺ &0) u (&0  P(ω))
where ≺ and  are abbreviations with the same meaning as in the previous section. Then
proving bSet B  ZFC0 + ¬CH is a straightforward matter of checking that sentences are
interpreted correctly as Boolean truth values which we have already proved to be >. Applying
the contrapositive of the Boolean-valued soundness theorem yields the result.

5

Transfinite combinatorics and the countable chain condition

What remains now is to prove that RO(2ℵ2 ×N ) has the CCC. There are several ways forward;
we chose a very general proof using the ∆-system lemma to show more generally that the
product of topological spaces satisfies the CCC if every finite subproduct does. Our proof
follows Kunen [26].

5.1

The ∆-system lemma

I Definition 13. A family (Ai )i of sets is called a ∆-system (or a sunflower or quasidisjoint) if there is a set r, called the root such that whenever i 6= j we have Ai ∩ Aj = r.
def is_delta_system {α ι : Type∗ } (A : ι → set α) :=
∃(root : set α), ∀{{x y}}, x 6= y → A x ∩ A y = root
The ∆-system lemma states that if we have an uncountable family of finite sets, there is
an uncounbtable subfamily which forms a ∆-system. In Lean this is formulated as follows.
(restrict A t is the restriction of the collection A to t).
theorem delta_system_lemma_uncountable {α ι : Type∗ }
(A : ι → set α) (h : cardinal.omega < mk ι)
(h2A : ∀i, finite (A i)) : ∃(t : set ι),
cardinal.omega < mk t ∧ is_delta_system (restrict A t)
This theorem follows from the following more general statement, taking κ = ℵ0 and θ = ℵ1
(for cardinal numbers the operation c ^< κ or c<κ is the supremum of cρ for ρ < κ).
theorem delta_system_lemma {α ι : Type u} {κ θ : cardinal}
(hκ : cardinal.omega ≤ κ) (hκθ : κ < θ) (hθ : is_regular θ)
(hθ_le : ∀(c < θ), c ^< κ < θ) (A : ι → set α)
(hA : θ ≤ mk ι) (h2A : ∀i, mk (A i) < κ) :
∃(t : set ι), mk t = θ ∧ is_delta_system (restrict A t)
We omit the proof, referring the interested reader to [26] or the formalization.
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RO(2ℵ2 ×N ) has the countable chain condition

I Definition 14. We say that a topological space X satisfies the countable chain condition
if every family of pairwise disjoint open sets is countable.
We first give a sufficient condition for a product of topological spaces to satisfy the
countable chain condition.
Q
I Theorem 15. If we have a family (Xi )i∈I of topological spaces, then i∈I Xi has the
Q
countable chain condition if for every finite J ⊆ I the product i∈J Xi has the countable
chain condition.
Proof. For the proof, suppose we had an uncountable family of pairwise disjoint open subsets
Q
Uk of i∈I Xi . By shrinking Uk , we may assume that each Uk is a basic open set of the
Q
Q
form i∈Fk Uk,i × i6∈Fk Xi for some finite set Fk ⊆ I and Uk,i 6= Xi open in Xi . Now the
(Fk )k form a uncountable family of finite sets, so by the ∆-system lemma we know that
there is an uncountable family K of indices such that (Fk )k∈K forms a ∆-system with root
Q
J. Now we can take the projections π(Uk ) onto i∈J Xi for k ∈ K. We can show this forms
Q
an uncountable disjoint family of opens in i∈J Xi , contradicting the assumption.
J
With this, the rest of the proof that B = RO(2ℵ2 ×N ) has the CCC is easy: since every
finite product 2J is a finite topological space, and so satisfies the CCC, it follows that the
space 2ℵ2 ×N satisfies the CCC. Also, if a topological space X satisfies the CCC then the
algebra of regular opens satisfies the CCC, since every antichain of regular opens forms a
family of disjoint open sets. Thus, we have shown:
theorem B_CCC : CCC (regular_opens (set(ℵ2 .type × N)))

6

Related work

First-order logic, soundness, and completeness. There are many existing formalizations
of first-order logic. Shankar [39] used a deep embedding of first-order logic to formalize
incompleteness theorems. Harrison gives a deeply-embedded implementation of first-order
logic in HOL Light [18] and a proof-search style account of the completeness theorem in
[19]. Margetson [33] and Schlichtkrull [34] use the same argument for the completeness
theorem in Isabelle/HOL, while Berghofer [6] (in Isabelle) and Ilik [22] (in Coq) use canonical
term models.
Set theory and forcing. Set theory is a common target for formalization. Notably, a
large body of formalized set theory has been completed in Isabelle/ZF, led by Paulson and
his collaborators [32, 29, 30]. Most relevantly, this includes a formalization of the relative
consistency of the axiom of choice with ZF [31]. Building on this, Gunther, Pagano, and
Terraf have begun formalizing the basic ingredients of forcing [15, 16], taking the more
conventional approach of generic extensions of countable transitive models.
Our tactic library for Boolean-valued logic was inspired by work of Hudon [21] on Unit-B,
using similar techniques to embed a proof language for temporal logic [20]. It was pointed
out to the authors that a trick similar to Lemma 3 had also been successfully applied in the
Metamath library [8].
The work we have described in this paper relies heavily on Lean’s mathlib. In particular,
the extensive set_theory and ordinal libraries contained nearly everything we needed
(including a treatment of cofinalities for the ∆-system lemma), with missing parts easily
accessible through existing lemmas. These libraries were originally developed by Carneiro
[9], in part to show that Lean proves the existence of infinitely many inaccessible cardinals.
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Conclusions and future work

Reflections on the proof
As our formalization has shown, for the purposes of a consistency proof, one can perform
forcing entirely outside of the set-theoretic foundations in which forcing is usually presented.
There is no need to work inside an ambient model of set theory, or to even have a ground
model of set theory over which one constructs a forcing extension. Instead, the recursive
name construction applied to a universe of types is key. The type universe, with its classical
two-valued logic and its own notion of ordinals, takes the place of the standard universe
of sets. These external ordinals are then represented in the internal ordinals of the forcing
extension by indexing the construction of von Neumann ordinals. With a clever choice of
forcing conditions B, this representation of ordinals will preserve cardinal inequalities and
force an uncountable set beneath P(N).
In particular, pSet, being only another special case of the construction which produces
bSet B, is no longer a prerequisite for working with bSet B, but merely a convenient tool
for organizing the check-names – this is the only role it played in the proof. The checknames themselves were actually not necessary either: as we remarked, the canonical map
ordinal → bSet B can be defined without reference to them. However, since in all of our
sources, pSet additionally played the role of the universe of types, and an interface for it was
readily available in mathlib, we started our formalization by following the usual arguments,
implementing these simplifications as we became aware of them.

Lessons learned
Originally, we thought set-theoretic arguments involving transfinite/ordinal induction,
which are ubiquitous, would be difficult to implement. In practice, Lean’s tools for
well-founded recursion and the comprehensive treatment of ordinals in mathlib made
the implementation of such arguments painless.
Definitions and lemmas should be stated as generally as possible. This maximizes
reusability, minimizes redundancy, and by exposing only the information required to
complete the proof, improves the performance of automation.
One should invest early in domain-specific automation. The formalization of the fundamental theorem was completed using only the first two strategies outlined in Subsection 3.2;
the calculations, while tedious, were recorded in our sources and it seemed easier to follow
them. If we had followed through on the observations around Lemma 3 and developed
the custom tactic library earlier, we would have saved a significant amount of time.

Towards a formal proof of the independence of the continuum hypothesis
The work we have described in this paper was undertaken as part of the Flypitch project,
which aims to produce a formal proof of the independence of the continuum hypothesis. As
such, the obvious next goal is a formalization of the consistency of CH. Although it would
be possible to do this using Boolean-valued models, we intend to develop the infrastructure
necessary to support a proof by forcing with generic extensions, as well as Gödel’s original
proof by way of analyzing the constructible universe L.
Our work includes a formal proof of the unprovability of a version of CH from a version
of the ZFC axioms in a conservative extension of the language of ZFC, but verifying this after
completing the forcing argument (as in Subsection 4.5) is easy. What is more interesting
is formalizing the equivalence of various common formulations of ZFC and CH, so that a
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skeptical user may verify that their preferred version of CH is unprovable from their preferred
version of ZFC. This would require formalizations of the conservativity of commonly-used
extensions of ZFC, and of the equivalence of the various ways to say that one set is strictly
smaller than another. The proof of the completeness theorem already required formalizing
nontrivial conservativity statements, which shows that our framework is well-equipped to
support such results.
Although the stated goal of our project is to achieve a formal proof of the independence
of the continuum hypothesis, we also intend to develop reusable libraries for set theory and
mathematical logic. We have completed a formalization of forcing, but are nowhere near
completing a library which a set theorist could use to verify their research. Just as, more
than 50 years ago, Cohen’s proof marked the beginning of modern research in set theory, a
formal proof of the independence of the continuum hypothesis will only mark the beginning
of an integration of formal methods into modern research in set theory. This will require
robust interfaces for handling the diverse range of forcing arguments and for reasoning about
the consistency strengths of various extensions of ZFC, so that – to paraphrase Kanamori
[24, 25] – deeply-embedded notions of truth and relative consistency become matters of
routine manipulation as in algebra. Our work demonstrates that such tasks are well within
the scope of modern interactive theorem provers.
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Abstract
Separation Logic with Time Credits is a well established method to formally verify the correctness
and run-time of algorithms, which has been applied to various medium-sized use-cases. Refinement
is a technique in program verification that makes software projects of larger scale manageable.
Combining these two techniques for the first time, we present a methodology for verifying the
functional correctness and the run-time analysis of algorithms in a modular way. We use it to verify
Kruskal’s minimum spanning tree algorithm and the Edmonds–Karp algorithm for network flow.
An adaptation of the Isabelle Refinement Framework [15] enables us to specify the functional
result and the run-time behaviour of abstract algorithms which can be refined to more concrete
algorithms. From these, executable imperative code can be synthesized by an extension of the Sepref
tool [11], preserving correctness and the run-time bounds of the abstract algorithm.
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1

Introduction

Recently the literature has seen various interactive verification efforts for run-time analysis
of efficient algorithms and data structures: Charguéraud et al. [4] verify the union-find
data structure, Zhan et al. [17] formalize amongst others the median of medians selection
algorithm, Karatsuba’s algorithm and splay trees, and most recently Guéneau et al. [8] verify
a state-of-the-art incremental cycle detection algorithm.
While the largest of these developments fits on one page (Figure 1 in [8]) more ambitious
projects have been tackled when only functional correctness is concerned: Esparza et al.
[5] formalized a LTL-model checker, Fleury et al. [6] verified a SAT-solver, Wimmer et
al. [16] formalized a timed automaton model checker, various graph algorithms have been
verified [10, 13]. The list is growing. One key ingredient to manage the complexity of larger
algorithm developments is to use refinement. It allows to separate reasoning about the
abstract algorithmic idea from reasoning about implementation details. In the Isabelle world,
the Isabelle Refinement Framework [15] can be used to express abstract algorithms and to
© Maximilian P. L. Haslbeck and Peter Lammich;
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use step-wise refinement to form concrete algorithms. As a last step the Sepref tool [11]
can be used to synthesize efficient executable imperative code while preserving correctness.
Target languages for that tool are hybrid languages such as SML, Scala and more recently
the purely imperative language LLVM [12]. Such verification efforts result in executable
algorithms that are often competitive with real world implementations within one order of
magnitude. However, only functional correctness is ensured and not run-time bounds.
This paper brings together run-time analysis and refinement. By extending the refinement
approach to also reason about the run-time of algorithms in a modular and scalable way, we
lay the ground for an additional run-time analysis of larger algorithms.
Our vision is to specify abstract algorithms and their run-time in terms of abstract
operations with time bounds – say Edmonds–Karp algorithm uses at most E ∗ V findaugmenting-path operations. When we then refine an operation like find-augmenting-path to
a more concrete BFS algorithm involving operations such as set membership test and map
lookup, we can also refine the abstract compound algorithm to use the more refined operations.
Just as for plain refinement we separate abstract run-time arguments from reasoning about
run-times of concrete data structures. As a last step we synthesize executable imperative
code which refines the abstract algorithm and thus obeys both the high-level correctness
theorem and the run-time bound. This synthesis step is only successful when meaningful
time bounds have been specified. For abstract programs with absurd run-time bounds it will
just not be possible to synthesize real programs.
The main contributions of this paper are:
We present a theory for refinement with time by creating NREST, the non-determinism
monad with time, and tools for reasoning about programs in that monad (Section 2).
We extend the Sepref Tool (Section 3.2) to synthesize executable imperative code in
Imperative/HOL with time (Section 3.1) supporting imperative and amortized data
structures seamlessly.
We enable modular development of algorithms by providing a library of efficient amortized
data structures and reusable algorithms with run-time guarantees (Section 4).
We show the applicability of our approach to larger algorithm developments by use-cases
such as Edmonds–Karp and Kruskal’s algorithm (Section 5).

2

Non-determinism Monad With Time

In this section we introduce NREST, the timed non-determinism monad. It allows specifying
the result and time consumption of programs. As this is an extension of the NRES monad of
the Isabelle Refinement Framework, we follow Lammich [11] in some of our explanations.

2.1

Timed Non-determinism Monad

We want to specify the result of a computation together with its worst case execution time. We
design the monad to permit three monadic effects: First, we allow non-deterministic selection
from a set of computation results. This is a common technique in program refinement, used
to hide implementation details of abstract algorithms. Second, we support failure in order to
model non-termination and assertions. Last, we model upper bounds on the run time for
each possible result.1 A program in the timed non-determinism monad is defined over the
type α NREST:
1

Alternatively, one could use a set of pairs of result and time constraint. However, this would not be
fully abstract wrt. upper bounds, in the sense that {(r, 1), (r, 3)} would be equivalent to {(r, 3)}.
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α NREST = RES (α ⇒ enat option) | FAIL,
where enat is the type of extended natural numbers, i.e. N ∪ {∞} and α ⇒ β option is the
standard idiom in Isabelle to model a map from α to β. The type α NREST describes
non-deterministic results with time bounds, where RES M describes the non-deterministic
choice of an element from the domain of M while consuming no more time units than M
specifies for that element. FAIL describes a failed computation, which usually stems from an
assertion that was not satisfied.
We define a refinement ordering on NREST by first lifting the ordering on enat to option
with None as the bottom element, then pointwise to functions and finally to α NREST,
setting FAIL as the top element. With that ordering, NREST forms a complete lattice where
RES (λs. None) is the bottom element, and FAIL is the top element. Intuitively, N ≤ M
means that program N refines program M, i.e. all results of N are also results of M, and
further for each such result, N takes no more time than M does. Any program refines F AIL.
I Example 1. A program that reverses a list and whose run-time is at most four times the
length of the list can be specified by: rev_spec xs = RES [rev xs 7→ 4∗|xs| ]
Here, [a 7→ b] is syntactic sugar for (λx. if x=a then Some b else None).
On the type NREST we define the following functions:
consume :: α NREST ⇒ enat ⇒ α NREST where
consume (RES M) t = RES (λx. case M x of None ⇒ None | Some t0 ⇒ Some (t + t0 ))
consume FAIL t = FAIL
return :: α ⇒ α NREST where
return x = RES [ x 7→ 0 ]
bind :: α NREST ⇒ (α ⇒ β NREST) ⇒ β NREST where
bind (RES M) f = Sup { consume (f x) t |x t. M x = Some t}
bind FAIL f = FAIL
The term consume M t describes the computation M prolonged by t time steps, return x
is a computation that yields a single result x in no time, and bind m f is the sequential
composition of two computations: First compute any result x of m, then any result y of
f x. The time bounds for the final results have to be determined considering all possible
ways how to reach them. If m or any reachable computation path of f fails the compound
computation also fails. NREST together with bind and return forms a monad and bind as
well as consume are monotonic w.r.t. the refinement ordering:
m ≤ m0 −→ (∀x. f x ≤ f 0 x) −→ bind m f ≤ bind m0 f 0
m ≤ m0 −→ t ≤ t0 −→ consume m t ≤ consume m0 t0
I Example 2. Let m = RES (λ_::nat. Some 0) and f v = consume (return 0) v. Program
m computes any natural number in no time, and f takes a natural number v as argument and
computes the result 0 in at most v steps. Now consider bind m f: Both m and f do not fail,
and together compute the single result 0. But there are computation paths (via any value v
produced by m) with any natural number as a run-time. The supremum over all these is
∞. To sum it all up: bind m f = consume (return 0) ∞. This illustrates why we had to
choose enat for the range of the run-time bound, rather than the type of natural numbers.
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Furthermore we define two derived operations:
SPEC :: (α ⇒ bool) ⇒ (α ⇒ enat) ⇒ α NREST where
SPEC P t = RES (λv. if P v then Some (t v) else None)
assert :: bool ⇒ unit NREST where
assert P = (if P then return () else FAIL)
A computation that returns a result v if and only if P v holds and takes at most t v time
is described by SPEC P t. The computation assert P fails if the predicate P is not satisfied.
For assertions we have the following rules:
P −→ m ≤ m0 −→ do { assert P; m } ≤ m0
(P −→ m ≤ m0) −→ m ≤ do { assert P; m0 }
Here, we use a Haskell-like do notation as a convenient syntax for bind operations. The
first rule is used to show that a program m with assertion P refines the program m0 . It
requires to prove P , in addition to the refinement m ≤ m0 . The second rule is used to show
that a program m refines a program m0 with an assertion. It allows one to assume P when
proving the refinement m ≤ m0 . This way, facts that are proven on the abstract level are
made available for proving refinement.

2.2

Recursive Programs

Non-recursive programs can be expressed by the monad operations and Isabelle/HOL’s if
and case-combinators. Recursion is encoded by a fixed point combinator RECT, such that
RECT F is the greatest fixed point of the monotonic functor F, w.r.t. the flat ordering of
timed result maps with FAIL as the top element. For any non-monotonic F, RECT F is
set to FAIL:
RECT :: ((β ⇒ α NREST) ⇒ β ⇒ α NREST) ⇒ β ⇒ α NREST where
RECT F x = (if mono2 F then (gfp F x) else FAIL)
Here, mono2 denotes monotonicity w.r.t. both the flat ordering and the refinement
ordering. The benefits of this are explained in more detail elsewhere [11]. Note that
programs constructed by the combinators we introduced above are monotonic in that sense
by construction. The combinator RECT is also monotonic w.r.t. the refinement ordering:
mono2 B ∧ (∀F x. B F x ≤ B 0 F x) −→ RECT B x ≤ RECT B 0 x
For all other combinators we can show similar monotonicity lemmas. Building on them,
we also define while loops, foreach loops and a fold function to conveniently express tail
recursion, folding over the elements of a finite set and folding over a list.
I Example 3. As a running example we consider the formalization of Kruskal’s algorithm.
To illustrate the expressive power of NREST we present the abstract algorithm in Figure 1a:
the greedy algorithm to construct a minimum weight basis for a matroid. This abstract
algorithm will later be instantiated for the cycle matroid, which yields the skeleton of
Kruskal’s algorithm. Already on this abstract level we can structure the algorithm and prove
the functional correctness of the algorithmic idea, as well as its run-time – parameterized
over the run-times of the abstract operations it performs.
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1 minWeightBasis = do {
2 l ← SPEC (λL. sorted_wrt w L
3
∧ distinct L ∧ set L = E)
4
(λ_. tsc );
5 s ← RES [∅ 7→ teb ];
6 T ← nfold l (λe T. do {
7
assert (e∈T
/ ∧ indep T ∧ e∈c ∧ T⊆E);
8
b ← RES [indep (T∪{e})7→tit ];
9
if b then do {
10
11
RES [T∪{e}7→ti ]
12
} else
13
return T
14 }) s;
15 return T
16 }

20:5
Kruskal = do {
l ← obtain_sorted_edge_list;

(djs0, fl0) ← initState;
(djs, fl) ← nfold l (λ(a,w,b) (djs, fl). do {
assert (a∈Domain djs ∧ b∈Domain uf);
b ← RES [¬djs_cmp djs a b 7→ tit ];
if b then do {
assert ((a,w,b)∈set
/
fl);
addEdge djs a b fl
} else
return (djs,fl)
}) (djs0, fl0);
return fl
}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

(a) The greedy algorithm to construct a minimum (b) A further refinement for the Kruskal algorithm,
weight basis of a Matroid in the NREST monad. where an additional disjoint sets data structure is
passed around.

Figure 1 Two examples of algorithms in the the timed non-determinism monad.

In line two the algorithm obtains a list of the elements of the carrier set E (later this will
be the set of edges of an undirected graph) sorted w.r.t. some weight function w. Starting from
an empty independent set, we iteratively add elements if they leave the set T independent
(i.e. create no cycle in the graph case). For all operations that may cost time, we reserve
some time parameter of type nat or functions to nat: here tsc , teb , tit and ti stand for sorted
carrier set time, empty basis time, independence test time and insertion time.
We can give the specification for this algorithm, and state the refinement theorem:
minWeightBasis ≤ SPEC minBasis (λ_. tsc + tsb + |E| ∗ (tit +ti ))
where minBasis S is true iff S is a minimum weight basis. How to prove such a refinement in
a mechanized way is the subject of the next section.

2.3

Generalizing the Weakest Precondition

First let us consider refinement goals with a result on the right hand side: c ≤ RES Q
That is, we want to prove that a program c meets specification Q. Note that program c
might be a composed program using the combinators defined above. In order to come up
with meaningful rules for these combinators we first need to generalize the above goal.
Instead of asking only whether a program satisfies the specification, we also ask “how
much” it satisfies the specification, i.e. how much slack time is between the specified and
actual run-time. As a mental model, we place the “slack time” in front of the actual run-time
and call it the latest starting time such that executing c always terminates before the deadline
Q :: α ⇒ enat option, and denote it as lst c Q :: enat option.
If program c does not fulfill a specification Q then there is no such time and lst c Q = None,
otherwise its value is the latest feasible starting time. Before we give the definition of lst, let
us explore what we can do with it. We obtain the following equality:
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c ≤ RES Q ←→ Some 0 ≤ lst c Q
and we can prove the following equation for the bind operator:
lst (bind m f) Q = lst m (λy. lst (f y) Q)
Intuitively it says: The latest starting time for the compound computation bind m f to
satisfy Q is the latest starting time for m in order to meet the latest starting time such that
f y meets the specification Q.
To determine lst c Q, we need to consider the differences between the specified and the
actual run-time for every result of c and take the most conservative one:
lst c Q = Inf r. minus Q c r
Operation minus :: (α ⇒ enat option) ⇒ α NREST ⇒ α ⇒ enat option formalizes taking the difference. We have the following cases:
c fails: then c may never be executed and thus there is no valid latest starting time, i.e.
minus Q c r = None.
c=RES C and C r = None: as C will never produce the result r, it can be ignored, i.e.
the result is the top element: Some ∞.
c=RES C and C r = Some m and Q r = None: r is specified to not be obtained, but when
starting c we obtain r, thus there is no valid starting time for C: minus Q c r = None.
c=RES C and C r = Some m and Q r = Some n: if more time is needed than specified
(n < m) there is no valid latest starting time and we return None, otherwise the difference
is returned (Some (n−m)).
We can get some more intuition when unfolding lst in the above equality:
c ≤ RES Q

←→
←→

Some 0 ≤ lst c Q
∀r.

(= Inf r.

minus Q c r )

Some 0 ≤ minus Q c r

The infimum is just a compact version of saying that the difference of Q and c on any
result r is non-negative. By abusing notation and following the intuition of minus one can
restate the last line as “∀r. c r ≤ Q r”. In essence it says, that c meets specification Q, iff
for any r the time that it takes to calculate r for c is at most the time that Q reserved
for that result.

2.4

Sound proof rules for the latest starting time calculus

Instead of solving problems of the form c ≤ RES Q we solve problems of the more general
form Some t ≤ lst c Q. This general form allows us to state syntax directed rules in a
uniform way, which would not be possible otherwise.
From the equality for lst on bind we can derive an introduction rule for bind:
Some t ≤ lst M (λy. lst (f y) Q) −→ Some t ≤ lst (bind M f) Q
For the other combinators we have:
(∀r∈M. Some (t + M r) ≤ Q r) −→ Some t ≤ lst (RES M) Q
Some t ≤ Q x −→ Some t ≤ lst (return x) Q
(∀x. P x −→ Some (t + t0 x) ≤ Q x) −→ Some t ≤ lst (SPEC P t0) Q
Some (t + t0) ≤ lst M Q −→ Some t ≤ lst (consume M t0) Q
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For the fold operation nfold :: β list ⇒ (β ⇒ α ⇒ α NREST) ⇒ α ⇒ α NREST we
have the following rule:
I [] l0 s0
∧ (∀x l1 l2 s. l0 =l1 · [x] · l2 ∧ I l1 ([x] · l2 ) s
−→ Some 0 ≤ lst (f x s) (emb (I (l1 · [x]) l2 ) tbody ))
∧ (∀s. I l0 [] s −→ Some (t + tbody ∗ |l0 |) ≤ Q s)
−→ Some t ≤ lst (nfold l0 f s0 ) Q
Here, emb P t = (λx. if P x then Some t else None), nfold is defined in a straightforward manner and the invariant I is a predicate that takes as its first argument the list of
already processed elements, then the list of elements still to be processed and finally a state
s. For showing that nfold l0 f s0 meets its specification Q with slack time t, one has to show
that an invariant I holds initially, the body preserves the invariant and takes at most tbody
time steps and the invariant in the end implies the desired specification. As we fold over a
finite list, a termination argument is not required.
We also define a rule for RECT and based on that one for while loops. With the above
rules and analogous rules for assert and the combinators if and case, we construct a syntax
directed verification condition generator that exhaustively applies those rules.
I Example 4. After annotating the loop in the abstract program from Figure 1b with
bodytime = tit + ti and a suitable invariant I = λl1 l2 T. Imwb (T, set l2 ) (where Imwb (T, E)
implies minBasis T for the whole carrier set E), we run the VCG on the refinement theorem of
Example 3 and obtain eleven verification conditions. One of these is the invariant preservation
of the first branch of the if-expression, i.e. when adding an element e:
sorted_wrt w l ∧ distinct l ∧ set l = E ∧ l = l1 · [e] · l2 ∧ indep (T ∪ {e})
∧ Imwb (T, set ([e] · l2 )) −→ Imwb (T ∪ {e}, set l2 )
This verification condition is one of the central ones in the correctness proof and can be
discharged with an interactive proof.

2.5

Data Refinement

In the process of refining an abstract algorithm to a more concrete one, a usual task is
to replace abstract data structures by concrete ones, for example to replace sets by lists.
Consider the then branch in the algorithm in Figure 1a: instead of using a set to collect the
elements of a basis, we want use a list. We have the following refinement in mind. Given that
a list l represents a set T (denoted by (l,T)∈list_set_rel), the resulting lists of the program
on the left hand side refine the resulting sets produced by the right hand side program:
(l,T)∈list_set_rel −→RES [l · [x] 7→ it] ≤ ⇓(list_set_rel) RES [T∪{x} 7→ it]
Given a refinement relation R, i.e. a relation that relates concrete elements with abstract
elements, the concretization function ⇓R maps abstract results to concrete results w.r.t. R.
Note that, if R is single-valued any concrete result is mapped to at most one abstract result.
⇓R FAIL = FAIL
⇓R (RES X) = RES (λc. Sup {X a| a. (c,a)∈R})
Data refinement is orthogonal to introducing the time counting, as it only acts on the
domain of the maps, not on their values. We can lift all monotonicity lemmas to also include
the data refinement, e.g. for the bind operation we obtain the following rule:
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M ≤ ⇓R0 M0 ∧ (∀x x0. (x, x0) ∈ R0 −→ f x ≤ ⇓R (f 0 x0)) −→ bind M f ≤ ⇓R (bind M0 f 0 )
Analogous rules can be proven for RECT, nfold, assert, and the other combinators.

2.6

Setting Up a VCG for Refinement

In practice, one mostly is confronted with two kinds of refinement goals: first, goals w.r.t.
a specification c ≤ RES Q, which we already considered, and second, refinement of two
abstract algorithms that are structurally similar (c.f. Figure 1). For the latter case, one
simulates the two programs in lock step and uses the monotonicity lemmas mentioned in
the last section to divide and conquer the problem. Collecting these rules we construct an
automated refinement solver, which we illustrate with an example:
I Example 5. Consider the two programs in Figure 1. The concrete program Kruskal is
a specialized minimum weight basis algorithm for the cycle matroid, where the elements
of the matroid are edges in an undirected graph, represented by a tuple (a, w, b) of its end
nodes a and b and weight w. Programs obtain_sorted_edge_list and addEdge are compound
programs. We want to show the following refinement relation:
Kruskal ≤ ⇓ list_graph_rel minWeightBasis
where list_graph_rel relates a set of abstract edges in the graph with a list of edge tuples
representing them. When showing this refinement, several other intermediate refinement
relations are used, e.g. ((djs,fl),T) ∈ djs_graph_rel which relates the abstract edge set T
to the list of edges fl and its corresponding disjoint-sets data structure. The main part of
this refinement proof is to show that testing independence if we add an edge (a, w, b) (i.e.
checking cycle-freedom) can be implemented by comparing the equivalence classes of a and b.
Note that addEdge has to do two things: update the disjoint-sets data structure and add
the edge tuple to the list. We specify this program abstractly, and reserve time tiu and til
for the two actions. In the refinement proof we need to prove that tiu + til ≤ ti . Similarly,
the sum of the costs in obtain_sorted_edge_list must be smaller than tsc .
The VCG for refinement simulates the two programs side by side, using the monotonicity
lemmas to split the problem into smaller parts, and showing the refinements of those smaller
parts. One such part is the goal addEdge djs a b fl ≤ ⇓list_graph_rel (RES [T∪{e} 7→ti ])
(with list_graph_rel motivated as above).

3

Refinement to Imperative/HOL with Time

In this section we introduce the time-aware monad of Imperative/HOL [17], which we then
use as the target monad of the adapted Sepref tool [11] with NREST as the source monad.

3.1

Imperative/HOL with Time

Imperative/HOL with time [17] incorporates Atkey’s [1] idea to include time credits in
separation logic into the Imperative/HOL [2] framework. In essence, it enables reasoning
about imperative programs and their run-time in Isabelle/HOL. While all the details can
be found in Section 2.1 of [17], we will give an abstract explanation here that suffices for
our purposes.
A procedure in the monad takes a heap as input and can either fail or return a tuple
consisting of a return value, a new heap and a natural number, specifying the number of
computation steps used. The type of a procedure with result type α is given by:
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datatype α Heap = Heap (heap ⇒ (α × heap × nat) option)
The bind operator as well as fix point iteration, while and other combinators are defined
in a straightforward manner. The term (h,c) ⇒ (r, h0, t) expresses that procedure c started
on heap h does not fail and takes time t to produce result r and heap h0.
While heaps themselves do not form a separation algebra, there is an abstraction function
α that maps a pair of heap and time credits to an abstract heap. Abstract heaps together
with suitable definitions of disjointness and heap addition form a separation algebra. An
assertion P , i.e. a mapping from an abstract heap to bool, being true for a heap h and
time credits n is denoted by α(h, n) |= P . There are basic assertions for an abstract heap
containing an array without time credits (a 7→a xs), references without time credits (r 7→r v)
and time credits ($n).
The separating conjunction P∗Q expresses that the heap and time credits can be partitioned into two disjoint parts satisfying assertions P and Q respectively. The strength of
separation logic is, that this disjointness enables modular reasoning, which also carries over
to reasoning about time credits.
Hoare triples are defined in the following way:
1
2
3

<P> c <λr. Q r>t =
(∀h n. α (h,n) |= P −→ (∃h0 t r. (c,h) ⇒ (r, h0, t)
∧ α (h0, n − t) |= Q r ∗ true ∧ t ≤ n) )
where the assertion true is true for any heap, thus enabling garbage collection of heap
elements and time credits. The Hoare triple <P> c <λr. Q r>t denotes that procedure c
started from a heap satisfying P terminates with a return value r in a resulting heap that
satisfies Q r ∗ true. In particular it states that the starting heap holds enough time credits
n in order to pay for the cost t of executing the procedure c (see line 3).
The cost model assigns most basic commands (e.g. accessing or updating a reference,
getting the length of an array) to consume one unit of computation time. Commands that
operate on an entire array take n+1 units of computation, where n is the length of the array.
Examples for basic commands are:
<a 7→a xs ∗ $1 ∗ ↑(i < |xs|)> Array.upd i x a <λr. a 7→a xs[i:=x] ∗ ↑(r = a)>t
<$(n+1)> Array.new n x <λr. r 7→a replicate n x>t
where ↑P is a pure assertion, which is valid for an empty heap if P holds globally, xs[i:=x]
denotes a list xs updated at position i with value x, and replicate n x denotes a list of n
elements x.
In Section 4.2 we review available and new infrastructure and automation for proving
valid Hoare triples of procedures in the time-aware monad of Imperative/HOL.

3.2

Adapted Sepref

As a next step we want to automatically synthesize programs in the time-aware Imperative/HOL monad from abstract algorithms in the NREST monad. This step is performed by
an adaptation of the Sepref tool [11]. Note that, the original tool refines NRES to vanilla
Imperative/HOL; adapting it includes many but rather straightforward modifications. During
that process we identified common patterns and constraints on the source and target monad.
It is future work to come up with a generalized Sepref tool. The core of the tool is the
translation phase, where the concrete program is synthesized. We focus on that phase as the
other phases can be adapted in a straightforward manner.
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The translation works by symbolically executing the abstract program, thereby synthesizing a structurally similar concrete program. During the symbolic execution, the relation
between the abstract and concrete variables is modeled by refinement assertions. The synthesis predicate guiding the “Heap-monad to Non-determinism Refinement” is denoted by
hnr Γ m† Γ0 R m: it means that the concrete program m† implements the abstract program
m, where Γ contains the refinements for the variables before the execution, Γ0 contains the
refinements after the execution, and R is the refinement assertion for the result of m. For
example, a bind is processed by the following synthesis rule:
1
2
3

hnr Γ m† Γ0 Rx m ∧
(∀x x† . hnr (Rx x x† ∗ Γ0 ) (f† x† ) (Rx0 x x† ∗ Γ00 ) Ry (f x))
−→ hnr Γ (do {x† ← m† ; f† x† }) Γ00 Ry (do {x ← m; f x})
To refine x ← m; f x, we first execute m, synthesizing the concrete program m† (line 1). The
state after m is Rx x x† ∗ Γ0, where x is the result created by m. From this state, we execute
f x (line 2). The new state is Rx0 x x† ∗ Γ00 ∗ Ry y y† , where y is the result of f x.
While executing the abstract program, not only a concrete program is created, but also
the set of refinement assertions Γ evolves: It contains all the data structures (pure or on the
heap) that the concrete program maintains.
All the other combinators (RECT, while, if, case ...) have similar rules that are
used to decompose an abstract program into parts, synthesize corresponding concrete parts
recursively and combine them afterwards.
At the leaves of this decomposition one has to find “atomic” operations, with a suitable
synthesis rule. An example could be the rule for the specification of the compare operation
of a disjoint-sets data structure as in the concrete Kruskal program in Figure 1b:
hnr (is_uf R0 R ∗ nat_assn a0 a ∗ nat_assn b0 b) (uf_cmp R a b)
(is_uf R0 R ∗ nat_assn a0 a ∗ nat_assn b0 b)
bool_assn (RES [djs_cmp R0 a0 b0 7→ itt] )
The program uf_cmp in the time-aware Imperative/HOL monad refines the abstract
compare operation djs_cmp. If the parameters fulfill the correct refinement assertions, i.e. R
is a concrete union-find implementation of the abstract equivalence relation R0 , as well as
a0 = a and b0 = b, then the result of the concrete operation is equal (bool_assn) to the result
of the abstract one, and the parameters are still in the refinement relations as before.

3.3

Heap-monad to Non-determinism Refinement (HNR)

Now we present how we can link NREST with the Imperative/HOL monad via a suitable
synthesis predicate.
1
2
3
4

hnr Γ c Γ0 R m ≡ m 6= FAIL −→
(∀h n. α(h, n) |= Γ −→ (∃h0 t r. (c, h) ⇒ (r, h0, t)
∧ (∃ta ra . α(h0, (n+ta )−t) |= Γ0 ∗ R ra r ∗ true
∧ consume (return ra ) ta ≤ m ∧ n+ta ≥t)))
If the abstract program m does not fail, procedure c started from a heap satisfying Γ produces
a heap satisfying Γ0 and a result r which relates to an abstract result ra via relation R. The
abstract result ra is a valid result of m and has at least ta time units reserved for it. Together
with the time credits on the heap n this pays for the execution cost t (line 4).
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In particular, the execution cost t is paid for by the time units ta specified by the abstract
program and by time credits n that are hidden in the data structures on the heap. One can
see, that amortized data structures seamlessly integrate into the framework: only amortized
run-time costs are visible to the abstract algorithm, while the actual run-time and potential
is hidden in the implementation.
In order to verify that this definition makes sense, observe what we can prove for it:
First, this definition enables us to prove soundness of the synthesis rule for bind from above.
Second, as a final step in an algorithm analysis we would like to extract a Hoare triple for
the concrete program we synthesized. The run-time of final algorithms that we analyze is
typically not dependent on the result, but only on the input. For programs with specifications
of that special form SPEC P (λ_. t) we can extract a standard Hoare triple from a valid
synthesis predicate and vice versa:
hnr Γ c Γ0 R (SPEC P (λ_. t)) ←→ <Γ ∗ $ t> c <λr. Γ0 ∗ (∃A r0. R r0 r ∗ ↑(P r0))>t
While during reasoning the abstract time bound needs to depend on the result (in order
to prove the synthesis rule for bind correct), when proving the run-time of an algorithm, in
most cases the final run-time only depends on the input parameters.
Based on that definition we can provide sound synthesis rules for all the combinators as
well as a frame and a consequence rule. To illustrate how the hnr-approach allows to use
amortized data structures seamlessly, consider the first case-study in Section 5.1.

4

Modular Algorithms and Proof Development

Using our methodology, algorithm design and analysis can be modularized in two ways:
First, separating the implementation details of data structures from the abstract arguments
of algorithms enables focusing on one part of the problem at a time. Both levels have their
own language (time-aware Imperative/HOL and the NREST monad), and the interface is
realized by abstract operations (e.g. mop_append_list) and hnr rules. Sepref is employed to
automatically synthesize concrete algorithms from abstract ones. On the abstract level we
reserve some amount of time for each abstract operation, whose details will get filled in once
one decides which data structure and concrete operation to use, then yielding a sound upper
bound on the run-time. A collection of abstract operations and their implementations by
efficient data structures will be given in the next subsection.
Second, the refinement calculus of NREST programs enables to formulate abstract
algorithms that can be reused as components in larger developments. One example is a
generic BFS component, that is used as a sub-component in the Edmonds–Karp algorithm.
Also abstract algorithms, such as the minimum weight basis algorithm can be formulated on
general matroids, and then later be instantiated for the cycle matroid yielding a blue-print
for Kruskal’s algorithm.

4.1

Library of Operations and Algorithms

Table 1 lists abstract data structures with their abstract operations and the implementations
we currently provide in the Timed Imperative Isabelle Collections Framework (TIICF). Note:
it is easy to extend this list. As an example for a generic re-usable algorithm we provide
breadth first search, which is used in the formalization of the Edmonds–Karp algorithm.
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Table 1 This table shows the abstract data structures with abstract operations that we provide
implementations for in the TIICF. Amortized run-time bounds are marked with an asterisk (*).
abstract

4.2

operations

matrix

create; lookup, update

set/map

create; insert, lookup, delete, update

list
disjoint sets

create, append; lookup, update
create; union, find

run-time
2

O(n ); O(1)
O(1); O(log n)
O(n); O(1)
O(1)∗ ; O(1)
O(n); O(log n)

concrete
array
red-black tree
array
dynamic array
union-find

Methodology and Automation

The process of formalizing an algorithm is supported by automation in four stages. We
present those from the most abstract to the concrete:
First, when proving the refinement of a specification in the NREST monad to an abstract
algorithm the generation of verification conditions is automated. They can be discharged by
automatic tactics or interactive proof.
Second, abstract algorithms are refined to structurally similar concrete algorithms. Here
a lock step simulation is carried out automatically by the refinement condition generator.
An example is to show the refinement between the programs in Figure 1.
Third, the adapted Sepref tool automatically synthesizes a program in the time-aware
Imperative/HOL monad from a given abstract algorithm containing only abstract operations with available hnr rules. Automatic proving of side-conditions is performed in a
limited way. Usually, preconditions of concrete operations are provided as an assert in the
abstract algorithm.
Finally, for showing that concrete implementations of abstract operations are correct and
satisfy the given time bounds one has to show hnr predicates. In essence, these are Hoare
triples in time-aware Imperative/HOL. Zhan et al. [17] develop a methodology for proving
functional correctness and (amortized) run-time claims and provide a setup for automation.
One novel component is a special routine for handling time credits during frame inference.
Lammich [11] provides sep_auto – a strong automation for vanilla Imperative/HOL – which
we extend by the above mentioned time frame inference routine to also handle programs in
the time-aware case. Both approaches can be used in order to establish correct Hoare triples
of basic data structures and form a library of algorithms and data structures which can be
used as abstract operations in more advanced algorithms.

5

Case Studies

In this section we present three case studies:
The first one considers the abstract operation “appending an element to the end of a
list” and illustrates three stages of the verification process: implementing the operation for
a concrete data structure in Imperative/HOL with time, designing a synthesis predicate
relating the concrete with the abstract operation and using it in an abstract algorithm.
The latter two case studies describe the verification of more involved algorithms where
refinement helps structuring the development: Kruskal’s minimum spanning tree algorithm
and the Edmonds–Karp algorithm for maximum network flow.
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Amortized Dynamic Array and Remove Duplicates

Let us consider the following abstract operation, appending an element to the end of a list:
mop_push_list t x xs = RES [xs · [x] 7→ t xs]
The operation is specified in the NREST monad, with a parameter t that represents the
run-time of the operation, here parametrized in the list xs. For an implementor, this leaves
open the possibility to provide an implementation whose time consumption depends on xs,
e.g. on its length. Let us turn to an implementation of that operation on a dynamic array.

Implementation
An abstract dynamic list is represented by a pair of a carrier list bs and a fill level n. The
corresponding abstract list as is the list bs restricted to the first n elements:
dyn_abs (bs,n) as ←→ as = take n bs ∧ n<|bs|
We define a function push_array_fun on abstract dynamic lists that doubles the length
of the list if it is full and then appends an element. We prove its functional correctness:
dyn_abs (bs,n) as −→ dyn_abs (push_array_fun x (bs,n)) (as · [x])
Recall that p 7→a xs denotes a heap containing an array at address p with content xs.
Based on this, one can define an assertion
dyn_array_raw (bs, n) (p, m) = (p 7→a bs ∗ ↑(m = n))
relating an abstract dynamic list with a concrete dynamic array represented by a pair of
address p and fill level m.
For the functional push_array_fun we define a corresponding procedure push_array
which appends an element to the back of a dynamic array, doubling the length if it is
exceeded. We can now show the following raw Hoare triple, with worst-case run-time linear
in the fill level of the dynamic array, as we might have to double the array. The explicit
numbers in the run-time stem from the concrete implementation of push_array and the cost
model of time-aware Imperative/HOL.
n ≤ length bs −→
<dyn_array_raw (bs, n) p ∗ $(5∗n + 9)>
push_array x p
<λp0. dyn_array_raw (push_array_fun x (bs, n)) p0>t
We now incorporate the potential (Φ(bs,n) = 10 ∗ n − 5 ∗ |bs|) into an assertion for a
compound data structure dyn_array and prove the following Hoare triple with amortized
constant run-time:
dyn_array r p = dyn_array_raw r p ∗ $(Φ r)
n ≤ length bs −→
<dyn_array (bs, n) p ∗ $19>
push_array x p
<λp0. dyn_array (push_array_fun x (bs, n)) p0>t
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Note that for showing the latter amortized Hoare triple it does not suffice to employ the
raw Hoare triple, rather push_array must be unfolded again.
As a final step we compose the refinements of abstract lists to abstract dynamic lists
(dyn_abs) and further to dynamic arrays (dyn_array) and obtain dyna_assn:
dyna_assn as p = (∃A bs n. dyn_array (bs,n) p ∗ ↑(dyn_abs (bs,n) as))
where the list and fill level of the abstract dynamic array are hidden behind an existential
quantifier. Then we obtain the final Hoare triple of the procedure:
<dyna_assn as p ∗ $19> push_array x p <λp0. dyna_assn (as · [x]) p0>t
Together with the definition of mop_push_list we can state and prove the synthesis
predicate for the append operation:
19 ≤ t xs0 −→ hnr (dyna_assn xs0 p ∗ Id x0 x) (push_array x p)
(Id x0 x) dyna_assn (mop_push_list t x0 xs0)

Usage
The abstract operation mop_push_list can now be used when specifying an abstract algorithm.
Then a concrete time function t can be specified, which is used to determine the overall cost
of the algorithm. In this example we choose (λ_. 23), which is not a tight bound but enough
to later allow synthesizing a concrete program using dynamic arrays.
Consider the following program to remove duplicates from a list.
1 remdups_impl as = do {
2
ys ← mop_empty_list 12;
3
S ← mop_set_empty 1;
4
(zs,ys,S) ← whileT (λ(xs,ys,S). |xs| > 0) (λ(xs,ys,S). do {
5
assert (|xs| > 0 ∧ |xs| + |ys| ≤ |as| ∧ |S| ≤ |ys|);
6
(x,xs) ← return (hd xs, tl xs);
7
b ← mop_set_member (λ_. rbt_search_t (|as| + 1) + 1) x S;
8
if b then
9
return (xs,ys,S)
10
else do {
11
S ← mop_set_insert (λ_. rbt_insert_t (|as| + 1)) x S;
12
ys ← mop_push_list (λ_. 23) x ys;
13
return (xs,ys,S)
14
}
15
}) (as,ys,S);
16
return ys
17 }
The program uses mop_push_list from above as well as other abstract operations with
corresponding reserved run-time functions. For example insertion into a set:
mop_set_insert t x S = RES [S ∪ {x} 7→ t S]
For each operation in the program some time is reserved. The overall run-time of the
program is then a function of these reserved quantities.
Let remdups_t n = n∗(60 + rbt_search_t (n+1) + rbt_insert_t (n+1)) + 20.
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Note that for the set operations the reserved time in remdups_t is not parametrized in
the size of the set they operate on, but in an over-approximation of it: the length of the
input. Our automation can prove the following refinement theorem and asymptotic bound:
remdups_impl as ≤ SPEC (λys. set ys = set as ∧ distinct ys) (λ_. remdups_t |as|)
remdups_t ∈ Θ(λn. n ∗ log n)
When synthesizing an Imperative/HOL program, the synthesis rules will be applied and
their preconditions must be discharged. For the mop_push_list this boils down to the trivial
check 16 ≤ 23. Note that in that process only the advertised cost of the dynamic array is
concerned, while the amortization is hidden at this level.
Let us consider a more interesting operation. The synthesis rule of the red-black tree
implementation of mop_insert_set is the following:
rbt_insert_t (card S + 1) ≤ t S −→
hnr (Id x0 x ∗ rbt_set_assn S p) (rbt_set_insert x p)
(Id x0 x) rbt_set_assn (mop_set_insert t x0 S)
where rbt_set_assn S p relates a set S with a red-black tree at address p. During synthesis
the Sepref tool has to check whether there is enough reserved time for the set insertion.
|S| ≤ |ys| ∧ |xs| + |ys| ≤ |as|
−→ rbt_insert_t (|S| + 1) ≤ (λ_. rbt_insert_t (|as| + 1)) S
The goal can be discharged with the knowledge from the assertions and the monotony of
rbt_insert_t.
Once more, note that amortized data structures seamlessly can be modeled using time
credits, and this comfort extends to also be available for the abstract algorithm. At the
abstract level, an amortized data structure behaves just as a normal data structure does.

5.2

Kruskal

Kruskal’s algorithm was verified in the standard Refinement Framework in parallel to the
research reported on in this paper. It can be found in the archive of formal proofs [9]. As a
case study, we port it to NREST, adding the run-time claims.
The proof development follows this general structure: first we define the abstract algorithm
for minimum weight basis in matroids (c.f. Figure 1a) and verify it. Then we instantiate
it with the cycle matroid for forests in undirected graphs and refine the algorithm with
the usage of equivalence classes. Figure 1b shows the last-but-one stage in the step-wise
refinement process. In a last step we fix the vertices to be natural numbers and the domain
of the disjoint-set data structure to be the set from {0,...,M}, with M being the maximal
vertex in the graph. After that, we use the implementation of the union-find data structure
from the TIICF to synthesize a concrete algorithm with the Sepref tool.
Provided a procedure that obtains a list of edges of a graph in linear time, a O(n ∗ log n)
sorting algorithm and a union-find data structure with logarithmic find and union operations
we obtain a concrete algorithm that calculates the minimum weight spanning forest for the
graph in time O(E ∗ log E + M + E ∗ log M ), with E being the number of edges and M being
the maximal vertex in the graph.
We have only proven the logarithmic bounds for the union-find data structure for this
case-study. Charguéraud et al. [4] verified a union-find data structure with amortized
run-time O(α(M )) (where M is the size of the domain of the disjoint-set data structure and
α is the inverse Ackermann function) in Coq.
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When developing this case study, we learned that the correctness arguments can be
plainly reused, and that adding the proofs of the run-time claims does not interfere, as they
only evoke additional verification conditions and leave the ones concerned with functional
correctness unchanged. However, it is necessary to add more assertions in the algorithms
that speak about the sizes of the data structures used. This reasoning is mostly done on the
abstract level, but the information has to be passed to the concrete algorithm via assertions.
In the Sepref translation phase, this information is needed to discharge the preconditions of
the hnr predicates, which demand that enough time has been reserved to execute the step.

5.3

Edmonds–Karp: Reuse

Before starting this project we had the following working hypothesis:
“Formalizations in the standard Refinement Framework can be easily extended to also
verify the run-time behaviour. In this process, most of the formalization can be reused, and
termination arguments can be translated into run-time arguments.”
We conducted this extension to the Edmonds–Karp algorithm [13, 14] as a case-study.
The result is two-fold: For procedures where the reasoning on the run-time of the algorithm
is already well prepared making this claim explicit is straightforward, for procedures where
only termination has been shown only coarse bounds can be shown with little effort. Fine
tuned run-time bounds require substantial work.
The Edmonds–Karp algorithm repeatedly tries to increase the flow by searching for an
augmenting path in the residual graph and terminates successfully if no such path exists.
The search is conducted by a breadth-first search (BFS) on the residual graph. The structure
of the development follows the original proof [13, 14]; we only give an abstract overview here:
First, an abstract BFS is defined and verified to return the shortest path from some start
node to some end node. The algorithm is parametrized on some graph G=(V,E) and some
procedure that provides the successors of a node in that graph. The run-time of the BFS
consequently depends on |V| and |E| as well as the run-time of the successor procedure and
the allotted run-times for the data-structure operations used.
Second, an abstract Edmonds–Karp algorithm is defined assuming a procedure to find
the shortest path in a graph. For that algorithm functional correctness is proven as well
as the correct run-time bound depending on the underlying network, the run-time of the
shortest-path algorithm and the run-times of the operations that maintain the residual graph.
Finally, by implementing the operations on the residual graph, in particular its successor
function, the abstract algorithms can be interpreted and we obtain a concrete algorithm in
NREST together with a refinement theorem and a compound run-time function. For that
algorithm we synthesize a program in timed Imperative/HOL together with a correctness
theorem and a run-time bound in O(V ∗ E ∗ (E + V )). Residual graphs are represented by
matrices, for which we provide an array implementation in the TIICF, with linear-time
initialization, and constant-time update and lookup operations.
Lammich et al. [14] already quite explicitly work out the bound O(V ∗ E) for the outer
loop iterations of the Edmonds–Karp algorithm. We were able to reuse the whole proof and
additionally embed the result into our time aware non-determinism monad, thus making the
run-time claim less ad-hoc. On the other hand the inner BFS is only proven to terminate
via a terminating lexicographic ordering. Plainly using this leads to a valid but very coarse
run-time bound. Establishing the tight O(E + V ) bound involves some amortized argument
on the abstract level and was a considerable verification effort, but again orthogonal to the
functional correctness proof, which in turn can be reused with no change.
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Conclusion
Related Work

Lammich pioneered the Sepref tool [11] and it has been used to verify several interesting
algorithms and software projects [13, 6, 16]. It was recently adapted to synthesize programs
in LLVM [12] instead of Imperative/HOL. Coming up with a generic Sepref tool that is
parametrized in the target and source language, as well as extending the LLVM semantics to
run-time are interesting future projects.
As already mentioned, time-aware Imperative/HOL is due to Zhan et al. [17], which
builds upon Atkey’s [1] idea to use Time Credits in Separation Logic.
In the Coq community similar theory [3, 7] and the run-time analysis of interesting
algorithms [8] and data structures [4] have been formalized.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to combine run-time analysis with refinement.

6.2

Limitations and Future Work

In particular, we are not satisfied with the parametrization of operations with timing functions.
We envision not only counting one currency ($) representing one computation step in the
final concrete algorithm, but to have currencies for abstract operations. Say one abstract
algorithm A incurs cost of one “A-dollar” $A and can be implemented by an algorithm using
several operations C1 and C2 costing some $C1 and some $C2 . Refining algorithms that use
several calls to A should then routinely yield a refinement with costs in terms of $C1 and $C2 .
A target monad of Sepref then would also allow different actions and respective currencies.
Refining abstract operations into this target would exchange these currencies in a sound way,
such that ultimately upper bounds on the usage of these currencies are obtained.
In this paper we only study upper bounds of run-time of algorithms. This should be
relaxed in two ways: First, consider other quantities, e.g. stack usage, or energy usage.
Second, not only upper bounds can be reasoned about, also lower bounds are feasible. A
refinement relation on lower bounds seems to be straightforward. Also combining this in a
pair of enats and keeping track of lower as well as upper bounds seems to be feasible.
We already mentioned, that Lammich’s LLVM semantics could be extended to counting
the number of operations. Obviously, it is future work to extend the collection of efficient
data structures and reusable algorithms, as well as lowering the barriers to verify run-time
arguments by providing more automation.

6.3

Conclusion

In this paper, we have combined the refinement approach of algorithm verification with
techniques to verify the run-time of algorithms: We extended the Isabelle Refinement
Framework to express the result and time consumption of abstract algorithms as well as the
Sepref tool to synthesize executable imperative programs for such abstract algorithms. This
setup makes it possible to carry out the verification of algorithms such as Edmonds–Karp
and Kruskal in a modular way. Separating concerns into the abstract algorithmic idea and
the implementation details of data structures makes larger proof developments feasible.
Our use-cases indicate that for additionally verifying run-time arguments for algorithms
whose functional correctness has already been shown within the vanilla Isabelle Refinement
Framework, formalizations can be reused to a large extent. We think that even larger
developments can be tackled this way, both verifying functional correctness and the run-time
analysis of such algorithms.
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1

Introduction: Interoperability of Theorem Provers

Suppose you chose Isabelle/HOL as your favorite theorem prover, like many other people
did, e.g., in the Isabelle Archive of Formal Proofs (AFP) [3]. Unfortunately, by committing
to one prover, you miss out on all of the great developments in others. For example, you
cannot re-use the substantial work on the CakeML compiler [12], which is done in HOL4.
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Interoperability between theorem provers, particularly HOL-based systems, has a long
history (see also Section 7). But the problem has not been solved satisfactorily so far: none
of the previous approaches has managed to import a huge project like CakeML in a scalable
way and such that the result can be reused in a truly idiomatic manner in the target system.
Here we propose a novel and unorthodox approach to combine Isabelle/HOL and HOL4.

Main Ideas
We observe that HOL4 is designed with a modular and replaceable kernel, and that both
provers are implemented in SML; Isabelle turns the underlying platform into a sophisticated
environment of managed Isabelle/ML. The main ideas are:
Run HOL4 inside the run-time environment of Isabelle/ML.
Replace the kernel of HOL4 by a kernel that acts as a proxy to the kernel of Isabelle/HOL.
Keep imported HOL4 libraries unchanged, without connections to existing Isabelle/HOL
libraries at first.
Connect theory content via Isabelle’s transfer package.

Challenges: HOL4 versus Isabelle/HOL
We briefly review aspects of HOL4 and Isabelle that are relevant for combining them in
a single run-time environment. Isabelle/Pure [17] is a generic logical framework (minimal
higher-order logic), and Isabelle/HOL [15] a big library of Isabelle (classical higher-order
logic with many add-on tools). HOL4 [19] is a proof assistant specifically for classical higher
order logic. Both Isabelle and HOL4 are implemented in SML and run atop Poly/ML [14].
HOL4 provides a small abstract interface to its logical kernel (the modules for types, terms,
and theorems); this opens the possibility to choose between different kernels implementations.
Isabelle’s inference kernel provides abstract types and constructors similar to the ones required
by the kernel interface of HOL4.
The general idea of our approach seems straightforward: We replace the kernel of one
HOL-based system with the kernel of another HOL-based system. But the implementation
is not trivial, there are both conceptual and engineering difficulties to master.
The conceptual difficulty concerns differences in how HOL4 and Isabelle maintain logical
declarations (i.e. update signatures of theories): HOL4 keeps a table of declared types and
constants in a global mutable state variable that changes linearly over time. In contrast,
Isabelle operates on a universal context as a purely functional value, following the DAGstructure of theories and the block-structure of proofs. We address this by providing an ML
environment in which global state is virtualized inside Isabelle’s universal context.
The engineering difficulty concerns details about the mapping of HOL4 inferences to
Isabelle/HOL: they must conform precisely to the behavior expected from the HOL4 kernel
interface. There are some further side-conditions, like implicit state in HOL4 terms, and
different policies for names of variables and constants.

Contributions and Findings
We provide a working implementation of a virtual ML environment for HOL4 (Section 2),
that is well integrated in Isabelle’s Prover IDE (Isabelle/jEdit) and manages global state
implicitly (Section 3). We present the implementation of a kernel for the virtual HOL4 that
acts as a proxy to Isabelle/HOL theories, theorems, terms, and types (Section 4). We further
propose a methodology (Section 5) to connect the imported HOL4 formalization to existing
libraries in Isabelle/HOL and illustrate this idea on a small example.
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Our measurements (Section 4.3) indicate that this approach of combining the two provers
is worth continuing towards big applications: The performance losses in virtualized HOL4
and the proxy to Isabelle inferences are quite small, with a constant slowdown on most of
the basis library of HOL4.

2

Virtualization in Isabelle/ML and ML Environments

Isabelle/ML is based on Poly/ML, but it isolates programs from low-level access to the
compiler and run-time system: instead of direct mutation of the toplevel environment, there
are functional updates on a universal context [21, §1.1]: it contains all logical declarations,
add-on data for proof tools, and the ML environment (ML types, values, signatures, structures,
functors, infixes). This managed environment of Isabelle/ML imposes restrictions on userspace programs, but allows pervasive parallelism with live editing of a running program in
the Prover IDE, including implicit “undo” of ML toplevel declarations.
Such virtualization of ML is possible thanks to special operations provided by Poly/ML,
most notably PolyML.compiler: it augments the running program with new declarations
in the static ML environment, and new evaluations on the run-time heap (using native
machine-code). This has been integrated with the universal context management of Isabelle
for theories and proofs. Isabelle commands like ML or ML_file augment the environment
according to the structure of theory documents in a thread-safe manner, i.e. ML code within
independent theories (according to their DAG structure) and proofs (according to their block
structure) can run in parallel without conflicts.
We have added a further dimension of named ML environments, to support other ML
applications within Isabelle (notably HOL4): the ML function ML_Env.setup takes a fresh
name and some operations to turn source text into ML tokens and (optional) antiquotations.
There are two predefined ML environments: Isabelle refers to regular Isabelle/ML in the
context of Isabelle/Pure (with some token syntax extensions and antiquotations), and SML
refers to official Standard ML starting from the initial basis (without syntax add-ons).
The meaning of Isabelle commands like ML_file has been modified to depend on the
context option ML_environment: it specifies the names of input and output environments in
the form “env 1 >env 2 ” (where “env>env” may be abbreviated by “env” alone). This allows
to build up ML modules in independent name spaces, and to move material between them on
demand. For example, the Isabelle/ML operation writeln for managed output of messages
(with optional Prover IDE markup) can be made accessible in plain SML like this:1
declare [[ML_environment = "Isabelle>SML"]]
ML "val println = writeln"

That covers the static phase of ML declarations, but there is also the dynamic phase for
program evaluation. To fit this into the purely functional context model of Isabelle, each
ML execution context has a private (thread-local) variable to access its Isabelle context.
The system provides the initial value, which may be changed by the running program via
Context.>> of type (context -> context) -> unit. Afterwards, the system takes back
the result. Thus old-style ML toplevel scripts with implicit mutation become plain functions
on the context. Here is an example for Isabelle/ML:

1

TextIO.print is available in the SML environment, too, but its output shows up on stdout and is not
easily accessible to end-users in the Prover IDE. It is also not possible to “undo” such physical output.
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fun declare_const name ty =
Context.>> (Context.map_theory (Sign.add_consts [(Binding.name name, ty, NoSyn)]));
declare_const "c" propT;
declare_const "d" (propT --> propT);

As the effect of updating the context by Context.>> is managed by Isabelle, going back
to an earlier situation in the theory means that the updates are still absent. So we get a
form of implicit “undo”, simply by returning to an old version of the (immutable) context.

3

ML Environment for HOL4

We use ML_Env.setup from Section 2 to define a fresh ML environment with the name
“HOL4”, hereafter referred to as the HOL4-environment.
I Definition 1 (HOL4-environment). The named ML environment “HOL4” in Isabelle.
Subsequently we describe our setup of the HOL4-environment. Its initial basis is augmented to
turn ref cells into variables managed in the Isabelle context (Section 3.1 and 3.2). Moreover,
the lexical syntax is changed to support HOL4 quotations of terms and types (Section 3.3).

3.1

Global State

SML provides a special type ’a ref for mutable reference cells pointing to values of type
’a. (There is also the Array structure, for vectors of ref cells, but that is unused in
HOL4.) The main operations on ’a ref are ref: ’a -> ’a ref to initialize a new cell,
! : ’a ref -> ’a to get the cell’s content, and infix := : ’a ref * ’a -> unit to change
the cell’s content. We imitate that in our structure Context_Var: it provides type ’a var
and operations new, get, put with analogous signatures. It is implemented via a data slot in
the Isabelle context [21, §1.1.4], holding a map from integers to the universal sum type in
SML. The operation new: ’a -> ’a var allocates a new index in the table and provides
type-safe injections and projections for stored values of the particular type ’a.
Now the meaning of HOL4 programs shall be changed to refer to this managed variable
space, whenever ’a ref operations are seen, but this type cannot be redefined in SML userspace. Since we manage the ML environment anyway, we simply map the name “ref” for
types and values to our counterparts Context_Var.var and Context_Var.new, respectively.
The other operations can be redefined by conventional declarations in SML.
A remaining problem is the use of ref as a datatype constructor in pattern matching,
instead of ! as selector. To keep our language manipulation simple, we eliminated the (rare)
uses of that feature of SML in the HOL4 repository: there was no problem with rewriting,
e.g., fun lookup (ref v) = v manually to fun lookup r = !r.
In summary, the module Context_Var manages the overall state of all context variables
of the running ML program: henceforth it can represent the global “mutable” application
state within the HOL4-environment.
I Definition 2 (HOL4-state). The value of the table in Context_Var in a given universal
context is called the HOL4-state.

3.2

Local State

The above approach, which maps all uses of ref to Context_Var, is functionally correct,
but there is a catch regarding performance and memory consumption. Conventional ref
cells are subject to garbage collection in ML, and do not need an explicit operation to free
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allocated memory. In contrast, variables that were allocated once via Context_Var.new
remain accessible in the context and will not be garbage-collected automatically.
This is particularly problematic for strictly local program variables, i.e., reference cells
that are private to particular function invocations, and typically used to simplify or speed up
the implementation via imperative features. Such ad-hoc variables do not survive termination
of the function, and are better not made persistent in the Isabelle context.
Following this observation, we distinguish local state variables from global state variables
that are managed in the context. This works by marking the variables in the original
HOL4 sources, using the type Uref.t that is merely a clone of ref in HOL4. Now we can
distinguish the two kinds of references in the virtualized Isabelle environment: unmarked ref
becomes our Context_Var.var, and Uref.t becomes Unsynchronized.ref of Isabelle/ML
[21, §0.7.9].
How to distinguish the two kinds of variables in the vast body of HOL4 sources? Our
pragmatic approach is based on run-time profiling. For each static occurrence of Context_Var
its number of dynamic allocations is reported. Then we inspected the worst “memory leaks”
to judge their role in the program: the result is recorded in the official HOL4 sources.

3.3

Quotation Filter

HOL4 extends SML syntax with quotations to allow embedding of logical entities (types and
terms) with their own syntax into ML.2 HOL4 quotations come in different forms, we will
illustrate the concept only for terms. A term quotation consists of a string delimited by two
single back-quotes, e.g., ‘‘string‘‘. The HOL4 QuoteFilter expands this to ML source
Parse.Term [QUOTE "string"]. It means that the string is parsed at run-time at the spot
where this is inlined into the ML source, using the syntax of the implicit theory.
Our HOL4-environment in Isabelle should support quotations, too, so we include the
QuoteFilter directly into it. We also want to use the rich capabilities of the Isabelle Prover
IDE: this requires original source positions passed on to the generated ML text. The Isabelle
setup of PolyML.compiler (Section 2) turns results from static analysis by the ML compiler
into markup that Isabelle/jEdit presents to the user as colors, popups, hyperlinks etc.
QuoteFilter is implemented with the lexical analyzer generator ML-Lex [1]. We made
minor modifications to that in the HOL4 repository, to have it return precise position
information (together with the expanded text). Consequently, the Isabelle/HOL4 source text
provides ML IDE annotations both for SML and the result of inlined quotations (but not
inside the HOL4 term language, unlike Isabelle). The example in Figure 1 illustrates this
Prover IDE experience: The embedded HOL4 term t has ML type KernelTypes.term; this
can be inspected by hovering with the mouse cursor over t.

3.4

Implicit “Undo” of Changes in HOL4-state

We can now illustrate the advantage of implicit “undo” with the HOL4-state. Assume you
declare a constant foo, realize that you spelled it wrong and want to redeclare it as fop.
When interacting with the HOL4 toplevel, you need to keep the global state of constants in
mind, delete foo (make it inaccessible in the term language), and introduce fop like this:
> Theory.new_constant("foo", Type.bool);
> Theory.delete_const "foo";
> Theory.new_constant("fop", Type.bool);

2

This is similar to antiquotations in Isabelle, but the terminology is reversed, because the outer source is
the Isabelle theory and proof language, which may quote ML, which may antiquote the term language.
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Figure 1 A Quotation in the HOL4-environment and IDE markup in Isabelle/jEdit.

With virtual state management by Isabelle, however, it suffices to edit the document,
changing foo to fop and the previous declaration of foo simply disappears (see Figure 2).

Figure 2 Implicit “undo” of operations on virtual state in HOL4 in Isabelle/jEdit. After editing
foo to fop, fop is no longer registered as a constant CONST, but is parsed as a variable VAR.

3.5

The Standard Kernel in the Virtualized Environment

To test that everything is properly set up, we load the original HOL4 sources (with the
standard kernel) in the previously described HOL4-environment. So in this case, HOL4 can
be seen as an isolated application running in the HOL4-environment, without any connection
to the logic of Isabelle/HOL whatsoever. We did this for the following build-sequences:
core: e.g., natural numbers, datatypes, lists, and bossLib
more: e.g., integers, topology, n-bit vectors
large: e.g., real numbers, probability theory, temporal logic, floating point numbers
Figure 4 shows performance figures of virtualized HOL4 vs. original HOL4. Broadly
summarized, virtualized HOL4 is about 1.5 times as slow.

4

An Isabelle/HOL Kernel for HOL4

Now that we have demonstrated that the HOL4-environment provides a suitable environment
to run HOL4 in Isabelle, let us take a look at what is required to have HOL4 produce actual
Isabelle/HOL theorems. This requires an implementation of the actual logical kernel, i.e.,
modules for types, terms, and theorems, which we describe in Section 4.1. But it also requires
modifications to the theory management of HOL4 to properly integrate in the virtualized
HOL4-environment with Isabelle’s theory management, which we describe in Section 4.2. We
report on performance measurements in Section 4.3.

4.1

Logical Kernel

HOL4 and Isabelle/HOL both follow the LCF-approach, which means they define an abstract datatype of theorems with inference rules as (type-safe) operations [4]. Note that
Isabelle/HOL’s types, terms, and theorems are actually implemented in Isabelle/Pure.
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The HOL4-Kernel is the collection of ML modules for types, terms, and theorems in
HOL4. HOL4 prescribes an interface (ML signatures) to the HOL4-Kernel, which makes
it possible to select different implementations of the HOL4-Kernel at compile time. HOL4
comes with a standard HOL4-Kernel, where terms are represented with de-Bruijn indices and
explicit substitutions, as well as an experimental HOL4-Kernel with named bound variables.
In the subsequent implementation of our Isabelle HOL4-Kernel, types, terms, and theorems
of the HOL4-Kernel interface are implemented by their counterparts in Isabelle/Pure.

4.1.1

Types

Besides constructor names, Isabelle’s type language only differs from the standard HOL4Kernel in that it is many-sorted and includes schematic type variables. Therefore, all
types produced by our kernel have the base sort HOL.type and do not include schematic
type variables. So the type structure is mainly a copy of the standard HOL4-Kernel with
constructors replaced and some small adaptations.
The Isabelle/Pure theorem module does not use these (unchecked) types directly, but
rather operates on values of the abstract type ctyp, which represents types that are wellformed wrt. some theory. Certifying types is an expensive operation, and since the Isabelle
HOL4-Kernel should never need to produce malformed types, it would be beneficial to use
certified types as our underlying type representation.
But unfortunately this is impossible, because the HOL4-Kernel (and subsequently all of
HOL4) requires that hol_type is an ML equality type. Isabelle/Pure’s abstract type ctyp
does not satisfy this requirement and it is unrealistic to remove this requirement from the
HOL4-Kernel.
There are two occurrences in the Isabelle HOL4-Kernel where certification of types is
necessary: The first occurrence is instantiation of type variables, INST_TYPE in HOL4 that
maps to Thm.instantiate_frees). In this case it is reasonable to expect that the size
of these types is small, so that we can ignore this fine point. The second occurrence is
construction of variables Term.mk_var : (string * hol_type) -> term. Variables are
constructed so frequent that re-certification can be prohibitively expensive. We work around
this by introducing a cache where already certified types can be looked up.

4.1.2

Terms

The HOL4-Kernel interface fixes an abstract interface to well-typed terms. In Isabelle/Pure,
well-formed and well-typed terms are an abstract subtype cterm (for certified term) of a
datatype of preterms3 . Figure 3 compares the representation of preterms in Isabelle/Pure
and terms in the standard HOL4-Kernel. Constants Const and free variables Free/Fv
are constructed from a name and a type, bound variables Bound/Bv are represented with
de-Bruijn indices. In Isabelle/Pure, λ-abstraction Abs takes information on how to display
the bound variable with a string, the type of the bound variable, and a body. The standard
HOL4-Kernel maintains the invariant that Abs only occurs with a free variable Fv as first
argument, thereby representing the same information as Isabelle/Pure. Function application
of function f and argument x is written as infix operation f $ x or combination Comb. Var
in Isabelle represents schematic (unifiable) variables, but this is not needed for HOL4.

3

This actually is the datatype term in Isabelle, but to avoid confusion, we call it preterm here.
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datatype preterm =
Const of string * typ
| Free of string * typ
| Bound of int
| Abs
of string * typ * preterm
| $
of preterm * preterm
| Var
of indexname * typ

datatype term =
Const of kernelid * hol_type
| Fv
of string * hol_type
| Bv
of int
| Abs
of term * term
| Comb of term * term
| Clos of term Subst.subs * term

(a) Preterms in Isabelle/Pure.

(b) Internal terms in the standard HOL4-Kernel.

Figure 3 Different term representations in Isabelle and HOL4.

HOL4’s standard kernel has an explicit constructor Clos for closures, terms with an
environment attached to them. For rewriting-heavy applications (e.g., the CakeML bootstrapping), Clos might be performance-critical. Nevertheless, we decided to ignore this feature for
the moment, because e.g., the experimental kernel does not feature closures, either. Should
one wish to achieve the same asymptotic complexity for rewriting with explicit closures, one
could add a special Let-construct to Isabelle/HOL. Pattern-matches on preterms in the
Isabelle HOL4-Kernel would then need to introduce a special case that tests for the presence
of this special Let constant (just like the standard HOL4-Kernel has a special case for Clos).
While the Isabelle/Pure interface to cterm is rather minimal, it exposes some primitives
for building abstractions and applications without having to re-certify the result. This allows
us to base our implementation of the HOL4-Kernel term structure on certified terms, avoiding
the expensive operation of certification as much as possible.
One slight complication was that, at the beginning of our work, the type of terms was
declared as an eqtype in the HOL4-Kernel signature, and thus could not be instantiated with
an abstract type. The HOL4 developers had already started to work (with an independent
motivation) towards removing the eqtype constraint, and this removal is now completed.
We encountered another problem: the HOL4-Kernel sometimes produces malformed terms,
in particular terms containing loose bound variables. These terms result from break_abs,
which destructs an abstraction without turning the variable bound under the abstraction into
a free variable. We work around this by using free variables with special names to represent
the loose variables. These uniquely named variables are also useful to efficiently destruct
abstractions in the regular way (i.e. by turning the bound variable into a free variable), which
may otherwise involve renaming, and to ensure that Isabelle/Pure does not rename variables
using its own convention, which is different from that of the HOL4-Kernel.
We cannot pattern-match on the abstract type cterm but would like our implementation
to stay close to that in the standard HOL4 kernel, which heavily uses pattern matching
on terms. We therefore match on the underlying preterm of a cterm and carry out the
actual operation on the result of destructing the cterm according to the matched pattern.
To illustrate this technique, here is part of the implementation of the operation trav, which
applies a function f : cterm -> unit to all constants and free variables in a term.
fun trav f ct =
let fun trv (Free _) ct = f ct
| trv (Rator $ Rand) ct =
let val (cRator,cRand) = dest_comb ct
in (trv Rator cRator ; trv Rand cRand)
end
...
in trv (preterm_of ct) ct end
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Here we access the underlying preterm of ct using the Isabelle/Pure function preterm_of,
which is cheap, and then give both to the internal function trv, which pattern matches on
the term and either applies f at the appropriate places or destructs the cterm according to
the matched pattern with dest_comb.

4.1.3

Axiomatization of HOL

The HOL4-Kernel axiomatizes higher order logic. For the Isabelle HOL4-Kernel, we obviously
do not want to add new axioms, but rather map calls that axiomatize to existing constants,
axioms, and theorems in Isabelle/HOL.
The HOL4-Kernel has builtin type operators for functions ->, booleans bool, and an
inductive type ind, which we map directly to the corresponding type operators from the
axiomatization of Isabelle/HOL for functions ⇒, booleans bool, and an inductive type ind.
The HOL4-Kernel has builtin constants for equality = : ’a -> ’a -> bool, Hilbert
choice @ : (’a -> bool) -> ’a, and implication ==> : bool -> bool -> bool. The
axiomatization of Isabelle/HOL also contains equality (=) :: ’a ⇒ ’a ⇒ bool, implication
(−→) :: bool ⇒ bool ⇒ bool, and Hilbert choice Eps :: (’a ⇒ bool) ⇒ ’a, so we can
map to those directly, as well.
The HOL4-Kernel introduces axioms for defined constants (T, F, ONE_ONE, ONTO):
("BOOL_CASES_AX",
("ETA_AX",
("SELECT_AX",
("INFINITY_AX",

‘‘!t. (t=T) \/ (t=F)‘‘)
‘‘!t:’a->’b. (\x. t x) = t‘‘)
‘‘!(P:’a->bool) x. P x ==> P ($@ P)‘‘)
‘‘?f:ind->ind. ONE_ONE f /\ ~ONTO f‘‘)

Without extending the set of axioms in Isabelle/HOL, we map those axioms to theorems
that we proved explicitly in Isabelle/HOL.

4.1.4

Theorems

The HOL4-Kernel theorem module modifies the internal representation of theorems in a
soundness-critical way. In contrast to that, the Isabelle/Pure-based implementation simply
defers operations to (trusted) Isabelle/Pure primitives.
Usually, Isabelle/Pure inferences cannot be used directly, but require some adaptation of
interfaces. This is because of the distinction between meta-logic Isabelle/Pure and object-logic
Isabelle/HOL. For example, the HOL4-Kernel primitive MK_COMB : thm -> thm -> thm is
supposed to yield a theorem f x = g y from theorems f = g and x = y. Isabelle/Pure
provides a similar inference Thm.combination : thm -> thm -> thm, but for meta-equality.
I.e., it produces f x ≡ g y from theorems f ≡ g and x ≡ y. The Isabelle/HOL axiomatization states that HOL-equality (=) reflects Pure-equality (≡), so we can insert inference
steps to convert theorems with Pure-equality to (and from) theorems with HOL-equality.
Overall, we do not use the builtin unification of Isabelle/Pure, but always compute explicit
instantiations, hoping that this is the most efficient implementation.

4.2

Theory Management

HOL4 uses the dedicated Holmake tool to manage dependencies of source files. Moreover,
it can compile theory files from script files: this requires special attention when trying to
incorporate this in the HOL4-environment and cooperate with the Isabelle HOL4-Kernel.
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4.2.1

HOL4-Scripts and HOL4-Theory Files

Theories in HOL4 are structured along a concept called theory segments. A segment records
logical declarations like types, constants, and theorems, together with pointers to parent
segments. The theory represented by a segment is the union of all the logical declarations of
the segment and its parents. A theory segment is constructed in different stages:
One starts from a so-called script. A script contains all the ML-declarations that define
types, constants, prove theorems, or e.g., augment syntax.
When compiling a script, all changes that the script makes w.r.t. to the current (logical)
theory are recorded and saved in a special file-format. Compilation of a script will also
generate theory files.
Theory files are ML modules that contain all the information required to load the recorded
changes and apply them to the current (logical) theory.
Note that re-importing a HOL4 theory from the file-system does not reconstruct theorems
by kernel inferences, instead it trusts the imported statement with an oracle. We do not
want to reproduce this part of the workflow in Isabelle/HOL, in particular because we do
not want to increase the trusted code base by theorem import (and essentially all of HOL4).
Instead we remember the theorem values that are created when running the script. HOL4
offers a hook that allows users to register custom code to be called upon exporting a theory,
and we use this to store the theorems as abstract ML values in the universal Isabelle context.
We provide a small wrapper around HOL4’s module that reads theories from the filesystem. This wrapper does not assume theorems via an oracle, it rather looks up the theorem
values that were previously stored in the Isabelle context.
In the HOL4 system, scripts are run in a separate process, and the only artifacts that
they produce are the generated theory files. This means that in our case, after running a
script, the HOL4-state needs to be reset: the script modified the underlying HOL4 theory,
but these changes are not supposed to persist. In order to do so, we simply remember the
HOL4-state before compiling the script in Isabelle/ML and update the HOL4-state afterwards
to the previously remembered state.

4.2.2

Holmake

Holmake is the main tool to manage dependencies of script files, theory files and other
ML files for HOL4. Upon invocation in a directory containing HOL4 source files, Holmake
computes dependencies between files, and compiles and runs plain ML code, proof scripts,
and generated theory files.
We can compile and run Holmake in the HOL4 ML environment, but its overall setup is –
due to the previous discussion about storing theorems when running scripts – too alien for us
to use it in the HOL4-environment. Instead, we write custom code that emulates the behavior
of Holmake reasonably well. Our emulation builds on a part of Holmake, the Holdep tool.
From the output of Holdep, we recurse over the dependencies. With additional dependencies
for Theory files (they depend on Script files), our emulation is sufficiently close so that it
“does the right thing”4 for a large part of HOL4’s source directories.
On several occasions, HOL4 saves a “heap”, i.e., the global state of the Poly/ML process
after loading a number of SML modules and theories. In our virtual environment, this simply
amounts to keeping the HOL4-state instead of resetting it to the previous value.
4

Quoting a comment in the implementation of Holmake.
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virtual / standard
Isabelle/HOL / standard

4

ratio

3

2

1

probability (144.8 s)

real (60.8 s)

finite_maps (74.8 s)

pred_set/src/more_theories (57.8 s)

n-bit (47.6 s)

floating-point (49.2 s)

integer (38.8 s)

pred_set/src (30.0 s)

num/theories (29.8 s)

list/src (25.0 s)

coretypes (26.0 s)

float (17.4 s)

rational (23.6 s)

coalgebras (15.0 s)

num/extra_theories (13.6 s)

bag (12.4 s)

monad/more_monads (12.6 s)

ring/src (10.4 s)

string (10.2 s)

quotient/src (10.4 s)

Boolify/src (10.2 s)

sort (9.2 s)

HolSmt (9.8 s)

1 (9.0 s)

postkernel (9.2 s)

relation (7.8 s)

quantHeuristics (6.4 s)

emit (6.2 s)

pattern_matches (6.2 s)

search (4.8 s)

transfer (3.4 s)

topology (2.4 s)

res_quan/src (2.4 s)

HolSat/vector_def_CNF (2.4 s)

0

Figure 4 Performance measurements: HOL4 source directory on the x-axis, sorted by elapsed
time (in parentheses) to build that directory with standard HOL4. Bars show the time (relative to
standard HOL4) to build that directory with virtualized standard HOL4-Kernel (black) and the
Isabelle HOL4-Kernel (white).

4.3

Performance Measurements

In this section we report on performance measurements. We investigate whether the overhead
incurred by virtualization and adapting kernel interfaces is reasonably moderate and how
well it scales with the size of the application.
In Figure 4, we compare the elapsed time for building theories in HOL4 source directories
from the core, more, and large build sequences. We exclude the directories that take less
than 2 seconds to build in standard HOL4. The reported times are the minimum out of
5 measurements for each directory. The experiments were run (single threaded, because
Isabelle and HOL4 have different schemes for parallelization) on a laptop computer with
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8750H CPU @ 2.20GHz and 32 GB of RAM, running Windows 10.
We observe that the virtual HOL4-Kernel takes about 1.5 times as long as standard
HOL4. We interpret this as an indication that we have a good handle on the management of
global and local state (Sections 3.1 and 3.2).
Some directories build faster with the virtual HOL4-Kernel. This is likely due to different
bootstrapping in the virtual HOL4-environment: more dependencies are already pre-loaded.
Another reason could be fewer IO operations in the HOL4-environment, because we virtualize
access to the file-system by in-memory data lookup and storage.
The final observation concerning Figure 4 is that the slowdown of the Isabelle HOL4Kernel is never by more than a factor of 4.5 and usually lies between one and three. We believe
that this is a moderate overhead for the adaptations between inferences of Isabelle/Pure and
the HOL4-Kernel interface (described in Section 4). Moreover this overhead seems to be
constant w.r.t the size of the development, so we expect it to scale to even bigger applications.
Let us now compare our approach of transporting theorems from HOL4 to Isabelle/HOL
with OpenTheory (see also Section 7). With the OpenTheory approach, HOL4 scripts
are run with a HOL4-Kernel that produces OpenTheory files (.art). These files are postprocessed with the OpenTheory tool (opentheory info --article), which, e.g., deletes
unwanted constants. The resulting file can then be imported into Isabelle/HOL, once the
importer is set up with information on how to map HOL4 type operators and constants
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Table 1 Performance in comparison with OpenTheory. Absolute time and time relative to
standard HOL4 (row 1) are reported for transporting HOL4 theories relation and real_topology
to Isabelle/HOL via OpenTheory (rows 2.1-2.3) and our Isabelle HOL4-Kernel (row 3).
relation
absolute [s] relative

real_topology
absolute [s] relative

1

standard HOL4

1.8

1.0

68.4

1.0

2.1
2.2
2.3

HOL4 OpenTheory kernel (.art)
opentheory info --article (.ot.art)
Isabelle OpenTheory import

10.2
31.2
0.9

5.7
17.3
0.5

546
2416

8.0
35.3

3

Isabelle HOL4-Kernel

6.1

3.4

310

4.5

to their Isabelle/HOL counterparts. In Table 1, we report our performance measurements
for exporting and importing the HOL4 theory relation and real_topology. We chose
relation because it has few dependencies and therefore allowed us to set up the OpenTheory
importer with moderate effort. We chose real_topology in order to investigate performance
on a large theory: regarding build time, it is the largest theory in the basis library.
The actual import is faster than the original build of the theory relation. But producing
OpenTheory files is slower than our Isabelle HOL4-Kernel. Post-processing of OpenTheory
files is very expensive, it takes more than 17 times as long for the small relation theory
and even 35 times as long for the large real_topology theory.

4.4

Debugging

When attempting to build HOL4 using our Isabelle HOL4-Kernel, we came across many
failures that were related either to implementation errors or to unexpected behavior of the
Isabelle/Pure primitives we use. Debugging these failures was often a challenge: Errors
frequently occurred far from their root cause, especially when program flow in HOL4 is
controlled by exceptions. In order to help with the debugging process, we implemented yet
another kernel that performs every operation using both the standard HOL4-Kernel and
our Isabelle HOL4-Kernel simultaneously, comparing their results. This yields an error at
the earliest point where the behavior of the standard kernel and the Isabelle kernel diverge
and therefore points directly to discrepancies in the implementation (together with concrete
arguments that caused the bad behavior).

5

Transfer

In order to keep the Isabelle HOL4-Kernel as simple and maintainable as possible, we do
not make any attempts at transforming the imported definitions or theorems to somewhat
more idiomatic concepts in Isabelle/HOL. For example, apart from the axiomatization in
Section 4.1.3, we do not map types/constants from HOL4 to existing types/constants in
Isabelle/HOL. We also do not use the Isabelle/HOL datatype package, but simply use the
constructions performed by HOL4.
Overall, we get a completely separate formalization of closely related concepts. E.g., both
Isabelle and HOL4 define natural numbers and lists. We realign those in a post-hoc fashion,
and Isabelle’s transfer package [5, 13] is a powerful, flexible, and efficient tool perfectly
suited for these needs.
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Subsequently, we propose an approach that allows the user to obtain an idiomatic
Isabelle/HOL formalization from the imported HOL4 libraries. This requires some user
interaction, but arguably there has to be some human interaction to judge what an “idiomatic”
definition looks like. We provide infrastructure to make this process as comfortable as possible.
In particular, we enable the user to mix HOL4 syntax and Isabelle/HOL syntax in order to
state and prove theorems that relate Isabelle/HOL concepts to HOL4 concepts.
The running example to illustrate our approach will be lists. The HOL4 formalization
defines the type of lists as a datatype:
Datatype.Hol_datatype ‘list = NIL | CONS of ’a => list‘

In the Isabelle HOL4-Kernel (Section 4), we adopt the naming scheme that identifiers id
from a HOL4 theory segment seg are mapped to Isabelle identifiers seg___id. This means
that in the Isabelle/HOL foundation, the above HOL4-datatype definition results in the
definition of a type ’a list___list and constants list___NIL, list___CONS (the datatype
definition is in the segment list).
typedecl ’a list___list
consts list___NIL::’a list___list
consts list___CONS::’a ⇒ ’a ⇒ ’a list___list

In the rest of this section, we show how to relate these constants to the “idiomatic”, existing
datatype constructors of lists in Isabelle/HOL:
datatype ’a list = Nil | Cons ’a "’a list"

5.1

Mixing HOL4 and Isabelle Entitites

We first describe how a user can mix HOL4 and Isabelle-syntax. This takes inspiration
from an experiment by Hupel [6] that allows the embedding of ML values into a formal
context. We provide special syntax for Isabelle, that allows the user to write HOL4‹expr› in
inner syntax, and expr will be parsed by the HOL4 parser and return the corresponding
Isabelle/HOL term. For example, a property P of two-element HOL4-lists can be expressed as P (HOL4‹length [x, y]›), which will be parsed as P (list___length (list___CONS
x (list___CONS y list___NIL))).
Theorems produced by the Isabelle HOL4-Kernel do not even show up in the Isabelle/Isar
namespace, they are only stored as ML-values in the universal context in the HOL4environment. In order to comfortably refer to HOL4 theorems in Isabelle/Isar, we provide
an attribute [[hol4_thm segment.THEOREM]] that refers to the theorem THEOREM from the
HOL4-segment segment.

5.2

Transfer Rules

The main tool for proving theorems along isomorphisms is the transfer package [5, 13].
The central element for setting up the transfer package are transfer rules. For the purposes
of this presentation, transfer rules are of the form R c d for relations R :: ’a => ’b => bool
and constants c :: ’a, d :: ’b. For simplicity, we assume that R is bi-total and bi-unique,
i.e., the graph of a bijection between ’a and ’b, but the transfer package is sufficiently
flexible to deal with partial and quotient relations as well. We say that R c d is a transfer
rule for constant d.
Relators are used to construct relations for compound types, in particular the function
relator with infix syntax ===> relates functions f and g that yield S -related results f x, g x
for R -related arguments x, y. Written as a transfer rule: (R ===> S) f g.
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Given a set of transfer rules and a theorem, the transfer package looks up transfer
rules for each of the constants that occur in the theorem and composes them (recall that the
transfer relations encode bijections) to obtain a theorem for an isomorphic (along the transfer
rules) theorem. E.g., given a transfer rule (R ===> (=)) P Q for predicates P :: ’a => bool
and Q :: ’b => bool, a transfer rule R c d to transfer a constant d::’b to c::’a, and a
theorem Q d, the transfer package will produce the theorem P c. To clarify the intuition, Q
and d will be constants imported from HOL4, and P and c related idiomatic constants in
Isabelle/HOL.
The basis of our setup consists of transfer rules for all of the constants defined in the
HOL4 bool theory. To give an example, the transfer rule for universal quantification relates
the HOL4 all-quantifier ! with the Isabelle/HOL all-quantifier All for (A ===> (=)) -related
predicates, given a bijection A.
lemma [transfer_rule]: "((A ===> (=)) ===> (=)) All HOL4‹(!)›" if "bi_total A"

We prove similar rules for e.g., conjunction, implication, negation, True, and False. The
proofs are straightforward, because the definitions in HOL4 and Isabelle/HOL both follow
the axiomatization from Section 4.1.3.

5.3

Setting up Transfer for Lists

We now proceed with setting up transfer rules for HOL4-lists. The HOL4 datatype package
constructs (among others) an induction theorem:
list_INDUCT = ‘!P. P [] /\ (!t. P t ==> !h. P (h::t)) ==> !l. P l‘

In the Isabelle/HOL foundation, we can look up this theorem with the attribute [[hol4_thm
‹list.list_INDUCT›]]. The resulting theorem looks like this:
bool___! (λP. bool___/\ (P list___NIL)
(bool___! (λt. P t −→ bool___! (λh.

P (list___CONS h t)))) −→ bool___! P)

It can be transferred (automatically, using the untransferred attribute) along the transfer
rules for the constants from the HOL4 bool theory (bool_! and bool___/\) in order to
prove a proper Isabelle/HOL induction rule, mixing in HOL4-syntax for the HOL4-constants
NIL and CONS:
lemma hol4_list_induction[case_names
NIL CONS, induct type]:
V
"P x" if "P HOL4‹NIL›" and "( x xs. P xs =⇒ P (HOL4‹CONS› x xs))"
using [[hol4_thm listTheory.list_INDUCT›, untransferred, of P x]] by simp

In order to establish a connection between lists in Isabelle/HOL and lists in HOL4, we
define a function (in Isabelle/HOL) from Isabelle/HOL lists to their HOL4-counterparts.
fun convert_list :: "’a list ⇒ ’a list___list"
where "convert_list [] = HOL4‹NIL›"
| "convert_list (x#xs) = HOL4‹CONS x› (convert_list xs)"

With the induction rule for HOL4-lists, as well as injectivity of CONS and disjointness of
NIL and CONS – those rules are also provided by HOL4 – we can easily prove injectivity and
surjectivity of convert_list. Therefore the relation (λx y. convert_list x = y) is bi-total
and bi-unique and it can be used as a transfer relation for lists of elements of the same type.
The transfer package provides some more support, in particular automation to set up
parametric transfer rules:
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setup_lifting ‹Quotient (=) convert_list convert_list’ (λx y. convert_list x = y)›
parametric ‹(list_all2 A ===> list_all2 A ===> (=)) (=) (=)›

This defines a relator rh4_list::(’a ⇒ ’b ⇒ bool) ⇒ ’a list ⇒ ’b list ⇒ bool, where
rh4_list A is hs expresses that is and hs are of the same shape and their elements are
(pointwise) in relation A. With this setup, we can prove transfer rules for NIL and CONS
lemma [transfer_rule]: rh4_list A Nil (HOL4‹NIL›)
lemma [transfer_rule]: (A ===> rh4_list A ===> rh4_list A) Cons HOL4‹CONS›

With these rules proved, the transfer package can be used to automatically transfer every
theorem that involves NIL, CONS and constants from HOL4 theory bool.

5.4

Primitive Recursive Definitions

HOL4 does not expose generic recursors for primitive recursive functions. A convenient
way to transfer constants that are defined by primitive recursion in HOL4 is to define (in
Isabelle/HOL) a recursor for HOL4 lists in terms of the recursor rec_list for Isabelle/HOL
lists. The command lift_definition provides infrastructure to define constants in terms of
isomorphic constants (here the isomorphism is between between list and list___list and
has been set up by the previous setup_lifting command).
lift_definition rec_hol4_list::
"’a ⇒ (’b ⇒ ’b list___list ⇒ ’a ⇒ ’a) ⇒ ’b list___list ⇒ ’a"
is rec_list::"’a ⇒ (’b ⇒ ’b list ⇒ ’a ⇒ ’a) ⇒ ’b list ⇒ ’a"
parametric list.rec_transfer .

Then one only needs to express the respective constants in terms of this recursor, e.g., for
appending lists:
lemma "append xs ys = rec_list ys (λ x _. Cons x) xs"
lemma "HOL4‹APPEND› xs ys = rec_hol4_list ys (λ x _. HOL4‹CONS› x) xs"

These lemmas follow directly from the definition of the recursors and the involved functions.
Then the transfer rule for APPEND ("(rh4_list A ===> rh4_list A ===> rh4_list A) append
(HOL4‹APPEND›)" ) can be proved automatically by the transfer_prover (after unfolding the
above equivalences), because there are transfer rules for each of the involved constants.

5.5

Example: Transfer Theorems

We demonstrate the possibility of transferring theorems from HOL4 to Isabelle/HOL and
back on a derived example. Assume that someone proved FERMAT in HOL4, which we simulate
by an axiomatization in the virtual HOL4:
val FERMAT = Theory.new_axiom ("FERMAT",
‘‘!a b c n. SUC (SUC 0) < n ==> ~(SUM (MAP (\x. SUC x ** n) [a; b]) = SUC c ** n)‘‘)

A significant result! Because we proved transfer rules for all of the constants occurring in
the theorem statement, we can import this result with a single invocation of untransferred.
P
lemma fermat: "Suc (Suc 0) < n =⇒ ( x←[a, b]. (Suc x) ^ n) 6= Suc c ^ n"
using [[hol4_thm fermatTheory.FERMAT, untransferred]] by simp

We can even communicate this result back to the virtual HOL4 system: First of all, we need
to prove the lemma (in Isabelle/HOL) in a HOL4-friendly format. Again, we have transfer
rules for all of the constants, so a single invocation of transfer allows us to prove the lemma.
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lemma fermat_hol4: "HOL4‹! a b c n. SUC (SUC 0) < n ==>
~(SUM (MAP (\x. SUC x ** n) [a; b]) = SUC c ** n)›"
by transfer (use fermat_isabelle in simp)

Then val fermat_hol4 = @{thm fermat_hol4} can be used as a regular theorem value in
the virtual HOL4 environment and prove the round-tripped theorem FERMAT2.
val FERMAT2 = store_thm("FERMAT2", ‘‘! a b c n.
SUC (SUC 0) < n ==> ~(SUM (MAP (\x. SUC x ** n) [a; b]) = SUC c ** n)‘‘,
METIS_TAC [fermat_hol4]);

5.6

Discussion: Manual Interaction

Our proposed approach clearly involves some amount of manual interaction. First, suitable
definitions in Isabelle/HOL need to be identified or defined. Then, suitable transfer rules
need to be proved for each of these definitions. But (and that is an important aspect), the
amount of manual interaction is proportional to the number of constant definitions, and not
to the size or number of results that one wants to transfer.
This manual effort is certainly well invested for larger applications, in particular because
intermediate constructions need not be set up in order to transfer final results. For example,
there is no need to set up transfer for all intermediate languages in the CakeML stack to
transfer a final correctness theorem that involves only machine-code and CakeML-syntax.

6

Conclusion

Thanks to the proper setup of a virtual ML environment, we have managed the daunting task
of taming mutable state in a large application program: HOL4. Many big and small problems
had to be overcome; it is great to see such a collaboration between different systems already
work so well. This effort has induced changes to the internals of both HOL4 and Isabelle,
which were overseen by the respective experts and incorporated into their repositories.
All involved systems profit from this work: HOL4 has yet another kernel, and remaining
issues of the emulation could point to HOL4 code that needs further improvement. Isabelle
now has a systematic treatment of alternative ML environments, with user-defined static
basis and token language. Since virtual HOL4 runs inside Isabelle/jEdit [20], we could even
see that as a viable IDE for HOL4 in the near future, although its user community is still
very content with more traditional vi and Emacs interfaces.
We imagine fruitful interoperability: For example, HOL4 tactics could be used for Isabelle
proofs, or HOL4 users could work with Isabelle/HOL formalizations (e.g., from the AFP) in
the HOL4-environment.
A full import of the CakeML project in Isabelle/HOL is still future work, but it could
yield a much larger user-base for the CakeML formalization, when all the tools of HOL4 and
Isabelle/HOL can be combined in a single environment. The material on CakeML by Hupel
in the AFP [7] is already awaiting to be formally connected.

7

Related Work

In 1995, Slind implemented the TFL package [18] generically, such that the ML sources
worked both for Isabelle/HOL and HOL4. A few years later, both sides were maintained
independently and diverged: today Isabelle has still a legacy recdef command and HOL4 a
substantially extended Definition function, both based on TFL. Despite its limited success
in bridging the gap between Isabelle/HOL and HOL4, the TFL package shares the key idea
of our approach to load original ML sources into the other proof assistant.
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More conventional export and import facilities write internal data structures to the
file-system (essentially a trace of the inference kernel and theory content) and load them
into the other system. A notable example is the HOL(Light) to Isabelle converter: the
first version by Skalberg and Obua [16] had scalability problems due to massive amounts of
XML data written to a Unix file-system. This has been greatly improved by Kaliszyk and
Krauss [10]: the HOL-Light standard library is loaded into Isabelle/HOL in a few minutes.
OpenTheory by Hurd [8] is a similar approach based on kernel traces, but its theory
and proof representations follow a published standard format. This has been designed to
cover all members of the HOL family, but this excludes Isabelle/HOL with its distinctive
deviations in the primitive logic (e.g. support for type-classes with overloaded definitions).
Consequently, the OpenTheory importer for Isabelle did not get beyond experimental state
so far, and an exporter never worked out. We also see fundamental problems in scalability
to really large libraries: the OpenTheory standard library [9] is rather small compared to
applications seen today, e.g. in Isabelle AFP [3], or CakeML [12].
More ambitious export-import projects even attempt to bridge the gap between HOLLight and Coq [11]. This introduces new questions on the logic, but the fundamental problems
of scalability and systems engineering remain the same. It should be noted that our approach
is closely related to the original idea behind LCF [4]: instead of handing around proof terms,
we merely run a program in a controlled manner to get to the intended theory content.
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Abstract
We present a framework to generate verified LLVM programs from Isabelle/HOL. It is based on a
code generator that generates LLVM text from a simplified fragment of LLVM, shallowly embedded
into Isabelle/HOL. On top, we have developed a separation logic, a verification condition generator,
and an LLVM backend to the Isabelle Refinement Framework.
As case studies, we have produced verified LLVM implementations of binary search and the
Knuth-Morris-Pratt string search algorithm. These are one order of magnitude faster than the
Standard-ML implementations produced with the original Refinement Framework, and on par with
unverified C implementations. Adoption of the original correctness proofs to the new LLVM backend
was straightforward.
The trusted code base of our approach is the shallow embedding of the LLVM fragment and the
code generator, which is a pretty printer combined with some straightforward compilation steps.
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1

Introduction

The Isabelle Refinement Framework [33, 26, 27] features a stepwise refinement approach to
verified algorithms, using the Isabelle/HOL theorem prover [42, 41]. It has been successfully
applied to verify many algorithms and software systems, among them LTL and timed automata
model checkers [15, 6, 48], network flow algorithms [32, 31], a SAT-solver certification
tool [29, 30], and even a SAT solver [16]. Using Isabelle/HOL’s code generator [18], the
verified algorithms can be extracted to functional languages like Haskell or Standard ML.
However, the code generator only provides partial correctness guarantees, i.e., termination of
the generated code cannot be proved. Moreover, the generated code is typically slower than
the same algorithms implemented in C or Java.
The original Refinement Framework [33, 26] could only generate purely functional code.
The first remedy to the performance problem was to introduce array data structures that
behave like functional lists on the surface, but are implemented by destructively updated
arrays behind the scenes, similar to Haskell’s now deprecated DiffArray. While this gained
some performance, the array implementation itself was not verified, such that we had to trust
its correctness. Moreover, an array access still required a significant amount of overhead
compared to a simple pointer dereference in C.
© Peter Lammich;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY
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The next step towards more efficient verified implementations was the Sepref tool [27]. It
generates code for Imperative HOL [7], which provides a heap monad inside Isabelle/HOL,
and a code generator extension to generate code that uses the stateful arrays provided by
ML, or the heap monad of Haskell. The Sepref tool performs automatic data refinement from
abstract data types like maps or sets to concrete implementations like hash tables, which can
be placed on the heap and destructively updated. Moreover, it provides tools [28] to assist
in the definition of new data structures, exploiting “free theorems” [45] that it obtains from
parametricity properties of the abstract data types. Using Imperative HOL as backend, we
gained some additional performance: For example, the GRAT tool [29, 30] provides a verified
checker for UNSAT certificates in the DRAT format [47]. It is faster than the unverified
state-of-the art checker drat-trim [47], which is written in C. However, the GRAT tool
spends most of its run time in an unverified certificate preprocessor. Nevertheless, optimizing
the verified part of the code is important: The very same technique was also implemented in
Coq, using purely functional data structures [12, 11]. There, the verified code was actually
the bottleneck1 .
This paper presents a next step towards efficient verified algorithms: A refinement
framework to generate verified code in LLVM intermediate representation [35] with total
correctness guarantees. LLVM is an imperative intermediate language with a powerful
and well-tested optimizing compiler. We first formalize the semantics of Isabelle-LLVM, a
simple imperative language shallowly embedded into Isabelle/HOL, and designed to be easily
translated to actual LLVM text (§2). On top of Isabelle-LLVM, we build a separation logic
and a verification condition generator, which allows convenient reasoning about IsabelleLLVM programs (§3). Finally, we modify the Sepref tool to target Isabelle-LLVM instead of
Imperative/HOL (§4), connecting the Refinement Framework to our LLVM code generator.
This only affects the last refinement step, such that most parts of existing verifications can
be reused. As case studies (§5), we verify a binary search algorithm and adopt an existing
formalization [19] of the Knuth-Morris-Pratt string search algorithm [24]. The resulting
LLVM code is significantly faster than the corresponding Standard-ML code and on par with
unverified C implementations. The paper ends with the discussion of future work (§6) and
related work (§7). The Isabelle theories described in this paper are available as supplement
material (URL displayed in paper header).

2

Isabelle-LLVM

2.1

State Monad

The basis of Isabelle-LLVM is a state-error monad, which we use to conveniently model the
preconditions of instructions, their effect on memory, as well as arbitrary recursive programs.
We define the algebraic data types:
(0a,0s) M = M (run: 0s ⇒ (0a,0s) mres)

(0a,0s) mres = NTERM | FAIL | SUCC 0a 0s

An entity of type ‹(0a,0s) M › contains a function ‹run› that maps a start state of type ‹0s› to
a monad result that indicates either nontermination, a failure, or a successful execution with
a result of type ‹0a› and a new state. We define the standard monad combinators:

1

Later, the checker was rewritten in ACL2, also using imperative data structures [11, 20].
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return x
fail
bind m f
assert Φ
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= M (λs. SUCC x s)
get = M (λs. SUCC s s)
= M (λ . FAIL)
set s = M (λ . SUCC () s)
= M (λs. case run m s of SUCC x s ⇒ run (f x) s | r ⇒ r)
= if Φ then return () else fail

That is, ‹return x› returns result ‹x› without changing the state, ‹fail› aborts the computation, ‹get› returns the current state, and ‹set s› updates the current state. Finally,
‹bind m f› first executes ‹m›, and then ‹f› with the result of ‹m›. If ‹m› fails or does not
terminate, the whole bind fails or does not terminate. The derived ‹assert Φ› combinator
can be conveniently used to abort the computation if some precondition is violated, e.g., on
division by zero.
We use do-notation, i.e. ‹do { x←m; f x }› is short for ‹bind m (λx. f x)›. Moreover,
we define a flat chain complete partial order [37] on ‹mres›, with ‹⊥ := NTERM›. For a
monotonic function ‹F :: (0a ⇒ (0b,0s) M) ⇒ 0a ⇒ (0b,0s) M›, ‹REC F› is the least fixed point.
As functions defined using the monad combinators are monotonic by construction [25], we
can define arbitrary recursive computations. The partial function package [25] provides
automation for monotonicity proofs and for defining simple recursive functions. Mutual
recursion still requires some manual effort, though it could be automated, too.

2.2

Memory Model

We use a high-level memory model that does not directly expose the bit-level representation
of values and assumes an infinite supply of memory. The memory is modeled as a list of
blocks. Each block is either deallocated, or it is a list of values. A value is a pair of values, a
pointer, or an integer. We model memory by the following data types2 :
memory = MEMORY (block list)
val = PAIR val val | PRIM primval

block
= val list option
primval = PV INT lint | PV PTR rptr

Here, the type ‹lint› is a fixed bit width word type with a two’s complement semantics, as
used by LLVM, and pair corresponds to a 2-element structure in LLVM. The type ‹rptr› is
either null or an address. An address is a path through the memory structure to a value:
rptr = NULL | ADDR nat nat (va dir list)

va dir = PFST | PSND

An address consists of a block index, a value index, and a value address, which is a list of
directions to either descend into the first or the second value of a pair.
For the rest of this paper, we will use the state monad with a memory as state. Thus,
we define the type ‹0a llM = (0a,memory) M›. It is straightforward to define functions
‹load :: rptr ⇒ val llM› and ‹put :: val ⇒ rptr ⇒ unit llM› to read/write a value from/to a
pointer, or fail if the pointer is invalid. For the actual store function, we check that the
structure of the value does not change, i.e. pairs remain pairs, pointers remain pointers, and
words of width w remain words of width w:
store x
where
vstruct
vstruct
vstruct

2

p = do { y ← load p; assert (vstruct x = vstruct y); put x p }
(PAIR a b) = VS PAIR (vstruct a) (vstruct b)
(PRIM (PV PTR )) = VS PTR
(PRIM (PV INT w)) = VS INT (width w)

We have slightly simplified the presentation. The actual implementation defines the concepts memory,
block, and value in a modular fashion, in order to ease future extensions.
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Similarly, we define an allocate and a free function:
allocn v n = do {
blocks ← get;
set (blocks@[Some (replicate n v)]);
return (ADDR |blocks| 0 []) }

free (ADDR bi 0 []) = do {
blocks ← get;
assert (bi < |blocks| ∧ blocks!bi 6= None);
set (blocks[bi:=None]) }
free = fail

Here, ‹l1 @l2 › concatenates two lists, ‹|l|› is the length of list ‹l›, ‹l!i› is the ith element of
‹l›, and ‹l[i:=x]› replaces the ith element of ‹l› by ‹x›. The allocate function takes an initial
value and a block size, appends a new block to the memory, and returns a pointer to the
start of the new block (value index 0, and value address []). The free function expects a
pointer to the start of a block, checks that this block is not already deallocated, and then
deallocates the block by setting it to ‹None›.

2.3

Towards a Shallow Embedding

While we explicitly model values in memory by the type ‹val›, we model values in registers
in a more shallow fashion: We identify LLVM registers with Isabelle variables that have a
type of shape ‹T = T × T | n word | T ptr ›. Here, ‹×› is Isabelle’s product type, ‹n word›
is the n bit word type from Isabelle’s word library3 , and ‹0a ptr› is a pointer with an attached
phantom type for the value pointed to (‹0a ptr = PTR rptr›). For each type ‹0a› of shape
‹T ›, we define the functions:
to val
:: 0a ⇒ val
from val :: val ⇒ 0a

struct of
init

:: 0a itself ⇒ vstruct
:: 0a

such that
from val o to val = id
vstruct (to val x) = (struct of TYPE(0a))
to val init = zero initializer (struct of TYPE(0a))
Here, ‹TYPE(0a) :: 0a itself › reflects type ‹0a› into a term. The functions ‹to val› and
‹from val› inject a T-shaped type ‹0a› into a value with structure ‹struct of TYPE(0a)›.
Moreover, ‹init::0a› corresponds to the all-zeroes value, i.e., the value where all pointers are
null pointers, and all integers are 0.

2.4

Instructions

In a next step, we define the instructions of Isabelle-LLVM. Each instruction is identified
with an Isabelle constant. For example, the load instruction is modeled by:
ll load :: 0a ptr ⇒ 0a llM
ll load (PTR p) = do {
v ← load p;
assert (vstruct v = struct of TYPE(0a));
return (from val v) }

3

For convenient notation, we use the type ‹n word› as if it were a type depending on a variable n.
Isabelle/HOL is not dependently typed. Instead, n is actually a type variable with type-class ‹len›,
which provides a function ‹len of :: 0a::len itself ⇒ nat› to extract the length as a term.
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It loads a value from the specified pointer, checks that its structure matches the expected
type ‹0a›, and then converts the value to ‹0a›.
For allocation and deallocation, we provide the instructions:
ll malloc :: 0a itself ⇒ n word ⇒ 0a ptr llM

ll free :: 0a ptr ⇒ unit llM

Note that LLVM does not contain a heap manager. Instead, we assume that the generated
code will be linked with the C standard library, and let the code generator produce calls to
‹calloc› and ‹free›. We also define instructions to access the elements of a pair, to offset a
pointer, and to advance a pointer into a pair. The code generator maps these instructions to
the corresponding LLVM instructions ‹getelementptr›, ‹insertvalue›, and ‹extractvalue›.
Integer instructions are defined on the ‹n word› type. For example, we define:
ll udiv :: n word ⇒ n word ⇒ n word
ll udiv a b = do { assert (b 6= 0); return (a div b) }
where ‹div› is the unsigned division from Isabelle’s word library. Note the use of assertions
to exclude undefined behavior, e.g., division by zero.

2.5

Modeling Control Flow

Next, we put together instructions to form procedure bodies. We only allow structured
control flow via if-then-else, while, procedure calls, and sequential composition: The body of
a procedure is modeled by an Isabelle term of type ‹0a llM› and shape ‹block›, where
block = do { var ← cmd; block } | return var
cmd = ll <opcode> arg∗ | proc name arg∗ | llc if arg block block | llc while block block
arg = var | number | null | init
with
llc if :: 1 word ⇒ 0a llM ⇒ 0a llM ⇒ 0a llM
llc if b t e = if b=1 then t else e
llc while :: (0a ⇒ 1 word llM) ⇒ (0a ⇒ 0a llM) ⇒ 0a ⇒ 0a llM
llc while b c s = do {ctd ← b s; llc if ctd (do {s ← c s; llc while b c s}) (return s)}
That is, a block is a list of commands whose results are bound to variables, terminated by a
return instruction. A command is either an instruction, a procedure call, or an if-then-else or
while statement. The arguments of instructions and procedure calls, as well as the condition
of an if-then-else statement, must be variables or constants (i.e., numbers, the null pointer, or
a zero-initialized value). The condition of a while statement is modeled as a block returning
a ‹1 word ›, such that it can be re-evaluated prior to each loop iteration. A program is
represented by a set of (monomorphic) theorems of the shape ‹proci x1 . . . xn = cmd›, where
the ‹proci › are Isabelle functions, the ‹xi › are variables, and all free variables on the right
hand side are among the ‹xi ›.
I Example 1. Figure 1 shows the Isabelle specification of a procedure named ‹fib›, which
takes a 64 bit word argument, and returns a 64 bit word. Our semantics can be directly
executed inside Isabelle. The following Isabelle command evaluates ‹fib› on the first few
natural numbers, and an empty memory:
value ‹map (λn. run (fib n) (MEMORY [])) [0,1,2,3]›
(∗ output: [SUCC 0 (MEMORY []), SUCC 1 . . . , SUCC 1 . . . , SUCC 2 . . . ] ∗)
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fib:: 64 word ⇒ 64 word llM
fib n = do {
t ← ll icmp ule n 1;
llc if t (return n) (do {
n1 ← ll sub n 1;
a ← fib n1 ;
n2 ← ll sub n 2;
b ← fib n2 ;
c ← ll add a b;
return c
}) }
Figure 1 Isabelle-LLVM program.

define i64 @fib(i64 %x) {
start:
%t = icmp ule i64 %x, 1
br i1 %t, label %then, label %else
then:
br label %ctd if
else:
%n 1 = sub i64 %x, 1
%a
= call i64 @fib (i64 %n 1)
%n 2 = sub i64 %x, 2
%b
= call i64 @fib (i64 %n 2)
%c
= add i64 %a, %b
br label %ctd if
ctd if:
%x1a = phi i64 [ %x, %then ], [ %c, %else ]
ret i64 %x1a }
Figure 2 Generated LLVM text.

2.6

Code Generation

The LLVM intermediate representation [35] is a strongly typed control flow graph (CFG)
based intermediate language that uses single static assignment (SSA) form [13]. A procedure
is a list of basic blocks, the first block in the list being the entry point of the procedure.
A basic block is a list of instructions, finished by a terminator instruction that determines
the next basic block to execute (or to return from the current procedure). Each non-void
instruction defines a fresh register containing its result. A register can only be accessed in
the part of the CFG that is dominated by its definition. To transfer values from registers
to other parts of the CFG, φ-instructions are used. A φ-instruction must be located at the
start of a basic block. It lists, for each possible predecessor block, an accessible register
in this predecessor block. The φ-instruction evaluates to the value of the register from
those predecessor block from which execution was actually transferred. The result of the
φ-instruction is bound to a fresh register, which can then be accessed from the current
basic block.
It is straightforward to map an Isabelle-LLVM program to an actual LLVM program.
Each equation of the form ‹proc x1 .. xn = block› is mapped to an LLVM function named
‹proc›. A block is mapped to a control flow graph. Instructions and procedure calls are
directly mapped to LLVM instructions and calls. An ‹x ← llc if b t e› is translated to
conditional branching, using a φ-instruction to define the result register ‹x› when joining the
control flow. An ‹x ← llc while b c s› is translated similarly.
I Example 2. Figure 2 displays the output of our code generator for the ‹fib› constant
displayed in Figure 1.

2.6.1

Mapping the Memory Model

Mapping the abstract memory model of Isabelle-LLVM to actual LLVM is slightly more
involved. For example, recall the ‹ll malloc :: 0a itself ⇒ n word ⇒ 0a ptr llM› instruction.
It has to be mapped to the function ‹void∗ calloc(size t, size t)› from the C standard library.
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For this, we have to parameterize the code generator with the architecture dependent size
of the ‹size t› type. Next, we have to obtain the size of type ‹0a› and cast the ‹n word›
parameter to ‹size t›. Here, our code generator will refuse downcast, as this might result
in bits being dropped. Finally, we have to cast the returned ‹void∗› to the correct return
type. Moreover, the ‹calloc› function returns ‹null› if not enough memory is available. In
contrast, our semantics always returns a new block of memory. We insert code to terminate
the program in a defined way if it runs out of memory. The relation between our semantics
and the actual LLVM program then becomes: Either the program terminates with an out-ofmemory condition, or it behaves as modeled by the semantics. Our current implementation
prints an error message and terminates the process with exit code 1 if it runs out of memory.
A similar issue arises when comparing pointers: LLVM does not have instructions for
pointer comparison. Instead, pointers have to be cast to integers, which can then be
compared. However, this requires to know the bit-width of a pointer, which we cannot model
in our semantics that admits unboundedly many different pointers. Instead, we model the
instructions ‹ll ptrcmp eq› and ‹ll ptrcmp ne›, and let the code generator generate the cast
to integers and the integer comparison.

2.7

Preprocessing

In the previous sections we have described the semantics of Isabelle-LLVM and its translation
to actual LLVM. However, Isabelle-LLVM programs have to adhere to a very restrictive
shape (cf. §2.5), which makes them easy to map to actual LLVM code, but tedious to
write directly. Thus, we implement a preprocessor that tries to automatically transform
user-specified equations to valid Isabelle-LLVM. While the preprocessing is highly incomplete,
i.e., it cannot convert every equation to a well-shaped one, it works well in practice, allowing
for concise specifications. Note that the preprocessor proves the new equations from the
original ones. Thus, errors in the preprocessor cannot affect soundness: Either, it fails to
prove the equations, or it produces ill-shaped equations, which the code generator will reject.
The user specifies an initial set of constants, which must be instantiated to monomorphic
types, i.e., must not contain any type variables. For each constant, the preprocessor then
gathers the defining equation, instantiates it to the actual monomorphic type of the constant,
transforms it by inlining and fixed point unfolding, and then repeats the process for any new
constant occurring on the right-hand side of the transformed equation. Note that a constant
is identified by its name and type, such that a constant with the same name can occur
multiple times in the final Isabelle-LLVM program. The code generator will disambiguate
the names. At the end, we have a set of monomorphic equations that define all constants
that occur in the final program, and can be passed to the actual code generator. We now
describe the inlining and fixed point unfolding transformations.

2.7.1

Inlining

Inlining first applies user defined rewrite rules and then flattens nested expressions, converting
function calls to the shape ‹r ← f x1 . . . xn › or ‹r ← return (f x1 . . . xn )›, where the xi
are either constants, variables, or monadic arguments of type ‹. . . ⇒ llM›. Subterms of
type ‹ llM› are recursively flattened. We iterate the rewriting and flattening steps until a
fixed point is reached.
I Example 3. Consider the following definition of the constant ‹fib0›:
fib0 :: m word ⇒ m word llM
fib0 n = if n ≤ 1 then return n
else do { n1 ← fib0 (n − 1); n2 ← fib0 (n − 2); return (n1 + n2 ) }
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When started with ‹fib0 :: 64 word ⇒ 64 word llM›, the preprocessor automatically translates
this equation to the equation displayed in Figure 1. During the translation, it uses the
following inlining rules:
if b then c else t = llc if (from bool b) c t
return (from bool (a≤b)) = ll icmp ule a b

return (a + b) = ll add a b
return (a − b) = ll sub a b

Our default setup contains similar rules for the other operations, as well as rules to map
tuples and case-distinctions over tuples to ‹insertvalue› and ‹extractvalue› instructions.

2.7.2

Fixed-Point Unfolding

The preprocessor generates recursive functions from fixed-point combinators. It examines
the right hand side of an equation for patterns ‹p› for which it has an unfold rule of the form
‹p = F p›. It then defines a new constant ‹f x1 . . . xn = F (f x1 . . . xn )›, where the ‹xi › are
the free variables in the pattern ‹p›. Finally, it replaces ‹p› by ‹f x1 . . . xn › in the equation.
This way, specifications with fixed point combinators are automatically transformed to a set
of recursive equations, as required by the code generator.
For example, the ‹llc while› combinator is defined as a fixed point (cf. §2.5). Using its
definition as an unfold rule, the preprocessor will automatically convert while loops into
tail calls. This allows for using while-loops without trusting their translation in the code
generator. A configuration option in our tool lets the user choose between direct while-loop
translation or unfolding into a tail call.
I Example 4. Consider the following program:
euclid :: 64 word ⇒ 64 word ⇒ 64 word
euclid a b = do {
(a,b) ← llc while
(λ(a,b) ⇒ ll cmp (a 6= b))
(λ(a,b) ⇒ if (a≤b) then return (a,b−a) else return (a−b,b))
(a,b);
return a }
From this, the preprocessor proves the following two equations (before inlining):
euclid a b = do {
(a, b) ← euclid0 (a, b);
return a }
euclid0 s = do {
ctd ← case s of (a, b) ⇒ ll cmp (a 6= b);
llc if ctd (do {
s ← case s of (a, b) ⇒ if a ≤ b then return (a, b − a) else return (a − b, b);
euclid0 s
}) (return s) }
That is, it defined a new constant ‹euclid0 › to replace the while loop by tail recursion.
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Verification Condition Generator

The next step towards generating verified LLVM programs is to establish a reasoning
infrastructure. In this section, we describe our separation logic [43] based verification
condition generator. Note that, while applying complex operations on the proof state, at the
end, our VCG conducts a proof that goes through Isabelle’s inference kernel. Thus, bugs in
the VCG cannot cause unsoundness.

3.1

Separation Algebra

The first step to obtain a separation logic is to define a separation algebra on a suitable
abstraction of the memory. A separation algebra [8] is a structure with a zero, a disjointness
predicate a#b, and a disjoint union a + b. Intuitively, elements describe parts of the memory.
Zero describes the empty memory, a#b means that a and b describe disjoint parts of the
memory, and a + b describes the memory described by the union of a and b. For the exact
definition of a separation algebra, we refer to [8, 22]. We note that separation algebras
naturally extend over functions, pairs, and option types.
We abstract a value by a partial function from value addresses (‹va dir list›) to primitive
values, such that the addresses in the domain of the function are independent, i.e., no address
is the prefix of another address:
typedef aval = { m :: vaddr ⇒ 0a option. ∀va,va0∈dom m. va6=va0 −→ indep va va0 }
val α :: val ⇒ aval
val α (PRIM x) = [[] 7→ x]
val α (PAIR x y) = PFST · val α x + PSND · val α y
Here, ‹[k 7→v]› is the partial function that maps ‹k› to ‹v›, and ‹i · a› prepends the item ‹i›
to all addresses in the domain of ‹a›. It is straightforward (though technically involved) to
show that abstract values form a separation algebra, where the empty map is zero, maps are
disjoint iff their domains are pairwise independent, and union merges two maps.
A natural abstraction of a block (‹val list›) would be a function from indexes to abstract
values, mapping invalid indexes to 0. However, this abstraction does not contain enough
information to reason about deallocation. In order to deallocate a block, we have to own the
whole block. However, from the abstraction, we cannot infer the size of the block, and thus
we cannot specify an assertion that ensures that we own the whole block. A remedy (which
the author has seen in [1]) is to additionally abstract a block to its size. Thus, abstract blocks
have the type ‹ablock = (nat ⇒ aval) × nat option›. The option type is required to make
the second elements of the tuples a separation algebra. We use the trivial separation algebra
here, where two elements are only disjoint if at least one of them is ‹None›. Finally, we
define ‹amemory = nat ⇒ ablock›, and a function ‹α :: memory ⇒ amemory› that abstracts
memory by a function from block indexes to abstract blocks, mapping deallocated or invalid
indexes to zero.

3.2

Basic Reasoning Infrastructure

Predicates of type ‹assn = amemory ⇒ bool› are called assertions. The weakest precondition
of a program ‹c :: 0a llM›, a postcondition ‹Q :: 0a ⇒ assn ›, and a memory ‹s› is defined as:
wp c Q s = (∃r s0. run c s = SUCC r s0 ∧ Q r (α s0))
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Intuitively, ‹wp c Q s› states that program ‹c›, if run on memory ‹s›, terminates successfully
with the result ‹r›, and the abstraction of the new state ‹s0› satisfies ‹Q ›.
For assertions ‹P› and ‹Q ›, the separating conjunction ‹P∗Q› describes a memory that
can be split into two disjoint parts described by ‹P› and ‹Q ›, respectively:
(P ∗ Q) s = ∃s1 s2 . s1 # s2 ∧ s = s1 + s2 ∧ P s1 ∧ Q s2
Validity of a Hoare triple ‹{P} c {Q}› is defined as follows:
|= {P} c {Q} = ∀F s. (P∗F) (α s) −→ wp c (λr s0. (Q r ∗ F) s0) s
That is, if the memory can be split into a part described by the precondition ‹P›, and a
frame described by ‹F›, then command ‹c› will succeed, and the new memory consists of a
part described by the postcondition ‹Q › and the unchanged frame. Our Hoare triples satisfy
the frame rule: ‹|= {P} c {Q} =⇒ |= {P ∗ F} c {λr. Q r ∗ F}› for all ‹F›.

3.3

Basic Rules

Once we have set up the separation algebra and the abstraction function, we can prove Hoare
triples for the basic operations of our memory model. For example, we prove the following
rules for ‹allocn› and ‹free›:
|= {@} allocn v n {λp. malloc tag n p ∗ range {0..<n} (λ . v) p}
|= {malloc tag n p ∗ ∃blk. range {0..<n} blk p} free p {λ . @}
where ‹@ = λs. s=0› describes the empty memory, ‹malloc tag n p› asserts that ‹p› points to
the beginning of a block, and the size field of this block’s abstraction is ‹n›, and ‹range I f p›
describes that for all ‹i ∈ I›, ‹p + i› points to value ‹f i›. Intuitively, ‹allocn› creates a block
of size ‹n›, initialized with values ‹v›, and a tag. If one possesses both, the whole block and
the tag, it can be deallocated by free. For the Isabelle-LLVM memory instructions, we obtain
the following rules:
|=
|=
|=
|=

{n6=0} ll malloc TYPE(0a) n {λp. range {0..<n} (λ . init) p ∗ malloc tag n p}
{range {0..<n} blk p ∗ malloc tag n p} ll free p {λ . @}
{pto x p} ll load p {λr. r=x ∗ pto x p}
{pto xx p} ll store x p {λ . pto x p}

Here, ‹pto x p› describes that p points to value x, and we write predicates as if they were
assertions on the empty memory, e.g., ‹n6=0› instead of ‹λs. s=0 ∧ n6=0›. We prove similar
rules for the other instructions.

3.4

Automating the VCG

In order to efficiently prove Hoare triples, some automation is required. We provide a
verification condition generator with a frame inference heuristics. The first step to prove a
Hoare triple is to convert it to a proposition on weakest preconditions:
V
J F s. STATE (P∗F) s =⇒ wp c (λr s0. (Q r ∗ F) s0) sK =⇒ |= {P} c {Q}
where ‹STATE P s = P (α s)›. In general, the VCG operates on subgoals of the form
‹STATE P s =⇒ wp c Q s›. It then iteratively performs one of the following steps4 :
4

This is a simplified presentation. The actual VCG is an instantiation of a generic VCG framework that
can be configured with various solvers, rules, and heuristics.
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simplification. Apply a rewrite rule to transform ‹wp c Q s› into some equivalent proposition.
For example, binding is resolved by the rule:
wp (do {x←m; f x}) Q s = wp m (λx. wp (f x) Q) s
rule. If there is a Hoare triple of the form ‹|= {P0} c {Q0}›, the VCG tries to infer a frame
‹F› such that ‹P ` P0∗F›, and replaces the goal by ‹STATE (Q0∗F) s0 =⇒ Q s0› for a
fresh ‹s0›. Here, ‹P ` Q = ∀s. P s =⇒ Q s› denotes entailment.
final. If the goal has the form ‹STATE P s =⇒ Q s› such that ‹Q › is not of the form
‹wp
›, a heuristics is used to prove ‹P ` Q›.
The actual verification conditions are generated during frame inference and the final proof
heuristics. For example, the rule for ‹ll malloc› requires to prove that the size operand is
not zero. The VCG will try to prove these goals by a default tactic, and leave them to the
user if this tactic fails.
I Example 5. Recall the function ‹euclid :: 64 word ⇒ 64 word ⇒ 64 word llM› from Example 4. We prove the following Hoare triple:
|= {uint64 a a† ∗ uint64 b b† ∗ 0<a ∗ 0<b} euclid a† b† {λr† . uint64 (gcd a b) r† }
Here, ‹uint64 a a† › states that ‹a† ::64 word› is an unsigned integer with value ‹a::int›, where
‹int› is the type of (mathematical) integers in Isabelle, and ‹gcd› is Isabelle’s greatest common
divisor function. After annotating a suitable loop invariant, the VCG generates the following
two verification conditions:
J gcd x y = gcd a b; x 6= y; x ≤ y; . . . K =⇒ gcd x (y − x) = gcd a b
J gcd x y = gcd a b; ¬ x ≤ y; . . . K =⇒ gcd (x − y) y = gcd a b
These are straightforward to prove in Isabelle, e.g., using sledgehammer [3].

3.5

Data Structures and Basic Refinement

Recall Example 5. The Hoare triple that is proved there first maps the 64 bit word arguments
and results to mathematical integers, and then phrases the correctness statement in terms
of mathematical integers. This approach is often more feasible than stating correctness on
the concrete implementation directly. In our case, we would have to define the concept of
greatest common divisor for 64 bit words. In general, an algorithm often computes some
function on abstract mathematical concepts like integers or sets, but has to implement these
by concrete data structures like 64 bit words or hash-tables. Thus, a concise way to specify
the correctness statement is to first map the implementations back to the abstract concepts,
and then state the actual correctness abstractly.
In separation logic based reasoning, a data structure provides a refinement assertion
‹A x x† :: assn›, which describes that the abstract value ‹x› is implemented by the concrete
value ‹x† ›. We define refinement assertions to implement integers and natural numbers by n
bit words, and to implement lists by blocks of memory. On top of that, we define more complex
data structures like dynamic arrays. Note that new data structures can easily be added. In
general, an implementation does not completely implement an abstract mathematical concept.
For example, n bit words can only represent the integers ‹sints n = {−2n−1 .. < 2n−1 }›, and
hash-tables can only represent finite sets. Thus, the rules for the operations generally come
with additional preconditions. For example, the rule to implement subtraction on integers by
subtraction on n bit words is the following:
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|= {sintn a a† ∗ sintn b b† ∗ a−b ∈ sints n} ll sub a† b† {λr† . sintn (a−b) r† }
for a† b† :: n word and a b :: int
Here, ‹sintn › implements mathematical integers by n-bit words. Note that the postcondition
does not mention the operands ‹a,b› again, though they are still valid after the operation.
As ‹sintn › is pure, i.e., does not use the memory, our VCG will automatically add the
corresponding assertions to the postcondition.

4

Automatic Refinement

Our basic VCG infrastructure can be used to verify simple algorithms like ‹euclid› from
Example 5. However, many complex algorithms have already been verified using the Isabelle
Refinement Framework [33]. It features a non-deterministic programming language with a
refinement calculus and a VCG. It allows to express an algorithm using abstract mathematical
concepts, and then refine it in multiple steps towards an efficient implementation. The last
step of a refinement is typically performed by the Sepref tool [27], which translates a program
from the non-deterministic monad of the Refinement Framework into the deterministic heap
monad of Imperative HOL [7], replacing abstract data types by concrete implementations.
We have modified the Sepref tool to translate to Isabelle-LLVM’s monad instead. We only
had to modify the translation phase. The preprocessing phases, which only work on the
abstract program, remained unchanged.
The translation phase works by symbolically executing the abstract program, thereby
synthesizing a structurally similar concrete program. During the symbolic execution, the
relation between the abstract and concrete variables is modeled by refinement assertions.
The predicate ‹hnr Γ m† Γ0 R m› means that concrete program ‹m† › implements abstract
program ‹m›, where ‹Γ› contains the refinements for the variables before the execution, ‹Γ0›
contains the refinements after the execution, and ‹R› is the refinement assertion for the result
of ‹m›. For example, a ‹bind› is processed by the following rule:
1
2
3
4

J hnr Γ m† Γ0 Rx m;
V
x x† . hnr (Rx x x† ∗ Γ0) (f† x† ) (Rx0 x x† ∗ Γ00) Ry (f x);
MK FREE Rx0 free;
K =⇒ hnr Γ (do {x† ←m† ;r† ←f† x† ; free x† ; return r† }) Γ00 Ry (do {x←m; f x})
To refine ‹x←m; f x›, we first execute ‹m›, synthesizing the concrete program ‹m† › (line 1).
The state after ‹m› is ‹Rx x x† ∗ Γ0›, where ‹x› is the result created by ‹m›. From this state,
we execute ‹f x› (line 2). The new state is ‹Rx0 x x† ∗ Γ00 ∗ Ry y y† ›, where ‹y› is the result
of ‹f x›. Now, the variable ‹x› goes out of scope, such that it has to be deallocated. The
predicate ‹MK FREE Rx0 free = ∀x x† . |= {Rx0 x x† } free x† {λ . @}› (line 3) states that
‹free› is a deallocator for data structures implemented by refinement assertion ‹Rx0 ›. Note
that the refinement for variable ‹x› may change: If ‹f† x† › overwrites ‹x† ›, the refinement
assertion for ‹x› will be changed to the special assertion ‹invalid›. The deallocator for
‹invalid› is simply a no-op. Adding support for deallocators was the most substantial change
we applied to the Sepref tool. Its original target language, Imperative HOL, is garbage
collected, such that there is no need for explicit deallocation.

4.1

Data Structure Library

Once the basic Sepref tool is adapted, we can define data structures. Reusing the basic data
structures from the original Sepref tool is not possible, as Imperative HOL uses arbitrary
precision integers and algebraic data types, while we have only fixed width words and pairs.
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Up to now, we have added the implementation of integers and natural numbers by n bit words
and some basic container data structures like dynamic arrays, bit-vectors, and min-heaps.
Thereby, we could reuse the existing infrastructure of the Sepref tool: For example, there is
support to automatically generate rules that also support refinement of the elements of a
data structure, exploiting “free theorems” [45] which stem from parametricity properties of
the abstract types.

5

Case Studies

To assess the usability of our approach, we have verified a binary search algorithm and the
Knuth-Morris-Pratt string search [24] algorithm. Both algorithms have also been verified
with the original Sepref tool, such that we can compare the two approaches.

5.1

Binary Search

Binary search is a simple algorithm to find a value in a sorted array. Despite its simplicity, it
has a history of flawed implementations5 , making it a natural example for formal verification.
We start with a high-level specification: For a list ‹xs› and a value ‹x›, find the index of
the first element greater or equal to ‹x›. We define the following constant:
fi spec xs x = spec i. i = find index (λy. x≤y) xs
where ‹find index P xs› is a standard list function that returns the index of the first element
in ‹xs› that satisfies ‹P›, or ‹length xs› if there is no such element.
Next, we phrase the binary search algorithm in the Isabelle Refinement Framework:
bin search xs x ≡ do {
(l,h) ← while
(λ(l,h). l<h)
(λ(l,h). do {
assert (l<length xs ∧ h≤length xs ∧ l≤h);
let m = l + (h−l) div 2;
if xs!m < x then return (m+1,h) else return (l,m)
})
(0,length xs);
return l }
It is a standard exercise to prove that the algorithm adheres to its specification:
bs correct: sorted xs =⇒ bin search xs x ≤ fi spec xs x
Finally, we invoke our adapted Sepref tool:
sepref definition bs impl [llvm code] is bin search
:: (larray64 sint64 )k → sintk64 → snat64
unfolding bin search def [. . . ] by sepref
export llvm bs impl file bin search.ll
lemmas bs impl correct = bs impl.refine[FCOMP bs correct]

5

A buggy implementation in the Java Standard Library has gone undetected for nearly a decade [5].
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This produces an Isabelle-LLVM program ‹bs impl›, exports it to actual LLVM text, and
proves the refinement theorem ‹bs impl correct›:
(bs impl, fi spec) : [λ(xs, ). sorted xs] (larray64 sint64 )k × sintk64 → snat64
Here, ‹snatw › implements natural numbers by signed w-bit words6 . Moreover, ‹larrayw A›
refines a list to an array and a w-bit length field, the elements of the list being refined
k|d
k|d
by assertion ‹A›. The notation ‹[Φ] A1 × . . . × An → R› specifies a refinement with
precondition ‹Φ›, such that the arguments are refined by ‹A1 . . . An › and the result is refined
by ‹R›. The ·k|d annotations specify whether an argument is overwritten (k for keep, d for
destroy). While we use this notation a lot in the Refinement Framework, it is straightforward
to prove a standard Hoare triple from it. By unfolding some definitions we get:
|= {larray64 sint64 xs xs† ∗ sint64 x x† ∗ sorted xs }
bs impl xs† x†
{λi† . ∃i. larray64 sint64 xs xs† ∗ snat64 i i† ∗ i=find index (λy. x≤y) xs}
That is, if we start with an array ‹xs† › representing the sorted list ‹xs›, and a 64-bit word
‹x† › representing the integer ‹x›, then the array still represents ‹xs† ›, and the result ‹i† ›
represents a natural number ‹i›, which is equal to the correct index.
The Sepref tool implements mathematical integers by 64-bit words, proving absence of
overflows. This is only possible because the assertion in ‹bin search› explicitly states that
the indexes are in bounds. Moreover, note the expression ‹l + (h−l) div 2› that we used to
compute the midpoint index. On mathematical integers, it is equal to ‹(l+h) div 2 ›. However,
on fixed-width words, the latter may overflow, while the former does not7 .

5.2

Knuth-Morris-Pratt String Search

Next, we regard the Knuth-Morris-Pratt (KMP) string search algorithm [24], a well-known
linear time algorithm to find the index of the first occurrence of a string s in a string t:
ss spec s t = spec
None ⇒ @i. sublist at s t i |
Some i ⇒ sublist at s t i ∧ (∀ii<i. ¬sublist at s t ii))
where ‹sublist at s t i› specifies that list ‹s› occurs in list ‹t› at index ‹i›:
sublist at s t i = ∃ps ss. t = ps@s@ss ∧ i = length ps
We have recently formalized KMP with the original Sepref tool [19]. The adaption of the
existing formalization was straightforward: In the abstract part, we had to explicitly add
a few in-bounds assertions. Most of them were already contained implicitly in the original
proof. For the synthesis step, we only had to add setup for the fixed-width word types. The
result of the automatic synthesis is an Isabelle-LLVM program ‹kmp impl›, and the theorem:
(kmp impl, ss spec)
: [λs t. |s| + |t| < 263 ] (larray64 sint64 )k × (larray64 sint64 )k → snat option64
Here ‹snat option64 › implements the type ‹nat option› by signed 64-bit words, mapping
‹None› to −1.
6
7

As LLVM’s index operations are on signed words, it’s convenient to always implement sizes and indexes
by signed types, even if they are natural numbers.
Exactly this overflow caused the infamous bug in the Java Standard Library [5].
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Table 1 Time (ms) to search for the values
Table 2 Time (ms) to run the a-l benchmark
0, 2, . . . < 5n in an array [0, 5, . . . < 5n].
suite from StringBench [44]. Here a is the alphabet size, and l the pattern size. The sample size
n/106
C
LLVM
SML
SML∗
is 3 · 220 characters. The algorithm stops after
finding the first match.
1
121
100
1999
139
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

5.3

251
379
513
635
767
908
1038
1162
1293

204
304
412
514
617
726
854
945
1045

4209
6516
8843
11494
13646
16032
18421
20957
23409

289
440
600
756
917
1076
1250
1409
1564

a-l
16-8
16-64
16-512
32-8
32-64
32-512
64-8
64-64
64-512

C++
499
511
513
453
465
463
418
420
416

LLVM
597
598
590
551
552
544
530
531
523

SML
4616
4621
4573
4471
4523
4456
4433
4514
4411

SML∗
918
926
909
850
857
840
803
809
799

Runtime

We have compared our verified LLVM implementations to unverified C/C++ implementations
of the same algorithms, as well as to the Standard ML (SML) implementations generated
by the original Sepref tool. While we have implemented binary search in C ourselves, we
used a publicly available code snippet [34] for KMP8 . The programs were compiled with
MLton-2018 [39] and clang-6.0 [10], and run on a standard laptop machine (2.8GHz Quadcore
i7 with 16MiB RAM). Tables 1 and 2 display the results: The verified LLVM implementations
are on par with the unverified C/C++ implementations, and an order of magnitude faster
than the SML implementations.
Isabelle’s code generator uses arbitrary precision integers, which tend to be significantly
slower than fixed-width integers. The SML∗ column shows the results when we manually
replace the arbitrary precision integers by 64-bit integers in the generated code. While this is
unsound in general, it gives us a lower bound of what would be possible in SML with more
elaborate code generator configurations9 . SML∗ is significantly faster than the original SML,
but still 1.5 times slower than LLVM.

6

Future Work

While our case studies only cover medium complex algorithms, we expect that our approach
will scale to more complex algorithms, e.g. model checkers [48, 16] and SAT solvers [16],
which have already been formalized with the original refinement framework. While these
formalizations use a combination of functional and imperative data structures, the LLVM
backend only supports imperative data structures. We expect the necessary changes to
be manageable, but non-trivial. In particular, the current Sepref tool only supports pure
data structures to be nested in containers. In the Imperative HOL setting, we simply use
functional data structures inside containers. For LLVM, nested container data structures
currently require ad-hoc proofs on the separation logic level. We leave the lifting of Sepref to
support nested imperative data structures to future work.

8
9

One easily finds many C implementations of KMP, mainly differing in the loop structure. We tried to
choose one that is close to our implementation.
Fleury et al. [16] have successfully experimented with such code generator tuning.
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Moreover, the refinement from arbitrary precision integers to fixed size integers was quite
straightforward for our case studies, and we expect these refinements to be more complex in
general. We leave it to future work to explore this issue more systematically, and to provide
semi-automated tools, e.g. along the lines of AutoCorres [17].
Our code generator, as well as most standard code generators in theorem provers, translates
from logic to target language code, implicitly identifying logical concepts with programming
language concepts. This approach is simple, however, the translation algorithm and its
implementation become part of the trusted code base. More recently, code generators that
translate into a deeply embedded semantics of the target language have been developed [40, 21].
We leave a translation to a deep embedding of LLVM to future work, and note that a deep
embedding will also enable more advanced control flow constructs like exceptions and breaking
from loops, without significantly increasing the trusted code base.
Compared to actual LLVM, Isabelle-LLVM makes a few simplifying assumptions: We
do not support floating point arithmetic, though this could be added, e.g. based on Lei
Yu’s floating point formalization [49]. Moreover, we only support two-element structures
(pairs). This nicely fits Isabelle HOL’s product datatype, and the nested structures resulting
from longer tuples should not be a problem for LLVM’s optimizer. Also, we do not support
concepts that are handy for program optimization, but not required for code generation,
like poison values. Isabelle-LLVM assumes an infinite supply of memory, and thus cannot
assign a bit-size to pointers. This assumption helps us to retain a deterministic semantics,
which is executable inside the theorem prover (cf. Example 1). We plan to use this feature
for systematic testing of our code generator against the actual LLVM compiler. A similar
assumption is implicitly made for the stack, as our semantics permits arbitrarily deep recursive
procedure calls. We remedy this mismatch between semantics and reality by terminating the
program in a defined way if it runs out of heap. To protect against stack overflows, LLVM
provides mechanisms like stack probing or split stack, which, however, require some effort
to enable. We leave that to future work, and note that our generated code allocates no
large blocks of memory on the stack. Thus, stack overflows are likely to hit the guard pages
inserted by most operating systems, which will cause defined termination of the process.
Currently, we interface our generated LLVM code from C programs compiled by clang.
However, the ABIs of C and LLVM only partially match, and some LLVM constructs cannot
be expressed in C at all. Currently, it is the user’s responsibility to implement a correct
header file. We plan to automatically generate header files and adapter functions to make
the exported code accessible from C.

7

Related Work

This project would not have been possible without several independent Isabelle developments:
We use the Separation Algebra library [23, 22] as basis for our separation logic. We
substantially extended this library by a frame inference heuristics, and formalized the
extension of separation algebras over functions, products, and options. Moreover, we use
Isabelle’s machine word library [2] to model the 2’s complement arithmetic of LLVM. We
slightly extended this library by adding a few lemmas. Finally, the Eisbach language [38]
was a great help for prototyping the verification condition generator, although most of the
final VCG is now implemented directly in the more low-level Isabelle/ML.
The Vellvm project [50, 51] verifies LLVM program transformations in Coq. To be useful,
e.g. as backend for clang, they have to formalize a substantial fragment of LLVM. On the
other hand, we can afford to formalize a simplified and abstract semantics that is just
powerful enough to cover what Sepref generates.
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We drew some of the ideas for our separation logic from the Verifiable C project [1], a
Coq formalization of a separation logic on top of the CompCert C semantics [4].
There exists various formalizations of low-level imperative languages, eg [36, 46]. These
are focused on specifying the semantics, and we are not aware of any complex algorithm
verifications using these formalizations.
The DeepSpec project [14] aims at a completely verified computation environment, down
to machine code, including the operating system. This is much more ambitious than the
work presented here, which stops at a (simplified) LLVM semantics. For proving correct
imperative programs, they have a separation logic based VCG for a fragment of C [1, 9],
which they apply to several small C programs, mainly for cryptographic algorithms.

8

Conclusions

We have developed Isabelle-LLVM, a shallowly embedded imperative language designed
to be easily translated to actual LLVM text. On top of this, we have built a verification
infrastructure, and re-targeted the Sepref tool to connect the Refinement Framework to
LLVM. As case studies, we have generated verified LLVM code for a binary search algorithm
and the Knuth-Morris-Pratt string search algorithm. Both implementations are an order
of magnitude faster than the ones generated with the original Sepref tool, and on par with
unverified C implementations. The additional effort required to refine to LLVM instead of
Standard ML was quite low.
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The starting point of this paper is a new, purely functional, simple and efficient data structure
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1

Introduction

The standard implementations (e.g. [6]) of a number of efficient algorithms (e.g. Prim [26]
and Dijkstra [7]) require a priority queue with a decrease-key operation. The latter operation
is easy to realize efficiently in an imperative setting but harder in a functional one because
one cannot use a pointer into the priority queue. The starting point of this paper is an
extremely simple and yet efficient functional data structure that supports the usual search
tree operations plus the priority queue operations including decrease-key. It can be realized
on top of any kind of binary search tree by augmenting it with priority information. We call
it a priority search tree. Based on this data structure we implement and verify two classic
efficient algorithms, Prim and Dijkstra, in a purely functional manner. This is the first
formal verification of an executable version of Prim’s algorithm and we discuss its details.
The work is carried out in the theorem prover Isabelle/HOL [20, 21].
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces some Isabelle specific notations.
Section 3 presents the ADT of priority maps and its efficient realization via priority search
trees. Section 4 introduces undirected graphs. Section 5 details the verification of Prim’s
algorithm. Finally, Section 6 sketches the verification of Dijkstra’s algorithm. The discussion
of related work is found in each section.
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The Isabelle/HOL sources of the formalizations discussed in this paper are available in
the Archive of Formal Proofs [16, 17].

2

Notation

Type variables are denoted by 0a, 0b, etc. Most type constructors follow postfix syntax, e.g.
τ set is the type of sets of elements of type τ . Function types are denoted by the infix ⇒.
Function update is written as f (x:=y).
Type nat is the type of natural numbers.
On sets, the unary − is complement and the binary − is difference. The image of a set S
under a function f is written f ‘ S.
Lists (type τ list) are constructed from the empty list [] via the infix cons-operator (#).
The infix (@) concatenates two lists. Function set converts a list into a set.
The option type is also predefined: datatype 0a option = None | Some 0a.

3

Priority Maps and Priority Search Trees

3.1

Priority Maps

A priority map is a map from keys (type 0a) to values (type 0b) where the values (“priorities”)
are linearly ordered and a key with minimal value can be extracted. This is the interface:
empty :: 0m
update :: 0a ⇒ 0b ⇒ 0m ⇒ 0m
delete :: 0a ⇒ 0m ⇒ 0m
is_empty :: 0m ⇒ bool
lookup :: 0m ⇒ 0a ⇒ 0b option
getmin :: 0m ⇒ 0a × 0b
The first five operations are the canonical ones for maps (which is why we omit their
specification); function update subsumes decrease-key (which should be called decreasepriority). Function getmin extracts the key with the minimal value. Its specification is:
getmin m = (k, p) ∧ invar m ∧ ¬ lookup m = (λx. None) −→
lookup m k = Some p ∧ (∀ p 0∈ran (lookup m). p ≤ p 0)
where invar is the representation invariant and ran m = {b | ∃ a. m a = Some b} is the
range of a map.

3.2

Priority Search Trees

The first contribution of this paper is a truly simple implementation of priority maps by
means of augmented binary search trees. That is, the basic data structure is some arbitrary
binary search tree, e.g. a red-black tree, implementing the map from 0a to 0b by storing pairs
(k,p) in each node. At this point we need to assume that the keys are also linearly ordered.
To implement getmin efficiently we annotate/augment each node with another pair (k 0,p 0),
the intended result of getmin when applied to that subtree. The specification of getmin tells
us that (k 0,p 0) must be in that subtree and that p 0 is the minimal priority in that subtree.
Thus the annotation can be computed by passing the (k 0,p 0) with the minimal p 0 up the tree.
We will now make this more precise for balanced binary trees in general.
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We assume that our trees are either leaves of the form hi or nodes of the form hl, kp, b,
ri where l and r are subtrees, kp is the contents of the node (a key-priority pair) and b is
some additional balance information (e.g. colour, height, size, . . . ). Augmented nodes are of
the form hl, kp, (b, kp 0), ri.
The implementation of getmin is trivial: getmin h_, _, (_, kp 0), _i = kp 0. It remains to
upgrade the existing map operations to work with augmented nodes. Therefore we now show
how to transform any function definition on un-augmented trees into one on trees augmented
with (k 0,p 0) pairs. A defining equation f pats = e for the original type of nodes is transformed
into an equation f pats 0 = e 0 on the augmented type of nodes as follows:
Every pattern hl, kp, b, ri in pats and e is replaced by hl, kp, (b, _), ri to obtain pats 0
and e 2 .
To obtain e 0, every expression hl, kp, b, ri in e 2 is replaced by node l kp b r where
node l a c r = hl, a, (c, min_kp a l r), ri
min_kp kp l r =
(case (l, r) of (hi, hi) ⇒ kp
| (hi, hl 2 , a 2 , (b2 , kp2 ), r 2 i) ⇒ min2 kp kp2
| (hl 1 , a 1 , (b1 , kp1 ), r 1 i, hi) ⇒ min2 kp kp1
| (hl 1 , a 1 , (b1 , kp1 ), r 1 i, hl 2 , a 2 , (b2 , kp2 ), r 2 i) ⇒
min2 kp (min2 kp1 kp2 ))
min2 = (λ(k, p) (k 0, p 0). if p ≤ p 0 then (k, p) else (k 0, p 0))
Note that this transformation does not affect the asymptotic complexity of f. Therefore
the priority search tree operations have the same complexity as the underlying search tree
operations, i.e. typically logarithmic (update, delete, lookup) and constant time (empty,
is_empty). For brevity we simply speak of efficient in the rest of the paper.
As an example, consider red-black trees where the balancing information b is one of the
two colours Red or Black. In the functional definition of red-black trees due to Okasaki [25]
there is a balance function that eliminates red-red configurations. We consider a slight variant
baliL [14] where one of the defining equations is
baliL (R (R t 1 a 1 t 2 ) a 2 t 3 ) a 3 t 4 = R (B t 1 a 1 t 2 ) a 2 (B t 3 a 3 t 4 )
where R l a r = hl, a, Red, ri and B l a r = hl, a, Black, ri. The transformed version of
this equation is
baliL (R (R t 1 a 1 _ t 2 ) a 2 _ t 3 ) a 3 t 4 =
node (node t 1 a 1 Black t 2 ) a 2 Red (node t 3 a 3 Black t 4 )
where R l a kp r = hl, a, (Red, kp), ri.
We obtained a priority search map based on red-black trees via the above transformations.
The correctness proofs could be transformed incrementally, too. The main idea is to augment
the data structure invariant to say that the annotations are correct as well. Function invpst
expresses this property: invpst hi = True and
invpst hl, kp, (_, kp 0), ri =
(invpst l ∧ invpst r ∧ is_min2 kp 0 (set (inorder l @ kp # inorder r)))
where set (...) yields all key-priority bindings and is_min2 asserts that kp 0 is minimal amongst
them: is_min2 kp 0 KP = (kp 0 ∈ KP ∧ (∀ kp∈KP. snd kp 0 ≤ snd kp)).
It is straightforward to show invpst (node l a c r) = (invpst l ∧ invpst r), and this easily
discharges the additional proof obligations when transforming the correctness proof.
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3.3

Related Work

Our priority map ADT is close to Hinze’s [12] priority search queue interface, except that
he also supports a few further operations that we could easily add but do not need for our
applications. However, it is not clear if his implementation technique is the same as our
priority search tree because his description employs a plethora of concepts, e.g. priority
search pennants, tournament trees, semi-heaps, and multiple views of data types that obscure
a direct comparison. We claim that at the very least our presentation is new because it is
much simpler; we encourage the reader to compare the two.
As already observed by Hinze, McCreight’s [19] priority search trees support range queries
more efficiently than our trees. However, we can support the same range queries as Hinze
efficiently, but that is outside the scope of the paper.

4

Undirected Graphs

There seems to be no single best way of how to represent undirected graphs in Isabelle/HOL.
One variant is to represent an undirected graph as a symmetric relation, i.e., an entity of
type ( 0v × 0v) set. The advantage is that many existing theory of symmetric relations can be
reused. However, edges in a symmetric relation are pairs, i.e., they are naturally directed: For
u6=v, we have (u,v)6=(v,u), although, when interpreted as undirected edges, the two should
be identified. The same issue transfers to derived concepts like paths in between two nodes.
Another option is to use undirected pairs or doubleton sets to represent an edge. The
advantage is that HOL’s equality on edges matches the natural equality. However, one cannot
re-use the well-established theory of relations then, and has to develop many basic concepts
from scratch.
For this formalization, we use a hybrid approach, which tries to combine the advantages
of both, and being lightweight at the same time: A graph is represented as a symmetric
relation, and only when equality on edges is required, they are converted to doubleton sets
on the spot.
We start by defining the type of an undirected graph to be a finite, symmetric, and
irreflexive relation together with a set of nodes, which must cover the domain of the relation:
typedef 0v ugraph = { (V :: 0v set , E). E ⊆ V ×V ∧ finite V ∧ sym E ∧ irrefl E }
Next, we define accessor functions to obtain the nodes and edges of a graph:
nodes:: 0v ugraph ⇒ 0v set

edges:: 0v ugraph ⇒ ( 0v × 0v) set

We also define functions to construct a graph from its nodes and edges, to insert an edge
into a graph, and to restrict the edges of a graph:
graph:: 0v set ⇒ ( 0v × 0v) set ⇒ 0v ugraph
ins_edge:: 0v × 0v ⇒ 0v ugraph ⇒ 0v ugraph
restrict_edges:: 0v ugraph ⇒ ( 0v × 0v) set ⇒ 0v ugraph
Note that graph forms the symmetric closure of the edges, ignores reflexive edges, and adds
missing nodes:
finite V ∧ finite E −→
nodes (graph V E) = V ∪ fst ‘ E ∪ snd ‘ E ∧ edges (graph V E) = E ∪ E −1 − Id
Similarly, ins_edge also inserts the nodes of the edge, and restrict_edges removes all edges
not in the symmetric closure of the given set.
A path is a list of (directed) edges between two nodes:
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path g u [] v = (u = v)
path g u (e # ps) w = (∃ v. e = (u, v) ∧ e ∈ edges g ∧ path g v ps w)
As the edge relation is symmetric, every path induces a reversed path:
path g u (revp p) v = path g v p u

where revp p = rev (map (λ(u, v). (v, u)) p)

Obviously, existence of a path between two nodes is equivalent to these nodes being in the
reflexive transitive closure of the edge relation:
(∃ p. path g u p v) = ((u, v) ∈ (edges g)∗ )

where _∗ is reflexive transitive closure

We call a graph connected, if there exists path between all its nodes:
connected g = (nodes g × nodes g ⊆ (edges g)∗ )
A simple path does not contain any edge twice. Here, we need to consider undirected edges.
Thus, we define a function uedge:: 0a × 0a ⇒ 0a set to map an edge to a doubleton set.
simple p = distinct (map uedge p)

where uedge = (λ(a, b). {a, b})

A cycle is a simple, non-empty path with the same start and end node. We define a predicate
for cycle-free graphs:
cycle_free g = (@ p u. p 6= [] ∧ u ∈ nodes g ∧ simple p ∧ path g u p u)
A tree is a connected and cycle free graph:
tree g = (connected g ∧ cycle_free g)
A spanning tree of a graph is a tree with the same nodes and a subset of the edges:
is_spanning_tree G T = (tree T ∧ nodes T = nodes G ∧ edges T ⊆ edges G)
Every connected graph has a spanning tree:
connected g −→ (∃ t. is_spanning_tree g t)
which is proved by removing edges on cycles until the graph is cycle free.
We model weighted graphs as graphs with a function w:: 0v set ⇒ nat from (doubleton)
sets to natural numbers1 . Note that we do not need to restrict the domain of the weight
function to be doubleton sets of valid nodes – the values for invalid nodes or sets will just be
ignored. We then define the weight of a graph as the sum of the weights of all its edges:
weight w g = sum w (uedge ‘ edges g)
A minimum spanning tree (MST) of a graph g is a spanning tree with minimal weight:
is_MST w g t =
(is_spanning_tree g t ∧ (∀ t 0. is_spanning_tree g t 0 −→ weight w t ≤ weight w t 0))
Obviously, each connected graph has a minimum spanning tree:
connected g −→ (∃ t. is_MST w g t)

1

For simplicity of presentation, we restrict weights to be natural numbers. Lifting this restriction is
straightforward.
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4.1

Related Work

There is a plethora of approaches to modelling graphs. Most formalizations focus on directed
graphs. A typical example is Noschinski [24] (who should be consulted for a more detailed
review of related work): he models undirected graphs as symmetric (bidirectional) directed
graphs. Abstractly, this is also what Chou [5] does, who was the first to formalize undirected
graphs. In both approaches, there is an explicit type of edges. Our approach is at the
minimalist end: we avoid a separate edge type but use pairs of nodes. This means that we
can use pattern matching on pairs in addition to projection functions but it also means that
we cannot have multi-edges, something we don’t need in our applications.

4.2

An Interface for Undirected Graphs

We have defined a representation of undirected weighted graphs in Isabelle/HOL. The next
step towards an implementation is to specify an interface for the operations on undirected
weighted graphs. We fix an implementation type 0g, and an invariant invar:: 0g ⇒ bool, as
well as two abstraction functions, one for the graph, and one for the weights:
αg:: 0g ⇒ 0v ugraph

αw:: 0g ⇒ 0v set ⇒ nat

We specify operations to get the adjacent edges of a node, to create an empty graph, and to
add an edge to a graph (implicitly adding the endpoints as nodes).
adj:: 0g ⇒ 0v ⇒ ( 0v × nat) list

empty:: 0g

add_edge:: 0v × 0v ⇒ nat ⇒ 0g ⇒ 0g

Note that these are exactly the operations required for our purpose of formalizing Prim’s
algorithm. More operations can easily be added. The specifications for the operations are:
invar g −→
set (adj g u) = {(v, d) | (u, v) ∈ edges (αg g) ∧ αw g {u, v} = d}
invar empty ∧ αg empty = graph ∅ ∅ ∧ αw empty = (λ_. 0)
invar g ∧ (u, v) ∈
/ edges (αg g) ∧ u 6= v −→
invar (add_edge (u, v) d g) ∧
αg (add_edge (u, v) d g) = ins_edge (u, v) (αg g) ∧
αw (add_edge (u, v) d g) = (αw g)({u, v} := d)
That is adj g u returns a list of pairs of nodes and weights, corresponding to the adjacent
edges of node u, empty creates an empty graph, and add_edge inserts a (new) edge.
Note that designing interfaces often involves a trade-off between usability and implementability. We now motivate some of our design decisions:
We leave the order of the adjacency list unspecified and allow duplicates. This introduces
nondeterminism, and thus makes using the interface more complex. However, an (abstractly) fixed order on the adjacency list can only be implemented when the node type
is linearly ordered, and even then, it incurs unnecessary overhead due to sorting.
The node passed to adj needs not be a node of the graph (The returned list is empty for
non-nodes). This makes the interface easier to use, as there is one precondition less to
prove. Moreover, the implementation is straightforward.
The weight function of the empty graph is fixed to λ_. 0. This makes the specification
deterministic, and thus simpler to use, and can be easily implemented.
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Parsing Graphs from Lists

Based on the graph interface, we develop an algorithm to create a graph from a list of
weighted edges. The elements of the list have the form ((u, v), d), describing an edge between
u and v with weight d:
from_list l = foldr (λ(e, d). add_edge e d) l empty
We show that, for a valid list l, a graph implementation gi will be created that satisfies
its invariant, and whose abstraction (g,w) contains exactly the nodes, edges, and weights
contained in the list:
G_valid_wgraph_repr l −→
(let gi = from_list l; g = αg gi; w = αw gi
S
in invar gi ∧ nodes g =
{{u, v} | ∃ d. ((u, v), d) ∈ set l} ∧
S
edges g =
{{(u, v), (v, u)} | ∃ d. ((u, v), d) ∈ set l} ∧
(∀ ((u, v), d)∈set l. w {u, v} = d))
Here, a list is valid if no edge is specified twice and there are no reflexive edges:
G_valid_wgraph_repr l =
((∀ ((u, v), d)∈set l. u 6= v) ∧ distinct (map (λ((u, v), d). {u, v}) l))

5

Verifying Prim’s Algorithm

Prim’s algorithm [26] is a classical algorithm to find a minimum spanning tree of an undirected
graph. In this section we describe our formalization of Prim’s algorithm, roughly following
the presentation of Cormen et al. [6].
Our approach features stepwise refinement. We start by a generic MST algorithm
(Section 5.1) that covers both Prim’s and Kruskal’s algorithms. It maintains a subgraph
A of an MST. Initially, A contains no edges and only the root node. In each iteration,
the algorithm adds a new edge to A, maintaining the property that A is a subgraph of an
MST. In a next refinement step, we only add edges that are adjacent to the current A, thus
maintaining the invariant that A is always a tree (Section 5.2). Next, we show how to use a
priority queue to efficiently determine a next edge to be added (Section 5.3), and implement
the necessary update of the priority queue using a foreach-loop (Section 5.4). Finally we
parameterize our algorithm over ADTs for graphs, maps, and priority queues (Section 5.5),
instantiate these with actual data structures, and extract executable ML code (Section 5.6).
The advantage of this stepwise refinement approach is that the proof obligations of each
step are mostly independent from the other steps. This modularization greatly helps to keep
the proof manageable. Moreover, the steps also correspond to a natural split of the ideas
behind Prim’s algorithm: The same structuring is also done in the presentation of Cormen
et al. [6], though not as detailed as ours.

5.1

Generic MST Algorithm

For the rest of this section, g:: 0v ugraph will be an undirected graph, r ∈ nodes g will be the
root node identifying the connected component of the graph for which we want to compute
the minimum spanning tree, and w:: 0v set ⇒ nat will be a weight function.
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Once we have fixed a root node, we can define the reachable part of the graph2 :
rg = ins_node r (restrict_nodes g ((edges g)∗ ‘‘ {r}))
Cormen et al. [6] describe Prim’s algorithm as an instance of a more generic algorithm,
which maintains a subgraph A of a minimum spanning tree. The graph is grown by repeatedly
adding safe edges, i.e., edges that preserve the property of A being a subgraph of a minimum
spanning tree.
is_subset_MST w g A = (∃ t. is_MST w g t ∧ A ⊆ edges t)
Note that, like Cormen et al., we represent the current subgraph by a set of directed edges
A::( 0v × 0v) set.
The central idea of the generic algorithm provides a way to find a safe edge: A cut (C ,
nodes g − C ) is a partitioning of the nodes. A subgraph respects a cut, if none of its edges
cross the cut:
respects_cut A C = (A ⊆ C × C ∪ (− C ) × − C )
An edge (u,v) is light w.r.t. a cut (C , nodes g − C ) if it crosses C (wlog. u ∈ C ∧ v ∈
/ C ),
and its weight is minimal among all edges crossing C :
light_edge C u v =
(u ∈ C ∧ v ∈
/ C ∧ (u, v) ∈ edges rg ∧
(∀ (u 0, v 0)∈edges rg ∩ C × − C . w {u, v} ≤ w {u 0, v 0}))
Given a cut that is respected by the current subgraph, light edges are safe:
is_subset_MST w rg A ∧ respects_cut A C ∧ light_edge C u v −→
is_subset_MST w rg ({(v, u)} ∪ A)

5.2

Prim’s Algorithm

Prim’s algorithm maintains a connected graph, i.e., A forms a tree. It starts with the
singleton tree containing no edges and only the root node, and then repeatedly adds light
edges connecting a node of the tree with a node not yet in the tree. Note that the nodes of
the current tree can be defined from A as S A = {r} ∪ fst ‘ A ∪ snd ‘ A. Obviously, they
form a cut respected by A: respects_cut A (S A).
Figure 1 shows the abstract algorithm in pseudocode: As long as the current nodes S A
are not closed under the edge relation, we pick a light edge (wrt. the cut S A), and add it to
A. In order to prove this algorithm correct, we have to specify an invariant and a measure
function, and show that the invariant holds initially, is preserved by a loop iteration, and
implies that the result is a minimum spanning tree when the loop terminates. Moreover, we
have to show that the measure decreases in every loop iteration.
As measure, we use the number of nodes that are not in S A:
T_measure1 A = card (nodes rg − S A)
The invariant states that A is a subgraph of a minimum spanning tree, and that all nodes of
A are connected to the root node:
2

Cormen at al. [6] assume that the graph is connected. Our setting is slightly more general. In particular,
it saves us from checking a connectedness precondition.
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A := {}
while S A not closed under edges
choose edge (u,v) with u ∈
/ S A and v ∈ S A such that w {u,v} is minimal
A := {(u,v)} ∪ A

Figure 1 Pseudocode of the abstract version of Prim’s Algorithm.

prim_invar1 A = (is_subset_MST w rg A ∧ (∀ (u, v)∈A. (v, r) ∈ A∗ ))
The following theorems formalize invariant initialization, maintenance, and termination with
the correct result for the abstract algorithm:
prim_invar1 ∅
prim_invar1 A ∧ light_edge (S A) u v −→
prim_invar1 ({(v, u)} ∪ A) ∧ T_measure1 ({(v, u)} ∪ A) < T_measure1 A
prim_invar1 A ∧ edges g ∩ S A × − S A = ∅ −→ is_MST w rg (graph {r} A)
Recall that graph forms the symmetric closure of the edges and adds missing nodes.

5.3

Using a Priority Queue

To efficiently find a next edge to be added, Prim’s algorithm maintains a priority queue Q:: 0v
⇒ enat and a predecessor map π:: 0v ⇒ 0v option, where enat is the type of natural numbers
with ∞ and enat :: nat ⇒ enat is the canonical injection. A node u is adjacent to a set of
nodes S, iff u ∈S
/ and there is an edge connecting u to some node in S.
For every node u that is adjacent to the current tree, Q u stores the minimum weight
of all edges connecting u to the tree. Moreover, π u is the other endpoint of this edge.
Additionally, we use π to store the edges of the current subtree itself: If π u = Some v, and
Q u = ∞, i.e., the node u is already in the tree, then (u, v) is an edge of the current subtree:
A Q π = {(u, v) | π u = Some v ∧ Q u = ∞}.
Note that the implementation of Cormen et al. slightly differs from ours: Our priority
queue only stores nodes that are adjacent to S A, while theirs stores all nodes not in S A. In
their implementation, the priority queue has to be initialized with all (reachable) nodes of
the graph, while we only need to initialize the queue for the root node. This simplifies the
implementation as it saves an iteration over the graph’s node.
A step of the algorithm extracts a node u from Q with minimum priority, and then
updates the priorities for all adjacent nodes. The priority (and predecessor) of a node v 0 has
to be updated if v 0 is adjacent to u, outside S, and the weight of the edge (u,v 0) is less than
the weight currently stored in Q v 0:
upd_cond Q π u v 0 = ((v 0, u) ∈ edges g ∧ v 0 ∈
/ S (A Q π) ∧ enat (w {v 0, u}) < Q v 0)
In this case, we update both, Q v 0 and π v 0:
Qinter Q π u v 0 = (if upd_cond Q π u v 0 then enat (w {v 0, u}) else Q v 0)
Q 0 Q π u = (Qinter Q π u)(u := ∞)
π 0 Q π u v 0 = (if upd_cond Q π u v 0 then Some u else π v 0)
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Q := (λ_. ∞)(r:=0); π := (λ_. None)
while Q 6= (λ_. ∞)
pick u such that Q u is minimal
Q := Q 0 Q π u; π := π 0 Q π u
Q u := ∞

Figure 2 Pseudocode of Prim’s Algorithm using a Priority Queue.

Note that we define Q 0 in two steps: Qinter is the priority queue where adjacent nodes have
been updated, but the node u has not yet been removed. This definition is motivated by our
implementation, which first iterates over the adjacent nodes, and then removes u from Q 3 .
The refined algorithm is displayed in Figure 2.
Note that the refined algorithm starts with a priority queue that only contains the root
node r. Intuitively, this corresponds to a tree that contains no nodes at all, not even the
root node. In particular, it does not correspond to the initial state of the abstract algorithm.
Only after the first loop iteration, the priority queue is initialized for the nodes adjacent to r.
Thus, the refined state after the first iteration corresponds to the abstract initial state. We
accommodate for this discrepancy in the invariant and variant of the refined loop:
prim_invar2 Q π = (prim_invar2_init Q π ∨ prim_invar2_ctd Q π)
T_measure2 Q π = (if Q r = ∞ then T_measure1 (A Q π) else card (nodes rg))
Here, prim_invar2_init states that Q and π are in their initial states, and prim_invar2_ctd
states that the abstract invariant holds for the abstracted state A Q π, and, additionally,
some consistency properties on Q and π:
I Definition 1. Let (Q, π) be the refined state of the algorithm. Moreover, let A be the
corresponding abstract state, S be the nodes of the current subtree, and cE = edges rg ∩ (−
S) × S be the set of edges crossing S. Then, prim_invar2_ctd Q π states that
1.
2.
3.
4.

the abstract invariant holds: prim_invar1 w g r A
the root node has no predecessor and is not in Q: π r = None ∧ Q r = ∞
the outside node of any crossing edge is in Q: ∀ (u, v)∈cE. Q u 6= ∞
π encodes actual edges with target nodes in S:
∀ u v. π u = Some v −→ v ∈ S ∧ (u, v) ∈ edges rg

5. Q u stores the weight of the corresponding edge in π, and this is the minimum weight of
all crossing edges from u:
∀ u d. Q u = enat d −→
(∃ v. π u = Some v ∧ d = w {u, v} ∧ (∀ v 0. (u, v 0) ∈ cE −→ d ≤ w {u, v 0}))
Note that the first and second part of the invariant mutually exclude each other:

3

Although non-standard, we chose this implementation because it slightly simplifies the proofs: When
further refining the update, we can simply assume that the loop invariant holds. In the standard
implementation, which removes u before the update, we would have to define an assertion that describes
the state after the removal.
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Proof: Consider value of Q r.

Thus, the following lemmas imply correctness of the refined algorithm:
prim_invar2_init initQ initπ
prim_invar2_init Q π ∧ Q u = enat d −→
prim_invar2_ctd (Q 0 Q π u) (π 0 Q π u) ∧
T_measure2 (Q 0 Q π u) (π 0 Q π u) < T_measure2 Q π
prim_invar2_ctd Q π ∧ Q u = enat d ∧ (∀ v. enat d ≤ Q v) −→
prim_invar2_ctd (Q 0 Q π u) (π 0 Q π u) ∧
T_measure2 (Q 0 Q π u) (π 0 Q π u) < T_measure2 Q π
prim_invar2_ctd Q π ∧ Q = (λ_. ∞) −→
is_MST w rg (graph {r} {(u, v) | π u = Some v})

5.4

Inner Foreach Loop

As a next step towards an efficiently executable implementation, we implement Q 0 and π 0 by
iterating over the nodes adjacent to u. We assume that adjs::( 0v × nat) list is the adjacency
list of node u, and define:
foreach u adjs (Q, π) =
foldr
(λ(v, d) (Q, π).
if v 6= r ∧ (π v = None ∨ Q v 6= ∞) ∧ enat d < Q v
then (Q(v := enat d), π(v 7→ u)) else (Q, π))
adjs (Q, π)
where f (x7→y) is short for f (x:=Some y). This updates Q and π only for adjacent nodes, with
a smaller associated weight than that currently stored in Q. We show that this implementation
computes the correct result:
set adjs = {(v, d) | (u, v) ∈ edges g ∧ w {u, v} = d} −→
foreach u adjs (Q, π) = (Qinter Q π u, π 0 Q π u)
In order to express Q and π after some but not all adjacent nodes have been processed, we
need to generalize the statement accordingly. We define
Qigen Q π u adjs v = (if v ∈
/ fst ‘ set adjs then Q v else Qinter Q π u v)
π 0gen Q π u adjs v = (if v ∈
/ fst ‘ set adjs then π v else π 0 Q π u v)
and prove
set adjs ⊆ {(v, d) | (u, v) ∈ edges g ∧ w {u, v} = d} −→
foreach u adjs (Q, π) = (Qigen Q π u adjs, π 0gen Q π u adjs)
by induction on the adjacency list adjs.
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5.5

Data Structures

The next step towards an executable algorithm is to implement the graph, priority queue,
and predecessor map by actual data structures. We do this in a two-step approach: First,
we implement the algorithm parameterized over the interfaces of graphs, maps, and priority
maps, and, in a second step, we instantiate these interfaces to actual data structures. This
approach has two advantages: First, it is easy to exchange the used data structures by simply
exchanging the instantiation. Second, not knowing the actual data structures when proving
the implementation correct prevents accidental breaking of the interface and looking into
data structure details. Note that this actually happens in practice, e.g., due to “forgotten”
simplifier setup, or automated tools like sledgehammer, which do not know about interfaces.
For Prim’s algorithm, we fix the interfaces of an undirected weighted graph (cf. Section 4.2),
a map, and a priority map (cf. Section 3). The interface functions are prefixed with G, M,
and Q, respectively, and the implementation types are 0g, 0m, and 0q:
G_αw:: 0g ⇒ 0v set ⇒ nat
G_αg:: 0g ⇒ 0v ugraph
0
0
0
G_adj:: g ⇒ v ⇒ ( v × nat) list G_empty:: 0g
G_add_edge:: 0v × 0v ⇒ nat ⇒ 0g ⇒ 0g

G_invar:: 0g ⇒ bool

M_lookup:: 0m ⇒ 0v ⇒ 0v option
M_update:: 0v ⇒ 0v ⇒ 0m ⇒ 0m

M_invar:: 0m ⇒ bool
M_delete:: 0v ⇒ 0m ⇒ 0m

M_empty:: 0m

Q_lookup:: 0q ⇒ 0v ⇒ nat option
Q_update:: 0v ⇒ nat ⇒ 0q ⇒ 0q
Q_getmin:: 0q ⇒ 0v × nat

Q_invar:: 0q ⇒ bool
Q_delete:: 0v ⇒ 0q ⇒ 0q

Q_empty:: 0q
Q_is_empty:: 0q ⇒ bool

For the rest of this section, we also fix a graph g:: 0g and root node r:: 0v.
At this point of the formalization, we can actually define Prim’s algorithm as a functional
program. On the previous abstraction levels, this was not possible because functional
programs in Isabelle/HOL must be deterministic. However, when, e.g., extracting a minimum
element from a priority queue, we cannot define any tie-breaking in terms of the abstract
representation Q:: 0v ⇒ enat, as the actual tie-breaking will depend on the data structure
that is used. The same holds for the order in which the foreach loop iterates over the list
of adjacent nodes. Figure 3 shows our implementation of the algorithm. It uses the while
combinator, which obeys the following recursion equation:
while b c s = (if b s then while b c (c s) else s)
In HOL, tail-recursive functions can always be defined, regardless of termination [2].
Like for the other abstraction levels, we define an invariant and a measure function:
prim_invar_impl Qi πi =
(Q_invar Qi ∧ M_invar πi ∧ prim_invar2 (Q_α Qi) (M_lookup πi))
T_measure_impl = (λ(Qi, πi). T_measure2 (Q_α Qi) (M_lookup πi))
where Q_α abstracts the priority map to the type 0v ⇒ enat, mapping None to ∞, and
M_lookup abstracts the predecessor map to the type 0v ⇒ 0v option.
Again, we show invariant initialization, maintenance, and termination with the correct
result:
prim_invar_impl (Q_update r 0 Q_empty) M_empty
prim_invar_impl Qi πi ∧ ¬ Q_is_empty Qi ∧ Q_getmin Qi = (u, d) ∧
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foreach_impl Qi πi u (G_adj g u) = (Qi 0, πi 0) −→
prim_invar_impl (Q_delete u Qi 0) πi 0 ∧
T_measure_impl (Q_delete u Qi 0, πi 0) < T_measure_impl (Qi, πi)
Q_is_empty Q ∧ prim_invar_impl Q π −→
M_invar π ∧ is_MST (G_αw g) rg (graph {r} {(u, v) | M_lookup π u = Some v})
Here, foreach_impl stands for the inner foreach loop:
foreach_impl Qi πi u adjs = foldr (foreach_impl_body u) adjs (Qi, πi)
We show its correctness separately:
foreach_impl Qi πi u (G_adj g u) = (Qi 0, πi 0) ∧ prim_invar_impl Qi πi −→
Q_invar Qi 0 ∧ M_invar πi 0 ∧ Q_α Qi 0 = Qinter (Q_α Qi) (M_lookup πi) u ∧
M_lookup πi 0 = π 0 (Q_α Qi) (M_lookup πi) u
This is proved by first showing that the abstract foreach loop foreach can simulate the
concrete one, and then using the already proved correctness of the abstract loop.
Finally, we show correctness of the whole algorithm, i.e., that the returned predecessor
map satisfies its invariant, and encodes a minimum spanning tree of the reachable part of
the graph:
invar_MST prim_impl ∧
is_MST (G_αw g) (component_of (G_αg g) r)
(graph {r} {(u, v) | M_lookup prim_impl u = Some v})
The proof is straightforward, using the standard invariant proof rule for while loops:
V
V
[[P s; s. P s ∧ b s −→ P (c s); s. P s ∧ ¬ b s −→ Q s; wf r;
V
s. P s ∧ b s −→ (c s, s) ∈ r]]
=⇒ Q (while b c s)

5.6

Executable Code

Using Isabelle’s locale mechanism, it is straightforward to instantiate the algorithm prim_impl
to actual data structures implementing the interfaces. We do so by using red-black trees for
both, the priority map and predecessor map. The graph is implemented by red-black trees,
mapping nodes to their adjacency lists.
Finally, we combine the list parser from_list with prim_impl.
prim_list_impl l r =
(if G_valid_wgraph_repr l then Some (prim_impl (G_from_list l) r) else None)
We return None if the input list is not valid, otherwise we return a minimum spanning tree:
case prim_list_impl l r of None ⇒ ¬ G_valid_wgraph_repr l
| Some πi ⇒
let g = αg (from_list l); w = αw (from_list l); rg = component_of g r;
t = graph {r} {(u, v) | lookup πi u = Some v}
in G_valid_wgraph_repr l ∧ invar πi ∧ is_MST w rg t
Isabelle’s code generator [11] can generate a functional program in various different target
languages (SML, OCaml, Haskell, Scala) from prim_list_impl.
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prim_impl = (let
— Initialization
(Q,π) = (Q_update r 0 Q_empty, M_empty);
— Outer loop: Iterate until Q is empty
(Q, π) =
while (λ(Q, π). ¬ Q_is_empty Q) (λ(Q, π). let
(u, _) = Q_getmin Q;
— Inner loop: Update for adjacent nodes
(Q, π) =
foldr ((λ(v, d) (Q, π). let
qv = Q_lookup Q v;
πv = M_lookup π v
in
if v6=r ∧ (qv6=None ∨ πv=None) ∧ enat d < enat_of_option qv
then (Q_update v d Q, M_update v u π) else (Q, π))
) (G_adj g u) (Q, π);
Q = Q_delete u Q
in (Q, π)) (Q, π)
in π)

Figure 3 Implementation of Prim’s algorithm, parameterized over a graph, map, and priority
map interface.

5.7

Discussion and Related Work

We have used a stepwise refinement approach, from an abstract generic MST algorithm, over
Prim’s algorithm, to its implementation with a priority queue, and finally the realization of
the priority queue with a concrete data structure and the extraction of executable code.
The abstract versions of the algorithm are inherently nondeterministic, which prevents
their straightforward formalization in Isabelle/HOL. Instead, we manually came up with
verification conditions (invariant maintenance) for the abstract level, and refined them towards
the concrete level until we could use them to prove correct the concrete implementation.
We expect that our approach of manual verification condition generation against informal
algorithm sketches will not scale to more complex algorithms. To this end, the Isabelle
Refinement Framework [18] provides a more scalable, though less lightweight, approach to
stepwise refinement in Isabelle/HOL.
We are aware of two previous formal verifications of Prim’s algorithm, but both of them
ignore our focus, efficient data structures, and stop short of executable code. Abrial et al.
[1] perform a stepwise refinement using the B event-based method. Guttmann [10] uses
Isabelle/HOL to verify a version of Prim’s algorithm in an extension of relation algebra.

6

Dijkstra’s Algorithm

Dijkstra’s algorithm [7] is a classical algorithm to determine the shortest paths from a root
node to all other nodes in a weighted directed graph. Although it solves a different problem,
and works on a different type of graphs, its structure is very similar to Prim’s algorithm.
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In particular, like Prim’s algorithm, it has a simple loop structure and can be efficiently
implemented by a priority queue. This makes Dijkstra’s algorithm another good example to
illustrate the main points of this proof pearl: Functional implementations of algorithms that
use priority queues with a decrease-key operation.
A directed graph is represented by a weight function w:: 0v × 0v ⇒ enat. The edge relation
is edges = {(u, v) | w (u, v) 6= ∞}.
Note that this formalization differs from our formalization of undirected graphs, in that
we do not model an explicit node set, nor do we encode finiteness into the type. The modeling
of an explicit node set has proved useful when formalizing the concept of trees4 , which is
not required for Dijkstra’s algorithm. As finiteness is the only additional property that
we require, we traded the overhead of defining a new type for the overhead of maintaining
finiteness as an explicit assumption.

6.1

Abstract Algorithm

Again, our formalization of Dijkstra’s algorithm follows the presentation of Cormen et al. [6].
However, for the sake of simplicity, our algorithm does not compute actual shortest paths,
but only their weights.
For the rest of this section, we fix a weighted directed graph w and a source node s. We
define δ u v to be the minimum distance from node u to node v.
Abstractly, Dijkstra’s algorithm keeps track of a set of finished nodes S:: 0v set, and an
estimate of the shortest path weights D:: 0v ⇒ enat. The invariant D_invar D S states that
1. D u is an upper bound of the minimum distance between s and u:
δsu ≤Du
2. D u is precise if u is finished:
u ∈ S −→ D u = δ s u
3. D u is consistent with the distances induced by paths that end with an edge from a node
v∈S:
v ∈ S −→ D u ≤ δ s v + w (v, u)
4. The start node is finished, unless in the initial state
s ∈ S ∨ D = (λ_. ∞)(s := 0) ∧ S = ∅
The main idea of the algorithm is that the least estimate D u among all unfinished nodes
u ∈S
/ is already precise:
u ∈
/ S ∧ (∀ v. v ∈
/ S −→ D u ≤ D v) −→ D u = δ s u
Thus, adding an unfinished node u ∈S
/ with minimal D u to the finished set S, and updating
the estimates of all successor nodes to accommodate for paths over u, will preserve the
invariant. We iterate this until all nodes are finished, and thus all estimates are precise.

4

For example, connecting two trees on disjoint nodes by a single edge yields a tree again. Without an
explicit node set, the formulation of this lemma requires tedious special cases for singleton trees.
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6.2

Refined Algorithm

Like for Prim’s algorithm, a priority map Q:: 0v ⇒ nat option from unfinished nodes to
estimates is used to efficiently obtain a node with minimum estimate. Moreover, we use
another map V :: 0v ⇒ nat option to map finished nodes to their minimum distances from the
source. The relation between a refined state (Q,V ) and an abstract state (D,S) is defined as:
coupling Q V D S =
(D = enat_of_option ◦ V ++ Q ∧ S = dom V ∧ dom V ∩ dom Q = ∅)
where (++) joins two maps, and enat_of_option maps None to ∞. The refined loop invariant
states that the refined state is related to an abstract state that satisfies its invariant:
D_invar 0 Q V = (∃ D S. coupling Q V D S ∧ D_invar D S)
The rest of the formalization proceeds analogously to the formalization of Prim’s algorithm:
We implement the update of the successor nodes by iteration over a successor list, refine
the algorithm to use the interfaces of directed graphs, priority maps and maps, and finally
instantiate it with concrete, red-black-tree based implementations. Combining the implementation with a from_list function for directed graphs, we get the executable function
dijkstra_list::( 0v × 0v × nat) list ⇒ 0v ⇒ ( 0v × nat, color) tree option and the theorem
case dijkstra_list l s of None ⇒ ¬ valid_graph_rep l
| Some D ⇒
valid_graph_rep l ∧ invar D ∧
(∀ u d. (lookup D u = Some d) = (δ (wgraph_of_list l) s u = enat d))
Note that the distance δ is also parameterized over the graph here.

6.3

Related Work

Dijkstra’s algorithm seems to be a standard benchmark for formal verification tools. One of
the authors [23] has already verified Dijkstra’s algorithm (including computation of shortest
paths) using a functional priority queue based on Finger Trees [13], and later [15] amended
the formalization to use an imperative heap data structure. Filliâtre [8] provides a verification
in Why3 [9], Böhme et al. [3] provide one in Boogie, and Charguéraud [4] uses characteristic
formulae to verify a Caml implementation. However, all of these do not verify priority queue
data structures and only compute the distances, instead of actual shortest paths.
The treatment of priority queues differs in the above formalizations. Nordhoff and
Lammich [23] use finger trees which support decrease-key. Charguéraud [4], however, writes:
This implementation uses a priority queue that does not support the decrease-key
operation. Using such a queue makes the proofs slightly more involved, because the
invariants need to account for the fact that the queue may contain superseded values.
It appears that he uses the following trick that works for Dijkstra and Prim. Instead of
decreasing the priority of some key k to p one adds the new pair (k,p) to the priority queue.
If one also maintains a set of keys that have been extracted from the priority queue (which
Dijkstra and Prim do anyway), one can simply ignore pairs (k,p) returned by getmin, if k
has been extracted before. This trick requires that the same key is not inserted again after it
has been extracted.
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Conclusion

We presented priority search trees, a simple, purely functional and efficient data structure
that combines search trees and priority queues, including an operation for modifying the
priority associated with a key (aka “decrease-key”). We are only aware of considerably more
complicated purely functional data structures with decrease-key, and the only one that has
been formally verified is based on finger trees [13, 27, 22].
Based on priority search trees we gave the first verified executable implementation of
Prim’s algorithm. In particular we included the level of efficient data structures which had
been ignored before. Therefore we show the details of the stepwise refinement and verification.
We have also verified Dijkstra’s algorithm in the same manner, but because of the ubiquity
of this algorithm as a verification benchmark we merely sketched the proof.
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1

Introduction

Many software systems employ parsing techniques to map sequential input to structured
output. Often, a parser is the system component that consumes data from an untrusted
source—for example, many applications parse input in a standard format such as XML or
JSON as the first step in a data-processing pipeline. Because parsers mediate between the
outside world and application internals, they are good targets for formal verification; parsers
that come with strong correctness guarantees are likely to increase the overall security of
applications that rely on them.
Several recent high-profile software vulnerabilities demonstrate the consequences of using
unsafe parsing tools. Attackers exploited a faulty parser in a web application framework,
obtaining the sensitive data of as many as 143 million consumers [5, 14]. An HTML parser
vulnerability led to private user data being leaked from several popular online services [6].
And a flaw in an XML parser enabled remote code execution on a network security device—a
flaw that received a Common Vulnerability Score System (CVSS) score of 10/10 due to its
severity [13]. These and other examples highlight the need for secure parsing technologies.
© Sam Lasser, Chris Casinghino, Kathleen Fisher, and Cody Roux;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY
10th International Conference on Interactive Theorem Proving (ITP 2019).
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Parsing is a widely studied topic, and it encompasses a range of techniques with different
advantages and drawbacks [7]. One family of parsing algorithms, the top-down or LL-style
algorithms, shares several strengths relative to other strategies. LL parsers typically produce
clear error messages, and they can easily be extended with semantic actions that produce
user-defined data structures; in addition, generated LL parser code is often human-readable
and similar to hand-written code [15].
The common ancestor of the LL family is LL(1), a recursive descent algorithm that avoids
backtracking by looking ahead at a single input token when it reaches decision points. Its
descendants, including LL(k), LL(*), and ALL(*), share an algorithmic skeleton. Each of
these approaches comes with different tradeoffs with respect to expressiveness vs. efficiency.
For example, LL(1) operates on a restricted class of grammars and offers linear-time execution,
while ALL(*) accepts a larger class of grammars and runs in O(n4 ) time [16]. Different
algorithms are therefore suited to different applications; it is often advantageous to choose
the most efficient algorithm compatible with the language being parsed.
In this paper, we present Vermillion, a formally verified LL(1) parser generator. This tool
is part of a planned suite of verified LL-style parsing technologies that are suitable for a wide
range of data formats. We implemented and verified the parser generator using the Coq Proof
Assistant [19], a popular interactive theorem prover. The tool has two main components.
The first is a parse table generator that, when applied to a context-free grammar, produces
an LL(1) parse table—an encoding of the grammar’s lookahead properties—if such a table
exists for the grammar. The second component is an LL(1) algorithm implementation that
is parameterized by a parse table. By converting a grammar to a table and then partially
applying the parser to the table, the user obtains a parser that is specialized to the original
grammar. The paper’s main contributions are as follows:
1. End-to-End Correctness Proofs – We prove that both the parse table generator and
the parser are sound and complete. The generator produces a correct LL(1) parse table
for any grammar if such a table exists. The parser produces a semantic value for its input
that is correct with respect to the grammar used to generate the parser. Although prior
work has verified some of the steps involved in LL(1) parse table generation [2], to the
best of our knowledge, our LL(1) parse table generator and parser are the first formally
verified versions of these algorithms.
2. Total Algorithm Implementations – We prove that the parse table generator and
parser terminate on both valid and invalid inputs without the use of fuel-like parameters.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to prove this property about a parser
generator based on the context-free grammar formalism. Some existing verified parsers
are only guaranteed to terminate on valid inputs; others ensure termination by means
of a fuel parameter, which can produce “out of fuel” return values that do not clearly
indicate success or failure. A guarantee of termination on all inputs is useful for ruling
out denial-of-service attacks against the parser.
3. Efficient Extractable Code – We used Coq’s Extraction mechanism [10] to convert
Vermillion to OCaml source code and generated a parser for a JSON grammar. We then
used Menhir [17], a popular OCaml parser generator, to produce an unverified parser for
the same grammar and compared the two parsers’ performance on a JSON data set. The
verified parser was two to four times slower than the unverified and optimized one, which
is similar to the reported results for other certified parsers [8, 9]. Our implementation
empirically lives up to the LL(1) algorithm’s theoretical linear-time guarantees.
Along the way, we deal with several interesting verification challenges. The parse table
generator performs dataflow analyses with non-obvious termination metrics over context-free
grammars. To implement and verify these analyses, we make ample use of Coq’s tools for
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defining recursive functions with well-founded measures, and we prove a large collection of
domain-neutral lemmas about finite sets and maps that may be useful in other developments.
The parser also uses well-founded recursion on a non-syntactic measure, and our initial
implementation must perform an expensive runtime computation to terminate provably;
in the final version, we make judicious use of dependent types to avoid this penalty while
still proving termination. Our parser completeness proof relies on a lemma stating that if
a correct LL(1) parse table exists for some grammar, then the grammar contains no left
recursion. Our proof of this lemma is quite intricate, and we were unable to find a rigorous
proof of this seemingly intuitive fact in the literature.
Our formalization consists of roughly 8,000 lines of Coq definitions and proofs. The
development is available at the URL listed as Supplement Material above.
This paper is organized as follows: in §2, we review background material on context-free
grammars and LL(1) parsing. In §3, we describe the high-level structure of our parse table
generator and its correctness proofs. In §4, we present the LL(1) parsing algorithm and its
correctness properties. In §5, we present the results of evaluating our tool’s performance on
a JSON benchmark. We discuss related work in §6 and our plans for future work in §7.

2

Grammars and Parse Tables

2.1

Grammars

Our grammars are composed of terminal symbols drawn from a set T and nonterminal
symbols drawn from a set N . Throughout this work, we use the letters {a, b, c} as terminal
names, {X, Y, Z } as nonterminal names, {s, s’, ...} as names for arbitrary symbols (terminals
or nonterminals), and {α, β, γ} as names for sentential forms (finite sequences of symbols).
A grammar consists of a start symbol S ∈ N and a finite sequence of productions P
(described in detail below). In addition, we require the grammar writer to provide a mapping
from each grammar symbol s to a type JsK in the host language (i.e., a Coq type). We
borrow this mapping from a certified LR(1) parser development [8]; it enables us to specify
the behavior of a parser that maps a valid input to a semantic value with a user-defined type,
rather than simply recognizing the input as valid or building a generic parse tree for it. The
symbols-to-types mapping supports the construction of flexible semantic values as follows:
The parser consumes a list of tokens, where each token is a dependent pair (a, v) of a
terminal symbol a and a semantic value v of type [a]. When the parser successfully
consumes a token (a, v), it produces the value v.
A production X → γ {f } consists of a left-hand nonterminal X, a right-hand sentential
form γ, and a semantic action f of type JγK → JXK. The notation JγK refers to the tuple
type built from the symbols in γ—for example, JaY K = JaK × JY K. After the parser uses
a production’s right-hand side to construct a tuple of type JγK, it applies f to this tuple
to produce a final semantic value of type JXK. The user provides semantic actions at
grammar definition time; these actions are dependently typed Coq functions. Throughout
this work, we use the notation X → γ to refer to a production when its semantic action
is clear from context or irrelevant to the discussion.

2.2

LL(1) Derivations

We define a derivation relation over a grammar symbol s, a word or token sequence w that s
derives, and a semantic value v that s produces for w. Because it is useful for a parser to
produce a semantic value for a prefix of its input sequence and return the remainder of the
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sequence along with the value, the derivation relation also includes the remainder, or the
v
unparsed suffix of the input. The relation has the judgment form s −
→ w | r, which is read,
“s derives w, producing v and leaving r unparsed.”
The derivation relation appears in Figure 1. It is mutually inductive with an analogous
relation (also in Figure 1) over a list of symbols γ, a word w, a tuple of semantic values vs,
vs
and a remainder r. This second relation has the judgment form γ =
⇒ w | r (“γ derives w,
producing vs and leaving r unparsed”).
DerNT

X → γ {f } ∈ P
peek(w ++ r) ∈ LOOKAHEAD(X → γ)
vs
γ=
⇒w|r

DerT
v

a−
→ (a, v) | r

f vs

X −−−→ w | r
DerCons

vs

v

DerNil

s−
→ w | w0 ++ r

γ=
⇒ w0 | r

(v, vs)

()

[] =
⇒|r

s :: γ ====⇒ w ++ w0 | r

Figure 1 Derivation relations for symbols and lists of symbols.

The DerNT rule is the only LL(1)-specific rule in the relation. The peek function returns
a value l ∈ T ∪ {EOF} that is either the first token of the input sequence w ++ r, or EOF
if the entire sequence is empty. The rule itself states that production X → γ {f } applies
when peek(w ++ r) and X → γ are in the LOOKAHEAD relation (Figure 5)—i.e., when the
first input token “predicts” that production. To make this lookahead concept precise, we
introduce the definitions of several predicates that are commonly used in parsing theory to
relate a grammar’s structure to its semantics.

2.3

NULLABLE, FIRST, and FOLLOW

A nullable grammar symbol is a symbol that can derive the empty word . The NULLABLE
relation (Figure 2) captures the syntactic pattern that makes a symbol nullable. A nonterminal
is nullable if it appears on the left-hand side of a production and every symbol on the righthand side is also nullable (note that an empty right-hand side makes the left-hand nonterminal
trivially nullable). A sentential form γ is nullable if it consists entirely of nullable symbols.
We overload our notation for nullable symbols, writing NULLABLE(γ) to represent the fact
that γ is a nullable symbol sequence.
NuSym

X → γ {f } ∈ P

NULLABLE(γ)

NULLABLE(X)

NuGamma

∀i ∈ {1...n}, NULLABLE(si )
NULLABLE(s1 ...sn )

Figure 2 NULLABLE relation.

The FIRST relation (Figure 3) for a symbol s describes the set of terminals that can begin
a word derived from s. If s derives a word beginning with terminal a, then a ∈ FIRST(s).
Once again, we extend this concept to sentential forms, writing a ∈ FIRST(γ) if γ derives a
word that begins with a.
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FirstNT

FirstT

a ∈ FIRST(γ)

X → γ {f } ∈ P

a ∈ FIRST(a)

a ∈ FIRST(X)

FirstGamma

NULLABLE(α)

a ∈ FIRST(s)

a ∈ FIRST(αsβ)
Figure 3 FIRST relation.

The FOLLOW relation (Figure 4) for a symbol s describes the set of terminals that can
appear immediately after a word derived from s. There is a standard practice among parser
implementers of placing the EOF symbol in FOLLOW(S), where S is the start symbol, so
that the parser can consume the entire input sequence. We follow this practice by adding
the FollowStart rule to the relation.
FollowStart

S is the start symbol

EOF ∈ FOLLOW(S)
FollowLeft

X → αY β {f } ∈ P

FollowRight

X → αY β {f } ∈ P

a ∈ FIRST(β)

a ∈ FOLLOW(Y )
NULLABLE(β)

l ∈ FOLLOW(X)

l ∈ FOLLOW(Y )
Figure 4 FOLLOW relation.

With these definitions in hand, we can give a precise definition for the judgment form
l ∈ LOOKAHEAD(X → γ) (“l is a lookahead token for production X → γ”) in Figure 5.
Intuitively, l is a token that, when it begins a sequence ts, “predicts” that the production
can derive a prefix of ts. As a special case, if the production derives ts = , then EOF ∈
LOOKAHEAD(X → γ). When an LL(1) parser builds a derivation from nonterminal
X for a prefix of ts, it “looks ahead” at ts and applies a production X → γ such that
peek(ts) ∈ LOOKAHEAD(X → γ).
FirstLk

l ∈ FIRST(γ)

l ∈ LOOKAHEAD(X → γ)

FollowLk

NULLABLE(γ)

l ∈ FOLLOW(X)

l ∈ LOOKAHEAD(X → γ)

Figure 5 LOOKAHEAD relation.

2.4

Parse Tables

An LL(1) parse table is a data structure that encodes a grammar’s lookahead information. An
LL(1) parser uses a parse table as an oracle; it consults the table to choose which productions
to apply as it builds a derivation for a token sequence.
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A parse table’s rows are labeled with nonterminals and its columns are labeled with
lookahead symbols. Its cells contain production right-hand sides. A cell at row X and column
l that contains γ, written (X, l) 7→ γ, represents the fact l ∈ LOOKAHEAD(X → γ).
Figure 6 contains a grammar and its LL(1) parse table. Cell (X, b), for instance, contains
Zc (the right-hand side of production 2) because of the fact b ∈ FIRST(Zc). Cell (Z, c)
contains Y (the right-hand side of production 5) because of the facts NULLABLE(Y ) and
c ∈ FOLLOW(Z).
(X is the start symbol)
1. X → aY
2. X → Zc

3. Y → 

4. Z → b
5. Z → Y

X
Y
Z

a
aY

b
Zc
b

c
Zc

Y

EOF


Figure 6 Example grammar and its LL(1) parse table.

A correct LL(1) parse table for grammar G contains all and only the lookahead facts
about G—i.e., (X, l) 7→ γ ⇐⇒ l ∈ LOOKAHEAD(X → γ). Not every grammar has a
correct LL(1) parse table. If l ∈ LOOKAHEAD(X → γ) and l ∈ LOOKAHEAD(X → γ 0 ),
where γ =
6 γ 0 , then no correct table exists for G—a parser would be unable to choose whether
to apply γ or γ 0 upon encountering nonterminal X and token l. A grammar that has a correct
LL(1) parse table is called an LL(1) grammar.

3

Parse Table Generator Correctness Properties and Verification

We now describe the process of developing and verifying an LL(1) parse table generator. Our
first goal is to define the Coq function parseTableOf : grammar -> sum error_message
parse_table. (A value of type sum A B is either inl A or inr B.) We then wish to prove
that the function is both both sound (every table that it produces is the correct LL(1) parse
table for its input grammar) and complete (it produces the correct LL(1) parse table for the
grammar if such a table exists).

3.1

Structure of Parse Table Generator

Many standard compiler references describe variations on an algorithm for constructing
an LL(1) parse table from a grammar. The algorithm typically involves computing the
grammar’s NULLABLE, FIRST, and FOLLOW sets, and then constructing the table from
these sets (or returning an error value if a table cell contains multiple entries, in which case
no correct parse table exists for the grammar). Appel’s Modern Compiler Implementation in
ML [1], for example, contains pseudocode for performing the first of these two steps. The
algorithm presents several interesting challenges from a verification standpoint:
1. It uses an “iterate until convergence” strategy to perform a dataflow analysis over the
grammar. Such an algorithm is difficult to implement in a total language because it has
no obvious (i.e., syntactic) termination metric.
2. NULLABLE, FIRST, and FOLLOW are all computed simultaneously, so a proof of the
function’s correctness must simultaneously deal with the correctness of all three sets.
It is also possible to perform the NULLABLE, FIRST, and FOLLOW dataflow analyses
sequentially (in that order) because each analysis depends only on the previous ones. This
sequential approach is preferable from a proof engineering perspective, because we can clearly
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state the correctness criteria for each step and verify the implementation independently of
the other steps. It is also preferable from a code reuse perspective, because some individual
steps may be useful in the context of other developments (for example, many species of
parser generators need to compute the set of nullable nonterminals). Therefore, we structure
our parse table generator as a pipeline of small functions that perform the following steps:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Compute the set of nullable nonterminals.
For each nonterminal X, compute FIRST(X) (using NULLABLE).
For each nonterminal X, compute FOLLOW(X) (using NULLABLE and FIRST).
Using NULLABLE, FIRST, and FOLLOW, compute the set of parse table entries.
Build a table from the set of entries, or return an error if the set contains a conflict.

Several steps involve similar reasoning and require the same proof techniques. In the next
section, we examine step (1) and its correctness proof in detail to illustrate these techniques.

3.2

Implementation of NULLABLE Dataflow Analysis

The first step in the parse table generation process is to compute the set of nullable
nonterminals. Our goal is to define the function mkNullableSet : grammar -> NtSet.t
(where NtSet.t is the type of finite sets of nonterminals) and then prove that when this
function is applied to grammar g, the resulting set contains all and only the nullable
nonterminals from g. We formalize this correctness property and theorem statement in Coq
as follows (nullable_sym is the mechanized version of the NULLABLE relation in Figure 2):
Definition nullable_set_correct (nu : NtSet.t) (g : grammar) :=
forall (x : nonterminal), NtSet.In x nu <-> nullable_sym g (NT x).
Theorem mkNullableSet_correct :
forall (g : grammar), nullable_set_correct (mkNullableSet g) g.
Portions of the mkNullableSet implementation appear in Figure 7. We represent a
grammar as a record with fields start : nonterminal and prods : list production.
The expression g.(prods) projects the prods field from a grammar. The auxiliary function
mkNullableSet’ takes a (possibly incomplete) NULLABLE set nu as an argument and
performs a single pass of the NULLABLE dataflow analysis over the grammar’s productions,
which produces a (possibly updated) set nu’. If nu has converged—i.e., if it is a fixed point
of the dataflow analysis—then it is returned. Otherwise, the algorithm performs another
iteration of the analysis, using nu’ as the starting point.
Because of this algorithm’s “iterate until convergence” structure, we need to do some
extra work to prove that it terminates. To accomplish this task, we use Coq’s Program
extension [18], which provides support for defining functions using well-founded recursion.
The Program Fixpoint command enables the user to define a non-structurally recursive
function by providing a measure—a mapping from one or more function arguments to a
value in some well-founded relation R—and then showing that the measure of recursive call
arguments is less than that of the original arguments in R.
In the case of mkNullableSet’, the measure (called countNullCands in Figure 7) is the
cardinality of nu’s complement with respect to the universe U of grammar nonterminals. We
then prove that if the NULLABLE set is different before and after a single iteration of the
analysis, then the more recent version contains a nonterminal that was not present in the
previous version, and therefore that the set’s complement with respect to U has decreased
(this fact is captured in the lemma nullablePass_neq_candidates_lt).
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Lemma nullablePass_neq_candidates_lt :
forall (ps : list production) (nu : NtSet.t),
~ NtSet.Equal nu (nullablePass ps nu)
-> countNullCands ps (nullablePass ps nu) < countNullCands ps nu.
Program Fixpoint mkNullableSet’ (ps : list production) (nu : NtSet.t)
{ measure (countNullCands ps nu) } : NtSet.t :=
let nu’ := nullablePass ps nu in
if NtSet.eq_dec nu nu’ then nu else mkNullableSet’ ps nu’.
Next Obligation.
apply nullablePass_neq_candidates_lt; auto.
Defined.
Definition mkNullableSet (g : grammar) : NtSet.t :=
mkNullableSet’ g.(prods) NtSet.empty.
Figure 7 Selected portions of the mkNullableSet implementation.

Now that we have a suitable definition of mkNullableSet and a proof that it terminates,
we turn to the proofs of its main correctness properties.

3.3

Soundness of NULLABLE Analysis

One property of mkNullableSet that we wish to verify is that the function is sound—i.e.,
every nonterminal in the set that it returns really is nullable in g:
Definition nullable_set_sound (nu : nullable_set) (g : grammar) :=
forall (x : nonterminal), NtSet.In x nu -> nullable_sym g (NT x).
Theorem mkNullableSet_sound :
forall (g : grammar), nullable_set_sound (mkNullableSet g) g.
The soundness proof’s structure arises from the intuition that soundness holds not only of
mkNullableSet’s final return value, but of the intermediate sets that the function computes
along the way—in other words, soundness is an invariant of the function. We prove this
invariant with the following two lemmas:
(1) The initial set passed to mkNullableSet’ is sound
(2) If nu is sound, then mkNullableSet’ applied to nu is also sound
(1) is simple to prove, because the initial nu argument passed to mkNullableSet’ is the
empty set, which is trivially sound. Our earlier reasoning about the termination properties
of mkNullableSet’ pays dividends in the proof of (2), because we can proceed by wellfounded induction on the function’s measure. The main lemma involved in this proof states
that a single iteration of the dataflow analysis (called nullablePass in Figure 7) preserves
soundness of the NULLABLE set.
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Completeness of NULLABLE Analysis

In addition to being sound, mkNullableSet should be complete—that is, every nullable
nonterminal from g should appear in the set that the function returns:
Definition nullable_set_complete (nu : NtSet.t) (g : grammar) :=
forall (x : nonterminal), nullable_sym g (NT x) -> NtSet.In x nu.
Theorem mkNullableSet_complete :
forall (g : grammar), nullable_set_complete (mkNullableSet g) g.
Once again, the proof is based on well-founded induction on the mkNullableSet’ measure.
In the interesting case, we must prove nu complete given the fact that nu and (nullablePass
g.(prods) nu) are equal. In other words, we need to show that any fixed point of the dataflow
analysis is complete. We isolate this fact in the lemma nullablePass_equal_complete:
Lemma nullablePass_equal_complete :
forall (g : grammar) (nu : NtSet.t),
NtSet.Equal nu (nullablePass g.(prods) nu)
-> nullable_set_complete nu g.
After some simplification, we are left with this goal:
nullable_sym g x

nu = nullablePass g.(prods) nu
NtSet.In x nu

The proof proceeds by induction on the nullable_sym judgment. Because this relation
is mutually inductive with nullable_gamma, we use Coq’s Scheme command to generate
a suitably powerful mutual induction principle for the two relations. Using this principle
requires some extra work because the programmer must manually specify the two properties
that the induction is intended to prove—one for symbols, and one for lists of symbols.
It can be difficult to come up with the right instantiations for mutual induction principles
such as this one. For several of the proofs in this development, such a choice was the most
difficult step. In some cases, we were able to avoid this problem by finding mutual inductionfree variants of relations whose pencil-and-paper definitions seem to call for mutuality.

3.5

Correctness of Parse Table Generator

Computing the NULLABLE set is the first of several dataflow analyses involved in generating
an LL(1) parse table. The correctness proofs for the remaining steps are similar in structure
to the NULLABLE proofs. For example, the FIRST and FOLLOW analyses each have
a soundness proof based on the fact that soundness is an invariant of the analysis, and a
completeness proof based on the fact that a fixed point of the analysis must be complete.
After proving each step correct given the correctness of previous steps, we can verify
parseTableOf—the function that implements the entire sequence—simply by chaining
together the proofs for the individual steps. The parseTableOf soundness and completeness
theorem statements appear below:
Theorem parseTableOf_sound :
forall (g : grammar) (tbl : parse_table),
parseTableOf g = inr tbl
-> parse_table_correct tbl g.
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Theorem parseTableOf_complete :
forall (g : grammar) (tbl : parse_table),
unique_productions g
-> parse_table_correct tbl g
-> exists (tbl’ : parse_table),
ParseTable.Equal tbl tbl’
/\ parseTableOf g = inr tbl’.
In both theorems, the proposition parse_table_correct tbl g says that tbl contains
all and only the lookahead facts about g. It is the mechanized notion of LL(1) parse table
correctness from Section 2.4; the only difference is that in the development, we store an entire
production and its semantic action in each table cell, rather than just the right-hand side.
In the completeness theorem, the unique_productions condition says that the grammar
contains no duplicate productions. Productions are considered duplicates if they are equal up
to their semantic actions—i.e., the unique_productions definition ignores actions. Duplicate
productions always indicate user error; to understand why, consider a grammar with two
productions, X → γ {f } and X → γ {g}. If f and g are the same function, then the
productions are redundant, and one of them can be removed without affecting the grammar’s
semantics. If f and g are different, then the grammar is ambiguous; the parser performs a
single semantic action upon reducing a production, and it is unclear whether that action should
be f or g. Coq functions cannot be compared for equality, so parseTableOf cannot determine
whether duplicate productions are redundant or ambiguous. The unique_productions
property is decidable, however, so the function checks its input grammar for this property
and alerts the user when the check fails. The user can then correct the error in the grammar.
The completeness theorem’s conclusion may seem odd; why don’t we use this version?
Theorem unprovable_parseTableOf_complete :
forall (g : grammar) (tbl : parse_table),
unique_productions g
-> parse_table_correct tbl g
-> parseTableOf g = inr tbl.
In the development, a parse table is simply a finite map in which keys are row/column pairs
and values are cell contents. We use FMaps, a Coq finite map library, to obtain a map
representation and many useful lemmas about map operations. Two maps defined with this
library that contain identical entries are not definitionally equal in Coq because they might
have different internal representations. Thus, if tbl is a correct LL(1) parse table for g,
we cannot prove that parseTableOf returns tbl itself—only that it returns a table tbl’
containing exactly the same entries as tbl, which should be sufficient for any application.
To summarize our progress so far, we have proved that the parse table generator terminates
on all inputs, and that it produces a correct LL(1) parse table for its input grammar whenever
such a table exists.

4

Parser Correctness and Verification

We now turn to the task of defining and verifying the LL(1) parsing algorithm. Our first goal
is to define a function parse that uses an LL(1) parse table tbl and a symbol s to build a
semantic value for a prefix of the token sequence ts:
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Definition parse (tbl : parse_table) (s : symbol) (ts : list token) :
sum parse_failure (symbol_semty s * list token).
(The type symbol_semty s is the type of semantic values for symbol s.) We then wish to
verify that as long as the function’s LL(1) parse table argument is correct for some grammar,
its return value is correct with respect to the grammar’s derivation relation. Below are the
three main parser correctness properties that we prove:
1. (Soundness) – If the parser consumes a token sequence, returning a semantic value v for
v
prefix w and an unparsed suffix r, then s −
→ w | r holds.
2. (Error-Free Termination) – The parser never reaches an error state when applied to a
correct LL(1) parse table.
v
3. (Completeness) – If s −
→ w | r holds, then the parser returns v and r when applied to
symbol s and token sequence w ++ r.

4.1

Parser Structure

Because our parser’s correctness specification is the LL(1) derivation relation, it is natural
to structure the parser in a way that mirrors the relation’s structure. An intuitive way of
doing so is to define two mutually recursive functions, parseSymbol and parseGamma, that
respectively consume a symbol and a list of symbols and return a semantic value and a tuple
of semantic values. However, a naïve attempt at defining these two functions leads to a
violation of Coq’s syntactic guardedness condition, which requires all recursive function calls
to have a structurally decreasing argument. The termination checker is not being overly
conservative—a naïvely defined LL(1) parser might actually fail to terminate on certain
inputs! The reason is that our parse tables are simply finite maps, and it is possible to create
a map that would cause the functions to diverge. For example, consider the singleton map
containing the binding (X, a) 7→ X. Applying the parser to this map and a token sequence
beginning with a would cause it to loop infinitely.
The problem with this table is that it includes a left-recursive entry—an entry that leads
the parser from nonterminal X back to X without consuming any input. Our parser detects
left recursion dynamically by maintaining a set of visited nonterminals that is reset to ∅ when
the parser consumes a token. If the parser reaches a nonterminal that is already present in
the visited set, it halts and returns an error value. In our proof of error-free termination, we
show that the parser never actually returns this “left recursion detected” value as long as it
is applied to a correct LL(1) parse table for some grammar, because a grammar that has
such a table contains no left recursion.
Of course, left recursion is not the only failure case—the parser could also determine
that no input prefix is in the language that it recognizes. In this case, it should provide
some information about why it rejected the input. Therefore, our parser returns one of the
following values:
inr (v, r), where v is a semantic value for a prefix of the input tokens and remainder r
is the unparsed suffix, indicating a successful parse.
inl (Reject m r), where m is an error message and remainder r is the suffix that the
parser was unable to consume.
inl (Error m x r), where m is an error message, x is the nonterminal found to be
left-recursive, and r is the unparsed suffix.
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After adding left recursion detection, we still have to convince Coq that parseSymbol
and parseGamma terminate, because their termination metric depends on multiple function
parameters. The token sequence decreases structurally in some recursive calls, while in
others, the visited set grows larger (and therefore, its complement relative to the universe of
grammar nonterminals grow smaller). Coq’s Function and Program commands can often
ease the burden of defining functions with subtle termination conditions; both commands
enable the user to write a function and then provide its termination proof after the fact.
Unfortunately, Function and Program do not support mutually recursive functions that are
defined with a well-founded measure. Therefore, we implement well-founded recursion “by
hand,” mimicking the process that these commands perform automatically. The process
involves the following steps:
1. Define a measure meas that maps arguments of parseSymbol and parseGamma to the
following triple of natural numbers:
(First projection) The length of the token sequence.
(Second projection) The cardinality of the visited set’s complement relative to the set
of all grammar nonterminals.
(Third projection) The size of the function’s “symbolic” argument, which is a symbol in
the case of parseSymbol and a list of symbols in the case of parseGamma. We define the
size of a symbol to be 0 and the size of a list of symbols gamma to be 1 + length gamma.
This choice allows parseGamma to call parseSymbol with an unchanged token sequence
and visited set, and it allows parseGamma to call itself under the same conditions as
long as length gamma decreases.
2. Define a lexicographic ordering triple_lt on triples of natural numbers.
3. Add a proof of the measure value’s accessibility in the triple_lt relation (i.e., a proof
that there are no infinite descending chains from the value in triple_lt) as an extra
function argument.
4. Prove lemmas showing that the size of this accessibility proof decreases on recursive calls.
5. Prove that triple_lt is well-founded so that the parser can be called with any initial
set of arguments.
This process yields functions with the following signatures:
Fixpoint parseSymbol (tbl : parse_table) (s : symbol)
(ts : list token) (vis : NtSet.t)
(a : Acc triple_lt (meas tbl ts vis (Sym_arg s)))
: sum parse_failure
(symbol_semty s * {ts’ & length_lt_eq _ ts’ ts}) ...
with parseGamma (tbl : parse_table) (gamma : list symbol)
(ts : list token) (vis : NtSet.t)
(a : Acc triple_lt (meas tbl ts vis (Gamma_arg gamma)))
: sum parse_failure
(rhs_semty gamma * {ts’ & length_lt_eq _ ts’ ts}) ...
In each return type, {ts’ & length_lt_eq _ ts’ ts} is the dependent type of a token
sequence ts’ that is either shorter than the ts argument or definitionally equal to ts. By
including this information in the functions’ dependent return types, we avoid computing the
length of the remaining token sequence at runtime, which would hamper performance.
Finally, we define parse, a top-level interface to the parser that invokes parseSymbol
with an empty visited set and an appropriate accessibility proof term, and that strips out
the return value’s dependent component:
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Definition parse (tbl : parse_table) (s : symbol) (ts : list token) :
sum parse_failure (symbol_semty s * list token) :=
match parseSymbol tbl s ts NtSet.empty (triple_lt_wf _) with
| inl failure => inl failure
| inr (v, existT _ ts’ _) => inr (v, ts’)
end.

4.2

Parser Soundness

The first parser correctness property that we prove is soundness with respect to the LL(1)
derivation relation. We show that whenever the parser returns a semantic value for a prefix of
its input, the relation sym_derives_prefix (the mechanized version of the Figure 1 symbol
derivation relation) produces the same value for the same prefix:
Theorem parse_sound :
forall (g : grammar) (tbl
(w r : list token)
parse_table_correct tbl
-> parse tbl s (w ++ r)
-> sym_derives_prefix g

: parse_table) (s : symbol)
(v : symbol_semty s),
g
= inr (v, r)
s w v r.

We prove this theorem via a slightly different statement that implies the previous one:
Lemma parseSymbol_sound :
forall g tbl s ts vis Hacc v r Hle,
parse_table_correct tbl g
-> parseSymbol tbl s ts vis Hacc = inr (v, existT _ r Hle)
-> exists w, w ++ r = ts /\ sym_derives_prefix g s w v r.
The main difference between these two properties is that parse_sound uses the append
function (++) to specify exactly how the function divides its input sequence into a parsed
prefix and an unparsed suffix. It is difficult to reason directly about this statement because
there are multiple ways of dividing the input into a prefix and suffix.
The parseSymbol_sound proof relies on yet another lemma that generalizes over both
parseSymbol and parseGamma. The proof of this latter lemma proceeds by nested induction
on the lexicographic components of the functions’ measure. The proof is straightforward by
design; we were careful to define parseSymbol and parseGamma so that the “success” path
through the functions’ recursive calls mirrors the structure of the derivation relation.

4.3

Parser Error-Free Termination

Our next task is to prove that the parser never returns an error value as long as its table
argument is a correct LL(1) parse table for some grammar:
Theorem parse_terminates_without_error :
forall (g : grammar) (tbl : parse_table)
(s : symbol) (ts ts’ : list token)
(m : string) (x : nonterminal),
parse_table_correct tbl g
-> ~ parse tbl s ts = inl (Error m x ts’).
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However, it is certainly possible for parseSymbol and parseGamma to return an error value!
For example, they will produce an error when applied to nonterminal X and a visited set
that already contains X. To prove the top-level function parse safe, we need to specify the
conditions that cause the underlying functions to produce an error, and then prove that
these conditions do not apply to the top-level call.
One error condition is when the parser is applied to symbol s and its visited set already
contains a nonterminal that is reachable from s without any input being consumed. We
formalize this notion of “null-reachability” in the inductive predicate nullable_path:
Inductive nullable_path (g : grammar) (la : lookahead) :
symbol -> symbol -> Prop :=
| DirectPath : forall x z gamma f pre suf,
In (existT _ (x, gamma) f) g.(prods)
-> gamma = pre ++ NT z :: suf
-> nullable_gamma g pre
-> lookahead_for la x gamma g
-> nullable_path g la (NT x) (NT z)
| IndirectPath : forall x y z gamma f pre suf,
In (existT _ (x, gamma) f) g.(prods)
-> gamma = pre ++ NT y :: suf
-> nullable_gamma g pre
-> lookahead_for la x gamma g
-> nullable_path g la (NT y) (NT z)
-> nullable_path g la (NT x) (NT z).
When this predicate holds of two symbols s and s’, there exists a sequence of steps through
the grammar from s to s’ in which all symbols visited along the way are nullable.
The second error condition is when the grammar contains a left-recursive nonterminal,
which is just a special case of null-reachability:
(* symbol s is left-recursive in grammar g on lookahead token la *)
Definition left_recursive (g : grammar) (s : symbol) (la : lookahead) :=
nullable_path g la s s.
We prove a lemma stating that when parseSymbol or parseGamma returns an error value,
one or both of these error conditions holds. The first condition does not apply to parse
because the top-level function calls parseSymbol with an empty visited set. To prove that
the second condition does not apply, we show that a grammar with a correct LL(1) parse
table contains no left recursion. Although standard references mention this property in
passing, we could not find a rigorous proof in the literature. Our proof involves a fair amount
of machinery; it consists of the following steps:
(1) We define sized versions of the nullable_sym (Figure 2) and first_sym (Figure 3)
relations. These versions include a natural number representing the proof term’s size.
(2) We prove that these sizes are deterministic for an LL(1) grammar—any two proofs of
the same nullable_sym or first_sym fact have the same size.
(3) We show that if grammar g contains a left-recursive nonterminal, then there are two
proofs of the same nullable_sym or first_sym fact about g with different sizes.
These steps enable us to prove the lemma LL1_parse_table_impl_no_left_recursion by
obtaining a contradiction from (2) and (3):
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Lemma LL1_parse_table_impl_no_left_recursion :
forall (g : grammar) (tbl : parse_table)
(x : nonterminal) (la : lookahead),
parse_table_correct tbl g
-> ~ left_recursive g (NT x) la.

4.4

Parser Completeness

Finally, we prove that our parser is complete—if a grammar symbol derives a semantic value
for a prefix of a token sequence, then the parser produces the same value for the same prefix:
Theorem parse_complete :
forall (g : grammar) (tbl : parse_table)
(s : symbol) (w r : list token)
(v : symbol_semty s),
parse_table_correct tbl g
-> sym_derives_prefix g s w v r
-> parse tbl s (w ++ r) = inr (v, r).
Our error-free termination result simplifies the task of proving completeness. We begin
by proving a more general lemma stating that when a grammar derivation exists, the parser
either returns an error or produces the semantic value from the derivation:
Theorem parseSymbol_error_or_complete :
forall g tbl s w r v vis a,
parse_table_correct tbl g
-> sym_derives_prefix g s w v r
-> (exists m x ts’,
parseSymbol tbl s (w ++ r) vis a = inl (Error m x ts’))
\/ (exists Hle,
parseSymbol tbl s (w ++ r) vis a = inr (v, existT _ r Hle)).
We prove this lemma by induction on the derivation relation, use the error-free termination
theorem to rule out the left disjunct, and use the right disjunct to prove the completeness
theorem itself.

5

Evaluation

To evaluate the efficiency of our generated parsers, we extracted Vermillion to OCaml source
code and generated an LL(1) parser for the JSON data format. We also used Menhir,
a popular OCaml LR(1) parser generator, to produce an unverified parser for the same
grammar and compared the two parsers’ performance on a JSON data set.
We based our Menhir lexer1 and grammar on the ones described in the Real World OCaml
textbook’s tutorial on JSON parsing [12]. We then replicated the grammar in Vermillion’s
input format. Because our tool consumes a list of tokens, we used Menhir to generate a
second parser that acts as a preprocessor for Vermillion—it simply tokenizes an entire JSON
string. In our evaluation, we count this tokenizer’s execution time as part of the LL(1)
parser’s total execution time.
1

The lexer does not support Unicode escape sequences, but nothing prevents Vermillion or Menhir from
handling Unicode tokens in principle.
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Figure 8 Average execution times of Menhir and Vermillion JSON parsers.

We ran both JSON parsers on a small data set, averaging the execution times of ten trials
for each data point. The results appear in Figure 8. The Vermillion parser is between two and
four times slower than the unverified Menhir parser on each data point. This comparison is not
entirely scientific, because Menhir and Vermillion use two different parsing algorithms—LR(1)
and LL(1), respectively. Nevertheless, it suggests that Vermillion’s performance is reasonable,
given that it was designed with ease of verification (rather than optimal performance) in
mind. Other certified parsers obtain similar performance results; a validated LR(1) parser [8]
runs about five times slower than its unvalidated counterpart, and a verified PEG interpreter
[9] is two to three times slower than an unverified version.
As an interesting side note, when we first extracted Vermillion to OCaml, we discovered
that its performance was superlinear! This earlier version of the parser periodically computed
the length of the remaining input to determine whether a previous recursive call had consumed
any tokens, and thus whether it was safe to empty the set of visited nonterminals. With some
refactoring, we were able to lift this reasoning about input length into the proof component
of the parser’s dependent return type, ensuring that it is erased at extraction time.

6

Related Work

Barthwal and Norrish [2] use the HOL4 proof assistant to prove the soundness and completeness of generated SLR parsers. Like us, they structure their tool as a generator and a parse
function parameterized by the generator’s output. The parsers are not proved to terminate
on invalid inputs. The work does not include performance results, but the parsers are not
designed to be performant; they compute DFA states during execution rather than statically.
Jourdan et al. [8] present a validator that determines whether a generated LR(1) parser
is sound and complete. A posteriori validation is a flexible and lightweight alternative to full
verification; the validator is compatible with untrusted generators, and its formalization is
small. The validator does not guarantee that a parser terminates on invalid inputs. While
LR(1) parsers are compatible with a larger class of grammars than LL(1) parsers, they often
produce less intuitive error messages.
Parsing Expression Grammars (PEGs) [4] are a language representation that is sometimes
used in place of context-free grammars to specify parsers. Koprowski and Binsztok [9] verify
the soundness and completeness of a PEG parser interpreter. They also ensure that the
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interpreter terminates on both valid and invalid inputs by rejecting grammars that fail a
syntactic check for left recursion. Wisnesky et al. [20] verify an optimized PEG parser using
the Ynot framework. Ynot is a library for proving the partial correctness of imperative
programs, so the parser is not guaranteed to terminate. One drawback of using PEG parsers
is that they make greedy choices at decision points—e.g., the rule S → a | ab applied to string
ab parses a instead of ab—which can produce difficult-to-debug behavior.

7

Conclusions

We have verified that our parser generator produces a sound and complete LL(1) parser for
its input grammar whenever such a parser exists, and that the generated parsers terminate
on valid and invalid inputs without using fuel. Below, we discuss two possible extensions of
this work: ruling out parser errors a priori and generating parser source code.
Our parser includes branches that represent error states. These branches survive the
extraction process and slow down the resulting code, even though we prove that the algorithm
never reaches them when applied to a correct LL(1) parse table. An anonymous reviewer
made a useful analogy between the parser and an interpreter that checks for type errors
dynamically, even when a static type system ensures that a valid input program never
triggers these errors—i.e., that “well-typed programs cannot ‘go wrong’ ” [11]. The reviewer
also noted that it might be possible to remove these branches from the parser by making
it a function over correct LL(1) parse tables instead of simply-typed tables, just as one
can remove dynamic type-checking from an interpreter by parameterizing it with typing
derivations instead of raw terms. We chose to rule out errors a posteriori because it is often
simpler to separate the concerns of programming and proving, but the a priori approach
would be more elegant to some observers and certainly more efficient. We hope to explore
the idea in future extensions to this work.
Our parsers represent tables as finite maps and perform map lookups at decision points,
which is a likely source of inefficiency. Many production-grade parser generators produce
source code that is specialized to their input grammar. These parsers represent table lookups
with source-level constructs (e.g., match expressions) instead of data structure operations.
Generated parser code is likely to be more efficient than a table-based interpreter; for
example, Menhir enables the user to choose between these two representations, and an
informal benchmark finds that code generation produces parsers that are two to five times
faster than their table-based counterparts [17]. We could develop a version of our tool that
generates abstract syntax for a language with mechanized semantics, such as Clight [3], and
verify that the abstract syntax representation of a parser is extensionally equivalent to a
table-based parser for the same grammar.
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Abstract
Filesystems are an essential component of most computer systems. Work on the verification
of filesystem functionality has been focused on constructing new filesystems in a manner which
simplifies the process of verifying them against specifications. This leaves open the question of
whether filesystems already in use are correct at the binary level.
This paper introduces LoFAT, a model of the FAT32 filesystem which efficiently implements a
subset of the POSIX filesystem operations, and HiFAT, a more abstract model of FAT32 which is
simpler to reason about. LoFAT is proved to be correct in terms of refinement of HiFAT, and made
executable by enabling the state of the model to be written to and read from FAT32 disk images.
EqFAT, an equivalence relation for disk images, considers whether two disk images contain the
same directory tree modulo reordering of files and implementation-level details regarding cluster
allocation. A suite of co-simulation tests uses EqFAT to compare the operation of existing FAT32
implementations to LoFAT and check the correctness of existing implementations of FAT32 such
as the mtools suite of programs and the Linux FAT32 implementation. All models and proofs are
formalized and mechanically verified in ACL2.
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Introduction

Filesystems offer a critical part of the functionality of modern operating systems, going
beyond the basic functionality of persistent storage to offer crash consistency, concurrent
data access, and distributed operation. Within the formal methods community, filesystem
verification is becoming a mature discipline with the development of high-performance
filesystems accompanied by proofs of increasingly expansive notions of correctness. However,
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it is often necessary to verify the operation of an existing filesystem which is known to be
suitable in a particular context, in terms of properties such as CPU usage, memory usage, or
fragmentation behavior. This remains a challenge.
This paper shows the construction of an executable model of the FAT32 filesystem, using
the interactive theorem prover ACL2 [23], which is useful for reasoning about programs that
interact with the filesystem. The aim for this effort is binary compatibility, i.e. byte-level
correspondence between the model and existing, mature implementations of FAT32. This is
achieved through a careful examination of the specification of FAT32 and the behavior of
its implementations. Binary compatibility enables reasoning at a low level of abstraction
about the precise sequences of bytes accepted and returned by POSIX system calls, as well as
their return values and the errno [24] values set by them. By building this model, LoFAT,
incrementally in the refinement style, we are able to address these low-level details while
adhering to a more abstract model, HiFAT, which is easier to reason about. The refinement
relation between LoFAT and HiFAT is proved.
LoFAT is executable; it includes functionality to read the filesystem state from and write
the filesystem state to FAT32 disk images. The disk image is a convenient abstraction to
represent the state of the filesystem, and by interacting directly with disk images the verified
implementation needs to trust only a small number of ACL2 functions for writing and
reading. Optimization of these procedures for faster I/O enables the efficient execution of
the model and co-simulation with existing implementations of FAT32 over various types of
file operations, which helps find bugs.
We begin by providing some necessary details about the reasoning and execution properties
of the ACL2 theorem proving system (Section 2). Touching on the FAT32 filesystem’s
on-disk format, we proceed to introduce LoFAT and HiFAT1 (Section 3), detailing the
refinement relation between these models and the proof thereof (Section 4). We examine
some performance considerations involved in making executions of LoFAT efficient enough
for co-simulation tests, and describe the co-simulation tests developed (Section 5). We
briefly review the related work (Section 6) and outline some plans for concurrency and crash
consistency-related future extensions of this work (Section 7).

2

Background on ACL2

The ACL2 theorem proving system consists of a language, which is a pure functional subset
of Common Lisp, and a prover which discharges proof obligations expressed in this language.2
ACL2, employing an untyped first-order logic, incorporates many automated strategies for
discharging first-order goals while also allowing user control of the proof process at different
levels of abstraction. As in mathematics, the proof of a conjecture in ACL2 usually relies on
the proof of simpler lemmas (rules). Most often, these lemmas are rewrite rules for rewriting
a certain type of term under certain hypotheses; however, other types of rules exist, such as
linear rules for arithmetic reasoning.

2.1

Guard verification

A function can optionally have a guard, an arbitrary propositional formula in terms of its
arguments which is checked to be true at runtime. ACL2 generates a proof obligation stating
that the guards of all functions called within the function body are satisfied when the guard

1
2

These names respectively refer to Low Level of Abstraction and High Level of Abstraction.
In the literature, the term ACL2 is sometimes used to refer to the language, and sometimes used to
refer to the prover.
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itself is satisfied. The proof of this obligation is optional; when a function is not guard-verified,
guards for function calls within the body are instead checked at runtime. Guard-verified
functions, however, avoid these runtime checks, and in general execute faster because guards
often include constraints on the type of the function’s arguments which allow space to be
efficiently allocated for fixed-width integers, strings, and the like. Guard verification helps
correct programming errors early and often leads to the formulation of lemmas which can be
reused in later proofs.
The guard mechanism also supports mbe (must be equal) [4], an ACL2 construct which
allows the user to locally decouple logical meaning and operational behavior. In a function
body, a sub-expression of the form (mbe :logic term1 :exec term2) will be treated as
meaning term1 during reasoning but will behave as term2 at runtime; this enables optimization by a choice of term2 which is efficient during execution. This is sound because mbe
extends the function’s guard obligation to include the statement that term1 and term2 are
equal in their local context when the function’s guard is satisfied.

2.2

Single-threaded objects

In applicative settings, updates to data structures result in the creation of a new copy of
the data structure, which can prove expensive in terms of time and memory. In ACL2,
this kind of performance penalty is avoided by the use of immutable data structures called
single-threaded objects, or stobjs [9]. Stobjs are aggregate structures with scalar and array
fields, equipped with the usual applicative semantics, but restricted syntactically to ensure
that only one copy of the stobj can be referenced at a given time. With just one immutable
copy of the stobj, accesses and updates to scalar and array fields can be implemented in
constant time.
As with all aggregate data structures, proving invariants of algorithms involving stobjs
necessitates lemmas about the invariance of stobj fields while updating other fields (akin to
frame axioms [40], although these lemmas are not axioms of the theory). ACL2 macros are
used to reduce the effort required to generate these lemmas.

2.3

Equivalence and rewriting

In ACL2, binary predicates can be proved to be equivalence relations. Such an equivalence
is treated like first-order equality, in that rules can be formulated to rewrite terms in the
context of the given equivalence.
We use a few standard techniques for defining and establishing equivalences in ACL2’s
untyped logic.
When a subset relation can be defined on objects which are to be assigned to equivalence
classes, equivalent objects can be defined to be subsets of each other. Then, the proofs of
reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity arise from the proofs of reflexivity, anti-symmetry
and transitivity for the subset relation.
When a transformation exists between two types, objects of the first type can be defined
to be equivalent when they transform to the same object (modulo a previously defined
equivalence) of the second type.
Sometimes an equivalence relation needs to be defined on some notion of well-formed
objects (such as objects which can be transformed to objects of a different type). However,
guards notwithstanding, all functions in ACL2 must be total including equivalence
predicates. In such a case, the predicate can be made a total function by assigning all
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ill-formed objects to the same equivalence class and assigning no well-formed objects to
this class. This renders the claim of reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity trivial in the
ill-formed case.

2.4

Logical story of I/O

Theorem proving systems generally have interfaces with the operating system which are
unverified, because operating-system activity is unpredictable and may not return a consistent result on two calls to the same function with the same arguments. This is also
the case with ACL2, which provides I/O functionality at various levels of abstraction for
programmer convenience. However, a logical story of I/O [13] is adhered to, consisting of
formal specifications for these I/O functions in terms of their input/output behavior and
errors passed on from the operating system. These formal specifications exist in the ACL2
logic and support proofs about sequences of I/O operations and optimizations thereof.

3

FAT32 – specification and modeling

FAT32 was previously the default filesystem for the Windows operating system, and continues
to see widespread use in embedded systems and in removable media.
Having detailed the data organization of a FAT32 disk image in our earlier work [34], we
limit ourselves here to a brief summary of the on-disk data structures, i.e. the reserved area,
the file allocation table, and the data region. Unless otherwise specified, we refer to both
regular files (which contain sequences of bytes) and directory files (which contain sequences
of directory entries pointing to other files with names, access times and other metadata for
each) as files.
The contents of all files are split into fixed-size clusters (or extents); these clusters are
stored in the data region.
Linked lists, called clusterchains, yield the sequences of clusters belonging to a given
file; these clusterchains are stored in the file allocation table. Multiple copies of the file
allocation table are allowed in order to protect against data loss in the event of corruption;
however only the first one is considered authoritative, and a FAT32 implementation may
update the redundant copies infrequently (or not at all).
The reserved area is a collection of scalar and array fields which specify such volume-wide
metadata for the filesystem as the location of the root directory, the size of a cluster, and
the number of clusters.
Microsoft provides an authoritative FAT32 specification [35], which includes a number of
constraints on the various scalar and array fields, specifying such things as the maximum
and minimum number of clusters, the maximum sizes of regular and directory files, and the
allowable sizes of clusters. It is necessary to incorporate these constraints into our formal
development in order to reason about upper bounds on the sizes of the data structures we
allocate and avoid impossible corner cases while proving other useful properties.
Thus, to define our model LoFAT, we first define a single-threaded object type recognized
by the predicate fat32-in-memoryp. Augmenting this predicate with clauses for the various
FAT32 constraints, we obtain the predicate lofat-fs-p (Listing 1), which recognizes valid
instances of LoFAT. These constraints are a subset of the constraints actually stipulated for
FAT32, chosen to be as small as possible while meeting our proof needs. This helps us avoid
unduly restricting the possible co-simulations we can undertake with FAT32 implementations
which may not strictly adhere to the specification.
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Listing 1 lofat-fs-p.
( defun lofat - fs - p ( fat32 - in - memory )
( and
( fat32 - in - memoryp fat32 - in - memory )
;; There must be at least 512 bytes per sector .
( >= ( bpb_byt spersec fat32 - in - memory ) * ms - min - bytes - per - sector *)
;; Each cluster must contain a positive integer number of sectors .
( >= ( bpb_sec perclus fat32 - in - memory ) 1)
;; There is a lower bound and an upper bound to the number of
;; clusters .
( >= ( count - of - clusters fat32 - in - memory ) * ms - min - count - of - clusters *)
( <= (+ * ms - first - data - cluster * ( count - of - clusters fat32 - in - memory ))
* ms - bad - cluster *)
;; The reserved area must span a positive integer number of
;; sectors .
( >= ( bpb_rsv dseccnt fat32 - in - memory ) 1)
;; Zero or more redundant copies of the FAT are allowed .
( >= ( bpb_numfats fat32 - in - memory ) 1)
;; The FAT must span a positive integer number of sectors .
( >= ( bpb_fatsz32 fat32 - in - memory ) 1)
;; The root cluster must exist in the addressable part of the file
;; allocation table .
( >= ( fat32 - entry - mask ( bpb_rootclus fat32 - in - memory ))
* ms - first - data - cluster *)
( < ( fat32 - entry - mask ( bpb_rootclus fat32 - in - memory ))
(+ * ms - first - data - cluster * ( count - of - clusters fat32 - in - memory )))
( <= (+ ( count - of - clusters fat32 - in - memory ) * ms - first - data - cluster *)
( fat - entry - count fat32 - in - memory ))
;; The cluster size must be a multiple of the size of a directory
;; entry .
( equal ( mod ( cluster - size fat32 - in - memory ) * ms - dir - ent - length *) 0)
( equal ( mod * ms - max - dir - size * ( cluster - size fat32 - in - memory )) 0)
;; The data region must be an array of clusters of the appropriate
;; length .
( stobj - cluster - listp - helper fat32 - in - memory
( data - region - length fat32 - in - memory ))
( equal ( data - region - length fat32 - in - memory )
( count - of - clusters fat32 - in - memory ))
;; The file allocation table must contain the appropriate number
;; of 4 - byte - wide entries .
( equal (* 4 ( fat - length fat32 - in - memory ))
(* ( bpb_fatsz32 fat32 - in - memory )
( bpb _bytsper sec fat32 - in - memory )))))
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It has been argued [32] that the axiomatic verification methodology, wherein specific
properties of a system are enumerated and proved, is inadequate for systems of any significant
complexity, which can only be verified through refinement. Much of the related work [6,
41, 11] opts to prove the correctness of an implemented filesystem through refinement of a
specification, demonstrating a de facto consensus on this point. Thus, we choose to develop
the abstract model HiFAT, and prove that it is refined without stuttering [1] by LoFAT. HiFAT
instances are directory trees in which the leaf nodes are regular files and the non-leaf nodes
are directories. Each node in a directory tree contains the FAT32 directory entry for the
corresponding file, and the full contents of each regular file are stored as strings within the
tree. Further, these trees are subject to FAT32’s constraints – a regular file may be up to
232 − 1 bytes long; a directory may contain up to 216 − 1 directory entries; and a directory
may not contain duplicate directory entries.
As a result of this refinement relationship, we are able to reason about file operations in
terms of operations on directory trees, while implementing them efficiently in a data format
that is very close to the actual structure of a FAT32 disk image.

4

Properties proved

Much of the proof effort for this work concerns the correctness of the transformations between
the different FAT32 representations used; these transformations are obliged to terminate in a
bounded amount of time, be invertible in terms of appropriate equivalence relations, and
return the proper error codes. These proofs lead up to the refinement proof showing the
correctness of the POSIX system calls implemented for FAT32 (Section 5.2).

4.1

Termination

ACL2 requires each recursive function definition to be accompanied by a proof that it
will terminate in a bounded amount of time. Such a proof is accomplished by defining a
function-specific measure (in many cases, determined automatically by ACL2) and proving
that the measure strictly decreases for each recursive call within the function body. However,
termination proofs pose a challenge in many applications where pointer chasing is involved [19,
18]. In the context of FAT32, when transforming a LoFAT instance into an HiFAT instance,
pointer chasing is necessary both for regular files and directory files, neccesitating some care
towards the avoidance of non-terminating computation in both cases without incurring the
overhead of general-purpose cycle detection algorithms.
Each file’s directory entry contains the index of its first cluster, and its contents are
determined by following its clusterchain in the file allocation table and concatenating together
the corresponding clusters. This is subject to potential cycles in the clusterchain. These
can be mitigated because of the FAT32 stipulation of maximum lengths for regular files and
directory files; the measure for the recursion becomes the remaining length of the file, which
decreases with each cluster visited in the file allocation table.
For directory files the problem is more involved; since the transformation of a directory
on disk to a directory tree involves the recursive transformation of all sub-directories, it
is possible for a sub-directory cycle to arise. Consider an ill-formed disk image where the
top-level directory etc contains an entry for the sub-directory apt and apt in turn contains
a directory entry for etc; in this scenario, it is possible for the algorithm to spin over the
fictitious sub-directories /etc/apt/etc, /etc/apt/etc/apt, . . . A loop-stopping criterion is
required which accepts all disk images which are free of cycles and returns an error for all disk
images with sub-directory cycles. POSIX defines the constant PATH_MAX to bound the length
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(a) A directory tree with a deleted file.
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(b) An equivalent rearranged directory tree with
the deleted file removed.
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tmp/
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ticket2.txt

Figure 1 Two equivalent directory trees.

of a pathname, but it is inconsistently used by implementations [30]; thus a naive solution
based on a maximum directory nesting depth is likely to reject valid disk images. A better
way is to examine the filesystem at the granularity of directory entries, noting that these
cannot exceed the total space available in the data region. Thus, an argument entry-count
is added to lofat-to-hifat-helper (a recursive helper function for the transformation)
and designated as the measure, with decrementation for each entry counted when making
recursive calls. entry-count is instantiated to the maximum number of entries possible in
the data region in lofat-to-hifat (the top-level wrapper function); this ensures that all
valid filesystem instances are accepted without an error and demonstrates the existence of a
cycle in each case where the total possible number of directory entries is exceeded.

4.2

Equivalence

Several useful filesystem correctness properties depend, for their proofs, on a notion of
equivalence between two filesystem instances. While defining such a notion of equivalence, it
is desirable to leave room for different implementation choices for cluster allocation, garbage
collection, and other such details. Some constraints which characterize such an equivalence
relation follow, and are illustrated in Figure 1.
Modulo rearrangement, each directory in two equivalent filesystem instances should
contain the same regular files and, recursively, the same sub-directories. This ensures
that looking up the same pathname in both yields the same results.
Directory entries for the current directory (.) and the parent directory (..) should be
disregarded, since they do not refer to new unique files. The same is true for deleted files’
directory entries.
Re-allocation of clusters for the contents of a given file without changing the contents
should be disregarded.
Changes to the redundant copies of the file allocation table should be disregarded.
Changes to volume-level metadata, such the size of a cluster or the total number of
clusters in the filesystem, should be taken into account only if they result in the deletion
of file data.
Also, to simplify the verification task, creation times, access times, write times, and long
names for files are set aside, even though this limits the reasoning which can be carried out
about programs which rely on these for their correct operation, such as the incremental
compilation system Make [43].
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Listing 2 hifat-equiv.
( defun hifat - equiv ( m1 - file - alist1 m1 - file - alist2 )
( b * (( m1 - file - alist1 ( hifat - file - alist - fix m1 - file - alist1 ))
( m1 - file - alist2 ( hifat - file - alist - fix m1 - file - alist2 )))
( and ( hifat - subsetp m1 - file - alist1 m1 - file - alist2 )
( hifat - subsetp m1 - file - alist2 m1 - file - alist1 ))))

Listing 3 lofat-equiv.
( defund - nx lofat - equiv ( fat32 - in - memory1 fat32 - in - memory2 )
( b * ((( mv fs1 error - code1 ) ( lofat - to - hifat fat32 - in - memory1 ))
( good1 ( and ( lofat - fs - p fat32 - in - memory1 )
( equal error - code1 0)))
(( mv fs2 error - code2 ) ( lofat - to - hifat fat32 - in - memory2 ))
( good2 ( and ( lofat - fs - p fat32 - in - memory2 )
( equal error - code2 0)))
(( unless ( and good1 good2 )) ( and ( not good1 ) ( not good2 ))))
( hifat - equiv fs1 fs2 )))

At HiFAT, the most abstract level, we meet the above requirements by first defining
a subset relation hifat-subsetp; and then defining the equivalence relation hifat-equiv
(Listing 2) in terms of subsets as discussed in Section 2.3.
At LoFAT, the next lower level of abstraction, we define the equivalence relation lofatequiv in terms of the transformation between LoFAT and HiFAT, once again grouping
ill-formed LoFAT instances (that is, instances which return a non-zero error code when
transformed to HiFAT) into the same equivalence class (Listing 3). Finally, we define an
equivalence relation for disk images. These are strings, each representing the entire contents
of the image. This equivalence relation, EqFAT, groups all ill-formed disk images which
cannot be transformed to a valid LoFAT instance into the same equivalence class (Listing 4).3

3

Both these functions are considered non-executable in ACL2, because they reference two instances of
the stobj fat32-in-memory at the same time. They are thus introduced with defund-nx [3] instead of
the usual defun and can only be used for reasoning. These functions also use b* [2], an ACL2 extension
of the Common Lisp let* with a more flexible syntax for let-bindings.

Listing 4 EqFAT.
( defund - nx eqfat ( str1 str2 )
( b * ((( mv fat32 - in - memory1 error - code1 )
( string - to - lofat ( create - fat32 - in - memory ) str1 ))
( good1 ( and ( stringp str1 ) ( equal error - code1 0)))
(( mv fat32 - in - memory2 error - code2 )
( string - to - lofat ( create - fat32 - in - memory ) str2 ))
( good2 ( and ( stringp str2 ) ( equal error - code2 0)))
(( unless ( and good1 good2 )) ( and ( not good1 ) ( not good2 ))))
( lofat - equiv fat32 - in - memory1 fat32 - in - memory2 )))
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Invertibility and error codes

HiFAT instances are directory trees, defined recursively; thus, proofs about HiFAT generally
require induction. Many theorems about recursive functions can be automatically proved
in ACL2 through inference of induction schemes; however, an induction scheme can also be
explicitly designated in order to control the inductive formulation of a theorem. In such an
induction scheme, the induction hypothesis can be strengthened or weakened as needed.
Between HiFAT and LoFAT, transformations hifat-to-lofat and lofat-to-hifat are
defined, and must be proved to be inverses of each other under the appropriate equivalence
relations. This is a claim in two parts: transforming m1 to m2 and back should result in an
m01 related to m1 by hifat-equiv; and transforming m2 to m1 and back should result in an
m02 related to m1 by lofat-equiv.
The proof of the first part of this claim (as illustrated in Figure 2a) turns out to also
involve error codes; no claims can be made about the invertibility of a transformation if it
returns an error. Thus, the proof requires a strengthened induction hypothesis to show in
tandem that the error code returned by lofat-to-hifat while transforming m2 back to
m01 is 0 (signifying no error.) This induction is the most complex proof undertaken in this
work, since it requires an induction scheme to be defined on functions which interpret binary
file formats.
The second part of this claim is true by the definition of lofat-equiv and an instantiation
of the first claim (Figure 2b).
It is also necessary to prove the correctness of the transformations between instances
of LoFAT and FAT32 disk images (strings). These transformations, lofat-to-string and
string-to-lofat, are proved to be mutual inverses under the equivalence relations equal
(first-order equality) and EqFAT, respectively. As before, one direction of the claim is proved
and then instantiated to prove the other by the definition of EqFAT (Figure 2c).
Equality is known to refine all equivalence relations; thus, equal refines lofat-equiv,
and the correctness of the transformations between disk images and HiFAT instances through
the intermediate level LoFAT can finally be certified by composing these proofs (Figure 2d).

4.4

Correctness of the specification

Prior filesystem verification work [6] has shown the proof process to uncover subtle bugs
in the specification of a filesystem which would otherwise have remained hidden; this has
matched our experience modeling and verifying HiFAT and LoFAT. We note some examples
of bugs we found in our models in this manner.
In FAT32, the first two entries in the file allocation table are reserved for volume-level
metadata; thus, the size of the file allocation table must exceed the number of available
clusters by at least two. Additionally, there may be a number of unused entries at the
end of the file allocation table, since it must span an integer number of sectors. These
differences led us to place incorrect upper bounds on the root cluster of the filesystem, the
first cluster of an arbitrary file, and the length of the file allocation table. These errors
were discovered and rectified during the proofs of correctness of our transformations.
An off-by-one bug caused the directory bit of a directory entry to be wrongly set; this
was also identified and rectified in the process of proving the transformations correct.
In addition, some bugs in parts of the code which were not immediately verified were
found outside of the theorem proving process, by means of co-simulation. One example was
the case of a FAT32 volume in which the root had no directory entries, which is possible in
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m1

m01

hifat-equiv

m2
(a) hifat-to-lofat-inversion is derived as a corollary of an induction proof (Section 4.3).

m1

m2

lofat-equiv

hifat-equiv

m01

m02

(b) hifat-to-lofat-inversion is instantiated in order to derive lofat-to-hifat-inversion.

m2

s

eqfat

equal

m02

s0

(c) Similarly, lofat-to-string-inversion (not shown) is instantiated in order to derive
string-to-lofat-inversion. Here, m2 and m02 are LoFAT instances and s and s0 are disk image strings.

m1

m2

s

lofat-equiv

m02

eqfat

s0

(d) string-to-hifat-inversion is a corollary of lofat-to-hifat-inversion.

Figure 2 Equivalences.

FAT32 because only directories other than the root are required to have . and .. entries.
FAT32 constrains each directory file to have at least one cluster, and this constraint had been
omitted from the specification. Over a number of co-simulation tests with the Linux FAT32
implementation, this bug was discovered and fixed.

5
5.1

Evaluation
Co-simulation

Co-simulation is a necessary component of formal verification efforts when binary compatibility is the aim, in order to validate the correspondence of the verified model with the
software/hardware system in question [17]. A challenge, from the perspective of co-simulation
as well as from the perspective of reducing the risk of bugs in unverified code, is the choice of
an interface to the operating system. We develop our co-simulation tests as reads and writes
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on disk images; thus, the potential for bugs outside the verified part of the implementation is
confined to specification and implementation errors in ACL2’s built-in I/O operations (and
indeed, one such bug was found during this development [22]).
Among existing FAT32 implementations, we have chosen to co-simulate with the Linux
kernel implementation of FAT32 (as mediated by the GNU Coreutils) and the mtools [31]. The
mtools perform various operations such as copying and deletion of files on a given FAT32 disk
image or block device, which makes co-simulation relatively straightforward. Co-simulation
with the Coreutils involves more steps since they are agnostic towards the underlying
filesystem; each test proceeds by mounting a disk image, running the program in question,
and unmounting. This co-simulation setup checks the correctness of file operations, without
changing filesystem state, in the two following scenarios (which are not mutually exclusive).
1. File operations which retrieve data from the filesystem, such as pread [26], result in
output which must be compared to that of the canonical FAT32 implementation. The
program diff [15] effects this comparison.
2. File operations which modify the state of the filesystem, such as pwrite [27], result in a
modification to the disk image. The modified disk image must then be compared to a
disk image modified by the canonical FAT32 implementation; this is done by an ACL2
program which checks whether EqFAT holds for the two images.

5.2

POSIX interface and tests

Table 1 summarizes the subset of the POSIX system calls which have been implemented. The
Linux convention is for system calls to return an error code, which is zero if and only if
no error occurred, and set the global variable errno; together, these allow an application
program making a system call to include error-handling code based on whether an error
arose and why. In the ACL2 setting, where there are no global variables, FAT32 system calls
maintain the convention by including the “return value” and errno value in the values they
return. This matches the Linux implementation of FAT32; thus, for example, when rmdir is
called on a non-empty directory, the filesystem instance is returned unmodified along with
a non-zero “return value” and an errno value of EEXIST, as specified in the POSIX manual
page for rmdir [28]. File descriptors, for operations such as pread and pwrite, are provided
through a straightforward implementation of a file table and a file descriptor table, similar
to Synergy’s [8] implementation; however, the interaction of multiple processes with the
filesystem is not yet supported.
This subset suffices for writing and testing ACL2 programs which co-simulate a number
of programs from the Coreutils suite (Figure 3a) and from the mtools (Figure 3b). The
co-simulation test suite also includes a basic sanity check which compares the output of
the program mkfs.fat -v, which creates a FAT32 disk image and prints a textual summary
of volume-level metadata [20], with the output of an ACL2 program which reports the
same metadata.
For each system call except statfs [29], a version applicable to HiFAT is first developed,
and then the LoFAT version is implemented by first transforming the filesystem instance to
an HiFAT instance, and then performing the HiFAT version of the system call. If the system
call results in a change to the filesystem state, the HiFAT instance is then transformed back
to an LoFAT instance at the end. This approach is correct by construction, by the definition
of lofat-equiv.
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Table 1 POSIX syscalls implemented.
Syscall

LoFAT implementation

close
lstat
mkdir
mknod
open
pread
pwrite
rename
rmdir
statfs
truncate
unlink

X
X

X
X

LoFAT implementation
through HiFAT transformation
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

Program
cp
ls
mkdir
mv
rm
rmdir
stat
truncate
unlink
wc
(a) Coreutils programs co-simulated.

X
X

Program
mcopy
mdel
mdeltree
mmd
mmove
mrd
mren
(b) mtools programs co-simulated.

Figure 3 Syscalls and co-simulation tests.

Co-simulation tests almost always require more than one system call on a given disk
image. When this happens, contiguous sequences of operations on the HiFAT instance
are carried out while eliding back and forth transformations between HiFAT and LoFAT
until the moment of writing back to disk. This elision is sound, as shown by the theorem
lofat-to-hifat-inversion (Figure 2b), and places HiFAT in a role similar to that of a cache.
statfs [29] is an exception and must be implemented at the LoFAT level, since it reports
volume-level metadata, such as the total space and free space in the filesystem, which is
abstracted away in HiFAT. This also limits the extent to which statfs, and programs which
use it such as stat (more precisely, stat -f/stat –-file-system), can be incorporated
into co-simulation tests, because volume-level metadata can differ between filesystems which
are identical in terms of the files contained. For instance, the directory tree in Figure 1a
contains the same files and directories as the tree in Figure 1b but may still occupy more
space on disk, because the directory entry for the deleted file /tmp/ticket1.txt still exists
and may cause the contents of the directory /tmp to occupy an additional cluster.
Since HiFAT is a sparse format for representing the filesystem state, the overheads for
these transformations are small enough for co-simulation testing to be feasible; a further
improvement in efficiency comes from verifying the guards of all the system calls. However,
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considering there to be room for improvement in terms of removing these overheads, we
also construct provably equivalent implementations of open, pread and lstat for LoFAT
which skip the transformation from LoFAT to HiFAT. We are working on doing this for the
remaining system calls.

5.3

Performance

This implementation of FAT32 loads up ACL2 in order to execute the model, which necessarily
imposes a lower bound on the time taken for a co-simulation test with a program. However,
reasonably quick co-simulation is essential to achieving breadth as well as depth in the
co-simulation coverage; thus, optimizations become an important part of the modeling effort.
The following two design choices are significant.
1. LoFAT is implemented as a stobj, even though this complicates syntax and reasoning, in
order to avoid the performance penalties associated with creating and destroying large
immutable data structures each time a single element in the in-memory FAT32 representation is modified. Transformations to and from HiFAT would have been prohibitive in
co-simulation tests without a guard-verified stobj implementation of LoFAT.
2. String representations of data are chosen over byte-list or character-list representations
wherever possible. While lists are simpler to reason about, it makes a difference to be able
to use the efficient implementations of the built-in string operations concatenate (string
concatenation), subseq (substring extraction) and so on while extracting and reconstructing file contents and working with disk images. In addition, read-file-into-string [5],
a recent addition to ACL2, provides a fast mmap-based [25] alternative to ACL2’s characteroriented I/O operations for the use case of reading information from a FAT32 disk image
and populating the fields of the LoFAT instance. Thus, by choosing to work with a
string representation for disk images, and by choosing to represent the contents of the
data region as an array of cluster-sized strings (Section 3) to take full advantage of the
atomicity of clusters in FAT32, performance penalties associated with conversions between
strings and lists are avoided.
Within the parameters of this design, two optimizations are made possible by ACL2’s
logical story for I/O operations. Both of these avoid the construction of intermediate string
representations while transforming between disk images and LoFAT instances, in order to
reduce the associated overheads, while retaining the abstraction of the disk image as a string.
Specifically, while writing back to disk, the explicit construction of a data region string would
involve an expensive concatenation of all the clusters; this is omitted by instead writing back
all the clusters in sequential order. Similarly, while reading a disk image, the population of
the data region after having read the disk image would involve multiple subseq operations
for extracting the clusters, with significant memory allocation overhead; this is avoided
by instead calling read-file-into-string multiple times with the appropriate offsets to
read the pertinent clusters from the disk image directly into the data region of the LoFAT
instance. For both these optimizations, mbe is used (Section 2.1) to show that the optimized
ACL2 code has the same effect. This is in keeping with the refinement style of proof used
throughout this work: when a conceptually simple sequence of I/O operations is replaced
with a more complex sequence, the simpler sequence is, in a sense, a specification which
is refined. This is also how the model development remains tractable as it evolves: while
replacing an earlier implementation, in which disk image strings were explicitly handled,
with the optimized one, the co-simulation test suite showed the absence of regressions but
the proof that both implementations work the same way enabled much greater confidence.
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Table 2 Timing disk image I/O.
Disk image size
128 MB
256 MB
512 MB
1024 MB

Read time
2.48 s
3.58 s
7.52 s
15.92 s

Write time
4.14 s
7.91 s
15.46 s
24.87 s

Table 3 Code summary.
Lines of code (models and proofs)
Lines of code (co-simulation)
Co-simulation tests

24,905
619
31

As a result of these design choices and optimizations, co-simulations involving relatively large disk images become possible. For comparison, the in-memory sparse filesystem
tmpfs [42] usually mounts volumes of size 1 GB to 10 GB on a standard consumer laptop;
we have been able to run tests involving disk images of size 1 GB in the same environment.
Further, since HiFAT is by nature a sparse format, allocating memory only for file contents,
there is little overhead associated with most file operations which affect only the intermediate
HiFAT instance. Table 2 lists some timing results for such tests in terms of reading and
writing FAT32 disk images, and Table 3 summarizes statistics pertaining to the magnitude of
the modeling effort.4

6

Related work

Much of the existing filesystem verification work has taken on the task of synthesizing a new
filesystem, developed in a way that simplifies the proofs of filesystem properties of interest.
An early effort was Synergy [8], in which a filesystem was developed and verified according
to a specification in ACL2. However, binary compatibility was not a goal for this work, and
the design choice of maintaining a mapping from filenames to file contents did not take into
account the complexity of path resolution. The POSIX-like formulation chosen by Synergy
and by other efforts on the more abstract end of the filesystem verification spectrum [16]
was an inspiration for an earlier phase of the present work [34], in which FAT32 models were
developed in an incremental fashion from a series of abstract filesystem models, adding more
realistic filesystem features in each of the models.
FSCQ [11], developed with Coq [7], is a high-performance FUSE-based [39] filesystem with
formally verified crash consistency properties. However, FSCQ exports its executable code
to Haskell, and Haskell’s FUSE interface to the operating system is, by necessity, unverified.
A bug in this interface was discovered through the use of Bounded Black-Box testing, a
methodology for automatically testing the data persistence behavior of filesystems [36] and
later fixed. FSCQ has been followed by DFSCQ [10], which formally specifies the fsync and
fdatasync file operations, and SFSCQ [21] which proves two-safety confidentiality properties
in terms of data noninterference.
COGENT [6], developed with the help of Isabelle/HOL [38], takes a different tack by
providing a verified compiler for turning a domain-specific filesystem specification language
into verified C code implementing a filesystem.

4

These statistics were generated using David A. Wheeler’s “SLOCCount”.
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Z3 [14], a non-interactive theorem prover, has also been used for filesystem verification
through SMT solving. Hyperkernel [37] attempts a verification of the xv6 [12] microkernel
by simplifying it to make the problem tractable through SMT solving. This simplification
replaced all kernel data structures with fixed-length implementations, leading all kernel operations (including file operations) to become constant-time. A more filesystem-focused effort
is Yggdrasil [41], which verifies a number of filesystem calls by providing a refinement proof
showing that its concrete filesystem implementation adheres to a formal specification. This
is similar to what FSCQ does, but Yggdrasil’s Z3-based verifier achieves this automatically
by means of symbolic execution.

7

Future work

While a number of properties have been proved about the FAT32 models and extensive
co-simulation tests have been carried out, there remain research questions to be answered in
terms of concurrency and generalization to other filesystems.
Within the FAT32 context, a straightforward extension of this work would be to provide
an interface closer to that of POSIX, for instance through FUSE [39]. This would allow
programs written in C and other languages, which use file descriptors, to interface with
our implementation. This, in turn, would help mature the model by facilitating the use of
automated testing methodologies such as Bounded Black-Box testing [36] in order to discover
more bugs. This would also offer greater opportunities to seek performance gains, including
by skipping the transformations to the intermediate HiFAT representation and back in favor
of direct manipulation of LoFAT instances or disk images for file operations (as already
demonstrated with open) and by using a demand paging-like algorithm to turn LoFAT into a
sparse format only storing clusters allocated to files.
We have taken some steps to generalize this work, including the development of macros
(Section 2.2), and we are interested in applying this filesystem verification methodology to a
binary-compatible verification effort for more complex filesystems with features such as hard
linking and crash consistency. The ext4 filesystem [33], which provides crash consistency by
means of journaling, is an example.
We are also interested in extending this work to incorporate a model of concurrency, along
the same lines as prior work on formalization of microprocessor architectures in theorem
proving environments. This would allow the filesystem to serve as a precise specification
for correct filesystem behavior in a multiprogramming environment. Making use of such a
specification, it would become possible to prove the correctness of programs which concurrently
interact with the filesystem and make use of the functionality provided by the operating
system to avoid race conditions.

8

Conclusion

A byte-level examination of the specification and existing implementations of a filesystem
is a necessary part of a verification effort for it to enable reasoning about the behavior of
programs which interact with the filesystem. The recursive definition of the directory tree is
central to the study of filesystems; thus, induction is also central to the analysis. Defining and
using notions of equivalence between directory trees which disregard implementation details
is essential for demonstrating that our FAT32 model and existing FAT32 implementations
operate the same way. The logical decoupling enabled by mbe helps keep formal developments
involving binary file formats tractable as they evolve through various optimizations, including
optimizations based on the logical story of I/O.
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This paper’s contribution is the general-purpose methodology for binary compatible
filesystem verification which makes use of the above techniques and is illustrated through
LoFAT and HiFAT. This makes reasonably good performance possible for a disk-image
manipulation methodology of verified filesystem implementation, which is sufficient for
validating existing filesystem implementations by means of extensive co-simulation testing.
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1

Introduction

Indexed inductive types make it possible to internalize data into the type level, eliminating
the need for certain functions and proofs. Consider, for example, a theorem from the Coq
standard library [17] which states that mapping a function over lists preserves length:
map_length T1 T2 (f : T1 → T2 ) : ∀ (l : list T), length (List.map f l) = length l.
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list (T : Type) : Type :=
| nil : list T
| cons :
T → list T → list T.

vector (T : Type) : nat → Type :=
| nilV : vector T 0
| consV :
∀ (n : nat), T → vector T n → vector T (S n).

Figure 1 A vector (right) is a list (left) indexed by its length (highlighted in orange).

One way to eliminate the need for this theorem is to internalize the length of a list into its
type, creating a dependently typed vector (Figure 1). The map function for vectors in Coq’s
standard library, for example, carries a proof that it preserves length:
Vector.map {T1 } {T2 } (f : T1 → T2 ) : ∀ (n : nat) (v : vector T1 n), vector T2 n.

so that a theorem like map_length is no longer necessary.
Unfortunately, for all of the benefits they bring, indexed inductive types are notoriously
difficult to use. Dependently typed vectors, for example, impose proof obligations about
their lengths on the user; these can quickly spiral out of control. In recent coq-club threads
asking for advice on how to use dependently typed vectors, experts called them “not suitable
for extended use” [7] and noted that “almost no one should be using [them] for anything” [8].
We show how proof reuse – reusing existing proofs to derive new proofs – can tackle
many of the challenges posed by indexed inductive types, allowing the user to move between
unindexed and indexed versions of a type (for example, lists and vectors) and reap the
benefits of indexed types without many of the costs. We focus in particular on the benefits of
this approach in deriving functions and proofs for fully-determined indexed types, when the
index is a fold over the unindexed version (such as the length of a list). In our approach, the
user writes functions and proofs over the unindexed version, and a tool then automatically
lifts those functions and proofs to the indexed version. The user can then switch back to
working with the unindexed version by running the tool in the opposite direction. In that
way, the user can use lists when lists are convenient, and vectors when vectors are convenient.
Our approach uses ornaments [23], which express relations between types that preserve
inductive structure, and which enable lifting of functions and proofs along those relations.
Recent work introduced ornaments to a subset of ML and was heavily focused on automatically
lifting functions [33]; until now, such an approach was not available in a dependently typed
language. Existing implementations of ornaments in dependently typed languages work only
in embedded languages, and have little to no automation [20, 23, 11].
Our main contribution is a Coq plugin for automatic function and proof reuse using
ornaments. Our plugin Devoid (Dependent Equivalences Via Ornamenting Inductive
Definitions) works directly on Coq code, rather than on an embedded language. Devoid
automates lifting functions and proofs along algebraic ornaments [23], a particular class of
ornaments that represent fully-determined indexed types like lists and vectors. Devoid
implements an algorithm to search for ornaments between these types – to the best of our
knowledge, the first search algorithm for ornaments – and an algorithm to lift functions and
proofs along the ornaments it discovers.
We motivate (Section 2), specify (Section 3), and formalize (Section 4) the search and
lifting algorithms that Devoid implements (Section 5). A comparison to a more general
proof reuse approach (Section 6) demonstrates the benefits of using ornaments: Devoid
imposes less of a proof burden on the user, and produces smaller terms and faster functions.
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Motivating Example: Porting a Library

Devoid is a plugin for Coq 8.8; it can be found in the repository linked to as Supplement
Material under the abstract of this paper. To see how it works, consider an example using
the types from Figure 1, the code for which is in Example.v. In this example, we lift two list
zip functions and a proof of a theorem relating them from the Haskell CoreSpec library [29]:
zip {T1 T2 }: list T1 → list T2 → list (T1 * T2 ).
zip_with {T1 T2 T3 } (f : T1 → T2 → T3 ): list T1 → list T2 → list T3 .
zip_with_is_zip {T1 T2 }: ∀(l1 :list T1 )(l2 :list T2 ), zip_with pair l1 l2 = zip l1 l2 .

Devoid runs a preprocessing step before lifting, which we describe in Section 5; we assume
this step has already run. We use the cyan background color to denote tool-produced terms
and the names that refer to them. We run Devoid to lift functions and proofs from lists to
vectors, but it can also lift in the opposite direction.
Step 1: Search. We first use Devoid’s Find ornament command to search for the relation
between lists and vectors:
Find ornament list vector.

This produces functions which together form an equivalence (denoted '):
list T ' Σ (n : nat).vector T n

Step 2: Lift. We then lift our functions and proofs along that equivalence using Devoid’s
Lift command. For example, to lift zip, we run the command:
Lift list vector in zip as zipV_p.

This produces a function with this type:
zipV_p {T1 T2 } : Σ n.vector T1 n → Σ n.vector T2 n → Σ n.vector (T1 * T2 ) n.

that behaves like zip, but whose body no longer refers to lists. We lift our proof similarly:
Lift list vector in zip_with_is_zip as zip_with_is_zipV_p.

This produces a proof of the analogous result (denoting projections by πl and πr ):
zip_with_is_zipV_p {T1 T2 } : ∀ (v1 : Σ n.vector T1 n) (v2 : Σ n.vector T2 n),
zip_withV_p pair (∃ (πl v1 ) (πr v1 )) (∃ (πl v2 ) (πr v2 )) =
zipV_p (∃ (πl v1 ) (πr v1 )) (∃ (πl v2 ) (πr v2 )).

that no longer refers to lists, zip, or zip_with in any way.
Step 3: Unpack. The lifted terms operate over vectors whose lengths are packed inside
of a sigma type. While this lets Lift provide strong theoretical guarantees, it can make it
difficult to interface with the lifted code. We can recover unpacked terms using Devoid’s
Unpack command. For example, to unpack zipV_p, we run the command:
Unpack zipV_p as zipV.

This produces functions and proofs that operate directly over vectors, like zipV:
zipV {T1 T2 } {n1 } (v1 : vector T1 n1 ) {n2 } (v2 : vector T2 n2 ) :
vector (T1 * T2 ) (πl (zipV_p (∃ n1 v1 ) (∃ n2 v2 ))).
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and zip_with_is_zipV:
zip_with_is_zipV : ∀ {T1 T2 } {n1 } (v1 : vector T1 n1 ) {n2 } (v2 : vector T2 n2 ),
eq_dep _ _ _ (zip_withV pair v1 v2 ) _ (zipV v1 v2 ).

Step 4: Interface. For any two inputs of the same length, zipV and zipV_with contain
proofs that the output has the same length as the inputs. However, the types obscure this
information. Example.v explains how to recover more user-friendly types, like that of zipV_uf:
zipV_uf {T1 T2 } {n} : vector T1 n → vector T2 n → vector (T1 * T2 ) n.

and that of zip_withV_uf:
zip_withV_uf {T1 T2 T3 } (f : T1 → T2 → T3 ) {n} :
vector T1 n → vector T2 n → vector T3 n.

which both restrict input lengths. We can then use our lifted functions and proofs in client
code. For example, we can write a different version of Coq’s BVand function for bitvectors:
BVand {n} (v1 : vector bool n) (v2 : vector bool n) : vector bool n :=
zip_withV_uf andb v1 v2 .

By working over lists, we are able to reason about only the interesting pieces, thinking
about indices only when relevant; in contrast, when writing proofs over vectors, even simple
theorems can generate tricky proof obligations. With Devoid, the programmer can use the
lifted functions and proofs to interface with code that uses vectors, then switch back to lists
when vectors are unmanageable. In essence, ornaments form the glue between these types.

3

Specification

This section specifies the two commands that Devoid implements:
1. Find ornament searches for ornaments (specified in Section 3.1, described in Section 4.1).
2. Lift lifts along those ornaments (specified in Section 3.2, described in Section 4.2).

Algebraic Ornaments. Devoid searches for and lifts along algebraic ornaments in particular.
An algebraic ornament relates an inductive type A to an indexed version of that type B with
a new index of type IB , where the new index is fully determined by a unique fold over A.
For example, vector is exactly list with a new index of type nat, where the new index is
fully determined by the length function. Consequentially, there are two functions:
ltv : list T
→ Σ(n : nat).vector T n.
vtl : Σ(n : nat).vector T n → list T.

that are mutual inverses:
∀ (l : list T),
vtl (ltv l) = l.
∀ (v : Σ(n : nat).vector T n), ltv (vtl v) = v.

and therefore form the type equivalence from Section 2. Moreover, since the new index is
fully determined by length, we can relate length to ltv:
∀ (l : list T), length l = πl (ltv l).
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In general, we can view an algebraic ornament as a type equivalence:
A ~i ' Σ(n : IB ~i ).B (index n ~i )

where ~i are the indices of A, IB is a function over those indices, and the index operation inserts
the new index n at the right offset. Such a type equivalence consists of two functions [32]:
promote : A ~i
→ Σ(n : IB ~i ).B (index n ~i ).
forget : Σ(n : IB ~i ).B (index n ~i ) → A ~i.

that are mutual inverses:1
section
: ∀ (a : A ~i ),
forget (promote a) = a.
retraction : ∀ (bΣ : Σ(n : IB ~i ).B (index n ~i )), promote (forget bΣ ) = bΣ .

An algebraic ornament is additionally equipped with an indexer, which is a unique fold:
indexer : A ~i → IB ~i.

which projects the promoted index:
coherence : ∀(a : A ~i ), indexer a = πl (promote a).

Following existing work [20], we call this equivalence the ornamental promotion isomorphism;
when it holds and the indexer exists, we say that B is an algebraic ornament of A.
Find ornament searches for algebraic ornaments between types and is, to the best of our
knowledge, the first search algorithm for ornaments. Lift then lifts functions and proofs
along those ornaments, removing all references to the old type. Both commands make some
additional assumptions for simplicity; detailed explanations for these are in Assumptions.v.

3.1

Find ornament

In their original form, ornaments are a programming mechanism: Given a type A, an
ornament determines some new type B . We invert this process for algebraic ornaments:
Given types A and B , Devoid searches for an ornament between them. This is possible for
algebraic ornaments precisely because the indexer is extensionally unique. For example, all
possible indexers for list and vector must compute the length of a list; if we were to try
doubling the length instead, we would not be able to satisfy the equivalence.
Find ornament takes two inductive types and searches for the components of the ornamental
promotion isomorphism between them:
Inputs: Inductive types A and B , assuming:
B is an algebraic ornament of A,
B has the same number of constructors in the same order as A,
A and B do not contain recursive references to themselves under products, and
for every recursive reference to A in A, there is exactly one new hypothesis in B , which
is exactly the new index of the corresponding recursive reference in B .
Outputs: Functions promote, forget, and indexer, guaranteeing:
the outputs form the ornamental promotion isomorphism between the inputs.
Find ornament includes an option to generate a proof that the outputs form the ornamental
promotion isomorphism; by default, this option is false, since Lift does not need this proof.

1

The adjunction condition follows from section and retraction.
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3.2

Lift

Lift lifts a term along the ornamental promotion isomorphism between A and B . That is, it

lifts types to corresponding types and terms of those types to corresponding terms:
Lift list vector in list as vector_p. (* vector_p T := Σ (n : nat).vector T n *)
Lift list vector in (cons 5 nil) as v_p. (* v_p := ∃ 1 (consV O 5 nilV) *)

Furthermore, it recursively preserves this equivalence, lifting non-dependent functions like
zip so that they map equivalent inputs to equivalent outputs:
∀ {T1 T2 } l1 l2 , promote (zip l1 l2 ) = zipV_p (promote l1 ) (promote l2 ).

This intuition breaks down with dependent types. With equivalence alone, we can’t state the
relationship between zip_with_is_zip and zip_with_is_zipV_p, since the unlifted conclusion:
zip_with pair l1 l2 = zip l1 l2 .

does not have the same type as the conclusion of the lifted version applied to promoted
arguments; any relation between these terms must be heterogenous.
In particular, Lift preserves the univalent parametric relation [30], a heterogenous
parametric relation that strengthens an existing parametric relation for dependent types [2]
to make it possible to state preservation of an equivalence: Two terms t and t0 are related by
the univalent parametric relation [[Γ]]u ` [t]u : [[T ]]u t t0 at type T in environment Γ if they
are equivalent up to transport. The details of this relation can be found in the cited work.
Lift preserves this relation using the components that Find ornament discovers, and
additionally guarantees that the lifted term does not refer to the old type in any way:
Inputs: The inputs to and outputs from Find ornament, along with a term t, assuming:
the assumptions and guarantees from Find ornament hold,
IB is not A,
t is well-typed and fully η -expanded,
t does not apply promote or forget, and
t does not reference B .
Outputs: A term t0 , guaranteeing:
if t is A ~i, then t0 is Σ(n : IB ~i ).B (index n ~i ),
t0 does not reference A, and
if in the current environment Γ ` t : T , then [[Γ]]u ` [t]u : [[T ]]u t t0 .
Lift does not require a proof that the input components form the ornamental promotion
isomorphism, but they must for the guarantees to hold. It can operate in either direction,
promoting from A to packed B or forgetting in the opposite direction; the specification for
the forgetful direction is similar, with extra restrictions on how B is used within t.

4

Algorithms

This section describes the algorithms that implement the specifications from Section 3.
Presentation. We present both algorithms relationally, using a set of judgments; to turn
these relations into algorithms, prioritize the rules by running the derivations in order, falling
back to the original term when no rules match. The default rule for a list of terms is to run
the derivation on each element of the list individually.
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hii ∈

N,

hvi ∈ Vars, hsi ∈ { Prop, Set, Typehii }

hti ::= hvi | hsi | Π (hvi : hti) . hti |
λ (hvi : hti) . hti | hti hti |
Ind (hvi : hti){hti,. . . ,hti} | Constr (hii, hti) |
Elim(hti, hti){hti,. . . ,hti}
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Γ ` t : T // type checking
Γ ` t1 ≡βδι t2 // definitional equality
tβ // beta-reduction
tβδι // normalization
t [y / x] // substitution
ξ (I, Q, c, C) // type of eliminator

Figure 2 CICω syntax (left, from existing work [31]) and judgments and operations (right).
A := Ind(Ty A : Π(i~A : X~A ).sA ){CA1 , . . . , CAn }
B := Ind(Ty B : Π(i~B : X~B ).sB ){CB1 , . . . , CBn }
∀1 ≤ i ≤ n,
EAi (pA : PA ) := ξ(A, pA , Constr(i, A), CAi )
EBi (pB : PB ) := ξ(B, pB , Constr(i, B), CBi )

PA := Π(i~A : X~A )(a : A i~A ).sA
PB := Π(i~B : X~B )(b : B i~B ).sB
index := insert (off A B)
deindex := remove (off A B)

Figure 3 Common definitions for both algorithms.

Notes on Syntax. The language the algorithms operate over is CICω with primitive eliminators; this is a simplified version of the type theory underlying Coq. Figure 2 contains
the syntax (which includes variables, sorts, product types, functions, inductive types, constructors, and eliminators), as well as the syntax for some judgments and operations, the
rules for which are standard and thus omitted. For simplicity of presentation, we assume
variables are names; we assume that all names are fresh. As in Coq, we assume the existence
of an inductive type Σ for sigma types with projections πl and πr ; for simplicity, we assume
projections are primitive. Throughout, we use ~i and {t1 , . . . , tn } to denote lists of terms, and
we use ~i[j] to denote accessing the element of the list ~i at offset j .
Common Definitions. The algorithms assume list insertion and removal functions insert
and remove, plus two functions Devoid implements: off computes the offset of the new
index of type IB in B ’s indices, and new determines whether a hypothesis in a case of the
eliminator type of B is new. Figure 3 contains other common definitions, the names for
which are reserved: The index and deindex functions insert an index into and remove an
index from a list at the index computed by off. Input type A expands to an inductive type
with indices of types X~A , sort sA , and constructors {CA1 , . . . , CAn }. PA denotes the type of
the motive of the eliminator of A, and each EAi denotes the type of the eliminator for the
ith constructor of A. Analogous names are also reserved for input type B .

4.1

Find ornament

The Find ornament algorithm implements the specification from Section 3.1. It builds on three
intermediate steps: one to generate each of indexer, promote, and forget. Figure 4 shows
the algorithm for generating indexer. The algorithms for generating promote and forget are
similar; Figure 5 shows only the derivations for generating promote that are different from
those for generating indexer, and the derivations for generating forget are omitted.

4.1.1

Searching for the Indexer

Search generates the indexer by traversing the types of the eliminators for A and B in parallel
using the algorithm from Figure 4, which consists of three judgments: one to generate the
motive, one to generate each case, and one to compose the motive and cases.
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Γ ` (TA , TB ) ⇓im t
Index-Motive
Γ ` (A, B) ⇓im λ(i~A : X~A )(a : A i~A ).(IB i~A )β
Γ ` (TA , TB ) ⇓ic t
Index-Hypothesis
new nB bB
Γ, nB : tB ` (Π(nA : tA ).bA , bB ) ⇓ic t

Index-Conclusion
Γ ` (pA i~A a, pB i~B b) ⇓ic i~B [off A B]

Γ ` (Π(nA : tA ).bA , Π(nB : tB ).bB ) ⇓ic t

Index-IH
Γ ` (A, B) ⇓im p
Γ, nA : p i~A a ` (bA , bB [nA /i~B [off A B]]) ⇓ic t
Γ ` (Π(nA : pA i~A a).bA , Π(nB : pB i~B b).bB )
⇓ic λ(nA : p i~A a).t

Index-Prod
Γ, nA : tA ` (bA , bB [nA /nB ]) ⇓ic t
Γ ` (Π(nA : tA ).bA , Π(nB : tB ).bB )
⇓ic λ(nA : tA ).t
Γ ` (TA , TB ) ⇓i t

Index-Ind
Γ ` (A, B) ⇓im p

Γ, pA : PA , pB : PB ` {(EA1 pA , EB1 pB ), . . . , (EAn pA , EBn pB )} ⇓ic f~
Γ ` (A, B) ⇓i λ(i~a : X~A )(a : A i~a ).Elim(a, p)f~

Figure 4 Identifying the indexer function.

Generating the Motive. The (TA , TB ) ⇓im t judgment consists of only the derivation IndexMotive, which computes the indexer motive from the types A and B (expanded in Figure 3).
It does this by constructing a function with A and its indices as premises, and the type IB in
the conclusion with the appropriate indices. Consider list and vector:
list T := Ind (TyA : Type) {. . .}

vector T := Ind (TyB : Π(n :

nat).Type) {. . .}

For these types, Index-Motive computes the motive:
λ (l:list T) . nat

Generating Each Case. The Γ ` (TA , TB ) ⇓ic t judgment generates each case of the indexer
by traversing in parallel the corresponding cases of the eliminator types for A and B . It consists
of four derivations: Index-Conclusion handles base cases and conclusions of inductive
cases, while Index-Hypothesis, Index-IH, and Index-Prod recurse into products.
Index-Hypothesis handles each new hypothesis that corresponds to a new index in an
inductive hypothesis of an inductive case of the eliminator type for B . It adds the new index
to the environment, then recurses into the body of only the type for which the index already
exists. For example, in the inductive case of list and vector, new determines that n is the
new hypothesis. Index-Hypothesis then recurses into the body of only the vector case:
Π (tl :T) (l:list T) (IHl :pA l), . . .

Π (tv :T) (v:vector T n) (IHv :pB n v), . . .

Index-Prod is next. It recurses into product types when the hypothesis is neither a
new index nor an inductive hypothesis. Here, it runs twice, recursing into the body and
substituting names until it hits the inductive hypothesis for both types:
Π (IHl :pA l), pA (cons tl l)

Π (IHv :pB n l), pB (S n) (consV n tl l)
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Γ ` (TA , TB ) ⇓pm t
Promote-Motive
Γ ` (A, B) ⇓pm

Promote-Conclusion
Γ ` (pA i~A a, pB i~B b) ⇓pc b

Γ ` (A, B) ⇓i π
~
λ(ia : X~A )(a : A i~a ).B (index (π i~a a) i~a )
Γ ` (TA , TB ) ⇓pc t
Promote-IH
Γ ` (A, B) ⇓i π
Γ ` (A, B) ⇓pm p
Γ, nA : p i~A a ` (bA , bB [nA /b][π i~A a/i~B [off A B]]) ⇓pc t
Γ ` (Π(nA : pA i~A a).bA , Π(nB : pB i~B b).bB )
⇓pc λ(nA : p i~A a).t

Γ ` (TA , TB ) ⇓p t
Promote-Ind
Γ ` (A, B) ⇓i π
Γ ` (A, B) ⇓pm p
Γ, pA : PA , pB : PB ` {(EA1 pA , EB1 pB ), . . . , (EAn pA , EBn pB )} ⇓pc f~
Γ ` (A, B) ⇓p λ(i~A : X~A )(a : A i~A ).∃ (π i~A a) (Elim(a, p)f~)
Figure 5 Identifying the promotion function.

Index-IH then takes over. It substitutes the new motive in the inductive hypothesis, then
recurses into both bodies, substituting the new inductive hypothesis for the index in the
eliminator type for B . Here, it substitutes the new motive for pA in the type of IHl , extends
the environment with IHl , then substitutes IHl for n, so that it recurses on these types:
pA (cons tl l)

pB (S IHl ) (consV IHl tl l)

Finally, Index-Conclusion computes the conclusion by taking the index of motive pB at
off A B , here S IHl . In total, this produces a function that computes the length of cons t l:
λ (tl :T) (l:list T) (IHl :(λ (l:list T).nat) l).S IHl

Composing the Result. The Γ ` (TA , TB ) ⇓i t judgment consists of only Index-Ind, which
identifies the motive and each case using the other two judgments, then composes the result.
In the case of list and vector, this produces a function that computes the length of a list:
λ (l:list T).Elim(l, λ (l:list T).nat)
{0, λ (tl :T) (l:list T) (IHl :(λ (l:list T).nat) l).S IHl }

4.1.2

Searching for Promote and Forget

Figure 5 shows the interesting derivations for the judgment (TA , TB ) ⇓p t that searches for
promote: Promote-Motive identifies the motive as B with a new index (which it computes
using indexer, denoted by metavariable π ). When Promote-IH recurses, it substitutes the
inductive hypothesis for the term rather than for its index, and it substitutes the new index
(which it also computes using indexer) inside of that term. Promote-Conclusion returns
the entire term, rather than its index. Finally, Promote-Ind not only recurses into each
case, but also packs the result.
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↑
πIB
↑B
↑ IB

{i~a :
{i~a :
:= πr
:= πl

X~A } := promote i~a .
X~A } := indexer i~a .
◦ ↑.
◦ ↑.

↓
∃IB
↓A
↓IB

{i~b : X~B } := forget i~b .
{i~b : X~B } (b : B i~b ) := ∃ i~b [off] b.
:= ↓
◦ ∃IB .
:= πIB ◦ ↓A .

Figure 6 Common definitions for the core lifting algorithm.

The omitted derivations to search for forget are similar, except that the domain and
range are switched. Consequentially, indexer is never needed; Forget-Motive removes the
index rather than inserting it, and Forget-IH no longer substitutes the index. Additionally,
Forget-Hypothesis adds the hypothesis for the new index rather than skipping it, and
Forget-Ind eliminates over the projection rather than packing the result.

4.1.3

Core Search Algorithm

The core search algorithm produces indexer, promote, and forget, then composes them into a
tuple. This tuple is how Devoid represents ornaments internally. Devoid includes an option
to generate a proof that these components form the ornamental promotion isomorphism; by
default, this is disabled, since Lift does not need this proof. The implementation of this
option gives intuition for correctness of the search algorithm, and is described in Section 5.3.

4.2

Lift

The Lift algorithm implements the specification from Section 3.2. We show only one direction
of the algorithm, promoting from A to packed B ; the forgetful direction is similar. The core
algorithm (Figure 9) builds on a set of common definitions (Figure 6) and two intermediate
judgments: one to lift eliminators (Figure 7) and one to lift constructors (Figure 8).
Common Definitions. The common definitions (Figure 6) define some useful syntax: ↑
applies promote, ↓ applies forget, and πIB applies indexer. ∃IB packs a term of type B into
an existential with the index at the appropriate offset. ↑B and ↑IB promote and then project;
↓A packs and forgets, and ↓IB packs, forgets, and then applies indexer to project the index.

4.2.1

Lifting Eliminators

The Γ ` t ⇑E t0 judgment (Figure 7) defines rules for lifting the motive and case of an eliminator, changing the domain of induction from A to B . The intuition is that any term of type
A is the result of forgetting some term of type packed B . Then, since A and B have the same
inductive structure, we can lift the eliminator of A to the eliminator of B , and move that
forgetfulness inside of each case. For example, the following terms are propositionally equal:
Elim((↓A b), pA ){
fnil ,
(λ(tl :T)(l:list T)(IHl :pA l).
fcons tl l IHl )
}

Elim(b, λ(n:nat)(v:vector T n).pA (↓A v)){
fnil ,
(λ(n:nat)(tv :T)(v:vector T n)(IHv :pA (↓A v)).
fcons tv (↓A v) IHv )
}

The induction rules implement this transformation. Case lifts a case of the eliminator by
first recursively lifting the motive, then using the lifted motive to compute the type of the
new case, and then using that type to compute the body of the new case. In the example
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Γ ` (t, T ) ⇑Ex t0
Drop-Index
new n b
Γ, n : t ` (f, b) ⇑Ex b0
Γ ` (f, Π(n : t).b) ⇑Ex λ(n : t).b0

Forget-Arg
Γ ` ~i : X~B
Γ, n : B ~i ` ((f (↓A n))β , b) ⇑Ex b0
Γ ` (f, Π(n : B ~i).b) ⇑Ex λ(n : B ~i).b0

Arg
Γ, n : t ` ((f n)β , b) ⇑Ex b0

Concl

Γ ` (f, Π(n : t).b) ⇑Ex λ(n : t).b0

Γ ` (t, pB ~
y ) ⇑Ex t
Γ ` t ⇑E t0

Motive

Γ ` pA : P A
~
~
Γ ` pA ⇑E λ(i : XB )(b : B ~i).(pA (deindex ~i) (↓A b))β

Case
Γ ` pA : P A
Γ ` pA ⇑E pB

Γ ` f i : E Ai p A
Γ ` (fi , EBi pB ) ⇑Ex fi0
Γ ` fi ⇑E fi0

Figure 7 Lifting eliminators.

Γ ` t ⇑C t0
Normalize
Γ ` Constr(j, A) ~
x ⇑C (↑ (Constr(j, A) ~
x))βδι
Figure 8 Lifting constructors.

above, when lifting the inductive case, it first recursively lifts the motive pA using Motive,
which drops the index, packs and forgets the argument of type B , and then β -reduces the
result, eliminating references to B . This produces the new motive:
λ(n:nat)(v:vector T n).pA (↓A v)

which Case then uses to compute the type of the inductive case of the eliminator for B :
Π(tv :T)(n:nat)(v:vector T n)(IHv :pA (↓A v)).pA (↓A (consV tv (S n) v))

The Γ ` (t, T ) ⇑Ex t0 judgment then uses that type to compute the lifted function body. It
computes this in a similar way to Motive, except that there are as many indices to drop
and arguments to pack and forget as there are inductive hypotheses, and these do not occur
in predictable places, so more rules are involved. This computes the new function:
λ(n:nat)(tv :T)(v:vector T n)(IHv :pA (↓A v)).fcons tv (↓A v) IHv

4.2.2

Lifting Constructors

The Γ ` t ⇑C t0 judgment (Figure 8) lifts applications of constructors of A to applications of
constructors of B . This judgment computes one step of the promotion, leaving the recursive
lifting of the arguments to the final algorithm. Using the same types, in the base case:
↑ nil ≡βδι ∃ O nilV

and in the inductive case:
↑ (cons t l) ≡βδι ∃ (S (↑IB l)) (consV (↑IB l) t (↑B l))
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Γ ` t ⇑ t0
Lift-Elim
Γ ` ~i : X~A
Γ ` pa ⇑E p0
Γ ` p0 ⇑ pb

Γ ` a : A ~i
Γ ` f~a ⇑E f~0
Γ ` f~0 ⇑ f~b
Γ ` a ⇑ bΣ
~
Γ ` Elim(a, pa )fa ⇑ Elim(πr bΣ , pb )f~b
Internalize
Γ ` a ⇑ bΣ

Retraction
Γ ` bΣ ⇑ b0Σ

Γ ` ↑ a ⇑ bΣ

Γ ` ↓ bΣ ⇑

Γ ` ~i : X~A
Γ ` A ~i ⇑ Σ(n : (IB ~i)β ).B (index n ~i)
Γ ` T ⇑ T0

~ ⇑C
~0
Γ`C

~ ⇑ Ind(Ty : T 0 )C
~0
Γ ` Ind(Ty : T )C
App
Γ ` f ⇑ f0

Γ ` t ⇑ t0

Γ ` f t ⇑ f 0 t0

Coherence
Γ ` ~i : X~A

b0Σ

Equivalence

Ind

Lift-Constr
Γ ` ~i : X~A
Γ ` Constr(j, A) ~ta : A ~i
Γ ` Constr(j, A) ~ta ⇑C t0
Γ ` t0 ⇑ t00
Γ ` Constr(j, A) ~ta ⇑ t00

Lam
Γ ` T ⇑ T0

Γ ` a : A ~i

Γ ` a ⇑ bΣ

Γ ` πIB a ⇑ (πl bΣ )β
Constr
Γ ` T ⇑ T0

Γ ` ~t ⇑ t~0

Γ ` Constr(j, T ) ~t ⇑ Constr(j, T 0 ) t~0
Elim
Γ ` c ⇑ c0

Γ ` Q ⇑ Q0
Γ ` f~ ⇑ f~0
0
Γ ` Elim(c, Q)f~ ⇑ Elim(c , Q0 )f~0

Γ, t : T ` b ⇑ b0

Γ ` λ(t : T ).b ⇑ λ(t : T 0 ).b0

Prod
Γ ` T ⇑ T0

Γ, t : T ` b ⇑ b0

Γ ` Π(t : T ).b ⇑ Π(t : T 0 ).b0

Figure 9 Core lifting algorithm.

This derivation consists of only one rule: Normalize, which normalizes the promotion of
the constructor. This is guaranteed to succeed because the application of the constructor is
fully η -expanded. The core algorithm later internalizes the promotion functions in the result.

4.2.3

Core Lifting Algorithm

The core algorithm (Figure 9) builds on these intermediate judgments. The interesting
derivations for correctness are the first six: Lift-Elim and Lift-Constr use the judgments
for lifting eliminators and constructors of A. Internalize internalizes the explicit promote
functions from the lifted constructors to recursive applications of the algorithm. Retraction
and Coherence use the respective properties of the ornamental promotion isomorphism
metatheoretically: the first to drop the explicit forget functions from the lifted eliminators,
and the second to lift the indexer to a projection (in the forgetful direction, Section replaces
Retraction). Finally, Equivalence lifts A along the equivalence to packed B . The
remaining derivations recurse predictably.

5

Implementation

The Devoid Coq plugin implements the algorithms from Section 4; the link to the code is in
Supplement Material. Devoid cannot produce an ill-typed term, since Coq type checks all
terms that plugins produce and rejects ill-typed terms. The implementations of Find ornament
(search.ml) and Lift (lift.ml) are mostly the same as the algorithms, but with changes to
address implementation challenges that scale the algorithms to a Coq tool for proof engineers.
This section describes a sample of these changes from each of three categories: addressing
differences between Coq and the type theory that the algorithms assume (Section 5.1),
optimizing for efficiency (Section 5.2), and improving usability (Section 5.3).
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Addressing Language Differences

Fixpoints. Coq implements eliminators in terms of pattern matching and fixpoints. To
handle terms that use these features, Devoid includes a Preprocess command that translates
these terms into equivalent eliminator applications. This command can preprocess a definition
(like zip from Section 2) or an entire module (like List, as shown in ListToVect.v) for lifting.
It currently supports fixpoints that are structurally recursive on only immediate substructures.
To translate such a fixpoint, it first extracts a motive, then generates each case by partially
reducing the function’s body under a hypothetical context for the constructor arguments.
This is enough to preprocess List; Section 8 discusses possible extensions.
Non-Primitive Projections.

By default, projections in Coq are non-primitive. That is, this:

∀ (T : Type) (v : Σ (n : nat).vector T n), v = ∃ (πl v) (πr v).

cannot be proven by reflexivity alone (see Projections.v). Therefore, Devoid must pack
terms like v into existentials; otherwise, lifting will sometimes fail. This is why the type
of zip_with_is_zipV_p in the example from Section 2 packs v1 and v2 . For the sake of
performance and readability of lifted code, Devoid is strategic about when it packs.
Constants. Because Coq has constants, the implementation of Normalize refolds [3] after
normalizing. That is, it acts like the simpl tactic in Coq, but with special support for sigma
types. For example, to lift the cons constructor of a list, after normalizing the promotion of
cons t l, Devoid substitutes the projections of the promotion of l for their normal forms,
which determines and saves the following fact:
∀ {T} (l : list T), ↑ (cons t l) = ∃ (S (↑IB l)) (consV (↑IB l) t (↑B l)).

Refolding helps produce more readable lifted code. It also improves lifting performance, since
it occurs just once for each constructor.

5.2

Optimizing for Efficiency

Delayed Reduction. When lifting eliminators, Devoid computes a list of arguments and
delays reduction. It computes this list backwards, storing the new indices that inductive
hypotheses refer to as it recurses. This removes the call to new in the premise of Drop-Index.
Lazy η-Expansion. The lifting algorithm assumes that all terms are fully η -expanded.
Sometimes, however, η -expansion is not necessary. For efficiency, rather than fully η -expand
ahead of time, Devoid η -expands lazily, only when it is necessary for correctness.
Caching. To prevent extra recursion, Devoid caches the outputs of search, as well as lifted
constants, inductive types, and constructors. Since these are constants, lookup is low-cost.

5.3

Improving Usability

Correctness Proofs. Devoid has options (used in Example.v) that tell search to generate
proofs that its outputs are correct, thereby increasing confidence in and usefulness of those
outputs. The proof of coherence is reflexivity. The intuition behind the automation to prove
section and retraction (equivalence.ml) is that promote and forget map along corresponding
constructors, so inductive cases preserve equalities. Thus, each inductive case of these proofs
is generated by a fold that rewrites each recursive reference, with reflexivity as identity.
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Unpacking. Devoid includes an Unpack command (used in Example.v) that unpacks packed
types in functions and proofs. This way, users may access unpacked terms without writing
boilerplate code. For simple functions, this command packs arguments and projects results.
It splits higher-order functions into two functions. For proofs that use equality, it applies one
lemma convert to dependent equality, and one lemma to deal with non-primitive projections.
User-Friendly Types. Example.v describes how the user can recover user-friendly types after
unpacking. For example, to recover a function with an output of type vector T n, the user
lifts a proof that the length of the output of the unlifted list version of that function is n,
then rewrites by that lifted proof. The intuition behind this is that this equivalence holds:
{ l : list T & length l = n } ' vector T n

Recovering a user-friendly type for a proof relating these functions is more complex, since it
necessitates reasoning at some point about equalities between equalities. For some index
types like nat, this follows simply from the fact that the type forms an h-set [32]: all proofs
of equality between the same two terms of that type are equal. There is preliminary work on
determining a general methodology for deriving user-friendly types for proofs that does not
rely on any properties of the index type. The idea is to use the adjunction condition along
with the proof of coherence by reflexivity; see GitHub issue #39 for the status of this work.

6

Case Study

We used Devoid to automatically discover and lift along ornaments for two scenarios:
1. Single Iteration: from binary trees to sized binary trees
2. Multiple Iterations: from binary trees to binary search trees to AVL trees
For comparison, we also used the ornaments that Devoid discovered to lift functions
and proofs using Equivalences for Free! [30] (EFF), a more general framework for lifting
across equivalences. Devoid produced faster functions and smaller terms, especially when
composing multiple iterations of lifting. In addition, Devoid imposed little burden on the
user, and the ornaments Devoid discovered proved useful to EFF.
We chose EFF for comparison because Devoid is the only tool for ornaments in Coq,
and because doing so demonstrates the benefits of specialized automation for ornaments.
Devoid can handle only a small class of equivalences compared to EFF, and it can currently
handle only incremental changes to types (one new index at a time). Our experiences suggest
that it is possible to use both tools in concert. Section 7 discusses EFF in more detail.
Setup. The case study code is in the eval folder of the repository. For each scenario, we ran
Devoid to search for an ornament, and then lifted functions and proofs along that ornament
using both Devoid and EFF. We noted the amount of user interaction (Section 6.1), as well
as the performance of lifted terms (Section 6.2). To test the performance of lifted terms,
we tested runtime by taking the median of ten runs using Time Eval vm_compute with test
values in Coq 8.8.0, and we tested size by normalizing and running coqwc on the result.2

2

i5-5300U, at 2.30GHz, 16 GB RAM
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In the first scenario, we lifted traversal functions along with proofs that their outputs
are permutations of each other from binary trees (tree) to sized binary trees (Sized.tree).
In the second scenario, we lifted the traversal functions to AVL trees (avl) through four
intermediate types (one for each new index), and we lifted a search function from BSTs (bst)
to AVL trees through one intermediate type. Both scenarios considered only full binary trees.
To fit bst and avl into algebraic ornaments for Devoid, we used boolean indices to track
invariants. While the resulting types are not the most natural definitions, this scenario
demonstrates that it is possible to express interesting changes to structured types as algebraic
ornaments, and that lifting across these types in Devoid produces efficient functions.

6.1

User Experience

For each intermediate type in each scenario, we used Devoid to discover the components of
the equivalence. These components were enough for Devoid to lift functions and proofs with
no additional proof burden and no additional axioms. To use EFF, we also had to prove
that these components form an equivalence; we set the appropriate option to generate these
proofs using Devoid. In addition, to use EFF, we had to prove univalent parametricity of
each inductive type; these proofs were small, but required specialized knowledge. To lift
the proof of the theorem pre_permutes using EFF, we had to prove the univalent parametric
relation between the unlifted and lifted versions of the functions that the theorem referenced;
this pulled in the functional extensionality axiom, which was not necessary using Devoid.
In the second scenario, to simulate the incremental workflow Devoid requires, we lifted
to each intermediate type, then unpacked the result. For example, the ornament from bst to
avl passed through an intermediate type; we lifted search to this type first, unpacked the
result, and then repeated this process. In this scenario, using EFF differently could have
saved some work relative to Devoid, since with EFF, it is possible to skip the intermediate
type;3 Devoid is best fit where an incremental workflow is desirable.

6.2

Performance

Relative to EFF, Devoid produced faster functions. Table 1 summarizes runtime in the first
scenario for preorder, and Table 2 summarizes runtime in the second scenario for preorder
and search. The inorder and postorder functions performed similarly to preorder. The
functions Devoid produced imposed modest overhead for smaller inputs, but were tens
to hundreds of times faster than the functions that EFF produced for larger inputs. This
performance gap was more pronounced over multiple iterations of lifting.
Devoid also produced smaller terms: in the first scenario, 13 vs. 25 LOC for preorder,
12 vs. 24 LOC for inorder, and 17 vs. 29 LOC for postorder; and in the second scenario,
21 vs. 120 LOC for preorder, 20 vs. 119 LOC for inorder, 24 vs. 125 LOC for postorder,
and 31 vs. 52 LOC for search. In the first scenario, the lifted proof of pre_permutes using
Devoid was 85 LOC; the lifted proof of pre_permutes using EFF was 1463184 LOC.
We suspect Devoid provided these performance benefits because it directly lifted induction
principles, whereas EFF produced lifted functions in terms of unlifted functions. The multiple
iteration case in particular highlights this, since EFF’s approach makes lifted terms much
slower and larger as the number of iterations increases, while Devoid’s approach does not.

3

The performances of the terms that EFF produces are sensitive to the equivalence used; for a 100 node
tree, this alternate workflow produced a search function which is hundreds of times slower and traversal
functions which are thousands of times slower than the functions that Devoid produced. In addition,
the lifted proof of pre_permutes using EFF failed to normalize with a timeout of one hour.
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Table 1 Median runtime (ms) of unlifted (tree) and lifted (Sized.tree) preorder over ten runs
with test inputs ranging from about 10 to about 10000 nodes.

preorder

Unlifted
Devoid
EFF

10
0.0
0.0
0.0

100
0.0
0.0
1.0

1000
0.0
0.0
27.0

10000
3.0 (1.00x)
3.0 (1.00x)
486.5 (162.17x)

100000
37.0
(1.00x)
35.0
(0.95x)
8078.5 (218.33x)

Table 2 Median runtime (ms) of unlifted (tree) and lifted (avl) preorder, plus unlifted (bst)
and lifted (avl) search, over ten runs with inputs ranging from about 10 to about 100000 nodes.

preorder

search

7

Unlifted
Devoid
EFF
Unlifted
Devoid
EFF

10
0.0
71.5
1.0
0.0
12.0
1.0

100
0.0
71.0
11.0
0.0
14.0
5.0

1000
0.0
69.0
152.0
2.0 (1.00x)
12.0 (6.00x)
67.0 (33.50x)

10000
3.0 (1.00x)
75.0 (25.00x)
2976.5 (992.17x)
3.0 (1.00x)
15.0 (5.00x)
1062.0 (354.00x)

100000
37.0
(1.00x)
109.0
(2.95x)
56636.5 (1530.72x)
29.0
(1.00x)
50.0
(1.72x)
15370.5 (530.02x)

Related Work

Ornaments. Devoid automates discovery of and lifting across algebraic ornaments in
a higher-order dependently typed language. In the decade since the discovery of ornaments [23], there have been a number of formalizations and embedded implementations of
ornaments [10, 19, 11, 20, 9]. Devoid is the first tool for ornamentation to operate over
a non-embedded dependently typed language. It essentially moves the automation-heavy
approach of Ornamentation in ML [33], which operates on non-embedded ML code, into the
type theory that forms the basis of theorem provers like Coq. In doing so, it takes advantage
of the properties of algebraic ornaments [23]. It also introduces the first search algorithm to
identify ornaments, which in the past was identified as a “gap” in the literature [20].
Lifting Proofs. Devoid identifies and lifts proofs along a specific equivalence similar to
that from existing ornaments work [20]. The need to automatically lift functions and proofs
across equivalences and other relations is a long-standing challenge for proof engineers [22, 1,
21, 16, 34, 6]. The univalence axiom from Homotopy Type Theory [32] enables transparent
transport of proofs; cubical type theory [5] gives univalence a constructive interpretation.
Our work is closely related to Equivalences for Free! [30], which brings this full circle, using
mathematical properties of univalence to enable lifting across equivalences in a substantial
subset of CICω without relying on the univalence axiom. In doing so, it introduces and
formalizes the relation that our specification depends upon, and implements a framework for
lifting in Coq. This framework is more general than Devoid: It lifts along any equivalence,
not just ornamental promotions, and can handle opaque terms, with the caveat that users
must prove each equivalence themselves; Devoid requires non-opaque terms and lifts along
the class of equivalences that correspond to ornamental promotions, taking advantage of
the mathematical properties of ornaments to eliminate the need for explicit applications of
section and retraction, and to discover and prove certain equivalences automatically. These
mathematical properties allow us to automatically lift the induction principle and eliminate
references to old terms, which is beneficial for performance.
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Similarly, our work is related to CoqEAL [6], which transfers functions along arbitrary
relations between types. As these relations do not necessarily need to be equivalences,
this framework is more general than our work. Similar tradeoffs between automation and
generality apply: CoqEAL produces functions that refer to the old type, and does not yet
support automatic inference of relations. In addition, CoqEAL currently only supports
automatic transfer of functions, and does not yet handle proofs.
These tools may provide an alternative backend for Devoid. Furthermore, our search
algorithm may help discover relations that make these tools easier to use, and our lifting
algorithm may help improve automation and efficiency for certain relations in these tools.
Program and Proof Reuse. The problem that we solve is fundamentally about proof reuse,
which applies software reuse principles to ITPs. There is a wealth of work in proof reuse,
from tactic languages [15] and logical frameworks [4], to tools for proof abstraction and
generalization [26, 18], to domain-specific methodologies [12] and frameworks [13].
Devoid focuses on the specific problem of reuse when adding fully-determined indices to
types. Other approaches to this problem include combinators which definitionally reduce to
desirable terms [14] in the language Cedille, and automatic generation of conversion functions
in Ghostbuster [24] for GADTs in Haskell. Our work focuses on a type theory different from
both of these, in which the properties that allow for such combinators in Cedille are not
present, and in which dependent types introduce challenges not present in Haskell.
Devoid is not the first tool to combine search with reuse. Optician [25] synthesizes
bidirectional string transformations; a similar approach may help extend tooling to handle
transformations for low-level data. Pumpkin Patch [27] searches the difference in proofs for
patches that can be used to repair proofs broken by changes; Devoid uses a similar approach
to identify functions that form an equivalence. The resulting tools are complementary:
Devoid supports the addition of indices and hypotheses, which Pumpkin Patch does not
support; Pumpkin Patch supports changes in values, which Devoid does not support.

8

Conclusions & Future Work

We presented Devoid: a tool for searching for and lifting across algebraic ornaments in
Coq. Devoid is the first tool to lift across ornaments in a non-embedded dependently typed
language, and to automatically infer certain kinds of ornaments from types alone. Our
algorithms give efficient transport across equivalences arising from algebraic ornaments; our
case study demonstrates that such automation can make lifted terms smaller and faster as
part of an incremental workflow.
Future Work. A future version may support other ornaments beyond algebraic ornaments,
with additional user interaction as needed; this may help support, for example, the ornament
between nat and list, where list has a new element in the cons case. A future version may
loosen restrictions on input types to support adding constructors while preserving inductive
structure, recursive references under products, and coinductive types. Integrating with
Pumpkin Patch [27] may help remove restrictions Devoid makes about the hypotheses
of B . Preprocess currently supports only certain fixpoints; a more general translation may
help Devoid support more terms, and discussions with Coq developers suggest that the
implementation of such a translation building on work from the equations [28] plugin is in
progress. Extending Devoid to generate proofs of coherence conditions for lifted terms
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may increase user confidence. Proofs that the commands that Devoid implements satisfy
their specifications may also increase user confidence. Better automating the recovery of
user-friendly types may improve user experience.
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Abstract
It is common to prove by reasoning over source code that programs do not leak sensitive data.
But doing so leaves a gap between reasoning and reality that can only be filled by accounting for
the behaviour of the compiler. This task is complicated when programs enforce value-dependent
information-flow security properties (in which classification of locations can vary depending on values
in other locations) and complicated further when programs exploit shared-variable concurrency.
Prior work has formally defined a notion of concurrency-aware refinement for preserving valuedependent security properties. However, that notion is considerably more complex than standard
refinement definitions typically applied in the verification of semantics preservation by compilers.
To date it remains unclear whether it can be applied to a realistic compiler, because there exist no
general decomposition principles for separating it into smaller, more familiar, proof obligations.
In this work, we provide such a decomposition principle, which we show can almost halve
the complexity of proving secure refinement. Further, we demonstrate its applicability to secure
compilation, by proving in Isabelle/HOL the preservation of value-dependent security by a proof-ofconcept compiler from an imperative While language to a generic RISC-style assembly language,
for programs with shared-memory concurrency mediated by locking primitives. Finally, we execute
our compiler in Isabelle on a While language model of the Cross Domain Desktop Compositor,
demonstrating to our knowledge the first use of a compiler verification result to carry an informationflow security property down to the assembly-level model of a non-trivial concurrent program.
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Introduction

It is well known that program translations of the kind carried out by compilers can in
principle break security properties like confidentiality [12, 2]. Yet source level reasoning
about confidentiality remains common [20, 19, 18]. Existing verified compilers like CompCert
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Figure 1 Definition, graphical depiction of refinement preservation for secure-refinement (Def. 6).

[15] and CakeML [14] preserve semantics, but semantics preservation alone may be insufficient
to preserve confidentiality, especially for shared memory concurrent programs whose threads
must guard against timing leaks in order to prevent them manifesting as storage leaks [22].
Supporting secure compilation of programs that must enforce value-dependent security
policies poses an additional challenge, because in such policies the sensitivity of a memory
location can depend on the values held in other memory locations. Thus, unlike prior work
on secure compilation [4], preserving security under refinement requires a refinement relation
that is strong enough to preserve those memory contents on which the policy depends.
In prior work [22], we presented a definition for a notion of value-dependent securitypreserving refinement that is compositional for concurrent programs: by applying it to each
thread individually, one can derive a secure refinement of the concurrent composition.
The essence of this notion of security-preserving refinement (presented fully in Subsection 2.2) is in its refinement preservation obligation (coupling-inv-pres in Figure 1). Here,
the usual square-shaped commuting diagram that is commonly used to depict (semanticspreserving) refinement (Figure 4a) has been replaced by a cube (Figure 1). The additional
dimension of this cube reflects that it preserves a 2-safety hyperproperty [6] that compares
two executions rather than examining a single one. As such, it is significantly more complicated to prove than standard notions of semantics-preserving refinement typical in verified
compilation [15, 14].
To date there exist no verified compilers for shared-variable concurrent programs proved to
preserve value-dependent information-flow security. We argue that without a decomposition
principle the cube-shaped refinement notion is too cumbersome to prove for realistic compilers.
In this paper, we tackle the central problem of making our notion of secure refinement
applicable to verified secure compilation. Firstly, we present a decomposition principle that
makes the cube-shaped notion more tractable. Secondly, we demonstrate its tractability
with our major contribution: a machine-checked formal proof of concurrent value-dependent
security preservation, for a proof-of-concept compiler.
In Section 3 we present our decomposition principle, which decomposes the cube (Figure 1)
into three separate obligations (Figure 4). The first of these is akin to semantics-preserving
refinement, while the second and third essentially ensure together that the refinement has
not introduced any termination- and timing-leaks.
In Section 4 we show how the decomposition principle can almost halve the effort to
prove secure refinement – in this case, of a program that is especially prone to introduced
timing leaks because it branches on secrets (a feature not yet allowed by our compiler).
There, we present a side-by-side comparison of the proof effort, both with and without the
decomposition principle. We find that using it reduces the proof’s complexity by 44%.
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In Section 5, we present our compiler and its formal verification, as an application of
the decomposition principle. This compiler translates concurrent programs written in an
imperative While language, with locking primitives for mediating access to shared memory,
into a RISC-style assembly language. It does so by compiling each thread individually, and
in doing so preserves a formal security property that remains compositional between threads.
Furthermore, our compiler demonstrates a way of formalising and proving when it is safe
for a compiler to perform optimisations in the presence of concurrency. To ensure that
the contents of shared memory locations are preserved under compilation despite potential
interference from other threads, our compiler tracks which shared memory locations are
stable (free from any such interference). It then makes use of this tracking to avoid redundant
loads from stable shared variables safely, that would otherwise be considered unsafe to omit.
All results are mechanised in Isabelle/HOL,1 and in Section 6 we explain how, in order
to validate our theory, we instantiated it so that we could execute our compiler in Isabelle.
This enabled us to execute it over a While language model of the Cross Domain Desktop
Compositor [5] (CDDC), a concurrent program that enforces information flow control over
value-dependently classified input. To our knowledge this is the first proof of information
flow security for an assembly-level model of a non-trivial concurrent program, demonstrating
the power of verified secure compilation for deriving security properties of compiled code.

2

Background and example

We begin by introducing with an illustrative example (Figure 2) the challenges of verifying
value-dependent information-flow security in the presence of shared-variable concurrency.
Consider the task of verifying a multithreaded system that manages the user interface (UI)
for a dual-personality smartphone, a phone that provides clearly distinguished user contexts
(personalities), typically for work versus leisure. Specifically, our task is to verify that it does
not leak sensitive information intended only for one of those personalities, which we classify
High (Figure 2b), to locations belonging to the other, which we classify Low (Figure 2c).
Here and generally, our attacker model is an entity that can read from the system’s untrusted sinks: some subset of permanently Low-classified locations not subject to synchronisation.
In our example, this may include WLAN device registers in a hostile environment.
The smartphone’s UI system consists of a number of threads running concurrently with a
shared address space, and we aim to verify that as a whole it satisfies the security requirement.
But to avoid a state space explosion that is exponential in the number of threads, we must
do this compositionally: one thread at a time, then combining the results of these analyses.
We focus on a particular worker thread (Figure 2a), the one responsible for sending
touchscreen input from the source variable to its intended destination.
The first challenge is that the destination depends on which personality the phone is
currently providing, which is indicated by the value of domain. This is reflected by the
classification of source being dependent on the value of domain: source is classified Low
exactly when domain = LOW (where LOW is a designated constant), and is classified High
otherwise. Due to this dependency, domain is known as a control variable of source.
The second challenge is the worker thread runs in a shared address space that might
be accessed or modified by other threads, for various purposes. One of these threads may
be responsible for maintaining that domain = LOW exactly when the phone indicates it is

1

The wr-compiler totals ∼7k lines, and verification + compilation of the 2-thread CDDC model totals
∼1.6k lines of Isabelle proof script, excluding whitespace and comments. See “Supplement Material”.
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while TRUE do
lock(workspace_lock);
while !suspended do
lock(source_lock);
workspace := source;
/* . . . operations on workspace . . . */
if domain = LOW then
low_sink := workspace

(b) The phone providing the High personality:
domain 6= LOW, and source is classified High to
reflect that the user might type in secrets.

else
high_sink := workspace;
workspace := 0
fi;
unlock(source_lock)
od;
unlock(workspace_lock);
while suspended do skip od
od
(a) Input processing worker thread program.

(c) The phone displaying visual indicators that it
is providing the Low personality: domain = LOW,
and source is classified Low to reflect that we trust
the user not to type in secrets.

Figure 2 Example: Touchscreen input processing for a dual-personality smartphone.

providing the Low personality (Figure 2c), so the user knows not to type in anything sensitive.
Another thread may be responsible for assigning suspended := TRUE when the user turns the
phone’s screen off, to make the worker stop processing touchscreen input. We may then wish
for workspace to be usable by some other thread – e.g. processing input from a fingerprint
scanner – in such a way that it can assume workspace no longer contains any sensitive values.
When we analyse one thread like this worker in terms of our compositional security
property (Subsection 2.1), all of the other threads in the system are trusted to do two things:
1. They follow a synchronisation scheme: here, if read- or write-access to a certain variable
is governed by a lock, they must hold it in order to access the variable in that manner.
2. They themselves do not leak values from High-classified locations (we refer to such values
themselves as High) to Low-classified locations that are read-accessible to other threads.
Note we are proving that the thread we are analysing can be trusted in the same way.
Even under these assumptions, the concurrency gives rise to some tricky considerations.
Firstly, it is important that no thread in the system (including the thread under analysis)
modifies any control variables carelessly. For example, writing domain := LOW immediately
after the worker reads a High value from source, will cause it to leak to low_sink. To prevent
this, the worker uses source_lock, granting it exclusive write-access to source and domain.
Furthermore as noted above, we may want to ensure that a non-attacker-observable
location is nevertheless cleared of any sensitive values before being used by another thread.
In our example, we classify workspace Low for the analysis to enforce this when the worker
is suspended, but as the worker sometimes uses it to process High values, it is important to
know workspace is accessible only to the worker during that time. To ensure this, the worker
uses workspace_lock, granting it exclusive read- and write-access to workspace. It is then
responsible for clearing it of any High values by the time it releases exclusive read-access.
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Concurrent value-dependent noninterference (CVDNI)

Having illustrated the challenges with an example, we now focus on the formalisation of our
information-flow security property CVDNI, which we target with our per-thread analysis,
and which our compiler preserves. It is defined in terms of two main elements:
1. a binary strong low-bisimulation (modulo modes) relation B between program configurations, that establishes the required information-flow security property. Like Goguen
& Meseguer-style noninterference [10], any states it relates must agree on their “low”
portions, and it demands that lock-step execution preserve that correspondence. This
section will explain how it is specialised further for shared-variable concurrency.
2. a classification function L that determines the “low” portion of a program configuration,
thus affecting B’s requirements. Unlike [10] however, L here can depend on values in the
program configuration itself, thus expressing dynamic and not just static classifications.
We now present definitions from Section III-2b of our previous work [22] simplified
as noted. The theory is parameterised over the type of values Val, a finite set of shared
variables Var, and a deterministic evaluation step semantics
between local configurations
(of a thread in a concurrent program) each denoted by a triple htps, mds, memi:
tps is the thread-private state, which is permanently inaccessible to the attacker and the
other threads. Note that due to this inaccessibility, we allow the user of the theory to
parameterise the type of tps, and do not impose any particular structure.
mds :: Mode ⇒ Var set is the (access) mode state, which is ghost state associating each
Mode = {AsmNoW, AsmNoRW, GuarNoW, GuarNoRW} with a set of shared variables. Intuitively, it identifies the set of variables for which the thread currently possesses
(or respects) a kind of exclusivity of access granted (or obligated) by a synchronisation
scheme. This facilitates compositional, assume-guarantee [11] style reasoning. For example, when our worker thread holds source_lock, it assumes no other threads write to
source or its control variable ({source, domain} ⊆ mds AsmNoW), otherwise it guarantees it does not write to them (GuarNoW). Similarly, holding workspace_lock it
assumes no other threads read or write to workspace (workspace ∈ mds AsmNoRW),
and at all other times it makes the corresponding guarantee (GuarNoRW).
mem :: Mem is shared memory considered potentially accessible to the attacker and
other threads. In order to make what is accessible amenable to analysis, we impose the
structure Mem = Var ⇒ Val, a total map from shared variable names to their values.
The theory is then further parameterised by the value-dependent classification function
L :: Mem ⇒ Var ⇒ {High, Low}, and a function Cvars :: Var ⇒ Var set that returns all the
control variables of a given variable. In our worker thread example, L mem x gives:
High when x is high_sink, meaning high_sink is classified High at all times.
when x is source: Low if mem domain = LOW, and High otherwise.
Low for all other variables x, meaning they are classified Low at all times.
The set C = {y | ∃x. y ∈ Cvars x} is then defined to contain all control variables in the
system. Thus in our worker thread example, Cvars source = {domain} and C = {domain}.
To support compositionality for concurrent programs, the “low” portion demanded
to be equal by the analysis is tightened up to be modulo modes – it includes non-control
variables only if they are assumed to be readable by other threads according to the mode state:
readable mds x ≡ x ∈
/ mds AsmNoRW. Thus intuitively, the user of the theory should model
permanent untrusted output sinks of the whole concurrent program, as variables for which
L always returns Low, ungoverned by any synchronisation scheme that the attacker cannot
be trusted to follow. (In our example, low_sink is untrusted permanently in this way, but
workspace is untrusted only when unlocked.) The notion of observational indistinguishability
used for the noninterference property is then defined over memories as follows.
ITP 2019
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I Definition 1 (Low-equivalent memories modulo modes).
mem 1 =Low
mds mem 2 ≡
∀x. x ∈ C ∨ L mem 1 x = Low ∧ readable mds x −→ mem1 x = mem 2 x
Low
For this paper, we will use notation lc 1 =Low
mds lc 2 to lift =mds to local program configurations,
asserting also that lc 1 and lc 2 are modes-equal (have the same mode state). Additionally, we
will use notation lc 1 =mds lc 2 to denote (alone) that lc 1 and lc 2 are modes-equal.
The per-thread compositional security property com-secure asserts the existence of a
witness relation B for every possible observationally equivalent pair of starting configurations:

I Definition 2 (Per-thread compositional CVDNI property).
com-secure (tps, mds) ≡ ∀mem1 mem 2 . mem 1 =Low
mds mem 2 −→
(∃B. strong-low-bisim-mm B ∧ (htps, mds, mem 1 i, htps, mds, mem 2 i) ∈ B)
where all such witness relations B must be a strong low-bisimulation (modulo modes):
strong-low-bisim-mm B ≡ cg-consistent B ∧ sym B ∧
(∀lc 1 lc 2 . (lc 1 , lc 2 ) ∈ B ∧ lc 1 =mds lc 2 −→ lc 1 =Low
mds lc 2 ∧
(∀lc 01 . lc 1

lc 01 −→ (∃lc 02 . lc 2

lc 02 ∧ lc 01 =mds lc 02 ∧ (lc 01 , lc 02 ) ∈ B)))

That is, B must maintain observational indistinguishability by requiring that all configuration pairs it relates that have the same mode state, are low-equivalent modulo modes.
Furthermore, it must be a bisimulation by being symmetric and progressing to itself : any
step taken by one of the configurations must be able to be matched by a step taken by the
configuration related to it, such that the destinations remain related by B (and modes-equal).
Finally – and the most crucial element ensuring the property’s compositionality for
concurrent programs – is the condition that B must be cg-consistent: closed under globally
consistent changes made to memory by other threads, which is to say, changes that preserve
low-equivalence and are permitted by the current mode state mds. Specifically, the environment (of other threads) is permitted to change either of variable x’s value or its classification
only when x is writable: writable mds x ≡ x ∈
/ mds AsmNoW ∧ x ∈
/ mds AsmNoRW.
I Definition 3 (Closedness under globally consistent changes).
cg-consistent B ≡ ∀tps 1 mem 1 tps 2 mem 2 mds.
(htps 1 , mds, mem 1 i, htps 2 , mds, mem 2 i) ∈ B −→
(∀mem 01 mem 02 . (∀x. (mem 1 x 6= mem 01 x ∨ mem 2 x 6= mem 02 x ∨
0
L mem 1 x 6= L mem 01 x) −→ writable mds x) ∧ mem 01 =Low
mds mem 2 −→

(htps 1 , mds, mem 01 i, htps 2 , mds, mem 02 i) ∈ B)
Theorem 3.1 of our prior work [22] then gives us that the parallel composition of com-secure
programs is itself a program that enforces a system-wide value-dependent noninterference
property (sys-secure, for whose details we refer the reader to Section III-2(a) of [22]).

2.2

CVDNI-preserving refinement

Having described the formal security property that we wish to be preserved under refinement
(and compilation), we now define formally a suitable notion of secure refinement that preserves
it. The proof of CVDNI-preserving refinement for a thread of a concurrent program relies on
two binary relations (illustrated by Figure 3) to be nominated by the user of the theory:

R. Sison and T. Murray
if h 6= 0 then
x := y
else
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reg3 := h;

...

if reg3 6= 0 then
skip;

else

fi
(a) Abstract if-conditional.
Relation R pairs configurations of
this program with configurations of
the program in Figure 3b that are
of the same-shaded region.

reg1 := y;
reg2 := z;

skip;
reg0 := y;

x := y + z

reg0 := reg1 + reg2 ;

x := reg0
...

x := reg0
fi

(b) Concrete if-conditional. Relation I pairs configurations of
this program as shown by the dashed lines.

Figure 3 Excerpts from refinement example [22] that was used to compare proof effort (Section 4).

1. a refinement relation R relating local configurations of the abstract program to local
configurations of the concrete program: abstract must simulate concrete, in a sense typical
of much other work on program refinement, including compiler verification efforts.
2. a concrete coupling invariant I that allows us to use B and R to build a new strong
low-bisimulation (modulo modes) for the concrete program, by discarding unreachable
pairs of local configurations after the refinement. It thereby witnesses that any changes a
refinement (or compiler) makes to execution time, do not introduce any timing channels.
The essence of the proof technique is to require that a number of conditions – analogous to
those for strong-low-bisim-mm – be imposed on the nominated R and I in relation to a given
witness relation B establishing CVDNI for the abstract program. The definitions to follow
are adapted from Murray et al. [22] Section V. For better readability, we present a simplified
version in which no new shared variables are added by the refinement. Consequently we
introduce the notation =mem
mds to denote that two local configurations have equal mode state
and memory, regardless of whether relating configurations of the same or differing languages.
Regarding the maintenance of modes- and observational-equivalence across the relation,
the restrictions on refinement are tighter than those that applied to strong-low-bisim-mm.
The refinement relation R is required to preserve the shared memory in its entirety:
I Definition 4 (Preservation of modes and memory).
preserves-modes-mem R ≡ ∀lc A lc C . (lc A , lc C ) ∈ R −→ lc A =mem
mds lc C
Regarding the closedness under changes by other threads that ensures compositionality for
concurrency, on I we again impose cg-consistent (Definition 3) from Subsection 2.1. However
in the case of R, we instead impose closed-others, a simplification of cg-consistent considering
only environmental actions that affect the memories on both sides of the relation identically.
Furthermore it ensures equality of all shared variables, not just those judged observable:
I Definition 5 (Closedness of refinements under changes by others).
closed-others R ≡ ∀tps A tps C mds mem mem 0 .
(htps A , mds, memiA , htps C , mds, memiC ) ∈ R) ∧
(∀x. (mem x 6= mem0 x ∨ L mem x 6= L mem 0 x) −→ writable mds x) −→
(htps A , mds, mem 0 iA , htps C , mds, mem 0 iC ) ∈ R)

ITP 2019
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The final major requirement for CVDNI-preservation is then to prove R and I closed
simultaneously under the pairwise executions of the concrete and abstract programs, using
the aforementioned cube-shaped diagram (coupling-inv-pres, Figure 1) whose edges are pairs
in B, R, and I. All that then remains is for the nominated concrete coupling invariant I to
be symmetric, and the predicate secure-refinement puts together all the requirements:
I Definition 6 (Requirements for secure refinement of the per-thread CVDNI property).
secure-refinement B R I ≡ preserves-modes-mem R ∧ closed-others R ∧
cg-consistent I ∧ sym I ∧ coupling-inv-pres B R I
Theorem 5.1 of our prior work [22] gives us that under the aforementioned conditions,
B C of B R I ≡ {(lc 1C , lc 2C ) | ∃lc 1A lc 2A . (lc 1A , lc 1C ) ∈ R ∧ (lc 2A , lc 2C ) ∈ R ∧
(lc 1A , lc 2A ) ∈ B ∧ lc 1C =Low
mds lc 2C ∧ (lc 1C , lc 2C ) ∈ I}
is a witness strong-low-bisim-mm for the concrete program:
strong-low-bisim-mm B ∧ secure-refinement B R I =⇒ strong-low-bisim-mm (B C of B R I)

3

Decomposition principle for CVDNI-preserving refinement

Having presented our previous work [22]’s formalisation of our security property CVDNI and
its preservation by refinement, we now present our first contribution: an alternative way of
proving secure-refinement (Definition 6) that does away with the use of the cube-shaped, twosided refinement obligation coupling-inv-pres B R I (depicted by Figure 1), by decomposing
its concerns into (1) proving R closed under the pairwise executions of the concrete and
abstract programs alone using a square-shaped diagram (depicted by Figure 4a, which is akin
to ordinary semantics-preserving refinement), and (2) a number of smaller and more separable
obligations gathered together under the side-condition predicate decomp-refinement-safe.
I Definition 7 (Decomposed requirements for CVDNI-preserving secure refinement).
secure-refinement-decomp B R I abs-steps ≡
preserves-modes-mem R ∧ closed-others R ∧ cg-consistent I ∧ sym I ∧
decomp-refinement-safe B R I abs-steps ∧ (∀lc A lc C . (lc A , lc C ) ∈ R −→
(∀lc 0C . lc C

C

lc 0C −→ (∃lc 0A . lc A

(abs-steps lcA lcC )
A

lc 0A ∧ (lc 0A , lc 0C ) ∈ R)))

The decomposition requires the provision of a new refinement parameter that we will call
abs-steps or the pacing function, whose role is to dictate the pace of the refinement by
returning the number of abstract steps that ought to be taken for a single concrete step, for
a given abstract-concrete local configuration pair related by R. The side-conditions on all of
the refinement parameters (depicted by Figures 4b, 4c) are then defined as follows:
I Definition 8 (Side-conditions for CVDNI-preserving refinement decomposition).
decomp-refinement-safe B R I abs-steps ≡ ∀lc 1A lc 2A lc 1C lc 2C . (lc 1A , lc 2A ) ∈ B ∧
lc 1A =mds lc 2A ∧ (lc 1A , lc 1C ) ∈ R ∧ (lc 2A , lc 2C ) ∈ R ∧ (lc 1C , lc 2C ) ∈ I ∧ lc 1C =mds lc 2C
−→ stops lc 1C = stops lc 2C ∧ abs-steps lc 1A lc 1C = abs-steps lc 2A lc 2C ∧
(∀lc 01C lc 02C . lc 1C

C

lc 01C ∧ lc 2C

C

lc 02C −→ (lc 01C , lc 02C ) ∈ I ∧ lc 01C =mds lc 02C )
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2A
A

abs-steps A C
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abs-steps 2A 2C
=
abs-steps 1A 1C

2A

B
1A

R

R
R

R

R

R
2C

C
1

C0

(a) Refinement preservation for
relation R under program execution paced by abs-steps.

I
1C

stops 2C
=
stops 1C

(b) Consistency of pacing and
stopping behaviour, to prevent
timing and termination leaks.

2C

1

I
1C

1

2C 0

I

1C 0

(c) Closedness of the coupling
invariant relation I under lockstep program execution.

Figure 4 Graphical depictions of refinement decomposition obligations.

On the intuitive meaning of the side-conditions in Definition 8:
stops lc 1C = stops lc 2C ensures that the refinement has not introduced any termination leaks, by asserting consistent stopping behaviour for I-related concrete program
configurations, which we know to be observationally indistinguishable.
abs-steps lc 1A lc 1C = abs-steps lc 2A lc 2C ensures that the refinement has not introduced
any timing leaks, by asserting consistency of the pace of the refinement for R-related
program configurations, which we again know to be observationally indistinguishable.
The final ∀-quantified clause asserts I’s suitability as a coupling invariant, in that it must
remain closed under lockstep evaluation of the concrete program configurations it relates.
Furthermore it must maintain mode state equality with each lockstep evaluation, which
ensures that the refinement has not introduced any inconsistencies in the memory access
assumptions and guarantees needed for the concurrent compositionality of the property.
Note the B- and R-edges in Figure 4c may capture useful facts about a particular program
verification technique and compiler, so their availability as assumptions is intended to reduce
greatly the effort needed to specify a coupling invariant I and prove it satisfies the condition.
Assuming the fulfilment of all of the decomposed requirements, we obtain that they are a
sound method for establishing secure refinement of the per-thread CVDNI property:
I Theorem 9 (Soundness of secure-refinement-decomp).
secure-refinement-decomp B R I abs-steps =⇒ secure-refinement B R I
In the interests of brevity we relegate proof sketches for all results to the extended version of
the paper, and for fuller details we refer the reader to our Isabelle/HOL formalisation.
We now devote our attention to two instantiations of this new decomposition principle:
(Section 4) for a proof of CVDNI-preservation for the refinement of a program that branches
on a secret, and (Subsection 5.5) for the proof of CVDNI-preservation by a compiler.

4

Proof effort comparison

To demonstrate how the decomposition principle reduces proof complexity and effort, we
returned to the example refinement discussed in Section V-E of our previous work [22], an
excerpt of which is shown in Figure 3. The abstract program (9 imperative commands)
branches on a sensitive value, and executes a single atomic expression assignment in each
branch. Its refinement (to 16 commands) models expansion of the expressions into multiple
steps, resolving a timing disparity between the two branches by padding with skip.
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We use proof size as a proxy for proof effort, since the former is known to be strongly linearly correlated with the latter [28]. Formalised in Isabelle/HOL as EgHighBranchRevC.thy
[21], the proof line count for that theory stood at about 4.6K lines of definitions and proof,
of which approx. 3.6K line were proofs. Adapting the proof instead to use the decomposition
principle secure-refinement-decomp (Definition 7), the proof line count drops from 3.6K to
approx. 2K, a 44% reduction. Regarding definition changes, the new proof makes <10 lines
of adaptations to a coupling invariant and pacing function used by the old proof, and adds
about 30 lines worth of new helper definitions, for use with the decomposition principle. The
rest of the theory and its external dependencies remain in common between the two versions.
As would be expected, the bulk of the deletions are from the full cube-shaped refinement
diagram proof (Figure 1) of secure-refinement (Definition 6) for the refinement relation. The
surviving parts of that proof just become the square-shaped refinement diagram proof (Figure 4a) of secure-refinement-decomp without much modification. The deletions are replaced
by newly added proofs of the three sub-obligations of decomp-refinement-safe (Definition 8).

5

The Covern wr-compiler

Having presented our new decomposition principle for CVDNI-preserving refinement, we now
turn to our compiler, whose most notable features for formal proof of secure refinement are:
1. Its implementation tracks variable stability (Subsection 5.4) responsive to use of locking
primitives, to know when accesses to shared variables are safe to optimise, and when
register contents can be still be considered consistent with shared variable contents.
2. Its verification uses a pacing function (Subsubsection 5.5.2) and coupling invariant
(Subsubsection 5.5.3) as the decomposition demands, to ensure it does not introduce
timing leaks.
First, we describe its source and target languages, and parameters to the compilation.

5.1

Source language

The Covern wr-compiler – short for While-to-RISC compiler – takes the simple imperative
language with while-looping and lock-based synchronisation targeted by the Covern program
logic [20], which we will refer to as While, consisting of the commands cmd:
exp ::= n | v | exp ⊕ exp
cmd ::= skip | cmd ; cmd | if exp then cmd else cmd fi |
while exp do cmd od | v := exp |
lock(k) | unlock(k)
The language is parameterised over a type of values Val, and binary operators ⊕ :: Val ⇒
Val ⇒ Val. Constants n :: Val; v :: Var and k :: Lock are (resp.) shared program- and
lock-variables. The semantics of the locking primitives lock(k) and unlock(k) is informed
by a locking discipline provided by the user of the theory as a parameter (see Subsection 5.3).
We leave for future work adding support for pointers and arrays, which we believe will be
straightforward because our assume-guarantee framework already provides the means to
encode the memory footprint of a command in a way that depends on values in memory.
We assume that the underlying concurrent execution model (e.g. operating system,
scheduler) for the While language prevents threads from seeing each others’ current program
location, and thus (as in previous work [22, 19]) the While program command c :: cmd
being executed we model as thread-private state: hc, mds, memiw . In contrast, all program
variables v :: Var and lock variables k :: Lock reside in the shared memory mem.
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Target language

The wr-compiler’s target is a generic RISC-style assembly language like that of Tedesco et
al. [29] but with lock-based synchronisation primitives added, which we will refer to as RISC:
I ::= [l :]B
B ::= Load r v | Store v r | Jmp l | Jz l r | Nop
MoveK r n | MoveR r r | Op ⊕ r r
LockAcq k | LockRel k
The language is parameterised over the same value type V al and binary operators ⊕,
shared program variables v :: Var and shared lock variables k :: Lock as the While language.
Presently, direct-addressing Load and Store instructions (referring to registers r :: Reg) are
adequate for RISC to implement all existing While features, and we expect adding indirect
addressing to RISC to be as straightforward as adding pointer and array support to While.
RISC program texts P are just lists of binary instructions I, each optionally associated
with a label l :: Lab. We assume that the underlying concurrency model for the RISC language
(e.g. OS, scheduler etc.) prevents one thread from reading the program code (instructions)
of another,2 as well as another’s registers (including the program counter). Thus, we model
the distinguished program counter register’s value pc :: nat, program text P , and register
bank regs :: Reg ⇒ Val as thread-private state: h((pc, P ), regs), mds, memir . Apart from this
adaptation to our triple format, evaluation semantics follows that of the RISC target of [29].
Finally, like Tedesco et al. [29] we generalise over the (user-supplied) register allocation
scheme, and assume there are enough registers to service the maximum depth of expressions
in the source program. We leave for future work the modelling and analysis of a compiler
phase that spills register contents to memory, in order to make this assumption unnecessary.

5.3

Locking discipline

Like the Covern logic [20], we assume that the While language program being compiled
follows a certain locking discipline, about which the compiler has knowledge, so as to ensure
that the RISC program it produces follows the same discipline.
The user of the theory provides the details of the locking discipline in the form of a lock
interpretation parameter: lock-interp :: Lock ⇒ (Var set × Var set), which for each lock
gives the two non-overlapping sets of program variables over which acquiring the lock grants
exclusive permission to write, (resp.) read and write. These permissions are then reflected in
the way the semantics of the While and RISC locking primitives act on the mode state.
Regarding lock interpretations and the way they interact with the user-provided valuedependent classification function L (see Subsection 2.1), we inherit a few cleanliness conditions
from that earlier work [20], chief of which are that lock variables k cannot be control variables,
a lock variable k governing access to a program variable v must govern the same kind of
access to all of v’s control variables, and L must classify all lock variables as Low.
2

As is usual for program analyses, we omit any explicit modelling of the microarchitectural state
used by superscalar processors (like CPU caches, and state relied on by speculative and out-of-order
execution, on whose behaviour attacks like Spectre [13] and Meltdown [16] relied). We argue however
that our present assumptions are reasonable under two circumstances: when there is no such state
(e.g. on microcontrollers like AVR [7]), or when such state is correctly partitioned by the underlying
hardware [30] or the OS [8] – if the hardware allows it [9]! In the latter case, our analysis assumes
that microarchitectural state footprints are partitioned according to thread (for memory containing
program text) and according to classification by L (for shared memory), and furthermore that each
value-dependently classified region is given a distinct partition that is flushed on reclassification.
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5.4

Compiler implementation and tracking of shared variable stability

We chose as a starting point the compilation scheme of [29], on the basis of their preserving a
noninterference property that like ours exhibits resilience to changes made by an environment
– in their case, intended for fault-resilience. Aiming to repurpose that for shared-variable
concurrency, we adapted it to Isabelle, implementing it as a primitive recursive function:
compile-cmd :: CompRec ⇒ Lab option ⇒ Lab ⇒ cmd ⇒
(I × CompRec) list × Lab option × Lab × CompRec × bool
where we choose Lab = nat for RISC instruction labels, and the compilation record type
CompRec is bookkeeping maintained by the compiler that we will describe further below.
A typical invocation to compile a While program c :: cmd takes the form:
(PCs, l0 , nl 0 , C 0 , failed) = compile-cmd C l nl c

(1)

Here, compile-cmd takes an initial compilation record C, an optional entry label l, and the
next available label nl, and for the benefit of the next invocation returns an optional exit
label l0 if one is used by the program just compiled, the new next available label nl 0 , and a
final compilation record C 0 . We leave details of label allocation and its impact on achieving
sequential composability for compiled RISC programs to the extended version of the paper.
In addition to the output RISC program P :: I list itself, a call to compile-cmd also
outputs every CompRec associated with the state of the program just before executing
every instruction in P . These are returned zipped up together with P as the CompRecannotated RISC program PCs :: (I × CompRec) list. (P can trivially be recovered as
map fst PCs.) Finally, compile-cmd may return True for failed to reject the input program,
such as when it detects a data race (see below), or if expression depth exceeds the assumed
limit (Subsection 5.2).
In the style of the compilation scheme on which it was based [29], the wr-compiler maintains
a register record Φ :: reg * exp, i.e. a partial map of registers to expressions on shared
variables. In addition to using it to compile away any unnecessary loads from variables in
shared memory, we also use it to ensure that an expression calculated by RISC in registers
is equal to the value of the expression as if it had all been calculated by While in one step.
This is especially important when writing the result of an expression back to shared memory,
because the refinement is required to maintain all shared memory values.
New to the wr-compiler is the responsibility of maintaining an assumption record, which it
uses primarily to detect and reject programs with data races on shared memory, and to rule
out the introduction of any new ones. Each assumption record S :: (Var set × Var set) is a
pair tracking the set of variables on which (resp.) AsmNoW, AsmNoRW assumptions
are currently active at a given point in the program being compiled. As a secondary concern
we also use it to assert that the two sides of any if-conditional branches act consistently on
the mode state, and that while-loops restore the original mode state on termination.
A compilation record C = (Φ, S) :: CompRec is then just a register/assumption record
pair. For readability, we use regrec, asmrec to denote (resp.) a CompRec’s fst, snd projections.
To explain how the compilation record is used to rule out data races, and to ensure
consistency of expression evaluation between source and target program, firstly we must
introduce the concept of stability of a variable v according to an assumption record S:
var-stable S v ≡ v ∈ (fst S ∪ snd S) ∧ (∀v 0 ∈ Cvars v. v 0 ∈ (fst S ∪ snd S))
In short, this means that the variable and all its control variables (Cvars v) are recorded as
having either of AsmNoW or AsmNoRW active on them.
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For register record entries to be of any help in ensuring consistency of While and RISC
expression evaluation, we exclude expression evaluation on data race-prone variables by
lifting the concept of stability to register records. The following predicate asserts internal
consistency of the compilation record C created by compile-cmd, in the sense that the register
record may only map to expressions that mention variables that are recorded as stable by
the assumption record accompanying it. (Here, ran denotes the range of a map.)
regrec-stable C ≡ ∀e ∈ ran (regrec C). (∀v ∈ exp-vars e. var-stable (asmrec C) v)
To ensure that an input While program maintains register record stability, we define the
predicate no-unstable-exprs c C to capture the requirement that a program c, if started with a
configuration consistent with compilation record C, will never access a lock-protected variable
without holding the relevant lock. (It also checks the secondary, mode-state consistency
concerns of the assumption record mentioned earlier.) We implement it as a simple static
check carried out by a primitive recursive function on the structure of While programs.
Together, regrec-stable and no-unstable-exprs make up the main two requirements of a
predicate compile-cmd-input-reqs C l nl c imposed on the input arguments to compile-cmd,
which gives us enough information to prove a lemma that compile-cmd only ever outputs
stable register records. Full details of these we leave to the extended version of the paper.

5.5

Proof of CVDNI-preserving compilation

Having covered the most significant aspects of the Covern wr-compiler’s parameters and
machinery, we can now present the refinement relation Rwr (Subsubsection 5.5.1), pacing
function abs-stepswr (Subsubsection 5.5.2), and coupling invariant Iwr (Subsubsection 5.5.3)
that we use with our new decomposition principle (of Section 3) to prove that it preserves
CVDNI (Subsubsection 5.5.4).

5.5.1

Refinement relation Rwr and its invariants

Just like our example R of Figure 3, Rwr pairs abstract with concrete configurations.
Here, we will focus on Rwr ’s most notable characteristics for understanding why it is
suitable to describe a CVDNI-preserving compilation.3 We focus on the case if_expr of Rwr ,
which relates the expression evaluation part of the While program if e then c1 else c2 fi,
with the corresponding part (including the conditional jump Jz after expression evaluation)
of the RISC program obtained by running compile-cmd on it. (Variables ignored are in gray.)
I Example 10 (Introduction rule for case if_expr of Rwr ).
c = if e then c1 else c2 fi
compile-cmd-input-reqs C l nl c
(PCs, l0 , nl 2 , C 0 , False) = compile-cmd C l nl c
(Pe , r, C1 , False) = compile-expr C ∅ l e
(P1 , l1 , nl 1 , C2 , False) = compile-cmd C1 None (Suc (Suc nl)) c1
pc ≤ length Pe
(P2 , l2 , nl 2 , C3 , False) = compile-cmd C1 (Some nl) nl 1 c2
Cpc = (map snd PCs ! pc)
compiled-cmd-config-consistent Cpc regs mds mem
regrec-stable Cpc
∀mds 0 mem 0 regs 0 . compiled-cmd-config-consistent C1 regs 0 mds 0 mem 0 ∧ regrec-stable C1
−→ ((hc1 , mds 0 , mem 0 iw , h((0, map fst P1 ), regs 0 ), mds 0 , mem 0 ir ) ∈ Rwr ∧
(hc2 , mds 0 , mem 0 iw , h((0, map fst P2 ), regs 0 ), mds 0 , mem 0 ir ) ∈ Rwr )
(hc, mds, memiw , h((pc, map fst PCs), regs), mds, memir ) ∈ Rwr
3

We provide an informal description of all of the cases, their purpose, and the invariants they maintain,
along with a code listing from compile-cmd relevant to the part that will be presented, in the extended
version of our paper. For full details, we refer the reader to the Isabelle formalisation.
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This is a fairly typical case of Rwr in a number of respects:
Firstly, there is a direct reference to the call to compile-cmd for the given While program.
Secondly, various guards (compiled-cmd-config-consistent introduced below, and regrec-stable
defined in Subsection 5.4) are asserted in order to restrict the scope of Rwr only to consider
wellformed local program configurations that line up with the conditions captured by the
compilation record. Thirdly, the inductive references to Rwr for P1 and P2 , the branches of
the conditional that have not been reached yet, are quantified over all configurations that
obey the guards compiled-cmd-config-consistent and regrec-stable relative to C1 , the initial
compilation record for each of the sub-calls to compile-cmd for those sub-programs.
The guard compiled-cmd-config-consistent mentioned above asserts that the compilation
record C is consistent with the registers regs, memory mem and mode state mds.
compiled-cmd-config-consistent C regs mds mem ≡
(∀r e. (regrec C) r = Some e −→ regs r = evexp mem e) ∧
asmrec C = (mds AsmNoW, mds AsmNoRW)
Firstly, for all entries in register record mapping some register r to some expression e, the
value held in r of the register bank regs must match the value of e if evaluated under memory
mem. Secondly, the assumption record must consist exactly of the program variables the
mode state mds says have AsmNoW, AsmNoRW on them respectively.
As we will see in Theorem 17, compiled-cmd-config-consistent also serves as initial configuration requirements for compiled programs: only configurations obeying them may be used
to initialise a RISC program compiled by the wr-compiler with initial compilation record C.
With Rwr specified, we then prove the two requirements for secure-refinement-decomp that
pertain to Rwr alone: preserves-modes-mem (Definition 4) and closed-others (Definition 5).
I Lemma 11 (Rwr preserves modes and memory). preserves-modes-mem Rwr
I Lemma 12 (Rwr is closed under changes by others). closed-others Rwr

5.5.2

Refinement pacing function abs-stepswr

We now nominate an abs-steps function, determining the pace at which While programs
progress in comparison to the RISC programs that they are compiled to by the wr-compiler.
To assist here and elsewhere, we define a primitive recursive helper leftmost-cmd that
given a sequence of ;-separated While commands, strips all but the first: given c1 ; c2 it
returns leftmost-cmd c1 , and given any other While program c it returns c.
Our pacing function abs-stepswr primarily looks at the form of the RISC program instruction about to be executed. The RISC instructions are divided into three categories:
Instructions output by compile-expr: Load, Op, and MoveK. For these, abs-stepswr
returns 1 if the leftmost-cmd of the While program is while e do c od, to allow it to
step to if e then (c ; while e do c od) else stop fi concurrently with the first RISC step
of the compiled expression itself. Otherwise, abs-stepswr returns 0 to indicate the While
program standing still while the RISC program takes new steps to evaluate the expression.
“Epilogue” steps: Jmp and Nop when used for control flow at the end of a smaller
compiled program in the context of a larger one. For these, abs-stepswr returns 0.
All other RISC instructions are assumed to proceed at a lockstep pace with the While
command they were compiled from, and for these abs-stepswr returns 1.
Having nominated abs-stepswr and Rwr , we now have the parameters over which we are
obliged to prove refinement preservation (Figure 4a) as demanded by secure-refinement-decomp
(Definition 7). To this end, we prove firstly (elided to the extended version) that every step of
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execution of a RISC program produced by the wr-compiler from a While program, maintains
the consistency demanded by compiled-cmd-config-consistent between configurations and
compilation records. Also, we must prove a correctness lemma for the expression compiler:
I Lemma 13. (PCs, r, C 0 , False) = compile-expr C A l e =⇒ (regrec C 0 ) r = Some e
Armed with these facts, we can now prove the main refinement preservation result:
I Lemma 14 (Rwr is a refinement paced by abs-stepswr ).
∀lc w lc r . (lc w , lc r ) ∈ Rwr −→ (∀lc 0r . lc r
(∃lc 0w . lc w

5.5.3

(abs-stepswr lcw lcr )
w

r

lc 0r −→

lc 0w ∧ (lc 0w , lc 0r ) ∈ Rwr ))

Concrete coupling invariant Iwr

The next element needed is the concrete coupling invariant Iwr , which we define as follows:
Iwr ≡ {(h((pc, P ), regs), mds, memir , h((pc 0 , P 0 ), regs 0 ), mds 0 , mem 0 ir ) | (pc, P ) = (pc 0 , P 0 )}
In other words, Iwr asserts that we only need compare local configurations that are
at the same location pc = pc 0 of the same RISC program P = P 0 . When used in concert
with a no-high-branching B (see Subsubsection 5.5.4), the effect of Iwr is to ensure that the
wr-compiler has not introduced any new branching on sensitive values.

5.5.4

Successful compilations are CVDNI-preserving refinements

We are ready to prove preservation. First we qualify that we allow only strong-low-bisim-mm B
that describe only While-programs with no branching on High-classified values, as follows:
no-high-branching B ≡
∀c c0 mds mem mem 0 . (hc, mds, memiw , hc0 , mds, mem 0 iw ) ∈ B −→ c = c0 ∧
(∀e c1 c2 . leftmost-cmd c = if e then c1 else c2 fi −→ evexp mem e = evexp mem 0 e)
That is, it refuses to relate configurations at different program locations. Furthermore if
it is at a conditional branching point, the expression e determining which branch will be
taken evaluates to the same boolean value for both configurations’ memories. When imposed
on a relation that already ensures Low-equivalent memory modulo modes, this effectively
disallows any present or past branching on sensitive values. Then, for such programs:
I Lemma 15.

strong-low-bisim-mm B

no-high-branching B

secure-refinement-decomp B Rwr Iwr abs-stepswr

From this it follows immediately via Theorem 9 that Rwr with the help of Iwr describes a
CVDNI-preserving refinement for non-High-branching While programs:
I Corollary 16 (Rwr is a CVDNI-preserving refinement for non-High-branching programs).
strong-low-bisim-mm B ∧ no-high-branching B =⇒ secure-refinement B Rwr Iwr
Finally, we prove that successful compilation produces a RISC program related by Rwr to its
input While program, when started with corresponding and reasonable initial configurations:
I Theorem 17 (Successful compilations are refinements in Rwr ).
(PCs, l0 , nl 0 , C 0 , failed) = compile-cmd C l nl c
failed = False

compile-cmd-input-reqs C l nl c

compiled-cmd-config-consistent C regs mds mem

P = map fst PCs

(hc, mds, memiw , h((0, P ), regs), mds, memir ) ∈ Rwr
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6

Case study: the wr-compiler in action

To test the theory, we instantiated it and applied the wr-compiler to a While-language model
of the Cross Domain Desktop Compositor [5] (CDDC), a non-trivial concurrent program that
facilitates a trusted user’s interaction with multiple desktop machines of differing clearance.
The CDDC model to which we applied the compiler is a 2-thread program that was a
precursor to the 3-thread model that was verified using the Covern program logic [20].4
Each of the threads of the CDDC program (together about 150 lines of While) we proved
satisfy the compositional security property com-secure (Definition 2), using a precursor to
the Covern logic that yields CVDNI-witness bisimulations that are non-High-branching.
The resulting compiler is executable in Isabelle, meaning that compile-cmd can be executed on the While program text for each of the two threads to obtain their compilations
(together totalling about 250 RISC instructions) using the Isabelle tactic eval. The secure
compilation theorems (Subsubsection 5.5.4), together with strong-low-bisim-mm preservation
and compositionality for com-secure (Theorems 5.1, 3.1 of [22], mentioned in Section 2) then
allow us to derive that the compiled program is secure when its threads are run concurrently.
To our knowledge this is the first proof of source-level information-flow security being
carried by a verified compiler to an assembly-level model of a non-trivial concurrent program.

7

Related work

The following three works, like ours, focus on compilation preserving a form of noninterference.
Tedesco et al. [29] present a type-directed compilation scheme that preserves a faultresilient noninterference property. The compilation scheme of our wr-compiler was inspired by
theirs. Like our com-secure CVDNI security property that wr-compiler preserves, Tedesco et
al.’s security property is also strong bisimulation-based [27]. But where our property accounts
(via mode states) for controlled interference by other threads, theirs instead quantifies over
all possible interference by the environment with the memory contents. While this simplifies
their task of proving that their security property is preserved under compilation – as it
need not require the compiler to preserve the contents of memory – it means their security
property cannot capture value-dependent noninterference. In contrast, our wr-compiler must
obey our secure-refinement notion’s requirement that memory contents are preserved.5
Barthe et al. [2] consider the problem of preserving cryptographic constant-time policies, a
class of noninterference properties similar to CVDNI in its explicit consideration for capturing
timing-sensitivity. Barthe et al. consider a wider scope of common categories of compile-time
optimisations (than those performed by our wr-compiler), and mechanise proofs in Coq that
such optimisations preserve various constant-time security properties. The sharing of variables
in our setting severely limits the scope of our optimisations, to those that the compiler can
perform knowing that a shared variable is stable because it has been locked. At present, our
wr-compiler avoids redundant loads during expression compilation, but other optimisations
like loop hoisting and constant folding we are yet to implement. Their preservation proof
technique, constant-time simulation was developed independently to our original cube-shaped

4
5

We leave for future work an adaptation of the refinement theory and wr-compiler in order to support
the shared data invariants added by the Covern logic, required to verify the 3-thread CDDC model.
Consequently, we found and fixed a bug in their expression compiler (acknowledged privately) whereby
registers in use were incorrectly reallocated. Expressions like v + (v + 1) were thus compiled incorrectly
to programs yielding (v + 1) + (v + 1) instead, causing a violation of memory contents preservation.
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secure refinement definition [22]. Like ours, theirs is also a cube-shaped obligation and makes
use of a pacing function analogous to our abs-steps. Unlike our work here, Barthe et al. do
not give a general method for decomposing their cube-shaped simulation diagrams.
Neither of the above consider per-thread compositional compilation of concurrent, shared
memory programs, nor value-dependent noninterference policies – the focus of our theory and
compiler. Barthe et al. [4] however did aim to preserve noninterference of multithreaded programs by compilation, extending a prior (security) type-preserving compilation approach [3].
Their noninterference property however was termination- and timing-insensitive, so preventing
internal timing leaks relied on the scheduler disallowing certain interleavings between threads.
Also, their type-preservation argument was derived from a big-step semantics preservation
property for their compiler. Here we instead rely on preservation of a small-step semantics
(specifically memory contents), which is necessary for us to preserve value-dependent security
under compilation, as well as to avoid imposing non-standard requirements on the scheduler.
Other recent works have improved on fully abstract compilation (surveyed [23]) by mapping
out the spectrum [1] or developing specific forms [25] of robust property preservation, concerned
with robustness of source program (hyper)properties to concrete adversarial contexts. Like
Tedesco et al. [29], these works differ from ours in quantifying over a wider range of hostile
interference. They also focus prominently on changes to data types, which we do not support.
Thus, as a 2-safety hyperproperty quantifying over a lesser range of interference, we expect
CVDNI-preservation to be implied by R2HSP (robust 2-hypersafety preservation), but do
not expect it to imply any other secure compilation criterion on Abate et al.’s [1] spectrum.
While recently Patrignani and Garg [25] instantiated their robustly safe compilation
for shared-memory fork-join concurrent programs, it only preserves (1-)safety properties.
Previously however, Patrignani et al. [24] proved their trace-preserving compilation preserves
k-safety hyperproperties [6], including noninterference properties. However, it disallows the
removal or addition of trace entries, which would be necessary to change the passage of time
as seen in the observable trace events. Thus it excludes optimisations carried out by our
compiler (when it permits changes to pacing regulated by abs-steps) and studied by the two
other works [29, 2] on timing-sensitive security-preserving compilation mentioned above.
Finally, there has been much work on large-scale verified compilation [15, 14] some of which
has also treated compilation of shared-memory concurrent programs [17] including taking
weak-memory consistency into account [26]. Our work here does not consider the effects of
weak-memory models. However, it differs to prior work on verified concurrent compilation, in
that it formalises and proves a compiler’s ability to use information about the application’s
locking protocol, to exclude unsafe access to shared variables, and conversely to know when
it is safe to allow optimisations that would typically be excluded (see Subsection 5.4).

8

Conclusion

To our knowledge, we have presented the first mechanised verification that a compiler
preserves concurrent, value-dependent noninterference. To this end, we provided a general
decomposition principle for compositional, secure refinement. Although our compiler is a
proof-of-concept targeting simple source and target languages, we nevertheless applied it to
produce a verified assembly-level model of the CDDC [5], a non-trivial concurrent program.
This work serves to demonstrate that verified security-preserving compilation for concurrent programs is now within reach, by augmenting traditional proof obligations for verified
compilation (e.g. square-shaped semantics preservation) with those specific to security (e.g.
absence of termination- and timing-leaks) as depicted in Figure 4. We hope that this work
paves the way for future large-scale verified security-preserving compilation efforts.
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1

Introduction

Computable analysis is the theory of computing on continuous structures. Its roots are often
cited as going back to Turing’s fundamental paper from 1936 in which he introduced his
mathematical model of computation later known as Turing machine [62]. Turing’s original
definitions rely on the binary representation and he adapted them to the ones still used
today in his 1937 correction [63] with a pointer to earlier work by Brouwer. The theory of
computable functions on the real numbers was further developed in the 1950s by Grzegorczyk
and Lacombe in parallel [21, 33]. Later on, Kreitz and Weihrauch extended the theory to
apply to more general spaces and introduced the formal framework of representations that is
standard today [32, 65, 34]. The basic idea behind computable analysis is fairly simple: To
make uncountable structures available to computation, one encodes them by infinitary objects
that can still be operated on mechanically. Most commonly infinite strings are used, but more
conveniently one may use functions between discrete structures. An example for a reasonable
encoding of a real number is a function that provides arbitrarily accurate approximations.
To compute functions on the real numbers, one operates on such codes by means of allowing
calls to their values. Since the inputs and outputs of such functions can be chosen rational
and thus be described by finite means, this leads to a computational model that can properly
handle infinite inputs while remaining realistic in the sense of being implementable.
The model used in computable analysis is by far not the only popular model for computing
with functional inputs. Alternative approaches use similar access models but assume all
inputs to be computable, or deal with functional input by encoding via a Gödel numbering.
Many of these models are special cases from the perspective of computable analysis [2, 34].
The former of the two mentioned above should for instance be understood to impose a
weaker notion of correctness of algorithms as they are only required to behave appropriately
on a countable subset of all possible inputs, namely the computable ones. Yet another
take on computation on the real numbers are algebraic approaches like the BSS model [8].
These models have the disadvantage of not providing directly implementable algorithms
and the advantage that they closely resemble how numerical analysts proceed in practice:
the mathematical proof of correctness of the algorithm underlying an implementation often
uses mathematical methods that assume the capability to carry out exact operations on
real numbers. For the actual implementation, real variables are substituted with machine
numbers so that highly optimized and hardware-supported floating-point operations can be
used for fast computations. As machine numbers fail to satisfy basic mathematical properties
like associativity, the mathematical proof of correctness of the algorithm does not need
to have any direct implications for validity of the values the implementation returns even
if everything is done correctly. This problem is well aware to algorithm designers and in
applications that demand high reliability, correctness may be recovered in an additional
step by estimation of rounding errors. These often lead to laborious computations that are
error-prone themselves and quickly become infeasible to do by hand.
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Recent advances in formal proofs provide a toolset that can be used to make the loop back
from numerical practice to the theory of computation [11, 9, 5, 10]. A popular tool in these
works is the classical formalization of real numbers in Coq’s standard library. This is because
working conservative over this axiomatization in Coq provides capabilities fairly similar to
working in the BSS model. The computable analysis community has shown an increase of
interest in these developments [41]. Algorithms from computable analysis are notoriously
difficult to implement in a way that makes them competitive in terms of speed and memory
consumption [7, 30] and thus applications often highlight reliability which naturally goes
well with verification. Furthermore, popular methods to overcome the efficiency problems
use a toolset similar to that used by the verified numerics community [40].
As a step of bringing formal methods and computable analysis closer together, this paper
formulates some more theoretical algorithms in the proof assistant Coq. The produced code
is fully executable and proven correct in the sense of computable analysis. Where the real
numbers turn up, the axiomatization from Coq’s standard library is used. We do not make
attempts to make these algorithms competitive in terms of speed or memory usage. For
example, we currently use rational numbers for approximating reals and no kind of efficiency
can be expected before these are not at least replaced by arbitrary precision floating-point
numbers. However, it should be kept in mind that this is possible in principle and we
believe our framework to have realistic applications. Indeed, for the formalization we use the
Incone library whose long term goal is to provide an environment in which the intersection
of formal proofs, computable and numerical analysis can conveniently be investigated in Coq
and their merits can be combined in attempts to prove efficient algorithms with practical
relevance correct.

1.1

Proofs about continuous structures in Coq and related research

Few if any of our results are mathematically original, but most are known facts from
computable analysis. Parts of our development of real numbers has previously been covered
by fully constructive developments such as the C-CoRn library. Some of these results
are also covered by a smaller project that implemented Cauchy reals to use them and the
Mathematical Components library to give a definition of the algebraic real numbers in Coq
[13]. To the best of our knowledge most of the rest of our results falls outside of the scope
of any other formal development in Coq or in other proof assistants for that matter. We
consider these formalizations original to this paper.
As our development heavily relies on the Incone library, we make some effort to describe
its central concepts and how they were formalized. We tried to keep the presentation of
the background theory from computable analysis close to the formal development in the
Incone library. The standard references for computable analysis are [48, 65, 29]. The main
topics are also presented in a way somewhat closer to how this paper proceeds in [52, 46, 3].
Due to the page restriction, we had to cut some corners in the presentation of the internals
of the Incone library and point to the full version of this article for a more exhaustive
treatment [60]. By relying on the toolset that the library provides, most of our proofs went
quite smoothly and stayed close to the informal proofs from computable analysis. Where
the proofs turned out to be more complicated, this paper includes informal descriptions
of the formal proofs and the difficulties encountered. For a more thorough description of
the interesting parts of the proofs and some details of the simpler proofs we also point the
interested reader to the full version.
The C-CoRn library for constructive analysis is by far the most advanced fully computational Coq development that deals with real numbers [14]. It provides a wide range of results
about functions on real numbers and some about operators on function spaces and includes
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an exhaustive treatment of metric spaces and uniformly continuous functions between metric
spaces [44]. While the mathematical contents that are the topics of the C-CoRn library,
this paper and the Incone library are similar, the approach and scope are quite different.
The C-CoRn library is inspired by, and roughly follows the development of constructive
analysis by Bishop and Bridges [6]. Executability is achieved by restricting to constructive
proofs. This constructive focus makes the C-CoRn library and the publications related to it
difficult to access for some classically trained mathematicians. The Incone library follows
the tradition of computable analysis where computational content is extra information that
should follow a mathematical understanding of the structures under consideration. For the
formulation of a clean mathematical theory, classical reasoning and well justified axioms may
be used where they simplify the proofs and clean up the statement of theorems. It should
thus be understood as a complementary approach.
The use of axioms always comes with the danger of introducing inconsistencies. We
attempted to minimize their use in many places and only use axioms from Coq’s standard
library which are commonly used in the Coq community. The parts that involve real
numbers rely on the axiomatization of the real numbers as an archimedian ordered field from
Coq’s standard library. Other axioms that we use fairly often include classical reasoning,
functional extensionality and weak choice principles like countable choice or choice principles
on countable types, some parts also use proof irrelevance. Throughout the paper we make
some effort to discuss where we believe the use of axioms to be essential and why. How much
work we put into minimizing the use of axiom depends on the use cases of the results. For
instance, there exists a line of lemmas that mostly act as sanity checks for the library and
are best understood when interpreted in the sense of category theory (universal properties of
products etc.). The parts of these that do not feature computational content were given a
lower priority in optimizations for axiom use.

1.2

Realizability, computable analysis and computing on infinite data

In computable analysis the elements of an abstract set X to compute over are encoded over
Baire space by use of a partial surjective function from Baire space to X that is called a
representation. An element of Baire space that is mapped to x ∈ X by the representation
is considered to provide on demand information about x. The description of real numbers
via functions that take rational accuracy requirements and return rational approximations
is an example for such a representation. A set with a designated representation is called a
represented space and there exist natural notions of what it means for a function between
represented spaces to be continuous and to be computable. Both of these notions, and in
particular where they diverge, are central points to computable analysis. An informal rule of
thumb is that any function that is continuous and whose definition is sufficiently ‘natural’ is
also computable.
The Incone library follows these ideas to provide a formal definition of represented
spaces in Coq. However, as implicitly done in the example of real numbers, it adds an
additional layer of abstraction where the inputs and outputs of a description need not
always be explicitly encoded as natural numbers but are allowed to use any countable and
inhabited types. The Incone library includes a definition of continuity of functions between
represented spaces and, if Coq’s types are interpreted as sets and a classical setting is
assumed, the continuity part of computable analysis is captured. If one wants to reason
about computability as refinement of continuity, more care has to be taken. For instance, to
avoid difficulties with the input and output types, one should guarantee that these types are
either finite or there is an effective bijection with the natural numbers. This may be forced
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by requiring the construction of Mathematical Components countType structure for the
input and output types [38]. In presence of this additional information, the Incone library
provides tools to capture the notion of computability used in computable analysis in Coq.
It provides a way to specify functions on Baire space such that the functions computable in
the sense of computable analysis are exactly those that can be instantiated with pure Coq
terms, i.e., Coq terms that do not involve any axioms. This construction is compatible with
Coq’s code-extraction capabilities.
However, the Incone library does not give a formal definition of computability of
functions between represented spaces or even Baire space, but only reasons about it on the
meta-level. This is due to a reflection problem where checking a term for use of axioms can
not be done internally. The additional value of such a definition would be the possibility
to give computability-theoretic proofs of incomputability. Such proofs are fairly rare in
computable analysis due to the rule of thumb mentioned above: any sufficiently natural
function that is incomputable should already be discontinuous. This is in particular true for all
instances where we have proven incomputability so far. Once computability theoretic proofs
of incomputability move to the center of our attention, a formal definition of computability
may be added either using a self-reflection library or more directly by relying on a full
formalization of a model of computation [20, 66].

1.3

Structure of the paper and pointers to the main results

All theorems, propositions and lemmas in this paper have been formalized in Coq and were
made part of the Incone library. They come with explicit pointers to their name in the
library. The statements of the results in the library and in the paper are fairly close. The
only notable exception is what was discussed at the end of the last section: whenever the
paper claims computability, the formal version proves continuity by explicitly specifying a
term that witnesses the continuity and this term is axiom-free as can be checked by the
user. Many of the claims that are stated in the plain text, as corollaries or as examples are
also supported by formal proofs and occasionally library names are put in brackets after the
statement. The identifiers of the exact versions of the mf, Rlzrs, Metric and Incone
libraries that this paper refers to can be found in the references [58, 57, 59, 56] or downloaded
from the project homepage.
The results whose formalization we consider the main contributions are that the algebraic
operations and the efficient limit operator on the reals are computable (Examples 3 and 5),
that the countably infinite product is isomorphic to a space of functions (Theorem 7),
compatibility of the enumeration representation of subsets of natural numbers with the
abstract definition of the space of open subsets of the natural numbers (Theorem 16), and
that continuous realizability implies sequential continuity. The previous results are fully
algorithmic, but we also describe many non-computational theorems. These include that
Incone’s information theoretic notion of continuity is equivalent to the metric notion on
Baire space (Theorem 14), a complete comparison of the different concepts of continuity
that arise from metric and represented space structures (Corollary 9 and Lemma 10) and the
discontinuity of the unrestricted limit operator on the real numbers (Example 5) and the
task of selecting an element of a closed subset of the natural numbers (Corollary 18).
Coq uses a type-theoretic setting, while the mathematics that we formalize is more
commonly formulated over a set theoretic background theory. As is very common in these
situations, the paper uses a mix of set-theoretic and type-theoretic notations. In particular
we identify subsets of a given type T with functions of type T → Prop and borrow the
elementhood notation from set theory, i.e., we write t ∈ T for T (t). We also use the
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mathematical notation for subsets, subset inclusion and partial functions. Finally, we avoid
the use of the colon for typing when referring to elementhood of certain function spaces. This
is because of the confusing ambiguity in interpretation of function types. For our purposes it
is more natural to consider elements of some function spaces as mathematical functions and
not elements of a function type. This is because we do not want to restrict to the computable
functions only and also expressed through regular use of the functional extensionality axiom
and of choice principles to construct elements.

2

Multifunctions and partial operators on Baire space

In computable analysis, the computability and topological structure of Baire space are carried
over to more general spaces by means of encodings that are called representations. Before we
go into detail about how this is done, this section describes the structure on Baire space that
we need. Classically, Baire space is the space of all total functions from natural numbers to
natural numbers, i.e., functions of type N → N. We more generally refer to any space of the
form Q → A as Baire space if Q and A are countable and inhabited types. Classically these
assumption imply that the types are either finite or bijectively related to the natural numbers.
Of course, constructively this is far from true. Indeed, if computability considerations come
in, one has to be more careful as the bijections with the natural numbers need not be
computable. In the applications considered in this paper, however, the substitution by
natural numbers are extremely simple, obviously computable and can even be carried out by
hand. The critical reader may therefore replace any occurrence of Q, A and their dashed
variants in the following by N and assume that the difference in naming is merely for easy
distinction of different in- and outputs and readability.
Computable analysis heavily relies on the theory of continuous partial operators on
Baire space. In Coq, functions are always total and to find an appropriate notion of
partiality, which is important for a proper treatment of continuity, we first need to discuss
how functions can be specified through relations [1, 47, 45, 15]. A multivalued function
F : S ⇒ T (notation _ ->> _ in the library) is a function that assigns to each s : S a possibly
empty subset F (s) of T . While this gives F the type S → T → Prop and one could identify
F with a binary relation, the intuition behind a multivalued function is different as S is
treated as input type and T as output type. The domain of a multifunction F is given by
dom(F ) := {s : S | ∃t : T, t ∈ F (s)} and for s ∈ dom(F ) the set F (s) should be interpreted
as the set of eligible return values. A multivalued function is called total if its domain is all
of S, and single-valued if each of the sets F (s) has at most one element.
A multivalued function can be considered a specification for functions: A function
f : S → T fulfills the specification F : S ⇒ T if s ∈ dom(F ) =⇒ f (s) ∈ F (s) for all
s : S. In this case we say that f is a choice for F (icf in the library with notation
_ \is_choice_for _). The operations on multivalued functions are chosen such that
they behave well with respect to the interpretation as specifications. For instance, the
composition F ◦ G of two multivalued functions G : R ⇒ S and F : S ⇒ T is given by
F ◦ G(r) := {t : T | G(r) ⊆ dom(F ) ∧ ∃s, t ∈ F (s) ∧ s ∈ G(r)}.
(notation _ \o _ in the library). This is an associative operation and the second half, namely
F ◦R G(r) := {t : T | ∃s, t ∈ F (s) ∧ s ∈ G(r)}, is what is commonly used as composition for
relations. The domain condition is a modifier that addresses the difference in interpretations
and in particular leads to a loss of the symmetry under exchange of the input and output
types. In particular for the multifunction composition it is true that if f is a choice for F
and g is a choice for G then f ◦ g is a choice for F ◦ G, which may fail for the relational
composition (compare Figure 1a).
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There is a very straightforward way to generate multifunctions from functions or partial
functions. Namely, for a function f : S → T just use the specification F2MFf : S ⇒ T that
uniquely determines it, i.e., F2MFf (s) := {t : T | t = f (s)}. Clearly, this multifunction is
always total and single-valued and assuming that T is not empty each total single-valued
multifunction arises in this way (fun_spec). This construction can be extended to partial
functions by assigning to g : S → opt T the function PF2MFg(s) := {t : T | g(s) = Some t},
which is still single-valued but need not be total anymore. We are mostly interested in
operators on Baire spaces, whose domains are rarely decidable. Coding a partial function as
a function to an option type may be understood to indicate that the domain of the function
should be decidable and we thus avoid it. Instead, we choose the mathematical notation
g : ⊆ S → T for partial functions and in the Incone library they are usually treated as
single-valued multifunctions right away. The assignments F2MF and PF2MF are compatible
with the multifunction composition and many other operations.
Note that in contrast to functions, any multifunction can be assigned a reverse multifunction where the input and output is simply switched. All properties of a multifunction
have a co-version that requires the same property for the reverse multifunction. Many of
the co-properties have nice characterizations for the special case of functions. For instance,
a function f is injective if and only if F2MFf is co-single-valued and a partial function f is
surjective if and only if PF2MFf is co-total.
An important concept for our purposes is the notion of a tightening (tight in the library
with notation _ \tightens _). For multifunctions F, G : S ⇒ T we say that F tightens G
if it is more restrictive as a specification. That is, if
dom(G) ⊆ dom(F ) and ∀s ∈ dom(G), F (s) ⊆ G(s).
Indeed, under appropriate assumptions F tightens G if and only if being a choice for F
implies being a choice for G (icf_tight and tight_icf, also compare Figure 1b). A function
f is a choice for a multifunction F if and only if F2MFf tightens F (icf_spec) and if PF2MFf
tightens F we say that f is a partial choice for F . An exhaustive overview over the concepts
and notations for multifunctions the mf library provides can be found in the preamble of the
mf.v file [58].
For the purposes of this paper another construction is important. A multifunction ΦN of
type S ⇒ T can be obtained from a function N of type N × S → opt T via
ΦN (s) := {t : T | ∃n, N (n, s) = Some t}.
In the special case where S = N = T the specification of any partial computable function can
be expressed using a primitive recursive function N and this is particularly interesting to us
as any primitive recursive function has a definition in Coq that is closed under the global
context [43]. The core idea behind why this is true is a version of the Kleene normal-form
theorem [55], although there are some technical differences. For a fixed partial computable
function, a primitive recursive function N that works can be obtained from any Turing
machine computing the function as follows: on input (n, s) return Some t if the machine on
input s terminates within the first n time-steps and returns t and None otherwise. Under the
reasonable assumption that any Coq-function is computable we obtain a characterization of
the partial computable functions. Thus, the above correspondence can be used to talk about
computable functions in Coq at least on a meta-level. A priori, the multifunction ΦN need
neither be total nor single-valued but a single-valued tightening ΦN 0 of ΦN can be obtained.
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2.1

Continuity of partial operators between Baire spaces

Fix some types Q, A, Q0 and A0 and set B := Q → A and B 0 := Q0 → A0 . An important
class of objects of investigation in computable analysis are computable, or at least continuous
partial operators on Baire space, or in our generalized setting of type F : ⊆ B → B 0 . One way
to produce specifications of such operators is to relativize the Φ assignment from the previous
section and assign to a function M : N × B × Q0 → opt A0 the specification FM : B ⇒ B 0
such that
ψ ∈ FM (ϕ)

⇐⇒

∀q 0 : Q0 , ∃n : N, M (n, ϕ, q 0 ) = Some ψ(q 0 ).

(operator in the library with notation \F_( _ ), compare Example 15). The relativization
adds complexity as it can for instance be seen on the example of composition: on the one hand
it is easy to realize composition for the Φ assignment, finding a tightening of FM ◦ FM 0 from
M and M 0 alone, on the other hand,this is problematic : M 0 allows to produce arbitrary good
approximations to a functional input for M , but no information is known about how good
this approximation must be for M to return a correct value. Indeed, these approximations
are sufficient to obtain correct values of the composition only if FM is continuous.
Continuity of FM can be made sense of by equipping B and B 0 with the topologies of
pointwise convergence, or equivalently by using an appropriate metric on these spaces. For
our purposes a slightly different, information based description of the same concept is more
adequate. Intuitively continuity means that the return-values of an operator F : B → B 0
interpreted as functional of type F : B × Q0 → A0 do only depend on finite information about
the values of the functional input from B and thus can be thought of as being represented by
a diagram as depicted in Figure 1c. Mathematically, a function F : B → B 0 is continuous if
for any element ϕ of B and any q 0 : Q0 there exists a certificate, i.e., a finite list L : seq Q
such that for any ψ that coincides with ϕ on L it holds that F (ψ)(q 0 ) = F (ϕ)(q 0 ). Here, two
functions are said to coincide on a finite list L if ϕ(q) = ψ(q) for any q contained in L. A
partial operator F : ⊆ B → B 0 is continuous if for all ϕ ∈ dom(F ) and q 0 : Q0 there exists a
certificate, i.e., a finite list L ⊆ Q such that the above statement holds for any ψ ∈ dom(F ).
The definition of continuity in the Incone library follows the mathematical definition
given above mostly literally. The only notable difference is that instead of a separate list
for each q 0 : Q0 a Skolem-function µ : Q0 → seq Q is used. This is equivalent to the above
definition whenever an appropriate choice principle is available (choice_cont) and avoids
assuming any axioms in the proof that the composition of continuous operators is continuous.
From a meta-level many of the proofs of continuity that can be found in the Incone library
proceed by specifying an axiom-free Coq-function interpreted either through the F2MF or
through the F· assignment and may thus be understood as proofs of computability. All
claims of computability in the rest of the paper should be understood in this sense.
Partiality is treated by using multifunctions and the statement of continuity of a multifunction is chosen in such a way that continuity implies the function to be single-valued
(cont_sing). This definition works well with the composition of multivalued functions:
I Theorem 1 (cont_comp). Let F : ⊆ B → B 0 and G : ⊆ B 0 → B 00 be continuous partial
operators. The operator G ◦ F : ⊆ B → B 00 is continuous.
The idea behind the proof is that the certificate functions µ and ν whose existence is
guaranteed by the continuity of F and G can be interpreted as multivalued functions and
composed relationally to obtain a certificate function for the composition of the operators.
The necessary relational composition can be realized constructively.
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Figure 1

2.2

Represented spaces and continuous realizability

A representation δ of a space X is a partial surjective mapping δ : ⊆ B → X. If δ(ϕ) = x
then ϕ is called a δ-name, or just name, of x. A pair X = (X, δX ) of a set and a representation
of that set is called a represented space. The definition of represented spaces in the Incone
library replaces the Baire space NN from the definition used in computable analysis with
some space B = Q → A, where Q and A should be countable inhabited types, i.e., with a
Baire space according to the conventions we fixed. Thus, a represented space X is defined
as a record containing a type X (with a coercion from X to X) together with types QX
and AX and proofs that these are countable and inhabited and additionally a multivalued
function δX : (QX → AX ) ⇒ X and proofs that it is single-valued and co-total, where the
last requirement is equivalent to being surjective for partial functions. We use the notation
BX := QX → AX .
As an example let us equip the real numbers with the representation that is used for
motivation and as a point of reference throughout this section.
I Example 2 (examples/Q_reals.v). Choose QR , AR := Q, i.e., BR = Q → Q. It is straight
forward to prove that the rational numbers provided by Coq’s standard library are countable
and inhabited. The multifunction δR : BR ⇒ R (rep_RQ in Incone) specified by:
δR (ϕ) = x

⇐⇒

∀ε ∈ Q, 0 < ε =⇒ |x − ϕ(ε)| < ε

is a representation. Indeed, using the axiomatization of the real numbers provided by Coq’s
standard library δR can be proven single-valued and surjective and we refer to the represented
space (R, δR ) (RQ in the library) simply by R.
The topological and computability structure of Baire space can be pushed forward through
a representation: A partial operator on Baire space is a realizer of a function f : X → Y
between represented spaces if it assigns to each name of x a name of f (x) (compare Figure
1d). A function between represented spaces is continuous if it has a continuous realizer and
computable if it has a computable realizer. Represented spaces form a Cartesian closed
category both with the continuous and the computable functions as morphisms.
With little effort, the definition of being a realizer can be made sense of if both operators
on Baire space and functions between represented spaces are multivalued. For the full
definitions we point the interested reader to [34] or the Rlzrs library. While we are mostly
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interested in continuous, and therefore single-valued, realizers the case where f is multivalued
is of interest to us as it is needed for the concrete example of closed choice on the natural
numbers that we discuss in Section 3.3. We call a multifunction between represented spaces
continuously realizable if there exists a continuous realizer that maps any name of an
input to a name of some eligible return-value. Multivaluedness can also be used to recover
continuity: the sign function on the real numbers is discontinuous, but can be approximated
by the family of continuously realizable ε-sign multifunctions whose set of eligible return
values is increased to {−1, 0, 1} whenever |x| is smaller than ε. Another popular and similar
example is the use of an ε-equality test to account for the undecidability of equality on the
real numbers. That continuity and continuous realizability are preserved under composition
follows from content of the Rlzrs library together with the fact that continuity of operators
on Baire space is preserved under composition from Theorem 1.
Any Baire space can be made a represented space by using the identity function as a
representation. While a partial operation between Baire spaces is continuous if and only if it
is continuously realizable with respect to these representations, there are many multivalued
functions between Baire spaces that are continuously realizable but not continuous. This
is because continuity implies single-valuedness and continuous realizability, to the contrary,
is stable under increasing the set of eligible return values. On Baire spaces continuous
realizability of a multifunction is equivalent to the existence of a continuous choice function.
However, this is specific to Baire spaces and fails for more general represented spaces as can
for instance be seen at the example of an ε-sign function or an ε-equality test as given above.

2.3

Basic constructions and examples for represented spaces

Now that we can talk about continuity and computability on the real numbers, a reasonable
next step is to attempt to prove addition and multiplication computable.
I Example 3 (examples/Q_reals.v). The arithmetic operations on the real numbers are of
type R × R → R and to make sense of continuity of functions of this type we need to specify
a represented space structure on R × R. The Incone library automatically generates a
represented space X × Y from arbitrary represented spaces X and Y and proves correctness
of this construction and continuity of the basic functions. Relying on this one can prove that
addition and multiplication of real numbers is continuous (Rplus_cont and Rmult_cont).
The realizers are defined directly using the F2MF assignment and are computable (in the
sense described in Section 2.1).
Let I be a countable inhabited type and let X be a represented space. Consider the set
of families (xi )i∈I indexed over I. A reasonable description of such a family would be a
function that takes an additional argument from I and if this argument is fixed to i results in
Q
a name for xi . Formally this can be captured by defining a represented space I X, where
the underlying set are the functions of type I → X, the questions given by QQ X := I × QX ,
I
the answers by AQ X := AX and using the representation
I

(xi ) ∈ δQ
I

X (ϕ)

⇐⇒

∀i : I, xi ∈ δX (q 7→ ϕ(i, q)),

where (xi ) is short for the function i 7→ xi .
For the understanding of the following proposition recall that the universal property
Q
that is required from an infinite product I Xi is that for each represented space Y and
family (fi ) of continuous functions fi : Y → Xi there exists a unique continuous function
Q
F : Y → I Xi such that for all i ∈ I and y ∈ Y it holds that F (y)i = fi (y). The following
proposition says that in the special case where all the spaces Xi coincide and I = N, the
space constructed above has this universal property.
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Q
I Proposition 4 (rep_Iprod_sing, rep_Iprod_sur and cprd_uprp_cont). I X is a repQ
resented space and Xω := N X is a countably infinite product in the category of represented
spaces and continuous functions.
The use of the symbol ω instead of N is to differentiate the space Xω of sequences (notation
_ \^w in the library) from a function space. The proof of single-valuedness of the infinite
product representation assumes functional extensionality and the proof of surjectivity needs
a choice principle over the index set I. Since I = N is by far the most common use-case and
I is assumed countable, this will usually boil down to the axiom of countable choice. The
proof of the universal property relies on stronger choice principles, classical reasoning and
proof irrelevance. Since the category of represented spaces with computable functions fails
to have countably infinite products, the universal property should not be provable without
axioms. This makes this result more of a sanity result than something that may actually be
of use, and minimizing the strength of the axioms used is not our highest priority.
The limit operator is a good example of a multi-function whose natural source space is the
space of sequences. Consider the multivalued function limX : Xω ⇒ X where x ∈ limX (xn )
if and only if there is a convergent sequence of names (ϕn ) ⊆ BX and some ϕ such that
ϕ is a name of x, each ϕn is a name for xn and the sequence (ϕn ) converges to ϕ in BX ,
i.e., limBX (ϕn ) = ϕ where BX is given the topology of pointwise convergence of functions
between discrete spaces. A function f : X → Y between represented spaces is called
sequentially continuous if it preserves this notion of a limit, i.e., if limX xn = x implies
that limY f (xn ) = f (x). While the limit operator on Baire space is single-valued, this may
not be true for the limit operator on a general represented space, as can be seen at the
example of Sierpiński space that is discussed in Section 3.3. In most spaces that are relevant
for numerical analysis, the limit operator is single-valued but discontinuous and has an
appropriate computable restriction.
I Example 5 (examples/Q_reals.v). On the real numbers R the limit operator limR
captures the usual notion of convergence of sequences of real numbers. Furthermore, limR is
discontinuous (lim_not_cont), but its restriction to those sequences (xn ) that are efficiently
Cauchy in that |xn − xm | ≤ 2−n + 2−m is computable (lim_eff_hcr).
The Incone library defines and proves correct a continuous universal U (one may think
of either Kleene-Kreisel associateship [28, 31, 17] or Weihrauch’s η [65]). Let X and Y be
represented spaces and consider the collection of all continuously realizable functions from X
to Y. In Incone, the continuous universal U is used to construct a representation for this
collection of functions by
f ∈ δYX (ψ)

⇐⇒

FU (ψ) realizes f.

Since functions (as opposed to partial or multifunctions) are uniquely determined by each of
their realizers, δYX is single-valued. That δYX is co-total is the distinguishing property of
continuous universals like U . Thus, δYX is a representation and we refer to the represented
space of continuously realizable functions from X to Y with this representation as YX
(notation _ c-> _ in Incone).
Recall that spaces are called isomorphic, in symbols X ' Y, if they are connected by a
continuous bijection with continuous inverse and computably isomorphic if there exists a
computable bijection and with computable inverse. The natural numbers come with a natural
representation and the space XN of functions with respect to this structure is isomorphic
to the space Xω of sequences that was constructed as an infinite product at the beginning
of this section. I.e. XN ' Xω . This means that there is an overlap in scope between the
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function space construction and the infinite product. To understand this in more detail, let
I be any countable and inhabited type. Set QI := {?} and AI := I. Then δI (ϕ) := ϕ(?)
makes I := (I, δI ) a represented space that is discrete in the following sense:
I Lemma 6 (cs_id_dscrt). For any countable, inhabited type I the represented space I
from above is discrete in the sense that any function that has I as its domain is continuous.
Q
The set underlying the space I X is the set of functions from I to X. Since I is discrete all
Q
functions from I to X are continuous and the sets underlying I X and XI are identical.
Indeed these spaces are computably isomorphic and we formalized the proof of this.
I Theorem 7 (sig_iso_fun). For any represented space X and countable inhabited type I
Q
the space I X is computably isomorphic to XI , where I is the discrete space over I.
The realizer that translates from sequences to functions is defined using the simpler F2MF
assignment, but relies on the details of how Incone implements the universal. This may be
attributed to the fact that the above theorem need not be true in an arbitrary Cartesian
closed category. The construction of a sequence from a continuous function proceeds by using
a variation of the realizer of the evaluation operation that is proven computable for arbitrary
represented spaces in the Incone library. On the one hand this makes it mostly independent
of the implementation of the universal. On the other hand it means that the universal has to
be executed and is thus an instance where a realizer uses the more complicated F· assignment.
An axiom-free definition of a realizer using the F2MF assignment is likely to be impossible.
This is related to the fact that the construction of the reals from Dedekind cuts and Cauchy
sequences are not fully equivalent in a constructive setting [35].

3

Metric spaces and closed choice on the naturals

A function d : M × M → R is called a pseudo-metric on a set M if it is positive, symmetric
and fulfills d(x, x) = 0 and the triangle inequality d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z). It is called a
metric if d(x, y) = 0 implies x = y. A pair (M, d) is called a pseudo-metric space if d
is a pseudo-metric on M and a metric space if d is a metric. Every pseudo-metric space
comes with a topology that is generated by the open balls and therefore with notions of
continuity of functions between and limits of sequences in such spaces. The latter is of
particular importance since any pseudo-metric space is first-countable and thus knowing the
limits is sufficient for characterizing continuity. A more accessible definition of continuity
can be given using the well-known ε-δ-criterion that does not require any knowledge about
topology. A function f : N → M between pseudo-metric spaces (N, dN ) and (M, dM ) is
called continuous in x if
∀ε, ∃δ, ∀y, dN (x, y) ≤ δ =⇒ dM (f (x), f (y)) ≤ ε.
The function is called continuous if it is continuous in any point of M . Here, ε and δ
are a priori reals but may be replaced by rationals for density reasons. An element x of a
pseudo-metric or metric space (M, d) is said to be the limit of a sequence (xn ) in M , in
symbols lim(M,d) (xn ) = x, if
∀ε, ∃N, ∀n, N ≤ n =⇒ d(x, xn ) ≤ ε.
The function f is then called sequentially continuous if lim(N,dN ) (xn ) = x implies
lim(M,dM ) (f (xn )) = f (x).
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Metric spaces have received considerable attention in their formal treatment [36]. There
exists a definition of the concept of a metric space and continuity of functions between metric
spaces in the standard library of Coq. Several external libraries come with their own versions
of metric spaces and continuity. Metric spaces and uniformly continuous functions are some
of the core concepts of the C-CoRn library [44]. Another example is the Coquelicot library,
which uses a concept it refers to as uniform space that closely resembles pseudo-metric
spaces (cntp_cntp). The Incone library comes with its own version of metric spaces that is
kept close to the classical mathematical treatment and is thus most similar to the metric
spaces that can be found in Coq’s standard library. It provides interfaces with both the
standard library of Coq (MS2M_S, M_S2MS, Uncv_lim, cont_limin, etc.) and the Coquelicot
library (US2MS, MS2US, cntp_cntp, etc.) so that it is possible to reuse results proven there.
In contrast to the Coquelicot library, the metric library does not attempt to be conservative
over the background theory of the real numbers.
While the naming of notions for metric spaces is identical to what we used for represented
spaces, there are some conceptual differences. First off, a function between metric spaces
is continuous if and only if it is sequentially continuous, where for represented spaces the
backward implication can fail. A sufficient condition to recover it is admissibility of the
involved representations [50]. Secondly, metric continuity can be recovered from a pointwise
notion while continuous realizability can not. The pointwise notion introduces subtle problems
in the treatment of subspaces. Even in the most well-behaved cases like a closed interval
as subspace of the real numbers there is a difference between a function on the reals being
continuous in each point of the interval and the restriction of the function to the interval
being continuous. The statements of important theorems from the standard library (for
instance the mean value theorem) do not account for this difference and diverge slightly from
what a mathematician would expect. The metric library assumes proof-irrelevance to allow
for a treatment of subspaces as dependent types.

3.1

Comparing continuity in represented and in metric spaces

Metric spaces are well investigated in computable analysis [64]. In particular in the case
where (M, d) is a metric space and (rn ) is a designated dense sequence in M , M can be
made a represented space M := (M, δM ) using the representation defined by
x ∈ δM (ϕ)

⇐⇒

∀n, d(x, rϕ(n) ) ≤ 2−n .

Note that the idea behind this construction is nearly identical to that behind the representations of the reals: A name takes a precision requirement, now encoded as integer, and
returns an approximation, or rather an index of an approximation.
A metric space is separable if there exists a dense sequence and even though the sequence
goes into the definition of the corresponding Cauchy representation, we decide to not mention
it explicitly in the following. This is justified in a continuity setting as different choices of
dense sequences lead to isomorphic represented spaces. The situation is more complicated if
computability is considered and the proofs in the library explicitly carry the sequences along.
I Theorem 8 (lim_mlim). Whenever (M, d) is a separable metric space and M as above
then lim(M,d) = limM .
The proof that the sequential notions of continuity on metric and represented space
coincide follows immediately from this theorem. Each direction of the proof requires to
translate limits in both directions and is thus as constructive or non-constructive as the
worse direction of the previous theorem (which requires to assume mild choice principles).
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I Corollary 9 (scnt_mscnt). If (M, d) and (M 0 , d0 ) are separable metric spaces, then a
function f : M → N , is sequentially continuous as a function between metric spaces if and
only if it is sequentially continuous as function f : M → M0 .
For the equivalence of ε-δ-continuity and continuous realizability one direction needs
stronger assumptions and for the Incone library we have thus separated the proofs.
I Lemma 10 (cont_mcont and mcont_cont). Let (M, d) and (M 0 , d0 ) be two separable metric
spaces. A function f : M → M 0 is ε-δ-continuous if and only if f : M → M0 is continuous.
The proof that continuous realizability implies ε-δ-continuity is straight forward, the proof of
the other implication has turned out to be more complicated. We sketch some of the details.
Call a function µ : N → N a modulus of metric continuity of f in x if
∀y, d(x, y) ≤ 2−µ(n) =⇒ d(f (x), f (y)) ≤ 2−n
And call such a modulus minimal if it is minimal in the obvious way.
I Lemma 11 (exists_minmod_met). For any continuous function f between metric spaces
and any argument x for f there exists a minimal modulus of f in x.
The proof relies on classical reasoning. This is a case where the use of axioms can not be
avoided: In the special case where the metric space is Baire space the existence of a minimal
modulus cannot be proven constructively [61].
If the source space is Baire space, it can be shown that the minimal modulus function is
continuous in each x and from this Lemma 10 can be deduced. For general metric spaces,
however, this strategy is bound to fail: If the metric space is connected, the function assigning
to each x the minimal modulus function of f in x cannot be continuous as it takes values
in the totally disconnected space NN . One might expect that this is due to the awkward
typing, and that making µ have type R → R instead would help, but it does not. It is known
that also in this case the minimal modulus need not be continuous and that a construction
of a continuous modulus of continuity, while possible in general, takes considerably more
effort [16]. Our proof that ε-δ-continuity implies continuous realizability therefore proceeds
differently and uses a notion of being almost-selfmodulating instead, where the value of the
minimal modulus on slightly disturbed input from the metric space is bounded in terms of a
shift of the minimal modulus in the original value.
Interestingly, similar tools as those in the above proof turn out to be useful in other
parts of the Incone library. More specifically, the proof of correctness of the continuous
universal that the library uses for the construction of function spaces also makes use of
minimal moduli.

3.2

Recovering continuity on Baire space from a metric structure

Fix some types Q and A and set B := Q → A. Recall from the discussion in Section 2.1 that
if B is a Baire space, then there exists a canonical way to make this space a represented space
and that the elementary notion of continuity coincides with the represented space notion
for partial functions. The limit operator limB that this space gets as a represented space
captures pointwise convergence with respect to the discrete topology on A. The information
theoretic notion of continuity on B from Section 2.1 is equivalent to sequential continuity in
the associated represented space and a proof of this can be found in the Incone library.
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For each function cnt : N → Q define a mapping dcnt : B × B → R by
(
2−k if ϕ 6= ψ and k = min{n, ϕ(cnt(n)) 6= ψ(cnt(n))
dcnt (ϕ, ψ) :=
0
otherwise.
Note that if B is a Baire space, then Q is countable and there exists some surjective function
cnt : N → Q. This makes the above mapping a metric.
I Proposition 12 (dst_pos, dst_sym, dstxx, dst_trngl, dst_eq). Whenever cnt : N → Q
is surjective, (B, dcnt ) is a metric space.
The core of the proof is an implementation of a function that approximates an unbounded
search and developing some of its properties.
I Theorem 13 (lim_lim). Let B be a Baire space and cnt surjective, then lim(B,dcnt ) = limB .
The above theorem directly implies that the concepts of sequential continuity between Baire
spaces coincides with the corresponding metric notion. For metric spaces sequential continuity
and continuity are equivalent by combination of Corollary 9 and Lemma 10, thus:
I Corollary 14 (cont_cont). Whenever B and B 0 are Baire spaces and cnt and cnt0 are
appropriate surjective functions then F : ⊆ B → B 0 is continuous in the sense of Section 2.1
if and only if it is continuous as function from (dom(F ), dcnt ) to (B 0 , dcnt0 ).
I Example 15 (examples/continuous_search.v). An instructive example is the search
operator whose domain are those functions from NN that eventually return zero and whose
value is the first argument on which such an input returns zero. This operator is continuous
and does not have a continuous total extension. As the regular notion of continuity on the
original Baire space NN is captured by the continuity introduced in Section 2.1, this is true
for both the metric notion as well as the information-theoretic notion. This operator is not
only continuous but computable and this is witnessed by the function that was used in the
proof of Proposition 12 to approximate an unbounded search and is a good example for the
mechanisms discussed in Section 2.1.

3.3

Sierpiński space and closed choice on the naturals

This section describes the content of the file examples/closed_choice.v from the Incone
library. Sierpiński space S (cs_Sirp in the library) is the space whose base set is the two
point set {⊥, >} equipped with the total representation δS : ⊆ (N → B) → S specified by
δS (ϕ) = >

⇐⇒

∃n ∈ N ϕ(n) 6= false.

For a subset U ⊆ X denote by χU : X → S its characteristic function. One reason for the
importance of Sierpiński space in computable analysis is that a set U ⊆ X is open if and
only if this characteristic function χU is continuous as a function from X to S. Thus we can
identify the space O(X) of open subsets of X with the function space SX [46]. Similarly, the
space A(X) of closed subsets of X is represented as the complements of opens.
For many concrete spaces X simpler descriptions of O(X) and A(X) are available. If
the represented space X = N are the natural numbers, for instance, the infinite product
construction and in particular of the special case I = N and X = S of the statement
Q
Q
XI ' I X of Lemma 7 guarantees that O(N) = SN ' N S = Sω . There exists a fully
concrete description that is often used for reasoning about O(N). Consider the enumeration
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representation of the open subsets of the natural numbers, where a name of an open set
enumerates its elements. We call the corresponding space ON . The representation of the
concrete space AN of the closed subsets of the natural numbers is given by δAN (ϕ) =
N \ {n : N | ∃m : N, ϕ(m) = n + 1}. The information a name specifies about a closed set is an
enumeration of its complement. The underlying sets of the spaces of opens and closeds of N
are all subsets, but the information about such sets that is made available by names differs.
We provide a formal proof that the enumeration representations of the open and closed
subsets of the natural numbers capture the abstract structure these spaces can be given
through the exponential in the category of represented spaces and Sierpiński space.
I Theorem 16 (AN_iso_Anat, ON_iso_Onat and clsd_iso_open). A(N) ' AN , O(N) ' ON
and A(N) ' O(N).
The last of these isomorphies is trivial: the isomorphism is taking the complement and it
is realized by the identity function. The isomorphism of O(N) and ON is proven by first
replacing O(N) by Sω as described above. The realizers for the isomorphism between Sω and
ON uses the Cantor paring function provided by the Mathematical Components library.
As an application let us consider some choice operators that are popular for classification
of computational tasks with respect to their Weihrauch degree. Solving the task of choosing
an element of a non-empty closed subset of a represented space X can be formalized as
asking for a realizer for the multivalued function CX defined by
CX : A(X) ⇒ X,

a ∈ CX (A) ⇐⇒ a ∈ A.

Or in words: a is an acceptable return value of CX on input A if and only if a is an element
of A. The domain of CX are the non-empty subsets of X and this means that a realizer can
behave arbitrarily on names of the empty set and may even diverge. As the input A is given
as a closed set where a name specifies negative information about element-hood, this task
does not have a continuous, let alone computable, solution for most spaces X.
Consider the case X = N. The domain of the multivalued function CN is A(N) but the
same definition also specifies a multifunction CN0 : AN ⇒ N whose source space AN uses the
enumeration representation. A mathematician may even consider it pointless to give this
function a different name as isomorphic spaces are regularly identified. For the question
whether CN has a continuous realizer A(N) may be substituted with AN (CN_CN’_hcr).
I Proposition 17 (CN’_not_cont). CN0 does not have a continuous realizer.
Our formal proof follows the standard proof by contradiction literally: Assume that to the
contrary that F was a continuous realizer of CN0 . Pick any name ϕ of the one point set {0}. As
F is a realizer, it has to return a name of 0 on input ϕ, i.e., F (ϕ)(?) = 0. Since F is continuous
there is a list L ⊆ N such that F (ϕ)(?) = F (ψ)(?) for all ψ : N → N that coincide with ϕ on
L. Consider the name ϕ0 of the non-empty set A := N \ ({n | ∃m ∈ L, ϕ(m) = n + 1} ∪ {0})
defined by ϕ0 (n) := ϕ(n) if n ∈ L and 1 otherwise. On the one hand, F (ϕ0 )(?) ∈ A since
F is a realizer. On the other hand F (ϕ0 )(?) = F (ϕ)(?) = 0 as ϕ and ϕ0 coincide on L. By
definition of A it holds that 0 ∈
/ A, which is a contradiction and completes the proof.
From the previous result together with exchangeability of CN and CN0 it is follows that:
I Corollary 18 (CN_not_cont). Closed choice on the natural numbers is discontinuous.
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Conclusion

The Incone library formalizes ideas from computable analysis in Coq. There exists some
overlap with other developments, in particular with C-CoRn. However, the emphasis of
the library is different and many of our examples fall outside of the scope of C-CoRn and
similar developments. It may be considered complementary as it provides general purpose
tools for enriching abstract mathematical objects with computational structure. We feel that
the example from the last section of this paper showcases the capabilities of the library well.
The abstract definition of the space of open subsets is based on Incone’s function space
construction and the proof that it is equivalent to the concrete representation relies on the
libraries results about infinite products of represented spaces. We believe the Incone library
to be reasonably accessible to people familiar with the setting that computable analysis
works in. We hope that combination with recent developments in computable analysis [41]
could open it to an even wider audience including parts of the numerical analysis community.
The Incone library keeps close to recent work about complexity theory for computable
analysis [25, 18, 42, 27] such that it should be possible to add capabilities to at least
do qualitative complexity theory in terms of tracking the rate of decrease in accuracy of
approximations. Recently there has been a lot of progress on the formalization of models
of computation [20, 66] and methods from implicit complexity theory [19] that may even
allow to do quantitative complexity theory. Another way to gain insight into such efficiency
considerations would be to capture the trace of the basic feasible functionals on the operators
on Baire space [39, 23, 24].
The replacement of Baire space by more general spaces means that we maintain the ability
to benefit from Coq’s machinery in the low-level manipulations of data. From an abstract
point of view this makes our approach look like an attempt to interpret a class of generalized
Kleene-Kreisel continuous functionals as a computational model in presence of an ambient
model of computation. This is a backwards approach to the more common idea of identifying
a sub-algebra that captures computability in a given partial combinatory algebra, in this
case K2 [34, 3]. Most of the methods from the Rlzrs library are not original and have been
implemented independently of a specific proof assistant before [4]. An implementation in
other proof assistants one could trade convenience in computationally operating on discrete
data against bigger mathematical libraries.
We feel that this paper provides sufficient evidence that the concepts developed in the
Incone library can be used as a foundation for proving statements from computable analysis
in Coq. The possible applications we are interested to look into are manifold. One that would
be a particularly fitting extension of the contents of this paper is a proof that C([0, 1]) ' R[0,1] .
This statement is called the Computable Weierstraß Theorem [49]: C([0, 1]) is represented as
separable metric space with supremum norm and the rational polynomials as dense sequence
and R[0,1] is a function space. Other possibilities include:
A more computation-efficient representation of real numbers and results about ODE
solving [22, 37, 26]. This may be done by providing an interface with C-CoRn, parts of
it could also be done separately by relying on libraries like Coq-Interval.
Duality theory for spaces of summable sequences (`p -spaces) which provide a pool of
examples where subspaces of exponentials can be treated complexity theoretically [53, 51].
Additionally it constitutes a step towards capturing popular methods for solving partial
differential equations [12, 54, 10].
A characterization of continuity via preimages of open sets and similar results [46, 52].
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Abstract
We describe a procedure to derive equality tests and their correctness proofs from inductive type
declarations in Coq. Programs and proofs are derived compositionally, reusing code and proofs
derived previously.
The key steps are two. First, we design appropriate induction principles for data types defined
using parametric containers. Second, we develop a technique to work around the modularity
limitations imposed by the purely syntactic termination check Coq performs on recursive proofs.
The unary parametricity translation of inductive data types turns out to be the key to both steps.
Last but not least, we provide an implementation of the procedure for the Coq proof assistant
based on the Elpi [6] extension language.
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1

Introduction

Modern typed programming languages come with the ability of generating boilerplate code
automatically. Typically when a data type is declared a substantial amount of code is made
available to the programmer at little cost, code such as an equality test, a printing function,
generic visitors etc. For example the derive directive of Haskell or the ppx_deriving OCaml
preprocessor provide these features for the respective programming language.
The situation is less than ideal in the Coq proof assistant. It is capable of synthesizing
the recursor of a data type, that, following the Curry-Howard isomorphism, implements the
induction principle associated to that data type. It supports all data types, containers such
as lists included, but generates a quite weak principle when a data type uses a container.
Take for example the data type rose tree (where U stands for a universe such as Prop or Type):
Inductive rtree A : U :=
| Leaf (a : A)
| Node (l : list (rtree A)).

Its associated induction principle is the following one:
1
2
3
4

Lemma rtree_ind : ∀ A (P : rtree A → U),
(∀ a : A, P (Leaf A a)) →
(∀ l : list (rtree A), P (Node A l)) →
∀ t : rtree A, P t.

Remark that the recursive step, line 3, lacks any induction hypotheses on (the elements
of) l while one would expect P to hold on each and every subtree. Even a very basic recursive
program such as an equality test cannot be proved correct using this induction principle. To
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be honest, the Coq user is not even supposed to write equality tests by hand, nor to prove
them correct interactively. Coq provides two facilities to synthesize equality tests and their
correctness proofs called Scheme Equality and decide equality. The former is fully automatic
but is unfortunately very limited, for example it does not support containers. The latter
requires human intervention and generates a single, large, term that mixes code and proofs.
As a consequence, users often need to manually write induction principles, equality tests
and their correctness proofs. This situation is very unfortunate because the need for the
automatic generation of boilerplate code such as equality tests is higher than ever in the Coq
ecosystem. All modern formal libraries structure their contents in a hierarchy of interfaces
and some machinery such as Type Classes [18] or Canonical Structures [9] are used to link
the abstract library to the concrete instances the user is working on. For example the first
interface one is required to implement in order to use the theorems in the Mathematical
Components library [10] on a type T is the eqType one, requiring a correct equality test on T.
In this paper we use the framework for meta programming based on Elpi [6, 19] developed
by the author and we focus on the derivation of equality tests. It turns out that generating
equality tests is easy, while their correctness proofs are hard to synthesize, for two reasons.
The first problem is that the standard induction principles generated by Coq, as shown
before, are too weak. In order to strengthen them one needs quite some extra boilerplate,
such as the derivation of the unary parametricity translation of the data types involved. The
second reason is that termination checking is purely syntactic in Coq: in order to check that
the induction hypothesis is applied to a smaller term, Coq may need to unfold all theorems
involved in the proof. This forces proofs to be transparent that, in turn, breaks modularity:
A statement is no more a contract, changing its proof may impact users.
In this paper we describe a derivation procedure for equality tests and their correctness
proofs where programs and proofs are both derived compositionally, reusing code and proofs
derived previously. This procedure also confines the termination check issue, allowing proofs
to be mostly opaque. More precisely the contributions of this paper are the following ones:
A technique to confine the issue stemming from the purely syntactic termination check
implemented by Coq out of the main proofs. In this paper we apply it to the correctness
proof of equality tests, but the technique is applicable to all proofs that proceed by
structural induction.
A modular and structured process to derive proved equality tests and, en passant, stronger
induction principles for inductive types defined using containers.
An implementation based on the Elpi extension language for the Coq proof assistant.
By installing the coq-elpi package1 and issuing the command Elpi derive rtree one gets the
following terms synthesized out of the type declaration for rtree:
Definition eq_axiom T f x := ∀ y, reflect (x = y) (f x y).
Definition rtree_eq : ∀ A, (A → A → bool) → rtree A → rtree A → bool.
Lemma rtree_eq_OK : ∀ A (A_eq : A → A → bool), (∀ a, eq_axiom A A_eq a) →
∀ t, eq_axiom (rtree A) (rtree_eq A A_eq) t.
reflect is a predicate stating the equivalence between the proposition (x = y) and the

boolean test (f x y); rtree_eq is a (transparent) equality test and rtree_eq_OK is its (opaque)
correctness proof under the assumption that the equality test A_eq is correct.

1

See the supplementary material URL for the installation instructions.
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The paper introduces the problem in section 2 by describing the shape of an equality
test and of its correctness proof and explaining the modularity problem that stems for the
termination checker of Coq. It then presents the main idea behind the modular derivation
procedure in section 3. Section 4 briefly introduces the Elpi extension language and section 5
describes the full derivation.

2

The problem: opaque proofs v.s. syntactic termination checking

Recursors, or induction principles, are not primitive notions in Coq. The language provides
constructors for fix point and pattern matching that work on any inductive data the user
can declare. For example in order to test two lists l1 and l2 for equality one typically takes
in input an equality test A_eq for the elements of type A and then performs the recursion:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Definition list_eq A (A_eq : A → A → bool) :=
fix rec (l1 l2 : list A) {struct l1} : bool :=
match l1, l2 with
| nil, nil => true
| x :: xs, y :: ys => A_eq x y && rec xs ys
| _, _ => false
end.

Coq accepts this definition because the recursive call is on xs that is a syntactically smaller
term of the argument labelled as decreasing by the {struct l1} annotation.
We can define the equality test for rtree by reusing the equality test for lists:
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Definition rtree_eq B (B_eq : B → B → bool) :=
fix rec (t1 t2 : rtree B) {struct t1} : bool :=
match t1, t2 with
| Leaf x, Leaf y => B_eq x y
| Node l1, Node l2 => list_eq (rtree B) rec l1 l2
| _, _ => false
end.

Note that list_eq is called passing as the A_eq argument the fixpoint rec itself (line 12). In
order to check that the latter definition is sound, Coq looks at the body of list_eq to see
whether its parameter A_eq is applied to a term smaller than t1. Since l1 is a subterm of t1
and since x is a subterm of l1, then the recursive call (rec x y) at line 5 is legit.
The fact that checking rtree_eq requires inspecting the body of list_eq is not very
annoying: we want both list_eq and rtree_eq to compute, hence their body matters to us.
On the contrary proof terms are typically hidden to the type checker once they have
been validated, for both performance and modularity reasons. The desire is to make only
the statement of theorems binding, and keep the freedom to clean, refactor, simplify proofs
without breaking the rest of the formal development.
For example, lets assume that list_eq_OK is an opaque proof that list_eq is correct.
1
2
3
4

Lemma list_eq_OK : ∀ A (A_eq : A → A → bool),
(∀ a, eq_axiom A A_eq a) →
∀ l, eq_axiom (list A) (list_eq A A_eq) l.
Proof. .. Qed. (* proof is opaque, hence hidden *)

It seems desirable to use this lemma in order to prove the correctness of rtree_eq, since it
calls list_eq.
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Lemma rtree_eq_OK B B_eq (HB: ∀ b, eq_axiom B B_eq b) :
∀ t, eq_axiom (rtree B) (rtree_eq B B_eq) t
:=
fix IH (t1 t2 : rtree B) {struct t1} :=
match t1, t2 with
| Node l1, Node l2 => .. list_eq_OK (rtree B) (tree_eq B B_eq) IH l1 l2 ..
| Leaf b1, Leaf b2 => .. HB b1 b2 ..
| .. => ..
end.

Unfortunately this term is rejected: we pass IH, the induction hypothesis, as the witness that
(tree_eq B B_eq) is a correct equality test (the argument at line 10 preceding IH) but Coq
does not know how list_eq_OK uses this argument, since its body is opaque.
The issue seems unfixable without changing Coq in order to use a more modular check
for termination, for example based on sized types [1]. We propose a less ambitious but more
practical approach here, that consists in putting the transparent terms that the termination
checker is going to inspect outside of the main proof bodies so that they can be kept opaque.
The intuition is to “reify” the property the termination checker wants to enforce. It can
be phrased as “x is a subterm of t and has the same type”. More in general we model “x is a
subterm of t with property P”.

3

The idea: put unary parametricity translation to good use

Given an inductive type T we name is_T an inductive predicate describing the type of the
inhabitants of T. This is the one for natural numbers:
Inductive is_nat : nat → U :=
| is_O : is_nat 0
| is_S n (pn : is_nat n) : is_nat (S n).

The one for a container such as list is more interesting:
Inductive is_list A (is_A : A → U) : list A → U :=
| is_nil : is_list A is_A nil
| is_cons a (pa : is_A a) l (pl : is_list A is_A l) : is_list A is_A (a :: l).

Remark that all the elements of the list validate is_A.
When a type T is defined in terms of another type C, typically a container, the is_C
predicate shows up inside is_T. For example:
1
2
3

Inductive is_rtree A (is_A : A → U) : rtree A → U :=
| is_Leaf a (pa : is_A a) : is_rtree A is_A (Leaf A a)
| is_Node l (pl : is_list (rtree A) (is_rtree A is_A) l) : is_rtree A is_A (Node A l).

Note how line 3 expresses the fact that all elements in the list l validate (is_rtree A is_A).
Our intuition is that these predicates reify the notion of being of a certain type, structurally.
What we typically write (t : T) can now be also phrased as (is_T t) as one would do in a
framework other than type theory, such as a mono-sorted logic.
It turns out that the inductive predicate is_T corresponds to the unary parametricity
translation [22] of the type T. Keller and Lasson in [8] give us an algorithm to synthesize
these predicates automatically. What we look for now is a way to synthesize a reasoning
principle for a term t when (is_T t) holds.
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Stronger induction principles for containers

Let’s have a look at the standard induction principle of lists.
Lemma list_ind A (P : list A → U) :
P nil →
(∀ a l, P l → P (a :: l)) →
∀ l : list A, P l.

This principle is parametric on A: no knowledge on any term of type A such as a is ever
available. We want to synthesize a more powerful principle that lets us choose an invariant
for the subterms of type A (the differences are underlined):
1
2
3
4

Lemma list_induction A (is_A: A → U) (P: list A → U):
P nil →
(∀ a (pa : is_A a) l, P l → P (a :: l)) →
∀ l, is_list A is_A l → P l.

Note the extra premise (is_list A is_A l): The implementation of this induction principle
goes by recursion on the term of this type and finds as an argument of the is_cons constructor
the proof evidence (pa : is_A a) it feeds to the second premise (line 3). Intuitively all terms
of type (list A) validate the property P, while all terms of type A validate the property is_A.
More in general to each type we attach a property. For parameters we let the user choose
(we take another parameter, is_A here). For the type being analysed, list A here, we take
the usual induction predicate P. For terms of other types we use their unary parametricity
translation. Take for example the induction principle for rtree.
1
2
3
4

Lemma rtree_induction A is_A
(∀ a, is_A a → P (Leaf A
(∀ l, is_list (rtree A) P
∀ t, is_rtree A is_A t → P

(P : rtree A → U) :
a)) →
l → P (Node A l)) →
t.

Line 3 uses is_list to attach a property to l, and given that l has type (list (rtree A)) the
property for the type parameter (rtree A) is exactly P. Note that this induction principle
gives us access to P, the property one is proving, on the subtrees contained in l.

3.1.1

Synthesizing stronger induction principles

We postpone a detailed description of the synthesis to section 5.4, here we just sketch how
to build the type on the induction principle.
It turns out that the types of the constructors of is_T give us a very good hint on the
type of the induction principle. The type of the first premise
(∀ a, is_A a → P (Leaf A a)) →

is exactly the type of the is_Leaf constructor
| is_Leaf a (pa : is_A a) : is_rtree A is_A (Leaf A n)

where (is_rtree A is_A) is replaced by P. The same holds for the other premise: its type can
be trivially obtained from the type of is_Node.
Our intuition is that the inductive predicate is_T provides the same information that
typing provides. Induction principles give P on (smaller) terms of the same type, that would
be terms for which is_T holds. Given their inductive nature, is_T predicates are able to
propagate the desired property inside parametric containers.
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3.2

Isolating the syntactic termination check problem

As one expects, it is possible to prove that is_T holds for terms of type T.
Definition nat_is_nat : ∀ n : nat, is_nat n :=
fix rec n : is_nat n :=
match n as i return (is_nat i) with
| 0 => is_O
| S p => is_S p (rec p)
end.

For containers (T A) we can prove (is_T A is_A) when is_A is trivial.
Definition list_is_list : ∀ A (is_A : A → U), (∀ a, is_A a) → ∀ l, is_list A is_A l.
Definition rtree_is_rtree : ∀ A (is_A : A → U), (∀ a, is_A a) → ∀ t, is_rtree A is_A t.

These facts are then to be used in order to satisfy the premise of our induction principles.
Going back to our goal, we can build correctness proofs of equality tests in two steps.
For example, for natural numbers we can generate two lemmas:
1
2
3
4
5

Lemma nat_eq_correct : ∀ n, is_nat n → eq_axiom nat nat_eq n :=
nat_induction (eq_axiom nat nat_eq) PO PS.
Lemma nat_eq_OK n : eq_axiom nat nat_eq n :=
nat_eq_correct n (nat_is_nat n).

where PO and PS (line 2) stand for the two proof terms corresponding to the base case and
the inductive step of the proof. We omit them here for brevity.
For containers such as (list A) we can link the pieces in a similar way (at line 3 we omit
the proofs for nil and cons as before).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Lemma list_eq_correct A A_eq : ∀ l, is_list A (eq_axiom A A_eq) l →
eq_axiom list A (list_eq A A_eq) l :=
list_induction A (eq_axiom A A_eq) (eq_axiom (list A) (list_eq A A_eq)) Pnil Pcons.
Lemma list_eq_OK A A_eq (HA : ∀ a, eq_axiom A A_eq a) l :
eq_axiom (list A) (list_eq A A_eq) l :=
list_eq_correct A A_eq l (list_is_list A (eq_axiom A A_eq) HA l).

It is interesting to look at a data type that uses a container such as rtree: the induction
hypothesis Pl given by rtree_induction perfectly fits the premise of list_eq_correct (line 7).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Lemma rtree_eq_correct A A_eq : ∀ t, is_tree A (eq_axiom A A_eq) t →
eq_axiom (rtree A) (rtree_eq A A_eq)
:=
rtree_induction A (eq_axiom A A_eq) (eq_axiom (rtree A) (rtree_eq Afa))
PLeaf
(fun l (Pl : is_list (rtree A) (eq_axiom (rtree A) (rtree_eq A A_eq)) l) =>
.. list_eq_correct (rtree A) (rtree_eq A A_eq) l Pl ..).
Lemma rtree_eq_OK A A_eq (HA : ∀ a, eq_axiom A A_eq a) t :
eq_axiom (rtree A) (rtree_eq A A_eq) t :=
rtree_eq_correct A A_eq t (rtree_is_rtree A (eq_axiom A A_eq) HA t).

Type checking the terms above does not require any term to be transparent. Actually
they are applicative terms, there is no apparently recursive function involved.
Still there is no magic, we just swept the problem under the rug. In order to type check
the proof of rtree_is_rtree Coq needs to look at the proof term of list_is_list:
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Definition rtree_is_rtree A is_A
fix IH t {struct t} : is_rtree
match t with
| Leaf a => is_Leaf A is_A a
| Node l => is_Node A is_A l
end.
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(His_A : ∀ a, is_A a) :=
A is_A t :=
(His_A a)
(list_is_list (rtree A) (is_rtree A) IH l)

As we explained in section 2 Coq would reject this term if the body of list_is_list was opaque.
Even if we cannot make the problem disappear (without changing the way Coq checks
termination), we claim we confined the termination checking issue to the world of reified
type information. The transparent proofs of theorems such as T_is_T are separate from the
other, more relevant, proofs that can hence remain opaque as desired.

4

Elpi: an extension language for Coq

Elpi [6] is a dialect of λProlog [13], a higher order logic programming language. Elpi can
be used as an extension language for Coq [19] in order to develop new commands in a
programming language that has native support for bound variables.
Coq terms are represented in λ−tree syntax style [12] (sometimes also called Higher Order
Abstract Syntax) reusing the binders of the programming language to represent the ones of
Coq. For example, the term (fun x => fact x) is represented as (lam (λ x, app["fact",x])).
We say that app and lam are object level term constructors standing for iterated (n-ary)
application and unary lambda abstraction; "fact" is a constant and x is a variable bound by
λ x, that is the binder of the programming language. 2
Programs are organized in clauses that represent both a data base of known facts and
a set of rules to derive new facts out of known ones. For example one could use a relation
named eq-db to link a type to its equality test.
eq-db "nat" "nat_eq".
eq-db (app["list", B]) (app["list_eq", B, B_eq]) :- eq-db B B_eq.

The first clause is a fact stating that nat_eq is the equality test for type nat. The second
clause is an inference one and reads: the equality test for (list B) is (list_eq B B_eq) if B_eq
is the equality test for B.
The eq-db data base can be queried for an equality test for, say, (list nat) by writing
the goal (eq-db (app["list", "nat"]) F) where F is a variable to be filled in. By chaining the
two clauses Elpi answers (F = app["list_eq", "nat", "nat_eq"]) that reads back in the Coq
syntax as (list_eq nat nat_eq), the desired equality test for (list nat).
It is worth pointing out that in λProlog the set of clauses is dynamic: a program is
allowed to add clauses inside a specific scope (typically the one of a binder) and the runtime
collects them when the scope ends. As we will see, this feature is useful when a derivation
takes place under an hypothetical context, e.g. when one assumes a parameter A and an
equality test A_eq. No other feature of the Elpi language is relevant to this paper.
Finally, the integration of Elpi in Coq exposes to the extension language primitives to
access the logical environment, e.g. to read an inductive data type declaration; to declare a
new inductive type; to define a new constant; etc.

2

Here we simplify a little the embedding and use strings to represent named terms, omitting their nodes:
For example nat, an inductive type, is actually written (indt "Coq.Init.Datatypes.nat"), while fact,
a defined constant, is written (const "Coq.Arith.Factorial.fact").
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5

Anatomy of the derivation

The structure of the derivation is depicted in the following diagram. Each box represents a
component deriving a complete term. An arrow from component A to component B tells
that the terms generated by B are used by the terms generated by A. The interfaces between
these components are indeed types: one can replace the work done by each component with
a few hand written terms, if necessary.

The eq component is in charge of synthesizing the program performing the equality test.
The correctness proof generated by eqcorrect goes by induction on the first term of the two
being compared and then goes on in a different branch for each constructor K. The property
being proved by induction is expressed using eq_axiom that, as we will detail in section 5.6
is equivalent to a double implication. The bcongr component proves that the property is
preserved by equal contexts, that is when the two terms are built using the same constructor.
When they are not the program must return false and the equality be false as well: this is
shown by eqK, that performs the case split on the second term. The no confusion property
of constructor is key to this contextual reasoning. projK and isK generate utility functions
that are then used by injection and discriminate to prove that constructors are injective
and different. As we sketched in the previous sections the unary parametricity translation
plays a key role in expressing the induction principle. The inductive predicate is_T for an
inductive type T is generated by param1 while param1P shows that terms of type T validate
is_T. functor shows that is_T is a functor when T has parameters. This property is both used
to synthesize induction principles and also to combine the pieces together in the correctness
proof. The eqOK component hides the is_T relation from the theorems proved by eqcorrect
by using the lemmas T_is_T proved by param1P.

5.1

Equality test

Synthesizing the equality test for a type T proceeds as follows. First the test takes in input
each type parameter A together with an equality test A_eq. Then the recursive function takes
in input two terms of type T and inspects both via pattern matching. Outside the diagonal,
where constructors are different, it says false. On the diagonal it composes the calls on the
arguments of the constructors using boolean conjunction. The code called to compare two
arguments depends on their type: If it is T then it is a recursive call; if it is a type parameter
A then we use A_eq; if it is another type it uses the corresponding equality test.
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Let us take for example the equality test for rose trees:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Definition rtree_eq A (A_eq : A → A → bool) :=
fix rec (t1 t2 : rtree A) {struct t1} : bool :=
match t1, t2 with
| Leaf a, Leaf b => A_eq a b
| Node l, Node s => list_eq (rtree A) rec l s
| _, _ => false
end.

Line 5 calls list_eq since the type of l and s is (list (rtree A)) and it passes to it rec since
the type parameter of list is (rtree A).
Here is an excerpt of Elpi code used to synthesize the body of the branches:
eq-db "A" "A_eq".
eq-db (app["rtree","A"]) "rec".
eq-db (app["list", B]) (app["list_eq", B, B_eq]) :- eq-db B B_eq.

The first clause says that A_eq is the equality test for type A, and is used to build the branch
at line 4. The third clause, chained with the second one, combines list_eq with rec building
the branch at line 5. The first two clauses are present only during the derivation of the body
of the fixpoint, under the context formed by the type parameter A, its equality test A_eq, and
the recursive call rec itself. Once the derivation is complete both clauses are removed from
the data base and the following one is permanently added.
eq-db (app["rtree", B]) (app["rtree_eq", B, B_eq]) :- eq-db B_eq.

5.2

Parametricity

The param1 component is able to generate the unary parametricity translation of types
and terms following [8]. We already gave many examples in section 3. The param1P
component synthesizes proofs that terms of type T validate is_T by a trivial structural
recursion: constructor K is mapped to is_K. When T is a container we assume the triviality
of the property on the type parameter. For example:
Definition rtree_is_rtree A (is_A : A → U) : (∀ x, is_A x) → ∀ t, is_rtree A is_A t.

5.3

Functoriality

The functor component implements a double service. For non-indexed containers it synthesizes
a simple map:
Definition list_map A B : (A → B) → list A → list B.

The derivation becomes more interesting when the container has indexes, e.g. when the
container is a is_T inductive predicate. On indexed data types the derivation avoids to map
the indexes and consequently all type variables occurring in the types of the indexes. For
example, mapping the is_list inductive predicate gives:
Lemma is_list_funct A P Q : (∀ a, P a → Q a) → ∀ l, is_list A P l → is_list A Q l.

This property corresponds to the functoriality of is_list over the property about the type
parameter. Note that parameters of arity one, such as P, are mapped point wise.
As we did for the eq-db data base of equality tests, we can store these maps as clauses
and use the data base later on in the induction and eqcorrect derivations. Here is an excerpt
of Elpi code for this data base, that we call funct-db:
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funct-db (app["is_list",A,P]) (app["is_list",A,Q]) (app["is_list_funct",A,P,Q,F]) :funct-db P Q F.

Note that the terms involved are “point free”, i.e. the first two arguments are terms of arity
one, while the third term is of arity two. The identity is written as follows:
funct-db P P (lam (λ a, lam (λ p, p))).

This means that when one has a term a and a term (p : P a), in order to obtain a term
(q : Q a) he can query funct-db by asking Elpi to fill in M in (funct-db "P" "Q" M). If the answer

is (M = f) then the desired term is obtained by passing a and p to f, that is (f a p : Q a).

5.4

Induction

In order to derive the induction principle for type T we first derive its unary parametricity
translation is_T. The is_T inductive predicate has one constructor is_K for each constructor
K of the type T. The type of is_K relates to the type of K in the following way. For each
argument (a : A) of K, is_K takes two arguments: (a : A) and (pa : is_A a). Finally the
type of (is_K a1 pa1 .. an pan) is (is_T (K a1 .. an)).
The induction principle is synthesized by following these steps:
1. take in input each parameter A1 is_A .. An is_A of is_T.
2. take in input a predicate (P : T A1 .. An → U).
3. for each constructor is_K of type
(∀ A1 is_A .. An is_A, ∀ a1 pa1 .. am pam, is_T A1 is_A .. An is_A (K a1 .. am))

take in input an assumption HK of type (∀ a1 pa1 .. am pam, P (K a1 .. am)).
4. take in input (t : T A1 .. An).
5. take in input (x : is_T A1 is_A .. An is_A t).
6. perform recursion on x and a case split. Then in each branch
a. bind all arguments of is_K, namely
(a1 : A1) (pa1 : is_A1 a1) .. (an : An) (pan : is_An an)

b. obtain qai by mapping the corresponding pai (as in funct-db, see below).
c. return (HK a1 qa1 .. an qan)
Lets take for example the induction principle for rose trees:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Definition rtree_induction A is_A P
(HLeaf : ∀ a, is_A a → P (Leaf A a))
(HNode : ∀ l, is_list (rtree A) P l → P (Node A l)) :
∀ t, is_rtree A is_A t → P t
:=
fix IH (t: rtree A) (x: is_rtree A is_A t) {struct x}: P t :=
match x with
| is_Leaf a pa => HLeaf a pa
| is_Node l pl => (* pl: is_list (rtree A) (is_rtree A is_A) l *)
HNode l (is_list_funct (rtree A) (is_rtree A is_A) P IH l pl)
end.

Note how, intuitively, the type of HLeaf can be obtained from the type of is_Leaf by
replacing (is_rtree A is_A) with P.
Finally let us see how the second argument to HNode is synthesized. We take advantage of
the fact that Elpi is a logic programming language and we query the data base funct-db as
follows. First we temporarily register the fact that IH maps (is_rtree A is_A) to P obtaining,
among others, the following clauses.
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funct-db (app["is_rtree", "A", "is_A"]) "P" "IH".
funct-db (app["is_list",A,P]) (app["is_list",A,Q]) (app["is_list_funct",A,P,Q,F]) :funct-db P Q F.

Then we query funct-db as follows:
funct-db (app["is_list", app["rtree","A"], app["is_rtree","A","is_A"]])
(app["is_list", app["rtree","A"], "P"])
Q.

The answer (Q=app["is_list_funct",app["rtree","A"],app["is_rtree","A","is_A"],"P","IH"])
is exactly the second term we need to pass to HNode (once applied to l and Pl, line 10 above).
It is worth pointing out that, for the term to be accepted by the termination checker the
map over is_list must be transparent.
To sum up the unary parametricity translation gives us the type of the induction principle,
up to a trivial substitution. The functoriality property of the inductive predicates obtained
by parametricity gives us a way to prove the branches.

5.5

No confusion property

In order to prove that an equality test is correct one has to show the so called “no confusion”
property, that is that constructors are injective and disjoint (see for example [11]).
The simplest form of the property of being disjoint is expressed on bool:
Lemma bool_discr : true = false → ∀ T : U, T.

This lemma is proved by hand once and for all. What the isK component synthesizes is a
per-constructor test to be used in order to reduce a discrimination problem on type T to a
discrimination problem on bool. For the rose tree data type isK generates:
Definition is_Node A (t : rtree A) := match t with Node _ => true | _ => false end.
Definition is_Leaf A (t : rtree A) := match t with Leaf _ => true | _ => false end.

The discriminate components uses one more trivial fact, eq_f 3 , in order to assemble these
tests together with bool_discr.
Lemma eq_f T1 T2 (f : T1 → T2) : ∀ a b, a = b → f a = f b.

From a term H of type (Node l = Leaf a) the discriminate procedure synthesizes:
(bool_discr (eq_f (rtree A) (rtree A) (is_Node A) H)) : ∀ T : U, T

Note that the type of the term (eq_f .. H) is (is_Node A (Node l) = is_Node A (Leaf a)) that
is convertible to (true = false), the premise of bool_discr.
In order to prove the injectivity of constructors the projK component synthesizes a
projector for each argument of each constructor. For the cons constructor of list we get:
Definition get_cons1 A (d1 : A) (d2 : list A) (l : list A) : A :=
match l with nil => d1 | x :: _ => x end.
Definition get_cons2 A (d1 : A) (d2 : list A) (l : list A) : list A :=
match l with nil => d2 | _ :: xs => xs end.

3

eq_f is called f_equal in the Coq standard library.
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Each projector takes in input default values for each and every argument of the constructor.
It is designed to be used by the injection procedure as follows. Given a term H of type
(x :: xs = y :: ys) it synthesizes:
(eq_f (list A) A
(get_cons1 A x xs) (x :: xs) (y :: ys) H) : x = y
(eq_f (list A) (list A) (get_cons2 A x xs) (x :: xs) (y :: ys) H) : xs = ys

These terms are easy to build given that the type of H contains the default values to be
passed to the projectors. Note that the type of the second term is actually:
get_cons2 A x xs (x :: xs) = get_cons2 A x xs (y :: ys)

that is convertible to the desired type (xs = ys).

5.6

Congruence

In the definition of eq_axiom we use the reflect predicate [10]. It is a sort of if-and-only-if
specialized to link a proposition and a boolean test. It is defined as follows:
Inductive reflect (P : U) : bool → U :=
| ReflectT (p : P) : reflect P true
| ReflectF (np : P → False) : reflect P false.

In our case the shape of P is always an equation between two terms of an inductive type, i.e.
constructors. When the same constructor occurs in both sides, as in (k x1.. xn = k y1.. y2),
the equality test discards k and proceeds on each (xi = yi). The bcongr component synthesizes
lemmas helping to prove the correctness of this step. For example:
Lemma list_bcongr_cons A :
∀ (x y : A) b, reflect (x = y) b →
∀ (xs ys : list A) c, reflect (xs = ys) c →
reflect (x :: xs = y :: ys) (b && c)
Lemma rtree_bcongr_Leaf A (x y : A) b :
reflect (x = y) b → reflect (Leaf A x = Leaf A y) b
Lemma rtree_bcongr_Node A (l1 l2 : list (rtree A)) b :
reflect (l1 = l2) b → reflect (Node A l1 = Node A l2) b

Note that these lemmas are not related to the equality test specific to the inductive type.
Indeed they deal with the reflect predicate, but not with the eq_axiom predicate that we use
every time we talk about equality tests.
The derivation goes as follows: if any of the premises is false, then the result is proved by
ReflectF and the injectivity of constructors. If all premises are ReflectT their argument, an
equation, can be used to rewrite the conclusion.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Lemma list_bcongr_cons A
(x y : A) b (hb : reflect (x = y) b)
(xs ys : list A) c (hc : reflect (xs = ys) c) :
reflect (x :: xs = y :: ys) (b && c) :=
match hb, hc with
| ReflectT eq_refl, ReflectT eq_refl => ReflectT eq_refl
| ReflectF (e : x = y → False), _ =>
ReflectF (fun H : x :: xs = y :: ys =>
e (eq_f (list A) A (get_cons1 A x xs) (x :: xs) (y :: ys) H))
| _, ReflectF e =>
ReflectF .. (e (eq_f .. (get_cons2 ..) ..) ..) ..
end.
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The elimination of hb and hc substitutes b and c by either true or false. In the branch at line
6 the boolean expression is hence (true && true) while the proposition is (x :: xs = x :: xs)
given that the two equations (x = y) and (xs = ys) were eliminated as well.
The argument of e at line 9 is the term generated by the injection component. The
branch at line 11, covering the case where the heads are equal but the tails different, is very
close to lines 8 and 9 but for the fact that the projector for the second argument of cons is
used, instead of the projection for the first one.
There are other ways one could have expressed these lemmas, for example by not
mentioning the cons constructor explicitly but rather an abstract function k known to be
injective on the first and second argument. Even if we find this presentation more appealing
on paper, in practice we found no advantage and we hence opted for the current approach.
bcongr gives us lemmas to propagate equality and inequality only under the same
constructor. eqK complements this work by proving eq_axiom also when the constructors differ.
Recall that the induction principle does a case split on one term, the first one of the two
being compared. eqK generates a lemma for each constructor, to be used in the corresponding
branch of the induction, that performs the case split on the second term being compared.
This is the lemma generated for Node:
Lemma rtree_eq_axiom_Node A (A_eq : A → A → bool) l1 :
eq_axiom (list (rtree A)) (list_eq (rtree A) (rtree_eq A A_eq)) l1 →
eq_axiom (rtree A) (rtree_eq A A_eq) (Node A l1)
:=
fun H (t2 : rtree A) =>
match t2 with
| Leaf n =>
ReflectF (fun abs : Node A l1 = Leaf A n =>
bool_discr (eq_f (rtree A) bool (is_Node A) (Node A l1) (Leaf A n) abs) False)
| Node l2 =>
rtree_bcongr_Node A l1 l2 (list_eq (rtree A) (rtree_eq A A_eq) l1 l2) (H l2)
end.

Note that the code for the first branch is what discriminate synthesizes; while the code in
the second branch is what bcongr generates.

5.7

Correctness

The eqcorrect component combines the induction principle generated by induction with the
case split on the second term provided by eqK.
Let’s recall the type of the correctness lemma for list_eq, of the induction principle and
then let’s analyse the proof of rtree_eq_correct:
Lemma list_eq_correct A (fa : A → A → bool) l,
is_list A (eq_axiom A fa) l →
eq_axiom (list A) (list_eq A fa) l.
Definition rtree_induction A is_A P
(HLeaf : ∀ y, is_A y → P (Leaf A y))
(HNode : ∀ l, is_list (rtree A) P l → P (Node A l)) :
∀ t, is_rtree A is_A t → P t.
Lemma rtree_eq_axiom_Node A (f : A → A → bool) l1 :
eq_axiom (list (rtree A)) (list_eq (rtree A) (rtree_eq A f)) l1 →
eq_axiom (rtree A) (rtree_eq A f) (Node A l1).

The proof is a rather straightforward application of the induction principle to the property
eq_axiom (rtree A) (rtree_eq A fa)
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Each branch is then proved by the corresponding lemma generated by eqK with only one
caveat: one may need to adapt the induction hypothesis, Pl here, in order to make it fit the
premise of the lemma generated by eqK. In this specific case the "adaptor" is list_eq_correct.
Lemma rtree_eq_correct A (fa : A → A → bool) :=
rtree_induction A (eq_axiom A fa)
(*P*)
(eq_axiom (rtree A) (rtree_eq A fa))
(*HLeaf*) (rtree_eq_axiom_Leaf A fa)
(*HNode*) (fun l (Pl : is_list (rtree a) (eq_axiom (rtree a) (rtree_eq a fa)) l) =>
rtree_eq_axiom_Node A fa l (list_eq_correct (rtree a) (rtree_eq a fa) l Pl)).

Logic programming provides a natural way to synthesize the adaptor. We load in the
data base all the correctness proofs synthesized so far, as follows:
funct-db (app["is_list", A, is_A])
(app["eq_axiom", app["list", A], app["list_eq", A, A_eq]]) R :R = (app["list_eq_correct", A, A_eq]),
funct-db is_A (app["eq_axiom", A, A_eq]).

This clause simply gives an operational reading to the type of list_eq_correct: the conclusion
is true if the premise is. The only cleverness is to separate the premise in two parts, being
a (list A) with property is_A and have is_A be a sufficient condition to prove that A_eq is
correct. In this way clauses compose better: Search peels off just one type constructor at
a time. Indeed we extend the funct-db predicate, instead of building a new one just for
correctness lemmas, because functoriality lemmas are sometimes needed in addition to the
correctness ones. Take for example this simple data type of a histogram.
Inductive histogram := Columns (bars : list nat).
Lemma histogram_induction (P : histogram → Type) :
(∀ l, is_list nat is_nat l → P (Columns l)) →
∀ h, is_histogram h → P h.

Now look at the lemma synthesized by eqK for the Columns constructor.
Lemma histogram_eq_axiom_Columns l :
eq_axiom (list nat) (list_eq nat nat_eq) l →
∀ h, eq_axiom_at histogram histogram_eq (Columns l) h.
Lemma histogram_eq_correct h : eq_axiom histogram histogram_eq h :=
histogram_induction
(eq_axiom histogram histogram_eq)
(fun l (Pl : is_list nat is_nat l) =>
histogram_eq_axiom_Columns
l (list_eq_correct nat nat_eq
l (is_list_funct nat is_nat (eq_axiom nat nat_eq) nat_eq_correct l Pl))).

Note that the type of Pl is (is_list nat is_nat) and that it needs to be adapted to
match (is_list nat (eq_axiom nat nat_eq)). The correctness lemma for nat_eq, namely
nat_eq_correct of type (∀ n, is_nat n → eq_axiom nat nat_eq n), cannot be used directly but
must undergo the is_list_funct functor.

5.8

eqOK

The last derivation hides the is_T predicate to the final user by combining the output of
eqcorrect and param1P.
Lemma list_eq_correct A A_eq :
∀ l, is_list A (eq_axiom A A_eq) l → eq_axiom (list A) (list_eq A A_eq) l.
Lemma list_eq_OK A A_eq A_eq_OK l : eq_axiom (list A) (list_eq A A_eq) l :=
list_eq_correct A A_eq l (list_is_list A (eq_axiom A A_eq) A_eq_OK).
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Both lemmas are needed. The former composes well and is needed if one defines a type using
lists as a container. The latter is what the user needs in order to work with lists.

5.9

Assessment

The code is quite compact thanks to the fact that the programming language is very high
level and that its programming paradigm is a good fit for this application.
On the average each components is about 200 lines of code. Simpler derivations like
projK, isK or even param1P are under 100 lines.
Debugging this kind of code did not pose particular difficulties. The typical error results
in the generated term being ill-typed. In that case the Coq type checker could be used to
identify the culprit. Given how small the derivations are, it was simple to identify the lines
generating the offending subterm.
The time required to design and develop the entire procedure amounts to approximatively
six months, but spanned over more than one and a half year: most of the time has been
spent improving the integration of Elpi in Coq in response to the experience gathered on this
work. At the time of writing the Elpi integration in Coq does not support mutual inductive
types, universe polymorphic definitions and primitive projections.
All derivations support polynomial types. Some derivations also support index data, e.g.
eq is able to synthesize an equality test for vectors. Most of the derivations for contextual
reasoning, such as eqK and bcongr do not support indexes.

6

Related work

Systems similar to Coq [20], e.g. Matita [2], Lean [5] and Isabelle [14] all generate induction
principles automatically, with the exception of Agda [15], and some of them also the no
confusion properties.
To our knowledge Isabelle is the only system that generates sensible induction principles
and proved equality tests when containers are involved. As described in [4] the (co)datatype
package is built on top of Bounded Natural Functors [21], a notion that makes the construction
of (co)datatypes in Higher Order Logic compositional. Our starting point is very different since
Coq, and type theory in general, internalizes the definitional mechanism for (co)datatypes.
As a consequence a package like the one described in this paper cannot change it but only
work around its eventual limitations. In particular the way Coq checks recursive functions
for termination is a fixed, syntactic, non modular, criteria for which some alternatives have
been studied (see for example [3, 16]) but never implemented. The non modular criteria
applies to induction principles as well, since they are proved using recursion. It is a strength
of the construction described in this paper to recover some modularity and hence be able to
synthesize mechanically most of what [4] is able to synthesize.
Most Interactive Theorem Provers come with simple forms of Prolog-like automation,
usually in the form of Type Classes. The user typically resorts to that in order to perform
some of the inductive reasoning one needs in order to synthesize code in a type directed way.
To our knowledge no ready-to-use package to synthesize equality tests and their proofs was
written this way.
Some systems, notably Lean, come with a whole round meta programming framework.
Still, to our knowledge, the primary application is the development of proof commands, not
program/proof synthesis, in spite of the stunning similarity.
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Coq provides two mechanisms strictly related to this work. The Scheme Equality command
generates for a type T the code for the equality test (T_eqb) and a proof that equality is
decidable on T. The proof internally uses the equality test, but its type does not:
T_eq_dec : ∀ x y : T, {x = y} + {x <> y}

By unfolding the proof term, that is transparent, it should be possible to recover the fact that
T_eqb is a correct equality test. Data types defined using containers are not supported. The
decide equality tactic requires the user to start a lemma with a statement as the one depicted

above. The tactic only performs one (case split) step and has to be iterated by hand. It does
not remember which equalities were proved decidable before, it is up to the user to eventually
share code. The proof term generated is, in a type theoretic sense, a program even if its code
mixes the comparison test with its correctness proof. This proof is fully transparent, and
inlines all the contextual reasoning steps such as injection and discrimination. As a result
the term is very large and computationally heavy when run within Coq.
In the programming language world derivation is much more developed. The dominant
approach is to provide some meta programming facilities, e.g. by providing a syntax to the
declaration of types and then use the programming language itself to write derivations [17]
that run at compile time as compiler plugins. Our approach is similar in a sense, since we
work at the meta level on the syntax of types (and terms), but it is also very different since
we pick a different programming language for meta programming. In particular we choose a
very high level one that makes our derivations very concise and hides uninteresting details
such as the representation of bound variables. The derivation described in the paper is the
result of many failed attempts and we believe that the high level nature of the programming
language we chose played an important role in the exploratory phase.
The link between the unary parametricity translation, also called predicate lifting, and
induction principles was independently remarked by Kaposi and Kovács in [7].

7

Conclusion

We described a technique to derive stronger induction principles for Coq data types built
using containers. We use the unary parametricity translation of a data type in order to fuel
its induction principle, to thread an invariant on the contained when used as a container and
finally to confine the modularity problems stemming from the termination check implemented
in Coq. Finally we provide a Coq package deriving correct equality tests for polynomial
inductive data types.
It is work in progress to extend the derivation to inductive types with decidable indexes.
Preliminary work hints that indexes of base types such as nat pose no problem. On the
contrary when indexes mention containers, that admit a decidable equality only if their
contained does, the param1P component gets substantially more complex. In particular some
notions of Homotopy Type Theory come in to play. For example the notion of being provable
on the entire domain such as (∀ a : A, P a) → (∀ t : T A, is_T A P t) seems to require to
be strengthened using the notion of contractibility (that is, the property should hold and its
proof be unique), in order for the construction to compose well.
We also look forward to let the user tune the derivation process by annotating the type
declarations. For example the user may want to skip certain arguments when generating the
equality test, such as the integer describing the length of a sub vector in the cons constructor.
The resulting equality test surely requires some user intervention in order to be proved
correct, but it features a better computational complexity.
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Finally, adding other derivations to the package seems appealing. For example the
interface next to eqType in the hierarchy used in the Mathematical Component library is the
one of countable types, i.e. types in bijection with natural numbers. The interface requires,
roughly, a serialization function to another countable type, a tedious task that could be
made automatic.
We are grateful to Maxime Denes and Cyril Cohen for the many discussions shedding light
on the subject. We thank Cyril Cohen for writing the code of param2 (binary parametricity
translation), out of which param1 was easily obtained. We also thank Damien Rouhling,
Laurent Théry and Laurence Rideau for proofreading the paper. Finally we are indebted to
Luc Chabassier for working on an early prototype of Elpi on the synthesis of equality tests:
an experiment that convinced the author it was actually doable.
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1

Introduction

The main driving force towards mechanizing mathematics using proof assistants has been
the reliability they offer, exemplified prominently by [10], [12], [14], etc. In this work, we
utilize another aspect of proof assistants: they are also engineering tools for developing
mathematical theories. In particular, we choose Isabelle/JEdit [22], a very smart environment
for developing theories in Isabelle/HOL [17]. There, the proofs we write are checked “as you
type”, so that one can easily refine proofs or even theorem statements by just changing a
part of it and see if Isabelle complains or not. Sledgehammer [7] can often automatically
fill relatively small gaps in proofs so that we can concentrate on more important aspects.
Isabelle’s counterexample finders [3, 6] should also be highly appreciated, considering the
amount of time one would spend trying in vain to prove a false claim.
In this paper, we formalize order-theoretic concepts and results in Isabelle/HOL. Here we
adopt an as-general-as-possible approach: most results concerning order-theoretic completeness and fixed-point theorems are proved without assuming the underlying relations to be
orders (non-orders). In particular, we provide the following:
Various completeness results that generalize known theorems in order theory: Actually most relationships and duality of completeness conditions are proved without any
properties of the underlying relations.
© Akihisa Yamada and Jérémy Dubut;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY
10th International Conference on Interactive Theorem Proving (ITP 2019).
Editors: John Harrison, John O’Leary, and Andrew Tolmach; Article No. 30; pp. 30:1–30:16
Leibniz International Proceedings in Informatics
Schloss Dagstuhl – Leibniz-Zentrum für Informatik, Dagstuhl Publishing, Germany
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Existence of fixed points: We show that a relation-preserving mapping f : A → A
over a complete non-order hA, vi admits a quasi-fixed point f (x) ∼ x, meaning x v
f (x) ∧ f (x) v x. Clearly if v is antisymmetric then this implies the existence of fixed
points f (x) = x.
Completeness of the set of fixed points: We further show that if v satisfies a mild condition,
which we call attractivity and which is implied by either transitivity or antisymmetry,
then the set of quasi-fixed points is complete. Furthermore, we also show that if v is
antisymmetric, then the set of strict fixed points f (x) = x is complete.
Kleene-style fixed-point theorems: For an ω-complete non-order hA, vi with a bottom
element ⊥ ∈ A (not necessarily unique) and for every ω-continuous map f : A → A,
a supremum exists for the set {f n (⊥) | n ∈ N}, and it is a quasi-fixed point. If v is
attractive, then the quasi-fixed points obtained this way are precisely the least quasifixed points.
We remark that all these results would have required much more effort than we spent (if
possible at all), if we were not with the aforementioned smart assistance by Isabelle. Our
workflow was often the following: first we formalize existing proofs, try relaxing assumptions,
see where proof breaks, and at some point ask for a counterexample.
The formalization is available in the Archive of Formal Proofs.

Related Work
Many attempts have been made to generalize the notion of completeness for lattices, conducted
in different directions: by relaxing the notion of order itself, removing transitivity (pseudoorders [19]); by relaxing the notion of lattice, considering minimal upper bounds instead of
least upper bounds (χ-posets [15]); by relaxing the notion of completeness, requiring the
existence of least upper bounds for restricted classes of subsets (e.g., directed complete and
ω-complete, see [8] for a textbook). Considering those generalizations, it was natural to
prove new versions of classical fixed-point theorems for maps preserving those structures, e.g.,
existence of least fixed points for monotone maps on (weak chain) complete pseudo-orders
[5, 20], construction of least fixed points for ω-continuous functions for ω-complete lattices
[16], (weak chain) completeness of the set of fixed points for monotone functions on (weak
chain) complete pseudo-orders [18].
Concerning Isabelle formalization, one can easily find several formalizations of complete
partial orders or lattices in Isabelle’s standard library. They are, however, defined on partial
orders, either in form of classes or locales, and thus not directly reusable for non-orders.
Nevertheless we tried to make our formalization compatible with the existing ones, and
various correspondences are ensured in the Isabelle source.

2

Preliminaries

This work is based on Isabelle 2019. In Isabelle/HOL, R :: ’a ⇒ ’a ⇒ bool means a binary
predicate R, by which we represent a binary relation R ⊆ A × A. Here A is the universe of
the type variable ’a, in Isabelle’s syntax, UNIV :: ’a set. Type annotations “:: _” are omitted
unless they are necessary. We call the pair hA, vi of a set A and a binary relation (v) over
A a related set. One could also call it a graph or an abstract reduction system, but then some
terminology like “complete” become incompatible.
To make our library as general as possible, we avoid using the order symbol ≤, which
is fixed by the class mechanism of Isabelle/HOL. Instead we make the relation of concern
explicit as an argument, sometimes called the dictionary-passing style [11]. On one hand
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this design choice adds a notational burden, but on the other hand it allows instantiating
obtained results to arbitrary relations over a type, for which the class mechanism fixes one
ordering. In the formalization we also import our results into the class hierarchy.
A map f : I → A over related sets from hI, i to hA, vi is relation preserving, or
monotone, if i  j implies f (i) v f (j). For this property there already exists a definition in
the standard Isabelle library:
monotone () (v) f ←→ (∀ i j. i  j −→ f i v f j)
Hereafter, in our Isabelle code, we use symbols (v) denoting a variable of type ’a ⇒ ’a ⇒
bool, and () denoting a variable of type ’i ⇒ ’i ⇒ bool. More precisely, statements and
definitions using these symbols are made in a context such as
context fixes less_eq :: “’a ⇒ ’a ⇒ bool” (infix “v” 50)
For clarity, we present definitions, e.g., of predicates for being upper/lower bounds and
greatest/least elements, as
definition “bound (v) X b ≡ ∀x ∈ X. x v b”
definition “extreme (v) X e ≡ e ∈ X ∧ (∀x ∈ X. x v e)”
making the relation (v) of concern as an explicit parameter. Note that we chose such
constant names that do not suggest which side is greater or lower. The least upper bounds
(suprema) and greatest lower bounds (infima) are thus uniformly defined as follows.
abbreviation “extreme_bound (v) X ≡ extreme (w) {b. bound (v) X b}”
Hereafter, we write (w) for (v)− , which is also an abbreviation:
abbreviation “(v)− x y ≡ y v x”
We can already prove some useful lemmas. For instance, if f : I → A is relation preserving
and C ⊆ I has a greatest element e ∈ C, then f (e) is a supremum of the image f (C). Note
here that no assumption is imposed on the relations  and v.
lemma monotone_extreme_imp_extreme_bound:
assumes “monotone () (v) f” and “extreme () C e”
shows “extreme_bound (v) (f ‘ C) (f e)”

2.1

Locale Hierarchy of Relations

We now define basic properties of binary relations, in form of locales [13, 2]. Isabelle’s locale
mechanism allows us to conveniently manage notations, assumptions and facts. For instance,
we introduce the following locale to fix a relation parameter and use infix notation.
locale less_eq_syntax = fixes less_eq :: “’a ⇒ ’a ⇒ bool” (infix “v” 50)
The most important feature of locales is that we can give assumptions on parameters.
For instance, we define a locale for reflexive relations as follows.
locale reflexive = less_eq_syntax + assumes refl[iff]: “x v x”
This declaration defines a new predicate “reflexive”, with the following defining equation:
theorem reflexive_def: “reflexive (v) ≡ ∀x. x v x”
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One may doubt that such a simple assumption deserves a locale not just the definition.
Nevertheless, we have some useful lemmas already, for instance:
lemma (in reflexive) extreme_singleton[simp]: “extreme (v) {a} b ←→ a = b”
lemma (in reflexive) extreme_bound_singleton[iff]: “extreme_bound (v) {a} a”
Similarly we define transitivity and antisymmetry:
locale transitive = less_eq_syntax + assumes trans[trans]: “x v y =⇒ y v z =⇒ x v z”
locale antisymmetric = less_eq_syntax +
assumes antisym[dest]: “a v b =⇒ b v a =⇒ a = b”
It is straightforward to have locales that combine the above assumptions. Some famous
combinations are quasi-orders for reflexive and transitive relations and partial orders for
antisymmetric quasi-order.
locale quasi_order = reflexive + transitive
locale partial_order = quasi_order + antisymmetric
Less known, but still a convenient assumption is being a pseudo-order, coined by Skala [19]
for reflexive and antisymmetric relations. There, the supremum of a singleton set {x} uniquely
exists – x itself.
locale pseudo_order = reflexive + antisymmetric
lemma (in pseudo_order) extreme_bound_singleton_eq[simp]:
“extreme_bound (v) {x} y ←→ x = y” by auto
It is clear that a partial order is also a pseudo-order, which is stated by the following
sublocale declaration. Afterwards facts proved in pseudo_order will be automatically available
in partial_order.
sublocale partial_order ⊆ pseudo_order..
Although these combinations are sufficient for the rest of this paper, we also present all
locales combining these basic properties and their relationships in Fig. 1.

3

Completeness of Non-Orders

Here we formalize various order-theoretic completeness conditions in Isabelle. Order-theoretic
completeness demands certain subsets of elements to admit suprema or infima. The strongest
completeness requires that any subset of elements has suprema and infima.
locale complete = less_eq_syntax + assumes “Ex (extreme_bound (v) X)”
The above assumption only requires suprema (if the right-hand side of v is seen greater)
but not infima, in Isabelle, “Ex (extreme_bound (w) X)”. This is a well-known consequence
in complete lattices, and luckily the proof does not rely on any property of orders. Hence we
can declare the following sublocale:
sublocale complete ⊆ dual: complete “(w)”
proof
fix X :: “’a set”
obtain s where “extreme_bound (v) {b. bound (w) X b} s” using complete by auto
then show “Ex (extreme_bound (w) X)” by (intro exI[of _s] extreme_boundI, auto)
qed
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strict_order

∅
¬tolerance
partial_equivalence

asymmetric

irreflexive
near_order

transitive
symmetric

equivalence

antisymmetric
quasi_order

tolerance
Figure 1 Combinations of
binary relations, and the five
combination of reflexive and
which is a subset of equality.
is the empty relation.

partial_order
reflexive

pseudo_order

basic properties. The black dot around the center represents arbitrary
outgoing arrows indicate atomic assumptions. We do not present the
irreflexive, which is empty, and one of symmetric and antisymmetric,
Node “¬tolerance” indicates the negated relation is tolerance, and “∅”

Afterwards, a theorem named xxx proved in locale complete will be available in its dual form
as dual.xxx.
Let us mention another strong completeness condition: every nonempty subset of elements
has a supremum. This condition is called semicompleteness, cf. [4, Chapter 6].
locale semicomplete = less_eq_syntax +
assumes “X 6= {} =⇒ Ex (extreme_bound (v) X)”
However, semicompleteness fails to be self-dual. Instead, duality holds for a slightly weaker,
but highly important completeness condition, conditional completeness or Dedekind completeness, asserting that any nonempty bounded set has a supremum.
locale conditionally_complete = less_eq_syntax +
assumes “Ex (bound (v) X) =⇒ X 6= {} =⇒ Ex (extreme_bound (v) X)”
sublocale conditionally_complete ⊆ dual: conditionally_complete “(w)”
Let us also mention a very weak form of completeness. A related set hA, vi is called
bounded if there is a “top” element > ∈ A, a greatest element in A. Note that there might
be multiple tops if (v) is not antisymmetric.
locale bounded = less_eq_syntax + assumes “∃t. ∀x. x v t”
This notion can be also seen as a completeness condition, since it is equivalent to saying that
the universe has a supremum.
lemma bounded_iff_UNIV_complete: “bounded (v) ←→ Ex (extreme_bound (v) UNIV)”
Since a top element is a bound of any subset of elements, a conditionally complete relation is
semicomplete if (and only if) it is bounded.
proposition semicomplete_iff_conditionally_complete_bounded:
shows “semicomplete (v) ←→ conditionally_complete (v) ∧ bounded (v)”
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The dual notion of bounded is called pointed. There, a least element is called a “bottom”
element, and serves as a supremum of the emptyset. The dual form of the above proposition,
together with the duality of conditional completeness means that, (w) is semicomplete if
and only if (v) is pointed conditionally complete. The latter means that every bounded set,
including the empty set, has a supremum – the notion known as “bounded complete”.
proposition bounded_complete_iff_dual_semicomplete:
“bounded_complete (v) ←→ semicomplete (w)”

3.1

Lattice-Like Completeness

One of the most well-studied notion of completeness would be the semilattice condition:
every pair of elements x and y has a supremum x t y (not necessarily unique if the underlying
relation is not antisymmetric).
locale pair_complete = less_eq_syntax + assumes “Ex (extreme_bound (v) {x,y})”
It is well known that in a semilattice, i.e., a pair-complete partial order, every finite
nonempty subset of elements has a supremum. We prove the result assuming transitivity,
but only that.
locale finite_complete = less_eq_syntax +
assumes “finite X =⇒ X 6= {} =⇒ Ex (extreme_bound (v) X)”
locale trans_semilattice = transitive + pair_complete
sublocale trans_semilattice ⊆ finite_complete
Proof. The proof is an easy induction on the finite set X. Only a care is taken for the case
where X is singleton {x}; then x may fail to be a supremum of itself, as we do not have
reflexivity. Instead we find a supremum via that of the pair of x and x.
J

3.2

Directed Completeness

Directed completeness is an important notion in domain theory [1], asserting that every
nonempty directed set has a supremum. Here, a set X is directed if any pair of two elements
in X has a bound in X.
definition “directed (v) X ≡ ∀x ∈ X. ∀y ∈ X. ∃z ∈ X. x v z ∧ y v z”
locale directed_complete = less_eq_syntax +
assumes “directed (v) X =⇒ X 6= {} =⇒ Ex (extreme_bound (v) X)”
The image of a relation-preserving map preserves directed sets.
lemma monotone_directed_image:
assumes “monotone () (v) f” and “directed () D” shows “directed (v) (f ‘ D)”
Gierz et al. [9] showed that a directed complete partial order is semicomplete if and
only if it is also a semilattice. We generalize the claim so that the underlying relation is
only transitive.
proposition (in transitive) semicomplete_iff_directed_complete_pair_complete:
shows “semicomplete (v) ←→ directed_complete (v) ∧ pair_complete (v)”
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Proof. The −→ direction is trivial. For the other direction, consider a nonempty set X. We
collect all suprema of every nonempty finite subset Y of X into a set S:
S = {x. ∃Y ⊆ X. finite Y ∧ Y 6= {} ∧ extreme_bound (v) Y x}
Then S is nonempty since there exists x ∈ X and a supremum for {x} is in S. Next we show
that S is directed as follows. Any y, z ∈ S are suprema of corresponding finite sets Y ⊆ X
and Z ⊆ X. Since Y ∪ Z is finite we get a supremum w of Y ∪ Z in S. It is easy to show
that w is an upper bound of y and z.
Since (v) is directed complete, we obtain a supremum s for S. Then s is a supremum of
X; here we only show that s is a bound of X. For any x ∈ X we have a supremum x0 of {x}
in S, and thus we have x0 v s. As x v x0 by transitivity we conclude x v s.
J
The last argument in the above proof requires transitivity, but if we had reflexivity then
x itself is a supremum of {x} (see lemma extreme_bound_singleton) and so x v s would be
immediate. Thus we can replace transitivity by reflexivity, but then pair-completeness does
not imply finite completeness. We obtain the following result.
proposition (in reflexive) semicomplete_iff_directed_complete_finite_complete:
shows “semicomplete (v) ←→ directed_complete (v) ∧ finite_complete (v)”
We also tried to strengthen the above result by replacing finite completeness by pair
completeness, but at the time of writing, the question is left open. We remark that, at least,
Nitpick did not find a counterexample.

4

Knaster–Tarski-Style Fixed-Point Theorems

Given a monotone map f : A → A on a complete lattice hA, vi, the Knaster–Tarski
theorem [21] states that
1. f has a fixed point in A, and
2. the set of fixed points forms a complete lattice.
Stauti and Maaden [20] generalized statement (1) where hA, vi is a complete trellis – a
complete pseudo-order – relaxing transitivity. They also proved a restricted version of (2),
namely there exists a least (and by duality a greatest) fixed point in A.
In the following Section 4.1 we further generalize claim (1) so that any complete relation
admits a quasi-fixed point f (x) ∼ x, that is, f (x) v x and x v f (x). Quasi-fixed points
are fixed points for antisymmetric relations; hence the Stauti–Maaden theorem is further
generalized by relaxing reflexivity.
In Section 4.2 we also generalize claim (2) so that only a mild condition, which we call
attractivity, is assumed. In this attractive setting quasi-fixed points are complete. Since
attractivity is implied by either of transitivity or antisymmetry, in particular fixed points are
complete in complete trellis, thus completing Stauti and Maaden’s result.
In Section 4.3 we further generalize the result, proving that antisymmetry is sufficient for
strict fixed points f (x) = x to be complete.

4.1

Existence of Quasi-Fixed Points

First, we generalize the existence of fixed points so that nothing besides completeness is
assumed on the relation. Fortunately, Quickcheck [3] quickly refutes the existence of strict
fixed point f (x) = x for an arbitrary complete relation.
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I Example 1 (by Quickcheck). Let A = {a1 , a2 }, (v) = A × A, f (a1 ) = a2 , and f (a2 ) = a1 .
Trivially f is monotone but f (x) 6= x for either x ∈ A.
Hence, we instead show the existence of a quasi-fixed point f (x) ∼ x. For reusability
of proofs for the completeness results later on, we start with a stronger statement, namely:
there exists a quasi-fixed point in any set of elements that is closed under f and complete for
(v). Completeness restricted to a subset of elements is formalized as follows:
definition “complete_in S ≡ ∀X ⊆ S. Ex (extreme_bound_in S X)”
where predicate extreme_bound_in indicates the least elements among the bounds restricted
to a given subset.
abbreviation “extreme_bound_in S X ≡ extreme (w) {b ∈ S. bound (v) X b}”
For convenience we construct a proof within the following context.
context
fixes f and S
assumes “monotone (v) (v) f” and “f ‘ S ⊆ S” and “complete_in (v) S”
Inspired by Stauti and Maaden [20], we start the proof by considering the set of subsets
of S that are closed under f and themselves “complete”:
definition AA where “AA ≡
{A. A ⊆ S ∧ f ‘ A ⊆ A ∧ (∀B ⊆ A. ∀b. extreme_bound_in (v) S B b −→ b ∈ A)}”
Note here that by a “complete” subset A ⊆ S we mean that any suprema with respect to S
are in A, since suprema are not necessarily unique. We denote the intersection of all those
subsets by C, and show that C contains a quasi-fixed point.
T
definition C where “C ≡
AA”
lemma quasi_fixed_point_in_C: “∃c ∈ C. f c ∼ c”
Proof. We prove that any supremum c of C in S, which exists due to the completeness of S,
is a quasi-fixed point of f . First, observe that C ∈ AA. Indeed:
C ⊆ S: since S is closed under f and complete, S ∈ AA.
T
f (C) ⊆ C: for every A ∈ AA, we have f (C) ⊆ f (A) ⊆ A. So f (C) ⊆ ( AA) = C.
completeness: given B ⊆ C and its supremum b in S, we prove b ∈ C, that is, b ∈ A0 for
every A0 ∈ AA. Indeed, we have B ⊆ C ⊆ A0 and the definition of AA ensures b ∈ A0 .
This implies that c ∈ C. Moreover, since f (C) ⊆ C, we have f (c) ∈ C, and since c is a
supremum of C, we get f (c) v c. It remains to prove the converse orientation c v f (c). To
this end we consider the following set D:
define D where “D ≡ {x ∈ C. x v f c}”
We conclude by proving that D ∈ AA, since this implies C ⊆ D and in particular c ∈ D, which
means c v f (c).
D ⊆ S: because D ⊆ C ⊆ S.
f (D) ⊆ D: Let d ∈ D. So d ∈ C, and since c is a supremum of C, we have d v c. With
the monotonicity of f we get f (d) v f (c) and thus f (d) ∈ D.
completeness: Given E ⊆ D and its supremum b in S, we prove that b ∈ D. Since E ⊆ D,
f (c) is a bound of E, and as b is a least of such, b v f (c), that is b ∈ D.
J
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By taking S = UNIV in the above lemma, we obtain:
theorem (in complete) monotone_imp_ex_quasi_fixed_point:
assumes “monotone (v) (v) f” shows “∃s. f s ∼ s”
It is easy to see that this result indicates the existence of a strict fixed point if the relation v
is antisymmetric, recovering statement (1) in the context of Stauti and Maaden [20], but
without requiring reflexivity.
locale complete_antisymmetric = complete + antisymmetric
corollary (in complete_antisymmetric) monotone_imp_ex_fixed_point:
assumes “monotone (v) (v) f” shows “∃s. f s = s”

4.2

Completeness of Quasi-Fixed Points

Next, we tacle the completeness of quasi-fixed points, generalizing statement (2). It was a
surprise to us that, this time Nitpick [6] found a counterexample for this claim.
I Example 2 (by Nitpick). We claimed (in complete) assumes “monotone (v) (v) f” shows
“complete_in (v) {s. f s ∼ s}” and typed nitpick. In seconds it found a counterexample:
f = (λx. _) (a1 := a3 , a2 := a3 , a3 := a3 , a4 := a1 )
(v) =
(λx. _)
(a1 := (λx. _) (a1 := False, a2 := True, a3 := True, a4 := True),
a2 := (λx. _) (a1 := True, a2 := True, a3 := True, a4 := True),
a3 := (λx. _) (a1 := True, a2 := False, a3 := True, a4 := False),
a4 := (λx. _) (a1 := True, a2 := True, a3 := True, a4 := False))
Below we depict the relation v (left) and the mapping f (right).
a1

a4

a1

a4

a3

a2

a3

a2

On the left, arrow ai → aj means ai v aj , and arrow ai ↔ aj means ai ∼ aj . On the
right, an arrow ai 99K aj means f(ai ) = aj . In this example, indeed v is complete and f is
monotone. The quasi-fixed points are a1 , a3 , a4 ; however, none of them are least, because
a1 6v a1 , a3 6v a4 and a4 6v a4 .
After analysing the counterexample and existing proofs for lattices and trellises, we found
a mild requirement on the relation v, that we call (semi)attractivity:
locale semiattractive = less_eq_syntax +
assumes attract: “x v y =⇒ y v x =⇒ x v z =⇒ y v z”
locale attractive = semiattractive + dual: semiattractive “(w)”
The intuition of this assumption is dipicted in Fig. 2. Attractivity is so mild that it is implied
by either of antisymmetry and transitivity:
sublocale transitive ⊆ attractive by (unfold_locales, auto dest: trans)
sublocale antisymmetric ⊆ attractive by (unfold_locales, auto)
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z

x

y

x

y

z

Figure 2 Attractivity: If two elements are similar, then arrows coming to one of them is also
“attracted” to the other.

Assuming attractivity and completeness, we prove that the set of quasi-fixed points of a
relation-preserving map f are complete. We start with a lemma saying that any complete
subset S closed under f has a least quasi-fixed point:
lemma ex_extreme_quasi_fixed_point:
assumes “monotone (v) (v) f” and “f ‘ S ⊆ S” and “complete_in (v) S”
and attract: “∀q x. f q ∼ q −→ x v f q −→ x v q”
shows “Ex (extreme (w) {q ∈ S. f q ∼ q})”
end
Proof. We start by defining the set of lower bounds of the quasi-fixed points in S.
define A where “A ≡ {a ∈ S. ∀s ∈ S. f s ∼ s −→ a v s}”
Let us first show that A ∈ AA, using the notation from the previous section.
A ⊆ S: By definition.
f (A) ⊆ A: Let a ∈ A. For any quasi-fixed point s ∈ S, we have that a v s and by
monotonicity, f (a) v f (s). Since f (s) ∼ s, by attract we get f (a) v s, and thus f (a) ∈ A.
Completeness: Given B ⊆ A, we show that any supremum b of B in S is in A. Since every
quasi-fixed point s in S is a bound of A, s is a bound of B. As b is a least of such, we get
b v s and thus b ∈ A.
This implies C ⊆ A, and with lemma quasi_fixed_point_in_C we obtain a quasi-fixed point in
C ⊆ A ⊆ S. This is a least one by the definition of A.
J
Finally, we prove that the set of quasi-fixed points of f is complete.
locale complete_attractive = complete + attractive
theorem (in complete_attractive) monotone_imp_quasi_fixed_points_complete:
assumes “monotone (v) (v) f” shows “complete_in (v) {s. f s ∼ s}”
Proof. Given a subset A of quasi-fixed points, we prove that A has a supremum inside the
set of quasi-fixed points. Define S the set of bounds of A.
define S where “S ≡ {s. ∀a ∈ A. a v s}”
We prove that S satisfies the assumptions of ex_extreme_quasi_fixed_point:
f (S) ⊆ S: Let s ∈ S. By the definition of S, for any a ∈ A we have a v s, and with
monotonicity f (a) v f (s). Then by dual.attract with f (a) ∼ a, we get a v f (s), and thus
f (s) ∈ S.
Completeness: Due to the duality of completeness, it suffices to prove that every subset
B of S has an infimum in S. As the universe is complete, B has an infimum b in UNIV.
By the definition of S, every a ∈ A is a lower bound of S and so of B. As b is a greatest
of such, we get a v b, concluding b ∈ S.
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Consequently, by ex_extreme_quasi_fixed_point, we find a least quasi-fixed point q in S.
We conclude the proof by showing that q is a least bound of A, restricted to the set of
quasi-fixed points:
q is a quasi-fixed point: by construction.
q is a bound of A: by construction, q is in S.
q is least: Let p be another quasi-fixed point which is also a bound of A. Then p is a
quasi-fixed point in S, and by construction of q, q v p.
J
The second result of Stauti and Maaden [20] states that, for a monotone map in a
complete trellis, there exists a least fixed point. We have already obtained a stronger result:
the set of fixed points are complete in complete trellises, since quasi-fixed points are precisely
fixed points in pseudo-orders. Nevertheless, holding the as-general-as-possible manifesto in
mind, we further generalize the result to show that antisymmetry alone is sufficient for the
set of fixed points to be complete.

4.3

Completeness of Fixed Points in Antisymmetry

Now we prove that the set of strict fixed points is complete, only assuming antisymmetry.
Observe first that this is not an immediate consequence of the completeness of quasi-fixed
points, since when reflexivity is not available, there can be more fixed points than quasi-fixed
points. So we have to show that there is no fixed points below the least quasi-fixed point we
have found.
The proof relies on the following technical lemma, stating that given two sets A and B
of strict fixed points, such that every element of A is below every element of B, there is a
quasi-fixed point in-between.
lemma qfp_interpolant:
assumes “complete (v)” and “monotone (v) (v) f”
and “∀a ∈ A. ∀b ∈ B. a v b”
and “∀a ∈ A. f a = a”
and “∀b ∈ B. f b = b”
shows “∃t. (f t ∼ t) ∧ (∀a ∈ A. a v t) ∧ (∀b ∈ B. t v b)”
Proof. We first define the set T of elements in between A and B:
define T where “T ≡ {t. (∀a ∈ A. a v t) ∧ (∀b ∈ B. t v b)}”
It is enough to prove that T satisfies the assumptions of lemma quasi_fixed_point_in_C:
f (T) ⊆ T: Let t ∈ T. Then for every a ∈ A, a v t and by monotonicity f (a) v f (t).
Since a is a fixed point, we have a = f (a) v f (t). Similarly, we have f (t) v b for every
b ∈ B, and thus f (t) ∈ T.
completeness: Let C ⊆ T and let us prove that C has a supremum in T. By the
completeness of (v), we find a supremum c of C ∪ A in UNIV. Let us prove that this is a
supremum of C in T:
c ∈ T: By construction, c is a bound of A. Since C ⊆ T, every b ∈ B is a bound of C,
and as c is least of such, c v b. Consequently, c ∈ T.
c is a bound of C: by construction.
c is least: Let d ∈ T be another bound of C. By the definition of T, d is also a bound
of A, and so of C ∪ A. As c is least of such, we conclude c v d.
J
From this lemma, we deduce that the set of strict fixed points is complete.
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theorem (in complete_antisymmetric) monotone_imp_fixed_points_complete:
assumes mono: “monotone (v) (v) f” shows “complete_in (v) {s. f s = s}”
Proof. Let A be a subset of strict fixed points. Similarly to the proof of attract_imp_qfp_
complete, define the set S of bounds of A. This set S still satisfies the assumptions of
ex_extreme_quasi_fixed_point, so it has a least quasi-fixed point q. We prove that this is a
supremum of A with respect to the set of (strict) fixed points.
q is a fixed point: by antisymmetry and the fact that q is a quasi-fixed point.
q is a bound of A: because q ∈ S.
q is least: Let p be a fixed point and at the same time a bound of A. Let B = {q, p}.
Then A and B satisfy the assumption of monotone_imp_interpolant_quasi_fixed_point. So
there is a quasi-fixed point t between A and B. In particular, t v q and t v p. Since t
is a bound of A, we know t ∈ S. Since q is a least quasi-fixed point in S, we get q v t.
With t v q and antisymmetry we get q = t, and since t v p, we conclude q v p.
J

5

Kleene-Style Fixed-Point Theorems

Kleene’s fixed-point theorem states that, for a pointed directed complete partial order hA, vi
and a Scott-continous map f : A → A, the supremum of {f n (⊥) | n ∈ N} exists in A and
is a least fixed point. Mashburn [16] generalized the result so that hA, vi is a ω-complete
partial order and f is ω-continuous.
In this section we further generalize the result and show that for ω-complete relation
hA, vi and for every bottom element ⊥ ∈ A, the set {f n (⊥) | n ∈ N} has suprema (not
necessarily unique, of course) and, they are quasi-fixed points. Moreover, if (v) is attractive,
then the suprema are precisely the least quasi-fixed points.

5.1

Scott Continuity, ω-Completeness, ω-Continuity

A related set hA, vi is ω-complete if every ω-chain – a countable set in which any two elements
are related – has a supremum. In order to characterize ω-chains in Isabelle (without going
into ordinals), we model an ω-chain as the range of a relation-preserving map c : N → A.
locale omega_complete = less_eq_syntax +
V
assumes “ c :: nat ⇒ ’a. monotone (≤) (v) c =⇒ Ex (extreme_bound (v) (range c))”
A map f : A → A is Scott-continuous with respect to (v) ⊆ A × A if for every directed
subset D ⊆ A with a supremum s, f (s) is a supremum of the image f (D).
definition “scott_continuous f ≡
∀D s. directed (v) D −→ extreme_bound (v) D s −→ extreme_bound (v) (f ‘ D) (f s)”
The notion of ω-continuity relaxes Scott-continuity by considering only ω-chain as D.
definition “omega_continuous f ≡ ∀c :: nat ⇒ ’a. ∀s.
monotone (≤) (v) c −→
extreme_bound (v) (range c) s −→ extreme_bound (v) (f ‘ range c) (f s)”
As hN, ≤i is total, and thus directed, we can easily verify that Scott-continuity implies
ω-continuity using the fact that the image of a monotone map over a directed set is directed.
lemma scott_continous_imp_omega_continous:
assumes “scott_continuous f” shows “omega_continuous f”
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For the later development we also prove that every ω-continuous function is nearly
monotone, in the sense that it preserves relation x v y when x and y are reflexive elements.
Note that near monotonicity coincides with monotonicity if the underlying relation is reflexive.
lemma omega_continous_imp_mono_refl:
assumes “omega_continuous f” and “x v y” and “x v x” and “y v y”
shows “f x v f y”
Proof. The proof consists in observing that under the assumptions, function c :: nat ⇒ ’a
defined by “c i ≡ if i = 0 then x else y” is monotone. Furthermore, y is a supremum of
the image of c, i.e., {x, y}, so ω-continuity ensures that f (y) is a supremum of {f (x), f (y)},
which in particular means that f (x) v f (y).
J

5.2

Kleene’s Fixed-Point Theorem

The first part of Kleene’s theorem demands to prove that the set {f n (⊥) | n ∈ N} has a
supremum and that all such are quasi-fixed points. We prove this claim without assuming
anything on the relation v besides ω-completeness and one bottom element.
context
fixes f and bot (“⊥”)
assumes “omega_complete (v)” and “omega_continuous (v) f” and “∀x. ⊥ v x”
begin
Just for convenience we abbreviate the set {f n (⊥) | n ∈ N} as Fn in Isabelle:
abbreviation(input) fn where “fn n ≡ (f ^^ n) ⊥”
abbreviation(input) “Fn ≡ range fn”
theorem kleene_quasi_fixed_point:
shows “∃p. extreme_bound (v) Fn p” and “extreme_bound (v) Fn p =⇒ f p ∼ p”
Proof. First note that fn is a relation-preserving map from hN, ≤i to hA, vi: this is reduced
to f n (⊥) v f n+k (⊥) for any n and k, which is easily proved by induction on n. Thus Fn =
range fn is an ω-chain, and ω-completness gives a supremum, say p, for Fn. Now let us prove
that p is a quasi-fixed point.
Since p is a supremum of Fn, the ω-continuity of f ensures that f (p) is a supremum
of f (Fn). As p is a bound of Fn, it is also a bound of f (Fn) due to the definition of Fn.
Consequently, f (p) v p.
It remains to show the other orientation p v f (p). Since p is least in the bounds of Fn, it
suffices to show that f (p) is a bound of Fn, that is, f n (⊥) v f (p) for every n. We prove this
by induction on n. The base case is by the assumption of ⊥. For inductive case, assume
f n (⊥) v p. By the “near” monotonicity we conclude f n+1 (⊥) v f (p), but to this end we
need f n (⊥) v f n (⊥) for every n, which would be trivial if we had reflexivity. Instead we
prove this fact by induction on n, also using omega_continous_imp_mono_refl.
J
Now the first part of Kleene’s theorem is reproved without any order assumption: for an
ω-complete set hA, vi with a bottom element ⊥ and ω-continuous map f : A → A, there
exists a supremum for {f n (⊥) | n ∈ N} and it is a quasi-fixed point.
Kleene’s theorem also states that the quasi-fixed point found this way is a least one.
Hence naturally we consider proving this claim for arbitrary relations, but again Nitpick
saved us this hopeless effort.
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I Example 3 (by Nitpick). Our conjecture is now “extreme_bound (v) Fn q =⇒ extreme (w)
{s. f s ∼ s} q”. Following is a counterexample found by Nitpick:
⊥ = a1
f = (λx. _) (a1 := a3 , a2 := a1 , a3 := a3 )
(v) =
(λx. _)
(a1 := (λx. _) (a1 := True, a2 := True, a3 := True),
a2 := (λx. _) (a1 := True, a2 := False, a3 := True),
a3 := (λx. _) (a1 := True, a2 := False, a3 := True))
q = a3
a2

a3

a2

a1

a3

a1

In this example, indeed a1 is a bottom element, v is (ω-)complete, and f is ω-continuous.
The set of quasi-fixed points is {a1 , a2 , a3 }, and a3 is an extreme bound of {fn (⊥) | n ∈ N} =
{a1 , a3 }. However, a3 is not a least quasi-fixed point because a3 6v a2 .
Now again, attractivity turns out to be the key. We prove that the set of suprema of Fn
coincides with the set of least quasi-fixed points, if the underlying relation is attractive.
corollary (in attractive) kleene_fixed_point_dual_extreme:
shows “extreme_bound (v) Fn = extreme (w) {s. f s ∼ s}”
Proof. Let q be a supremum of Fn. By kleene_quasi_fixed_point, we already know that
this is a quasi-fixed point. So to prove that q is a least quasi-fixed point, it is enough to
show that any other quasi-fixed point s is a bound of Fn = {f n (⊥) | n ∈ N}. This is done
by induction on n. The base case ⊥ v s is trivial by assumption. For the inductive case,
assuming f n (⊥) v s we get f n+1 (⊥) v f (s) by the same argument as in the previous proof.
Since f (s) ∼ s, attractivity concludes f n+1 (⊥) v s.
Conversely, consider a least quasi-fixed point s. We show that s is a supremum of Fn.
Since s is a quasi-fixed point, and as we have just proved above, s is a bound of Fn. It
remains to prove that s is least in bounds of Fn.
By kleene_quasi_fixed_point, Fn has a supremum, say k, and is a quasi-fixed point. As s
is a least quasi-fixed point, we have s v k. On the other hand, as s is a bound of Fn and k is
a least of such, we see k v s. Consequently, s ∼ k.
Now let x be a bound of Fn. We know k v x, and with s ∼ k, we conclude s v x due to
attractivity.
J

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we developed an Isabelle/HOL formalization for order-theoretic concepts such as
various completeness conditions and fixed-point theorems. We adopt an as-general-as-possible
approach, so that many results previously known only for partial orders or pseudo-orders are
generalized. In particular the generalizations of the Knaster–Tarski theorem and Kleene’s
fixed-point theorems would deserve some attention. These achievement become reachable to
us largely due to the great assistance by the smart Isabelle 2018 environment.
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For future work, it is tempting to further formalize and hopefully generalize other results
about completeness and fixed points, which are listed as related work in the introduction.
We also plan to extend the library with convergence arguments, which were actually our
original motivation for formalizing these order-theoretic concepts.
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Abstract
We describe a formalization of modal tableaux with histories for the modal logics K, KT and S4 in
Lean. We describe how we formalized the static and transitional rules, the non-trivial termination
and the correctness of loop-checks. The formalized tableaux are essentially executable decision
procedures with soundness and completeness proved. Termination is also proved in order to define
them as functions in Lean. All of these decision procedures return a concrete Kripke model in
cases where the input set of formulas is satisfiable, and a proof constructed via the tableau rules
witnessing unsatisfiability otherwise. We also describe an extensible formalization of backjumping
and its verified implementation for the modal logic K. As far as we know, these are the first verified
decision procedures for these modal logics.
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1

Introduction

Propositional modal logics have proved useful for reasoning about knowledge and belief [24],
verifying digital circuits [8], and knowledge representation and reasoning [1].
The main reason for their success is that they provide just the right amount of extra
expressive power, somewhere between propositional and first order logic, while retaining
almost universal decidability. Modal description logics [3] in particular are extremely
expressive, many with decision procedures that are exptime-complete and beyond.
There are many efficient implementations of various modal and description logics, but the
desire for efficiency leads to numerous non-trivial optimizations which make the theoretical
soundness and completeness harder to prove. Consequently, most of these implementations
are buggy and require constant maintenance to iron out these bugs. For efficiency, these
provers also do not provide concrete evidence, such as proofs or countermodels, for their
answers. As such, these implementations cannot be used in safety-critical applications.
Naive decision procedures for modal logics sometimes proceed by constructing the, possibly
exponential sized, set of all maximal consistent subsets of a given set Γ and then attempting
to construct a model directly by comparing when two such subsets can be related by the
semantic binary relation. They are analogous to the construction of a canonical model when
using a Henkin-style completeness proof for a Hilbert calculus for modal logic. If Γ is finite
then so is its set of maximal consistent sets, so termination is usually easy [19], and it suffices
to prove soundness and completeness constructively [11]. But they are not practical because
their first task requires a possibly unnecessary exponential operation. More refined “on the
fly” tableau procedures [29] only construct the set of subsets in the worst-case, and as is
well-known, real-world examples rarely contain such worst-case examples.
© Minchao Wu and Rajeev Prabhakar Goré;
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Our work follows this “refined” approach. We break new ground for producing verified
and optimized implementations for modal description logics by handling the basic modal
logics K, KT and S4. For K, we also give a verified implementation of backjumping [3]. The
logic K allows us to set the scene and incorporate backjumping. The logic KT allows us to
showcase how to handle axiomatic extensions. The termination argument for the logic S4
requires detecting “ancestor loops” in tableau branches. Loop-checking is also required to
handle knowledge bases (global assumptions), which encode real-world problems [4].
By utilizing the constructive nature and strong type system of Lean [9], we implemented
verified decision procedures based on tableaux with histories, which are variants of sequent
calculi with histories given by Heuerding, Seyfried, and Zimmermann [16] (HSZ henceforth).
However, our formalization does not mimic the proofs given in HSZ. Although the verified decision procedures are not competitive against state-of-the-art provers, they provide promising
evidence that efficient verified provers for expressive modal description logics are plausible.
The verified decision procedures are functions defined in Lean. They could be executed
using #reduce but this will take too long to compute, meaning they cannot be used directly
in a Lean proof. Instead, we use #eval to execute these functions on the virtual machine
provided by Lean, and thus obtain our experimental results.

Related Work
Formalizations of theories, decision procedures and SAT solvers for classical propositional
logic and first order logic have been well studied. Many recent verified provers also come
with verified optimizations [7] [26]. These formalizations usually adopt modern variants
of the resolution method as their primary calculus in order to achieve efficiency. On the
other hand, there are also verified decision procedures based on tableau methods [21] [2]
[17]. However, the target logics of these projects are either classical propositional logic [21]
or basic description logics [2], without loop-checks, and without verified optimizations. For
example, Hidalgo et al. [17] verified a decision procedure for description logic ALC, but
their satisfiability was then defined with respect to empty global assumptions, so loop-checks
are not required. Our formalization also extends their work. Other work related to modal
and temporal logics includes Paulien [10], Bentzen [6] and Yuasa et al.[30]. Paulien [10]
gives a comprehensive account of embedding modal logics in Coq. Bentzen [6] gives a
formalization of Henkin-style completeness proof of modal logics in Lean. Yuasa et al. [30]
use an external decision procedure for the µ-calculus to help verify the Deutsch-Schorr-Waite
marking algorithm in Agda, but leave the decision procedure itself trusted. There are also
formalizations of temporal logics developed by Schimpf et al. [25], Jantsch and Norrish
[18], Esparza et al. [12], targeting verification related to model checking problems including
verified model checkers, and translation between temporal logics and automata.

2

Modal logic preliminaries

Our verified decision procedures are all implemented with lists. However, for readability, we
use usual mathematical notation for sets in the following when there is no confusion.

2.1

Syntax and semantics of K, KT and S4

I Definition 2.1. The syntax of formulas in this paper is given by the following grammar.
N ::= 0 | S N
ϕ ::= N | ¬N | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ | ♦ϕ
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I Definition 2.2. The length l of a formula ϕ is the number of logical connectives including
P
 and ♦ occurring in ϕ. The length l of a set Γ of formulas is ϕ∈Γ l(ϕ). The closure cl
of a formula ϕ is the set of all the subformulas of ϕ.
To obtain a neat formalization we only consider formulas in negation normal form as defined
in Definition 2.1. However, it is easy to establish a translation between the full language and
the negation normal form, preserving the correctness of the decision procedures.
I Definition 2.3 (Kripke models). A Kripke model is a triple (S, R, V ) where S is a set of
states, and R ⊆ S × S and V ⊆ N × S are two binary relations. R is called a reachability
relation, and V is called a valuation function.
I Definition 2.4. A KT model is a Kripke model whose reachability relation is reflexive. An
S4 model is a KT model whose reachability relation is transitive.
I Definition 2.5 (forcing). For a Kripke model M = (S, R, V ), the forcing relation
a state s ∈ S and a formula ϕ is:
(M, s)

n

if V (n, s)

(M, s)

¬n

if (M, s) 6 n

(M, s)

ϕ∧ψ

if (M, s)

ϕ and (M, s)

(M, s)

ϕ∨ψ

if (M, s)

ϕ or (M, s)

(M, s)

ϕ

if for all t ∈ S, R(s, t) implies (M, t)

(M, s)

♦ϕ

if there exists t ∈ S, R(s, t) and (M, t)

between

ψ
ψ
ϕ
ϕ

I Definition 2.6 (satisfiability). Let M be a Kripke model. A state s ∈ M satisfies a set Γ of
formulas, written (M, s)  Γ, if for all ϕ ∈ Γ, (M, s) ϕ. A set Γ of formulas is satisfiable
if there is a Kripke model containing a state that satisfies Γ, and is unsatisfiable otherwise.
We write s ϕ and s  Γ if the model M is clear from the context. Kripke models are
formalized as a Lean structure equipped with two relations, parameterized by a carrier type
states. Also note that by definition, an empty model never satisfies a set Γ of formulas.
When Γ is proved to be unsatisfiable, then it is also not satisfied in any non-empty model.
structure kripke (states : Type) :=
(val : N → states → Prop)
(rel : states → states → Prop)
def sat {st} (k : kripke st) (s) (Γ : list nnf) : Prop :=
∀ ϕ ∈ Γ, force k s ϕ
def unsatisfiable (Γ : list nnf) : Prop :=
∀ (st) (k : kripke st) s, ¬ sat k s Γ

2.2

Tableaux for K, KT and S4

The tableau KT for modal logic K is the calculus defined as in Figure 1. We call the upper
part of a rule the upper sequent (lower sequent resp.). Rule (K) is called the transition rule
[13]. The computational behaviour of the transition rule has a backtracking flavor. If the
lower sequent is unsatisfiable, then so is the upper sequent. If the lower sequent is satisfiable,
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(id)

n, ¬n, Γ
unsatisfiable

(∧)

ϕ ∧ ψ, Γ
ϕ, ψ, Γ

(∨)

ϕ ∨ ψ, Γ
ϕ, Γ ψ, Γ

(K)

♦ϕ, Σ, Γ
ϕ, Σ

Figure 1 Tableau KT .

♦∆, Σ, Γ
(K) ····················································
ϕ0 , Σ ϕ1 , Σ . . . ϕn , Σ
where ∆ = {ϕ0 , . . . , ϕn } =
6 ∅ and Γ is a set of literals not containing a pair n, ¬n
Figure 2 Equivalent form of the transition rule.

then the decision procedure backtracks and tries another ♦-formula. If all of them are
satisfiable, then so is the upper sequent. In our formalization, the transition rule should be
understood as its variant as shown in Figure 2, which encodes such a computational behavior
in the form of a rule. This applies to all the transition rules of the tableaux given in this
paper. Rules with the semantics captured by our dotted line are also known as AND-nodes,
indicating that such rules have a semantic interpretation that is “dual” to that of the ∨ rule,
and the resulting calculi are also called AND-OR tableaux [14]. We abuse notation by using
the same rule names but distinguish them by dotted lines.
I Theorem 2.7 (invertibility). For the (K) rule (above) and the (∧) rule, all the lower
sequents are satisfiable if and only if the upper sequent is satisfiable. One of the lower
sequents of the (∨) rule is satisfiable if and only if the upper sequent is satisfiable.
I Theorem 2.8 (termination). Let Γu be the upper sequent and Γl a lower sequent of a non-id
rule in KT . Then l(Γl ) < l(Γu ).
The tableau KTT for modal logic KT is obtained by adding the (T ) rule to KT . The
tableau S4T for modal logic S4 is KTT with the transition rule replaced by the rule (S4):
(T )

3

ϕ, Γ
ϕ, ϕ, Γ

(S4)

♦ϕ, Σ, Γ
ϕ, Σ

Formalization

We now describe verified decision procedures for K, KT and S4. The one for K introduces
the basic tools we developed for formalizing modal tableaux, and serves as an overview of the
verified algorithms. The one for KT introduces tableaux with histories to handle non-trivial
termination, and focuses on their correctness. The one for S4 combines the techniques for K
and KT to deal with the correctness of loop-checks.
Each decision procedure is implemented as a computable function in Lean, and is proved
to be sound, complete and terminating. They can be evaluated by Lean’s #eval command.

3.1

Formalizing modal tableaux – K

The invertibility Theorem 2.7 guarantees that each rule of KT properly propagates the status
of a sequent. Thus a natural way to write a decision procedure f for K is to call f recursively
on the lower sequents of each rule and propagate the status upwards [29]. Eventually, the
root sequent, which is the goal, will have its status updated. In a theorem prover supporting
a strong type theory, the status can be a complex witness such as a proof or a model.
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In cases where a formula ϕ is satisfiable, instead of returning a proof of the statement that
ϕ is satisfiable, which is an existential sentence, we can return a Kripke model as a concrete
object that satisfies ϕ. For the purpose of formalization, such a model should be easy to
construct and easy to check. Defining a Kripke structure by specifying all its fields from
scratch can be tedious, especially when one wants to extract information from a sequence
of Kripke models and re-arrange them by manipulating their R and V to construct a new
model. This happens when dealing with the transition rule. To achieve a better solution, we
describe a uniform way of constructing Kripke models using tree models with interpretation
functions, and let the decision procedure return such a model as a witness when a lower
sequent is satisfiable.
A tree model is defined as an inductive type model with a first argument of type list nat,
intuitively representing the propositional variables true in a state, and a recursive argument
list model, intuitively representing the states reachable from that state. The base case is
when the second list is empty and is not encoded explicitly. Interpretation functions mval
and mrel are defined as follows to capture this intuition.
inductive model
| cons : list N → list model → model
def mval : N → model → bool
| p (cons v r) := p ∈ v
def mrel : model → model → bool
| (cons v r) m := m ∈ r
Note that although such a type is called model, as can be seen from the type of interpretation functions, model is supposed to be used as the type of a state. However, such a state
contains essentially all the information about a Kripke model constructed so far. It is always
possible to recover the model from within a state via the interpretation functions. We define
such a recovery builder, whose type is exactly just Kripke model.
def builder : kripke model :=
{val := λ n s, mval n s, rel := λ s1 s2 , mrel s1 s2 } -- λ for coercion
This mechanism allows us to construct without too much effort a provably correct model
of the upper sequent Γ of a transition rule from the models returned by its lower sequents. For
example, if l is the list of tree models returned by the recursive calls on the lower sequents of
the transition rule, then the tree model s of the upper sequent is simply s := cons v l where
v is a list of natural numbers definable from the upper sequent itself. For non-transition
rules, the tree model remains the same. Then we prove sat builder s Γ. The return type
of the decision procedure f is as follows, where the // notation denotes subtypes:
inductive node (Γ : list nnf) : Type
| closed : unsatisfiable Γ → node
| open_ : {s // sat builder s Γ} → node
Since the return value of calling f on the lower sequents of the transition rule is potentially
a list of tree models satisfying each lower sequent, a predicate called batch_sat is defined to
relate the lower sequents and their models. The function unmodal takes a sequent Γ and
produces its lower sequent according to the transition rule.
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inductive batch_sat : list model → list (list nnf) → Prop
| bs_nil : batch_sat [] []
| bs_cons (m Γ l1 l2 ) : sat builder m Γ → batch_sat l1 l2 →
batch_sat (m::l1 ) (Γ::l2 )
-- unbox and undia take a list of formulas, and
-- get rid of the outermost box or diamond of each formula respectively
def unmodal (Γ : list nnf) : list (list nnf) :=
list.map (λ d, d :: (unbox Γ)) (undia Γ)
The verification of the transition rule is illustrated next. The type modal_applicable
expresses the extra conditions of the transition rule: Γ contains only literals, contains no
contradictions, and contains at least one ♦-formula. Moreover, unmodal_sat_of_sat not
only encodes that if the upper sequent is satisfiable then so is every lower sequent, but also
that it holds for any list ∆ of formulas that contains all the - and ♦-formulas in Γ.
theorem sat_of_batch_sat : Π l Γ (h : modal_applicable Γ),
batch_sat l (unmodal Γ) → sat builder (cons h.v l) Γ
theorem unmodal_sat_of_sat (Γ : list nnf) : ∀ (i : list nnf),
i ∈ unmodal Γ → (∀ {st : Type} (k : kripke st) s ∆
(h1 : ∀ ϕ, box ϕ ∈ Γ → box ϕ ∈ ∆)
(h2 : ∀ ϕ, dia ϕ ∈ Γ → dia ϕ ∈ ∆), sat k s ∆ → ∃ s’, sat k s’ i)
The termination of the algorithm is not difficult to formalize, because each lower sequent
of each rule contains fewer logical connectives. A termination argument is then given by the
length of a sequent. However, the transition rule requires some implementational attention.
It is worth noting that a map-like function is needed to execute f on the list of lower sequents.
Given a term such as list.map f l occurring within the definition of f , Lean does not know
automatically that the computation terminates because f is not applied to any arguments.
Secondly, the transition rule needs early termination in order to make the algorithm efficient.
As soon as one of the lower sequents turns out to be unsatisfiable, the computation should
terminate because the upper sequent must be unsatisfiable. We define a dedicated function
as follows to achieve early termination and help Lean prove termination.
-- psum is the sum type extended to Sort in Lean.
def tmap {p : list nnf → Prop} (f : Π Γ, p Γ → node Γ):
Π Γ : list (list nnf), (∀ i∈Γ, p i) →
psum {i // i∈Γ ∧ unsatisfiable i} {x // batch_sat x Γ}
The dependent function f in the argument is an abstraction of the decision procedure f
itself with a proof h saying that the input of it satisfies the property p. This p is supposed to
be the termination of the transition rule whose proof is given as follows. Since the termination
proof is found in the local context where the decision procedure f is being called, Lean knows
that this recursive call terminates.
def unmodal_size (Γ : list nnf) : ∀ (i : list nnf),
i ∈ unmodal Γ → (node_size i < node_size Γ)
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Since the return type contains either a proof that the goal is unsatisfiable, or a Kripke
model which provably satisfies the goal, soundness and completeness are immediately given.
They can also be proved explicitly as follows.
def tableau : Π Γ : list nnf, node Γ := ...
using_well_founded {rel_tac := λ _ _, ‘[exact h_, measure_wf node_sizei]}
def is_sat (Γ
match tableau
| closed _ :=
| open_ _ :=
end

: list nnf) : bool :=
Γ with
ff
tt

theorem correctness (Γ : list nnf) :
is_sat Γ = tt ↔ ∃ (st : Type) (k : kripke st) s, sat k s Γ

3.2

Tableaux with histories – KT

As we can see from the (T ) rule of KTT , the termination of proof search in KT becomes
non-trivial. In HSZ, a sequent calculus with histories was proposed to handle termination.
Soundness and completeness of such a sequent calculus was then proved by establishing a
translation between the original calculus and the one with histories. We use a tableau system
with histories based on the sequent calculus with histories, and give a direct semantic proof
of soundness and completeness with the corresponding formalization. We use a different
termination argument, as we found that the measure given by HSZ does not always decrease.
I Definition 3.1. Tableau KTT H is defined as in Figure 3 where the vertical bar | separates
the history Σ, which is a formula-set, from the formula-set Γ carried by each sequent:
(id)

Σ | n, ¬n, Γ
unsatisfiable
(T )

(∧)

Σ | ϕ ∧ ψ, Γ
Σ | ϕ, ψ, Γ

Σ | ϕ, Γ
ϕ, Σ | ϕ, Γ

(K)

(∨)

Σ | ϕ ∨ ψ, Γ
Σ | ϕ, Γ Σ | ψ, Γ

Σ | ♦ϕ, Γ
∅ | ϕ, Σ

where Γ in (K) is a set of literals not containing a contradiction
Figure 3 Tableau KTT H .

I Definition 3.2. A sequent Σ | Γ is satisfiable if Σ ∪ Γ is satisfiable.
The procedure to decide whether Γ is satisfiable in KT is similar to the one designed for
K. Starting with the goal ∅ | Γ as a root sequent, apply rules repeatedly until a contradiction
is found or no rule is applicable, whence a KT proof or model can be constructed.
However, the correctness proof now becomes different. The first thing to notice is that
KTT H does not have the strict subformula property as does KT . The lower sequent of the (T )
rule contains more logical connectives than the upper sequent. Consequently, the termination
argument that worked for K does not work for KT. Secondly, although the transition rule
in KTT H is very similar to that of KT , the change of semantics from K to KT means its
invertibility is not immediately obvious. We prove termination by defining a measure on
sequents and showing that such a measure decreases under a well-founded relation every
time we apply a rule.
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I Definition 3.3. Let Γ be a set of formulas. The degree of Γ is the maximal number of
modal operators occurring in any formula ϕ ∈ Γ.
I Definition 3.4. Let Σ | Γ be a sequent in KTT H . The size of Σ | Γ is defined as a pair
size(Σ | Γ) := (degree(Σ ∪ Γ), l(Γ))
I Theorem 3.5. Let Σ | Γ be the upper sequent and Σ0 | Γ0 a lower sequent of a rule in
KTT H . Let <lex be the lexicographic order on N × N. Then
size(Σ0 | Γ0 ) <lex size(Σ | Γ)
Proof. For the (T ) rule, degree(Σ | Γ) remains unchanged and l(Γ) decreases. For the
transition rule, degree(Σ | Γ) decreases. For propositional rules, there are two possibilities:
either degree(Σ | Γ) decreases or degree(Σ | Γ) remains unchanged and l(Γ) decreases. In
either case size(Σ | Γ) decreases.
J
The invertibility of the transition rule is key to the correctness of the decision procedure.
We prove this by establishing a semantic relationship between Σ and Γ of a sequent, using
the tree model and interpretation functions mechanism developed in the previous section.
I Definition 3.6. A sequent Σ | Γ is called reflexive if for every ϕ ∈ Σ, if a tree model
m := cons v l satisfies the following two conditions:
1. m  Γ, and
2. for every s ∈ l, for every ψ ∈ Σ, s ψ.
then m ϕ.
I Theorem 3.7. Let Σ | Γ be a sequent generated by KTT H . Then
1. Σ contains only -formulas.
2. Σ | Γ is reflexive.
A paper proof of Theorem 3.7 could proceed by induction on the construction of sequents.
In our formalization, we encode Theorem 3.7 as a property into the definition of a sequent so
a sequent cannot be constructed without proving it obeys Theorem 3.7. This avoids the extra
work of defining an inductive type representing KTT H , carrying out an explicit induction and
relating such a type to the decision procedure. The final definition of a sequent of KTT H is:
structure seqt : Type :=
(main : list nnf)
(hdld : list nnf)
-- srefl main hdld says that sequent hdld | main satisfies theorem 3.7(2)
(pmain : srefl main hdld)
-- box_only says there are only boxed formulas in hdld
(phdld : box_only hdld)
As an example, we show the construction of a sequent in the implementation. The
and_child function takes a sequent Γ, assumes that an ∧-formula is found in the main part,
and returns a new sequent which is the lower sequent of the ∧-rule with Theorem 3.7 proved.
Henceforth, we refer to this way of proving properties of sequents as “downward propagation”.
The function Γ.main returns the main field of the sequent Γ.
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def and_child {ϕ ψ} (Γ : seqt)
hϕ :: ψ :: Γ.main.erase (and ϕ
begin
intros k s γ hsat hin hall,
by_cases heq : γ = and ϕ ψ,
{ rw heq, split, apply hsat,
{ apply Γ.pmain _ hin hall,
apply sat_and_of_sat_split
end, Γ.phdldi
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(h : nnf.and ϕ ψ ∈ Γ.main) : seqt :=
ψ), Γ.hdld,

simp, apply hsat, simp },
_ _ _ _ _ h hsat }

I Theorem 3.8 (invertibility). All the lower sequents of the transition rule are satisfiable if
and only if the upper sequent is satisfiable.
Proof. (⇒) By Theorem 3.7. (⇐) By KT semantics.

J

Note that applying Theorem 3.7 by itself gives us satisfiability with respect to tree
models. However, in the end of the formalization, an immediate corollary is that a sequent is
satisfiable if and only if it is satisfied by a tree model. Thus Theorem 3.8 does not claim
too much.

3.3

Loop checks – S4

The transitivity constraint in the semantics of S4 poses more difficulties on both the termination and correctness of the decision procedure. HSZ introduced a sequent calculus with
histories for S4 and proved its soundness and completeness via a translation connecting two
intermediate calculi. We give a tableau calculus that enhances HSZ’s calculus, and give a
formalization of soundness and completeness without establishing translations. We again use
a slightly different termination argument as the measure from HSZ could become negative
in some cases. This does not necessarily mean that HSZ’s argument is incorrect, because a
negative lower bound might still be given. However, we were not able to find it in the paper.
I Definition 3.9. Tableau S4T H is defined as in Figure 4. The condition ϕ ∈
/ H in the
transition rule is called a “loop-check”. H, S and A are called a history, a signature, and
ancestors of the sequent respectively. A signature is a pair of formula and list of formulas,
but can be empty. The ancestors is a list of non-empty signatures. For each rule that is not
id or S4, the χ in its upper sequent A || S || H || Σ | χ, Γ is called a principal formula.
I Definition 3.10. A sequent A || S || H || Σ | Γ is satisfiable if Σ ∪ Γ is satisfiable. Given
a sequent s, we refer to its fields by the projection notation (e.g., s.Γ).

3.3.1

Downward propagation

The transition rule of S4T H prevents us from using the termination argument for KTT H ,
because the degree of Σ | Γ can remain unchanged, and the length of Γ can increase. However,
S4T H has some nice properties that are helpful to design a termination argument.
I Theorem 3.11. Let A || S || H || Σ | Γ be a sequent generated by S4T H from root
A0 || S 0 || H 0 || Σ0 | Γ0 . Then
1. Σ contains no duplicate elements. H contains no duplicate elements.
2. Σ and H are sublist permutations of cl(Γ0 ).
3. Γ ⊆ cl(Γ0 ).
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(id)
(∧)

A || S || H || Σ | ϕ ∧ ψ, Γ
A || ε || H || Σ | ϕ, ψ, Γ
(, new)

(, dup)

(S4)

A || S || H || Σ | n, ¬n, Γ
unsatisfiable
(∨)

A || S || H || Σ | ϕ ∨ ψ, Γ
A || ε || H || Σ | ϕ, Γ A || ε || H || Σ | ψ, Γ

A || S || H || Σ | ϕ, Γ
(ϕ ∈
/ Σ)
A || ε || ∅ || ϕ, Σ | ϕ, Γ
A || S || H || Σ | ϕ, Γ
(ϕ ∈ Σ)
A || ε || H || Σ | ϕ, Γ

A || S || H || Σ | ♦ϕ, Γ
(ϕ ∈
/ H)
(ϕ, Σ), A || (ϕ, Σ) || ϕ, H || Σ | ϕ, Σ

where Γ in (S4) is a set of literals not containing a contradictory pair
Figure 4 Tableau S4T H .

A paper proof of Theorem 3.11 could use induction on the S4T H rules using these three
properties simultaneously. In the formalization, this is handled by a downward propagation
as in Section 3.2.
I Definition 3.12. Let A || S || H || Σ | Γ be a sequent generated by S4T H from root
A0 || S 0 || H 0 || Σ0 | Γ0 . We use ◦ for function composition, l for the length function and cl
for the closure function in Definition 2.2. The size of A || S || H || Σ | Γ is a triple
size(A || S || H || Σ | Γ) := (l ◦ cl(Γ0 ) − l(Σ), l ◦ cl(Γ0 ) − l(H), l(Γ))
By Theorem 3.11, size is a well-defined function from sequents to N × N × N.
I Theorem 3.13. Let u be the upper sequent and l the lower sequent of a non-id rule in
S4T H . Let <lex be the lexicographic order on N × N × N. Then
size(l) <lex size(u)
In addition to Theorem 3.13, which suffices to prove termination, S4T H has more properties
that help prove soundness and completeness. These properties do not need to be proved
by referring to each other, but we gather them together as they are all properties about
sequents, which can be handled by a downward propagation.
I Theorem 3.14. Let A || S || H || Σ | Γ be a sequent generated by S4T H . Then
1. Σ contains only -formulas.
2. For every ϕ ∈ H, (ϕ, Σ) ∈ A.
3. If S 6= ε then fst(S) ∈ Γ and snd(S) ⊆ Γ.
As for a sequent of KTT H , a sequent of S4T H can now be defined formally as follows.
structure sseqt : Type :=
(goal : list nnf)
(a : list psig) -- psig is the signature, which is of form (d, b)
(s : sig) -- sig := option psig
(h b m: list nnf)
(ndh : list.nodup h) -- nodup says there is no duplicate elements
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Figure 5 Edges labeled with S4 are an application of transition rule, N an application of nontransition rule. The red edge indicates that a loop-check is triggered at node m and a request is
made. Black nodes are nodes with tree models constructed, and white nodes do not have a tree
structure yet and their statuses are unknown to m. The node labeled r is the root.

(ndb : list.nodup b)
(sph : h <+~ closure goal) -- <+~ denotes sublist permutation
(spb : b <+~ closure goal)
(sbm : m ⊆ closure goal)
(ha : ∀ ϕ ∈ h, (hϕ, bi : psig) ∈ a)
(hb : box_only b)
-- dsig takes a signature (d, b) and a proof h, and returns d
(ps1 : Π (h : s 6= none), dsig s h ∈ m)
-- bsig takes a signature (d, b) and a proof h, and returns b
(ps2 : Π (h : s 6= none), bsig s h ⊆ m)

3.3.2

Upward propagation

Before diving into correctness, we give an informal view of the problems caused by S4. One
essential difference between S4T H and KTT H is that when there are no rules applicable to a
sequent l, in KTT H a provably correct model for l can immediately be constructed, but in
S4T H this is not true. In S4T H , there are two cases where no rules are applicable. The first
case is that Γ contains only literals in the current sequent A || S || H || Σ | Γ. In this case a
tree model m which is a singleton can be constructed, and with some effort we might be able
to prove m  Σ ∪ Γ.
The second case is that Γ contains not only literals, but also a list of ♦-formulas ♦D such
that D ⊆ H. This happens when loop-checks are triggered to prevent further computation.
The intuition behind this termination is that if the ♦-formula to be handled occurs in the
history, then it must have been handled before. Then a reachability relation is supposed to
be established between the potential state that satisfies the current sequent and the potential
state that satisfies the resulting sequent of the previous (S4)-rule application.
There are three levels of difficulty towards the construction of a provably correct model
at this stage. The first is that the current sequent l needs to know where the previous
handling happened and what the resulting sequent r was. The second is that even if it knows
what r was, a tree model ml for l cannot be constructed because r is above l and does not
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have a tree structure yet. Moreover, ml is a subtree of mr and its construction should not
refer to that of mr . The third is that even if we give up the idea of trees and manage to
construct a model where a state sl is supposed to satisfy l (sr for r resp.), to prove that sl
satisfies l, we need to show that all the -formulas in l, when unboxed, are satisfied by sr .
However, whether this is true has not been determined because there could be unexplored
branches of r. It is also worth noting that the overall status of r depends on the status of l,
which is being determined. This non-well-founded behaviour of S4 is illustrated by Figure 5.
Similar difficulties also occur when dealing with other more expressive modal logics such as
propositional dynamic logic [29].
We proceed as follows to handle this non-well-foundedness and give a formalization of
the correctness of S4T H .
1. When no rule is applicable to a sequent l = A || S || H || Σ | Γ and Γ contains diamonds,
a tree model m is constructed. The tree model comes with three additional pieces of data:
the sequent l called id, a list of formulas called htk, and a list of signatures called request.
Intuitively, htk contains formulas true within m, and request contains backward edges
representing loops. A request can be defined using only H and Σ, without referring to a
sequent occurring “above” l, but l does not know whether theses requests can be fulfilled.
2. The model m is then propagated to the upper sequents in the same way it is done for K
and KT. For the transition rule, the constructor is applied to obtain a new tree. For the
non-transition rules, the tree structure remains the same. The construction of htk and
request are described below.
3. The correctness of m is left open at the time it is constructed, instead, a set P of properties
of m is proved. These properties exploit the data contained in l and m, and are preserved
by upward propagation. In other words, for each rule of S4T H , if there is a tree model
of the lower sequent with P proved, then a tree model of the upper sequent can also be
constructed with P proved.
4. We show that if the root sequent r = ∅ || ε || ∅ || ∅ | Γ has a tree model mr with P
proved, then interpretation functions can be defined on a type induced by mr to construct
an S4 model m. It can be proved from P that m  Γ.
I Definition 3.15. Lists htk and request are defined recursively as follows :
1. If no rules can be applied to a sequent A || S || H || Σ | Γ, or it is the upper sequent of a
transition rule, then
htk = Γ
request = {(ϕ, Σ) : ϕ ∈ H}
2. If htkl and requestl are defined for the a sequent of a non-transition rule R, then
htku = {ϕ} ∪ htkl
requestu = requestl
where ϕ is the principal formula of R.
I Definition 3.16. A list l of formulas is called pre-hintikka if the following hold:
1. For every propositional variable p, if p ∈ l then ¬p ∈
/ l.
2. If ϕ ∧ ψ ∈ l, then ϕ ∈ l and ψ ∈ l.
3. If ϕ ∨ ψ ∈ l, then ϕ ∈ l or ψ ∈ l.
4. If ϕ ∈ l, then ϕ ∈ l.
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I Theorem 3.17. Let m be a tree model and A || S || H || Σ | Γ its id. Then m.htk is
pre-hintikka and Γ ⊆ m.htk.
As for sequents, Theorem 3.17 can be part of the definition of a tree model. We put id,
htk, and Theorem 3.17 into a single package called info, as they are the information about
the state being constructed. The final definition of an S4 tree model is as follows:
structure info : Type :=
(id : sseqt)
(htk : list nnf)
(hhtk : pre_hintikka htk)
(mhtk : Γ.m ⊆ htk)
inductive tmodel
| cons : info → list tmodel → list psig → tmodel
In order to describe the properties P in step 3, we need one more definition.
I Definition 3.18. Let m := cons i l r be a tree model. A tree model s is a child of m if
s ∈ l. The descendant relation is the transitive closure of the child relation.
The following non-trivial properties are the key to the correctness proof. We refer to the id,
htk and request of a tree model m by the projections m.id, m.htk and m.request respectively.
I Theorem 3.19. Let m be a tree model constructed in the way described above. Then
1. If s is a child of m and ϕ ∈ m.id.Σ, then ϕ ∈ s.htk.
2. If s is a child of m and ϕ ∈ m.htk, then ϕ ∈ s.htk.
3. If ♦ϕ ∈ m.htk, then either there exists a ∆ such that (ϕ, ∆) ∈ m.request or there exists
a child s of m such that ϕ ∈ s.htk.
4. If (γ, ∆) ∈ m.request and ϕ ∈ m.htk ∪ m.id.Σ, then ϕ ∈ ∆.
5. m.request ⊆ m.id.A.
Property 2 requires property 1 as a lemma, and property 5 needs property 2 from
Theorem 3.14. We omit the proof of Theorem 3.19, but give a proof sketch of the following
substantial theorem, which illustrates that well-founded reasoning is achieved eventually.
I Theorem 3.20 (fulfillment). Let m be a tree model constructed in the way described above
and s be a descendant of m. For every r ∈ s.request, either r ∈ m.id.A, or there exists a
descendant d of m such that r = d.id.S.
Proof. By induction on the construction of m. In the base case, there is no descendant of
m. If m is constructed by non-transition rules, the theorem holds trivially because the tree
structure, m.id.A and request remain the same. Suppose m is constructed by the transition
rule. Let s be a descendant of m. Then s is either a child of m or there exists a child c of m
such that s is a descendant of c. In the first case, we proceed by cases on whether r is the
head of s.id.A: if so, then s itself is the witness of a qualified descendant, else r ∈ m.id.A.
In the second case, we apply the inductive hypothesis and proceed by cases once more. J
The fulfilment theorem tells us that every request is eventually fulfilled by the tree model
constructed at the root. This is because the root sequent has an empty ancestors A.
I Theorem 3.21 (global invariant). Let m be a tree model constructed in the way described
above and s a descendant of m. s satisfies the conclusions of Theorem 3.19 and Theorem 3.20.
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Theorem 3.21 is not superfluous for the formalization. Since Theorem 3.19 and Theorem 3.20 are not part of the definition of a tree model, each model knows that it itself
satisfies Theorem 3.19 and Theorem 3.20, but has no information about its descendant once
the construction is completed. The formalization of Theorem 3.21 is no harder than a proof
by intuition – it is simply a property of m whose proof is immediately given by Theorem 3.19
and Theorem 3.20 during the construction of m, and can be kept by the return type.
For convenience, we now define a subtype rmodel that combines a tree model and the
invariants ptmodel, as the invariants are frequently referred to in the following proofs,
especially in proving semantic facts about the reachability relation. The evaluation function
val and reachability relation reach are defined on rmodel as follows. Note that reach is
the reflexive transitive closure of the relation reach_step. A state s reaches a state t by one
step, if t is a child of s, or the signature of t is in the request of s.
def rmodel : Type := {m : tmodel // ptmodel m}
inductive reach_step : rmodel → rmodel → Prop
| fwd (s : rmodel) (i l ba h) : s.1 ∈ l → reach_step h(cons i l ba), hi
| bwd (s : rmodel) (i l ba h) : (∃ rq ∈ ba, some rq = msig s.1) →
reach_step h(cons i l ba), hi s

s

def reach (s1 s2 : rmodel) := rtc reach_step s1 s2
Given a tree model m, the carrier set M of the final S4 model induced by m is all the
rmodels whose tmodel part is either m or a descendant of m. The final S4 model ready to
be proved correct is as follows.
def builder (m : tmodel) : S4 {x : rmodel // x.1 = m ∨ desc x.1 m} :=
{val := λ v s, var v ∈ htk s.1.1,
rel := λ s1 s2 , reach s1 s2 , -- λ for coercion
refl := λ s, refl_reach s,
trans := λ a b c, trans_reach a b c}
When there is no confusion, we refer to the htk of an element s in M as s.htk.
I Theorem 3.22. Let m be the tree model returned by the decision procedure called on the
root sequent r = ∅ || ε || ∅ || ∅ | Γ with Theorem 3.19, Theorem 3.20 and Theorem 3.21
proved. Then for every state s in the induced model M , if ϕ ∈ s.htk then s ϕ. In particular,
when viewed as an element of M , m  Γ.
Proof. By induction on the construction of formulas. This one makes use of everything
proved so far, especially the invariants. m  Γ because Γ ⊆ m.htk by Theorem 3.17.
J

4

Backjumping

The verified decision procedures described above can be equipped with provably correct
optimizations as well. We now describe how backjumping [3] as an optimization can be
integrated to gain exponential speedups.
Backjumping reduces search space by preventing recursive calls on the right branch of an
(∨) rule when its status can already be determined by analyzing the information propagated
from the left branch. If the left branch is open, then there is no need for backjumping as we
don’t have to explore the right branch. Backjumping is triggered only on closed branches. On
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the other hand, all the significant changes we made to verify KTT H and S4T H happen only
on the construction of models, namely the open branches, and the closed branches remain
almost the same. Due to this nature, the verification of backjumping does not interfere with
the proofs in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3. Such a verification for K can be ported to KT and
S4 without too many changes. We formalize backjumping for K as an example, and leave
the extension to KT and S4 as future work.
We define a notion of responsibility for each of the rules of KT . Each sequent is assigned a
list of formulas, called a marking set, representing the formulas responsible for contradictions.
The construction of a marking set is an upward propagation.
I Definition 4.1 (responsibility). A marking set M is recursively defined on closed branches
as follows. The ϕ and ψ refer to their corresponding occurrences in KT defined in Figure 1.
1. For the id rule, M = {p, ¬p}.
2. Let Ml be the marking set of the lower sequent of the ∧-rule.
(
{ϕ ∧ ψ} ∪ Ml if ϕ ∈ Ml or ψ ∈ Ml
M=
Ml
otherwise
3. Let Ml /Mr be the marking sets of the left/right lower sequent of the ∨-rule respectively.
(
Ml ∪ Mr ∪ {ϕ ∨ ψ} if ϕ ∈ Ml or ψ ∈ Mr
M=
Ml ∪ Mr
otherwise
4. Let l be the first unsatisfiable lower sequent of the transition rule, with a marking set Ml :
M = ♦(l.head) ∪ (l.tail ∩ Ml )
The idea of backjumping is that if the left principal formula (i.e., ϕ) of the (∨) rule is not
in the marking set of the left lower sequent, then the upper sequent is unsatisfiable. We
strengthen this claim and prove the following:
I Theorem 4.2 (marking). For each sequent Γ, if a sublist ∆ of Γ contains nothing in the
marking set if defined, then Γ − ∆ is unsatisfiable.
Formally, Theorem 4.2 is defined as:
def pmark (Γ m : list nnf) :=
∀ ∆, (∀ δ ∈ ∆, δ ∈
/ m) → ∆ <+ Γ → unsatisfiable (list.diff Γ ∆)
The motivation of Theorem 4.2 is that we want to add a new rule BJ standing for
backjumping into KT . The upper sequent is immediately unsatisfiable because Γ is unsatisfiable by Theorem 4.2. Also note that a marking set is defined if and only if the sequent
is unsatisfiable.
(BJ)

ϕ ∨ ψ; Γ
ϕ; Γ

if ϕ ∈
/ Ml

In terms of the formalization of S4, Theorem 4.2 is an invariant. It is proved during the
upward propagation along with the construction of the marking set, but this time everything
happens in the closed branches. The formalization of Theorem 4.2 is difficult, mainly due
to the reasoning about list difference. We omit the proof here as it should be conceptually
clear how it can be proved by induction. One thing to note is that a marking set of BJ also
needs to be defined and proved to respect Theorem 4.2 because BJ now takes part in the
computation. This can be achieved by using case 3 of Definition 4.1 assuming Mr is empty.
The corresponding proof of Theorem 4.2 is then straightforward.
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Table 1 Results on the LWB benchmark for K (left) and S4 (right).
Subclass
branch_n
branch_p
d4_n
d4_p
dum_n
dum_p
grz_n
grz_p
lin_n
lin_p
path_n
path_p
ph_n
ph_p
poly_n
poly_p
t4p_n
t4p_p

5

K
3
1
5
6
18
9
21
6
3
6
10
2
3
2
20
19
7
7

K (backjumping)
5
3
5
7
18
17
21
7
4
7
10
12
3
3
20
21
7
12

FaCT++
10
10
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
13
7
21
21
21
21

Subclass
45_n
45_p
branch_n
branch_p
grz_n
grz_p
ipc_n
ipc_p
md_n
md_p
path_n
path_p
ph_n
ph_p
s5_n
s5_p
t4p_n
t4p_p

S4
0
1
3
6
21
0
3
3
3
4
2
1
3
2
2
21
0
0

FaCT++
21
21
6
7
21
21
10
10
10
4
15
21
7
6
21
21
21
21

Evaluation

We evaluated the performance of the verified decision procedures for K and S4 against
FaCT++ [28], using the Logic Work Bench (LWB) benchmarks [5]. FaCT++ is a state-ofthe-art reasoner for modal description logics. The LWB benchmarks are widely used for
measuring the performance of modal reasoners [20] [15]. There are 18 subclasses of problems
in the benchmark. Each subclass contains 21 problems, and each problem is harder to solve
than the previous ones within the same subclass. We perform the tests on an Intel 2.20
GHz CPU with 2GB of memory. The time limit for each problem in a subclass is set to
be 100 seconds and Table 1 shows the most difficult problem solved from each subclass
by each prover within this limit. Thus the first row of the left hand table shows that our
verified provers K and K (with backjumping) could solve 3 and 5 problems, respectively,
while FaCT++ could solve 10, with each problem taking at most 100 seconds.
It is not surprising that FaCT++ outperforms the verified decision procedures on almost
every problem. Figure 6 displays a fragment of a typical profile of the verified S4 decision
procedure called on a problem. It can be seen that nearly 50% to 75% of the time is spent
on dec_eq_nnf, which is called heavily in list operations such as list.erase. This suggests
that future improvements of efficiency can include using better data structures such as arrays
or hash tables instead of lists, as well as implementing other algorithmic optimizations such
as unit propagation, semantic branching [28] and better ordering heuristics [27]. On the other
hand, we see from Table 1 that the decision procedure for K with backjumping dominates the
vanilla one in performance and backjumping is never worse. In particular, on the subclasses
dum_p and path_p, there is a huge boost given by backjumping.

6

Conclusion and future work

We have presented verified decision procedures for three basic modal logics and shown how to
handle loop-checking and backjumping. All of these decision procedures are executable, and
are proved to be sound, complete and terminating. Backjumping has been implemented and
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#eval execution took 15.6s
15552ms
99.9%
tableau
...
10703ms
68.8%
dec_eq_nnf
9491ms
61.0%
list.decidable_mem
...
Figure 6 A fragment of a typical profile.

verified for K, and can be ported to KT and S4. All of these decision procedures return a
concrete Kripke model when the input set of formulas is satisfiable, and a proof constructed
via the tableau rules witnessing unsatisfiability otherwise. In fact, although the following
well-known theorem is not formalized, it is implied by the formalization:
I Theorem 6.1 (finite model K, KT, S4). Every satisfiable formula is satisfiable in a finite
model.
It should be clear that each satisfiable formula is witnessed by a tree model, which is
a finite object. It can also be seen that the valuation functions and reachability relations
constructed by the decision procedures for K and KT are computable. In the case of S4,
this is a bit subtle because the transitive closure relation is not necessarily computable.
However, since the descendants of a tree model form a finite set, by checking their requests
and signatures one by one, we do have a way to compute reachability. We leave it to future
work to have an explicit formalization of this for completeness.
Tableaux with histories offer us convenient tools for formalizing correctness of decision
procedure for modal logics, but they also introduce some inefficiency. Comparing to a sequent
of S4T , a sequent of S4T H contains more information and takes time to construct. The
extra information helps with verification but slows down the implementation. Therefore,
future work also includes finding a balance point between the ease of formalization and
computational efficiency of these decision procedures, and of course, porting backjumping to
them would be an external boost.
One last thing to notice is that the expressiveness of S4 allows us to apply the verified
decision procedures to more than modal logics. Since S4 is topologically complete [22], a
translation between Kripke semantics and topological semantics can be established. It can
be shown that a formula ϕ has a topological model if and only if it has an S4 model. We
have also done half of this translation in our formalization. Another translation called the
Gödel-McKinsey-Tarski translation is given in McKinsey and Tarski [23]. It is a translation
between propositional intuitionistic logic and modal logic S4, and preserves theoremhood.
Consequently, if the translation is formalized, then a verified decision procedure for S4 also
gives us a verified decision procedure for intuitionistic propositional logic. The formalization of
S4 opens the possibility of promising cross-field applications, and we leave the implementation
of these as future work.
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1

Introduction

Consider the following non-terminating ML program that prints the letter y forever.
fun yes () = ( put_line " y " ; yes ());
val () = yes ();

This program has the same behaviour as the default configuration of the Unix tool yes.
The yes program highlights a peculiar omission in Hoare-style programming logics to
date: with only a few exceptions (Section 7), Hoare-like logics have only focused on reasoning
about terminating programs or proving absence of bad behaviours. Few Hoare logics can
state (let alone prove) that the yes program (1) will not terminate and (2) will produce a
never-ending stream of y characters as output. Note that (2) is a liveness property.
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One can argue that correctness is not important for toy examples such as yes. However,
there are real-world programs that are both non-terminating and where correctness is
important. Examples include embedded controllers, web servers, network filters and other
software that is part of some device or infrastructure.
The fact that non-terminating behaviours are important is acknowledged in compiler
verification where it is expected/common to prove that compilation preserves both terminating and non-terminating behaviours of the compiled programs; the CompCert [25] and
CakeML [36] compilers are proved to preserve both types of behaviours.
In this paper we present how reasoning about total correctness of non-terminating
programs can be integrated into and used in the context of a Hoare-like programming logic.
Specifically, we describe how a proved-to-be-sound Hoare-style programming logic framework
(characteristic formulae for CakeML) has been extended to enable reasoning about the I/O
behaviour of non-terminating programs, thus enabling proofs of correctness properties such
as (1) and (2).
For the yes program, our extended framework allows us to prove the following correctness
theorem. The theorem is stated as a Hoare triple, where the precondition assumes that an
I/O stream exists and nothing has been written to it, and the code is the application of
function yes to an arbitrary argument arg. The postcondition is the interesting part here: we
specify with POSTd that the program does not terminate. Furthermore, we assert that the
trace of io produced by the diverging (i.e. non-terminating) execution is the infinite lazy list
obtained by repeating the I/O event put_str_event "y\n" forever.
` {|io_events []|}
yes · [arg]
{|POSTd io. io = lrepeat [put_str_event "y\n"]|}
In conventional Hoare logics, postconditions make a statement about final program
states. However, non-terminating programs do not have final states, and the only interesting
observation that can be made is what I/O they produce. Here the POSTd-postconditions
make a statement about a possibly infinite trace of I/O events. One can think of this trace
as the I/O events produced by an infinite execution of the program. As we will see later,
formally POSTd-postconditions make a statement about the least upper bound of all I/O
traces the program produces when allowed to run for different lengths of time.

Contributions
This paper makes the following contributions:
It shows how a Hoare-like logic, characteristic formulae (CF) for CakeML, can be extended
to enable correctness proofs for non-terminating programs. The approach is inspired
by transfinite induction rather than coinduction, and does not require non-terminating
loops to be productive. Our extension to CF enables reasoning about non-terminating
programs in the same setting as terminating programs. We support postconditions with
conditional (non-)termination, including conditions on external state such as the length
or contents of input streams.
Proofs of non-termination are, in two steps, turned into proofs about terminating functions.
The first automatically step transforms the function under consideration into a repeat
combinator applied to a terminating step function. The second step is to interactively
prove that each execution of the (terminating) step function has behaviours that can
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be composed to describe the infinite behaviour of the original function. Currently,
this approach is limited to tail-recursive functions and does not consider mutual or
higher-order recursion.1
We demonstrate the use of CF on examples of non-terminating programs. The most
complex example is a filter component for systems built on the verified seL4 microkernel.
This filter component had an unwieldy and overly complicated proof before CF could be
used, but now has a manageable proof that avoids reasoning directly at the level of the
operational semantics.

2

Bird’s-eye view of yes verification

We start with a high-level summary of the user experience when verifying the yes program.
Subsequent sections explain the technical setup and several more interesting examples.
To prove the yes program, the user of the proof tools first applies a tactic that runs a
verified source-to-source transformation on the recursive function yes. The transformation
converts the goal we want (i.e. the theorem statement about yes from above) to a goal that
talks about an application of repeat to a non-recursive function. Here repeat is defined as
fun repeat f x = repeat f (f x). This helps isolate the behaviour of each iteration of yes.
The new goal statement is roughly:
{|io_events []|}
repeat (fn () => put_line "y"; ()) ()
{|POSTd io. io = lrepeat [put_str_event "y\n"]|}
The tactic then invokes a general theorem that can reduce any such goal about repeat and
POSTd into a goal about the terminating executions of its function argument. At this point,
the proof goal splits into two subgoals and the user needs to instantiate three existentially
quantified variables: events, Hs and vs (which will be explained below).
The first subgoal is a Hoare triple which asserts that each execution of the loop body
respects events, Hs and vs. The Hoare triple is roughly the following. Think of Hs i as
the precondition for the ith iteration of the loop. Here events i is a list of I/O events
produced on the ith iteration; and vs i is a predicate that the argument given as input on
iteration i satisfies. The POSTv-postcondition requires that the function returns normally
and vs (i + 1) retv requires that the function produces the next argument.
∀i. {|Hs i ∗ io_events []|}
(fn () => put_line "y"; ()) · [vs i]
{|POSTv retv. Hs (i + 1) ∗ io_events (events i) ∗ hvs (i + 1) retvi|}
The second subgoal requires the user to prove that the infinite concatenation lflatten of the
list consisting of all I/O event lists, i.e. lgenlist events None, satisfies the desired postcondition:
lflatten (lgenlist events None) = lrepeat [put_str_event "y\n"]

Since each loop iteration behaves the same, we can instantiate events, Hs, vs with constant
functions that return [put_str_event "y\n"], the empty heap predicate emp, and equality with
the unit value (), respectively. The two subgoals are then easy to prove. Note that the proof
of the first subgoal uses standard CF methods because it is about a terminating program.
1

Note that this is not a significant restriction in practice, because most non-tail-recursive functions that
have diverging semantics will actually terminate with an out-of-stack error message.
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3
3.1

Background and new technical setup
Heaps and characteristic formulae

Characteristic formulae [5] (CF for short) is a technique for program verification that is based
around a function that given a program p produces a predicate cf p called the characteristic
formula of p. The idea is that in order to prove validity of the Hoare triple {|P|} p {|Q|}, it
suffices to prove cf p P Q. This helps because cf p is a higher-order logic formula and not a
program; that is, we reduce reasoning about programs to shallowly embedded formulae in
the meta-logic2 that make no direct reference to the program source code. These formulae
are typically much easier to reason about in a proof assistant. The present paper extends
the work of Guéneau et al. [15] on characteristic formulae for CakeML, to which we refer for
more background and details.
A heap is a set of heap parts; a heap part is either a memory cell Mem l v, meaning
that the value v is at memory location l, or an external resource FFI_part st f ps e, which
describes a part of the world outside the CakeML runtime that can be affected by foreign
function calls such as I/O operations. It records the state of the outside world (st), an oracle
that models the effects of invoking foreign functions (f ), the list of FFI calls it can handle
(ps), and a list of the events (e) observed so far. We define the lifting of a boolean c to a heap
predicate hci as λ s. s = ∅ ∧ c. Let l 7→ v denote the heap predicate λ h. h = { Mem l v } .
The result of executing a program is modelled by an element of the datatype res:
res = Val v | Exn v | FFIDiv string (word8 list) (word8 list) | Div (io_event llist)

Programs can return a value (Val), raise an exception (Exn), invoke a foreign function that
never returns control to CakeML (FFIDiv), or diverge (Div). When a program diverges, it
exhibits a possibly infinite trace of I/O events, represented as a lazy list. Div and FFIDiv are
where we extend previous work [15], which only considered values and exceptions. We will
focus the presentation on the case of Div.
When we write a Hoare triple {|P|} p {|Q|}, the precondition P is a heap predicate, and
the postcondition Q is a function from results to heap predicates. The following abbreviations
are convenient for writing postconditions:
def

(POSTv v. Q v) = (λ res. case res of Val v ⇒ Q v | _ ⇒ hFi)
def
(POSTd io. Q io) = (λ res. case res of Div io ⇒ hQ ioi | _ ⇒ hFi)
For example, the Hoare triple {|hTi|} p {|POSTv v. hint 5 vi ∗ l 7→ v|} is true if from every
initial state the program p returns 5 and, moreover, the memory location l contains 5. Here
∗ denotes separating conjunction. Note that in POSTd, Q io is a predicate and not a heap
predicate; this reflects the fact that divergent programs have no final state.
The characteristic formula is generated by a straightforward recursion on the syntactic
structure of the program. To give the flavour, we show the characteristic formula of a
sequential composition e1 ; e2 :
def

cf (e1 ; e2 ) =
local

(λ H Q.
∃ Q0.
(cf e1 H Q 0 ∧ Q 0 ⇒¬v Q) ∧
∀ xv. cf e2 (Q 0 (Val xv)) Q)

2

In our case, the meta-logic is higher-order logic.
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local is, intuitively, the closure of a predicate under separating conjunction. This mimics
the frame rule of separation logic, allowing us to disregard irrelevant parts of the heap in subproofs. The remainder of the formula says that there must be an intermediate postcondition
Q 0 admitted by the characteristic formula of e1 such that (1) Q 0 res implies Q res if res is not
a value (⇒¬v ), and (2) the characteristic formula of e2 admits Q 0 (Val xv) as precondition and
Q as postcondition for all values xv. To see how this formula copes with divergence, note that
if Q 0 is a POSTd then conjunct (2) is vacuous because of the precondition Q 0 (Val xv) = hFi.
Thus, if e1 diverges then cf (e1 ; e2 ) does not depend on e2 .
Perhaps surprisingly, virtually no changes to the definition of cf are needed to support
divergence. This is for two reasons. First, CF for CakeML already supports reasoning about
exceptions. Once obtained, the way a Div result propagates through a characteristic formula
is exactly analogous to an exception that can never be handled; the reader may check this for
the case when e1 raises an exception in the above sequential composition. The second reason
is that cf e does not unfold the definition of functions that are called within e. Instead, the
cf of a function application falls back to a Hoare triple about the program:
def

cf (f · v) = local (λ H Q. {|H |} f · v {|Q|})

Thus there is no need to accommodate infinite recursion in e by, say, making cf clocked
or corecursive. This design means that the CF logic has no native proof rule to deal with
recursive calls, terminating or not. This aspect is handled entirely by the meta-logic, which,
being higher-order, offers excellent support for induction.
In the above presentation, we have taken the liberty of abstracting away from certain
details that are not germane to the issue at hand. In particular, the definition of cf in the
formalisation is parameterised by a binding environment mapping variables to values. We
will continue to ignore binding environments in the remainder of this presentation. This is
because they are mainly a matter of plumbing: the CF user never sees or manipulates binding
environments. Readers interested in the gory details may peruse [15] or the formalisation.

3.2

Semantics and soundness

In this section, we will define how we give meaning to Hoare triples, and prove that characteristic formulae are sound with respect to Hoare triples.
The semantics of CakeML is defined in the style of functional big-step semantics [30].
That is, the workhorse is a function evaluate which given an initial state and a program
returns a final state and a result. It is structured much like an interpreter, but is not
necessarily executable. Since evaluate is a function, we need to make sure it is terminating,
and since we also wish to give semantics to non-terminating programs, evaluate is clocked: it
is parameterised on a natural number ck that is decremented whenever evaluate consumes a
function call, and if ck is 0, evaluate terminates with a special timeout result.3 The top-level
semantics of a program is defined in terms of evaluate by quantifying over possible clock
values: a diverging program is one that times out for every ck. A terminating program is one
where for some ck, evaluate terminates with a non-timeout result. This intuition is formalised
in the definition of evaluate_to_heap:

3

In the CakeML language, (recursive) function calls are the only language constructs that can lead to
divergence. There are no while loops or similar constructs.
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def

evaluate_to_heap st exp heap (Val v) =
∃ ck st 0 . evaluate ck st [exp] = (st 0 ,Rval [v]) ∧ st2heap st 0 = heap
def

evaluate_to_heap st exp heap (Div io) =
(∀ ck. ∃ st 0 . evaluate ck st [exp] = (st 0 ,Rerr (Rabort Rtimeout_error))) ∧
sup { io | ∃ ck. io = fromList (fst (evaluate ck st [exp])).ffi.io_events } = io

As a technical detail, evaluate_to_heap also mediates between evaluate’s concrete notion of
state, and the heap abstraction that our Hoare triples use, via st2heap. Two noteworthy things
are happening in the divergence case. First we require that io is the supremum (ordered by
prefix inclusion) of the I/O events that the program emits for every clock value. Thus, a Div
result represents the limit behaviour of a program as time goes to infinity. Second, the value
of heap is ignored, because a divergent execution has no final state.
We now have all the machinery required to define Hoare triples in terms of this semantics:
def

{|H |} e {|Q|} =
∀ st h_i h_k.
split (st2heap st) (h_i ,h_k) ⇒
H h_i ⇒
∃ r h_f h_g heap. split3 heap (h_f ,h_k ,h_g) ∧ Q r h_f ∧ evaluate_to_heap st e heap r
In words, the Hoare triple {|H |} e {|Q|} is true if, starting from any initial state which
is the disjoint union (split) of a heap h_k and some heap that satisfies the precondition H ,
the result of evaluating e from this initial state is a heap heap and result r such that some
subset of the heap which is disjoint from h_k satisfies Q r. Note that h_k recurs in both the
pre- and postconditions – this, along with the disjoint unions before and after evaluation,
are necessary to make local reasoning sound.
Soundness: the main result that validates the use of characteristic formulae for verification
of CakeML programs is:
` cf e H Q ⇒ {|H |} e {|Q|}
This extends the soundness result of Guéneau et al. [15] to total-correctness Hoare triples
about divergent programs. The main complications were the shifted clocks in the sampling
of sup as used in the definition of evaluate_to_heap. The interesting cases to update for Div
were let, handle, andalso/orelse and function application. Otherwise, the structure of the
soundness proof needed some refactoring but did not fundamentally change.

4

Reasoning about divergent programs

When faced with programs that run forever, the traditional techniques for reasoning about
loops no longer apply: induction fails because there is no base case, and the While rule of
total correctness Hoare logic fails because there is no loop variant. Both of these approaches
have the very important practical benefit that they are syntax-directed: they reduce reasoning
about loops to reasoning about a single iteration of the loop body.
In this section, we develop the reasoning principles and tools necessary to support such
syntax-directed proofs about divergent programs. In doing so, we have two conflicting goals
that we must balance:
1. We want to support reasoning about silent loops that don’t produce I/O.
2. The user should never see the semantic clock from Section 3.2 when proving a specification,
and postconditions should describe no behaviour except the observable I/O behaviour.
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The challenge is to meet both while avoiding unsoundness due to circularity. For example,
the While rule of Nakata and Uustalu [28] meets the first goal by sacrificing the second:
their postconditions describe traces that include internal computation steps such as the
evaluation of loop guards. Programming with corecursive functions in proof assistants or
total programming languages [37] requires productivity, thus sacrificing the first goal.
Our solution is based on the insight that we can avoid circularity by exploiting the fact
that in the evaluation semantics of Section 3.2, silent loops produce a clock tick every iteration.
We can hide this tick from the user by considering programs encapsulated in a context that
causes clock ticks to happen. Hence we consider programs of the form repeat f x, where
fun repeat f x = repeat f ( f x );

We derive a reasoning principle, akin to transfinite induction, for proving POSTd specifications
about such calls to repeat. This reasoning principle is syntax-directed in the sense that
the premises talk only about the behaviour of the function argument f. In context, each
invocation of f is interleaved with a recursive call to repeat, which produces the required
clock tick.
The repeat form allows us to derive a sound and usable reasoning principle, but we do
not want the straitjacket of having to write all our code in repeat form. Fortunately, there is
no need. The key insight is that for every divergent tail-recursive function f, there exists a
function g such that f and repeat g are semantically equivalent. For example, yes can be
expressed in repeat form as follows:
fun yes () = repeat ( fn x = > put_line " y " ; ()) ();

We implement and verify a program transformation that given a tail-recursive function
produces a function in repeat form that satisfies the same POSTd specification. Thus, we
can reduce reasoning about arbitrary divergent function calls to calls on repeat form, for
which we have a sound reasoning principle. The reason we restrict attention to tail-recursive
functions is that only functions consisting of tail-calls can truly diverge: any other program
will eventually run out of stack space. Tail-calling programs, on the other hand, can run
forever without exhausting the stack.
All these concerns are hidden from the user by a custom tactic that evaluates the program
transformation in-logic and applies the transfinite induction principle to the resulting repeat
program. The user may go about her business of verifying divergent programs without ever
being exposed to the semantic clock, the repeat function, or the program transformation
into repeat form.
In the remainder of this section, we will describe the induction principle and the program
transformation in more detail.

4.1

An induction principle for divergence

Our reasoning principle for programs in repeat form is shown in Figure 1. In order to
conclude that executing repeat fv xv from an initial state satisfying H results in a stream
of I/O events satisfying Q using this rule, we must perform an argument by transfinite
induction: we must discharge a base case, a successor case and a limit case.
The first conjunct limited_parts ns is a side condition which means, roughly, that ns is
the list of all FFI calls that can occur in the program under consideration. Without this
restriction, we could make only very limited predictions about the final I/O stream: since
separation logic pre- and postconditions are local, we would have to account for the possibility
that the frame includes others FFI_parts with other (possibly infinite) event streams that we
have no information about.
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` limited_parts ns ∧
(∃ Hs events vs ss u.
vs 0 xv ∧ H ⇒ Hs 0 ∗ one (FFI_part (ss 0) u ns (events 0)) ∧
(∀ i xv.
vs i xv ⇒
{|Hs i ∗ one (FFI_part (ss i) u ns [])|}
fv · [xv]
{|POSTv v 0 .
hvs (i + 1) v 0 i ∗ Hs (i + 1) ∗
one (FFI_part (ss (i + 1)) u ns (events (i + 1)))|}) ∧
Q (lflatten (lgenlist (fromList ◦ events) None))) ⇒
{|H |} repeat · [fv; xv] {|POSTd Q|}
Figure 1 Transfinite induction principle for proving POSTd specifications.

The base and successor cases require the user to exhibit a number of streams (represented
as functions with domain num), where the i:th element of the streams describe the state
after executing the function fv i times. Hs i is a heap predicate that holds after i iterations,
events i is the list of I/O produced by the i:th loop iteration, ss i the state of the FFI
interface, and vs i a value predicate that fv i x satisfies.
In the base case, we must show that vs and Hs are true initially; this corresponds to the
conjuncts vs 0 xv and H ⇒ Hs 0.
In the successor case, we must discharge a Hoare triple which intuitively states that doing
one more iteration of fv respects the streams. Specifically, if we invoke fv with value and heap
respectively satisfying vs i and Hs i, and with initial FFI state ss i, then fv terminates with a
value and heap satisfying vs (i + 1) and Hs (i + 1), producing the I/O events events (i + 1)
and reaching the FFI state ss i. Note that the event list starts out empty: this allows
reasoning about each loop iteration that is independent of the I/O history from previous
loop iterations.
In the limit case, we need to show that the least upper bound of events – or in other
words, the I/O events after infinitely many iterations of fv – satisfies Q. This upper bound
has an explicit characterisation, namely the infinite concatenation of events 0, events 1, and
so on, which is expressed by lflatten (lgenlist . . . . . . ).
The intermediate heaps and values are not used in the limit case: the only relevant aspect
is the I/O events. Since Q is a predicate on lazy lists, and since in HOL4 equality on lazy lists
coincides with list bisimilarity, discharging this case tends to involve coinductive proofs via
list bisimilarity.Hence our technique for verifying diverging programs uses a mix of transfinite
induction and coinduction. The historically-minded reader may note that our limit case is
similar to the admissibility side condition of Scott induction [34], where the predicate being
proved must be closed under supremum.

4.2

Program transformation

To use the induction principles discussed in the previous section to verify a function f , we
must first rewrite f into repeat form. That is, we must exhibit a function g such that if
repeat g diverges, f diverges with the same result. In this section, we describe the program
transformation we use to produce this g.
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def

make_single_app fname allow_fname (e1 ; e2 ) =

do
e10 ← make_single_app fname F e1 ;
e20 ← make_single_app fname allow_fname e2 ;
Some (e10 ; e20 )
od
def

make_single_app fname allow_fname (f · x) =
if Some f = fname then
do assert allow_fname; make_single_app fname F x od

else
do
x 0 ← make_single_app fname F x;
if allow_fname then Some (then_tyerr (f · x 0 ))
else Some (f · x 0 )
od

Figure 2 Excerpts from the definition of the repeat program transformation.

We restrict attention to tail-recursive functions f which take a single input argument.
The basic idea for how to produce g is simple: the body of g should be the body of f , but
with every recursive call f x replaced with x. To make the transformation sound, we need
to muddy the basic idea with two minor complications. The first is to deal with shadowing
carefully: if the function’s name is shadowed by let bindings, occurrences of the function’s
name in this scope should obviously not be treated as recursive calls. Second, and more
interestingly, what if f terminates? Consider this function:
fun condLoop x = if x = 0 then 0 else condLoop ( x - 1);

If we were to naively rewrite its body as
fun condLoop ’ x = if x = 0 then 0 else x - 1;

we would lose soundness: it is easy to see that repeat condLoop’ 0 diverges but condLoop 0
terminates. To avoid this problem, the transformation makes sure that whenever an expression
is encountered in tail position that is not a tail call – like the expression 0 in the if-branch
above – it is replaced with an expression that causes a runtime error.4 With this modification,
evaluation of repeat condLoop’ 0 gets stuck rather than diverges. This preserves soundness,
because every Hoare triple is false for a program that gets stuck. It is true that this is not
the same behaviour as condLoop 0, but that’s fine: the transformation is only ever used to
prove POSTd specifications, so the two programs only need to agree on divergent behaviour.
Thus, to show that condLoop (~1) diverges it suffices to show that repeat condLoop’ (~1)
diverges: the else branch is always taken, so the runtime error never happens.
While the full definition is too big to show, Figure 2 shows representative extracts from
make_single_app, the workhorse of the transformation. Given an expression e corresponding
to the body of a function named fname, it produces the body of the transformed function.

4

The expression we use is ord 0, which is not type correct because ord expects a character as input.
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It is written in the option monad because the transformation may fail if e.g. the function
is not tail-recursive. To deal with variable capture, fname is an option; the idea is that if
the name of the function is shadowed, fname is None. allow_fname is a flag which is T if
the expression under consideration is in tail position; this is used to determine whether to
inject runtime errors or not. then_tyerr adds an expression which causes runtime errors to
another expression.
The main result of this section is that the above is a sound technique for establishing
POSTd specifications:
` make_repeat_closure fv = Some gv ∧ wellformed fv ∧
{|H |} gv · x {|POSTd Q|} ⇒
{|H |} fv · x {|POSTd Q|}
Here make_repeat_closure is the main entry point for the transformation, which lifts
make_single_app from function bodies to function closures. It returns a new closure value gv,
which is a function of the form repeat g for some g. A closure value is wellformed if it is not
mutually recursive and the function name is distinct from the argument name (this precludes
eg. fun f f = f).
The proof is tedious and ugly because it is done directly in terms of the CakeML semantics
and not in CF. Large parts of it are focused on massaging binding environments and semantic
clocks to line up in highly specific ways. To put it another way, the proof consists of exactly
the kind of low-level reasoning that we want CF to abstract away from. Doing it here, once
and for all, means that when a CF user verifies a diverging program, she won’t have to.
We conclude this section by discussing some limitations of our program transformation.
Recall that we restrict ourselves to tail-recursion. We do not consider functions with multiple
(curried) arguments, nor do we consider mutual recursion. Extensions to handle both should
be straightforward, if tedious, to implement; we have not yet done so because for the programs
we are interested in verifying, the need has not arisen. One possibility is to add further
program transformations on top, encoding curried arguments as tupled arguments and
mutual recursion as direct recursion over sum types. It is also worth noting that the proof
rule from Section 4.1 is not built into the CF infrastructure, but derived from it. Hence a
possible direction for future work is to derive further proof rules covering more exotic forms
of recursion, such as recursion through the store.

5

Examples

In this section, we present a number of example program verifications with the intention to
showcase various features of our program logic.

Silent loop
Our first example is a function that just calls itself:
fun pureLoop x = pureLoop x ;

This example illustrates that we can reason about loops without I/O, and that the shortest
possible divergent program is trivial to verify – the proof script is four lines. The specification
we prove is the following:
` limited_parts ns ⇒
{|one (FFI_part s u ns [])|} pureLoop · [xv] {|POSTd io. io = [||]|}
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After applying the tactic described in Section 4, the user must exhibit streams of heap
predicates, value predicates and events that describe the state at the nth iteration of the
loop body, which in this case is fn x => x. We instantiate these variables with the constant
functions that return, respectively, emp, λ x. T and []. The remaining two lines are to prove
that fn x => x does nothing, and that flattening the infinite list of empty lists is [||].

Conditional divergence
In this section, we revisit the following example from Section 4.2:
fun condLoop x = if x = 0 then 0 else condLoop ( x - 1);

The point here is to illustrate how to prove specifications about programs that may either
terminate or diverge. In this case, the specification is the following:
` limited_parts ns ∧ int x xv ⇒
{|one (FFI_part s u ns [])|}
condLoop · [xv]
{|POSTvd
(λ v. h0 ≤ x ∧ int 0 vi ∗ one (FFI_part s u ns []))
(λ io. x < 0 ∧ io = [||])|}
where POSTvd Q1 Q2 abbreviates the disjunction of POSTv Q1 and POSTd Q2 . Note that the
POSTv includes the conditions under which the program terminates (0 ≤ x), and vice versa
for the POSTd part.
The proof proceeds by a case split on whether x is negative. If it is, the POSTvd condition
is equivalent to POSTd io. io = [||]. From there, the proof is similar to pureLoop, with one
added step: we must show that the loop maintains the invariant that x is negative.
If x is non-negative, the POSTvd condition is equivalent to the POSTv part. The rest of
the proof proceeds by induction on x.
This proof strategy – case splitting on the conditions under which divergence or termination
holds – is usually a forced move on the part of the user. An unfortunate side-effect of this is
situations where reasoning about the loop body may be duplicated in the POSTv and POSTd
cases, but not reusable across them. In practice, this issue is mostly obviated by factoring out
code into auxiliary functions, whose specifications will be automatically applied in both the
POSTv and POSTd cases. A pragmatic reason for preferring this state of affairs is backwards
compatibility: there are already substantial case studies and infrastructure built on top of
CF for terminating CakeML programs [12, 17], and since we keep reasoning about divergence
separate, there is no need for them to change.

Input and output
In Guéneau et al. [15], CF for CakeML was used to develop and verify an implementation of
the Unix cat utility; this was later extended to a more efficient implementation on a more
realistic file system model [12]. Both developments share a limitation: they use a file system
model where the contents of every file and standard stream (eg. stdin) can only be finite.
Thus the theorems about them are not meaningful in situations with infinite input, such as
cat /dev/zero, or yes | cat, or even just Unix cat.5

5

/dev/zero is an infinite stream of null characters. Unix cat with no arguments will read from stdin.
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In this section, we will show how to lift this limitation. File system modelling is not the
topic of the present paper, so in order to avoid getting lost in file system details, we consider
only the case where we read from stdin and write to stdout. Our example is:
fun catLoop ( u : unit ) = case get_char () of
None
= > ()
| Some c = > ( put_char c ; catLoop ());

In the following Hoare triple, SIO input events abbreviates a heap predicate which states
that an FFI_part that can read from stdin and write to stdout is present. Here input is
a lazy list of characters yet to be read from stdin, and events is the list of I/O events
so far. This allows input to be infinite, which lifts the aforementioned limitation of the
previous work [15, 12]. Interaction with the standard streams is encapsulated by get_char
and put_char, which are (verified) CakeML library functions that make FFI calls to the
corresponding stdlib functions, and do the necessary marshalling and unmarshalling.
The function cat abbreviates the I/O we expect to see for a character stream ll:
def

cat ll = lflatten (lmap (λ c. [|get_char_event c; put_char_event c|]) ll)

The Hoare triple which specifies the whole function is this:
` limited_parts names ⇒
{|SIO input []|}
catLoop · [uv]
{|POSTvd
(λ v.
hfinite input ∧ unit_type () vi ∗
SIO [||] (snoc get_char_eof_event (the (toList (cat input)))))
(λ io. ¬finite input ∧ io = cat input)|}
As with the condLoop example, the postcondition is in POSTvd form. It will either
terminate or diverge, depending on whether input is finite or not. If it is finite, we return
unit, consume all pending inputs from SIO, and produce the expected sequence of I/O events,
with a final EOF event corresponding to the failed get_char when input is empty. If input is
infinite, the I/O events are cat input. The whole proof is around 90 lines of HOL script.

Traversing cyclic pointer structures
We now consider an example that combines divergence with separation logic-style reasoning
about the shape of memory. Here we will traverse a cycle of cons cells containing characters
on the heap, and print each character we encounter. The code is as follows:
fun pointerLoop c =
case ! c of (a , b ) = >
( put_char a ; pointerLoop b );

As an aside, the reader may notice that, in standard Hindley–Milner type systems, this
program has no type: it requires c to have a type ’a such that ’a = (char * ’a) ref. That’s
fine since CakeML’s raw evaluation semantics is untyped, and so the only purpose of the
type system is to establish the absence of a certain class of runtime errors. Here, we establish
this absence by proving Hoare triples instead.
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We use the heap predicate ref_list to describe pointer cycles:
def

ref_list rv [] A [] = ∃∃ loc. hrv = Loc loci
def

ref_list rv (rv2 ::rvs) A (x ::l) =
∃∃ loc v1 . hrv = Loc loci ∗ loc 7→ (v1 , rv2 ) ∗ hA x v1 i ∗ ref_list rv2 rvs A l

The idea is that ref_list rv rvs A xs describes an encoding of a list segment with elements
xs of type A, where rv is a pointer to the memory location where this encoding resides,
and rvs are pointers to the encodings of the tails. Note that there is no indication on the
heap of where the segment ends; rather, the last pointer of rvs is left dangling. A cyclic
lazy list, whose elements are those of xs over and over, is represented by a heap predicate
ref_list rv (snoc rv rvs) A xs where the last pointer points back to the beginning. This
predicate allows a concise specification of pointerLoop:
` limited_parts names ⇒
{|SIO [||] [] ∗ ref_list rv (snoc rv rvs) char l|}
pointerLoop · [rv]
{|POSTd io. io = lmap put_char_event (lrepeat l)|}
In the successor case, the proof uses the fact that the ref_list predicate satisfies a kind of
rotational symmetry – intuitively, any tail of a cyclic list with cycle xs is a cyclic list whose
cycle is a rotation of xs. In the limit case, we use bisimulation up-to context [33] to reduce
the size of the candidate relation to one pair only.

Verifying repeat with repeat
We now turn to a question of meta-verification: can the repeat construct described in
Section 4.2 be used to verify repeat itself? For trivial syntactic reasons, the immediate
answer is no: repeat is curried, and the transformation only considers one-argument functions.
However, the answer changes if we allow ourselves to consider an uncurried version:
fun myRepeat (f , r ) = myRepeat (f , f ( r ))

For such a function, we can easily (in just 8 lines) prove the following specification.
` limited_parts ns ⇒
{|H ∗
hvs 0 xv ∧ H ⇒ Hs 0 ∗ one (FFI_part (ss 0) u ns (events 0)) ∧
(∀ i xv.
vs i xv ⇒
{|Hs i ∗ one (FFI_part (ss i) u ns [])|}
fv · [xv]
{|POSTv v 0 .
hvs (i + 1) v 0 i ∗ Hs (i + 1) ∗
one (FFI_part (ss (i + 1)) u ns (events (i + 1)))|}) ∧
Q (lflatten (lgenlist (fromList ◦ events) None))i|}
myRepeat · [(fv, xv)]
{|POSTd io. Q io|}
Note that the preconditions of the Hoare triple above are essentially the same as the
assumptions of the induction principle from Figure 1. In other words, we have given repeat
a CF specification by applying the repeat transformation to repeat itself (modulo currying).
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Listing 1 Excerpts from the filter source code.
fun forward_loop inputarr =
(#( accept_call ) " " inputarr ;
let val ln = Word8Array . substring inputarr 0 256;
val ln ’ = cut_at_null ln ;
in
if match_string ln ’ then
#( emit_string ) ln ’ dummyarr
else ()
end ;
forward_loop inputarr );
fun fo rw ar d_ mat ch in g_l in es u =
let val inputarr = Word8Array . array 256 ( Word8 . fromInt 0);
in
forward_loop inputarr
end

6

Case study: verified filter components

In this section we describe the application of the techniques developed in this paper to a
case study: the development of verified architectural components for systems built on the
formally verified seL4 microkernel [21]. The particular domain we consider is unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs), but the techniques can be applied to other systems too. The case
study itself is the topic of another paper [35].
The particular component we consider is a filter. Architecturally, the filter sits between
a radio driver, which receives commands from a ground station, and the rest of the UAV’s
flight control subsystem. Its purpose is (a) to protect the rest of the flight control subsystem
from cyber-attacks based on malformed command messages, and to achieve this in a way that
(b) does not require changing legacy components, (c) does not increase the attack surface of
the overall system, and (d) does not prevent the rest of the system from fulfilling its mission.
Note that while (a) is a safety property, (d) is a liveness property: it requires that beyond
rejecting malformed messages, the filter must never cause a well-formed message to be
dropped. The precise definition of “well-formed” will of course vary; here we are interested
in properties that can be decided by checking membership in a regular language L.
An excerpt of the filter implementation is shown in Listing 1. Here match_string is a
CakeML function that decides membership in L. The function forward_loop will repeatedly
invoke (via FFI) accept_call, which will receive a message from the radio driver via remote
procedure call and write it to the buffer inputarr. If the contents of inputarr up until the first
null terminator satisfies L, we forward it to the flight controller, again via FFI (emit_string).
The FFI calls are connected to seL4’s RPC mechanism.
The theorem that states the desired liveness property is the following. In words, if
input is an infinite stream of null-terminated strings of at most 256 characters6 , then
forward_matching_lines will not terminate or abort (POSTd) and the messages it sends are
precisely the inputs filtered by the language L.

6

The requirements on null-termination and message length show up as assumptions in this proof, but in
practice they do not constitute attack vectors because they are enforced by our communication backend,
namely the CAmkES component platform for seL4 [22].
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` limited_parts ["accept_call"; "emit_string"] ∧ llength input = None ∧
every null_terminated_w input ∧ every ((≥) 256 ◦ length) input ⇒
{|seL4_IO input [] ∗ w8array dummyarr_loc []|}
forward_matching_lines · [rv]
{|POSTd io.
lfilter is_emit io =
lmap (output_event_of ◦ cut_at_null_w) (lfilter (L ◦ cut_at_null_w) input)|}
Prior to this paper, the same liveness property was proved by Slind et al. [35] for the
same program; the painful nature of those proofs was part of our motivation for extending
CF with divergence. Having no verification framework at hand with support for divergence,
the proofs were done directly in terms of the operational semantics (see Section 3.2). The
result is proofs that spend inordinate amounts of energy massaging clocks and environments
while carefully stepping through the interpretation of the program, e.g., unfold the definition
of evaluate 11 times, then unfold some auxiliary definitions to find a particular value in the
binding environment, then case split on whether we ran out of clock or not, then unfold
evaluate 5 times, et cetera ad nauseam.
Redoing these proofs in CF, the results are more pleasant. At no point do clocks or
binding environments enter into the proofs: instead, the granularity of proof steps is about
the granularity of statements in the source program, with intermediate verification conditions
generated at each step. Moreover, before deriving the equation about outputs in the POSTd
condition above, Slind et al. [35] expend significant energy proving an explicit characterisation
for the supremum of the I/O events. By using the induction principle from Figure 1 we get
an explicit characterisation for free, so this effort is no longer necessary.
Besides the higher abstraction level, the proofs are shorter: the CF version of the theory
that performs filter synthesis and verification comprises 1479 lines of HOL4, while the non-CF
version is 1971 lines long. The former line count also includes infrastructure for lifting the
filter’s FFI model to CF’s FFI abstraction.
In the CF version, we also derive a theorem from the specification above that gives the
same liveness property directly in terms of the operational semantics, with no reference to
CF abstractions such as heaps, FFI parts or Hoare triples:
` llength input = None ∧ every null_terminated_w input ∧ every ((≥) 256 ◦ length) input ⇒
∃ events.
semantics_prog . . . . . . [val () = forward_matching_lines ()] (Diverge events) ∧
lfilter is_emit events =
lmap (output_event_of ◦ cut_at_null_w) (lfilter (L ◦ cut_at_null_w) input)
Here the elided arguments to semantics_prog are the program’s initial state and environment.
The fact that we can prove theorems such as the one above means that our use of
CF does not increase the trusted computing base. More importantly, it means our POSTd
specification can be fed through CakeML’s compiler correctness theorem [36] to obtain
corresponding liveness theorems about the resulting binary (with the current caveat that the
compiler correctness theorem allows the binary to exit early with an out-of-memory error,
see Section 8).
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7

Related work

The historical roots of characteristic formulae go back to the modal logic characterisation
of bisimilarity by Hennessy and Milner [16]. Charguéraud’s CFML work [5, 6] builds on
this idea to develop a verification framework for impure functional programs. The CakeML
CF framework [15] adapts these ideas for CakeML, and adds a mechanised soundness proof
as well as support for exceptions and I/O [12]. Characteristic formulae have also been
used to reason about complexity [9, 14], higher-order representation predicates [8], and
read-only permissions [10].
Transfinite models have been used in program analysis in areas such as term rewriting [20]
and program slicing [13]. In these cases program flow is modelled to continue after infinite
loops, for the purpose of investigating how the loop affects succeeding computations. In our
setting we are not interested in considering computations beyond infinite loops. As a result,
we only need to consider the smallest infinite ordinal ω in our transfinite induction.
There is a large body of work on non-termination; most relevant to us are works that
consider Hoare-like logics [18, 19, 11, 23, 24], coinduction [26, 1, 7, 4, 32], and interactive
theorem proving [26]. We will focus the discussion on work that also treat I/O behaviour.
Nakata and Uustalu [27] introduce coinductive big-step semantics for a simple While
language, formalised in Coq. They use coinductively defined state traces to reason uniformly
about both termination and non-termination. In a follow-up paper [28] they define a Hoare
logic for their big-step semantics, where postconditions describe state traces rather than a
single final state. In another paper [29], they extend their semantics to handle I/O using
resumptions. Resumptions can be thought of as coinductive trees that describe the I/O
behaviour of all possible runs of a program. They do not extend their Hoare logic to this
resumption semantics. In contrast, CakeML gives semantics to divergent programs not by
coinduction, but by taking the limit of a clocked inductive semantics. An advantage of
Nakata and Uustalu’s approach is that it treats termination and non-termination uniformly,
while we need to treat the two cases separately. On the other hand, this necessitates the
introduction of silent actions (that do not correspond to I/O) into their traces, so that
termination and silent divergence can be distinguished. The presence of silent actions lead,
in turn, to observationally equivalent programs potentially exhibiting different traces. To
recover observational equivalence, they can either consider traces up to termination-sensitive
weak bisimilarity on the meta-level, or use one of two alternative semantics – one constructive
and one classical – that do not produce silent actions. However, the constructive semantics
fails to account for silent divergence, and the classical version does not treat termination
and divergence uniformly. A more practical difference is that our Hoare logic considers I/O
behaviour, and that CakeML is a much richer language than While.
Penninckx et al. [31] define a program logic for reasoning about I/O, where I/O events
occur in the preconditions rather than the postconditions. These can be thought of as
permission to do these events. Their assertion language is a separation logic where the
heaps are Petri nets: the transitions are I/O events, and the nodes are analogous to our FFI
states. For terminating programs, a Hoare triple can express that the right I/O events were
performed in the right order by specifying which nodes have tokens in the postcondition. For
a non-terminating program, the preconditions express an upper bound on the I/O events,
but unlike our work, not necessarily a least upper bound. Hence they can prove safety but
not liveness for non-terminating programs.
Ancona et al. [2, 3] have recently explored using corules and coaxioms – intuitively,
auxiliary rules used to filter out judgements with undesired conclusions from infinite proof
trees – to give semantics in terms of I/O traces for divergent executions in a lambda calculus
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and a small Java-like language. The authors focus on semantics and do not develop a program
logic, but they present an example verification similar to our cat example, albeit directly in
terms of the operational semantics and with a more abstract treatment of I/O. Their work is
not formalised in a proof assistant.

8

Conclusion

We have seen how characteristic formulae for CakeML, an existing verification framework
for total correctness of impure terminating programs with I/O, can be extended to support
liveness of non-terminating programs. The extension is non-invasive: existing proofs about
terminating programs need not change at all. We support syntax-directed reasoning about
loops, that reduces proofs about loops to proofs about the loop body. We support silent
divergence without the need to involve clocks or special silent actions.
The framework is proven sound with respect to the CakeML semantics and thus integrated
into the wider CakeML ecosystem, including in particular a verified optimising compiler [36].
Thus we can verify real programs, and reify our specifications to the machine code that
runs them. Currently this comes with a caveat: liveness properties carry over to the binary
only under the assumption that we do not run out of memory. The missing puzzle piece for
unconditional liveness at the binary level is a means to discharge this assumption, which we
are working towards by developing a verified space-cost semantics.
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1

Introduction

The mathematician David Hilbert is well known for the axiomatic method and his Hilbert
program on a quest to formalize mathematics. While the dawn of the twentieth century did
not witness any computers, let alone interactive theorem provers, Hilbert did write a list of
23 problems to direct the international mathematical community. In the tenth problem, he
asked for an algorithm to decide any diophantine equation. After the presentation of the
problem in 1900, a negative solution was conjectured by Martin Davis in 1950. Yet, the proof
that there is no such algorithm was only completed in 1970 by Yuri Matiyasevich, resulting
in the Davis-Putnam-Robinson-Matiyasevich theorem.
In an ongoing effort, we formalize the negative solution to Hilbert’s tenth problem and in
first instance the proof of the DPRM theorem in Isabelle. This paper presents the formalization of Matiyasevich’s proof [4] of the DPRM theorem. A core result is a representation of
exponentiation in terms of Diophantine equations, obtained from a generalized Fibonacci
sequence. Additionally, we implement and arithmetize register machines, Minsky machines
in our case. The simulation of their execution in equations allows us to express a recursively
enumerably set in equations. Finally, an obvious prerequisite for the formalization is an
is_diophantine predicate, which we implement and apply to e.g. the exponential relation.
For our formalization of the DPRM theorem, we discuss three conceptual ingredients in
Sections 2, 3 and 4: diophantine predicates, the fact that exponentiation is Diophantine and
the arithmetization of Minsky machines. They culminate in the DPRM theorem in Section 5
before we provide the overall conclusion in Section 6.

2

Diophantine Predicates

A diophantine polynomial is constructed from addition and multiplication of integer constants
as well as natural variables and parameters. Diophantine relations and sets are then defined
as follows.
I Definition 1. An n-ary predicate P is called diophantine if there exists a diophantine
polynomial D, such that a tuple of parameters a = (a1 , . . . , an ) ∈ Nn satisfies P if and only
if there exist variables x = (x1 , . . . , xm ) ∈ Nm such that D(a, x) = 0.
I Definition 2. A set A ⊂ Nn of n-tuples is called diophantine if there exists a diophantine
predicate P such that a ∈ A ⇐⇒ P(a).
Examples of diophantine predicates are P(a, b) ≡ a ≤ b or P(a, b) ≡ a | b, represented
respectively as ∃x. D(a, b, x) = a − b + x = 0 or ∃x. D(a, b, x) = ax − b = 0. The sets of all
tuples (a, b) satisfying these relations are examples, respectively, of diophantine sets. A third,
more surprising, example is that the set of all primes is diophantine, for which a simple
diophantine polynomial in 26 variables can be found [4, Section 1.4.1].
It is an elementary fact that conjunctions and disjunctions of diophantine predicates
are diophantine. Rather non-trivial is the fact that exponentiation of natural numbers is
diophantine as well: for a long time, the opposite was conjectured, and the negative solution
to Hilbert’s 10th Problem was established once it was established that exponentiation is
diophantine. The proof of this assertion constitutes one of the core steps of the proof
of DPRM and is presented in the following section. Using exponentiation, we may also
access a much more general class of relations and prove that they are diophantine. For
a diophantine representation of binomial coefficients in terms of exponential, diophantine
equations, we formalize Lucas’s theorem. Similarly, one finds that the binary digit-wise
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relations orthogonality (a ⊥ b := ∀k. ak bk = 0) and masking (a  b := ∀k. ak ≤ bk ) are
diophantine. From there, digit-wise multiplication (&&, i.e. binary AND) can be expressed
as a diophantine relation, too:
a && b = c ⇐⇒ c  a ∧ c  b ∧ (a − c) ⊥ (b − c)
One might expect that the above relations should be handled easily on a low level, but
this was not the case. In fact, they constituted a significant amount of the formalization
efforts and required development of new number-theoretic library of utilities to handle
natural numbers digit-wise. To demonstrate this, note that most lemmas in this part of the
formalization rely on new functions to access the n-th digit in binary or base b representation
of a natural number, which did not exist before (in Isabelle).
The implementation of is_diophantine. In principle, diophantine predicates and polynomials are straightforwardly implemented and equipped with an eval function. However, there
are many possibilities to model the details of representing variables and parameters, which
show different usability in formal proofs. Due to the non-existence of dependent types in
Isabelle, n-tuples of parameters and variables can be implemented either as maps nat ⇒ nat
from indices to values (which are eventually zero) or as finite lists. Additionally, one may
choose to treat variables and parameters separately, or consider them part of the same map
or list. Each of these implementations has its (dis)advantages, and different progress has
been made towards formalizing necessary relations using these predicates.
A difficulty common to all approaches is the exchange and relabelling of variables
and parameters. This is necessary when proving that a relation which is expressed as a
compound diophantine expression (i.e. as conjunctions and disjunctions of smaller diophantine
expressions) is diophantine, too – a fact which is usually mentioned only on the side in paper
proofs. The most successful approach so far uses an implementation of is_diophantine
using one nat ⇒ nat map for parameters and variables alike.
However, as the currently developed theory requires much manual work in its proofs, we
are developing and experimenting with alternative implementations in parallel in order to
bridge the open gaps. In particular, we still need to prove that the aforementioned binary
relations, which are used later in the diophantine representation of register machines, are
indeed diophantine.

3

Exponentiation is Diophantine

Exponential relations of the type p = q r and in particular their diophantine representations are the key bridge to connect the notions of recursively enumerable and diophantine
since exponentiation arises in the arithmetization of register machines, as described in the
next section.
Following Matiyasevich [4, Section 3], we define a second-order recurrence αb (n) similar
to the Fibonacci numbers to later obtain an expression of q r in terms of this sequence. In
intermediate steps, the proof uses 2 × 2 matrices to obtain a first-order sequence as well as a
diophantine, closed form for the αb (n). Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all variables are
natural numbers and may take values from N = {0, 1, 2, . . .}.
I Definition 3. Let αb (n) denote the unique second-order recurrence of natural numbers
parameterized by b ≥ 2, that satisfies αb (0) = 0 and αb (1) = 1, and for all n ∈ N
αb (n + 2) = bαb (n + 1) − αb (n)
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To follow the rough argument, first note that α2 (n) = n is linear but b > 2 implies that
(b − 1)n ≤ αb (n + 1) ≤ bn , i.e. αb (n) grows exponentially. Then, using various divisibility
and congruence relations1 of the αb (n), we obtain a diophantine system of 15 equations in 8
variables (in addition to the three parameters a, b, c) for the relation a = αb (c) given b > 3.
Combining these two results, with m = bq − q 2 − 1, we can then express
q r ≡ qαb (r) − αb (r − 1)

(mod m)

which is a diophantine representation of exponentiation for q > 0 as intended, using the fact
that congruence relations have a diophantine representation. Adding the case q = 0 and
expanding, we obtain the following.
I Theorem 4. The predicate Pexp (p, q, r) ≡ p = q r has a diophantine representation which is
implicitly given by the equivalence to a boolean combination of simpler diophantine relations.
Pexp (p, q, r) ⇐⇒ (q = 0 ∧ r = 0 ∧ p = 1) ∨
(q = 0 ∧ r < 0 ∧ p = 0) ∨
∃b, m. (b = αq+4 (r + 1) + q 2 + 2 ∧ m = bq − q 2 − 1
p < m ∧ p ≡ qαb (r) − bαb (r) + αb (r + 1) mod m).
In our contribution, this theorem is fully formalized in rather verbose 2800 loc using
86 intermediate lemmas. Using the currently most successful is_diophantine predicate
explained above, we then show is_diophantine Pexp in additional 270 loc.

4

Arithmetization of Minsky machines

A core concept in our work are Minsky machines, a type of register machine. We implement
them in Isabelle and formally prove their arithmetization, i.e. simulation through equations.
Although known to be equivalent to Turing machines, their simpler mode of operations and
simpler instructions makes this process easier than for a Turing machine. Every register
machine has a finite number of registers Rl and states Sk and is able to execute three types
of instructions:
i) Sk : INC Rl ; Si
ii) Sk : DEC Rl ; Si ; Sj
iii) Sk : HALT
Each register stores a natural number. In state k, the k-th instruction from the program
p, i.e. list of instructions, is executed. Instructions of type i) increment some register Rl
and move to another state Si ; instructions of type ii) decrement a register Rl and move to
some state Si if the register value was larger than zero, else move to another state Sj ; and
instructions of type iii) halt execution. In analogy to Turing machines, call the list of register
values the tape T . A tuple (k, T ) is then called a configuration of the register machines at
some time step t.
At every time step, the current instruction is fetched from the program and the tape is
updated accordingly. This way, the next configuration is obtained, until the halt state is
reached. With the existing implementation of Turing and Abacus machines by Xu et al. [6]

1

Matiyasevich notes that these “required properties of numbers αb (n) can be proved by induction,
however, many of them can be made more visual by using matrices.” We follow his proof using matrices
as given, however an alternative, possibly more direct approach using induction seems feasible, too.
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at hand, we modeled our register machines in a fetch-update-step cycle similar to their
approach. In addition to being as modular as possible, this hopefully allows more easily for
future consolidation of both implementations.
Now, the goal is to find equations which simulate the execution of a register machine.
The arithmetization as done by Matiyasevich [4] obtains a set of equations with parameter a
which are satisfied if and only if the register machine terminates upon being given a as input
in the first register in the initial configuration. In this regard, define the number rl,t to be
the value of register l at time t. Similarly, define sk,t to be 1 if the machine is in state k at
time t and 0 otherwise. In order to model whether a register has value 0 or not, needed for
all decrement states, define zero indicators zl,t which are 0 if rl,t = 0 and 1 otherwise.
It is straightforward to construct equations for all l, k, t relating all the above numbers
to sufficiently and necessarily guard that the program is properly executed and that the
machine will halt after a finite number of steps q. However, depending on the input a, q may
vary. Should the set of all valid inputs be unbounded, any finite set of equations may not be
enough to guarantee termination for all valid inputs. Hence, explicit time-dependence needs
to be removed from the equations. This is done by representing the time-evolution of any
value in a single natural number, encoded with a sufficiently large basis b, chosen as a power
Pq
of 2. For example, we accumulate all values of the register l in the number rl = t=0 rl,t bt .
With zl defined accordingly, the simple inequality ∀t. zl,t ≤ 1 is then encoded as the masking
Pq
relation zl  t=0 1 · bt .
After removal of all explicit time-dependence, only 15 equations remain. We have
successfully formalized that these are necessary for an initially valid2 register machine to
terminate in finite time (2400 loc). The much simpler converse statement, the sufficiency of
these equations, is almost completely formalized (currently 1100 loc). For its completion, a
few more properties of the 15 equations need to be shown; additionally, a few more utilities
to work digit-wise with the base b representation of natural numbers need to be developed.

5

All recursively enumerable sets are Diophantine

In a final step, the equations obtained during the arithmetization of register machines need
to be proven diophantine. Here, the result of section 3 is again crucial as many exponential
relations occur due to the nature of aggregation over time by finite geometric sums as above.
The connection to recursively enumerable sets is then readily made as exactly the sets
accepted by a register machine are recursively enumerable. Register machines present one
instance of an algorithm that can accept the elements of a recursively enumerable set, which
is equivalent to having an algorithm that enumerates all elements of the set.
I Definition 5. A set A is recursively enumerable if there exists a register machine, i.e. a
program p, such that for the initial configuration (k = 0, T = [a, 0, . . . , 0]), we have a ∈ A
if and only if the register machine halts after executing p on this configuration for a finite
number of steps q.
Combining all the results of the previous sections, the arithmetization of register machines
and the diophantine representation of the resulting equations, including the diophantine
representation of exponentiation, we can finally prove and formalize the DPRM theorem.
I Theorem 6 (DPRM). is_recursively_enumerable A =⇒ is_diophantine A
2

The phrase “initially valid” refers to a set of common-sense validity assumptions about the program
and initial configuration, e.g. that all references to registers and states are within bounds, that there is
exactly one halt state, etc.
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6

Conclusion

Summary of current progress. Our contribution comprises the partial formalization of the
proof of the DPRM theorem in Isabelle. This includes an is_diophantine predicate for
relations and sets, a library of digit-wise operations for natural numbers and corresponding
utility functions and lemmas, and an implementation and arithmetization of register (Minsky)
machines. The formalization is almost complete, in the sense that the bulk of the proof
has been formalized, however two gaps remain. As a minor point, we are yet to complete
the proof that the equations obtained from the arithmetization of a register machine are
sufficient for the machine to terminate. More importantly, however, we still need to extend
the is_diophantine predicate and show that binary digit-wise multiplication and binary
masking are diophantine relations. Then, we intend to contribute this project to the Isabelle
Archive of Formal Proofs (https://www.isa-afp.org).
Note that the project is carried out solely by undergraduate students (except the last
named author, who is their supervisor and not directly involved in the implementation).
They all, including the supervisor, had no prior experience in formalizing proofs. With an
overall time span of so far 20 months, this is – to the best of our knowledge – the first
major theorem formalized entirely by non-experts in theorem proving. For a more detailed
discussion of these aspects of the project, and a reflection of the learning process, please
refer to [1].
Related work. Related work on both the DPRM theorem and Hilbert’s tenth problem has
been carried out in Coq, Mizar and Lean. Larchey-Wendling and Forster [3], working in Coq,
recently formalize a clever alternative using Conway’s FRACTRAN language to simulate
register machines and show undecidability of Hilbert’s tenth problem in general. Working
in Mizar, Pąk [5] published several articles on formalizing arithmetic properties related to
Diophantine equations, notably that exponentiation is diophantine. Carneiro [2], using Pell
equations, formalized that exponentiation is diophantine in Lean.
Future outlook. In order to arrive at undecidability of Hilbert’s tenth problem from the
DPRM theorem, a connection to the undecidability of the Halting problem will need to be
made. This requires reference to a specific model of computation, for example our register
machines. One possibility is to prove their equivalence to the Abacus or Turing machines
formalized by Xu et al. [6] who have previously obtained a suitable undecidability result.
Alternatively, the undecidability of our implementation of register machines could be shown
directly. Future work may extend this contribution to formalize the whole solution of Hilbert’s
tenth problem in Isabelle – in the spirit of Hilbert himself.
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1

Introduction

Proof automation for interactive theorem provers (ITPs) has been a major factor behind the
recent progress in formal verification. In particular, Hammers linking ITPs with automated
theorem provers (ATPs) produce a major speedup of formalization [4]. The main AI
component of existing hammers has so far been premise selection [1], where only the most
relevant facts are chosen from the large ITP libraries as axioms for proving a new conjecture.
Machine learning from the large number of proofs in the ITP libraries has resulted in the
strongest premise selection methods [1, 17, 19, 8, 3, 2]. Premise selection however does not
guide the theorem proving processes once the premises are selected. The success of machine
learning in the high-level premise selection task has motivated development of low-level
internal proof search guidance. This has been recently started both for ATPs [29, 18, 15, 23, 9]
and also in the context of tactical ITPs [10, 13].
Recently, we have added [6] two state-of-the-art machine learning methods to the
ENIGMA [15, 16] algorithm that efficiently guides saturation-style proof search in ATPs such
as E [25, 26]. The first method trains gradient boosted trees on efficiently extracted manually
designed (handcrafted) clause features. The second method uses end-to-end training of
recursive neural networks, thus removing the need for handcrafted features . While the
second method seems very promising and already improves on a simpler linear classifier when
used for guidance, its efficient training and use over a large ITP library is still practically
challenging. On the other hand, our recent experiments with efficient feature hashing have
shown that the very good performance of gradient boosted trees is maintained even after
significant dimensionality reduction of the feature set [6]. This opens the way to training
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learning-based internal guidance of saturation search even on very large ITP libraries, where
the hundreds of thousands of handcrafted features would otherwise make the trained guiding
systems impractically slow.
In this work we conduct the first practical evaluation of learning-based internal guidance of
state-of-the-art saturation provers such as E in a realistic large-library hammer setting, with
realistic time limits. The results turn out to be unexpectedly good, improving the real-time
performance of E on the whole Mizar Mathematical Library (MML) [12] by 70% in a singlestrategy setting. We believe that this is a breakthrough that will quickly lead to ubiquitous
deployment of ATPs equipped with learning-based internal guidance in large-theory theorem
proving and in hammer-style ITP assistance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the general saturationstyle ATP setting and explains how machine learning can be trained and used over a
large library of problems to guide the saturation search. Section 3 discusses the practical
implementation of ENIGMA, i.e., the features, classifiers, and the feature hashing used to
make the ENIGMA guidance both strong and efficient on a large library. Section 4 is our
main contribution. We evaluate the latest ENIGMA on the whole Mizar Mathematical
Library and show that in several iterations of proving and learning we can develop very
strong strategies and solve in low time limits many previously unsolved problems.

2

Enhancing ATPs with Machine Learning

Automated Theorem Proving. State-of-the-art saturation-based automated theorem provers
(ATPs) for first-order logic (FOL), such as E [25] and Vampire [22] are today’s most advanced
tools for general reasoning across a variety of mathematical and scientific domains. Many
ATPs employ the given clause algorithm, translating the input FOL problem T ∪ {¬C}
into a refutationally equivalent set of clauses. The search for a contradiction is performed
maintaining sets of processed (P ) and unprocessed (U ) clauses. The algorithm repeatedly
selects a given clause g from U , moves g to P , and extends U with all clauses inferred with g
and P . This process continues until a contradiction is found, U becomes empty, or a resource
limit is reached. The search space of this loop grows quickly and it is a well-known fact that
the selection of the right given clause is crucial for success. Machine learning from a large
number of proofs and proof searches may help guide the selection of the given clauses.
E allows the user to select a proof search strategy S to guide the proof search. An
E strategy S specifies parameters such as term ordering, literal selection function, clause
splitting, paramodulation setting, premise selection, and, most importantly for us, the given
clause selection mechanism. The given clause selection in E is implemented using a collection
of weight functions. These weight functions are used in a round robin manner to select the
given clause.
Machine Learning of Given Clause Selection. To facilitate machine learning research, E
implements an option under which each successful proof search gets analyzed and the prover
outputs a list of clauses annotated as either positive or negative training examples. Each
processed clause which is present in the final proof is classified as positive. On the other
hand, processing of clauses not present in the final proof was redundant, hence they are
classified as negative. Our goal is to learn such classification (possibly conditioned on the
problem and its features) in a way that generalizes and allows solving related problems.
Given a set of problems P, we can run E with a strategy S and obtain positive and
negative training data T from each of the successful proof searches. Various machine learning
methods can be used to learn the clause classification given by T , each method yielding a
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classifier or model M. In order to use the model M in E, M needs to provide the function
to compute the weight of an arbitrary clause. This weight function is then used to guide
future E runs.
Guiding ATPs with Learned Models. A model M can be used in E in different ways. We
use two methods to combine M with a strategy S. Either (1) we use M to select all the
given clauses, or (2) we combine M with the given clause guidance from S so that roughly
half of the clauses are selected by M. Proof search settings other than given clause guidance
are inherited from S. We denote the resulting E strategies as (1) S M, and (2) S ⊕ M.

3

ENIGMA: Inference Guiding Machine

Machine Learning in Practice. ENIGMA [15, 16] is our efficient learning-based method
for guiding given clause selection in saturation-based ATPs, implementing the framework
suggested in the previous Section 2. First-order clauses need to be represented in a format
recognized by the selected learning method. While neural networks have been very recently
practically used for internal guidance with ENIGMA [6], the strongest setting currently uses
manually engineered clause features and fast non-neural state-of-the-art gradient boosted
trees library [5].
Clause Features. Clause features represent a finite set of various syntactic properties of
clauses, and are used to encode clauses by a fixed-length numeric vector. Various machine
learning methods can handle numeric vectors and their success heavily depends on the
selection of correct clause features. Various possible choices of efficient clause features
for theorem prover guidance have been experimented with [15, 16, 20, 21]. The original
ENIGMA [15] uses term-tree walks of length 3 as features, while the second version [16]
reaches better results by employing various additional features.
Since there are only finitely many features in any training data, the features can be serially
numbered. This numbering is fixed for each experiment. Let n be the number of different
features appearing in the training data. A clause C is translated to a feature vector ϕC whose
i-th member counts the number of occurrences of the i-th feature in C. Hence every clause
is represented by a sparse numeric vector of length n. Additionally, we embed information
about the conjecture currently being proved in the feature vector, yielding vectors of length
2n. See [6, 16] for more details.
From Logistic Regression to Decision Trees. So far, the development of ENIGMA was
focusing on fast and practically usable methods, allowing E users to directly benefit from
our work. Simple but fast linear classifiers such as linear SVM and logistic regression
efficiently implemented by the LIBLINEAR open source library [7] were used in our initial
experiments [16]. Our recent experiments [6] report improved performance with gradient
boosted trees, while maintaining efficiency. Gradient boosted trees are ensembles of decision trees trained by tree boosting. In particular, we use their implementation in the
XGBoost library [5].
The model M produced by XGBoost consists of a set (ensemble [24]) of decision trees.
The inner nodes of the decision trees consist of conditions on feature values, while the leafs
contain numeric scores. Given a vector ϕC representing a clause C, each tree in M is
navigated to the unique leaf using the values from ϕC , and the corresponding leaf scores are
aggregated across all trees. The final score is translated to yield the probability that ϕC
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Table 1 Number of Mizar problems solved in 10 seconds by various ENIGMA strategies.
S
S M09 S ⊕ M09 S M19 S ⊕ M19 S M29 S ⊕ M29 S M39 S ⊕ M39
solved 14933 16574
20366
21564
22839
22413
23467
22910
23753
S%
+0% +10.5% +35.8% +43.8% +52.3% +49.4% +56.5% +52.8% +58.4
+0
+4364 +6215 +7774 +8414 +8407 +8964 +8822 +9274
S+
S−
-0
-2723
-782
-1143
-508
-927
-430
-845
-454
M312 S ⊕ M312 S M316 S ⊕ M316
solved 24159
24701
25100
25397
S%
+61.1% +64.8% +68.0% +70.0%
S+
+9761
+10063 +10476 +10647
S−
-535
-295
-309
-183
S

Table 2 Comparison of several developed strategies in higher time limits.
S (30s) S ⊕ M29 (30s) S ⊕ M29 (60s) S ⊕ M39 (60s) S ⊕ M312 (60s) S ⊕ M316 (60s)
solved 15554
hard
75

24154
891

24495
956

24762
1017

25540
1192

26107
1296

represents a positive clause. When using M as a weight function in E, the probabilities are
turned into binary classification, assigning weight 1.0 for probabilities ≥ 0.5 and weight 10.0
otherwise. Our experiments with scaling of the weight by the probability did not yet yield
improved functionality.
Feature Hashing. The vectors representing clauses have so far had length n when n is the
total number of features in the training data T (or 2n with conjecture features). Experiments
revealed that XGBoost is capable of dealing with vectors up to the length of 105 with
a reasonable performance. This might be enough for smaller benchmarks but with the
need to train on bigger training data, we might need to handle much larger feature sets.
In experiments with the whole translated Mizar Mathematical Library, the feature vector
length can easily grow over 106 . This significantly increases both the training and the clause
evaluation times. To handle such larger data sets, we have implemented a simple hashing
method to decrease the dimension of the vectors.
Instead of serially numbering all features, we represent each feature f by a unique string
and apply a general-purpose string hashing function1 to obtain a number nf within a required
range (between 0 and an adjustable hash base). The value of f is then stored in the feature
vector at the position nf . If different features get mapped to the same vector index, the
corresponding values are summed up. See [6] for more details.

4

Experiments

The experiments are done on a large benchmark of 57880 Mizar40 [19] problems2 from the
MPTP dataset [27]. Since we are here interested in internal guidance rather than in premise
selection, we have used the small (bushy, re-proving) versions of the problems, however

1
2

We use the following hashing function sdbm: hi = si + (hi−1  6) + (hi−1  16) − hi−1 .
http://grid01.ciirc.cvut.cz/~mptp/7.13.01_4.181.1147/MPTP2/problems_small_consist.tar.
gz
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Table 3 Training statistics and inference speed for different tree depths.
Tree depth
9
12
16

training error

real time

CPU time

model size (MB)

inference speed

0.201
0.161
0.123

2h41m
4h12m
6h28m

4d20h
8d10h
11d18h

5.0
17.4
54.7

5665.6
4676.9
3936.4

Table 4 Effect of looping on 10k randomly selected problems.
S S ⊕ M0 S ⊕ M1 S ⊕ M2 S ⊕ M3 S ⊕ M4 S ⊕ M5 S ⊕ M6
solved 2487
3204
3625
3755
3838
3854
3892
3944
S%
+0% +28.8% +45.7% +50.9% +54.3% +54.9% +56.4% +58.5%

without previous ATP minimization. We start with a good evolutionarily optimized [14] E
strategy S that performed best in previous experiments on the smaller MPTP2078 dataset.
We run S for 10s on the whole library, producing the first proofs, we learn from them the
next guiding strategy, and this is iterated with the growing body of proofs. All problems
are run on the same hardware3 and with the same memory limits employing multiple cores
(around 300) for massive parallel evaluation.
Table 1 shows the number of Mizar problems solved in 10 seconds by the baseline strategy
S and by each iteration of learning and proving with the learned guidance. The model M09
is trained on the training data coming from the problems solved by S with the maximum
depth of XGBoost decision trees set to 9. We further loop this process and models Mn9 are
trained on all the problems solved by S, and by all the previous S Mk9 and S ⊕ Mk9 for
k < n. Models M312 and M316 are trained on the same data as M39 but with the tree depth
increased to 12 and 16. XGBoost models contain 200 decision trees and the hash base is set
to 215 . In the row S% we show the percentage gain over the baseline strategy S, while S+
and S− are the additions and missing solutions w.r.t. S. We can see that new problems are
added with every iteration of looping. Combined versions (⊕) typically perform better and
lose less solutions. Increasing the tree depth to 16 leads to a strategy that outperforms the
baseline by rather astonishing 70%.
Table 2 compares several of our new strategies with higher time limits and also shows
the number of solved hard problems, i.e., the problems unsolved by any method developed
previously in [19]. Our best strategy S ⊕ M316 solves 26107 problems in 60s. Note that
the 60s portfolio of our six best previous evolutionarily developed strategies for Mizar (i.e.,
each run for 10s) solves only 22068 problems, i.e., the single new strategy is 18.3% better.
Vampire in the CASC (best portfolio) mode run in 300s has solved 27842 of these problems
in 300s in [19].
Table 3 shows the training times, model sizes and inference speeds of XGBoost in the
4th iteration of proving and learning, using different tree depths. The training data is a
sparse matrix with 65536 (= 2 ∗ 215 ) columns (features) consisting of 63M examples. The
total number of non-empty entries in the matrix is 5B (40GB). The inference speed is the
average of the generated clauses per second measured on problems that timed out in all
three runs. Note that despite the decrease of the inference speed with the more complicated
XGBoost models, their accuracy and real-time performance grows (cf. Table 2). Training of
better models on the millions of proof search examples however already requires significant
resources – almost 12 CPU days for the best model with tree depth 16.

3

Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2698 v3 @ 2.30GHz with 256G RAM.
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Table 4 presents additional shorter experiments with more looping performed on a
randomly selected 10k problems. The tree depth is set to 9. Again, the model M0 is trained
only on the problems solved by S and the next models are obtained by looping. The highest
improvement is achieved after the first learning (M0 ), however, the next iterations continue
to add improvements.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

We have taken a good previously tuned E strategy and turned it into a learning-guided
strategy that is 70% stronger in real time. We have done that by several iterations of
MaLARea-style [28] feedback loop between proving and learning over a large mathematical
library. The iterations here are however not done for learning premise selection as in
MaLARea, but for learning efficient internal guidance. While developing this kind of efficient
internal guidance for state-of-the-art saturation ATPs has been challenging and took time,
the very large gains obtained here show that this has been very well invested effort. Future
work will certainly focus on even stronger learning methods and also on more dynamic proof
state characterization such as ENIGMAWatch [11]. It is however clear that this is the point
when machine learning guidance has very strongly overtaken the human development of ATP
strategies over large problem corpora.
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1

Introduction

Declarative proof languages have been included in many proof assistants, since they provide
more readable and more maintainable proofs. Examples include Isabelle/Isar [9], the Mizar
proof language [5], Lean [4], the Coq declarative proof mode C zar [3], and various declarative
proof modes for HOL [10, 11, 6]. They all imitate natural deduction, because it has been
developed as a minimal language capable of describing natural logical reasonings. However,
all extend or modify natural deduction, usually depending on how they were developed or
because of the motivations of the language creators. Some were designed to fit an existing
infrastructure (for example an LCF prover), while some focus on imitating the mathematical
practice. The largest example of the latter is the Mizar Mathematical Library (MML) [5, 2],
which includes many constructs non-standard to natural deduction.
In this paper we discuss the incompatibilities between the declarative styles and propose
translations between the features of such languages and showcase this on a large part of the
Mizar Mathematical Library. The particular contributions are:
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A comparison of the features present in the declarative proof styles (Section 2) and
efficient scalable translations that eliminate the features nor present in the other styles
(Section 3);
An automated translation of the declarative proof outlines of 200 articles from the Mizar
Mathematical Library to Isabelle/Isar (Section 4). The application of the translation
gives 15301 declarative toplevel proof outlines accepted by Isabelle in the Isabelle/Mizar
object logic [8]. The proof skeleton transformation steps are all automatically correctly
justified, but the justifications of the individual Mizar by steps are mostly not covered by
the Isabelle/Mizar automation and are assumed.
Related work. We have [7] previously translated the toplevel statements of a smaller part of
the MML to Isabelle without any proofs. Many translations between procedural proofs have
been proposed in the past. Adams [1] gives an overview of such translations. Additionally he
considers the efficiency of such translations, which has been a major issue for proof auditing,
for example in the Flyspeck project. Proof translations between declarative proofs and
procedural proofs in a single system has been considered before [11].

2

Declarative Proof Styles

We first discuss the features present in the declarative proof modes of different proof assistants
and later present a table that compares the presence of these features in the systems (Table 1).
The two earliest declarative proof languages, the Mizar language [5] and Isabelle/Isar [9],
differ most as they were developed quite differently. The former started as an extension
of the Jaśkowski natural deduction. The latter tried to add declarative natural deduction
elements to an LCF style theorem prover, which meant combining declarative proofs with
procedural ones. These two styles have influenced declarative proof modes developed since.
A common feature of all such systems is a set of basic natural deduction steps (also
referred to as skeleton steps). Matching these steps with the reasoning can be done explicitly,
using a so-called reasoning path. The reasoning path is a list of rules used in procedural
systems, which describes the process in which the goal needs to be transformed or simplified.
We will first discuss the use of reasoning path in the various systems and their advantages,
and later discuss other differences that arise.
Isabelle/Isar allows the goal to be transformed and rebuilt in a most flexible manner,
however all transformation rules must be provided before the start of an individual reasoning.
A drawback of such a solution is, for example, the treatment of the existential quantifier. In
order to instantiate it, the suitable term needs to be available before the proof and cannot
be constructed in the proof block. A simplification of the reasoning path that removes this
restriction has been considered in Lean [4] where the exists.intro rule can be formulated after
a witness is obtained.
A further restriction of the reasoning path makes the thesis completely implicit. This
has been considered in Mizar, C zar [3], and the two declarative modes for HOL Light
(miz3 [10, 11] and Harrison’s Mizar Mode [6], which we will denote shortly MMH ). In such
systems the implicit thesis can be referred to as thesis. A limited procedure for transforming
it in every skeleton step is necessary. Additionally, the order of the skeleton steps is mostly
specified by the shape of the proved formula. A partial conclusion allows specifying the
proved conjunct and proceed to subsequent ones. C zar is most flexible in this respect, since
the implicit thesis can be transformed by the reconsider thesis as construction.
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Table 1 Comparison of features present in the declarative proof styles of different proof assistants.
miz3 refer’s to Wiedijk’s Mizar mode for HOL and MMH refers to Harrison’s Mizar mode for HOL.
For features present, but where their semantics slightly differ, we mark this with the syntax.

reason-path
inline ∃intro
unfold
cases
thesis
∃elim
diffuse

Mizar

Lean

Isabelle/Isar

C zar

miz3

MMH

–
take
partial
after
thus/hence
consider
now...end

+
ex.intro
partial
before, EM
show
obtain
–

+
–
full
before, EM
show/thus
obtain
{...}

–
take
full
after
thus
consider
–

–
take
–
after
thus
consider
now...end

–
take
–
after
thus
consider
–

Mizar is the only system that implicitly unfolds user-selected definitions to match the
thesis to the provided skeleton steps. Unfolding definitions in all other systems is manual,
and often all the occurrences of a given definition must be unfolded together. Isabelle/Isar
and Lean include attributes that transform facts before their use (e.g. [simplified]).
The proof modes also include two possible ways how reasoning by cases is realized. In the
first approach, the user specifies all the cases before the reasoning and then proceeds with
each individual case. The second approach allows the user to directly prove the necessary
cases. At the end of the reasoning the system will build the alternative based on the explicitly
given cases and possibly ask the user to justify that all the cases have been covered. The
latter approach has been considered in Mizar, miz3, MMH , and C zar. In Isabelle and Lean
it is necessary to specify the cases (or give a formula φ for which excluded middle, EM will
be used) before the reasoning.
Certain declarative modes support the extraction of information from nested proof blocks
without explicitly giving the proof goal. This is referred to as a diffuse statement and
supported by Mizar, miz3, and Isabelle/Isar. There are minor differences in the flexibility of
such constructions, so we mark them by the corresponding syntax (now...end and {...}) in
Table 1. Similarly, the existential elimination construction may or may not allow linking
to the statement about the witness. We again mark this using the corresponding syntax
(obtain / consider) in the table.

3

Translations

In this section we assume the the foundations are compatible and that we know how to
translate the syntax of individual statements. A statement syntax translation will be
necessary for each pair of systems and we will use one in the next section. A translation
between two systems comprises of: rebuilding the proof structure to skeleton steps provided
by the systems; adapting the references to previous items and labels; possibly adding the
annotations of individual proof steps by the reasoning path. We will attempt to reconstruct
the proof structure by introducing a small number of skeleton steps supported by the target
system. The skeleton steps will be annotated only with the justification elements necessary
in the target system, such as ∀intro , ⇒intro , or explicit references to the conclusion (such
as show). We discuss below eliminating particular features, if they are not supported by
the target system. After the application of these transformation, the resulting proof text
needs to be optimized to make use of the special features of the target system and the labels,
references, and justifications updated.
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∃ introduction. If not supported by the target system, they can be eliminated by introducing
a cut with the existential formula available as a lemma and used in the reasoning path or
explicitly given by a command, depending on the target system.
diffuse statement. In a similar way, diffuse statements (defined in the previous section 2)
can be eliminated from the proof skeleton if they are not supported by the target proof
system. For this, the thesis of the proof block needs to be reconstructed and explicitly
provided.
cases. Proofs by cases are replaced by a case covering lemma and series of lemmas case →
thesis justified by the reasonings given in the source system.
thesis reference. If the target system does not support a reference to the thesis, it is replaced
by the formulation extracted from the source system. The only case where the target
thesis is used, would be when the original thesis is not modified. For example in Isabelle,
the use of proof- allows avoiding a repetition of the whole goal statement.
reasoning path. If the target system does require a reasoning path, the proof needs to be
transformed to a shape where we can provide a correct reasoning path. In particular
we assume that before any universal quantifier introduction (fix/let depending on the
system) the thesis is universally quantified, for implication introduction (assume) it is
an implication, and the show/thus is the formula or its first conjunct. This generates
quite unnatural parentheses, which can be removed in a post-processing phase. Also note
that in some systems (mostly logical frameworks) separating assume steps changes the
reasoning path. The transformation follows the diagram:
skeleton step
fix/let x
assume A1 :α1 and A2 :α2
and...and An−1 :αn−1 and An :αn
show/thus α
take term

new thesis
∀x. thesis
α1 ∧ (α2 ∧ (. . .(αn−1 ∧ αn ). . .) )
−→ thesis
α∧ thesis
∃x. thesis(x:=term)

additional rules
ballI
impMI, . . . , impMI, impI

|

{z

n−1 times

}

conjMI
bexI[of “term”]

where impMI connects uncurry and impI; conjMI is a modification of conjI; ballI, bexI are
the bounded quantifier introduction rules used with object-level types.
identifier scopes and namespaces. Newly introduced identifiers (x:=term) are also not
treated uniformly across systems (for example in Mizar, the second kind of take construction may introduce a variable with the same name). In order to avoid problems, in cases
where ambiguities can arise (it will be only 17 cases in all the proofs in the next section),
identifiers will be renamed.
final thesis adjustment. The transformations discussed above derive for every block a thesis
that is equivalent to the original one, but not always syntactically identical. If it is
not identical, we introduce a cut in the target system. Finally the proof is adapted for
readability in the target system, removing e.g. references to previous steps if they can be
implicit or use then etc. Further refinements of the resulting text are left as future work.

4

Case Study

We have implemented these transformations and applied them to the 200 articles of the Mizar
library obtaining natural deduction proof outlines that can be expressed in Isabelle/Isar.
Isabelle accepts all the proof outlines, however the current Isabelle/Mizar automation is not
able to handle most of the individual proof steps justifications yet, and these are assumed
so far. In this section we showcase two original and translated lemmas. For details on the
Isabelle/Mizar object logic and its notations we refer to [8].
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scheme DrinkerParadox{P[set]}:
ex x st P[x] implies for y holds P[y]
proof
per cases;

suppose ex x st not P[x];
then consider x such that
A1:
not P[x];
take x;
assume P[x];
hence for y holds P[y] by A1;
end;

suppose
A2:
for x holds P[x];
take x=the set;
assume P[x];
thus for y holds P[y] by A2;
end;

end;
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theorem Drinker-paradox:
∃ x. P(x) −→ (∀ y. P(y))
proof have cases: (∃ x.¬P(x)) ∨ (∀ x. P(x)) by auto
have case1: (∃ x.¬P(x)) −→ (∃ t. P(t) −→ (∀ y. P(y)))
proof (rule impI)
assume ∃ x. ¬P(x)
then obtain x where [ty]: x be set and
A1: ¬P(x) by auto
show ∃ t. P(t) −→ (∀ y. P(y))
proof (rule bexI[of - x],rule impI)
assume P(x)
thus ∀ y. P(y) using A1 by simp
qed auto
qed
have case2: (∀ x. P(x)) −→ (∃ x. P(x) −→ (∀ y. P(y)))
proof (rule impI)
assume A2: ∀ x. P(x)
obtain x where [ty]: x be set and
xDef: x = the set by auto
show ∃ x. P(x) −→ (∀ y. P(y))
proof (rule bexI[of - x],rule impI)
assume P(x)
show ∀ y. P(y) using A2 by simp
qed auto
qed
show ?thesis using cases case1 case2 by auto
qed

Figure 1 Drinker’s paradox in Mizar and its automated translation to Isabelle. Variables are
implicitly typed as set. The example is a schematic extension of Wenzel and Wiedijk’s example
comparing Mizar with Isar [9].

In Figure 1 we present a simple proof that showcases the transformations the four different
kinds of skeleton step reconstruction, variable rename in take, and uses existential introduction. In the proof automatically translated according to the introduced transformations
Isabelle/Mizar’s mauto works as a justification of every step. Every take step requires an
additional obtain and type calculation. The proof by cases uses excluded middle, which is
supported by Isabelle. Among the 3236 proofs by cases, 1354 required a justification that
the considered cases are complete, and the most complex proof involves 16 cases.
Figure 2 showcases a more advanced MML proof, where automated thesis adjustments are
also necessary. Also the Isabelle/Mizar automation does not support Mizar’s term generation
for properties, so the individual proof step justification required additional facts. These were
symmetry a+b = b+a, reductions a+b−a = b, and the reflexivity of ≤. Last was for example
necessary to derive B1: t <> 0M from A1. All other steps were successfully proved by mauto.
Among the 20233 subproofs in MML200, we need the additional cut to transform the
thesis in 14827 cases (large majority are the same modulo parentheses). When it comes to
definition unfolding, the unfolded definition needs to be explicitly provided. This occurs in
5144 subproofs. Inline existential introduction steps introduce 13027 additional proof blocks.

5

Conclusion

We proposed translation techniques for the various features present in declarative proof
languages and we automatically translated the proof outlines from 200 articles of the MML
to Isabelle/Isar. Isabelle accepts all the translated proof outlines and the increase in the
proof size imposed by our translation is relatively small (factor 1.7) . Future work includes
extending the translation to Mizar structures and proof schemes which would allow applying
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mtheorem Lagrange:
∀ x:Real. ∀ t:Real. 0M < t −→
∀ x:PartFunc of IR,IR.
([[ x,x + t ]] ⊆ dom f ∧
f | [[ x,x + t ]] be continuous) ∧
f is differentiable on (| x,x+t |) −→
∃ s:Real. 0M < s ∧ (s < 1M ∧
f.(x+t) = f.x + t ∗ diff(f,x + s∗t))
proof (rule ballI,rule ballI,rule impI,rule ballI,rule impI)
fix x assume [ty]: x be Real fix t assume [ty]: t be Real
assume A1: 0M < t hence B1: t <> 0M ...
fix f assume [ty]: f be PartFunc of IR,IR
have [ty]: f be Relation ...
assume ([[ x, x + t ]] ⊆ dom f ∧ f | [[ x,x + t ]] be continuous) ∧
f is differentiable on (| x,x + t |)
then obtain x0 where [ty]: x0 be Real and
A2: x0 ∈ (| x,x + t|) and
A3: diff(f,x0) = (f.(x+t) - f .x)/(x+t-x) ...
obtain s where [ty]: s be set and sDef: s = (x0-x)/t ...
have [ty]: s is Real ...
show ∃ s:Real. 0M < s ∧ (s < 1M ∧
take s = (x0-x)/t;
f.(x+t) = f.x + t ∗ diff(f,x+s∗t))
proof (rule bexI[of - s],rule conjMI,rule conjMI)
have x0 ∈ {r where r be Real : x < r ∧ r < x + t} ...
x0 in {r where r is Real:x<r & r<x+t} by...
hence
then
A4: ∃ g:Real. (g = x0 ∧ x < g) ∧ g < x + t ...
A4: ex g be Real st g=x0 & x<g & g<x+t by...
hence 0M < x0 - x ...
then 0<x0-x by...
hence 0M / t < (x0 - x)/t ...
then 0/t < (x0-x)/t by...
thus 0M < s ...
hence 0<s by ...
have x0 - x < t ...
x0-x<t by...
hence (x0 - x)/ t < t / t ...
then (x0-x)/t<t/t by...
thus s < 1M ...
hence s<1 by...
have A5: s ∗ t + x = x0 - x + x ...
A5: s*t+x = (x0-x)+x by...
have f.x + t ∗ diff(f,x0) = f.x + (f.(x+t) - f.x) ...
f.x+t*diff(f,x0)=f.x+(f.(x+t)-f.x) by...
thus f.(x + t) = f.x + t ∗ diff(f,x+s∗t) ...
hence thesis by ...
qed
qed
end;
theorem :: ROLLE:4 Lagrange Theorem
for x,t be Real st 0<t
for f be PartFunc of REAL,REAL st
[.x,x+t.] c= dom f &
f|[.x,x+t.] is continuous &
f is_differentiable_on ].x,x+t.[
ex s be Real st 0<s & s<1 &
f.(x+t) = f.x + t*diff(f,x+s*t)
proof
let x,t be Real such that
A1: 0<t;
let f be PartFunc of REAL,REAL;
assume [.x,x+t.] c= dom f &
f|[.x,x+t.] is continuous &
f is_differentiable_on ].x,x+t.[;
then consider x0 be Real such that
A2: x0 in ].x,x+t.[ and
A3: diff(f,x0)=(f.(x+t)-f.x)/(x+t-x)
by...

Figure 2 The Lagrange theorem in Mizar and its automated translation to Isabelle. The individual
proof step justifications have been omitted, and are available in the accompanying formalization.

the techniques to a large subsequent part of the Mizar library. Finally, developing a more
powerful Mizar-like automation would be necessary to verify all the individual proof steps.
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Abstract
The Cockayne-Hedetniemi Domination Chain is a chain of inequalities between classic parameters
of graph theory: for a given graph G, ir(G) ≤ γ(G) ≤ ι(G) ≤ α(G) ≤ Γ(G) ≤ IR(G). These
parameters return the maximum/minimum cardinality of a set satisfying some property. However,
they can be generalized for graphs with weighted vertices where the objective is to maximize/minimize
the sum of weights of a set satisfying the same property, and the domination chain still holds for them.
In this work, the definition of these parameters as well as the chain is formalized in Coq/Ssreflect.
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1

Introduction

The domination parameters and the relationship between them is a very active research area
due to the numerous applications that can be modeled with them. They are introduced
below, following the treatment given in the textbook [9].
Let G = (V, E) be a simple graph. For any v ∈ V , let N (v) be the set of vertices adjacent
.
. S
. S
to v and N [v] = N (v) ∪ {v}. For any S ⊆ V , let N (S) = v∈S N (v) and N [S] = v∈S N [v].
A set S ⊆ V is called a stable set if N (S) ∩ S = ∅. Alternatively, S is a stable set if no
vertex in S is adjacent to any other vertex in S. The independence number α(G) of a graph
G is the maximum cardinality of a stable set in G.
A set D ⊆ V is called a dominating set if N [D] = V . Alternatively, D is a dominating set
if for all v ∈ V − D, there exists a vertex u ∈ D such that u is adjacent to v. The domination
number γ(G) of a graph G is the minimum cardinality of a dominating set in G and the
independence domination number ι(G) is the minimum cardinality of a set which is stable
and dominating simultaneously.
A property p is called hereditary if whenever a set S satisfies p, so does every proper
subset S 0 ⊂ S. Analogously, p is called superhereditary if whenever a set S satisfies p, so
does every proper superset S 0 ⊃ S. “To be stable” is an hereditary property while “to be
dominating” is superhereditary.
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Figure 1 Γ(G) = 2 < 3 = IR(G).

A set S ⊆ V satisfying an hereditary property p is maximal if, for every v ∈ V − S,
S ∪ {v} does not satisfy p. Similarly, a set S satisfying a superhereditary property p is
minimal if, for every v ∈ S, S − {v} does not satisfy p. For instance, a minimal dominating
set D is a dominating set such that any proper subset of D is not dominating. Note that
a dominating set of minimum cardinality is, in particular, minimal. Since finding γ(G) is
an NP-Hard problem, heuristics approaches to address them are usual and, in particular, a
greedy heuristic consisting of adding elements to a set until it becomes dominating is one
of these approaches. Such heuristic always returns a minimal dominating set by definition.
Its worst case leads to the definition of the upper domination number Γ(G) which is the
maximum cardinality of a minimal dominating set in G.
.
For a given set D ⊂ V and vertex v ∈ D, let sD (v) = N [v] − N [D − {v}]. This set
has those vertices only dominated by v, whose are called private vertices of v in D. A set
D ⊆ V is called an irredundant set if, for every v ∈ D, sD (v) 6= ∅. In other words, each
vertex of D must dominate at least one vertex not dominated by any other vertex from D.
The upper irredundance number IR(G) is the maximum cardinality of an irredundant set
in G. “To be irredundant” is an hereditary property and, thus, one might be interested in
finding the minimum cardinality of a maximal irredundant set. The latter is called the lower
irredundance number and denoted by ir(G).
Figure 1 shows an example of a minimal dominating set (on the left) and an irredundant
set (on the right). Both sets are represented by vertices inside boxes. In the right graph,
arrows link vertices from the irredundant set to their private vertices. This graph is a known
example where Γ and IR differs [10].
According to Favaron et al. [6], more that 1500 research papers about dominating sets
have been published and, in particular, more than 100 explore properties of irredundant sets
in graphs, showing the importance of this topic (which is still active [2]). Despite that, and
to the best of my knowledge, these concepts have not been formalized yet.
This ongoing work intends to reduce the gap between what is already informally proved
and what is not, such that other graph theorists may have a framework to formalize their
results, especially when their proofs require the analysis of dozens of mechanical cases (the
Four-Color Theorem is an example of a result involving an overwhelming number of cases
[7]). In particular, this work is the basis to prove later that IRw (defined in the next section)
is polynomial on {claw, bull, P6 , C6 }-free graphs [12]. However, it requires to consider several
“boring” cases and its formalization could be a way to channel this result, reaching a twofold
goal: on the one hand, to get confident about the proof and, on the other, to have the
advantage that a reader can accept it without the need of manually checking step by step (it
eventually could reduce the time spent in the peer-review process).
Another line of research that motivated this work is presented at the end of the paper.
A starting point is to formalize in Coq/Ssreflect [8] the Cockayne-Hedetniemi domination
chain, which is the basis for many other results [9]. It states that for any graph G,
ir(G) ≤ γ(G) ≤ ι(G) ≤ α(G) ≤ Γ(G) ≤ IR(G).
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The proof relies on the following facts:
A stable set D is maximal if and only if D is stable and dominating (see Prop. 3.5 of [9]).
A maximal stable set is a minimal dominating set (see Prop. 3.6 of [9]).
A dominating set D is minimal if and only if D is dominating and irredundant (see
Prop. 3.8 of [9]).
A minimal dominating set is a maximal irredundant set (see Prop. 3.9 of [9]).
For instance, in order to prove ir(G) ≤ γ(G) one can pick a dominating set D of minimum
cardinality, i.e. |D| = γ(G). Since D is minimal dominating, it is also maximal irredundant.
Therefore, |D| ≥ ir(G).

2

Weighted parameters

The parameters defined in the previous section can be generalized as follows. For a given
graph G = (V, E), consider a positive integer weight w(v) associated to each vertex v,
i.e. w : V → N1 , where N1 denotes the set of natural numbers starting from 1. For any
. P
S ⊆ V , define the weight of S as w(S) =
v∈S w(v). Let β ∈ {ir, γ, ι, α, Γ, IR} be a
parameter consisting of minimizing (or maximizing) the cardinality of a set S satisfying the
corresponding property p (e.g. if β = α then the objective is “to maximize” and p is “to be a
stable set”), and define βw (G) as the value of w(S) such that S satisfies p and minimizes
(maximizes resp.) w(S).
Since weights are positive, sets of minimum (maximum resp.) weight are also minimal
(maximal resp.), and the domination chain still holds for these parameters:
I Theorem 1. For any graph G and weights w : V (G) → N1 , irw (G) ≤ γw (G) ≤ ιw (G) ≤
αw (G) ≤ Γw (G) ≤ IRw (G).
In particular, the problems of finding γw (G) and αw (G) are the classic optimization
problems Minimum Weighted Dominating Set and Maximum Weighted Stable Set.
Nevertheless, the weighted versions of the remaining parameters are also beginning to be
studied: some theoretical results about Γw (G) have recently been reported [3] and algorithms
for obtaining (a generalized form of) ιw (G) have been proposed [4].
Therefore, it makes sense to directly formalize the domination chain for the weighted case,
and the original chain can be proved straightforwardly by setting w(v) = 1 for all v ∈ V . The
code accompanying this paper (from now on, the code) contains 3 Coq files, described below:
Name
basics.v
dom.v
example.v

Definitions
12
55
1

Proofs
46
60
17

Lines (spec)
282
311
62

Lines (proof)
303
551
166

The second and third column display the number of global definitions and proofs, and the
fourth and fifth column show the number of lines of specification and proof reported by the
tool coqwc. The total number of lines (spec + proof) amounts to 1675. Also, there is a
browsable version of the code made with CoqDocJS, and a solver for computing parameters
γw , ιw , αw , Γw and IRw . The solver can also generate a Coq file with a proof of α(G) ≥ k.
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3

Graph definition

This section is devoted to briefly discussing how to represent a finite simple graph in the
language Coq. First, a description of current representations is given.
The Mathematical Components library [13] (from now on, MC library) is equipped
with a definition of finite graphs, which can be consulted in the file fingraph.v. Basically,
vertices are elements of a finite type T and a graph is represented by a function of type
T → seq T , i.e. an assignment from vertices to lists containing their adjacencies (here, seq
is the ssreflect type for sequences, see seq.v from [13]). This library also has some basic
results about connectivity, which is seen as the transitive closure of the adjacency relation,
and they are used in the formal proof of the Four-Color Theorem [7] (at that time the file
was called connect.v).
Recently, another representation was given by Dockzal, Combette and Pous [5] since
fingraph in the MC library as well as other results in the formal proof of the Four-Color
Theorem were conceived to deal with planar graphs and do not fulfill some requirements
needed for a general theory of graphs. The authors define a graph G as a structure hV, Ri
(called sgraph) where V is a finite type inhabited by the vertices of G and R : V → V → bool
is a symmetric and irreflexive relation representing the adjacency relation of G (and denoted
by “--”). Several results about connectivity, morphisms, minor relation and treewidth among
others are formalized.
In this work, the latter representation is adopted. Moreover, the code is compatible with
the one proposed in [5] and it can certainly extend that library.
Formalizations of some aspects of graph theory are not restricted to the language Coq.
One of them is the work of Noschinski [11] for Isabelle/HOL. He defines a simple graph (not
necessarily finite) as a pair (V, E) ∈ P(N) × P(P(N)) (where P(X) denotes the powerset of
X) satisfying the condition ∀ e ∈ E • e ⊆ V ∧ |e| = 2. As this set-theoretic representation
can be more intuitive for newcomers, the file basics.v (from the code) defines the edge
set E(G) in terms of the adjacency relation. Some results are then expressed with E(G),
including one of the first classic facts given in textbooks: the sum of the degrees of all vertices
is equal to twice the number of edges.
Theorem sumdeg_2E : ∀ G : sgraph , 2 * #| E ( G )| = Σ( w in V ( G )) deg G w .

The file basics.v also has simple results about finite sets and summations not found in the
MC library, and definitions of open and closed neighborhoods, and the degree of vertices.

4

Formalizing the domination chain

This section exposes the most relevant details about the formalization performed in the file
dom.v, which contains definitions and results about: 1) stable, dominating and irredundant
sets, 2) private sets, 3) hereditary and superhereditary properties, 4) maximal and minimal
sets, 5) sets of maximum and minimum weights, and 6) weighted and unweighted parameters.
One of the obstacles found was that it was easier to prove statements about properties
over sets when they were defined as Prop-terms rather than bool-terms, while the MC
library commonly uses the latter. For that reason, the concept of property was packaged in a
structure, where a property p comes in two flavors: vsbool, which is a compact definition of
p having type {set G} → bool (see the definition of pred in the MC library), and vsprop,
which is the same property written in terms of quantifiers and having type {set G} → Prop,
where {set G} denotes the type of sets of vertices:
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Record vsproperty := VertexSetProperty {
vsprop :> { set G } → Prop ;
vsbool : pred { set G } ;
vsrefl : ∀ D : { set G } , reflect ( vsprop D ) ( vsbool D ) ;
vsinhb : { set G } ;
vspinh : vsprop vsinhb
}.

A boolean reflection view vsrefl is used to prove the equivalence between the two. In
addition, the structure is equipped with a set vsinhb satisfying the property p. Its proof is
given in vspinh. For instance, stable sets are defined as follows:
Definition stable := @VertexSetProperty
p_stable pb_stable stableP ∅ st_empty .

where p_stable and pb_stable are the two versions given below, stableP is the reflection
view between them, and st_empty is a proof that the empty set is stable.
Definition p_stable := ∀ u v : G , u ∈ S → v ∈ S → ¬ ( u -- v ).
Definition pb_stable := NS ( S ) ∩ S == ∅.

In the code, NS(S) is notation for N (S), i.e. the open neighborhood of a set S.
Having different definitions in both types is useful and has already been applied previously
in the MC library: for example, the lemma set0Pn proves the equivalence between the Propterm “∃ x, x ∈ A” and the bool-term “A != ∅” in the file finset.v. As it was pointed
out previously, vsbool is mainly used when interacting with the MC library while vsprop
is preferred for performing proofs. A coercion between vsproperty and vsprop is declared
since the latter is used intensively and improves readability.
For a given property p and a given set of vertices D, the latter is a maximal set if it
satisfies p but no proper superset F of D does. In addition, if p is hereditary, it is possible to
apply the definition of maximal set given in the introduction (here called maximal_altdef):
Definition maximal := p D ∧ (∀ F : { set G } , D ⊂ F → ¬ p F ).
Definition hereditary := ∀ F : { set G } , F ⊆ D → p D → p F .
Theorem maximal_altdef : hereditary p →

( maximal ↔ ( p D ∧ (∀ v : G , v ∈
/ D → ¬ p ( D ∪ v )))).

Something similar is done for the definitions of minimal and superhereditary. From now on,
only concepts related to maximal sets are presented (keeping in mind that the same is done
for minimal ones).
In order to define the property that a given set is maximal irredundant, it is required to
propose an inhabitant of that property. The code gives a tool called ex_maximal for providing
these kind of sets. For instance, ex_maximal irredundant generates a maximal irredundant
set and maximal_exists gives a proof that the generated set satisfies that property.
.
.
Let p be a property, F = vsinhb p, i.e. a set satisfying p, and pb = vsbool p, i.e. the
bool-version of the property. The following function provides a set of maximum weight:
Definition maximum_set := [ arg max_ ( D > F | pb D ) weight_set D ].

where weight_set is the weight of a given set. Note that maximum_set is defined in terms
of [arg max_(D > F | P ) M ], a function from the MC library that returns an object D
maximizing M subject to P , where P holds for F .
Now, we have all the elements to introduce the parameters. For instance, IRw (G) is
defined as the weight of the irredundant set of maximum weight.
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Definition IR_w : = weight_set weight ( maximum_set weight irredundant ) .

For unweighted cases, cardinality is used. That is:
Definition maximum_set_card := [ arg max_ ( D > F | pb D ) #| D |].
Definition IR := #| maximum_set_card irredundant |.

Then, the equivalence between both cases (when weights are ones) is established:
Lemma IR_is_IR1 : IR = IR_w ones .

Finally Theorem 1 is proved and the original chain is derived as a consequence of that
theorem. For instance, for the statements Γw (G) ≤ IRw (G) and Γ(G) ≤ IR(G) we have:
Theorem Gamma_w_leq_IR_w : ∀ ( G : sgraph ) ( weight : G → nat ) ,
Γ_w G weight ≤ IR_w G weight .
Corollary Gamma_leq_IR : ∀ G : sgraph , Γ G ≤ IR G .

The file example.v shows an example on how to use these concepts: it proves that a complete graph K satisfies αw (K) = Γw (K) = IRw (K) = max{w(v) : v ∈ V (K)}, by bounding
αw (K) from below and IRw (K) from above, and applying Theorem 1 for collapsing the three
parameters. It is also shown that ir(K) = γ(K) = ι(K) = α(K) = Γ(K) = IR(K) = 1.
A future research line related to this work conceives the idea of obtaining the proof (as a
Coq file) of the value of a parameter over instances of reasonable size. For example, suppose
that a certain application is modeled as a Maximum Stable Set Problem and, after
all, one wants to verify α(G) = k, for some G and k. Certifying that α(G) ≥ k is easy
(i.e. polynomial in the size of G): propose a set of k vertices and prove that it is stable. In
fact, this is done by the solver provided in the supplement material. Therefore, the effort
should be put in the generation of a proof of α(G) ≤ k as small as possible. Below, a
technique is briefly elaborated. Consider an Integer Linear Programming formulation that
P
models the problem, e.g. maximize i∈V (G) xi subject to xi + xj ≤ 1 for all i, j ∈ E(G) and
P
xi ∈ {0, 1} for all i. By adding the contraint i∈V (G) xi ≥ k + 1, the formulation turns
infeasible. Next, find an Irreducible Infeasible Subsystem (IIS). There are tools that perform
this task, e.g. Conflict Refiner of IBM CPLEX (or, even better, one can get the minimum IIS
by solving a set covering problem). Then, solve the IIS via Branch-and-Bound (the number
of explored nodes can be reduced by using a strong branching strategy). It generates a tree
where each leaf corresponds to a infeasible Linear Programming (LP) problem. Hence, the
proof of α(G) ≤ k consists mainly of enumerating these LP problems and certifying that
each one is infeasible, which can be done via Farkas Lemma. The library of formalized LP
concepts provided in [1] might be useful here. Integer LP formulations for γw , ιw and αw are
well-known, while recent ones for Γw and IRw have been proposed [12] and implemented
(see supplement material).
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